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LETTER OF TBAI^SMITTAL.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR,

Washington, D. C., November 8, 1912.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith, and to recommend for

publication, a compilation of laws and parts of laws of a general
nature affecting the administration and protection of the National

Forests, with citations to acts of special or local application, and
references to the more important decisions of the courts, the Interior

Department, the Attorney General, the Comptroller of the Treasury,
and the Solicitor of the Department of Agriculture. This compilation
was requested by the Forester, and under my direction was compiled
by Mr. W. W. Dyar, with the aid of other assistants to the Solicitor,

all under the supervision of Mr. K. W. Williams, in charge of the

Forest Service section of this office.

Respectfully,
GEO. P. McCABE,

Solicitor.

Hon. JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.
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GENERAL LAWS, PARTS OF LAWS, DECISIONS, AND
OPINIONS APPLICABLE TO THE CREATION, AD-

MINISTRATION, AND PROTECTION OF NATIONAL
FORESTS.

ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL FORESTS AND GENERAL
POWERS OF ADMINISTRATION (NATIONAL MONUMENTS
AND GAME REFUGES.)

Act of March 3, 1891 (2G Stat. 1095), to repeal timber-culture laws, and for other purposes.

[1103] SEC. 24. That the President of the United States may, from Creation of Na-

time to time, set apait and reserve, in any State or Territory having
tl(

public land bearing forests, in any part of the public lands wholly or in

part covered with timber or undergrowth, whether of commercial value
or not, as public reservations, and the President shall, by public
proclamation, declare the establishment of such reservations and the

limits thereof. 1

Agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1907 (34 Stat. 1256).

[1269]
* * * Forest reserves * * * shall be known hereafter Designation of

as National Forests * * *

Sundry civil appropriation act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11).

[34]
* * * To remove any doubt which may exist pertaining to President em-

the authority of the President thereunto [in regard to the National yoke
r

modify
F

or

Forests], the President of the United States is hereby authorized and suspend Execu-

empowered to revoke, modify, or suspend any and all such Executive tive orders or

orders and proclamations, or any part thereof, from time to time as he pr

shall deem oest for the public interests: *

[36] The President is hereby authorized at any time to modify any President may
Executive order that has been or may hereafter be made establishing any JJJJ^ J^^ e *<?

c~

forest reserve, and by any such modification may reduce the area or

change the boundary lines of such reserve, or may vacate altogether

any order creating such reserve.

Agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1907 (34 Stat., 1256).

[1271] Hereafter no forest reserve shall be created, nor shall any No new forests

additions be made to one heretofore created within the limits of the
certaln^states.

1D

States of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, or Wyoming,
except by act of Congress. (California added by act of Aug. 24, 1912,

p. 9, post.)

Act of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628), providing for the transfer of forest reserves from
the Department of the Interior to the Department of Agriculture.

The Secretary of the Department of Agriculture shall, from and after Transfer of Na-

the passage of this act, execute or cause to be executed all laws affecting careof SecreLry
public lands heretofore or hereafter reserved under the provisions of of Agriculture,

section twenty-four of the act entitled
"An act to repeal the timber- 26 Stat., 1095.

1 The public lands are held in trust for the whole people, not for the people of the

States within which they are located. The Government has in its lands all the rights
of an individual proprietor to maintain its possession and prosecute trespassers. It

may deal with them as an individual may deal with his lands. It may sell or withhold
them from sale or settlement. It may absolutely prohibit or fix the terms on which
they may be used. The constitutional declaration that "Congress shall have power to

dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or the

property belonging to the United States" (Art. IV, sec. 3), places in Congress authority
and discretion to exercise the above rights and powers; and Congress may therefore

reserve or authorize the President to reserve public lands as National Forests with-

out the consent of the State within whose borders they lie. (Light . United States,

MO U. 8., 23, and cases therein cited.)

5
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culture laws, and for other pui '(.proved March thinl, eighteen
hundred and ninety-one, and actfl Hi|>t>|emenlal to and amendatory
thereof, .n'ier -iieh lands ha\e liei-n so reserved, excepting such laws as

al'i'e, i i he Mirve\in-, pi".-p<--i ini:. Idi-u in-.', appropriating, entering,

n-liiK|iii>liiiiL'. Dg, eerii lying, or patenting of any of such lands.

Sundry ri\ il:i|>|>n.pii:ii ion :it-t of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11).

[34] All public lands li,.n-i..f,,ro designated and reserved by the

President >!' (lie I'niied States under the provisions of the a'i approved
26 Stat., 1095. March third, eighteen hundred and ninel y-<.ne, the orders i'ur which

shall beand remain in full foreeand effect, unsuspended and unrevoked,
and all public lands thai, may heieafler be set aside and reserved as

public forest reserves under 'said act, shall be as far as practicable
controlled and administered in accordance with the following pro-
visions:

No public forest reservation shall be established, except to improve
Purposes of Na- and protect, tlu- forest \\ithin the reservation, or for the purpose of

tinna! Kon-st-j.
s,, ( ., ir i,,,r favorable conditions of water flows, and to furnish a con-

tinuous supply of timber for the use and necessities of citizens of the
I 'nited Slates; but it is not the purpose or intent of these provisions, or

of the act providing for such reservations, to authorize the inclusion

therein of lands more valuable for the mineral therein, or for agrioul-
t ural purposes, than for forest purposes.

1

Fire protection. The Secretary of the Interior shall make provisions for the protection
against destruction by fire and depredations upon the public forests

and forest reservations which may have been set aside or which may be
hereafter set aside under the said act of March third, eighteen hundred

Secretary (of and ninety-one, and which may be continued
;
and he may make such

nvik^^ruh's "uS ru ^es an^ regulations and establish such service as will insure the objects

regulations. of such reservations, namely, to legulate their occupancy and use and
to preserve the forests thereon from destruction;

2 and any violation of

Penalty. the provisions of this act or such rules and regulations shall be punished
25 Stat., 166. as fs provided for in the act of June fourth, eighteen hundred and eight y-

R.S., sec. 5388. eight, amending section fifty-thiee hundred and eighty-eight of the
Revised Statutes of the United States.3

Timber may pOr the purpose of preserving the living and growing timber and
be appra: d

promoting the younger growth on forest reservations, the Secretary
of the Interior, under such rules and regulations as he shall prescribe,

may cause to be designated and appraised so much of the dead, matured,
or large growth of trees found upon such forest reservations as may be
compatible with the utilization of the forests thereon, and may sell

the same for not less than the appraised value in such quantities to
Timber must each purchaser as he shall prescribe, to be used in the State or Terri-

tory in which such timber reservation may be situated, respectively,
but not for export therefrom. 4

1 Notwithstanding this language, mineral lands (at least if not located as such at the
time of withdrawal) become a part of the National Forest; and their subsequent location
does not (prior to patent) withdraw or exclude them therefrom. (United States v.

Rizzinelli, 182 Fed., 675.)
Under a forestry proclamation declaring

" that the withdrawal made by 1 his proclama-
tion shall, as to all lands at this time legally appropriated * * * be subject to and
shall not interfere with or defeat legal rights under such appropriation

* * * so
long as such appropriation is maintained," a mining location existing at the date of the
proclamation becomes a part of the National Forest subject only to the rights of the
owner thereof under the mineral laws. (2 Sol. Op., 763; id., 865.)
Lands covered by railroad and ditch nghts-of-way at the tune of withdrawal become

part of the National Forests subject to such rights-of-wav. (2 Sol. Op., 790; id., 728.)
If agricultural lands are improvidently included in a forest reservation they can be

eliminated only by proclamation of the President or by act of Congress. (E. S. Gosney,
29 L. D., 593, 30 L. D., 44; decided before the passage of act of June 11

, 1906.)
- Authority to regulate occupancy and use includes authority to forbid either or both,

and to permit the same upon terms and conditions, including payment of charges,
especially where the statutes provide for the disposition of the moneys received. (22
Op. A1 ty. (.ion., 2t>6; 25 id., 470; 26 id., 421; United States v. Grimaud, 220 U. S., 506.)

Congress itself having provided criminal penalties for violation of the regulations,
the act is not unconstitutional as an attempt to delegate legislative powers. (United
Suites r. Grimaud. 220 U. S., 506; Light i: United States, 220 U. S., 523 )

* By act of Mar. 4, 1907, p. 60, post, the Secretary of Agriculture is given authority
to permit export of timber except from the Black Hills National Forest in South
Dakota.
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[Before such sale shall take place, notice thereof shall be given Timber to be
* for not less than thirty days by publication in one or more s

;^

d 9Qly after

newspapers of general circulation, as he may deem necessary, in the
a(J

State or Territory where such reservation exists: Provided, however, Emergency
That in cases of unusual emergency the Secretary of the Interior sales -

may, in the exercise of his discretion, permit the purchase of timber
and cord wood in advance of advertisement of sale at rates of value

approved by him and subject to payment of the full amount of the

highest bid resulting from the usual advertisement of sale: Provided Sales of timber

further, That he may, in his discretion, sell without advertisement, in ^aS
quantities to suit applicants, at a fair appraisement, timber and cord
wood not exceeding in value one hundred dollars stumpage : And pro- Private sales

vided further, That in cases in which advertisement is had and no ^ere bfd i^un-
satisfactory bid is received, or in cases in which the bidder fails to satisfactory.

complete the purchase, the timber may be sold, without further

advertisement, at private sale, in the discretion of the Secretary of the

Interior, at not less than the appraised valuation, in quantities to suit

purchasers:]
'

Such timber before being sold, shall be marked Timber to be

and designated, and shall be cut and removed under the supervision JuT under super-
of some person appointed for that purpose by the Secretary of the vision.

Interior, not interested in the purchase or removal of such timber nor
in the employment of the purchaser thereof. Such supervisor shall

make report in writing
* * * of his doings in the premises.

(The matter in brackets in the above section is taken bodily from the act of June 6,
1900 (31 Stat., 661), and, since the passage of the agricultural appropriation act of June
30,1906 (34 Stat. ,669), is the timber sale law for all National Forests, except as modified

by the act of Feb. 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628), transferring the jurisdiction of the National
Forests to the Secretary of Agriculture.)

The Secretary of the Interior may permit, under regulations to be Free use of tim-

prescribed by him, the use of timber and stone found upon such reser-

vations, free of charge, by bona fide settlers, miners, residents, and

prospectors for minerals, for firewood, fencing, buildings, mining,
prospecting, and other domestic purposes, as may be needed by such

persons for such purposes; such timber to be used within the State or

Territory, respectively, where such reservations may be located.

[36] Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting the egress or Ingress and

ingress of actual settlers residing within the boundaries of such reser- egres!

vations, or from crossing the same to and from their property or homes;
and such wagon roads and other improvements may be constructed
thereon as may be necessary to reach their homes and to utilize their

property under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the

Secretary of the Interior. Nor shall anything herein prohibit any
person from entering upon such forest reservations for all proper and
lawful purposes,

1

including that of prospecting, locating, and develop- Prospecting,

ing the mineral resources thereof: Provided, That such persons comply
'

with the rules and regulations covering such forest reservations.

(The paragraphs in this act providing for lieu selection were repealed by the act of

Mar. 3, 1905, 33 Stat., 1264.)

The settlers residing within the exterior boundaries of such forest Schools and

reservations, or in the vicinity thereof, may maintain schools and ^^^ forests.
&

churches within such reservation, and for that purpose may occupy
any part of the said forest reservation, not exceeding two acres for each
schoolhouse and one acre for a church.
The jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, over persons within such State jurisdic-

reservations shall not be affected or changed by reason of the existence
of such reservations, except so far as the punishment of offenses against
the United States therein is concerned; the intent and meaning of this

provision being that the State wherein any such reservation is situated

i While it is no doubt within the power of Congress to prevent intrusion upon the

National Forests for the purposes of taking fish and game, yet in view of the long-estab-
lished policy by which the public domain has been opened for these purposes, it can not
be held that the general powers conferred upon the Secretary of Agriculture by the
forest administrative act of June 4, 1897, or any other legislation empowers him to pro-
hibit or to make regulations in relation to the taking of fish and game on the National
Forests. (23 Op. Atty. Gen., 589; 1 Sol. Op., 78 and 174.)
The fish and game laws of the States and Territories are applicable to National Forest

lands and to persons other than Indians on Indian reservations but not to Indians upon
their reservations. (1 Sol. Op., 201.)
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shall not, by reason of the establishment thereof, lose its jurisdiction,

nor the inhabitant* thereof their rHitsaiid privi leges as citizens, or be

abaolved from their dune.- M citizen* >'' the State.

Waters. All waters on siieh reservations may be used for domestic, mining,
milliner, '-r irrigation pnrpos'-, under tin- hiws of the State wherein
such i.>rest re.H-rvaiions arc situated, or under ihc laws of the United
States and the rules and regulations established thereunder. 1

Restoration nf
Tpoii the recommendation of the Secretary of the Interior, with the

8
approval of the President, after sixty days' notice thereof, published
in two papers of general circulation in the State or Territory wherein

any forest reservation is situated, and near the said reservation, any
public lands embraced within the limits of any forest reservation

which, after due examination by personal inspection of a competent
person appointed for that purpose by the Secretary of the Interior,
shall be found better adapted for mining or for agricultural purposes
than for forest usage, may be restored to the public domain. And

Mineral lands any mineral lands in any forest reservation which have been or which

andentry
ocation

may be shown to be such, and
subject

to entry under the existing

mining laws of the United States and the rules and regulations apply-
ing thereto, shall continue to be subject to such location and entry,

notwithstanding any provisions herein contained.

Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat.. 847), to authorize the President of the United States to make
withdrawals of public lands in certain cases.

Temporary That the President may, at any time in his discretion, temporarily
>y withdraw from settlement, location, sale, or entry any of the public

lands of the United States including the District of Alaska and reserve
the same for water-power sites, irrigation, classification of lands, or

other public purposes to be specified in the orders of withdrawals,
and such withdrawals or reservations shall remain in force until

revoked by him or by an act of Congress.
2

gEC 2 [as a
That all lands wtrawn uner te provsons

as amended by the act of Aug. 24, 1912, 37 Stat., 4971.

nds withdrawn under the rovisions of this act shall at all

Mineral expio-

SttoE
times be open to exploration, discovery, occupation, and purchase
under the mining laws of the United States, so far as the same apply
to metalliferous minerals: Provided, That the rights of any person
who, at the date of any order of withdrawal heretofore or hereafter

made, is a bona fide occupant or claimant of oil or gas bearing lands
and who, at .such date, is in the diligent prosecution of work leading
to the discovery of oil or gas, shall not be affected or impaired by such
order so long as such occupant or claimant shall continue in diligent
prosecution of said work: Provided further, That this act shall not be
construed as a recognition, abridgment, or enlargement of any asserted

rights or claims initiated upon any oil or gas bearing lands after any
withdrawal of such lands made prior to June twenty-fifth, nineteen

tleme
in

S 'Swept
hundred and ten: And provided further, That there shall be excepted

Cd. from the force and effect of any withdrawal made under the provi-

1 Waters flowing over the public domain in natural channels are not the property of
the United States or subject to its control or disposition. They are publici juris and
are subject, under the Constitution, to the jurisdiction and control of the States, except
for purposes of commerce and navigation. The Government can acquire a right to
their use for purposes other than navigation only by appropriating them under the

provisions of State laws. (1 Sol. Op., 590.)

Where, however, the Government, by a treaty made prior to the admission of the
State into the Union, has reserved certain waters for the use of an Indian tribe, there
is no power in the State to divert them from such uses. (Winters v. United States, 207

U.S., 564.)
Nor can a State, even upon the nonnavigable portions of a stream, authorize any uses

which will impair the navigability of the navigable portions. (United States v. Rio
Grande Irrigation Co., 174 U. S., 690.)
The waters of mineral, medicinal, and saline springs on the public domain are under

the sole control of the United States, as a landowner, and are not subject to appropria-
tion under State laws or to the riparian right to continued flow. (2 Sol. Op., 951.)

3 This act confers upon the President power to withdraw National Forest lands for

the purposes therein stated. " Public lands," as used therein, includes National Forest
lands. (Informal opinion of Attorney General to Secretary of Agriculture of Nov. 23,
1910.)
The Secretary of Agriculture has no authority to issue a power permit affecting

National Forest lands withdrawn under this act for a power site (2 Sol. Op., 817); nor
can he make leases, under the act of Feb. 28, 1899, or authorize other uses of lands simi-

larly withdrawn around mineral and medicinal springs in Alaska. (2 Sol. Op., 870.)
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sions of this act all lands which are, on the date of such withdrawal,
embraced in any lawful homestead or desert-land entry theretofore

made, or upon which any valid settlement has been made and is at

said date being maintained and perfected pursuant to law; but the
terms of this proviso shall not continue to apply to any particular
tract of land unless the entryman or settler shall continue to comply
with the law under which the entry or settlement was made: And
provided further, That hereafter no forest reserve shall be created, nor No further Na-

shall any additions be made to one heretofore created, within the
ceJ-Sin sSs

"

limits of the States of California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Mon-
tana, Colorado, or Wyoming, except by act of Congress.

SEC. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior shall report all such Reports to Con-

withdrawals to Congress at the beginning 'of its next regular session gress-

after the date of the withdrawals.

LEGISLATION AFFECTING PARTICULAR NATIONAL FORESTS.

Act of October 1, 1890 (26 Stat., 650), setting aside certain lands in Sierra (now in

California as forest reservations.

Act of February 7, 1905 (33 Stat., 702), to exclude from Yosemite Same.
National Park certain lands and attach the same to the Sierra Forest
Reserve.
Joint resolution of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 831), accepting recession Same.

of Yosemite Valley, etc., and changing boundaries of the National
Park.
Act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat., 526), replaced by section 55 of the Bull Run Na-

Penal Code. (See Trespass, p. 67, post.)
tional Forest -

Act of May 23, 1908 (35 Stat., 268), establishing the Minnesota .Minnesota Na-

National Forest and containing various special provisions in relation
tlonal F

to
_sales

of timber, the preservation of seed trees, the preservation and
adjustment of the rights of Indians, etc. See also act of June 27, 1902

(32 Stat.. 400).
Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 855), relating to Indian lands, proviso Same.

near bottom of page 862.

The Indian appropriation act of March 3, 1905 (33 Stat., 1048 at p.
Addition to

1070), authorizes the President to add parts of the Uinta Indian Res- JJJJJ.
Natlonal

ervation to the Uinta National Forest.

Act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat., 1074, 1095), authorized homestead x
Black Hills

entries by metes and bounds in the Black Hills National Forest by
N

bona fide settlers prior to September 19, 1898.

Act of March 1, 1907 (34 Stat., 1053), grants certain lands in the San .

San Juan Na-

Juan National Forest to the city of Durango, Colo., for reservoir pur-
poses, reserving to the Forest Service the right to dispose of the timber
on certain parts thereof.

Act of February 18, 1909 (35 Stat., 626), as amended by act of May 7,
Calaveras Big

1912 (37 Stat., 108), authorizing acquisition of lands in California for a
rest.

National Forest to be known as the Calaveras Big Tree National Forest.
Act of February 28, 1911 (36 Stat., 960), authorizes the exchange of .Kansas Na-

lands in the Kansas National Forest for privately owned lands within
tlonal 3

its boundaries.
Act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1357), authorizes the Secretary of National For-

the Interior to exchange certain desert lands, specifically described,
es

for other described lands, within National Forests in Oregon.
Act of July 31, 1912 (37 Stat., 241), authorizes the exchange of Exchange with

certain lands with the State of Michigan and provides the terms on M
which such exchange may be made.
Act of July 25, 1912 (37 Stat., 200), authorizing Secretary of the Pa ima Na-

Interior to exchange certain lands in Paulina National Forest, Oreg.,
tu

for private lands within the forest.

Act of August 22, 1912 (37 Stat., 323), authorizes the Secretary of Zuni National

Agriculture to exchange timber in the Pecos National Forest, N. Mex.,
for privately owned lands within the boundaries of the Zuni National
Forest.

The agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat., 269),
Same.

declares that the Fort Wingate Military Reservation, N. Mex., shall

become a part of the Zuni National Forest, subject to unhampered
use for military purposes.
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Act of March 1, 191 l(:5tiStai.. '.ml), toenable any State tocooperate with any other State
or States, or with tin- rnitt-l states, for the protection of tin- water-in-, is of navigable
streams, ;inl to appoint a .-ommission for the acquisition of lands for the purpose of

conserving th. na\ u;,i!>ility of navi^alih- rivers.

States author- That the consenl <*f t he < digress of the United States is hereby given

agreements tS
to each of the several Stales of the Union to enter into any a-n-.-ment

conserve forests or compact , not in con Ilict with any law of the United Stales, with any
and water sup- other State or States I'm- the purpose of conserving the fore.sts and the

water supply of the States entering into such agreement or compact.
Cooperation SEC. 2. That tlie stun of two hundred thousand dollars is hereby

frreprotecUon/
raPProP"ate^ an^ ma^eava ^ ;ll)1<1 l "" il expended, outof any moneys in

the National Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to enable the Secre-

tary of Agriculture to cooperate with any State or group of States, when
requested to do so, in the protection from lire of the forested watersheds
of navigable streams; and the Secretary of Agriculture is hereby
authorized, and on such conditions as he deems wise, to stipulate and
agree with any State or group of States to cooperate in the organization
and maintenance of a system of fire protection on any private or State
forest lands within such State or States and situated upon the watershed
of a navigable river: Provided, That no such stipulation or agreement
shall be made with any State which has not provided by law fora system
of forest-fire protection: Provided further, That in no case shall the
amount expended in any State exceed in any fiscal year the amount
appropriated by that State for the same purpose during the same
fiscal year.

p urchase of SEC. 3. That there is hereby appropriated, for the fiscal year ending

IfaiSeaWlUv'
861^ June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ten, the sum of one million dol-

streams.
'

lars, and for each fiscal year thereafter a sum not to exceed two million
dollars for use in the examination, survey, and acquirement of lands
located on the headwaters of navigable streams or those which are

being or which may be developed for navigable purposes: Provided,
That the provisions of this section shall expire by limitation on the
thirtieth day of June, nineteen hundred and fifteen.

Appoint m e n t SEC. 4. That a commission, to be known as the National Forest Reser-
of commission. vation Commission, consisting of the Secretary of War, the Secretary

of the Interior, the Secretary of Agriculture, and two Members of the

Senate, to be selected by the President of the Senate, and two Members
of the House of Representatives, to be selected by the Speaker, is

hereby created and authorized to consider and pass upon such lands
as may be recommended for purchase as provided in section six of this

act, and to fix the price or prices at which such lands may be purchased,
and no purchases shall be made of any lands until such lands have been
duly approved for purchase by said commission: Provided, That the
members of the commission herein created shall serve as such only
during their incumbency in their respective official positions, and any
vacancy on the commission shall be filled in the manner as the original

appointment.
Reports to Con- SEC. 5. That the commission hereby appointed shall, through its

president, annually report to Congress, not later than the first Monday
in December, the operations and expenditures of the commission, in
detail, during the preceding fiscal year.

Duties of Secre- SEC. 6. That the Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized and

fure and cSolog-
directed to examine, locate, and recommend for purchase such lands

ical Survey. as in his judgment may be necessary to the regulation of the flow of

navigable streams, and to report to the National Forest Reservation
Commission the results of such examinations: Provided, That before

any lands are purchased by the National Forest Reservation Commis-
sion said lands shall be examined by the Geological Survey and a report
made to the Secretary of Agricnlture, showing that the control of such
lands will promote or protect the navigation of streams on whose water-
sheds they lie.

Secretary to SEC. 7. That the Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized to

o"state
Se>C01 Qt

purchase, in the name of the United States, such lanols as have been
approved for purchase by the National Forest Reservation Commission
at the price or prices fixed by said commission: Provided, That no deed
or other instrument of conveyance shall be accepted or approved by the

Secretary of Agriculture under this act until the legislature of the
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State iii which the land lies shall have consented to the acquisition of

such land by the United States for the purpose of preserving the navi-

gability of navigable streams.

SEC. 8. That the Secretary of Agriculture may do all things necessary Titles obtained

to secure the safe title in the United States to the lands to be acquired AgricSire and
under this act, but no payment shall be made for any such lands until passed upon by
the title shall be satisfactory to the Attorney General and shall be Attorney General.

vested in the United States.

SEC. 9. That such acquisition may in any case be conditioned upon Reservations of

the exception and reservation to the owner from whom title passes to timber and min-

the United States of the minerals and of the merchantable timber, or
era

either or any part of them, within or upon such lands at the date of the

conveyance, but in every case such exception and reservation and the
time within which such timber shall be removed and the rules and

regulations under which the cutting and removal of such timber and
the mining and removal of such minerals shall be done shall be ex-

pressed in the written instrument of conveyance, and thereafter the

mining, cutting, and removal of the minerals and timber so excepted
and reserved shall be done only under and in obedience to the rules and
regulations so expressed.

SEC. 10. That inasmuch as small areas of land chiefly valuable for Sale of agricul-

agriculture may of necessity or by inadvertence be included in tracts aJSed
S a "

acquired under this act, the Secretary of Agriculture may, in Ms dis-

cretion, and he is hereby authorized, upon application or otherwise, to

examine and ascertain the location and extent of such areas as in his

opinion may be occupied for agricultural purposes without injury to

the forests or to stream flow and which are not needed for public pur-
poses, and may list and describe the same by metes and bounds, or

otherwise, and offer them for sale as homesteads at their true value, to

be fixed by him, to actual settlers, in tracts not exceeding eighty acres

in area, under such joint rules and regulations as the Secretary of

Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe; and in

case of such sale the jurisdiction over the lands sold shall, ipso facto,
revert to the State in which the lands sold lie. And no right, title,

interest, or claim in or to any lands acquired under this act, or the waters

thereon, or the products, resources, or use thereof after such lands shall

have been so acquired, shall be initiated or perfected, except as in this

section provided.
SEC. 11. That, subject to the provisions of the last preceding sec- Lands acquired

tion, the lands acquired under this act shall be permanently reserved, ministered "s na-

held, and administered as national forest lands under the provisions tional forest
of section twenty-four of the act approved March third, eighteen hun- lands.

dred and ninety-one (volume twenty-six, Statutes at Large, page
eleven hundred and three), and acts supplemental to and amendatory
thereof. And the Secretary of Agriculture may from time to time
divide the lands acquired under this act into such specific National
Forests and so designate the same as he may deem best for adminis-
trative purposes.

SEC. 12. That the jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, over persons Jurisdiction of

upon the lands acquired under this act shall not be affected or changed
by their permanent reservation and administration as national forest

lands, except so far as the punishment of offenses against the^ United
States is concerned, the intent and meaning of this section being that
the State wherein such land is situated shall not, by reason of such
reservation and administration, lose its jurisdiction nor the inhabi-

tants thereof their rights and privileges as citizens or be absolved from
their duties as citizens of the State.

SEC. 13. That five per centum of all moneys received during any Five per cent of

fiscal year from each National Forest into which the lands acquired
re

under this act may from time to time be divided shall be paid, at the

end of such year, by the Secretary of the Treasury to the State in

which such National Forest is situated, to be expended as the State

legislature may prescribe for the benefit of the public schools and pub-
lic roads of the county or counties in which such National Forest is

situated: Provided, That when any National Forest is in more than
one State or county the distributive share to each from the proceeds
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of such lon-.-i .-lull t>e proportional in it.- an-a therein: Providedfurther,
That there shall not !< paid to any State for any county an amount

equal to more than forty per centum of the total income of such county
from all other sources.

Expenses of SEC. II. That a sum sufficient to pay the necessary expenses of the
"' comnii-ion and its ineml.er.- not to exceed an annual expenditure of

twenty-live thousand dollars is hereby appropriated out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise

appropriated.
Said appropriation shall

t>6 immediate!) available, and shall be paid out on the audit and order

of the president of the said eomniission. whirli audit and order shall be
conclusive and binding upon all departments a- to the correctlH

the accounts of said

Agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat. 269).

Appropriations And in order to carry out the purposes mentioned in section three of

lands
P
conUnued

f
the Act of March first

>
nineteen hundred and eleven, entitled "An

'

Act to enable any State to cooperate with any other State or States, or

with the United States, for the protection of the watersheds of naviga-
ble streams, and to appoint a commission for the acquisition of lands

for the purpose of conserving the navigability of navigable rivers,"
there is hereby appropriated and made available until expended so

much of the maximum sums mentioned in said section for the fiscal

years nineteen hundred and twelve to nineteen hundred and fifteen,

inclusive, as shall remain unexpended at the close of each of said fiscal

years.

Act of June 8, 1906 (34 Stat., 225), for the preservation of American antiquities.

Objects of his- SEC. 2. That the President of the United States is hereby author

interest ^ay^be ized, in his discretion, to declare by public proclamation historic

as na- landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, and other objects of
tional monu- historic or scientific interest that are situated upon the lands owned

or controlled by the Government of the United States to be national

monuments, and may reserve as a part thereof parcels of land the
limits of which in all cases shall be confined to the smallest area com-

patible with the proper care and management of the objects to be pro-
tected: Provided, That when such objects

are situated upon a tract

covered by a bona fide unperfected claim or held in private ownership,
the tract, or so much thereof as may be necessary for the proper care
and management of the object, may be relinquished to the Govern-

ment, and the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to accept
the relinquishment of such tracts in behalf of tne Government of the
United States.

Permits for ex- gEC> 3. That permits for the examination of ruins, the excavation

vSion,
10

Md.
e3

co f archaeological sites, and the gathering of objects of antiquity upon
lection'. the lands under their respective jurisdictions may be granted by the

Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture, and War to institutions which
they may deem properly qualified to conduct such examination, exca-

vation, or gathering, subject to such rules and regulations as they may
prescribe: Provided, That the examinations, excavations, and gather-
ings are undertaken for the benefit of reputable museums, universities,

colleges, or other recognized scientific or educational institutions, with
a view to increasing the knowledge of such objects, and that the gather-
ings shall be made for permanent preservation in public museums.

Uniform rules SEC. 4. That the Secretaries of the Departments aforesaid shall make
ls - and publish from time to time uniform rules and regulations for the

purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act. 1

The purpose of this act is to permanently preserve objects of antiquity and historic
interest for the instruction and enjoyment of the people, and the three Secretaries are,

not authorized to make regulations which will in effect prohibit access thereto by the
general public. They can not, therefore, restrict access to those only who are accom-
panied by accredited guides and pay a reasonable charge for such services. (1 Sol.

Op., 224.)

(Section one of the above act, which is purely penal in character, is printed under
Trespass, p. 67, infra.)
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UNIFORM RULES AND REGULATIONS.

By the Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture, and War to carry out the provisions of
the act for the preservation of American antiquities, approved June 8, 1906.

1. Jurisdiction over ruins, archaeological sites, historic and prehis-
toric monuments and structures, objects of antiquity, historic land-

marks, and other objects of historic or scientific interest, shall be exer-
cised under the act by the respective departments as follows:

By the Secretary of Agriculture over lands within the exterior
limits of forest reserves; by the Secretary of War over lands within the
exterior limits of military reservations; by the Secretary of the Interior
over all other lands owned or controlled by the Government of the
United States, provided the Secretaries of War and Agriculture may, by
agreement, cooperate with the Secretary of the Interior in the super-
vision of such monuments and objects covered by the act of June 8,

1906, as may be located on lands near or adjacent to forest reserves and
military reservations, respectively.

2. No permit for the removal of any ancient monument or structure
which can be permanently preserved under the control of the United
States in situ, and remain an object of interest, shall be granted.

3. Permits for the examination of ruins, the excavation of archaeo-

logical sites, and the gathering of objects of antiquity will be granted,
by the respective Secretaries having jurisdiction, to reputable muse-
ums, universities, colleges, or other recognized scientific or educational

institutions, or to their duly authorized agents.
4. No exclusive permits shall be granted for a larger area than the

applicant can reasonably be expected to explore fully and systemati-
cally within the time limit named in the permit.

5. Each application for a permit should be filed with the Secretary
having jurisdiction, and must be accompanied by a definite outline of

the proposed work, indicating the name of the institution making the

request, the date proposed for beginning the field work, the length of

time proposed to be devoted to it, and the person who will have imme-
diate charge of the work. The application must also contain an exact
statement of the character of the work, whether examination, excava-

tion, or gathering, and the public museum in which the collections

made under the permit are to be permanently preserved. The appli-
cation must be accompanied by a sketch plan or description of the par-
ticular site or area to be examined, excavated, or searched, so definite

that it can be located on the map with reasonable accuracy.
6. No permit will be granted for a period of more than three years, but

if the work has been diligently prosecuted under the permit the time

may be extended for proper cause upon application.
7. Failure to begin work under a permit within six months after it is

granted, or failure to diligently prosecute such work after it has been

begun, shall make the permit void without any order or proceeding by
the Secretary having jurisdiction.

8. Applications for permits shall be referred to the Smithsonian
Institution for recommendation.

9. Every permit shall be in writing, and copies shall be transmitted
to the Smithsonian Institution and the field office in charge of the land
involved. The permittee will be furnished with a copy of these rules

and regulations.
10. At the close of each season's field work the permittee shall report

in duplicate to the Smithsonian Institution, in such form as its Secre-

tary may prescribe, and shall prepare in duplicate a catalogue of the
collections and of the photographs made during the season, indicating
therein such material, if any, as may be available for exchange.

11. Institutions and persons receiving permits for excavation shall,
after the completion of the work, restore the lands upon which they have
worked to their customary condition, to the satisfaction of the field

officer in charge.
12. All permits shall be terminable at the discretion of the Secretary

having jurisdiction.
13. The field officer in charge of the land owned or controlled by the

Government of the United States shall, from time to time, inquire and

report as to the existence, on or near such lands, of ruins and archgeo-
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logical sites, historic >r pivhistnrir ruins or monuments, objects of

antiquity, historic landmarks and prehistoric structures, and other

objects of historic or scientific interest.

14. The field officer in charge may at all times examine the permit of

any person or institution claiming privileges granted in accordance with
the acts and these rules and regulations, and may fully examine ; ill work
under such permit .

IV All persons duly authorized by the Secretaries of Agriculture,
War, and Interior may apprehend or cause to be arrested, as provided in

the act of February 6, 1905 (33 Stat., 700), any person or
persons

who
appropriate, excavate, injure, or destroy any historic or prehistoric ruin

or monument or any object of antiquity on lands under the supervision
of the Secretaries of Agriculture, \Var, and Interior, respectively.

16. Any objectof antiquity taken, or
;

collection made, on landsowned
or controlled by the United. States without a permit, as prescribed by
the act and these rules and regulations, or there taken or made, contrary
to the terms of the permit or contrary to the act and these rules and

regulations, may be seized, wherever found and at any time, by the

proper field officer or by any person duly authorized by the Secretary
having jurisdiction, and disposed of as the Secretary shall determine, by
deposit in the proper national depository or otherwise.

17. Every collection made under the authority of the act and of these
rules and regulations shall be preserved in the public museum desig-
nated in the permit and shall be accessible to the public. No such col-

lection shall be removed from such public museum without the written

authority of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, and then only
to another public museum, where it shall be accessible to the public;
and when any public museum, which is a depository of any collection

made under the provisions of the act and these rules and regulations,
shall cease to exist, every such collection in such public museum shall

thereupon revert to the national collections and be placed in the proper
national depository.

WASHINGTON, B.C., December 28, 1906.
The foregoing rules and regulations are hereby approved, in triplicate,

and
2
under authority conferred by law on the Secretaries of the Interior,

Agriculture, and War are hereby made and established to take effect

immediately.
E. A. HITCHCOCK,

Secretary of the Interior.

JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.
WM. H. TAFT,

Secretary of War.

Wichita game Act of January 24, 1905 (33 Stat., 614), authorizes the President to set

aside lands within the Wichita National Forest as a game refuge and
declares that the purpose of the act is to protect the land of the United
States from trespass, and not to interfere with local game laws, etc. 1

Penal provisions of the act will be found under "Trespass," page 67,

post.
Grand Canon Act of June 29, 1906 (34 Stat., 607), contains provisions substantially

game refuge. Uke thoge of^^ next above cUed _

OPERATION.

PERSONNEL.

Forest transfer act of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628).

Forest officers SEC. 3. That forest supervisors and rangers shall be selected, when
from

6
states practicable, from qualified citizens of the States or Territories in

where forests are which the said reserves, respectively, are situated,
situated.

1 The Secretary of the Interior [now Agriculture] can not. without express authority
of law, prescribe rules and regulations by which the National Forests may be made
refuges for game, or by which the hunting, killing, or capture of game thereon may be
forbidden. As to the National Forests in general, no such authority is conferred either

by the act of June 4, 1897, or any other provision of law. (23 Op. At'ty. Gen., 589.)
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Agricultural appropriation act of May 23, 1908 (35 Stat., 251).

[267] The employees of the Department of Agriculture, outside of Leave of ab-

the city of Washington, may hereafter, in the discretion of the Sec-
flav

retary of Agriculture, be granted leave of absence not to exceed fifteen ice.

days in any one year, which leave may in exceptional and merito-

rious cases where such an employee is ill, be extended, in the discre-

tion of the Secretary of Agriculture, not to exceed fifteen days addi-

tional in any one year.

Agricultural appropriation act of May 23, 1908 (35 Stat., 251).

And hereafter officials of the Forest Service designated by the Cooperation
Secretary of Agriculture shall, in all ways that are practicable, aid with other de-

in the enforcement of the laws of the States and Territories with regard
par

to stock, for the prevention and extinguishment of forest fires, and
for the protection of fish and game, and, with respect to National For-

ests, shall aid the other Federal bureaus and departments, on request
from them, in the performance of the duties imposed on them by law.

Act of March 11,1912 (37 Stat., 74), extending to certain employees of the Forest Service
and Bureau of Mines the right to compensation under the act of May 30, 1908,
for injuries sustained.

That the provisions of the act approved May thirtieth, nineteen Compensation
hundred and eight, entitled "An act granting to certain employees of t employees in-

the United States the right to receive from it compensation for injuries
hazard"

sustained in the course of their employment,
' '

shall, in addition to the
classes of persons therein designated, be held to apply to any artisan,

laborer, or other employee engaged in any hazardous work under the
Bureau of Mines or the Forestry Service of the United States: Pro-

vided, That this act shall not be held to embrace any case arising prior
to its passage.

(The act above made applicable is printed next below.)

Act of May 30, 1908 (35 Stat., 556), granting to certain employees of the United States the
right to receive from it compensation for injuries sustained in the course of their

employment.

That when, on or after August first, nineteen hundred and eight, any Compensation
"

person employed by the United States as an artisan or laborer in any [alnecl
of its manufacturing establishments, arsenals, or navy yards, or in ardous work.
the construction of river and harbor or fortification work or in hazardous
employment on construction work in the reclamation of arid lands or
the managemen^and control of the same, or in hazardous employment
under the Isthmian Canal Commission, is injured in the course of such
employment such employee shall be entitled to receive for one year
thereafter, unless such employee, in the opinion of the Secretary of
Commerce and Labor, be sooner able to resume work, the same pay as
if he continued to be employed, such payment to be made under such
regulations as the Secretary of Commerce and Labor may prescribe:
Provided, That no compensation shall be paid under this act where the Time limit.

injury is due to the negligence or misconduct of the employee injured,
nor unless said injury shall continue for more than fifteen days. All
questions of negligence or misconduct shall be determined by the
Secretary of Commerce and Labor.
SEC. 2. That if any artisan or laborer so employed shall die during Compensation

the said year by reason of such injury received in the course of such children^
8 and

employment, leaving a widow, or a child or children under sixteen
years of age, or a dependent parent, such widow and child or children
and dependent parent shall be entitled to receive, in such portions
and under such regulations as the Secretary of Commerce and Labor
may prescribe, the same amount, for the remainder of the said year,
that said artisan or laborer would be entitled to receive as pay if such
employee were alive and continued to be employed: Provided, That
if the widow shall die at any time during the said year her portion of
said amount shall be added to the amount to be paid to the remaining
beneficiaries under the provisions of this section, if there be any.
SEC. 3. That whenever an accident occurs to any employee embraced Reports of inju-

within the terms of the first section of this act. and which results in
ries>
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deaih <>r a probable in* -apa. -ity i.r work, it shall be the duty of the
oflicial superior of sn< -li employee to at once report such accident and
the injury resulting then-t'roiu to the head of histrareaa or in<!fj>endent
oflire, and hi :all be immediately communicated through
regular official channels to tin- Secretary of Commerce and Labor.
Such report shall state, first, the time, cause, and nature of the accident
and injury and the probable duration of the injury resulting therefrom-

second, whet her t lie accident arose out of or in the course ofthe injured
person's employment; third, whether the accident was due to negli-

gence or misconduct, on the |>art of the employee injured; fourth, any
other matters reouired by such rules and regulations as the Secretary of

Commerce and Labor may prescribe. The head of each department
or independent office shall nave power, however, to charge a special
official with the duty of making such reports.

Affidavits in SEC. 4. That in the case of any accident which shall result in death
the persons entitled to compensation under this act or their legal

representatives shall, within ninety days after such death, file with the

Secretary of Commerce and Labor an affidavit setting forth their

relationship to the deceased and the ground of their claim for com-
pensation under the provisions of this act. This shall be accompanied
by the certificate of the attending physician setting forth the fact and
cause of death, or the nonproduction of the certificate shall be satis-

AflTidavits in factorily accounted for. In the case of incapacity for work lasting
njury. more than fifteen days, the injured party desiring to take the benefit

of this act shall, within a reasonable period after the expiration of

such time, file with his official superior, to be forwarded through regular
official channels to the Secretary of Commerce and Labor, an affidavit

setting forth the grounds of his claim for compensation, to be accom-

panied by a certificate of the attending physician as to the cause and
nature of the

injury
and probable duration of the incapacity, or the

nonproduction of the certificate shall be satisfactorily accounted for.

Determining If the Secretary of Commerce and Labor shall find from the report and
compensation. affidavit or other evidence produced by the claimant or his or her

legal representatives, or from such additional investigation as the

Secretary of Commerce and Labor may direct, that a claim for com-
pensation is established under this act, the compensation to be paid
shall be determined as provided under this act and approveo! for

payment by the Secretary of Commerce and Labor.
Medical exami- SEC. 5. That the employee shall, whenever and as often as required

by the Secretary of Commerce and Labor, at least once in six months,
submit to medical examination, to be provided and paid for under the
direction of the Secretary, and if such employee refuses to submit to or

obstructs such examination his or her right to compensation shall be
lost for the period covered by the continuance of such refusal or

obstruction.
Payment to SEC. 6. That payments under this act are only to be made to the

beneficiaries, etc.
beneficiaries or their legal representatives other than assignees, and
shall not be subject to the claims of creditors.

Contract* to ex- SEC. 7. That the United States shall not exempt itself from liability
ll under this act by any contract, agreement, rule, or regulation, and any-

such contract, agreement, rule, or regulation shall be pro tanto void.

Repeal. SEC. 8. That all acts or parts of acts in conflict herewith or providing
a different scale of compensation or otherwise regulating its payment
are hereby repealed.

BUILDINGS AND PROPERTY.

Agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1235).

Buildings, limit [1246] GENERAL EXPENSES, FOREST SERVICE: To enable the Secre-
ofcost. tary of Agriculture

* * * to erect necessary buildings: Pro-

vided, That the cost of any building erected shall not exceed six

hundred and fifty dollars.

By the agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1907 (34 Stat., 1269), the limit of

cost for buildings was fixed at $1,000. This was reduced to $500 by appropriation act

of May 23, 1908 (35 Stat . , 259) ,
and increased to ?650 by the above act. The same limit

is fixed by the appropriation act of August 10, 1912.
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Agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat, 269).

That an additional ten per centum of all moneys received from Additional
the National Forests during the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, n en t inSro^e-
nineteen hundred and twelve, shall be available at the end thereof, ments.

to be expended by the Secretary of Agriculture for the construction

and maintenance of roads and trails within the National Forests in

the States from which such proceeds are derived; but the Secretary cooperation
of Agriculture may, whenever practicable, in the construction and with states,

maintenance of such roads, secure the cooperation or aid of the proper
State or Territorial authorities in the furtherance of any system of

highways of which such roads may be made a part.

Agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat., 269).

That no part of the appropriation made by this act shall be used Buildings on

for the construction, repair, maintenance, or use of buildings or im- 6

provements made for forest-ranger stations within the inclosed fields

of bona fide homestead settlers who have established residence upon
their homestead lands prior to the date of the establishment of the

forest reservation in which the homestead lands are situated, without
the consent of the homesteader.

Agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1907 (34 Stat., 1256).

[1270]
* * * and hereafter he [Secretary of Agriculture] may Photographs

dispose of photographic prints (including bromide enlargements), may be sold,

lantern slides, transparencies, blue prints, and forest maps at cost

and ten per centum additional, and condemned property or materials Condemned
under his charge in the same manner as provided by law for other property,

bureaus.

DECISIONS AFFECTING THE WORK OF "OPERATION."

An appropriation for the "improvement of the National Forests,"
with a provision that the money appropriated may be expended as the

Secretary of Agriculture may direct, authorizes him to cooperate with

county commissioners in the construction of a county road through a
National Forest, by contributing money for that purpose. (1 Sol.

Op., 154.)
The Forest Service may legally enter into an agreement for the *

cooperative construction of a telephone line where under the terms of

such agreement the United States- is to retain title to all timber taken
from the National Forests used either in the construction or maintenance
of said line, the other contracting party to furnish all other materials
and labor necessary. (2 Sol. Op., 999.)

Secretary of Agriculture is not authorized to grant timber to^a tele-

phone company free of charge as an inducement to its construction of a

telephone line on a National Forest. (2 Sol. Op., 1026.)
The limitation of $500 on the cost of buildings, contained under

"General expenses" in the appropriation for 1911, applies also to

ranger cabins erected under the appropriation for "Improvement of

the National Forests." (Comp. Dec. of May 23, 1911, unpublished.)
Under the provision in the appropriation act for 1912 an existing

ranger cabin may be enlarged to meet the present needs of the Forest

Service, provided the total cost of the enlarged building does not
exceed $650. (2 Sol. Op., 679.)
The foregoing provision does not, however, authorize additional

expenditures on old cabins merely for the purpose of making them
more comfortable and commodious for the same number of rangers and
the same amount of business as they were originally constructed to

provide for. (2 Sol. Op., 679.)
Government property in the nature of fixtures such as cabins, fences,

etc., may be sold as personal property either before or after the land to

which they are attached is released from withdrawal for administrative
use of the Forest Service. (1 Sol. Op., 272.)

Logs from deserted cabins on National Forests can be sold by the
forest supervisors under authority of Revised Statutes, section 3618.

(1 Sol. Op., 109.)

66777 13 2
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A forest ranger is not subject to the Florida statutes requiring all

male residents of the counties to work on the public roads, with the

privilege of providing a substitute or paying a stipulated sum in lieu

of personal service. (2 Sol. Op., 841.)
Forest supervisors are not authorized to commute leave without pay

to leave with pay. (1 Sol. Op., 73.)
An employee of this department can not receive compensation from

it while on leave with pay from I he Indian Service. (1 Snl. <

)j>..

Payment of cost of mallein tc.-t for glanders required on mt-r

shipment of ranger's horses not authorized by General Order No. 145.

(2 Sol. Op., 1025.)

ARRESTS CARRYING CONCEALED WEAPONS.

Forest officers, being charged with the duty of protecting the National

Forests and invested with authority to make arrests, may carry con-

cealed weapons, if necessary, to the discharge of these duties, and in

doing so are not subject to the State laws regarding the carrying of con-

cealed weapons. (1 Sol. Op., 112.)
It is not the duty of forest officers to directly prosecute in a Sun--

court a person accused of violating State statutes by starting a fire wh ich

spreads to national forest lands. In such case they would perform the ir

full duty by calling the attention of the proper State officers to the

alleged criminal offense, suggesting action, and offering to aid in all

proper ways. (2 Sol . Op .
,
693 . )

LANDS.

PROCEDURE.

INSTRUCTIONS OF JANUARY 19, 1911 (39 L. D., 458), TO SPECIAL AGENTS
AND REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS.

The following rules are prescribed for the government of proceedings
had upon the reports of special agents of this office. All existing in-

structions in conflict herewith are superseded.
1. The purpose hereof is to secure speedy action upon claims to the

* public lands, and to allow claimant, entryman, or other claimant of

record opportunity to file a denial of the charges against the entry or

claim, and to be heard thereon if he so desires.

Special agent's 2. Upon receipt of the special agent's report this office will consider
report. ^e same an^ determine therefrom whether the charges, if true, would

warrant the rejection on cancellation of the entry or claim.
Charges. 3. Should the charges, if not disputed, justify the rejection or can-

cellation of the entry or claim the local officers will be duly notified

thereof and directed to issue notice of such charges in the manner and
Notice of form hereinafter provided for, which notice must be served upon the

charges. entryman and other parties in interest shown to be entitled to notice.

4. The notice must be written or printed and must state fully the
Same.

charges as contained in the letter of this office, the number of the entry
or claim, subdivision of land involved, name of entryman or claimant
or other known parties in interest.

Contents of no- 5. The notice must also state that the charges will be accepted as

true, (a) unless the entryman or claimant files in the local office within
30 days from receipt of notice a written denial, under oath, of said

charges, with an application for a hearing, (6) or if he fails to appear at

any hearing that may be ordered in the case.
Service of g. Notice of the chargesmay in all cases be served personally upon the

proper party by any officer or person, or by registered letter mailed to

the last address of trie party to be notified, as shown by the record, and
to the post office nearest to the land. Proof of personal service shall be
the written acknowledgement of the person served, or the affidavit of

the person who served the notice attached thereto, stating the time,

place, and manner of service.
^
Proof of service of notice by registered

mail shall consist of the affidavit of the person who mailed the notices,
attached to the post-office registry return receipts, or the returned un-
claimed registered letters.
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7. If a hearing is asked for, the local officers will consider the same Dates for hear-

and confer with the chief of field division relative thereto and fix a date ing '

for the hearing, due notice of which must be given entryman or claim-
ant. The above notice may be served by registered mail. By ordi-

nary mail a like notice will be sent the chief of Field Division, and
when the land is in a national forest the proper forest field officer will
be also notified.

8. The chief of Field Division will duly submit, upon the form pro- Estimate of ex-

vided therefor, to this office, an estimate of the probable expense
P61186 -

required on behalf of the Government. He will also cause to be served

subpoenas upon the Government witnesses and take such other steps as
are necessary to prepare the case for prosecution.

9. The special agent must appear with his witnesses on the date and Appearance at

at the place fixed for said hearing, unless he has reason to believe that
hcann s-

no appearance for the defense will be made, in which event no appear-
ance on behalf of the Government will be required. The special agent
must, therefore, keep advised as to whether the defendant intends to

appear at the hearing. The Chief of Field Division may, when present,
conduct the hearing on behalf of the Government.

10. If the entryman or claimant fails to deny the charges under oath Default by
and apply for a hearing, or fails to appear at the hearing ordered without claimant -

showing good cause therefor, such failure will be taken as an admission
of the truth of the charges contained in the special agent's report and
will obviate any necessity for the Government's submitting evidence
in support thereof, and the register and receiver will forthwith for-

ward the case with recommendation thereon to the General Land Office

and notify the parties by registered mail of the action taken.
11. Upon the day set for the hearing and the day to which it may be .

Conduct of hear-

continued the testimony of the witnesses for either party may be sub- ing '

mitted, and both parties, if present, may examine and cross-examine
the witnesses, under the rules, the Government to assume the burden of

proving the special agent's charges.
12. If a hearing is had, as provided in paragraph 11, the local officers Decision of lo-

will render their decision upon the record, giving due notice thereof in
fficers -

the usual manner.
13. Appeals or briefs must be filed under the rules and served upon Appeals and

the special agent in charge of hearing, and when land is in a National bnefs -

Forest upon the proper district assistant to the Solicitor of the Depart- .

Service on So-

ment of Agriculture. The special agent will not file any appeal or brief
unless directed to do so by this office or the Chief of Field Division.

14. The above proceedings will be governed by the Rules of Practice. Practice.

All notices served on claimants or entrymen must likewise be served

upon transferees or mortgagees.
Very respectfully, FRED DENNETT,

Commissioner.

Approved :

R. A. BALLINGER, Secretary.

FINAL PROOF NOTICES, ETC. COPIES TO FOREST OFFICERS.

By instructions of December 31, 1910 (39 L. D., 436), in all cases of

applications to make final proof, final entry, or to purchase lands under
any public-land law, the registers and receivers are directed to furnish
the proper forest officers with copies thereof in triplicate when the
lands affected are in the National Forests.

FILING OF TOWNSHIP PLATS NOTICES TO FOREST OFFICERS.

Instructions of January 9, 1911 (39 L. D., 446), to registers and
receivers:
"In all cases where you hereafter receive plats of the surveys of any

townships wholly or in part within National Forests, with instructions
to file them in your office, you will at once mail to the supervisors of the
National Forests within which such townships are located a copy of the
notice of such filing required by the instructions of October 21, 1885

(4 L. D., 202), for their instruction and guidance.
"
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JOINT CIRCULAR OP NOVEMBER 25, 1910 (39 L. D., 374), RELATING TO
PROCEDURE IN CLAIMS CASES AFFECTING THE NATIONAL FORESTS.

To the Commissioner, chiefoffield service, Chiefs of Field Division, registers

and receivers, General Land Office, Department of the Interior; the

Forester, district foresters, forest supervisors, Forest Service, Depart-
ment of Agriculture; the Solicitor and district assistants to the Solicitor,

Department of Agriculture.

GENTLEMEN: To better effectuate cooperation in protecting the
interests of the Government and settlers and others claimants to iandn
within National Forests, the following order is effective, superseding
order of June 25, 1910 (39 L. D., 52):

Supervisors' re- 1. Forest supervisors will submit all reports made by forest officers

ports, to the proper district forester, who will make a careful examination of

them.
Action by dis- If the district forester is of the opinion that no contest should be

instituted he will transmit the report directly to the proper Chief of

Field Division with an indorsement of "No protest," except that in

the case of claims under the mining laws which have not been examined
for mineral discovery, the notice of "No protest" will be by letter from
the district forester to the Chief of Field Division, instead of by the

Action by Chief transmittal of an indorsed report. Should the Chief of Field Division
of Field Division, desire further information he will return the report directly to the

district forester, requesting such additional investigation as may be

necessary; or, if he deems it advisable, he will cause an agent of the
General Land Office to make such additional investigation. If the
Chief of Field Division is of opinion that no hearing is necessary, he
will transmit the report, or the letter of "no protest," to the Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office with his recommendations.

If the district forester is of opinion that a contest should be instituted
Action by as- he will refer the report to the district assistant to the Solicitor for exam-

sistant to Solici- ination as to the sufficiency of law and evidence, and if found to be
sufficient he will return it to the district forester with a draft of the

charges against the claim to be recommended to the Chief of Field
Division. If the district assistant to the Solicitor is of opinion that

additional evidence is necessary ,
he will call this to the attention of the

district forester, who will order such additional investigation as may
be required and will resubmit the report with the additional evidence
to the district assistant to the Solicitor, who, if then satisfied that a

contest should be instituted, will pursue the course outlined above.
When the final report, with the draft of charges to be recommended
to the Chief of Field Division, is returned to the district forester by
the district assistant to the Solicitor, the district forester will transmit
it directly to the Chief of Field Division with a recommendation that a
contest be instituted upon the charges indicated. If the district assist-

Action by For- ant to the Solicitor, after full review of the final report, is of opinion
ester and Solici- that a contest should not be instituted, he will so advise the district

forester and if the latter is still of opinion that a contest should be

instituted, the papers in the case will be referred to the Forester for

consultation with the Solicitor, and, if need be, for submission to the

Secretary of Agriculture, and, after decision, the papers will be returned

by the Forester to the district forester with notice of decision and
Report of Chief appropriate instructions. Should the Chief of Field Division find the

of Field Division,
report, in his opinion, insufficient to warrant adverse proceedings, he
will return it directly to the district forester, requesting such additional

investigation as may be necessary; or, if he deems it advisable, he will

cause an agent of the General Land Office to make such additional

investigation. If, after receipt of the complete report, the Chief of

Field Division is of opinion that adverse proceedings should be ordered,
he will transmit the report, together with the district forester's letter of

recommendations, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office

with a letter of transmittal recommending the ordering of a hearing
before the register and receiver upon the charges suggested by him and
noted in his letter of transmittal. If, after receipt of complete report
from the district forester recommending adverse proceedings, the Cnief
of Field Division is of opinion that a hearing is unwarranted, he will
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transmit the report, the district forester's letter of recommendations,
and his own recommendations to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office for decision. Should the Commissioner of the General
Land Office approve the recommendations of the Chief of Field Divi-

sion, he will notify the Solicitor of the Department of Agriculture.
2. Upon order or application for hearings upon reports covering lands Hearings,

or claims within a National Forest, the register and receiver will send

duplicate notices thereof to the Chief of Field Division and the proper
district assistant to the Solicitor. Before setting date for the hearing
in any such case, the Chief of Field Division will confer with the proper
district assistant to the Solicitor and thereupon suggest to the register
and receiver a date for hearing, and the names of witnesses to be sub- Setting dates.

poenaed upon behalf of the Government. In the event the Chief of

Field Division and the district assistant to the Solicitor are unable to

agree as to the date of hearing, the matter will be referred by the Chief
01 Field Division to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
who will issue the necessary directions.

3. In all hearings affecting lands or claims within a National Forest,
the Chief of Field Division or a special agent of the General Land Office,
and the district assistant to the Solicitor, will be entered of record as

appearing on behalf of the Government. The Chief of Field Division Appearances
or special agent of the General Land Office acting as attorney for the for Government.

Government in any such case will control the Government's side of the
case in any matter as to which counsel are unable to agree, subject to

any direction that may be given by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office in case the matters of difference are of such importance
as to be presented to him for action.

4. In all Government cases before registers and receivers involving
lands or claims within a National Forest, the Chief of Field Division
and the district assistant to the Solicitor shall each be served with
notice of all appeals, motions, orders, and decisions required to be noted Notices of ap-
under the rules in cases of private contests. The proper law officers P6^-

of the Department of Agriculture shall also have a right of appeal Appeals by So-

from any decision by the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
licitor.

and to file motion for review in the department, or take other like action
in the same manner as a private contestant; and shall receive like
notices of proceedings and decisions: Provided, however, That the

Department of Agriculture shall not be required to take formal appeals
from decisions of registers and receivers.

5. Costs incident to hearings before registers and receivers in Govern- Costs and ex-

ment cases involving lands or claims within a National Forest will be penses.

paid under rules now in force. Expenses incident to appeals will be^
paid by the Department of Agriculture; except that, where feasible,
Chiefs of Field Division may give aid in office work in preparation of

papers, briefs, etc.

Very respectfully, R. A. BALLING ER,
Secretary of the Interior.

JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.

HOMESTEAD LAWS.

BASIC PROVISIONS OF THE HOMESTEAD LAWS MOST GENERALLY
AFFECTING FOREST SERVICE WORK.

UNITED STATES REVISED STATUTES.

SEC. 2288. Any bona fide settler under the preemption, homestead,
or other settlement law shall have the right to transfer by warranty Transfer of

against his own acts any portion of his claim for church, cemetery, homestead lands,

or school purposes, or for the right of way of railroads, telegraph, tele-

phones, canals, reservoirs, or ditches for irrigation or drainage across

it; and the transfer for such public purposes shall in no way vitiate
the right to complete and perfect the title to his claim. (As amended
Mar. 3, 1905, 33 Stat., 991.)

SEC. 2289. Every person who is the head of a family, or who has
arrived at the age of twenty-one years, and is a citizen of the United
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States, <>r uho has iil.-d his dcdaiation of intention to become such,

Persons enti- aa required by the naturali/at ion laws, shall be entitled to outer one
tied to homostead quarter-section, or a less quantity^ of unappropriated public land

be located in a body in conformity to the legal subdivisions of the

public lands; but no person who is the proprietor of more than one
hundred and sixty acres of land in any State or Territory shall acrjniie

any right under the homestead law. And every person owning and

residing on land may, under the
provisions

of this section, enter other

land lying contiguous to his land, which shall not, with the land .

already owned and occupied, exceed in the aggregate one hundred
and sixty acres. (As amended Mar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat., 1098.)

SEC. 2290. That any person applying to enter land under the

Mode of pro- ceding section shall first make and subscribe before the proper ofiio-r

cedure. and file in the proper land office an affidavit that he or she is the head
of a family, or is over twenty-one years of age, and that such applica-
tion is honestly and in good faith made for the purpose of actual set-

tlement and cultivation, and not for the benefit of any other person,

persons, or corporation, and that he or she will faithfully and honestly
endeavor to comply with all the requirements of law as to settlement,

residency, and cultivation necessary to acquire title to the land applied
for; that he or she is not acting as agent of any person, corporation,
or syndicate in making such entry, nor in collusion with any person,
corporation, or syndicate to give them the benefit of the land entered,
or any part thereof, or the timber thereon; that he or she does not

apply to enter the same for the purpose of speculation, but in good
faith to obtain a home for himself, or herself, and that he or she has
not directly or indirectly made, and will not make, any agreement or

contract in any way or manner, with any person or persons, corporation,
or syndicate whatsoever, by which the title which he or she might
acquire from the Government of the United States should inure, in

whole or in part, to the benefit of any person, except himself, or herself,
and upon filing such affidavit with the register or receiver on payment
of five dollars, when the entry is of not more than eighty acres, and
on payment of ten dollars, when the entry is for more than eighty
acres, he or she shall thereupon be permitted to enter the amount
of land specified. (As amended Mar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat., 1098.)

Certificate and SEC. 2291. No certificate, however, shall be given, or patent issued

therefor, until the expiration of five years from the date of such entry;
and if at the expiration of such time, or at any time within two years
thereafter, the person making such entry; or if he be dead, his widow;

Widows and Or in case of her death, his heirs or devisee
;
or in case of a widow making

such entry, her heirs or devisee, in case of her death, proves by two
credible witnesses that he, she, or they have resided upon or cultivated
the same for the term of five years immediately succeeding the time of

filing the affidavit, and makes affidavit that no part of such land has
been alienated, except as provided in section twenty-two hundred
and eighty-eight, and that he, she, or they will bear true allegiance to

the Government of the United States; then, in such case, he, she, or

they, if at that time citizens of the United States, shall be entitled to a

patent, as in other cases provided by law.
Infantchiidren. SEC. 2292. In case of the death of both father and mother, leaving

an infant child or children under twenty-one years of age, the right
and fee shall inure to the benefit of such infant child or children; and
the executor, administrator, or guardian may, at any time within two
years after the death of the surviving parent, and in accordance with
the laws of the State in which such children, for the time being, have
their domicile, sell the land for the benefit of such infants, but for no
other purpose; and the purchaser shall acquire the absolute title by
the purchase, and be entitled to a patent from the United States on
the payment of the office fees and sum of money above specified.

Persons in mili- SEC. 2293. In case of any person desirous of availing himself of the
naval benefits of this chapter, but who, by reason of actual service in the

military or naval service of the United States, is unable to do the

person?! preliminary acts at the district land office which the preced-
ing sections require; and whose family, or some member thereof, is

residing on the land which he desires to enter, and upon which a bona
fide improvement and settlement have been made, such person may
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make the affidavit required by law before the officer commanding in

the branch of the service in which the party is engaged, which affidavit

shall be as binding in law, and with like penalties, as if taken before

the register or receiver; and upon such affidavit being filed with the

register by the wife or other representative of the party, the same shall

become effective from the date of such filing, provided the application
and affidavit are accompanied by the fee and commissions as required
by law.

SEC. 2294. That hereafter all proofs, affidavits, and oaths of any Affidavits and

kind whatsoever required to be made by applicants and entrymen whom taken.
01

under the homestead, preemption, timber-culture, d3sert-land, and
timber and stone acts, may, in addition to those now authorized to

take such affidavits, proofs, and oaths, be made before any United
States commissioner or commissioner of the court exercising Federal

jurisdiction in the Territory or before the judge or clerk of any court

of record in the county, parish, or land district in which the lands are

situated: Provided, That in case the affidavits, proofs, and oaths

hereinbefore mentioned be taken out of the county in which the land
is located the applicant must show by affidavit, satisfactory to the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office, that it was taken before the
nearest or most accessible officer qualified to take said affidavits, proofs,
and oaths in the land districts in which the lands applied for are located;
but such showing by affidavit need not be made in making final proof
if the proof be taken in the town or city where the newspaper is pub-
lished in which the final proof notice is printed. The proof, affidavit,
and oath, when so made and duly subscribed, or which may have
heretofore been so made and duly subscribed, shall have the same
force and effect as if made before the register and receiver, when
transmitted to them with the fees and commissions allowed and required
by law. That if any witness making such proof, or any applicant
making such affidavit or oath, shall knowingly, willfully, or corruptly
swear falsely to any material matter contained in said proofs, affidavits,
or oaths he shall be deemed guilty of perjury, and shall be liable to

the same pains and penalties as if he had sworn falsely before the

register. That the fees for entries and for final proofs, when made
before any other officer than the register and receiver, shall be as

follows:

"For each affidavit, twenty-five cents.

"For each deposition of claimant or witness, when not prepared by
the officer, twenty-five cents.

"For each deposition of claimant or witness, prepared by the officer,

one dollar.

"Any officer demanding or receiving a greater sum for such service

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be pun-
ished for each offense by a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars."

(As amended Mar. 4, 1904, 33 Stat., 59.)

False swearing.

Fees.

SEC. 2296. No lands acquired under the provisions of this chapter
shall in any event become liable to the satisfaction of any debt con-

tracted prior to the issuing of the patent therefor.

SEC. 2297. If, at any time after the filing of the affidavit, as required
in section twenty-two hundred and ninety, and before the expiration
of the five years mentioned in section twenty-two hundred and ninety-

one, it is proved, after due notice to the settler, to the satisfaction of

the register of the land office, that the person having filed such affidavit
TT

has actually changed his residence, or abandoned the land for more
than six months at any time, then and in that event the land so entered
shall revert to the Government: Provided, That where there may be
climatic reasons the Commissioner of the Gener?! Land Office may,
in his discretion, allow the settler twelve months from the date of

filing in which to commence his residence on said land under such
rules and regulations as he may prescribe. (As amended Mar. 3, 1881,
21 Stat., 511.)

SEC. 2298. No person shall be permitted to acquire title to more
than one quarter section under the provisions of this chapter.

SEC. 2301. Nothing in this chapter shall be so construed as to pre-
vent any person who shall hereafter avail himself of the benefits of

Homesteads

to

Commutation.
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section twenty-two hundred and eighty-nine from paying the mini-
mum price for the quantity of land so entered at any time after ih<

the provision of this section shall apply to lands on the ceded portion
of the. Sioux Reservation by act approved March second, eighteen hun-
dred and eighty-nine, in South Dakota, but shall not relieve said set-

tlers from any payments now required by law. (As amended Mur.
:'.,

1891, 26 Stat. fJ098.)
Race and color. SEC. 2302. No distinction shall be made in the construction or exe-

cution of this chapter on account of race or color; nor shall any
mineral lands be liable ot entry and settlement under its provision.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN FAVOR OF SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

Revised Statutes sections 2300; 2304 and 2305, both as amended by Act of March 1, 1901

(31 Stat., 487); 2306 and sundry civil appropriation act of August 18, 1894. sec. 1 (28
Stat., 397); 2307; 2308 and act of June 16, 1898 (30 Stat., 473); 2309.

THREE YEAR HOMESTEAD LAW.

Act of June 6, 1912 (37 Stat. 123).

That section twenty-two hundied and ninety-one and section

twenty-two hundred and ninety-seven of the Revised Statutes of the
United States be amended to read as follows:

Certificate and "SEC. 2291. No certificate, however, shall be given or patent issued
therefor until the expiration of three years from the date of such entry;
and if at the expiration of such time, or at any time within two years

Bights of widow thereafter, the person making such entry, or if he be dead his widow,and heirs. or jn cage of ^er death his heirs or devisee, or in case of a widow
making such entry her heiis or devisee, in case of her death, proves
by himself and by two credible witnesses that he, she, or they have
a habitable house upon the land and have actually resided upon and
cultivated the same for the term of three years succeeding the time of

filing the affidavit, and makes affidavit that no part of such land has
been alienated, except as provided in section twenty-two hundred
and eighty-eight, and that he, she, or they will bear true allegiance
to the Government of the United States, then in such case he, she,
or they, if at chat time citizens of the United States, shall be entitled

to a patent, as in other cases provided by law: Provided, That upon
Leaves of ab- filing in the local land office notice of the beginning of such absence,

sence. ^e entryman snan be entitled to a continuous leave of absence from
the land for a period not exceeding five months in each year after

establishing residence, and upon the termination of such absence the

entryman shall file a notice of such termination in the local land office,
Commutation, but in case of commutation- the fourteen months'* actual residence

as now required by law must be shown, and the person commuting
must be at the time a citizen of the United States: Provided, That
when the person making entry dies before the offer of final proof
those succeeding to the entry must show that the entryman had
complied with the law in all respects to the date of his death and that

they have since complied with the law in all respects, as would have
been required of the entryman had he lived, excepting that they
are relieved from any requirement of residence upon the land:
Provided further, That the entryman shall, in order to comply with

Cultivation. the requirements of cultivation herein provided for, cultivate not
less than- one-sixteenth of the area of his entry, beginning with the
second year of the entry, and not less than one-eighth, beginning
with the third year of the entry, and until final proof, except that

in the case of entries under section six of the enlarged-homestead
law double the area of cultivation herein provided shall be required,
but the Secretary of the Interior may, upon a satisfactory showing,
under rules and regulations prescribed by him, reduce the required
area of cultivation: Provided, That the above provision as to culti-

vation shall not apply to entries under the act of April twenty-eighth,
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nineteen hundred and four, commonly known as the Kinkaid Act, Reclamation
or entries under the act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and

A^ct

two, commonly known as the reclamation act, and that the provisions
of this section relative to the homestead period shall apply to all

unperfected entries as well as entries hereafter made upon which
residence is required: Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior

shall, within sixty days after the passage of this act, send a copy of

the same to each homestead entryman of record who may be affected

thereby, by ordinary mail to his last known address, and any such

entryman may, by giving notice within one hundred and twenty
days after the passage of this act, by registered letter to the register
and receiver of the local land office, elect to make proof upon his entry .Right of elec-

under the law under which the same was made without regard to the tlon "

provisions of this act." [But see next below, from sundry civil

appropriation act Aug. 24, 1912.]
"SEC. 2297. If, at any time after the filing of the affidavit as

required in section twenty-two hundred and ninety and before the

expiration of the three years mentioned in section twenty-two hundred
and ninety-one, it is proved, after due notice to the settler, to the
satisfaction of the register of the land office that the person having
filed such affidavit has failed to establish residence within six months
after the date of entry, or abandoned the land for more than six

months at any time, then and in that event the land so entered shall

revert to the Government: Provided, That the three years' period of Reverter to

residence herein fixed shall date from the time of establishing actual Umted States,

permanent residence upon the land: And providedfurther, That where Commence-
there may be climatic reasons, sickness, or other unavoidable cause, S^rtaiJcases

06

the Commissioner of the General Land Office may, in his discretion,
allow the settler twelve months from the date of filing in which to

commence his residence on said land under such rules and regulations
as he may prescribe ".

Sundry civil appropriation act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat, 455).

That the failure of a homestead entryman to give notice of election

of making his proof as required by the act of June sixth, nineteen
hundred and twelve, being an act to amend sections [twenty-] two
hundred and ninety-one and [twenty-] two hundred and ninety-seven
of the Revised Statutes of the United States, relating to homesteads,
shall not in anywise prejudice his rights to proceed in accordance
with the law under which such entry was made.

Act of May 14, 1880, sec. 3 (21 Stat., 140).

SEC. 3. That any settler -^who has settled, or who shall hereafter Settlement

settle, on any of the public lands of the United States, whether sur- ggjj?'
time

veyed or unsurveyed, with the intention of claiming the same under
the homestead laws, shall be allowed the same time to file his home-
stead application and perfect his original entry in the United States

Land Office as is now allowed to settlers under the preemption laws to

put their claims on record, and his right shall relate back to the date
of settlement the same as if he settled under the preemption laws.

Act of March 3, 1911 (36 Stat., 1084), validating certain homestead entries in National
Forests.

That all homestead entries which have been canceled or relin- Canceled or re-

quished, or are invalid
^
solely because of the erroneous allowance of

{instated, etc!

168

such entries after the withdrawal of lands for national forest purposes,
may be reinstated or allowed to remain intact, but in the case of

entries heretofore canceled applications for reinstatement must be
filed in the proper local land office prior to July first, nineteen hundred
and twelve.

SEC. 2. That in all cases where contests were initiated under the Contests, pref-

provisions of the act of May fourteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty,
en

prior to the withdrawal of the land for national forest purposes, the

qualified successful contestants may exercise their preference right to

enter the land within six months after the passage of this act.
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Act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.. I

AN ACT To amend section eight of an act approved March third, eighteen hundred
and ninety-one, entitled "An act to repeal timber culture laws and for other purposes."

That section eight of an act entitled "An act to repeal timber-culture

laws, and for other purposes" approved March third, eighteen hundred
and ninety-one, be, and the same is hereby amended so as to read as

follows:
Suits to vacate "SEC. 8. That suits by the United States to vacate and annul any

patent heretofore issued shall only be brought within fivo y-ars from
the passage of this act, and suits to vacate and annul patents hereafter

issued shall only be brought within six years after the daio of t la-

issuance of such patents/ And in the States of Colorado, Montana,
Idaho, North Dakota, and South Dakota, Wyoming and the District

of Alaska, and the gold and silver regions of Nevada and the Territory
of Utah, in any criminal prosecution or civil action by the United
States for a trespass on such public timber lands or to recover timber
or lumber cut thereon, it shall be a defense if the defendant shall

show that the said timber was so cut or removed from the timber lands
for use in such State or Territoiy by a resident thereof for agricultural,

mining, manufacturing, or domestic purposes under rules and regula-
tions made and prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, and has
not been transported out of the same; but nothing herein contained
shall operate to enlarge the rights of any railway company to cut
timber on the public domains: Provided, That the Secretary of the
Interior may make suitable rules and regulations to carry out the

Civisions
of this act and he may designate the sections or tracts of

d where timber may be cut, and it shall not be lawful to cut or

remove any timber except as may be prescribed by such rules and
regulations; but this act shall not operate to repeal the act of June
third, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, providing for cutting of

timber on mineral lands.

Act of February 3, 1911 (36 Stat., 896).

AN ACT Providing for second homestead and desert-land entries.

Second ho me- That any person, who, prior to the approval of this act, has made
'

ies>

entry under the homestead or desert-land laws, but who, subsequently
to such entry, from any cause shall have lost, forfeited or abandoned
the same, shall be entitled to the benefits of the homestead or desert-

land laws as though such former entry had not been made, and any per-
son applying for a second homestead or desert-land entry under this

act shall furnish a description and the date of his former entry: Provided,
That the provisions of this act shall not apply to any person wrhose
former entry was canceled for fraud, or who relinquished his former

entry for a valuable consideration in excess of the filing fees paid by
him on his original entry.

See also act of June 5, 1900, sec. 2 (31 Stat., 267); act of May 22, 1902, sec. 2 (32 Stat., 203);
and act of Feb. 8, 1908 (35 Stat., 6).

LIMITATION TO 320 ACRES UNDER ALL LAND LAWS, EXCEPTING MIN-
ERAL LAWS.

Act August 30. 1890 (26 Stat., 391).
Act March 3, 1891, section 17 (26 Stat., 1095).

FREE HOMESTEADS ON CERTAIN INDIAN LANDS OPENED TO SETTLE-
MENT.

Act May 17, 1900 (31 Stat., 179).
Act June 26, 1901 (31 Stat., 740).

ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

Act March 2, 1889, section 6 (25 Stat., 854).
Act April 28, 1904, sections 2 and 3 (33 Stat., 527).

i Such suits must be based on a showing of fraud as distinguished from noncompliance
with law, and the evidence of fraud must be clear, unequivocal, and convincing, and not
a bare preponderance of evidence which leaves the issue in doubt (U. S. v. Barber, 194

Fed., 24).
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ENLARGED HOMESTEADS IN CERTAIN STATES.

. Act February 19, 1909 (35 Stat., 639).
Act June 17, 1910 (36 Stat., 531).

CONTESTS AND CANCELLATION OF CLAIM. PREFERENCE RIGHT.

Act May 14, 1880, section 2 (21 Stat., 140), as amended by act July 26, 1892 (27 Stat.

270).
Act March 3, 1911, section 2 (36 Stat., 1084).

COMMUTATION PROVISIONS.

Act June 3, 1896, section 2 (29 Stat., 197).
Act May 29, 1908, sections 9 and 10 (35 Stat., 465).

HOMESTEAD BY MARRIED WOMAN.

Act June 6, 1900 (31 Stat., 683).

SETTLERS WHO BECOME INSANE.

Act June 8, 1880 (21 Stat., 166).

LEAVES OF ABSENCE.

Act March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 864), and various acts of local application.

FINAL PROOF NOTICES.

Act March 3, 1879 (20 Stat., 472).
Act March 2, 1889, section 7 (25 Stat., 854).

DISTINCTION BETWEEN OFFERED AND UNOFFERED LANDS ABOLISHED.

Act May 18, 1898 (30 Stat., 418).

RELINQUISHMENTS.

Act May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140).

GENERAL PROVISIONS OF THE HOMESTEAD LAWS EXTENDED TO CER-
TAIN LANDS IN THE YELLOWSTONE (NOW SHOSHONE) NATIONAL
FOREST, ETC.

Act March 15, 1906 (34 Stat., 62).

HOMESTEADS IN FORMER SILETZ INDIAN RESERVATION.

Act August 15, 1894 (28 Stat., 286, p. 326).
Act March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1356).

HOMESTEAD LAWS EXTENDED TO ALASKA, WITH MODIFICATIONS, ETC.

Act May 14, 1898, section 1 (30 Stat,, 409), as amended by act March 3, 1903 (32 Stat.,

LANDS IN THE BLACK HILLS FOREST RESERVATION, SETTLED UPON
AND IMPROVED BEFORE SEPTEMBER 19, 1898, MAY BE ENTERED
UNDER THE HOMESTEAD LAWS, ETC.

Sundry civil appropriation act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat., 1074, p. 1095).

DECISIONS UNDER THE HOMESTEAD LAWS.

Lands subject to settlement and entry. Land not susceptible of culti-

vation or other agricultural use can not be entered under the homestead
law; and an affidavit charging such facts is sufficient basis for a hear-

ing. (Davis v. Gibson, 38 L. D., 265.)
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Land which is so mountainous, rough, broken, heavily timbered, an<

of such poor quality that it is impossible of cultivation is not subject
to homestead entry. (Winninghoff v. Ryan, 40 L. D., 342.)
The fact that land is covered with valuable timber does not exclude it

from entry under the homestead law, where of such character that it

would be suitable for agricultural use if the timber were removed
;
but

land of a character not adaptable to any agricultural use is not subject
to homestead entry. (Finley v. Ness, 38 L. D., 394; see also Du
Gibson, 38 L. D 265.

Lands having little or no agricultural value and chiefly valuable as

containing the entrance to an extensive and beautiful cavern
enterable under the homestead laws by one whose acts show iluu ho
desires the land for the control of the cavern and not for a bona fide

agricultural home. (South Dakota Min. Co. v. McDonald, 30 L. D.
?
:io7. )

Qualifications of entrymen. Section 2289 of the Revised Statutes spe-

cifically declares that one who is the proprietor of more than 160 acres
of land is disqualified to make homestead entry, and the Land Depart-
ment is therefore without power of invoking the maxim de minimis
non curat lex to hold so qualified one who owns more than 160 acres,

notwithstanding the excess may be less than 1 acre . (In this case home-
stead entryman owned 160 acres and a town lot 50 by 142 feet.) (Sorli
v. Berg, 40 L. D., 259.)
One who enters into an oral agreement to purchase land and makes

part payment of the purchase price is not the proprietor of land within
the meaning of the provisions of the homestead law declaring disquali-
fied to make homestead entry one who is the proprietor of more than
160 acres where under the laws of that State such oral agreement and

part payment do not constitute such part performance as will take the
contract out of the statute of frauds. (Earhart v. Rein, 38 L. D., 613.)

Heirs. On the death of a homesteader leaving widow and heirs the
widow takes the homestead right of her husband free from any claim on
behalf of the heirs, and is vested with full power to complete the entry
for her own benefit, or relinquish the same, if she so elects. (Steberg
v. Hanelt, 26 L. D., 436.)
On the death of the entryman, the right goes to the widow, or in case

of her death, to the heirs or devisee, who may complete the entry by
either residing on the land or cultivating the same for the required
period, but need not do both. (Heirs of Stevenson v. Cunningham,
32 L. D., 650; see also Meeboer v. Heirs of Schut, 35 L. D., 335.)
The heirs of a deceased homestead entryman, who during his lifetime

failed to comply with the law, may complete the entry by either resid-

ing upon or cultivating the land for the full period of five years, if

sufficient of the lifetime of the entry remains for that purpose; or may
commute upon a showing of residence and cultivation for a period of

14 months but can not commute upon a showing of cultivation alone.

(Wilson v. Heirs of Smith, 37 L. D., 519.)

Upon the death of an entryman those upon whom the statute caste

the right to perfect title under the entry are merely required to con-
tinue cultivation and improvement of the land, so that failure to cul-

tivate in any given year subjects the entry to contest and possible
cancellation. (Hon v. Martinas, 41 L. D., 119.) This case overrules
Heirs of Stevenson v. Cunningham, Meeboer v. Heirs of Schut, and
Wilson v. Heirs of Smith, supra, so far as in conflict.

Squatters on unsurveyed lands. Settlements may be made under the
homestead laws by all persons qualified to make either an original or
a second homestead entry,

* * * and in order to make settlement
a settler must personally go upon and improve or establish residence on
the land he desires. By making settlement in this way, the settler

gains the right to enter the land settled upon as against all other per-
sons, but not as against the Government, should the land be withdrawn
by it for other purposes. (Par. 4, Suggestions to Homesteaders and
Persons Desiring to Make Homestead Entries, approved Apr. 20, 1911.)
The qualifications requisite on the part of a homesteader must exist

at the date of entry and if, after settlement and prior to entry, the settler

for any reason becomes disqualified, the privilege gained by settlement
is lost. (Brown v. Cagle, 30 L. D., 8.)
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The widow of a homestead settler who had not prior to his death
established bona fide residence on the land must thereafter both reside
on and cultivate the land in her own right at least in the presence of
a forest withdrawal. (Susan A. Leonard, 40 L. D., 429.)

Residence. The object of the homestead laws is the donation of public
lands to persons seeking to establish and maintain agricultural homes
thereon, conditioned upon actual occupancy of the same as a home, and
cultivation and improvement of the land; and mere occasional visits

to the claim do not meet the requirements of the law. (Oscar O. Reeer,
40 L. D., 206.)
The homestead law contemplates a continuous compliance both as

to residence and cultivation, beginning with the date of entry. (Hon
v. Martinas, 41 L. D., 119.)
The law contemplates that the entryman shall make the land his

permanent home to the exclusion of a home elsewhere; and an entry
merely for the purposes of a summer home during three or four months
of the year while maintaining a home elsewhere the rest of the time is

invalid. (George W. Harpst, 36 L. D., 166.)
A homestead entry made with no intention of establishing a perma-

nent, bona fide home upon the land, but merely with a view to submit-
ting a showing sufficient to support commutation, must be canceled,
notwithstanding the proof shows full technical compliance with respect
to inhabitancy of the land for the period ordinarily required in commu-
tation cases. (Gilbert Satrang, 37 L. D./683, syllabus.)

Credit for constructive residence during official employment will
not be allowed to homestead entrymen appointed to office on or after

March 1, 1909. Such credit will be given only to entrymen who
establish residence on their claims and are thereafter elected to office.

(37 L. D., 449.)
Commutation Residence. The purpose of the homestead law is the

donation of the public lands to actual settlers seeking to establish bona
fide homes thereon, and the provision respecting commutation in no
wise changes that purpose, but merely affords a means of commuting
further residence to cash in meritorious cases, lawfully initiated and
prosecuted to the date of commutation. (Gilbert Satrang, 37 L. D.,
683, syllabus.)

Credit for constructive residence during official employment will

not be allowed in the commutation of homestead entries. Commuta-
tion may be allowed only upon a showing of actual and substantially
continuous presence upon the land for the required period. (Ed. Jen-

kins, 37 L. D., 434.)
The fact that lands may be chiefly valuable for the timber thereon

does not exclude them from settlement and entry under the homestead
law, but it must clearly appear that the settlement or entry was made
in good faith, for the purpose of making the tract a home, and where
the entryman in such case submits commutation proof and pays a

price to cut short the period of residence required by the homestead
law, he invites scrutiny and challenges judgment as to the good faith
of his entry. (Patten v. Quackenbush, 35 L. D., 561.)

Cultivation. Cultivation is an essential requisite to compliance with
the homestead law, and a hearing may be had on a charge of nonculti-

vation, even when unaccompanied by a sufficient charge of nonresi-
dence. (Norton v. Ackley, 29 L. D., 561.)
Under the three-year homestead law a mere breaking of the soil

will not meet the terms of the statute, but such breaking or stirring
of the soil must also be accompanied by planting or the sowing of
seed and tillage for a crop other than native grasses. Circular of July
15, 1912 (41 L. D., 103, 105.)
The homestead law "requires not only bona fide residence upon the

land, but actual cultivation. Claimant's cultivation is grossly inade-

quate to meet the requirements of the law, and in its inadequacy casts

further doubt upon the bona fides of the residence. The cutting of
wild hay from a homestead entry can not be considered seriously as cul-

tivation of the land . This is particularly true when the part of the land
from which the hay was not cut has not been used for grazing purposes;
and also when the total cultivation during the life of the entry amounts
to not more than half an acre planted to crops and an additional acre
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plowed. A pretense of cultivation can not satisfy the requirements
of the law any more than a pretense of residence." (Ingelev J. Glom-
set, 36 L. D., 255.)
The use of land for the raising of hogs is an agricultural use, and

where the land is better adapted to that use than tillage of the soil,

meets the requirements of the homestead law with respect to cultiva-

tion. (Geon.n- Hathaway, 38 L. D., 33, syllabus.)
Cultivation must be continuous from date of entry. (Hon v. Mar-

tinas, 41 L. D., 119.)
Contest and protest. The proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3,

1891, directing issuance of patent where two years have cl;i]^l sine.-

issuance of final receipt in the absence of contest or protect . lui> n< > appl i-

cation to proceedings by the Land Department in disposing of final

proof after the lapse of two years. (Mertie C. Fraganza, 40 L. D., 300.)
In this case there is no individual adverse claimant, but the Govern-

ment, by its Chief Executive, has claimed the land within the bound-
aries of said reservation for a specific public purpose (i. e. a for

reservation), excepting only the lands coming within the above rate-

gory; and the Executive order, reserving the land for a specific public
purpose must be held to be at least as effective upon the claims of set-

tlers as would be the adverse claim of one who wished the land for his
own use." Held, therefore, that a settler who failed to file his applica-
tion for entry within three months after the plat of survey was filed in
the local land office, was precluded from making entry in the presence
of an intervening forestry withdrawal. (Joshua L. Smith, 31 L. D., 57;
see also Hattie E. Bradley, 34 L. D., 191, 193, and Esther F. Filer, 36
L. D., 360, 363.)
A decision by the Secretary of the Interior that a telegram and letter

from a special agent of the General Land Office, alleging fraud in a num-
ber of commuted entries and suggesting delay in issuing patents pend-
ing further examination, constitutes a "protest

"
in the meaning of the

act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1099), requiring issuance of patent within
two years after final receipt when no contest or protest is pending,"
is not reviewable on an application for a writ of mandamus. Fisher v.

United States ex rel., Grand Rapids Timber Co. (Ct. of Appeals D. C.),
40 L. D., 278.

Section 2 of the act of March 3, 1911 (36 Stat., 1084), validating cer-

tain homestead entries in national forests applies to all contests initi-

ated under the act of May 14, 1880, prior to the forestry withdrawal,
where cancellation of the entry results therefrom, regardless of whether
the cancellation was procured prior or subsequent to the withdrawal.

(Sante Fe Pacific R. R. Co., 39 L. D., 611.)
Miscellaneous. The excepting clause of the Olympic National Forest

proclamation ceases to apply in behalf of a settler who fails to make
entry or filing for the lands within the time allowed by law. (Arnold
Wink, 31 L. D., 47.)
On the relinquishment of a homestead entry within the San Francisco

Mountains Forest Reserve, the lands become a part of the forest reserve
and are not open to subsequent entry. (E. S. Gosney, 29 L. D., 44.)

Three-year homestead law. See Circular of July 15, 1912. (41 L. D.,
103.)

AGRICULTURAL LANDS IN NATIONAL FORESTS.

Act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233), to provide for the entry of agricultural lands within
forest reserves.

Secretary of Ag-
riculture author

The Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion, and he is hereby
ized to list agri- authorized, upon application or otherwise, to examine and ascertain

cultural lands. as to the location and extent of lands within permanent or temporary
forest reserves, except the following counties in the State of California,

Inyo, Tulare, Kern, San Luis Obispp, Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los

Angeles, San Bernardino, Orange, Riverside, and San Diego; which
are chiefly valuable for agriculture, and which, in his opinion, may

"-be occupied for agricultural purposes without injury to the forest

reserves, and which are not needed for public purposes, and may list

Metes and and describe the same by metes and bounds, or otherwise, and file the

Sons
mP~

lists and descriptions with the Secretary of the Interior, with the

request that the said lands be opened to entry in accordance with the

provisions of the homestead laws and this act.
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Upon the filing of any such list or description the Secretary of the Secretary of the

Interior shall declare the said lands open to homestead settlement and Jj^lands t

Sh&1
-

entry in tracts not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres in area and try.

not exceeding one mile in length, at the expiration of sixty days from
the filing of the list in the land office of the district within which the
lands are located, during which period the said list or description shall

be prominently posted in the land office and advertised for a period of Lands shall be

not less than four weeks in one newspaper of general circulation pub-
advertised -

lished in the county in which the lands are situated: Provided, That

any settler actually occupying and in good faith claiming such lands
for agricultural purposes prior to January first, nineteen hundred and
six, and who shall not have abandoned the same, and the person, if

qualified to make a homestead entry, upon whose application the land

proposed to be entered was examined and listed, shall, each in the
order named, have a preference right of settlement and entry: Pro-
videdfurther, That any entryman desiring to obtain patent to any lands
described by metes and bounds entered by him under the provisions
of this act shall, within five years of the date of making settlement,
file, with the required proof of residence and cultivation, a plat and

Plat and fiel(j
field notes of the lands entered, made by or under the direction of the notes to be filed.

United States surveyor general, showing accurately the boundaries of

such lands, which shall be distinctly marked by monuments on the

ground, and by posting a copy of such plat, together with a notice of Notices shall be

the time and place of offering proof, in a conspicuous place on the land pos

embraced in such plat during the period prescribed by law for the

publication of his notice of intention to offer proof, and that a copy of

such plat and field notes shall also be kept posted in the office of the

register of the land office for the land district in which such lands are
situated for a like period; and further, that any agricultural lands
within forest reserves may, at the discretion of the Secretary, be sur- Secretary may

veyed by metes and bounds, and that no lands entered under the

provisions of this act shall be patented under the commutation pro-
visions of the homestead laws, but settlers, upon final proof, shall have
credit for the period of their actual residence upon the lands covered by cable,

their entries.

SEC. 2. That settlers upon lands chiefly valuable for agriculture .Additional
within forest reserves on January first, nineteen hundred and six, who actual

glV
settlers

have already exercised or lost their homestead privilege, but are other- prior to Jan. 1,

wise competent to enter lands under the homestead laws, are hereby
19<>6 -

granted an additional homestead right of entry for the purposes of this

act only, and such settlers must otherwise comply with the provisions
of the homestead law, and in addition thereto must pay two dollars

and fifty cents per acre for lands entered under the provisions of this

section, such payment to be made at the time of making final proof
on such lands.

SEC. 3. That all entries under this act in the Black Hills Forest Entries in Black

Reserve shall be subject to the quartz or lode mining laws of the United
quarV andlode

States, and the laws and regulations permitting the location, appro- minirg law.

priation, and use of the waters within the said forest reserves for mining,
irrigation, and other purposes; and no titles acquired to agricultural
lands in said Black Hills Forest Reserve under this act shall vest in the Limitation con-

patentee any riparian rights to any stream or streams of flowing water
rights^in

W
Black

within said reserve; and that such limitation of title shall be expressed Hills.

in the patents for the lands covered by such entries.
SEC. 4. That no homestead settlements or entries shall be allowed Lawrence and

in that portion of the Black Hills Forest Reserve in Lawrence and co
Pennington Counties in South Dakota [except the following described ed.

townships in the Black Hills Forest Reserve, in Pennington County,
South Dakota, to wit: Townships one north, one east; two north, one
east; one north, two east; two north, two east; one south, one east;
two south, one east; one south, two east; and two south, two east,
Black Hills meridian], except to persons occupying lands therein prior
to January first, nineteen hundred and six, and the provisions of this
act shall apply to the said counties in said reserve only so far as is

necessary to give and perfect title of such settlers or occupants to lands Actual settlers

chiefly valuable for agriculture therein occupied or claimed by them g$?
re Jan> *'
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prior to the said date, and all homestead entries under this aet, in sai

counties in said reserve shall be described by metes and bounds surve

(Section 4 is amended to read as above by the act of February 8, 1

(34 8tat. 883).)
Settlement be- SEC. 5. That nothing heroin contained shall be held to author!

future settlement on any lands within lores), reserves until such Ian

have been opened to settlement as provided in this net. or to in an

way impair tne legal rights of imy I>OIKI iide hoiiie.Mea-l settler who h

or shall establish residence upon public lands prior to their indusi
within a forest reserve.

(The act of May 30, 1908, 35 Stat., 554, provides that the above
"be amended by striking out of section 1 the following won Is: i

the following counties in the State of California: Inyo, Tul.ir--. Kern

Ventura, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Orange, Riversi

Diego.'
'

It will be noted that while the excepting words are strick

out the names of San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara Counties are not
stricken out).

Certain lands in Lawrence and Pennington Counties, S. Dak., ex

cepted from the operation of section 4 of the act of June 11, 1

but continued subject to all other provisions of said act. (Act July
1912, 37 Stat., 188.)

Agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat. 269).

Surveys by For the expenditure under the direction of the Secretary of Agn-
Forest Service,

culture for survey and listing of lands within forest reserves chiefly
valuable for agriculture and describing the same by metes and bounds,
or otherwise, as required by the act of June eleventh, nineteen hundred
and six, and the act of March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-nine,
thirty-five thousand dollars: Provided, however, That any such survey
and the plat and field notes thereof paid for out of this appropriation
shall be made by an employee of the Forest Service under the direction

Listed lands re- Of the United States Surveyor General, but no land listed under the

S%atented
StUn"

act of June eleventh, nineteen hundred and six, shall pass from the
forest until patent issues.

Agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat. 269).

Segregation of That the Secretary of Agriculture is hereby directed and required

faids
C 1

to select, classify, and segregate, as soon as practicable, all lands within
the boundaries of National Forests that may be opened to settlement
and entry under the homestead laws applicable to the National Forests,
and the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars is hereby appropriated
for the purposes aforesaid.

DECISIONS RELATING TO THE LISTING OF AGRICULTURAL LANDS FOB
ENTRY ACT JUNE 11, 1906 (34 STAT., 233).

The words "chiefly valuable for agriculture," as used in this statute
mean merely more valuable for agriculture than for forestry purposes
and a listing of the lands involves no determination as to their mineral
or nonmineral character. (1 Sol. Op., 188.)
In the act of June 11, 1906, authority to list agricultural lands "not

needed for public purposes" means lands not needed for the govern-
mental uses and purposes of the United States and does not extend to

a need of the land for summer homes, camping and other methods of

recreation. (Memorandum of Solicitor to Secretary of Agriculture,
Nov. 8, 1911.)
Lands included in a temporary withdrawal with a view to the creation

or enlargement of a National Forest and which are chiefly valuable for

agriculture may be listed for entry under this act. (28 Op. Atty. Gen.,
424, 522.)
The preference right of settlement and entry given by the act of June

11, 1906, to the person on whose application agricultural lands have been
listed for entry with the Secretary of the Interior, ceases upon the elimi-
nation of the lands from the National Forest by presidential proclama-
tion or Executive order. "As soon as such lands are restored to the

public domain they lose entirely the National Forest status and the act
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of June 11, 1906, has no application thereto." (Letter Secretary of
the Interior to Secretary of Agriculture, Mar. 16, 1912.)
The decision last above announced is not affected by the provision

in the Agricultural Appropriation Act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat.

269), that "no lands listed
'

'

r shall pass from the forest
until patent issues." Taken in connection with the words preceding
them, these words mean only that the lands shall not pass by virtue or
the listing, and they do not limit the power of the President to elimi-
nate lands by proclamation or Executive order. (Solicitor to the

Forester, Aug. 31, 1912.)
Prior to the enactment of the provision quoted in the preceding para-

graph, the Comptroller of the Treasury and the Solicitor had both made
the following ruling:
Lands once listed under the act of June 11, are segregated from the

National Forest and the Forest Service is not authorized to expend its

appropriations for surveying the same. (Opinion of Comp. Treas., Oct.
21, 1910 (unpublished); 1 Sol. Op., 363.)
Lands within a National Forest listed under the act of June 11, 1906.

are not subject to disposition under the enlarged homestead act of

February 19, 1909 (35 Stat. 639). (Burtis F. Oatman, 39 L. D. 604).

MINING LAWS.

BASIC PROVISIONS OF THE MINING LAWS MOST GENERALLY AFFECTING
FOREST-SERVICE WORK.

UNITED STATES REVISED STATUTES.

SEC. 2318. In all cases lands valuable for minerals shall be reserved Mineral land

from sale, except as otherwise expressly directed by law.
SEC. 2319. All valuable mineral deposits in lands belonging to the Mineral lands

United States, both surveyed and unsurveyed, are hereby declared to open to purchase

be free and open to exploration and purchase, and the lands in which ^ Cltizens.

they are found to occupation and purchase, by citizens of the United
States and those who have declared their intention to become such,
under regulations prescribed by law, and according to the local cur-
toms or rules of miners in the several mining districts, so far as the
same are applicable and not inconsistent with the laws of the United
States.

SEC. 2320. Mining claims upon veins or lodes of quartz or other rocks .
Length of min-

in place bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, copper, or other val-
'"

uable deposits, heretofore located, shall be governed as to length along
the vein or lode by the customs, regulations, and laws in force at the
date of their location. A mining claim located after the tenth day of

May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, whether located by one or

more persons, may equal, but shall not exceed, one thousand five hun-
dred feet in length along the vein or lode; but no location of a mining
claim shall be made until the discovery of the vein or lode within the
limits of the claim located. No claim shall extend more than three

hundred feet on each side of the middle of the vein at the surface, nor
shall any claim be limited by any mining regulation to less than

twenty-five feet on each side of the middle of the vein at the surface,

except where adverse rights existing on the tenth day of May, eighteen
hundred and seventy-two, render such limitation necessary. The end
lines of each claim shall be parallel to each other.

SEC. 2322. The locators of all mining locations heretofore made or Locators' rights

which shall hereafter be made, on any mineral vein, lode, or ledge, enjoyment?
*

situated on the public domain, their heirs and assigns, where no adverse
claim exists on the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-
two, so long as they comply with the laws of the United States, and
with State, Territorial, and local regulations not in conflict with the
laws of the United States governing their possessory title, shall have
the exclusive right of possession and enjoyment of all the surface

included within the lines of their locations, and of all veins, lodes,

and ledges throughout their entire depth, the top or apex of which lies

66777 X3- 3
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Extra-lateral inside of such surface lines extended downward vertically, R_
rights> such veins, lodes, or ledges may so far depart from u perpendicular in

their course downward as to extend outside the vertical side lines of such
surface locations. But their right of possession to such outside parts of

such veins or ledges shall be confined to such portions thereof as lie

between vertical planes drawn downward as above described, through
the end lines of their locations, so continued in their own direction that
such planes will intersect such exterior parts of such veins or ledges.
And nothing in this section shall authorize the locator or

possessor
of a

vein or lode which extends in its downward course beyond the vertical

lines of his claim to enter upon the surface of a claim owned or possessed
by another.

Owners of tun- SEC. 2323. Where a tunnel is run for the development of a vein or
tes '

lode, or for the discovery of mines, the owners of sucn tunnel shall have
the right of possession of all veins or lodes within three thousand feet

from the face of such tunnel on the line thereof, not previously known
to exist, discovered in such tunnel, to the same extent as if discovered
from the surface; and locations on the line of such tunnel of veins or

lodes not appearing on the surface, made by other parties after the
commencement of the tunnel, and while the same is being prosecuted
with reasonable diligence, shall be invalid, but failure to prosecute the
work on the tunnel for six months shall be considered as an abandon-
ment of the right to all undiscovered veins on the line of such tunnel.

Regulations SEC. 2324. The miners of each mining distiict may make regulationsmade by miners. not ^ conflict witn the laws of the United States, or with the laws of

the State or Territory in which the district is situated, governing the

location, manner of recording, amount of work necessary to hold pos-
Markingbound- session of a mining claim, subject to the following requirements: The

location must be distinctly marked on the ground so that its boundaries
can be readily traced. All records of mining claims hereafter made
shall contain the name or names of the locators, the date of the location,
and such a description of the claim or claims located by reference to

some natural object or permanent monument as will identify the claim.

On each claim located after the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred
Annual labor. and seventy-two, and until a patent has been issued therefor, not less

than one hundred dollars' worth of labor shall be performed or improve-
ments made during each year. On all claims located prior to the tenth

day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, ten dollars' worth of

labor shall be performed or improvements made by the tenth day of

June, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, and each year thereafter, for

each one hundred feet in length along the vein until a patent has been
issued therefor; but where such claims are held in common, such ex-

penditure may be made upon any one claim; and upon a failure to

comply with these conditions the claim or mine upon which such fail-

ure occurred shall be open to relocation in the same manner as if no
location of the same had ever been made, provided that the original

locators, their heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, have not resumed
work upon the claim after failure and before such location. Upon the
failure of any one of several co-owners to contribute his proportion of

the expenditures required hereby, the co-owners who have performed
the labor or made the improvements may, at the expiration of the

year, give such delinquent co-owner personal notice in writing or

notice by publication in the newspaper published nearest the claim
for at least once a week for ninety days, and if at the expiration of

ninety days after such notice in writing or by publication such delin-

quent should fail or refuse to contribute his proportion of the expend-
iture required by this section his interest in the claim shall become
the property of his co-owners who have made the required expenditures.
[Provided, That the period within which the work required to be done
annually on all unpatented mineral claims shall commence on the first

day of January succeeding the date of location of such claim, and this

section shall apply to all claims located since the tenth day of May,
anno Domini eighteen hundred and seventy-two. Amendment of

Jan. 22, 1880, 21 Stat., 61.]
Patents for min- SEC.. 2325. A patent for any land claimed and located for valuable

IW
deposits may be obtained in the following manner: Any person, associ-

ation, or corporation authorized to locate a claim under this chapter,
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having claimed and located a piece of land for such purposes, who has,
or have, complied with the terms of this chapter, may file in the proper
land office an application for a patent, under oath, showing such com-

pliance, together with a plat and field notes of the claim or claims in

common, made by or under the direction of the United States surveyor

general, showing accurately the boundaries of the claim or claims,
which shall be distinctly marked by monuments on the ground, and
shall post a copy of such plat, together with a notice of such applica-
tion for a patent, in a conspicuous place on the land embraced in such

plat previous to the filing of the application for a patent, and shall

file an affidavit of at least two persons that such notice has been duly
posted, and shall file a copy of the notice in such land office, and shall

thereupon be entitled to a patent for the land, in the manner following:
The register of the land office, upon the filing of such application, plat,
field notes, notices, and affidavits, shall publish a notice that such

application has been made, for the period of sixty days, in a newspaper
to oe by him designated as published nearest to such claim; and he
shall also post such notice in his office for the same period. The claim-

ant at the time of filing this application, or at any time thereafter,
within the sixty days of publication, shall file with the register a cer-

tificate of the United States surveyor general that five hundred dollars'

worth of labor has been expended or improvements made upon the
claim by himself or grantors; that the plat is correct, with such further

description by such reference to natural objects or permanent monu-
ments as shall identify the claim, and furnish an accurate description
to be incorporated in the patent. At the expiration of the sixty days
of publication the claimant shall file his affidavit, showing that the

plat and notice have been posted in a conspicuous place on the claim

during such period of publication. If no adverse claim shall have been
filed with the register and the receiver of the proper land office at the

expiration of the sixty days of publication, it shall be assumed that the

applicant is entitled to a patent, upon the payment to the proper
officer of five dollars per acre, and that no adverse claim exists; and
thereafter no objection from third parties to the issuance of a patent
shall be heard, except it be shown that the applicant has failed to

comply with the terms of this chapter. [Provided, That where the
claimant for a patent is not a resident of or within the land district

wherein the vein, lode, ledge, or deposit sought to be patented is located,
the application for patent and the affidavits required to be made in this

section by the claimant for such patent may oe made by his, her, or

its authorized agent, where said agent is conversant with the facts

sought to be established by said affidavits. Amendment of Jan. 22,

1880, 21 Stat., 61.]
SEC. 2327. The description of vein or lode claims upon surveyed Description of

lands shall designate the location of the claims with reference to the fode'daims.
111

lines of the public survey, but need not conform therewith
;
but where

patents have been or shall be issued for claims upon unsurveyed lands,
the surveyors general, in extending the public survey, shall adjust
the same to the boundaries of said patented claims so as in no case to

interfere with or change the true location of such claims as they are

officially established upon the ground. Where patents have issued Patents to con-

fer mineral lands, those lands only shall be segregated and shall be form to official

deemed to be patented which are bounded by the lines actually
m

marked, defined, and established upon the ground by the monuments
of the official survey upon which the patent grant is based, and sur-

veyors general in executing subsequent patent surveys, whether upon
surveyed or unsurveyed lands, shall be governed accordingly. The Monuments to

said monuments shall at all times constitute the highest authority as f^ns
to what land is patented, and in case of any conflict between the said

monuments of such patented claims and the descriptions of said claims
in the patents issued therefor the monuments on the ground shall

govern, and erroneous or inconsistent descriptions or calls in the

patent descriptions shall give way thereto. (As amended April 28,
1904 (33 Stat., 545).)

SEC. 2329. Claims usually called
"
placers," including all forms of Conformity of

deposit, excepting veins of quartz, or other rock in place, shall be
^

subject to entry and patent, under like circumstances and conditions,
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and upon similar procce< lings, as are provided for vein or lode claims;
but wnere the lands have been previously surveyed by the United
States, the entry in its exterior limits shall conform to the legal sub-
divisions of the public lands.

Subdivisions of SEC. 2330. Legal subdivisions of forty acres may be subdivided

maxhnum
r

of
C

pla-
^nto ten-acre tracts; and two or more persons, or associations of pen

cer locations.
'

having contiguous claims of any size, although such claims may be
less than ten acres each, may make joint entry thereof; l>ut no location

of a placer claim, made after the ninth day of July, eighteen hundred
and seventy, shall exceed one hundred and sixty acres for any one

person or association of persons, which location shall conform to the
United States surveys; and nothing in this section contained shall

defeat or impair any bona fide preemption or homestead claim upon
agricultural lands, or authorize the sale of the improvements of any
bona fide settler to any purchaser.

Conformity of SEC. 2331. Where placer claims are upon surveyed lands, and conform

surveys limita to ^e^ subdivisions, no further survey or plat shall be required, and
tions of claims, all placer-mining claims located after the tenth day of May, eighteen

hundred and seventy-two, shall conform as near as practicable with
the United States system of public-land surveys, and the rectangular
subdivisions of such surveys, and no such location shall include more
than twenty acres for each individual claimant; but where placer
claims can not be conformed to legal subdivisions, survey and plat
shall be made as on unsurveyed lands; and where by the segregation
'of mineral lands in any legal subdivision a quantity of agricultural
land less than forty acres remains, such fractional portion of agricultural
land may be entered by any party qualified by law, for homestead or

preemption purposes.
What evidence SEC. 2332. Where such person or association, they and their grant-

to^slSbUsh a ors
>
n

^
ve held and worked their claims for a period equal to the time

right to a patent, prescribed by the statute of limitations for mining claims of the State
or Territory where the same may be situated, evidence of such posses-
sion and working of the claims for such period shall be sufficient to

establish a right to a patent thereto under this chapter, in the absence
of any adverse claim; but nothing in this chapter shall be deemed to

impair any lien which may have attached in any way whatever to any
mining claim or property thereto attached prior to the issuance of a

patent.
Patents for non- SEC. 2337. Where nonmineral land not contiguous to the vein or lode

mineral lands, ^ uge(j Qr OCCUpieci by the proprietor of such vein or lode for miningGIC. 1-1 i i* < i

or milling purposes, such nonadjacent surface ground may be embraced
and included in an application for a patent for such vein or lode, and
the same may be patented therewith, subject to the same preliminary
requirements as to survey and notice as are applicable to veins or lodes;
but no location hereafter made of such nonadjacent land shall exceed
five acres, and payment for the same must be made at the same rate

as fixed by this chapter for the superficies of the lode. The owner of

a quartz mill or reduction works, not owning a mine in connection

therewith, may also receive a patent for his mill site, as provided in
this section.

Act of January 31, 1901 (31 Stat., 745), extending mining laws to saline lands.

Mining laws ex- That all unoccupied public lands of the United States containing
j saline

gajt spring^ or deposits of salt in any form, and chiefly valuablesprings, or deposits 01 salt in any lorm, ana cmeny valuable

(for, are hereby declared to be subject to location and purchase
r the provisions of the law relating to placer-mining claims:

theref

under
Provided, Tnat the same person shall not locate or enter more than one
claim hereunder.

Act Of August 4, 1892 (27 Stat., 548), to authorize the entry of lands chiefly valuable
for building stone under the placer mining laws.

Entry of lands That any person authorized to enter lands under the mining laws of

forSding stone the United States may enter lands that are chieflyvaluable for building
under the placer- stone under the provisions of the law in relation to placer-mineral
mining laws. claims: Provided, That lands reserved for the benefit of the public

schools or donated to any State shall not be subject to entry under
this act.
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Act of February 11, 1897 (29 Stat., 526), to authorize the entry and patenting of lands
containing petroleum and other mineral oils under the placer mining laws of the
United States.

That any person authorized to enter lands under the mining laws Entry and pat-

of the United States may enter and obtain patent to lands containing containing wt^
petroleum^or other mineral oils, and chiefly valuable therefor, under ieum and other
the provisions of the laws relating to placer mineral claims: Provided, mineral oils un-

That lands containing such petroleum or other mineral oils which
have heretofore been filed upon, claimed, or improved as mineral,
but not yet patented, may be held and patented under the provi-
sions of this act the same as if such filing, claim, or improvement
were subsequent to the date of the passage hereof.

OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE MINING LAWS.

Proof of citizenship. (Rev. Stat., sec. 2321.)

Proceedings on adverse claim. (Rev. Stat., sec. 2326; act Mar. 3,

1881, 21 Stat., 505; act Apr. 26, 1882, 22 Stat., 49.)

Pending applications, existing rights preserved. (Rev. Stat., sec.

2328.)
Veins within placer claims. (Rev. Stat., sec. 2333.)

Intersecting veins. (Rev. Stat., sec. 2336.)
Local legislation for working, drainage, etc. (Rev. Stat., sec. 2338.)

Rights to water and ditches confirmed. (Rev. Stat., sec. 2339.)

Patents, etc., subject to vested rights of way and water rights.

(Rev. Stat., sec. 2340.)
Homesteads on lands classed as mineral. (Rev. Stat., sec. 2341,

2342.)
Mineral laws not applicable to Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri, and Kansas. (Rev. Stat., sec. 2345; act May 5, 1876, 19

Stat., 52.)
Mineral laws extended over Wichita lands, Oklahoma. (Act of Mar. 2

1895, 28 Stat., 876.)

Expenditures in tunnels applicable to lodes. (Act of Feb. 11, 1876,
18 Stat., 315.)

MINING LAWS IN ALASKA.

Mining laws extended; mining districts, records, etc. (Act of May 17,

1884; sec. 8, 23 Stat., 24; act June 6, 1900, sees. 15 and 26, 31 Stat.,

321, 326, 330.)

Mining rights extended to native citizens of Canada. (Act of May 14,

1898, 30 Stat., 415.)
Labor and improvements. (Act of Mar. 2, 1907, 35 Stat., 1243.)
Extension of time for filing adverse claims and suits. (Act of June 7,

1910, 36 Stat., 459.)
Amendments and modifications of mining laws in Alaska. (Act of

Aug. 1, 1912, 37 Stat., 242.)

DECISIONS UNDER THE MINING LAWS.

As to when mining claims are part of the National Forest lands, see footnote, page 6,
ante.

Rights of locators or owners. Under the act of June 4, 1897, authoriz-

ing the location of mining claims within forest reserves the rights of the
locator are substantially the same as those of a locator on the public
lands under section 2322, Revised Statutes. (United States v. Riz-
zinelli (C. C. D., Idaho), 182 Fed., 675.)
The owner of a mining claim has the right of exclusive possession

and enjoyment, but for mining purposes alone (citations infra.). Prior

to patent he can not maintain a liquor saloon on his claim (United
States v. Rizzinelli, 182 Fed., 675); or sell timber or hay therefrom

(Teller v. United States, 113 Fed., 273; 1 Sol. Op., 188.) Nor, on the
other hand, can the Secretary of Agriculture authorize any use of the

claim, even for purposes foreign to mining, against the objection of the
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owner, but if the latter waives his right of exclusive possession
arrangement with a power permittee, the power permit become
effective on the land, and the Government may impose a charge for its

use. (2 Sol. Op., 763; see also 2 Sol. Op., 865.)

Where, however, timber on a mining claim, by reason of insect in-

festation, is a menace to the surrounding National Forest timber, the
Government may sell it. (Lewis v. Garlock United States, inter-

venor, 168 Fed., 153.)
Powers and duties ofLand Department. The Government is a party ii

interest in every case involving the disposal of the public lands, am
. when such lanas are sought to be acquired under any of the public

land laws (in this case the mineral laws), it is not only within the powa
but it is the duty of the Land Department to see that the lands are dis-

posed of according to law, and not in violation or evasion of the law.

(Grand Canyon Ry. Co. v. Cameron, 36 L. D., 66.)
Should the question of the character of the land be properly pre-

sented at any time before patent, it would manifestly be the duty of the

[Interior] Department to ascertain whether or not the land contains
"valuable deposits" in an ex parte case or a contest. The fact that a
claim is contested would not change the character of the land to be
taken under this law. In any event, it must contain "valuable de-

posits." (The Royal K Placer, 13 L. D., 86-89.)
The Land Department has full authority of its own motion or at the

instance of others to inquire into and determine whether mining loca-

tions within the National Forests were preceded by the requisite

discovery of mineral and whether the lanas are of the character sub-

ject to occupation and purchase under the mining laws, notwithstand-

ing the locator has not applied for patent; and if the locations are found
invalid the lands covered thereby will be administered as part of the
National Forest without regard to such locations. (H. H. Yard et al.,

38 L. D., 59.)

^
Lands belonging to the United States can not be lawfully located, or

title thereto by patent legally acquired, under the mining laws, for

purposes or uses foreign to those of mining or the development of

minerals; and should it be shown in case of an application for mineral

patent that the claims applied for were not located in good faith for

mining purposes, but for the purpose of securing control of a trail upon
lands belonging to the United States, susceptible of such control by
reason of the surrounding physical conditions, so as to place the claim-
ant in a position to charge for the privilege of using the trail, and
thereby to prevent the free and unrestricted use thereof by the public,
such claims would be fraudulent from their inception, and patents
thereto could not be obtained under the mining laws. (Grand Canyon
Ry. Co. v. Cameron, 36 L. D., 67.)
Lands subject to mineral entry Discovery. If the land contains gold

or other valuable deposits in loose earth, sand, or gravel which can be
secured with profit, that fact will satisfy the demand of the Govern-
ment as to the character of the land as placer ground, whatever the
incidental advantages it may offer to the applicant for a patent.
(United States v. Iron Silver Mining Co., 128 U. S., 673, 684.)
To sustain an application for mineral patent, as against persons

alleging the land to be nonmineral, it must appear that mineral exists

in quantity and value sufficient to subject it to disposal under the min-

ing laws. In other words, the land must be shown to contain valuable

deposits of mineral, which means more than a mere discovery that

might be sufficient to support a location in the first instance. (Brophv
v. O'Hare, 34 L. D., 596.)
Under the established rule that when public land is sought to be

taken out of the category of agricultural lands the evidence of its min-
eral character should be reasonably clear, the finding of colors of gold,
even though fairly good prospects of gold, in placer prospecting, is not
sufficient to establish the mineral character of the ground and sustain
a mineral location thereof as against a prior entry under the homestead
laws. (State v. Tanana Mines R. Co., 148 Fed., 678, syllabus.)
Land not shown to contain valuable minerals of the kinds usually

developed by mining operations, but which is chiefly valuable because
it controls the entrance to a cavern containing crystalline deposits,
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specimens of which are sold for profit, is not subject to location under
the mineral laws. (South Dakota Mining Co. v. McDonald, 30 L. D.,

357.)
While the statute does not prescribe what is necessary to constitute

a discovery under the mining laws of the United States, it is essential

that it gives reasonable evidence of the fact either that there is a vein
or lode carrying precious minerals, or if it be claimed as placer ground
that it is valuable for such mining; and where there is not enough in

what a locator claims to have seen to justify a prudent person in the

expenditure of money and labor in exploitation this court will not
overthrow a finding of the lower court that there was no discovery.

(Chrisman v. Miller, 197 U. S., 313, syllabus.)
The exposure of substantially worthless deposits on the surface of a

lode mining claim; the finding of mere surface indications of mineral
within its limits; the discovery of valuable mineral deposits outside the

claim, or deductions from established geological facts relating to it,

one or all of which matters may reasonably give rise to a hope or belief,

however strong it may be, that a valuable mineral deposit exists within
the claim, will neither suffice as a discovery thereon, nor be entitled

to be accepted as the equivalent thereof. (East Tintic Consolidated

Mining Claim, 40 L. D., 271.)
The exposure of substantially valueless deposits on the surface of a

lode mining claim, in themselves insusceptible of practical develop-
ment, but which taken in connection with other established geological
and mineralogical conditions in the district lead to the hope or belief

that a valuable mineral deposit exists within the claim, does not con-

stitute the discovery of a vein or lode within the meaning of the law nor

afford a valid basis for a lode location. (Rough Rider and other Lode

Claims, 41 L. D., 243.)

Country rock in which it is claimed "kidneys" of copper ore may be

expected to be found, is not itself a lode within the meaning of the

mining laws, and the exposure of such rock within the limits of a lode

claim, which may or may not contain mineral, does not constitute the

discovery of a vein or lode within the meaning of the law, and is not a

sufficient basis to support a lode location. (Rough Rider and other

Lode Claims, 41 L.D., 255.)
The location of a lode mining claim must be supported by the dis-

covery of the vein or lode within the limits of the claim located
;
and

the exposure of substantially worthless deposits on the surface of a claim,
which from observation and geological inference are supposed to indi-

cate that other and unconnected veins or lodes lie at a greater depth,
does not constitute a discovery within contemplation of the law, and is

not a sufficient basis for a valid location. (East Tintic Consolidated

Mining Co. (on rehearing), 41 L. D., 255.)
Vein or lode "as used in the acts of Congress is applicable to any

zone or belt of mineralized rock lying within boundaries clearly sepa-

rating it from the neighboring rock."
' ' In general, it may be said that

a lode or vein is a body of mineral or mineral body of rock, within
defined boundaries, in the general mass of the mountain. ' '

(Iron Silver

Mining Co. v. Cheesman, 116 U. S., 529, 534.)

Discovery is a prerequisite to initiation of title under the mining
laws. (Bakersfield Fuel & Oil Co., 39 L. D., 460.)
To constitute a valid discovery upon a lode mining claim for which

patent is sought there must be actually and physically exposed
within the limits thereof a vein or lode of mineral-bearing rock in

place, possessing in and of itself a present or prospective value for

mining purposes. (East Tintic Consolidated Mining Claim, 40 L. D.,

271; see also Waskey v. Hammer, 223 U. S., 85.)

Deposits of slate, which do not carry deposits of any other valuable

mineral, when found in quantity and quality sufficient to render the
land more valuable on that account than for agricultural purposes, are

subject to appropriation under the placer mining laws. (Roy McDon-
ald etal., 40 L. D., 7.)
Valuable deposits of onyx in well-defined fissures in rock in place are

subject to appropriation under the lode mining laws. (Utah Onyx
Development Co., 38 L. D., 504.)
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lanrlflThe act permitting entry under the placer mining laws of lands

chiefly valuable for building stone applies only to deposits of stone of

special or peculiar value for structural work, such as the erection of

houses, office buildings, and such other recognized commercial uses
as demand and will secure the profitable extraction and marketing of

the product. It does not apply to stone suitable only for building
foundations, fences, abutments, or other rough work and which is

widely distributed over large regions of territory. (Ex part<> Stanislaus
Electric Power Co., decision of S(

unpublished as yet.)
A deposit of clay

Secretary of the Interior, Sept. 4, 191'

suitable for use in the manufacture of Portlanc
cement does not render the land containing it subject to dispositioi
under the placer mining laws. (Battancourt v. Fitzgerald, 40 L. D.

620.)
A deposit of brick clay

is not mineral within the meaning of the

mining laws. (King et al. v. Bradford, 31 L. D., 108.)

Deposits of gravel and sand, suitable for mixing with cement for

concrete construction, but having no particular property.or character-
istic giving them special value, and deriving their chief value from

proximity to a town, do not render the land in which they are found
mineral in character within the meaning of the mining laws, or bar

entry under the homestead laws, notwithstanding the land may be
more valuable on account of such deposits than for agricultural pur-
poses. (Zimmerman v. Brunson, 39 L. D., 310.)
A placer location of 160 acres made by eight persons, which is invalid

for lack of discovery, can not be perfected after its transfer to a single
individual by a subsequent discovery. (H. H. Yard et al., 38 L. D.,
59.)
A single discovery of mineral sufficient to authorize the location of

a placer claim does not conclusively establish the mineral character
of all the land included in the claim, and the question as to the char-
acter of the land is open to investigation by the land department at

any time until patent issues. (American Smelting & Refining Co., 39
L. D., 299.)
In determining the character of land embraced in a placer location,

10-acre tracts, normally in square form, are the units of investigation
and determination, and if any such area is found to be nonmineral it

should be eliminated from the claim. (American Smelting & Refining
Co., 39 L. D., 299.)
Location and boundaries Conflicts Errors of description. The posi-

tion of conflicting mining claims and their positions with relation to

each other, must be determined as the claims are defined and estab-
lished on the ground, and all errors of description must give way
thereto. (United States Mining Co. v. Wall, 39 L. D., 546.)

Improvements. Labor and improvements are deemed to have been
made upon a mining claim, whether it consists of one location
or several, when the labor is performed or the improvements are made
for its development that is, to facilitate the extraction of the metals

though in fact such labor and improvements may be on ground which
originally constituted only one of the locations, as in sinking a shaft,
or at a distance from the claim itself, as where the labor is performed
for the turning of a stream or the introduction of water, or where
the improvement consists in the construction of a flume to carry off

the debris or waste material. (Smelting Co. v. Kemp, 104 U. S.,

636, 655; Copper Glance Lode, 29 L. D. 542.)
Labor or improvements to be credited toward meeting the require-

ments of the statute as to expenditures on a mining claim must actually
promote or directly tend to promote the extraction of mineral from the
land, or forward or facilitate the development of the claim as a mine
or mining claim, or be necessary for its care or the protection of the
mining works thereon or pertaining thereto. (Highland Marie and
Manilla Mining Claims, 31 L. D., 37.)
An expenditure of $500 in labor or improvements to be available asa

basis for patent to a mining claim must have been made upon or for the
benefit of the location for which patent is sought; and the work per-
formed upon and for the benefit of a 20-acre placer location is not avail-
able as a patent expenditure for the benefit of a maximum location of
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160 acres by eight persons embracing the 20-acre location and 140 acres
of entirely new ground. (Charles H. Head et al.

?
40 L. D., 135).

In determining whether the requisite expenditure of $500 in labor
or improvements has been made upon a mining claim for which patent
is asked, the proper test is whether the reasonable value of the work
performed or improvements relied upon amounts to that sum. Proof of

the actual amount paid or of the actual number of days spent in prose-
cution of such work is not conclusive. (Samuel B. Beatty et al., 40
L. D., 486).

Improvements made prior to the location of the mining claim or
claims to which their value is sought to be accredited are not available
toward meeting the requirements of the statute relative to expendi-
tures. (Tough Nut No. 2 and Other Lode Claims, 36 L. D., 9.)
No part of a wagon road lying partly within and partly without the

limits of a group of mining claims constructed and used for the purpose
of transporting machinery and supplies to and ore from the group is

available toward meeting the requirement of the statute respecting
expenditures prerequisite to patent. (Fargo Group No. 2 Lode Claims,
37 L. D., 404).

Mill site. The continued use or occupancy for mining or milling
purposes is necessary to maintain a valid mill-site location. Weber v.

Carroll, unreported; decided by the Secretary of the Interior, January
16,1905.
A mill-site location may be contiguous with the side of a lode claim.

Yankee Mill Site, 37 L. I)., 674.)
A mill site is required to be used or occupied distinctly and explicitly

for mining or milling purposes in connection with the lode claim with
which it is associated * *

*. Some step in or directly connected
with the process of mining or some feature of milling must be performed
upon or some recognized agency of operative mining or milling must
occupy the mill site at the time patent thereto is applied for to come
within the purview of the statute. (Alaska Copper Co., 32 L. D., 128.)

MINERAL SPRINGS AND LANDS ADJACENT.

Act of February 28, 1899 (30 Stat., 908), to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to rent
or lease certain portions of forest reserves.

The Secretary of the Interior
' * *

hereby is authorized, under Leasing of lands

such rules and regulations as he from time to time may make, to rent
erafsprings

"

or lease to responsible persons or corporations applying therefor suitable

spaces and portions of ground near, or adjacent to, mineral, medicinal,
or other springs, within any forest reserves established within the
United States, or hereafter to be established, and where the public is

accustomed or desires to frequent, for health or pleasure, for the purpose
of erecting upon such leased ground sanitariums or hotels, to be opened
for the reception of the public. And he is further authorized to make
such regulations, for the convenience of people visiting such springs,
with reference to spaces and locations, for the erection of tents or tem-

porary dwelling houses to be erected or constructed for the use of those

visiting such springs for health or pleasure. And the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized to prescribe the terms and duration and the

compensation to be paid for the privileges granted under the provisions
of this act.

DECISIONS RELATING TO MINERAL SPRINGS.

The waters of mineral, medicinal, and saline springs on the public
domain are under the sole control of the United States, as a land owner,
and are not subject to appropriation under State laws or to the riparian
right to continued flow. (2 Sol. Op., 951.)
Authority to administer the act of 1899 as to springs and lands in the

national forests passed to the Secretary of Agriculture under the forest

transfer act of February 1, 1905. (Same.)
The act of 1899 is exclusive, and no permits can be granted under

the forest administrative act of June 4, 1897. (Same.)
The said act does not authorize a lease of the springs themselves or

the granting of special privileges therein. Nor does it contemplate a
lease of all the available notel or sanitarium sites to one party. (Same.)
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The mineral springs act of February 28, 1899, extends to na
forests in Alaska. (2 Sol. Op., 870.)

National forest lands in Alaska surrounding hot or mineral
and which have been withdrawn by the President under the* act
June 25, 1910, can not be leased under the act of February 28, 1899, or
their use permitted under the act of June 4, 1897, while the withdra
remains in force. (2 Sol. Op., 870.)

COAL-LAND LAWS.

BASIC PROVISIONS.

UNITED STATES REVISED STATUTES.

Entry of coal SEC. 2347. Every jperson above the age of twenty-one years, who is

a citizen of the United States, or who has declared his intention to

become such, or any association of persons severally qualified as above,
shall, upon application to the register of the proper land office, have
the right to enter, by legal subdivisions, any quantity of vacant coal
lands of the United States not otherwise appropriated or reserved by
competent authority not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to

such individual person, or three hundred and twenty acres to such
association, upon payment to the receiver of not less than ten dollars

Eer
acr*e for such lands where the same shall be situated more than

fteen miles from any completed railroad, and not less than twenty
dollars per acre for such lands as shall be within fifteen miles of sucn
road.

Preemption of SEC. 2348. Any person or association of persons severally qualified,
as above provided, who have opened and improved, or shall hereafter

open and improve, any coal mine or mines upon the public lands, and
shall be in actual possession of the same, shall be entitled to a pref-
erence right^ of entry, under the preceding section, of the mines so

opened and improved: Provided, That when any association of not less

than four persons, severally qualified as above provided, shall have
expended not less than five thousand dollars in working and improving
any such mine or mines, such association may enter not exceeding six
hundred and forty acres, including such mining improvements.

claim!oVJoaHand
SEC * 234

.
9 ' A11 claims under the preceding section must be presented

to be presented to the register of the proper land district within sixty days after the
within 60 days, date of actual possession and the commencement of improvements on
etc> the land, by the filing of a declaratory statement therefor; but when

the township plat is not on file at the date of such improvement, filing
must be made within sixty days from the receipt of such plat at the
district office; and where the improvements shall have been made prior
to the expiration of three months from the third day of March, eighteen
hundred and seventy-three, sixty days from the expiration of such
three months shall be allowed for the filing of a declaratory statement,
and no sale under the provisions of this section shall be allowed until
the expiration of six months from the third day of March, eighteen
hundred and seventy-three.

Only one entry SEC. 2350. The three preceding sections shall be held to authorize

only one entry by the same person or association of persons; and no
association of persons any member of which shall have taken the benefit
of such sections, either as an individual or as a member of any other

association, shall enter or hold any other lands under the provisions
thereof; and no member of any association which shall have taken the
benefit of such sections shall enter or hold any other lands under their

provisions; and all persons claiming under section twenty-three hundred
and forty-eight shall be required^to prove their respective rights and
pay for the lands filed upon within one year from the time prescribed
for filing their respective claims; and upon failure to file the proper
notice, or to pay for the land within the required period, the same
shall be subject to entry by any other qualified applicant.

Conflicting SEC. 2351. In case of conflicting claims upon coal-lands where the
claims.

improvements shall be commenced, after the third day of March,
eighteen hundred and seventy-three, priority of possession and im-

provement, followed by proper filing and continued good faith, shall

determine the preference-right to purchase. And also where improve-
ments have already been made prior to the third day of March, eighteen
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hundred and seventy-three, division of the land claimed may be made
by legal subdivisions, to include, as near as may be, the valuable

improvements of the respective parties. The Commissioner of the
General Land Office is authorized to issue all needful rules and regula-
tions for carrying into effect the provisions of this and the four pre-
ceding sections.

SEC. 2352. Nothing in the five preceding sections shall be construed Rights reserved,

to destroy or impair any rights which may have attached prior to the
third day of March, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, or to authorize

the, sale of lands valuable for mines of gold, silver, or copper.

SURFACE PATENTS ON GOOD-FAITH ENTRIES OF COAL LANDS.

Act of March 3, 1909 (35 Stat., 844), for the protection of the surface rights of entrymen.

AGRICULTURAL ENTRY FOR SURFACE OF LANDS CLASSIFIED OR WITH-
DRAWN AS COAL LANDS. (NoT APPLICABLE TO ALASKA.)

Act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat., 583), to provide for agricultural entry of coal lands.
Act of April 30, 1912 (37 Stat., 105) supplementing above.

COAL-LAND LAWS EXTENDED TO ALASKA.

Act of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat., 658).

AMENDMENTS TO COAL-LAND LAWS IN ALASKA.

Act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat., 525).
Act of May 28, 1908 (35 Stat., 424).

DECISIONS UNDER THE COAL-LAND LAWS.

COAL LANDS.

Coal lands are mineral lands within the meaning of the act of June 4,

1897, and as such are subject to entry, when found in forest reserves,
the same as other mineral lands within such reserves. (T. P. Crowder,
30 L. D., 92; see also Brown v. N. P. R. R. Co., 31 L. D., 29.)

Citizens in need of coal for their own use, who have not initiated

claims under coal-land laws, have no authority to take any coal from
National Forest lands, either with or without a permit from the Secre-

tary of Agriculture. (1 Sol. Op., 477.)
The act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat., 525), amending the coal-land

laws, as theretofore extended to Alaska, did not remove the restriction

as to the quantity of such lands enterable by one person or association,
but merely provided a method by which unsurveyed coal lands in
Alaska could be acquired subject to the limitations of the general coal-

land laws. (The Cunningham claims (United States v. Schofield

et al.) ;
decision of Commissioner of the General Land Office of June 21,

1911, affirmed and adopted by Interior Department, Aug. 29, 1912.)
Open cuts and tunnels made merely for the purpose of ascertaining

whether a group of claims contains coal and not with the intent to

develop operating mines do not satisfy the statutory requirement as

to opening and improving. (Same.)
Persons who file declaratory statements and then abandon them

without valid cause or excuse are disqualified to make new entries.

(Same.)
The benefits of the act of May 28, 1908, authorizing the consolidation

of claims or locations of coal lands in Alaska, can be shared only by
persons who made such locations in good faith that is, honestly and

lawfully prior to November 16, 1906, in their own interests individ-

ually, without fraud, collusion, or deceit, or any purpose to violate

any provision of the law. (Op. Atty. Gen., 38 L. D., 86.)
An individual or association expending time and money in an honest

effort to open and develop coal deposits is not a trespasser and is entitled

to the coal extracted as an incident to the reasonable prosecution of

the work. (Ghost v. United States (C. C. A. Eighth Circuit), 168 Fed.,

841.)
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It is unlawful for a corporation, some of whose stockholders ha
made coal entries, to acquire coal lands in excess of 320 acres a.^ i Ill-

result of a scheme whereby some of its officers and employees make
entries in their own names but for its benefit and at its expense, and,
after securing patents, convey the lands to the corporation. An
incorporated company is an "association of persons," in the meaning
of the coal-land laws. (United States v. Trinidad Coal Co., 137 U. S
160.)

TIMBER AND STONE LAWS.

I

Act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89) for the sale of timberlands.

Surveyed tim- That surveyed public lands of the United States within the (public

lands may
8

be 1^nd
!

) States, not included within military, Indian, or other reserva-

sold. tions of the United States, valuable chiefly for timber, but unfit for

cultivation, and which have not been offered at public sale,
2
according

to law, may be sold to citizens of the United States, or persons who have
declared their intention to become such, in quantities not exceeding
one hundred and sixty acres to any one person or association of persons,
at the minimum price of two dollars and fifty cents per acre; and lands
valuable chiefly for stone may be sold on the same terms as timber

Existing claims lands: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall defeat or impair
preserved. any bona fide claim under any law of the United States, or authorize

the sale of any mining claim, or the improvements of any bona fide

settler, or lands containing gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal, or

lands selected by the said States under any law of the United States

donating lands for internal improvements, education, or other pur-
poses: And provided further, That none of the rights conferred by the
act approved July twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
entitled "An act granting the right of way to ditch and canal owners
over the public lands, and for other purposes,

' '

shall be abrogated by
Patents to be this act; and all patents granted shall be subject to any vested and

oY way.
accrued water rights, or rights to ditches and reservoirs used in connec-
tion with such water rights, as may have been acquired under and by
the provisions of said act; and such rights shall be expressly reserved
in any patent issued under this act.

Mode of pro- SEC. 2. That anv person desiring to avail himself of the provisions
of this act shall file with the register of the proper district a written
statement in duplicate, one of which is to be transmitted to the General
Land Office, designating by legal subdivisions the particular tract of

land he desires to purchase, setting forth that the same is unfit for

cultivation, and valuable chiefly for its timber or stone; that it is

uninhabited; contains no mining or other improvements, except for

ditch or canal purposes, where any such do exist, save such as were
made by or belonged to the applicant, nor, as deponent verily believes,
any valuable deposit of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal; that de-

ponent has made no other application under this act; that he does not

apply to purchase the same on speculation, but in good faith to appro-
priate it to his own exclusive use and benefit, and that he has not,

directly or indirectly, made any agreement or contract, in any way or

manner, with any person or persons whatsoever, by which the title

which he might acquire from the Government of the United States
should inure, in whole or in part, to the benefit of any person except
himself; which statement must be verified by the oath of the applicant
before the register or the receiver of the land office within the district

where the land is situated; and if any person taking such oath shall
swear falsely in the premises, he shall be subject to all the pains and
penalties of perjury, and shall forfeit the money which he may have
paid for said lands, and all right and title to the same; and any grant or

conveyance which he may have made, except in the hands of bona fide

purchasers, shall be null and void.
SEC. 3. That upon the filing of said statement, as provided in the

second section of this act, the register of the land office shall post a
notice of such application, embracing a description of the land by legal

1 Amendment of Aug. 4, 1892 (27 Stat., 348).
2 The distinction between oflered and unoffered lands was abolished by the act of

May 18, 1898 (30 Stat., 418), as to homestead and timber and stone entries.
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subdivisions, in his office, for a period of sixty days, and shall furnish
the applicant a copy of the same for publication, at the expense of such
applicant, in a newspaper published nearest the location of the prem-
ises, for a like period of time; and after the expiration of said sixty days,
if no adverse claim shall have been filed, the person desiring to purchase
shall furnish to the register of the land office satisfactory evidence, first,

that said notice of the application prepared by the register as aforesaid
was duly published in a newspaper as herein required; secondly, that
the land is of the character contemplated in this act, unoccupied and
without improvements, other than those excepted, either mining
or agricultural, and that it apparently contains no valuable deposits of

gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal; and upon payment to the proper
officer of the purchase money of said land, together with the fees of the

register and receiver, as provided for in case of mining claims in the
twelfth section of the act approved May tenth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-two, the applicant may be permitted to enter said tract, and,
on the transmission to the General Land Office of the papers and testi-

mony in the case, a patent shall issue thereon: Provided, That any
person having a valid claim to any portion of the land may object, in

writing, to the issuance of a patent to lands so held by him, stating the
nature of his claim thereto; and evidence shall be taken, and the merits
of said objection shall be determined by the officers of the land office,

subject to appeal, as in other land cases. Effect shall be given to the

foregoing provisions of this act by regulations to be prescribed by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office.

* * *

LIMITATION TO 320 ACRES UNDER ALL LAND LAWS EXCEPTING
MINERAL LAWS.

Act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat, 391 ).

Act of March 3, 1891, section 17 (26 Stat., 1095).

DECISIONS UNDER THE TIMBER AND STONE LAWS.

Regulations under the Timber and Stone Law including method of

appraisement (37 L. D., 289).
An Executive order reserving lands for forestry purposes has the

same effect, as against an application to purchase under the timber
and stone laws, as adverse claim of an individual. (Hattie E. Bradley,
34 L. D., 191.)
Where an applicant fails to submit proof on the day fixed in the pub-

lished notice, or, in case of accident or unavoidable delay causing
default, within 10 days thereafter, a forestry withdrawal theretofore
made immediately attaches and becomes effective on the land regard-
less of the fact that the applicant, within such 10-day period, has
filed application to readvertise notice of intention to submit proof.

(Same; see also M. Edith Curtis, 33 L. D., 265.)
An agreement or contract made by a timber and stone entryman,

prior to final proof and the issuance of certificate for the sale of the
timber on the land, is a violation of the provisions against speculative
entry for the benefit of another. (Granville M. Boyer, 34 L. D., 581.)

After full payment of the purchase price and the issuance of final

certificate under the timber and stone laws, the land department is

without jurisdiction except to determine whether the land was subject
to entry and whether the entryman was qualified to make the entry
and had in all respects complied with the law; and a subsequent
withdrawal for power purposes is unauthorized and does not warrant
the withholding of patent. (Charles W. Pelham, 39 L. D.. 201.)
The entire management of these entries was in the hands of an agent

of the Martin-Alexander Co. It furnished the moneys both for the

purchase prices, and all expenses, and it is not easy to believe that it

did all this on a mere expectation that after the entries had been made,
it would purchase the timber. It is a much more reasonable conclu-
sion that it had an understanding with the parties making the entries

respecting purchases and prices. We agree with the Court
of Appeals that the testimony points strongly to the fact that the
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entries were in pursuance of an understanding or agreement with
the Martin-Alexander Co. that, aa it was advancing all the money, the

entryman should convey to it the standing timber at a fixed price.

(United States v. Detroit Lumber Co., 200 U. S., 321.)
The act does not in any respect limit the domain which the purchaser

has over the land after it is purchased from the Government, or restrict,
in the slightest, his power of alienation. All that it denounces is a

prior agreement, the acting for another in the purchase. If, when the
title passed from the Government, no one save the purchaser has any
claim for it, the act is satisfied. Montgomery might rightfully come
or send into that vicinity and make known generally or to individuals
a willingness to buy timberland at a price in excess of that which it

would cost to obtain it from the Government, and any person knowing
of that offer might rightfully come to the land office and make applica-
tion and purchase a timber tract from the Government. (United
States v. Budd, 144 U. S., 154.)
A person desiring to purchase a large tract of timberlands of the

United States may lawfully express such desire to another, and con-
tract with him to purchase the lands and advance money to enable
the seller to acquire the land from the entryman, and he is not bound
to inquire into the method by which such seller acquires the title, nor

chargeable with any fraud therein which would render the patent
subject to cancellation, of which he has no actual knowledge. (U. S.

v. Barber Lumber Co. (C. C. A.), 194 Fed., 24.)
To warrant the cancellation of a patent for lands on account of fraud,

the evidence must be clear, unequivocal, and convincing, and it can
not be done on a bare preponderance of evidence which leaves the
issue in doubt. (Idem.)

Application under the timber and stone act (sworn statement) must
be based on a personal examination of the land and not made on infor-

mation and belief or by agent. (Ness v. Fisher, 223 U. S., 683; see also

case of Frank L. Chambers et al., 40 L. D.. 85.)
Section 1 of the act of March 3, 1911, authorizing the reinstatement

of homestead entries canceled or relinquished because of the erroneous
allowance of such entries after the withdrawal of lands for national
forest purposes makes no provision for the reinstatement of canceled
timber and stone entries. (Albert L. Knight, 41 L. D., 261.)

DESERT-LAND LAWS.

Act March 3, 1877 (19 Stat., 377).

Who may en- That it shall be lawful for any citizen of the United States, or any
person of requisite age "who may be entitled to become a citizen, and
who has filed his declaration to become such" and upon payment of

twenty-five cents per acre to file a declaration under oath with the

register and the receiver of the land district in which any desert land
is situated, that he intends to reclaim a tract of desert land not exceed-

ing one section,
1

by conducting water upon the same, withinthe period
Water for irri- of three years

2 thereafter: Provided, Tiowever, That the right to the use
of water by the person so conducting the same, on or to any tract of

desert land of six hundred and forty acres shall depend upon bona
fide prior appropriation; and such right shall not exceed the amount
of water actually appropriated, and necessarily used for the purpose of

irrigation and reclamation; and all surplus water over and above such
actual appropriation and use, together with the water of all lakes,

rivers, and other sources of water supply upon the public lands, and
not navigable, shall remain and be held free for the appropriation
and use of the public for irrigation, mining, and manufacturing pur-
poses subject to existing rights. Said declaration shall describe par-

ticularly said section of land if surveyed, and, if unsurveyed, shall
When patent describe the same as nearly as possible without a survey. At any

time within the period of three years
2 after filing said declaration,

upon making satisfactory proof to the register and receiver of the
reclamation of said tract of land in the manner aforesaid, and upon

1 Limited to 320 acres by act next following, section 7.

2 Extended to four years by act next following, section 7.
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the payment to the receiver of the additional sum of one dollar per
acre for a tract of land not exceeding six hundred and forty acres to

any one person, a patent for the same shall be issued to him: Pro-

vided, That no person shall be permitted to enter more than one tract

of land and not to exceed six hundred and forty acres, which shall be
in compact form.

SEC. 2. That all lands exclusive of timber lands and mineral lands
which will not, without irrigation, produce some agricultural crop,
shall be deemed desert land, within the meaning of this act, which
fact shall be ascertained by proof of two or more credible witnesses
under oath, whose affidavits shall be filed in the land office in which
said tract of land may be situated.

SEC. 3. That this act shall only apply to and take effect in the
States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and the Territories of

Washington, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, New Mexico,
and Dakota, and the determination of what may be considered
desert land shall be subject to the decision and regulation of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office.

47

What are des-
ertlands -

Law applicable

spates
m certam

Act March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), amending desert land law.

SEC. 2. That an act to provide for the sale of desert lands in certain

States and Territories, approved March third, eighteen hundred and

seventy-seven, is hereby amended by adding thereto the following
sections:

"SEC. 4. That at the time of filing the declaration hereinbefore re-

quired the party shall also file a map of said land which shall exhibit
a plan showing the mode of contemplated irrigation, and which plan
shall be sufficient to thoroughly irrigate and reclaim said land, and

prepare it to raise ordinary agricultural crops, and shall also show the
source of the water to be used for irrigation and reclamation. Persons

entering or proposing to enter separate sections or fractional parts of

sections of desert lands may associate together in the construction of

canals and ditches for irrigating and reclaiming all of said tracts, and

may file a joint map or maps showing their plan of internal improve-
ments.
"SEC. 5. That no land shall be patented to any person under this act

unless he or his assignors shall have expended in the necessary irriga-

tion, reclamation, and cultivation thereof, by means of main canals and
branch ditches, and in permanent improvements upon the land, and
in the purchase of water rights for the irrigation of the same, at least

three dollars per acre of whole tract reclaimed and patented in the
manner following: Within one year after making entry for such tract

of desert land as aforesaid, the party so entering shall expend not less

than one dollar per acre for the purposes aforesaid; afid he shall in

like manner expend the sum of one dollar per acre during the second
and also during the third year thereafter, until the full sum of three

dollars per acre is so expended. Said party shall file during each year
with the register, proof, by the affidavits of two or more credible wit-

nesses, that the full sum of one dollar per acre has been expended in such

necessary improvements during such year, and the manner in which

expended, and at the expiration of the third year a map or plan showing
the character and extent of such improvements. If any party who has
made such application shall fail during any year to file the testimony
aforesaid, the lands shall revert to the United States, and the twenty-five
cents advanced payment shall be forfeited to the United States, and
the entry shall be canceled. Nothing herein contained shall prevent
a claimant from making his final entry and receiving his patent at an
earlier date than hereinbefore prescribed, provided that he then makes
the required proof of reclamation to the aggregate extent of three dollars

per acre: Provided, That proof be further required of the cultivation of

one-eighth of the land.
"SEC. 6. That this act shall not affect any valid rights heretofore

accrued under said act of March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-
seven, but all bona fide claims heretofore lawfully initiated may be
perfected, upon due compliance with the provisions of said act, in the
same manner, upon the same terms and conditions, and subject to the
same limitations, forfeitures, and contests as if this act had not been

Maps showing

Expenditure of

*

of ex~

**

Cultivation.

Existing rights
'
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passed; or said claims, at the option of the claimant, may be perfe
and patented under the provisions of said act, as amended by this

so far as applicable; and all acts and parts of acts in conflict with
act are hereby repealed.

When patent "SEC. 7. That at any time after filing the declaration, and witl

the period of four years thereafter, upon makinu;sat ishulory proof
to the

register and the receiver of the reclamation and cultivation of said

land to the extent and cost and in the manner aforesaid, and substan-

tially
in accordance with the plans herein provided for, and that he or

she is a citizen of the United States, and upon payment to the receiver

of the additional sum of one dollar per acre for said land, a patent shall

issue therefor to the applicant or his assigns; but no person or associa-

tion of persons shall hold, by assignment or otherwise prior to the issue
320-acre limita- of patent, more than three hundred and twenty acres of such arid or

desert lands; but this section shall not apply to entries made or initiated
Proofs and con- prior to the approval of this act: Provided, however, That additional

proofs may be required at any time within the period prescribed by
law, and that th 3 claims or entries made under this or any preceeding
act shall be subject to contest, as provided by the law relating to home-
stead cases, .for illegal inception, abandonment, or failure to comply
with the requirements of law, and upon satisfactory proof thereof shall

be canceled, and the lands and moneys paid therefor shall be forfeited

to the United States.

laws extend VV
1 "SEC. 8. That the provisions of the act to which this is an amendment,

Colorado.
U

and the amendments thereto, shall apply to and be in force in the
State of Colorado, as well as the States named in the original act; and
no person shall be entitled to make entry of desert land except he be a
resident citizen of the State or Territory in which the land sought to

be entered is located.
"

LIMITATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS EXTENSION OF TIME.

Act of March 28, 1908 (35 Stat., .52).

Desert-land That from and after the passage of this act the right to make entry of

surveyed^ands.
desert lands under the provisions of the act approved March third,

eighteen hundred and seventy-seven, entitled "An act to provide for

the sale of desert lands in certain States and Territories." as amended
by the act approved March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one,
entitled "An act to repeal timber-culture laws, and for other purposes,"
shall be restricted to surveyed public lands of the character contem-

plated by said acts, and no such entries of unsurveyed lands shall be
allowed or made of record: Provided, however, That any individual

qualified to make entry of desert lands under said acts who has, prior to

survey, taken possession of a tract of unsurveyed desert land not exceed-

ing in area three hundred and twenty acres in compact form, and has
reclaimed or has in good faith commenced the work of reclaiming the

Preference same, shall have the preference right to make entry of such tract under
rights. Said acts, in conformity with the public land surveys, within ninety

days after the filing of the approved plat of survey in the district land
office.

SEC. 2 - That from and after the date of the passage of this act no
assignment of an entry made under said acts shall be allowed or rec-

ognized, except it be to an individual who is shown to be qualified to

make entry under said acts of the land covered by the assigned entry,
and such assignments may include all or part of an entry; but no

assignment to or for the benefit of any corporation or association shall

be authorized or recognized.
Extension of SEC. 3. That any entryman under the above acts who shall show to

tlme< the satisfaction of the Commissioner of the General Land Office that he
has in good faith complied with the terms, requirements, and provisions
of said acts, but that because of some unavoidable delay in the construc-
tion of the irrigating works, intended to convey water to the said lands,
he is, without fault on his part, unable to make proof of the reclamation
and cultivation of said land, as required by saia acts, shall, upon filing
his corroborated affidavit with the land office in which said land ia

located, setting forth said facts, be allowed an additional period of not
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to exceed three years, within the discretion of the Commissioner of the

General Land Office, within which to furnish proof, as required by said

acts, of the completion of said work.

SECOND DESERT-LAND ENTRIES.

Act of March 26, 1908 (35 Stat., 48).
Act of February 3, 1911 (36 Stat., 896).

LIMITATION TO 320 ACRES UNDER ALL LAND LAWS, EXCEPTING MIN-
ERAL LAWS.

Act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat., 391).
Act of March 3, 1891, section 17 (26 Stat., 1095).

SECRETARY OF INTERIOR AUTHORIZED TO GRANT FURTHER TIME FOR
MAKING FINAL PROOF.

Act of April 30, 1912 (37 Stat. 106).

DECISIONS UNDER THE DESERT-LAND LAWS.

Land that produces a natural growth of timber is not subject to

desert entry, and it is immaterial whether such timber is of value or

not. (15 L. D., 271.)
Lands that, one year with another, for a series of years will not with-

out artificial irrigation produce reasonably remunerative crops are
desert within the meaning of the desert land law. (Penderson v. Park-

inson, 37 L. D., 522.)
Lands situated within a notoriously arid or desert region, and them-

selves previously desert within the meaning of the desert land law, do
not necessarily lose their character as desert lands merely because of

unusual rainfall for a few successive seasons their productiveness was
increased and larger crops were raised thereon; and under such cir-

cumstances a strong prepoderance of evidence will be required to take
them out of the class of desert lands. (Same.)
One who makes desert entry of such lands must, however, clearly

show, in submitting proof, not only that he has the right to a sufficiency
of water to successfully irrigate the lands, and that the system of ditches
is adequate for that purpose, but also that the necessary supply of water
has been actually used on said lands in a manner to prove the beneficial
results. (Same.)

SCHOOL LANDS.

DECISIONS AS TO SCHOOL LANDS IN NATIONAL FORESTS.

Title to school sections does not pass until approval of the survey by
the General Land Office, and a forestry withdrawal between the date
of actual survey in the field and the date of such approval, prevents the

vesting of title and the selection of lieu lands under the act of June 4,
1897. (F. A. Hyde & Co., 37 L. D., 164.)
School sections surveyed before inclusion within the boundaries of a

National Forest have vested in the State, and are not affected by the

forestry proclamation. The State is not empowered to select other
lands in place of such sections under Revised Statutes, sections 2275,
2276, as amended by the act of February 28, 1891. (Hibberd v. Slack,
84 Fed., 571.)

In Montana, Washington, North and South Dakota, a forestry with-
drawal prior to survey makes a school section a part of the National
Forest so long as the reservation continues, but the State may, if it

choose, take indemnity. (State of Montana, 38 L. D., 247.)
Under the grants to North and South Dakota, Montana, and Wash-

ington (act Feb. 22, 1889, 25 Stat., 676), the States take no right until
the lands are surveyed. (Clemmons v. Gillette, 33 Mont., 821; 83 Pac.,
879; Contra State v. Whitney, 120 Pac., 116.)
The State of Idaho can not authorize the cutting of timber from

unsurveyed school sections. (United States v. Bonners Ferry Lumber
Co., 184 Fed., 187.)

66777 13 4
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The acts of Congress "reserving" sections 16 and 36 for the Territory
of Arizona.did not vest anv title in the Territory, even after survey, but
such sections remain subject to the plenary power of disposal bv
Congress. (2 Sol. Op., 793.)
The provisions in the enabling act of New Mexico, that the grants of

sections 2, 16, 32, and 36 within National Forests shall not vest title

in the State while the National Forests continue to exist, and that said
sections "shall be administered as a part of said forests," fixes and con-
trols the status of all these sections, notwithstanding the previous \

of sections 16 and 36 to the Territory. (2
Sol.

Op., 848.)
School sections in National Forests in New Mexico are subject

administration by the Forest Service, whether surveyed or unsurveyed,
and the title remains in the United States so long as the forests exist

(2 Sol. Op., 863.)
An application by the governor of a State for the survey of publi<

lands for purposes of selection under the provisions of the act of Augus
18, 1894 (28 Stot., 394), and the withdrawal of the lands for that purpose
by the Secretary of the Interior, does not prevent the President from
including the lands in a National Forest and thereby defeating the
State's preference right of selection. (27 Op. Atty. Gen., 605.)
Such application for survey and the withdrawal thereon do not con-

stitute a "legal entry," a "
lawful filing," or a "valid settlement

"
in

the meaning of the exceptions contained in a forestry proclamation .

(Id., 605.)

LIEU SELECTIONS.

The act of June 4, 1897, authorizing selections of land in lieu of those
embraced in forest reserves was repealed by the act of March 3, 1905.

(33 Stat., 1254.)
A pending unapproved application to make forest lieu selection will

not prevent withdrawal of lands embraced therein for the purpose of

reserving the power sites thereon for public uses. (Sherar v. Veazie,
40 L. D., 549.)
An application to make forest lieu selection of unsurveyed lands not

identified with reference to natural boundaries or monuments or such

markings upon the ground as would constitute notice to intendi
settlers is no bar to the attachment of rights under the act of May 1

1880; and while approval of the township plat of survey is an identifi

cation of the lands as of the date of such approval, and, by relation, as

against the Government, as of the date of the filing of the application,
it does not and can not so attach as to cut out intervening adverse set-

tlement claims. (F. A. Hyde et al., 40 L. D., 284.)

Upon approval of an application to make forest lieu selection the
the title of the Government to the lands relinquished as base therefor

attaches, under the doctrine of relation, as of the date the selection

was perfected and entitled to be approved. (A. G. Strain, 40 L. D.

108.)

RAILROAD GRANT LANDS.

Unclassified odd sections within the primary limits of the Northern
Pacific Railroad grant, even though not surveyed, form no part of the

National Forests within which they lie, and the Forest Service has no

power of administration over them. (1 Sol. Op., 79; see also, 1 Sol.

Op., 294 and 541.)

Legal title to all odd sections, not mineral, within the 10-mile limi

passed to the Central Pacific Railroad Co.
, upon definite location of its

line, without the issuance of patent. (2 Sol. Op., 897.)
The exception of lands returned and denominated as mineral must

also be held to operate, as of the date of the definite location of the road.

A subsequent survey and return as mineral of lands not mineral in fact

would not divest the company's title. (Same.)
The mineral or nonmineral character of lands within the grant limits

of the Southern Pacific Railroad Co. can be conclusively determined

by the Department of the Interior, either by the issuance of patent
upon the Surveyor General's ex parte return as to the character of the

lands, or after a hearing properly applied for to test the return of the

Surveyor General. (Same.)

a

e

i
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A selection by the Northern Pacific Railway Co. under the act of
[arch 2, 1899 (30 Stat., 993), is a "lawful filing" such as excepts the

land from a forestry proclamation. Should the selection fail, however,
the land would become a part of the National Forest. (1 Sol. Op., 463.)

Neither the railway company nor its assignee has any right to cut
timber from an unapproved selection made under that act. (Same.)
Land embraced in a bona fide settlement claim is not subject to

selection by the Northern Pacific Railway Co. under the act of March
2, 1899, and a selection allowed for land at the time covered by such
claim can not stand notwithstanding the settlement claim may have
been subsequently abandoned. (Frank et al. v. N. P. Ry. Co. on
review, 37 L. D., 502.)

RIGHT OF WAY LAWS.

Deficiency appropriation act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat., 1214).

[1233] In the form provided by existing law the Secretary of the Wagon roads,

Interior may file and approve surveys and plats of any right of way for

a wagon road, railroad, or other highway over and across any forest

reservation or reservoir site when in his judgment the public interests
will not be injuriously affected thereby.

HIGHWAYS AND RAILROADS.

UNITED STATES REVISED STATUTES.

SEC. 2477. The right of way for the construction of highways over

public lands not reserved for public uses is hereby granted.

Act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 482), granting rights of way for railroads.

Highways.

The right of way through the public lands of the United States is Right of way
t j i j "ii -11 * i -i , -i for railrnaHo

Secretary^ of the Interior a copy of its articles of incorporation, and due

E
roofs of its organization under the same, to the extent of one hundred Width of right

3et on each side of the central line of said road; also the right to take,
way-

from the public lands adjacent to the line of said road, material, earth,

stone, and timber necessary for the construction of said railroad; also

ground adjacent to such right of way for station buildings, depots, .
Station build-

machine shops, side tracks, turn-outs, and water stations, not to exceed lngs '

in amount twenty acres for each station, to the extent of one station

for each ten miles of its road.

SEC. 2. That any railroad company whose right of way, or whose J int use of

track or roadbed upon such right of way, passes through any canyon, d|5ne
on

' pass '
OI

pass, or defile, shall not prevent any other railroad company from the
use and occupancy of said canyon, pass, or defile, for the purposes of

its road, in common with the road first located, or the crossing of other
railroads at grade. And the location of such right of way through any
canyon, pass, or defile shall not cause the disuse of any w.agon or other

public highway now located therein, nor prevent the location through
the same of any such wagon road or highway where such road or high-
way may be necessary for the public accommodation; and where any
change in the location of such wagon road is necessary to permit the

passage of such railroad through^any canyon, pass, or defile, said rail-

road company shall, before entering upon the ground occupied by such

wagon road, cause the same to be reconstructed at its own expense in
the most favorable location, and in as perfect a manner as the original
road: Provided, That such expenses shall be equitably divided between ^.

Equitable divi-

any number of railroad companies occupying and using the same ?K

canyon, pass, or defile.

SEC. 3. That the legislature of the proper Territory may provide for

the manner in which private lands and possessory claims on the public
lands of the United States may be condemned; and, where such pro- claims.

vision shall not have been made, such condemnation may be made in

accordance with section three of the act entitled "An act (to amend an
act entitled an act) to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph
line from Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to we

Condemnation
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Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,
approved July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two," approved July
second, eighteen hundred and .sixty-four.

Filing of map. SK< . 1. That any railroad -<>m puny desiring to secure the benefits

u n's'uTvo JMM!
ol lh ' s:l< '' ^I'all, within twelve months after the location of any sen ion

lands. of twenty miles of its road, if the same be upon surveyed lands, and,
if upon 'unsurveyed lands, within twelve months after the -

thereni' by the I nited States, file with the register of the land ofii< f. li-

the district where such land is located a profile of its road; and upon
Approval. approval thereof by the Secretary of the Interior, the same shall be

noted upon the plats in said office; and thereafter all such lands over
which such right of way shall pass shall be disposed of subject to sin -h

Forfeiture.
right of way: Provided, That if any section of said road shall not be

completed within five years after the location of said section, the rights
herein granted shall be forfeited as to any such uncompleted section
of said road.

Not to apply to SEC. 5. That this act shall not apply to any lands within the limits
)ns-

of any military, park, or Indian reservation, or other lands specially
reserved from sale, unless such right of way shall be provided for by
treaty stipulation or by act of Congress heretofore passed.

Ame n d m e n t SEC. 6. That Congress hereby reserves the right at any time to alt

amend, or repeal this act, or any part thereof.

(This act is made applicable, at least conditionally, to Natioi
Forest lands by the act of March 3, 1899, ante, p. 51.)

Sundry civil appropriation act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat., 371, on p. 391.).

Ditches and in an patents for lands hereafter taken up under any of the land

S^yauthoStvof
of the United States * * * west of the one hundredth meridian,

Government. it shall be expressed that there is reserved from the lands in said patent
described, a right of way thereon for ditches or canals constructed by
the authority of the United States.

RIGHTS OF WAY FOR WATER FOR IRRIGATION AND POWER
DEVELOPMENT.

UNITED STATES REVISED STATUTES.

"

Water and gEC . 2339. Whenever, by priority of possession, rights to the use of

sam?
Way water for mining, agricultural, manufacturing or other purposes, have

vested and accrued, and the same are recognized and acknowledged
by the local customs, laws, and the decisions of courts, the possessors
and owners of such vested rights shall be maintained and protected in

the same; and the right of way for the construction of ditches and canals
for the purposes herein specified is acknowledged and confirmed; but
whenever any person, in the construction of any ditch or canal, injures
or damages the possession of any settler on the public domain, the party
committing such injury or damage shall be liable to the party injured
for such injury or damage.

Patents subject g EC> 2340. All patents granted, or preemption or homesteads al-

lowed, shall be subject to any vested and accrued water rights, or rights
to ditches and reservoirs used in connection with such water rights,
as may have been acquired under or recognized by the preceding sec-

tion.

Act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), to repeal the timber-culture laws, and for other

purposes.

Irrigation rights gEC . ig. That the right of way through the public lands and reserva-

tions of the United States is hereby granted to any canal or ditch com-

pany formed for the purpose of irrigation and duly organized under the
laws of any State or Territory, which shall have filed, or may hereafter

file, with the Secretary of the Interior a copy of its articles of incorpo-
ration, and due proofs of its organization under the same, to the extent
of the ground occupied by the water of the reservoir and of the canal
and its laterals, and fifty feet on each side of the marginal limits thereof;
also the right to take, from the public lands adjacent to the line of the
canal or ditch, material, earth, and stone necessary for the construction

Not to interfere of Sllcn canal or ditch: Provided, That no such right of way shall be so

ment occupation
located as to interfere with the proper occupation by the Government

of reserves. of any such reservation, and all maps of location shall be subject to the
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approval of the Department of the Government having jurisdiction of

such reservation, and the privilege herein granted shall not be con-
strued to interfere with the control of water for irrigation and other

purposes under authority of the respective States or Territories.

SEC. 19. That any canal or ditch company desiring to secure the Maps to be filed

benefits of this act shall, within twelve months after the location of ten
and aPProved -

miles of its canal, if the same be upon surveyed lands, and if upon
imsurveyed lands, within twelve months after the survey thereof by
the United States, file with the register of the land office for the district

where such land is located a map of its canal or ditch and reservoir;
and upon the approval thereof by the Secretary of the Interior the same
shall be noted upon the plats in said office, and thereafter all such lands
over which such rights of way shall pass shall be disposed of subject to

such right of way. Whenever any person or corporation, in the con- Compensation

struction of any canal, ditch, or reservoir, injures or damages the pos- vate^gEts
Pn~

session of any settler on the public domain, the party committing such

injury or damage shall be liable to the party injured for such injury or

damage.
SEC. 20. That the provisions of this act shall apply to all canals, individuals and

ditches, or reservoirs, heretofore or hereafter constructed, whether con-
a

structed by corporations, individuals, or association of individuals, on
the filing of the certificatesand maps herein provided for. If such ditch,
canal, or reservoir, has been or shall be constructed by an individual
or association of individuals, it shall be sufficient for such individual
or association of individuals to file with the Secretary of the Interior,
and with the register of the land office where said land is located, a map
of the line of such canal, ditch, or reservoir, as in case of a corporation,
with the name of the individual owner or owners thereof, together with
the articles of association, if any there be. Plats heretofore filed shall

have the benefits of this act from the date of their filing, as though filed

under it: Provided, That if any section of said canal or ditch shall not b Rights^forfeited
be completed within five years after the location of said section, the tion of works.

P

rights herein granted shall be forfeited as to any uncompleted section
of said canal, ditch, or reservoir, to the extent that the same is not

completed at the date of the forfeiture.

SEC. 21. That nothing in this act shall authorize such canal or ditch ^Limitation
of

company to occupy such right of way except for the purpose of said
canal or ditch, and then only so far as may be necessary for the con-

struction, maintenance, and care of said canal or ditch. [See pro-
vision next below.]

Act May 11, 1898 (30 Stat., 404).

SEC. 2. That the rights of way for ditches, canals, or reservoirs here- Additional and

tofore or hereafter approved under the provisions of sections eighteen,
subsidiafy us68 -

nineteen, twenty, and twenty-one of the Act entitled "An Act to

repeal timber-culture laws, and for other purposes," approved March
third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, may be used for purposes of

a public nature; and said rights of way may be used for purposes of

water transportation, for domestic purposes, or for the development of

power, as subsidiary to the main purpose of irrigation.

Act of May 14, 1896 (29 Stat., 120).

SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior be, and hereby is, author- Permissive
ized and empowered, under general regulations to be fixed by him. to nght

permit the use of right of way to the extent of twenty-five feet, together
Electric power,

with the use of necessary ground, not exceeding forty acres, upon the

public lands and the forest reservations of the United States, by any
citizen or association of citizens of the United States for the purposes
of generating, manufacturing, or distributing electric power.

Act of February 15, 1901 (31 Stat., 790), relating to rights of way through certain parks,
reservations, and other public lands.

The Secretary of the Interior * * *
is authorized and em- Permissive

powered, under general regulations to be fixed by him, to permit the n|

use of rights of way through the public lands, forest and other reserva-

tions of the United States and the Yosemite, Sequoia, and General Grant
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Electric power, National Parks, < 'alilWnia, i.r dc< tri< al plants, poles, and lines for the

telephone*' generation and distribution of clc tri< al power, and for telephone and

telegraph purposes, and !<>r canals, ditches, pipes and pipe lines,

flumes, tunnels, or other water conduits, and for water plants, dams,
Conveyance of and reservoirs used to promote irrigation or mining or quarrying,

the manufacturing or cutting of timber or lumber, or the supplying
water for domestic, public, or any other beneficial uses to the cxn-ni

the ground occupied by such canals, ditches, flumes, tunnels,

voirs, or other water conduits or water plants, or electrical or
Width of right WOrks permitted hereunder, and not to exceed fifty feet on each sic

of way limited.
of the marginal limits thereof, or not to exceed fifty feet on each bli-

the center line of such pipes and pipe lines, electrical, telegraph, ai

telephone lines and poles, by any citizen, association, or corpora ti<

of the United States, where it is intended by such to exercise the ut

permitted hereunder or any one or more of the purposes herein name
Permits not Provided, That such permits shall be allowed within or through any

said parks or any forest, military, Indian, or other reservation only uponCOIll pell 1D16 Wll/Jl ,
r _ _ '_ i * rr* f , t i fl

public interest, the approval of the chief officer of the department under whose supervi-
sion such park or reservation falls and upon a finding by him that the

Telegraph and same is not incompatible with the public interest: Providedfurther, That

feet to II

G

S Title
a^ permits given hereunder for telegraph and telephone purposes shu 11

65. be subject to the provision of title sixty-five of the Revised Statutes of

the United States, and amendments thereto, regulating rights of way
Licenses revo- {Or telegraph companies over the public domain: And providedfurther ,

That any permission given by the Secretary of the Interior under the

provisions of this act may be revoked by him or his successor in his

discretion, and shall not be held to confer any right, or easement, or

interest in, to, or over any public land, reservation, or park.

Forest transfer act of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628).

Rights of way SEC. 4. That rights of way for the construction and maintenance of

minfnTpurpo^es dams, reservoirs, water plants, ditches, flumes, pipes, tunnels, and
etc.

'

canals, within and across the forest reserves of the United States are

hereby granted to citizens and corporations of the United States for

municipal or mining purposes, and for the purposes of the milling and
reduction of ores, during the period of their beneficial use, under such
rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the

Interior, and subject to the laws of the State or Territory in which said

reserves are respectively situated.

Agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1235).

Electric trans- That the head of the department having jurisdiction over the lands
mission lines. j^ an(j ne he^by jgj authorized and empowered, under general regu-
Limited ease- lations to be fixed by him, to grant an easement for rights of way, for

ments. a period not exceeding fifty years from the date of the issuance of

such grant, over, across, and upon the public lands, National Forests,
and reservations of the United States for electrical poles and lines

for the transmission and distribution of electrical power, and for poles
and lines for telephone and telegraph purposes, to the extent of twenty
feet on each side of the center line of such electrical, telephone and

telegraph lines and poles, to any citizen, association, or corporation
of the United States, where it is intended by such to exercise the

right of way herein granted for any one or more of the purposes herein
named: Provided, That such right of way shall be allowed within or

through any national park, National Forest, military, Indian, or any
serrations.

other reservation only upon the approval of the chief officer of the

department under whose supervision or control such reservation falls,

and upon a finding by him that the same is not incompatible with the
Forfeiture and public interest: Provided, That all or any part of such right of way

may be forfeited and annulled by declaration of the head of the depart-
ment having jurisdiction over the lands for nonuse for a period of two

years or for abandonment.
Permittees may That any citizen, association, or corporation of the United States to

hereunder.
1 g whom there has heretofore been issued a permit for any of the purposes

specified herein under any existing law, may obtain the benefit of this

act upon the same terms and conditions as shall be required of citizens,

associations, or corporations hereafter making application under the

provisions of this statute.
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SPECIAL LEGISLATION GRANTING RIGHTS OP WAY.

Act of May 1, 1900 (34 Stat., 163), granting permit, revocable by Secretary for certain National For-
causes, to occupy for hydroelectric purposes, lands in San Bernardino, Sierra, and San ests in southern
Gabriel National Forests, Cal. California
Act June 30, 1906 (34 Stat., 801), authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to sell to Los Angeles wa-

the city of Los Angeles, Cal., certain public lands in California, and granting rights in, ter supply
over, and through the Sierra Forest Reserve, the Santa Barbara Forest Reserve and
the San Gabriel Timber Land Reserve, Cal., to the city of Los Angeles, Cal.
Act of May 18, 1898 (30 Stat., 418), granting the Santa Fe & Grand Canyon Railroad Santa Fe &

Co. right of way for railroad purposes through the Grand Canyon Forest Reserve in Grand Canyon R.
northern Arizona. R. Co.
Act of June 27, 1898 (30 Stat., 493), granting right of way through the Pikes Peak Cripple Creek

Timber Land Reserve and the public lands to the Cripple Creek District Railway Co. Ry. Co.
Act of July 8, 1898 (30 Stat., 729), granting right of way through the Pikes Peak Tim- Cripple Creek

ber Land Reserve and the public lands to the Cripple Creek Short-Line Railway Co Short Line
Act of January 10, 1899 (30 Stat., 783), granting the Saginaw Southern Railroad Co. S a g i n a w &

arightofway forrailroad purposes through the San Francisco Mountains Forest Reserve. Southern Ry Co
Act of February ,28, 1899 (30 Stat., 910), to grant to the Pasadena & Mount Wilson Pasadena &

Railway Co. right of way and certain lands for railroad purposes through the San Gabriel Mount Wilson
Forest Reserve. Ry Co
Act of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat., 657), to grant right of way over Government lands for a Flagstaff water

pipe line for the conveyance of water to Flagstaff, Ariz. supply
Act of February 25, 1903 (32 Stat., 907), granting the Central Arizona Railway Co. a Central Arizona

right of way for railroad purposes through the San Francisco Mountains Forest Reserve, Ry. Co.
in the Territory of Arizona.

RIGHTS OF WAY IN ALASKA RAILROADS, TRAMROADS, AND
WAGON ROADS.

Act May 14, 1898, sections 2-9 (30 Stat., 409).

DECISIONS RELATING TO RIGHTS OF WAY.

Rights of way for Government uses. A. way of necessity is reserved to
the Government where a tract of National Forest land is entirely cut
off from a public highway by other lands formerly a part of the public
domain. (2 Sol. Op., 973.)
Act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat., 371 391), reserves right of way for

Government reclamation projects and is valid. (United States v
Van Horn 197 Fed., 611.)
Act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat., 371, 391), reserves right of way for

Governmental purposes only. (Solicitor to Forester, Oct. 3, 1910.)
The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to acquire, by purchase

or condemnation, rights of way for roads needed as outlets for National
Forest timber. Such rights of way are not additions to National For-
ests within the meaning of the prohibition contained in the act of

March 4, 1907. (Same.)

f
Construction of Forest Service telephone lines over unreserved pub-

lic lands need not be protected by prior reservation of a right of way
by the Interior Department, but as a matter of policy a reservation
should be requested. (1 Sol. Op., 276.)
The construction and maintenance of roads and trails by the Forest

Service upon unsurveyed vacant public lands, although such lands are
outside the National Forests, is authorized and such construction and
maintenance operates as a reservation of right of way which will not
be affected by subsequent sale or disposition of the lands. (1 Sol.

Op., 482.)
The consent of the landowner must be secured for the construction

of a Forest Service telephone line along a public highway passing over

patented land. (1 Sol. Op., 295.)
Powers and discretion of Secretary. The exercise of the jurisdiction

of the Secretary of the Interior over applications for rights of way
within reservations under these acts involves more than a mere legal
discretion and he should look beyond the mere technical sufficiency
of the application and in a broad view subserve the interests of the
whole people. (California-Nevada Canal, Water & Power Co., 40
L. D., 380.)
"Under act March 3, 1891, c. 561, 18, 19, 26, Stat. 1101, 1102

(U. S. Comp. St., 1901, pp. 1570, 1571), granting right of way for irri-

gating canals, ditches, and reservoirs over the public lands to irrigation

companies, upon the filing of a map thereof and its approval by the

Secretary of the Interior, such approval is essential, and where it was
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refused as to a reservoir because the site had Keen previously with-
drawn from sale or entry and reserved \>y the tinted States, the com-
pany acquired no right or easement by the filing of its maps." (United
States v. Rickey Land & Cattle Co. et al., 164 Fed., 496.)
Under the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), the approval of th(

Secretary of the Interior is necessary to the acquisition of a right of waj
over, on, or across a National Forest. (Pope, J., in United States
The Ilciirylyn Irrigation District, The Inter-Mountain Water Co., a
J. A. Mcllwee, decided Nov. 25, 3912, district court of the Unit
States for the District of Colorado.)
Railroad rights ofway. The Secretary of the Interior may, under

act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat., 1233), grant or refuse to grant rail

rights of way through the forest reserves, and, as a condition of makii
the grant, he may impose conditions, as by requiring the company to exc

cute a bond with sureties binding itself and its successors to pay for ai

and all damages to the public lands, the timber, natural curiositic

and other public property thereon, from such occupation and use
the reservation. (United States v. Bailey, 178 Fed., 302.)
In such a case a receiver of the railroad is its "successor," and

bondsmen will be liable with him in a suit on the bond. (Id.)
On application for a railroad right of way over lands upon which are

possible power sites examination should be made to determine whether
the lands may be used to the best advantage for power sites or other

power purposes, and the question of approving the application will then
be determined by considerations of the greatest public good to result

from the one or the other use. If the decision is in favor of the power
use, the lands will then be withdrawn, unless the road can be so located
as not to interfere with future power uses. (Continental Tunnel Ry.
Co., 39 L. D., 86; see also Denver & Rio Grande R. R. Co., 39 L. D.,
209, and Skagit Power Co., 39 L. D., 89.)
Where a railroad company consents in writing to the location of a

store upon its right of way within a National Forest, thus waiving its righ
to exclusive possession, the Forest Service may issue a permit for su

store, thus legalizing the occupancy so far as the Government is co
cerned. (2 Sol. Op., 790.)
Under the act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 482), granting to railroad

the right of way through public lands, such grant took effect upon th

construction of the road. (Jamestown & Northern R. Co. v. Jones, 17

U. S., 125; Minneapolis, etc. R. Co. v. Doughty, 208 U. S., 251; Stalker
et al. v. Oregon Short Line R. R. Co. ,225 U. S., 142.)
A railroad company does not acquire a vested right under the act of

March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 482), over unsurveyed land by filing a map of

the route in the local and General Land Offices. (1 Sol. Op., 459.)
No rights are acquired as against the United States until the line has

been ascertained by actual construction or the application has been
approved by the Secretary of the Interior, and rights initiated su

sequent to temporary or permanent withdrawals are subject to sue
withdrawals. (Same.)

Irrigation rights of way. Prior to approval by the Secretary of the

Interior, the inchoate right acquired by an application for right of way
under the act of March 3, 1891, is subject to the power of Congress to

deny the right by making other disposition of the lands affected.

(Sierra Ditch Water Co., 38 L. D., 547.)
The approval by the Secretary of Agriculture of an application for a

right of way under the acts of March 3, 1891, and May 11, 1898, for

reservoir site within a National Forest does not vest an easement i

the applicant, but is merely advisory to the Secretary of the Interioi

and subject to his paramount jurisdiction under his said acts. (Cal*
fornia-Nevada Canal, Water & Power Co., 40 L. D., 380.)

Approval of applications for rights of way under the act of March 3

1891, as amended by the act of May 11, 1898, for primary purposes o*

irrigation, are subject to all valid existing rights and upon the express
condition that the right of way be used for the main purpose of irriga-

tion; that any electrical power or energy developed thereunder is to be
primarily used for the purpose of irrigation; and any abandonment or
violation of such use, or neglect to comply with the provisions of the
law. will work a forfeiture which will be enforced bv appropriate
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ceedings. (Instructions, case of Pamma Power & Irrigation Co., 39
L. D., 309; see also Kern River Co., 38 L. D., 302.)

Applications for rights of way under the provisions of the act of March
3, 1891, and section 2 of the act of May 11, 1898; will not be allowed

except upon a
satisfactory showing that the right of way is desired for

the primary purpose of irrigation. (Inyo Consolidated Water Co., 37
L. D., 79.)
Whenever in his judgment the granting of a right of way under the

act of March 3, 1891, over a national park would interfere with proper
occupation of the reservation by the Government, the Secretary of the
Interior may withhold his approval therefrom. (Sierra Ditch &
Water Co., 38 L. D., 547.)
There is no authority under the irrigation right of way act of March

3, 1891, to require the applicant to keep the reservoir or lake open to

the public for fishing purposes. (1 Sol. Op., 174.)
Electric power rights of way. A company organized chiefly for the

purpose of generating and distributing power is not within the pur-
view of the act of March 3, 1891; and where an application by such a

company for right of way under that act has been approved, for lands
now within a National Forest, the company may be permitted to

relinquish all rights under such approval and amend its application
to bring it within the act of February 15, 1901, failing to do which,
action should be taken by the Land Department with a view to revo-
cation of such approval. (The Kern River Co., 38 L. D., 302.)
A right of way for the development of electric power could not be

acquired under the act of 1866 (Rev. Stat., 2339). Congress did not, in
that act, contemplate power companies, because none were then in
existence. (The Kern River Co., 38 L. D., 302, 309.)
Under the act of February 15, 1901, the Secretary of the Interior

may, in his discretion, refuse to approve an application until the ap-
plicant files a stipulation to comply with "all laws or regulations now
in force or which may hereafter be passed or promulgated." (Decision
of Secretary of the Interior of Sept. 16, 1912 (unpublished), in case of

Central Colorado Power Co.)
The rights of way granted by section 4 of the Forest Transfer Act are

limited to municipal and mining purposes, including the milling and
reducing of ores, and an application under it should not be allowed
where it appears that the chief purpose for which the right is desired is

the generation of power for commercial use and that its utilization for

mining operations is merely incidental to such purpose. (Northern
California Power Co., 37 L. D., 80.)
A right of way for a ditch for mining purposes, acquired under the

act of July 26, 1866, prior to the creation of a National Forest, can
not legally be used to convey water for the exclusive purpose of gen-
erating hydroelectric power for commercial sale. (2 Sol. Op.. 728.)
A right of way for a mining ditch acquired under the act of 1866 prior

to the creation of a National Forest is a mere easement, and the lands
affected become part of a subsequently created National Forest, sub-

ject, however, to the easement for mining purposes. (2 Sol. Op., 728.)
A power permit may be issued for lands embraced in a mining

claim, and ii by a private arrangement with the power company the
mineral claimant waives his right of exclusive possession, this depart-
ment may collect from the power company the usual charge for the
use of such land for power purposes. (2 Sol. Op., 763.)
The approval of a map of right of way under the act of May 14, 1896,

confers merely a permission amounting to a personal license revocable

by operation of law through transfer or assignment, or expressly by
the Secretary. (2 Sol. Op., 925.)
There is no authority in the Secretary of Agriculture to grant a

power permit affecting National Forest lands withdrawn by the Pres-

ident as a power site under the act of June 25, 1910. Applications
for such permits may, however, be received for submission to the
President. (2 Sol. Op., 817.)
The act of February 15, 1901, authorizing the granting of revocable

power permits, etc., does not extend to Alaska, (2 Sol. Op., 803), but

permits for power rights of way may be granted under the act of June
4, 1897, 30 Stat., 11. (2 Sol. Op., 1032.)
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Transmission lines, etc. The authority to grant fifty-year eaaemente
for transmission and other lines under the act of March 4, 1911 (36

Stat., 1235), is vested in the Secretary of Agriculture when and in so

far as I he lands affected constitute portions of the National Forests.

(29 Op. Atty. Gen., 303.)

Telegraph lines. The act of July 24, 1866 (now Rev. Stat., sec.

5263), granting rights of way for telegraph lines does not apply
'

National Forest lands. (1 Sol. Op., 266, 452.)

INDIAN ALLOTMENTS IN NATIONAL FORESTS.

Act June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 8.55), relating to Indian allotments, etc.

Persons entitled SEC. 31. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby autho.
,

to allotments.
jn j^ (iiscretion, to make allotments within the National Forests in

conformity with the general allotment laws as amended by section [16]
of this act, to any Indian occupying, living on, or having improve-
ments on land included within any such National Forest who is not
entitled to an allotment on any existing Indian reservation, or for

whose tribe no reservation has been provided, or whose reservation
Applications to was not sufficient to afford an allotment to each member thereof. All

culture
17 en~

applications for allotments under the provisions of this section sh
be submitted to the Secretary of Agriculture, who shall determi
whether the lands applied for are more valuable for

agricultural
grazing purposes than for the timber found thereon; and if it be foui

that the lands applied for are more valuable for agricultural or grazing

retarvofthe Inte" purposes, then the Secretary of the Interior shall cause allotment to

nor.
'

be made as herein provided.
1

TOWNSITES.

Section 2286 and sections 2380 to 2394, inclusive, Revised Statutes,

provide methods of acquiring public land for town-site purposes on the
vacant unreserved lands of the United States.

Act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat., 392), provides for additional town sites.

Act March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1101), provides for town sites on mineral
lands.

There are also various acts applicable to individual States. See
circular Department of Interior of August 7, 1909 (38 L. D., 92).
A town site actually settled and occupied before the creation of a

National Forest is excepted from the proclamation, even though the
land is unsurveyed; and an occupant of lands within the town site

can not be required to take out a forest service permit. (2 Sol. Op.,
726.)

ADMINISTRATIVE SITES.

The withdrawal of an administrative site riparian to a stream does
not of itself reserve water for administrative uses on such site; and the

right to such water can be secured only by appropriation under the
State laws. (1 Sol. Op., 590.)
The establishment of a forest reserve does not contemplate the

actual use or occupancy of any particular tract within the designated
boundaries of the reserve; hence there is no incongruity in providing
that, after the creation of the reserve, lands may be prospected, and,
if shown to be mineral in character, located and entered under the

mining laws. The purposes for which the withdrawal now proposed to

be made (administrative site) contemplates and requires the actual use
and occupancy of each tract and the expenditure of money upon each

, or most of such tracts, and this of necessity excludes the operation of

any other claim. Land not known at the time to be mineral in char-
acter may be devoted to purposes recognized by law as proper in the
aid of the objects sought to be attained by establishment of forest

reserves, or coming within the purview of the appropriation acts for

protection and administration of such reserves and subsequent discov-

ery of mineral therein will not affect its use for those purposes or render

i This section does not apply to the Minnesota National Forest. (Letter Secretary
of the Interior to Secretary of Agriculture, Sept. 27, 1912.)
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it liable to exploration, location, or entry under the mining laws.

(Opinion of the Assistant Attorney General, 35 L. D.. 262-268.)

SPECIAL USE PERMIT.

A special use permit for the use of lands for a summer home remains
in full force and effect and gives the permittee complete right of pos-
session and use as against subsequent locators of a mining claim. (Le
Roy et al. v. Swanson; unpublished findings of the county court of

Colorado for Clear Creek County, date Feb. 6, 1912.)

TIMBER AND STONE FOR UNITED STATES RECLAMATION WORKS.

Act of February 8, 1905 (33 Stat., 706).

In carrying out the provisions of the national irrigation law approved Reclam a t i o n

June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and in constructing material fromNa-
works thereunder, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to tional Forests.

use and to permit the use by those engaged in the construction of works
under said law, under rules and regulations to be prescribed by him,
such earth, stone and timber from the public lands of the United States
as may be required in the construction of such works, and the Secretary
of Agriculture is hereby authorized to permit the use of earth, stone and
timber from the forest reserves of the United States for the same purpose,
under rules and regulations to be prescribed by him.

SILVICULTURE.

TIMBER SALES.

Timber sales provisions of act June 4, 1897 (30 Stat . 11. 35). as amended by act June 6,
1900 (31 Stat., 661).

For the purpose of preserving the living and growing timber and Timber, ap-

promoting the younger growth on forest reservations, the Secretary of Praisal and sale -

the Interior, under such rules and regulations as he shall prescribe, may
cause to be designated and appraised so much of the dead, matured, or

large growth of trees found upon such forest reservations as may be
compatible with the utilization of the forests thereon, and may sell the
same for not less than the appraised value in such quantities to each
purchaser as he shall prescribe, to be used in the State or Territory in
which such timber reservation may be situated, respectively; but not
for export therefrom. 1

2
[Before such sale shall take place notice thereof shall be given Advertisement

for not less than thirty days, by publication in one or more
newspapers of

_
general circulation, as he may deem necessary, in the

State or Territory where such reservation exists: Provided, however,
That in cases of unusual emergency the Secretary of the Interior may, Emergency
in the exercise of his discretion, permit the purchase of timber and cord Of advertfsemenT
wood in advance of advertisement of sales at rates of value approved
by him and subject to payment of the full amount of the highest bid

resulting ^from the usual advertisement of sale: Provided further, That
he may, in his discretion, sell without advertisement, in quantities to
suit applicants, at a fair appraisement, timber and cord wood not

exceeding in value one hundred dollars stumpage: And provided fu
ther, That in cases in which advertisement is had and no satisfactory ^vate sale

bid is received, or in cases in which the bidder fails to complete the S^ory etc

purchase, the timber may be sold, without further advertisement, at

private sale, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, at not
less

than^ the appraised valuation, in quantities to suit purchasers:
And provided further, That the provisions of this act shall not apply to

existing forest reservations in the State of California, or to reservations
that may be hereafter created within said State].

3

> Modified by agricultural appropriation, act of Mar. 4, 1907 (34 Stat.. 1270) , printed next
following.

2 The matter in brackets is taken bodily from the act ofJune 6, 1900 (31 Stat., 661) ,
which

amends the original act by substituting this language.
This proviso is repealed by a provision in the agricultural appropriation act of June

30, 1906 (34 Stat., 669, 684), post p. 60.
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* * * Such timber before being sold shall be markc<l and desig-
Cuttingand re- nated, and shall be cut and removed under the supervision of some

person appointed for that purpose by the Secretary of the Interior not

interested in the purchase or removal of such timber nor in the employ-
ment of the purchaser thereof. Such supervisor shall make report in

writing
* * * of his doings in the premises.

Free use of tim- The Secretary of the Interior may permit, under regulations to be

tf>

r
'-

et

tc'
by S6t"

proscribed by him, the use of timber and stone found upon such reserva-

tions, free of charge, by bona fide settlers, miners, residents, and pros-

pectors for minerals, for firewood, fencing, buildings, mining, pr6spect-

ing, and other domestic purposes, as may be needed by such persons i'-. >r

such purposes; such timber to be used within the State or Territory,

respectively, where such reservations may be located. 1

Agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1907 (34 Stat., 1256).

Forest products [1270] And the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion,

from stateorTer- permit timber and other forest products cut or removed from the

ritory.

" "

national forests of the United States, except the Black Hills National
Forest in South Dakota, 2 to be exported from the State, Territory, or

the district of Alaska, in which said forests are respectively situated :

Restrictions as Provided, That the exportation of dead and insect-infected timber only

Nation^ Forest
from **& Black Hills Na

!
ional Forest shall be allowed until such time

as the Forester shall certify that the ravages of the destructive insects

in said forest are practically checked, but in no case after July first,

nineteen hundred and eight.
This proviso was repeated in the agricultural appropriation acts of

May 23, 1908, March 4, 1909, May 26, 1910, and March 4, 1911, except
that the time limit fixed in the last line was extended, first to July 1,

1910, and then to July 1, 1912. The old Black Hills National Forest

having been divided into the Black Hills and Harney National Forests,
the agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat., 269)

applies this provision to both, and further extends the time limit to

July 1, 1914.

Agricultural appropriation act of June 30, 1906 (34 Stat., 669).

Timber sales in
[684] Hereafter sales of timber on forest reserves in the State of

California shall in every respect conform to the law governing such
sales in other States, as set forth in the act of June sixth, nineteen hun-
dred (Thirty-first Statutes at Large, page six hundred and sixty-one).

Minnesota Na- NOTE. For timber sale provisions relating especially to the Minne-
tional Forest. ^ National Forest ^e sec . 2 of the act of May 23, 1908, 35 Stat.

, 268).

Agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat., 269).

Sales to settlers That the Secretary of Agriculture, under such rules and regulations

^J
fi at

as he shall establish, is hereby authorized and directed to sell at actual

cost, to homestead settlers and farmers, for their domestic use, the

mature, dead and down timber in national forests, but it is not the
intent of this provision to restrict the authority of the Secretary of

Agriculture to permit the free use of timber as provided in the Act of

June fourth, eighteen hundred and ninety seven.
The act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 88) authorizing the citizens of

Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, Dakota,
Idaho, and Montana and "all other mineral districts of the United
States" to fell and remove timber on the public domain for mining and
domestic purposes, is printed on page 64, post, under "Trespass."

Forest transfer act of February, 1905 (33 Stat., 628).

Fulp wood and SEC. 2. That pulp wood or wood pulp manufactured from timber in

bTexported from the district of Alaska may be exported therefrom.

Alaska.

i Modified by agricultural appropriation act of Mar. 4, 1907 (34 Stat., 1270), printed
next following.

* This does not prevent the Secretary of Agriculture from causing tree seeds to be
collected in the Black Hills Nationa Forest for the use of the Forest Service in seeding
and planting in other States. The prohibition does not apply to governmental uses.

(1 Sol. Op., 424.)
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Tariff act of June 29, 1909, free list, paragraph 652 (36 Stat., 11, on p. 78).

652. Plants, trees, shrubs, roots, seed cane, and seeds imported by Plants, trees,

the Department of Agriculture or the United States Botanic Garden. * imP rte<*

Agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912. 37 Stat., 269 (Nebraska National
Forest.)

Provided, That from the nurseries on said forest the Secretary of .Nebraska Na-

Agriculture, under such rules and regulations aa he may prescribe, may
tlonal Forest -

furnish young trees free, so far as they may be spared, to residents of

the territory covered by "An Act increasing the area of homesteads in

a portion of Nebraska," approved April twenty-eighth, nineteen hun-
dred and four.

DECISIONS APPLICABLE TO TIMBER SALE CONTRACTS.

The general rule is that when one enters into a contract with the

Government, his obligation thereunder becomes fixed beyond the

power of any Government official to modify its terms so as to relieve
him of any of the burdens imposed upon him. (2 Sol. Op., 744, and
cases there cited.)

It seems, however, that the proper Government officials may, by
acquiescence, waive the time limit in a contract by allowing the con-
tractor to continue the work. In such cases all the other requirements
of the contract govern the relations of the parties. (Same.)

It seems also that the head of a department can waive penalties or

forfeitures provided for in a contract in case of nonperformance within
the time limit, when the Government suffers no damage by the delay;
or if it suffers some damage less than the amount of the penalty or

forfeiture, he may remit all above the actual damage which the Gov-
ernment has suffered. (Same.)

-It seems further that in cases where the interests of the Government
clearly so require, the head of a department may modify or abrogate a
contract with or without the consent of the contractor. If done with-
out the consent of the contractor and he suffers damage or loss thereby,
he probably has a claim against the United States for the amount
thereof. The officer modifying or abrogating a contract may or may
not have power to settle the claim, depending upon the circumstances
and the terms of the statute under which he is acting. (Same.)
The Comptroller of the Treasury applies the foregoing general rules

to timber sale contracts in the same manner and to the same extent as

to other contracts with the Government. (See Comptroller's decision
of Dec. 27, 1911, unpublished.)
Where a railroad right of way stipulation provides for payment for

"merchantable" timber cut from the right of way, and expressly
declares that "All timber down to the diameter of 4 inches shall be
considered merchantable," the Secretary of Agriculture has no
authority to modify the contract so as to require payment only for

timber down to 6 inches in diameter. (2 Sol. Op., 744.)

Where, before expiration of a timber sale contract, the purchasers
notify the forestry officials that they have sold their saw mill and
equipment, because the contract is unprofitable, and it appears that

they have done no work under it for several months, the Government
may treat the contract as abandoned, and sell the remaining timber
to other parties; but there is no authority to cancel the old contract so
as to relieve the purchasers thereunder from

liability
for damages

thereunder in case any shall have been found to have been sustained

by the United States. If, in such case, the Government sells the re-

maining timber to others and receives from them the full price fixed in

the original contract, then it could not collect such price from the orig-
inal contractors. (2 Sol. Op., 758.)

Upon certificate of the proper forest officer that no damage has been
sustained by the Government through the abandonment of a timber
sale contract, a refund may be made to the purchaser of any amounts
paid by him and remaining in the hands of the Government, over and
above what is due for timber actually taken and for such expenses as
the Government may have incurred (Solicitor to his Assistant at

Albuquerque, Oct. 3/1912.)
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The decision in 28 Op. Atty. Gen., 12, is limited to the case actually
presented and decided, namely, that an executive olliccr may refrain

from enforcing a contract when some art ion <>i the Government, in its

sovereign capacity, has made it inequitable to do so, although the
waiver may be prejudicial to its pecuniary interests. That deri.-ioii

can not be applied where the only ground for releasing the contractor
is that the contract has become less profitable than he expected. (Let-
ter of Attorney General to Secretary of Agriculture, dated June 10,

1911.)
It is illegal to include in a timber sale contract a clause providing

for a reduction in stumpage price in consideration of the purchaser's
reforesting portions of the sale area (Solicitor's letter of Nov. 20,

1911, to the Forester), or constructing fire- lines (1 Sol. Op., 437).
Timber which has been cut by the purchaser and not removed before

the date fixed in clause 12 of timber sale Form 202, nevertheless belongs
to the purchaser when he has paid the double stumping price pr
vided for by clause 14. He may, therefore, remove it from the for

after the date fixed in clause 12, but must do so in a reasonable til

and under the supervision and direction of the forest officers suj

vising the sale. (2 Sol. Op., 836.)

Secretary of Agriculture may sell insect-infested timber, which
a menace to the National Forest, from an unperfected mining claii

thereon, even without the consent of the claimant (Lewis et al.

Garlock, United States intervenor, 168 Fed., 153).
In view of the exigency created by the great forest fires of the summc

and fall of 1910, and of the facts presented showing the rapid deterio:

ation of fire-killed timber in the northern and northwestern States, the

Secretary of Agriculture may permit the claimants to sell such
timber from homestead and other claims and from unsurveyed or

unclassified railroad sections, taking a bond, with adequate security,
from the purchaser to protect the interest of the United States, as the
same may ultimately appear. (Letter of the Attorney General to the

Secretary of Agriculture dated Nov. 23, 1911.)
It is understood that the foregoing opinion is limited to the situation

created by the great fires of 1910, and is not to be applied generally, even
to fire-killed timber, especially in regions where such timber does not

rapidly deteriorate. (Solicitor to his Assistant at San Francisco, Jan.

22, 1912.)

NOTE. Prior to the receipt of the above-mentioned letter of the Attorney General,
the Solicitor had rendered the decisions digested in the four paragraphs next following,
which are still applicable, except as above stated.

The Forest Service is not authorized to sell fire-killed timber upon
homesteads, or to enter into an agreement with homesteaders to sell

the timber to purchasers and deposit the proceeds in the Treasury to

be refunded upon the patenting of the claim. (1 Sol. Op., 327.)
There is no authority to make an agreement permitting an assignee

of the Northern Pacific Railroad Co. to cut over lands covered by an

unperfected selection under the act of March 2, 1899 (30 Stat., 993).
at his own risk, upon filing a bond to indemnify the Government should
such selection fail (1 Sol. Op., 463).

Neither the Northern Pacific Railroad Co. nor the Forest Service,
nor the two acting together under agreement, can legally dispose of

timber upon unsurveyed unclassified odd sections within the primary
limits of the railroad grant. (1 Sol. Op., 327.)
A mining claim properly marked upon the ground is presumed to be

valid until its validity is determined by the Interior Department in a

proper proceeding and the Forest Service can not sell timber from
such a claim merely because it appears to the Forest Service to be
invalid. (1 Sol. Op., 181.)

GRAZING.

There are no statutes specifically relating to grazing upon the Na-
tional Forests. The grazing regulations are based on the provision

. in the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11, 35), which reads as follows:

p r oTe'cTi on The Secretary of the Interior shall make provisions for the protec-
against fire, etc. tion against destruction by fire and depredations upon the public forests
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and forest reservations which may have been set aside or which may
be hereafter set aside under the said act of March third, eighteen hun--

dredand ninety-one, and which maybe continued; and he may make Rules and regu-

such rules and regulations and establish such service as will insure the
al

objects of such reservations, namely, to regulate their occupancy and
use and to preserve the forests thereon from destruction; and any E6

?^31'-

166
violation of the provisions of this act or such rules and regulations R g^ yjf. 53^
shall be punished as is provided for in the act of June fourth, eighteen p. 1644'.'

hundred and eighty-eight, amending section fifty-three hundred and

eighty-eight of the Revised Statutes of the United States. .

DECISIONS APPLICABLE TO GRAZING.

The Secretary of Agriculture has the authority to make a charge for

the use of lands in a National Forest for grazing (United States v.

Grimaud et al., 220 U. S., 506, 522).
The usual grazing permit constitutes merely a license revocable

at the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture. (2 Sol. Op., 895.)
A person who has secured a waiver of grazing privileges in his favor

cannot rely on the prior issuance of a permit to the person from whom
he purchased as creating an estoppel against the Government to cancel

the permit, there being no mutuality between the Government and
such transferee. (Same.)
The Forest Service may collect the usual kidding or lambing charge

for kidding or lambing on an unperfected mining claim within a
National Forest where the claimant waives his right to exclusive pos-
session under the mining laws. (2 Sol. Op., 865.)

For decisions relating to grazing trespasses, see "Trespass, grazing,
"
post, p. 72.

TRESPASSES.

TIMBER TRESPASSES.

CRIMINAL CODE OP MARCH 4, 1909 (36 STAT., 1088, 1098).

SEC. 49. Whoever shall cut, or cause or procure to be cut, or shall Cutting and re-

wantonly destroy, or cause to be wantonly destroyed, any timber
{^.public lands

growing on the public lards of the United States; or whoever shall re-

move, or cause to be removed, any timber from said public lands, with
intent to export or to dispose of the same; or whoever, being the

owner, master, or consignee of any vessel, or the owner, director, or

agent of any railroad, shall knowingly transport any timber so cut or

removed from said lands, or lumber manufactured therefrom, shall

be fined not more than one thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both. Nothing in this section shall prevent any Rights ofclaim-

miner or agriculturist from clearing his land in the ordinary working ^|.
UI

of his mining claim, or in the preparation of his farm for tillage, or from

taking the timber necessary to support his improvements, or the taking
of timber for the use of the United States. And nothing in this section
shall interfere with or take away any right or privilege under any
existing law of the United States to cut or remove timber from any
public lands.

SEC. 50. Whoever shall unlawfully cut, or aid in unlawfully cutting, Cutting timber

or shall wantonly injure or destroy, or procure to be wantonly in'ured ]^j^
or destroyed, ary tree, growing, standing, or being upon any land
of the United States which, in pursuance of law, has been reserved or

purchased by the United States for any public use, or upon any Indian

reservation, or lands belonging to or occupied by any tribe of Indians
under the authority of the United States, or any Indian allotment
while the title to the same shall be held in trust by the Government,
or while the same shall remain inalienable by the allottee without the
consent of the United States, shall be fined not more than five hundred
dollars, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. (As amended
by act June 25, 1910, 36 Stat., 855, 857.)

SEC. 51. Whoever shall cut, chip, chop, or box any tree upon any Boxing for tur-

lands belonging to the United States, or upon any lands covered by p<

or embraced in any unperfected settlement, application, filing, entry,
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selection, or location, made under any law of the United Stat
the purpose of obtaining from such tree any pitch, turpentine

:
or other

substance, or shall knowingly encourage, cause, procure, or aid in the

cutting, chipping, chopping, or boxing of any such tree, or shall buy,
trade lor, or in any manner acquire any pitch, turpentine, or other

substance, or any article or commodity made from any such pitch,
turpentine, or other substance, when he has knowledge that the ^unie
has been so unlawfully obtained from such trees, shall be fined not more
than five hundred dollars, or imprisoned not more than one year, or
both.

Act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11).

Provisions for
[35] The Secretary of the Interior shall make provisions for the pro-

agains\ fire* etc
U
tecti n against destruction by fire and depredations upon the public
forests and forest reservations which may have been set aside or which
may be hereafter set aside under the said act of March third, eighteen

Rules and regu- hundred and ninety-one, and which may be continued; and he may
make such rules and regulations and establish such service as will
insure the objects of such reservations, namely, to regulate their occu-

pancy and use and to preserve the forests tnereon from destruction;
Penalty. and any violation of the provisions of this act or such rules and regula-

R s sec 5388 tions shall be punished as is provided for in the act of June fourth,'

eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, amending section fifty-three hun-
dred and eighty-eight of the Revised Statutes of the United States.

NOTE. The statutes referred to in the closing lines of the above act were both ex-

pressly repealed by the revised criminal code of 1909. The amending act (25 Stat., 166)
is, however, printed next below.

Act of June 4, 1888 (25 Stat., 166).

Penalty for tres- Section fifty-three hundred and eighty-eight of the Revised Statutes
of the United States be amended so as to read as follows: "Every person
who unlawfully cuts, or aids or is employed in unlawfully cutting, or

wantonly destroys or procures to be wantonly destroyed, any timber

standing upon the land of the United States which, in pursuance of law,
may be reserved or purchased for military or other purposes, or upon
any Indian reservation, or lands belonging to or occupied by any tribe

of Indians under authority of the United States, shall pay a fine of not
more than five hundred dollars or be imprisoned not more than twelve

months, or both, in the discretion of the court."

Act June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 88).

[This act applies only to unreserved land not within National Forests.]

Timber in min- SEC. 1. All citizens of the United States and other persons, bona fide

b?cut
StnCtS may residents of the State of Colorado, or Nevada, or either of the Territories

of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, Dakota, Idaho, or Montana,
and all other mineral districts of the United States, shall be, and are

hereby, authorized and permitted to fell and remove, for building,

agricultural, mining, or other domestic purposes, any timber or other
trees growing or being on the public lands, said lanus being mineral,
and not subject to entry under existing laws of the United States, except
for mineral entry, in either of said States, Territories, or districts of

which such citizens or persons may be at the time bona fide residents,
Secretary of the subject to such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interiormay

fate*
10* t0 r6gU"

Prescribe for the protection of the timber and of the undergrowth grow-
Not to extend ing upon such lands, and for other purposes: Provided, The provisions

to railroads. Of this act shall not extend to railroad corporations.

[NOTE. By virtue of power granted to the Secretary of the Interior under act of June
3, 1878 (20 Stat., 88), said Secretary provides, in his "rules and regulations governing the
use of timber on the public mineral lands" (29 L. D., 571):

Disposal of tops, "SEC. 9. Persons felling or removing timber under the provisions of this act must
brush, and other utilize all of each tree cut that can be profitably used, and must dispose of the tops,
refuse. brush, and other refuse in such manner as to prevent the spread of forest fires."

Duty of land SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the register
and the receiver of any

officers.
local land office in whose district any mineral land may be situated to

ascertain from time to time whether any timber is being cut or used

upon any such lands, except for the purposes authorized by this act,

within their respective land districts; and, if so, they shall immedi-
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itely notify the Commissioner of the General Land Office of that fact; Trespass,

ind all necessary expenses incurred in making such proper examina-
tions shall be paid and allowed such register and receiver in making
up their next quarterly accounts.

[89J
SEC. 3. Any person or persons who shall violate the provisions Penalty,

of this act, or any rules and regulations in pursuance thereof made by
the Secretary of the Interior, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction, shall be fined in any sum not exceeding five

hundred dollars, and to which may be added imprisonment for any
term not exceeding six months.

Let March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1093), amending section 8 of the act to repeal the timber cul-
ture laws.

SEC. 8.
* * * And in the States of Colorado, Montana, Idaho, Timber from

North Dakota, and South Dakota, Wyoming, and the District of Alaska, gjj^f
* lm b e r

and the gold and silver regions of Nevada and the Territory of Utah in

any criminal prosecution or civil action by the United States for a tres-

pass on such public timber lands or to recover timber or lumber cut
thereon it shall be a defense if the defendant shall show that the said Defenses,

timber was so cut or removed from the timberlands for use in such
State or Territory Toy a resident thereof for agricultural, mining, mami- Agricultural,

facturing, or domestic purposes under rules and regulations made and minmg> etc -> uses-

prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and has not been trans-

ported out of the same, but nothing herein contained shall operate to

enlarge the rights of any railway company to cut timber on the public
domain, provided that the Secretary of the Interior may make suitable

rules and regulations to carry out the provisions of this act, and he may
designate the sections or tracts of land where timber may be cut, and
it shall not be lawful to cut or remove any timber except as may be

prescribed by such rules and regulations, but this act shall not operate
to repeal the act of June third, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight,

providing for the cutting of timber on mineral lands.

The above act was extended to New Mexico and Arizona by the amending act of

February 13,1893 (27 Stat., 444), and to California, Oregon, and Washington by the

amending act of March 3, 1901 (31 Stat., 1436).

FIRE TRESPASSES.

CRIMINAL CODE OF MARCH 4, 1909 (36 STAT., 1088, 1098, AND 1099).

SEC. 52. Whoever shall willfully set on fire, or cause to be set on fire, Setting fires,

any timber, underbrush, or grass upon the public domain, or shall

leave or suffer fire to burn unattended near any timber or other in-

flammable material, shall be fined not more than five thousand dollars,
or imprisoned not more than two years, or both.

SEC. 53. Whoever shall build a fire in or near any forest, timber, or Same,

other inflammable material upon the public domain, or upon any In-

dian reservation, or lands belonging to or occupied by any tribe of

Indians under the authority of the United States, or upon any Indian
allotment while the title to the same shall be held in trust by the Gov-

ernment, or while the same shall remain inalienable by the allottee

without the consent of the United States, shall before leaving said fire,

totally extinguish the same; and whoever shall fail to do so shall be
fined not more than one thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more than
one year, or both. (As amended by Act June 25, 1910, 36 Stat., 855,

857.)
SEC. 54. In all cases arising under the two preceding sections the Fines go to

fines collected shall be paid into the public school fund of the county
sc

in which the lands where the offense was committed are situated.

UNLAWFUL FENCING.

Act of Feb. 25, 1885 (23 Stat., 321), to prevent unlawful occupancy of the public lands.

SEC. 1. That all inclosures of any public lands in any State or Terri- inclosure of

tory of the United States, heretofore or to be hereafter made, erected, SSt ctaim forbid"
or constructed by any person, party, association, or corporation, to den.

any of which land included within the inclosure the person, party,

66777 13 5
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1(1 110

erted
association, or corporation making or controlling the inclosure had
claim or color of title made or acquired in '_

r""d faith, or an asser

right thereto by or under claim., made in good faith with a vie\v to entry
thereof at the proper land office under the general laws of the United
States at the time any such inclosure was or shall be made, are hereby
declared to be unlawful

?
and the maintenance, erection, construction,

Assertion of ex- or control of any such inclosure is hereby forbidden and prohibited;
elusive right. an(j ^ne a88ertj0n of a right to the exclusive use and occupancy of any

part of the public lands of the United States in any State or any of the
Territories of the United States, without claim, color of title, or asserted

right as above specified as to inclosure, is likewise declared unlawful,
and hereby prohibited.

1

civiisuit. Am- SEC. 2. That it shall be the duty of the district attorney of the United

JJfn

11 "
States for the proper district, on affidavit filed with him by any citizen

of the United States that section one of this act is being violated, show-

ing a description of the land inclosed with reasonable certainty, not

necessarily by metes and bounds nor by governmental subdivisions of

surveyed lands, but only so that the inclosure may be identified, and
the persons guilty of the violation, as nearly as may be, and by descrip-
tion, if the name can not on reasonable inquiry be ascertained, to insti-

tute a civil suit in the proper United States district or circuit court, or

Territorial district court, in the name of the United States, and against
the parties named or described who shall be in charge of or controlling
the inclosure complained of as defendants; and jurisdiction is also

hereby conferred on any United States district or circuit court, or Ter-
ritorial district court, having jurisdiction over the locality where the
land inclosed, or any part thereof, shall be situated, to hear and deter-

Injunction. mine proceedings in equity, by writ of injunction, to restrain violations
of the provisions of this act; and it shall be sufficient to give the court

jurisdiction if service of original process be had in any civil proceeding
on any agent or employee having charge or control of the inclosure;
and any suit brought under the provisions of this section shall have
precedence for hearing and trial over other cases on the civil docket of

the court, and shall be tried and determined at the earliest practicable
de- day. In any case, if the inclosure shall be found to be unlawful, the

court shall make the proper order, judgment, or decree for the destruc-
tion of the inclosure, in a summary way, unless the inclosure shall be
removed by the defendant within five days after the order of the court .

f SEC. 3. That no person, by force, threats, intimidation, or by any
;_' fencing or inclosing, or any other unlawful means, shall prevent or ob-

struct, or shall combine and confederate with others to prevent or ob-

struct, any person from peaceably entering upon or establishing a set-

tlement or residence on any tract of public land subject to settlement
or entry under the public lands laws of the United States, or shall pre-
vent or obstruct free passage or transit over or through the public
lands: Provided, This section shall not be held to affect the right or
title of persons who have gone upon, improved, or occupied said lands
under the land laws of the United States, claiming title thereto, in good
faith.

Criminal action. SEC. 4. That any person violating any of the provisions hereof,
Penalty. whether as owner, part owner, agent, or who shall aid, abet, counsel,

advise, or assist in any violation hereof, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and fined in a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars
or be imprisoned not exceeding one year, or both, for each offense.

(As amended by act Mar. 10, 1908 (35 Start.', 40).)

1 It is unlawful under this act for persons who have acquired the right to use railroad
odd sections to construct a fence located entirely on the odd sections, but in such a man-
ner as to inclose with the odd sections some of the even sections belonging to the Govern-
ment. (Camfield v. United States, 167 U.S., 538.) In this case the court relied upon the
maxim that one must use his own so as not to injure another; and as this gave rise to the
suggestion that the result would involve the exercise by the United States of police power
within a State, the court said,

"We do not think the admission of a Territory as a State

deprives it (Congress) of the power of legislating for the protection of the public lands,
though it may thereby involve the exercise of what is ordinarily known as the police
power, so long as such power is directed solely to its own protection. A different rule
would place the public domain of the United States completely at the mercy of State

Summary

Obstruction

bidden.
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SEC. 5. That the President is hereby authorized to take such meas- President may
ures as shall be necessary to remove and destroy any unlawful inclosure

fJJJ5J

ve fenCe by

of any of said lands, and to employ civil or military force as may be
necessary for that purpose.

SEC. 6. That where the alleged unlawful inclosure includes less than inciosures o f

one hundred and sixty acres of land, no suit shall be brought under the ^fr
s

es
than 16

provisions of this act without authority from the Secretary of the Inte-
rior.

SEC. 7. That nothing herein shall affect any pending suits to work Pending suits

their discontinuance, but as to them hereafter they shall be prosecuted
not affected -

and determined under the provisions of this act.

MISCELLANEOUS TRESPASSES AND OTHER OFFENSES AGAINST THE
UNITED STATES.

Act of June 8, 1906 (34 Stat., 225), for the preservation of American antiquities.

Any person who shall appropriate, excavate, injure, or destroy any Destruction of

historic or prehistoric ruin.or monument, or any object of antiquity, historic and pre-

situated on lands owned or controlled by the Government of the United
"

States, without the permission of the Secretary of the Department of prohibited.
the Government having jurisdiction over the lands on which said antiq-
uities are situated, shall, upon conviction, be fined in a sum of not more
than five hundred dollars or be imprisoned for a period of not more than Penalty.

ninety days, or shall suffer both fine and imprisonment, in the discre-
tion of the court.

The remainder of the foregoing act, authorizing the establishment of national mon-
uments, is printed ante, page 12.

CRIMINAL CODE OF MARCH 4, 1909.

SEC. 84. Whoever shall hunt, trap, capture, willfully disturb, or Hunting, etc.,
kill any bird of any kind whatever, or take the eggs of any such bird, on bird refuges.

on any lands of the United States which have been set apart or reserved
as breeding grounds for birds by any law, proclamation, or executive

order, except under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of Agri-
culture may, from time to time, prescribe, shall be fined not more than
five hundred dollars, or imprisoned not more than six months, or both.

(The foregoing section seems to be a codification of the act of June 28,
1906 (34 Stat., 536). That act, however, is not specifically repealed,
and it contains the following proviso: "Provided, That the provisions
of this act shall not apply to the Black Hills Forest Reservation, in
South Dakota.")

Act of Jan. 24, 1905 (33 Stat., 614); act of June 29, 1906 (34 Stat.. 607).
The foregoing acts, which authorize the establishment of the Wichita game and bird

refuge and the Grand Canyon game refuge contain penal provisions substantially the
same as in section 84, supra.

SEC. 55. Whoever, except forest rangers and otherpersons employed Trespass on

by the United States to protect the forest, Federal and State officers Bull Run Forest.

in the discharge of their duties, and the employees of the water board
of the city of Portland, State of Oregon, shall knowingly trespass upon
any part of the reserve known as Bull Run National Forest, in the Cas-
cade Mountains, in the State of Oregon, or shall enter thereon for the

purpose of grazing stock, or shall engage in grazing stock thereon, or
shall permit stock of any kind to graze thereon, shall be fined not more
than five hundred dollars, or imprisoned not more than six months.
or both.

SEC. 56. Whoever shall knowingly and unlawfully break, open or Breaking inclo-

destroy any gate, fence, hedge, or wall inclosing any lands of the United sures>

States which, in pursuance of any law, have been reserved or purchased
by the United States for any public use; or whoever shall drive any
cattle, horses, hogs, or other live stock upon any such lands for the pur-
pose of destroying the grass or trees on said lands, or where they may
destroy the said grass or trees; or whoever shall knowingly permit his Permitting
cattle, horses, hogs, or other live stock, to enter through any such stock to trespass.

inclosure upon any such lands of the United States, where such cattle,

horses, hogs, or other live stock may or can destroy the grass or trees or
other property of the United States on the said lands, shall be fined not
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more than livo hundred dollars, or imprisoned not more than one y
or both: Provided, That nothing in this section shall be construed

apply to unreserved public lands.

False persona- SEC. 32. Whoever, with intent to defraud either the United Sta
tlon,etc. orany person, shall falselyassume orpretend to bean officer oremploye<

acting under the authority of the United States or any department, o

any officer of the Government thereof, and shall take upon himself to

act as such, or shall in such pretended character demand or obtain tmin

any person or from the United States, or any department, or any officer

of the Government thereof, any money, paper, document, or other va 1

able thing, shall be fined not more than one thousand dollars, or imp
oned not more than three years, or both.

Robbery of SEC. 46. Whoever shall rob another of any kind or description

property

?$
personal property belonging to the United States, or shall feloniously
take and carry away the same, shall be fined not more than five thou-
sand dollars, or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.

Embezzlement, SEC. 47. Whoever shall embezzle, steal, or purloin any money, pro
theft, etc.

erty, record, voucher, or valuable thing whatever, of the moneys, _
chattels, records, or property of the United States, shall be lined not

more than five thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more than five

years, or both.

Receiving sto- SEC. 48. Whoever shall receive, conceal, or aid in concealing. >r

len property. shall have or retain in his possession with intent to convert to his own
use or gain, any money, property, record, voucher, or valuable thing
whatever, of the moneys, goods, chattels, records, or property of the
United States, which has theretofore been embezzled, stolen, or pur-
loined by any other person, knowing the same to have been so embez-
zled, stolen, or purloined, shall be fined not more than five thousand

dollars, or imprisoned not more than five years, or both; and such per-
son may be tried either before or after the conviction of the principal
offender.

Destroying gEC> 57. Whoever shall willfully destroy, deface, change, or remove

vey^corners etc
f

to another place any section corner, quarter-section corner, or meander
post, on any Government line of survey, or shall willfully cut down
any witness tree or any tree blazed to mark the line of a Government
survey, or shall willfully deface, change, or remove any monument or

bench mark of any Government survey, shall be fined not more than
two hundred and fifty dollars, or imprisoned not more than six months,
or both.

Malicious de- gEC . 60. Whoever shall willfully or maliciously injure or destroy any
United sta t e s\f tne works, property, or material of any telegraph, telephone, or cable

property, etc. line, or system, operated or controlled by the United States, whether
constructed or in process of construction, or shall willfully or maliciously
interfere in any way with the working or use of any such line, or sys-

tem, or shall willfully or maliciously obstruct, hinder, or delay the
transmission of any communication over any such line, or system, shall

be fined not more than one thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more
than three years, or both.

Perjury. SEC. 125. Whoever, having taken an oath before a competent tri-

bunal, officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the United
States authorizes an oath to be administered, that he will testify, de-

clare, depose, or certify truly, or that any written testimony, declara-

tion, deposition, or certificate by him subscribed, is true, shall willfully
and contrary to such oath state or subscribe any material matter which
he does not believe to be true, is guilty of perjury, and shall be fined

not more than two thousand dollars and imprisoned not more than five

years.
PROCEDURE.

Act of February 6, 1905 (33 Stat., 700), for the protection of the public forest leserves and
national parks of the United States.

Arrests by for- All persons employed in the forest reserve and national park service

of the United States'shall have authority to make arrests for the viola-

tion of the laws and regulations relating to the forest reserves and
national parks, and any person so arrested shall be taken before the

nearest United States commissioner, within whose jurisdiction the

reservation or national park is located, for trial; and upon swoni infor-
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mation by any competent person any United States commissioner in

the proper jurisdiction shall issue process for the arrest of any person

charged with the violation of said laws and regulations; but nothing
herein contained shall be construed as preventing the arrest by any
officer of the United States, without process, of any person taken in the

act of violating said laws and regulations.

UNITED STATES REVISED STATUTES.

SEC. 183. Any officer or clerk of any of the Departments lawfully Officers, etc.,

detailed to investigate frauds or attempts to defraud on the Govern-
JJJJJSi

a(

ment, or any irregularity or misconduct of any officer or agent of the

United States, shall have authority to administer an oath to any witness

attending to testify or depose in the course of such investigation.

DECISIONS RELATING TO TRESPASSES.

CUTTING OP TIMBER.

IN GENERAL.

By a modification of the earlier doctrine of equity, injunction will

now lie to prevent irremediable mischief to the substance of the estate

as by the mining of ores or the cutting of trees by one in possession of

lands while the title is in litigation. (Erhardt v. Boaro, 113 U. S., 537.)
Where one has unlawfully cut timber from lands of the United States

it is no defence that he acted in accordance with a general custom in

the locality, known to the general land office, of entering lands and

cutting the timber before patent issued. (Teller v. United States

(C. C. A.), 113 Fed., 273.)
An instruction to the jury that if defendant entered upon public

land knowing it to be such, without having complied with the provi-
sions of law giving him a right to do so, and cut timber therefrom, they
would be authorized to find the requisite criminal intent, fairly states

the law, and is as favorable as the defendant is entitled to. (Teller v.

United States (C. C. A.), 113 Fed., 273.)

FROM PUBLIC MINERAL LANDS.

The act June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 88), seems to apply only in the States

and Territories specifically mentioned therein. (United States v.

Smith, 11 Fed., 487; United States v. Benjamin, 21 Fed., 285; United
States v. English, 107 Fed., 867.)
The right to cut timber under this act extends only to lands valuable

for minerals and not to lands adjacent thereto, or lying in a recognized
mineral region, but not themselves valuable for their minerals. (United
States v. Plowman, 216 U. S., 327.)
The cutting of timber from mineral lands for roasting of ores is author-

ized by the act of 1878, whether this process be considered a part of

the mining or as smelting. In either event the use is for "domestic

purposes." (United States v. United Verde Copper Co., 196 U. S., 207.)
One who cuts timber from public mineral lands and sells the same,

or the lumber manufactured therefrom, without taking from the pur-
chaser a written statement of the purposes for which the same is in-

tended to be used, as required by the regulations of the Secretary of

the Interior, is guilty of a violation of the statute. (United States v.

Redes, 69 Fed., 965.)
The act of 1878 (20 Stat., 88) and the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.,

1093), have been construed by the land department as having prac-

tically the same scope and purpose, the one applying only to mineral

and the other only to nonmineral lands. Held, therefore, on the

authority of United States v. United Verde Copper Co., supra, that the

latter statute authorizes the use of timber for smelting purposes. (34
L. D., 78.)
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1 i;.M IIMMI.^TKAD CLAIMS.

...The settler upon u homestead claim may cut Midi timber

necessary to clear the land for cultivation or to build him a house,
outbuildings, and fences, and, perhaps, as indicated in the charge
of the court below, to exchange such timber for lumber to be de-
voted to the same purposes, but not to sell the same for money,
except so as the timber may have been cut for the purpose of cultiva-

tion. While, as was claimed in this case, such money might be used
to build, enlarge, or finish a house, the toleration of such practice
would open the door to manifold abuses, and be made an excuse for

stripping the land of its valuable timber. One man might be content
witn a house worth $100, while another might, under the guise of using
the proceeds of the timber for improvements, erect a house worth sev-
eral thousands. A reasonable construction of the statute a construc-
tion consonant both with the protection of the property of the Gov-
ernment in the land and the rights of the settler we think restricts

him to the timber actually cut or the lumber exchanged for suqh
timber and used for his improvements, and to such as is necessarily
cut in clearing the land for cultivation. (Shiver v. United States, 159
U. S., 491, 498; see also, United States v. Cook, 19 Wall., 591; Conway
v. United States (C. C. A.), 95 Fed., 615.)
The cutting and removal of timber from a homestead claim must be

for a legitimate purpose, having some connection with the cultivation
and improvement of the land, put it is error to instruct the jury that
the timber could only be cut "in pursuance of a definite plan that the

plow should follow the ax," and that if the timber was cut from lands
"not put in cultivation, and not to be put immediately into cultiva-

tion, then the law presumes that they intended to violate the law."

(Grubbsv. United States (C. C. A.), 105 Fed., 314.)
After final proof and the issuance of final certificate, homestead

entrymen may cut and remove timber from their claims for anv pur-
pose. (1 Sol. Op., 327.)

PROM MINING CLAIMS.

An occupant of a mineral claim, who has applied for patent, has no
right to cut and sell the timber thereon before payment of the Govern-
ment price and issuance of final certificate, and a license from him to

so cut the timber is no protection to the licensee. (Teller v. United
States (C. C. A.), 113 Fed., 273; see also United States v. Nelson, 5

Sawyer, 68.)

When, however, the timber on a mining claim in a national forest

is infested with insects so as to be a menace to the young and growing
trees, the Government, having the paramount title, may, through the
Forest Service, sell and dispose of such timber, even without the con-
sent of the claimant. (Lewis et al. v. Garlock (United States, inter-

venor), 168 Fed., 153.)

FROM RAILROAD LANDS.

The grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Co. vested in the grantee
a present title to the odd sections on the definite location of the road,
but the Government makes its own surveys, and until survey by the
Government the United States retains at least a special property in
all the timber in the township and may recover for timber cut by the

company or its grantees notwithstanding a survey made by the com-

pany shows the land cut over to be an odd section. Such a survey is

inadmissible as evidence that the land is part of an odd section. (United
States v. Montana Lumber Co., 196 U. S., 573.)
The mineral return of the Surveyor General under the grant to the

Central Pacific Railroad Co., of July 1, 1862, and July 2, 1864, is

merely prima facie evidence of the mineral character of the land,
which may be inquired into by the Department of the Interior at any
time before patent. (2 Sol. Op., 897.)
The Department of Agriculture is not authorized to handle the sale

of timber cut in trespass upon lands within the primary limits of the
Northern Pacific Railroad grant, even though such lands lie within
the exterior limits of a National Forest. (1 Sol. Op., 541.)
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FROM LIEU SELECTION.

Prior to the approval of a selection under the indemnity school and

university land grants title in the land remains in the United States

and no one has a right to go upon the land and cut the timber there-

from. (1 Sol. Op., 468.)

DAMAGES INNOCENT AND WILLFUL TRESPASSES.

One innocently purchasing timber unlawfully and willfully cut from
Government lands and transported to market by his vendor is liable

for its value at the time and place of his purchase without any deduc-
tion for value added by the acts of the willful trespasser. (Wooden-
ware Co. v. United States, 106 U. S., 432.)
In a case of innocent trespass the measure of damages is the value of

the timber after it was cut at the time and place where it was cut.

(United States v. St. Anthony R. R. Co., 192 U. S., 524; 1 Sol. Op., 298;
40 L. D., 518, 525.)
In a letter of instructions to the United States attorney at Helena,

Mont., dated September 7, 1910, the Acting Attorney General, after

reviewing the authorities and discussing the conflicting cases, says:
"After a somewhat careful examination of the authorities cited and

many others, the department is of the opinion that, where timber has

been inadvertently cut from the public lands, (1) the timber imme-

diately after felling becomes the personal property of the United
States (Sampson v. Hammond, 4 Cal., 184); (2) an action of trover will

lie for its conversion (Sampson v. Hammond, supra; White v. Yawkey,
108 Ala., 270, 275); (3) the value of the property when first taken is

the measure of damages recoverable (Woodenware case, 106 U. S., 432,

434); and (4) the value of the property when first taken, within the

meaning of the Woodenware case, is its value immediately when it

takes the form of personal property i. e., immediately after severance

from the freehold (White v. Yawkey, 108 Ala., 270, 274, 275)."
In Pine River Logging Co. v. United Stated (186 U. S., 279, 293) the

doctrine of the Woodenware case as to willful trespasses is stated to be
that "if the trespass be willfully committed the trespasser can obtain

no credit for the labor expended upon it, and is liable for its full value

when seized;" and this rule was applied in the case under considera-

tion, the parties in the possession of the timber at that time being
found to have participated in the trespass.
Where timber is cut upon public land by one who knows that the

land belongs to the Government, or who has no reasonable ground to

believe that it belongs to himself or to some one under whom he

claims, the trespass is a willful one. (Ely v. United States, Fed. case

No. 1581, 4 Dill., 464.)
In actions of trespass where the injury has been wanton and mali-

cious or gross and outrageous, courts permit juries to add to the meas-

ured compensation of the plaintiff, which he would have been entitled

to recover had the injury been inflicted without design or intention,

something further by way of punishment or example, which has some-

times been called "smart money." (Day v. Woodworth, 13 How.,
362, 371; see also Barry v. Edmunds, 116 U. S., 550.)
Where the defendant admits the cutting and removal of timber from

public lands, the Government is entitled to at least nominal damages,
in the absence of direct evidence of the value of the standing trees.

(United States v. Mock, 149 U. S., 273; see also United States v. Tay-
lor, 35 Fed., 484.)
In trover for crude turpentine unlawfully but not willfully taken

from pine trees, the measure of damages is its value at the time of

conversion with interest. (Quitman Naval Stores Co. v. Conway,
58 So. Rep., 840; Solicitor to his Assistant at Albuquerque, Dec. 26,

1912.)

FIRE TRESPASSES.

In United States v. Henry Clay (unreported). Southern District of

California, the defendant was indicted under section 52, of the Criminal

Code, and the jury were charged by Judge Wellborn in part as follows:
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"It is immaterial whether the fire
H

originated on pri
land if it was set willfully and if in the course of nature and in view
of all the surroundings the said fire would reasonably be expected to he
communicated to the public domain. A man has no lawful right to

set fire to his own property if he has reason to believe or intends that

suchfire will be communicated to the property of others and destroy it."

In an action by the United States against a railroad company to

recover for loss of timber alleged to have been burned through defend-
ant's negligence in permitting inflammable material to accumulate on
its right of way, in which fire was started from an engine and sp
into the timber on a forest reservation, a letter written by a fo

inspector to the secretary of defendant some time before the fi

inclosing a report from a ranger as to the dangerous condition of t

right of way, and asking that it be remedied, was not inadmissible
a self-serving declaration, but was properly admitted to show actu
notice to defendant of the condition referred to therein, the fact. l>o

otherwise proved. (Corvallis & E. R. Co. v. United States, 191 F
Kept., 310.)
On an issue as to the condition of a locomotive alleged to have caused

a fire on defendant's right of way because of its defective condition which

permitted the escape of fire and sparks, the admission in evidence of

the testimony of the fireman of defendant's machine shop as to the
condition of the engine, both before the fire and after its return from
the trip on which the fire occurred, the purpose being to show its con-

dition before and at the time of the fire, was not prejudicial error.

(Same.)
(Liability of railroads for injuries by fire as affected by managem

of locomotives, see note to Woodward v. Chicago, M. & St. P. Ry. <

75 C. A. C., 598.)

Injunction will lie to prevent the accumulation of inflammable
material upon a railroad right of way within the National Forests when
such accumulation is shown to be dangerous to the forests. (1 Sol. Op.,
300, 526.)
There is no authority in the department to make settlement with the

Great Northern Railway Co. of a fire trespass, by which the company
shall pay at once for all timber destroyed or damaged, with an agree-
ment that any money received from the sale of damaged timber to a
third party, less costs of the sale, shall be paid over to the company.
(1 Sol. Op., 496.)

It is not the duty of forest officers to directly prosecute in a State

court a person accused of violating a State statute by setting out a fire

which spread to National Forest lands. In such case they would per-
form their full duty by calling the attention of the proper State officers

to the alleged criminal offense, suggesting action and offering to aid in

all proper ways. (2 Sol. Op., 693. \
The acquittal of a fire trespasser in a State court is no bar to his pros-

ecution in a United States court for a violation of the Federal laws

arising out of the same acts. (Solicitor to his Assistant at Denver,
Sept. 10, 1912.)
The Government is entitled to recover for damage to reproduction

(United States v. Corvallis & Eastern R. R. Co., 191 Fed., 310; United
States v. N. P. R. R. Co., Dec. 2, 1911, in United States District Court,
Western District of Washington, and case of United States v. C. O.

Bailey, receiver for Mo. Pac. Ry. Co. and Title Guarantee Surety
Co., in United States District Court for South Dakota, Sept. 7, 1910),
the verdicts in which cases include such damage.

GRAZING TRESPASSES.

[United States v. Grimaud et al., 220 U. S., 506, syllabus.]

Under the acts establishing forest reservations, their use for grazing
or other lawful purposes is subject to rules and regulations established

by the Secretary of Agriculture, and it being impracticable for Congress
to provide general regulations, that body acted within its constitutional

power in conferring power on the Secretary to establish such rules; the

power so conferred being administrative and not legislative, is not an
unconstitutional delegation.
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While it is difficult to define the line which separates legislative power
to make laws and administrative authority to make regulations, Con-

gress may delegate power to fill up details where it has indicated its

will in the statute, and it may make violations of such regulations

punishable as indicated in the statute; and so held that regulations
made by the Secretary of Agriculture as to grazing sheep on forest

reserves have the force of law and that violations thereof are punish-
able, under act of June 4, 1897, chapter 2 (30 Stat., 35), as prescribed
in section 5388, Revised Statutes.

Congress can not delegate legislative power (Field v. Clark, 143

U. S., 692), but the authority to make administrative rules is not a

delegation of legislative power, and such rules do not become legisla-
tion because violations thereof are punished as public offenses.

Even if there is no express act of Congess making it unlawful to graze
sheep or cattle on a forest reserve, when Congress expressly provides
that such reserves can only be used for lawful purposes subject to regu-
lations and makes a violation of such regulations_an offense, any exist-

ing implied license to graze is curtailed and qualified by Congress; and
one violating the regulations when promulgated makes an unlawful use
of the Government's property and becomes subject to the penalty
imposed.
A provision in an act of Congress as to the use made of moneys

received from Government property clearly indicates an authority to the
executive officer authorized by statute to make regulations regarding
the property to impose a charge for its use.

Where the penalty for violations of regulations to be made by an
executive officer is prescribed by statute, the violation is not made a
crime by such officer but by Congress, and Congress and not such
officer fixes the penalty, nor is the offense against such officer, but

against the United States. (Same.)

[Light v. United States, 220 U. S., 523, syllabus.]

Congress may authorize an executive officer to make rules and regu-
lations as to the use, occupancy, and preservation of forests and such

authority so granted is not unconstitutional as a delegation of legis-
lative power. (Following United States v. Grimaud, 220 U. S., 506.)

At common law the owner was responsible for damage done by his

live stock on land of third parties, but the United States has tacitly
suffered its public domain to be used for cattle so long as such tacit

consent was not canceled, but no vested rights have been conferred on

any person, nor has the United States been deprived of the power of

recalling such implied license.

While the full scope of section 3, Article IV, of the Constitution has
never been definitely settled it is primarily a grant of power to the
United States of control over its property (Kansas v. Colorado, 206
U. S., 89); this control is exercised by Congress to the same extent that

an individual can control his property.
It is for Congress and not for the courts to determine how the public

lands shall be administered.

Congress has power to set apart portions of the public domain and
establish them as forest reserves and to prohibit the grazing of cattle

thereon or permit it subject to rules and regulations.
Fence laws may condone trespasses by straying cattle where the laws

have not been complied with, but they do not authorize wanton or

willful trespass, nor do they afford immunity to those willfully turning
cattle loose under circumstances showing that they were intended to

graze upon the lands of another.
Where cattle are turned loose under circumstances showing that the

owner expects and intends that they shall go upon a reserve to graze
thereon, for which he has no permit and he declines to apply for one,
and threatens to resist efforts to have the cattle removed and contends
that he has a right to have his cattle go on the reservation, equity has

jurisdiction, and such owner can be enjoined at the instance of the

Government, whether the land has been fenced or not.

Quaere, and not decided, whether the United States is required to

fence property under laws of the State in which the property is located.
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This court will, so far as it can, decide cases before it without
ence to questions arising under the Federal Constitution. (Silcr

Louisville & Nash. K. K.. L'l.'i U. 8., 175.)

[Shannon v. United States (C. C. A. Ninth Circuit), 100 Fed., 870.]

Where defendant drove large bands of cattle into a 320-acre
^

which was inclosed on three sides, but open on the side toward a'publ
forest reserve, knowing that there was no water in the pasture, and t h

it was insufficient to sustain the cattle, and that they must of neces-

sity drift onto the reserve for pasture and water, defendant could not
claim freedom from responsibility for the cattle trespassing on the
reserve because he at no time drove them there and because the reserve
was not inclosed.

The creation of a forest reserve severs the reserved land from the

public domain and appropriates it to public use, so that it is no longer
subject to the implied license to pasture on public lands.
The rules promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior regulating

the number of cattle and other live stock that may be pastured on a
forest reserve, and the manner in which the owners may obtain permis-
sion to use the reservation for that purpose, are reasonable and within the

powergranted by act of Congress of June 4, 1897, chapter 2 (30 Stat., 34
U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 1542), giving the Secretary of the Interior power
to make rules and regulations and establish such service as will insure
the objects of such reservations, namely, to regulate their occupancy
and use and to preserve the forests from destruction.
The Federal Constitution delegates to Congress the general power,

absolutely and without limitation, to dispose of and make all needful
rules and regulations concerning the public domain independent of the

locality of the land, whether situated in a State or Territory, the exer-
cise of which power can not be restricted in any degree by State legis-
lation.

Congress had no power to relinquish any of its jurisdiction over the

public domain by a compact with the state of Montana on admission
of the State into the Union, nor had the State any power to reserve any
such control.

Public lands in the State of Montana were not subject to the stock
and fence laws of the State, which were applicable only to lands sub-

ject to the State's dominion.
Where the United States brought suit to restrain the trespass of defend-

ant's cattle on a forest reserve, the fact that in such suit it acted in its

proprietary capacity and was subject to the ordinary rules of pleading,
practice, and laws applicable to the case did not operate as a waiver
of any of its sovereign rights to the land sought to be protected.

It was no defense to an injunction restraining defendant's use of a
United States forest reserve as a pasture that its issuance would impose
a grievous burden on him to restrain the cattle in his adjoining close,
it also appearing that he could relieve himself of such burden by restor-

ing a fence on one side thereof.

Substantially to the same effect as the foregoing was the earlier de-
cision in Dastervignes v. United States, by the Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit (122 Fed., 30). The two following paragraphs of

the syllabus of that case are of additional interest:

A bill filed by the United States to enjoin the pasturage of sheep in
a forest reservation, in violation of the regulations prescribed by the

Secretary of the Interior, alleged that the sheep pastured within the
reservation were committing great and irreparable injury to the public
lands therein and to the undergrowth, timber, and water supply. Affi-

davits filed in support of such allegations recited that the sheep of

defendants destroyed undergrowth, young and growing trees and seed-

lings, and ate and destroyed the roots of the vegetation and grasses,

leaving the ground bare and subject to disastrous washings by the rains,
to the irreparable injury of the reservation, Held, that such allegation
and showing constituted a sufficient ground for the granting of a prelimi-

nary injunction.
A bill by the United States against a number of defendants, to enjoin

them from pasturing sheep in a forest reservation, is not subject to the
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objection of misjoinder and multifariousness where it alleges that
defendants are pasturing two bands of sheep in the reservation and
contains no averments which show or indicate any separate or distinct

rights or different interests as between the several defendants.

An action of trespass is not maintainable as against one grazing unper-
mitted stock on private land, the exclusive use of which has been
waived by the owner, there being no authority in this department to
administer other than National Forest land. (1 Sol. Op., 544.)

MISCELLANEOUS TRESPASSES AND OTHER OFFENSES AGAINST THE
UNITED STATES.

A homestead entryman does not have the right to remove sand and
gravel from the land embraced in his unperfected entry for the purpose
of sale. (Litch v. Scott, 40 L. D., 467.)
Persons obstructing either ingress or egress to a National Forest over

trails constructed by the department, even over lands lying outside the
National Forests, may be proceeded against in trespass and by proceed-
ings for the removal of their fences and other obstructions. (1 Sol. Op.,
482.)
The willful and malicious cutting of Forest Service telephone lines

is punishable under section 60 of the Criminal Code of March 4, 1909,
and regulation 81 of the Use Book of 1908. (1 Sol. Op., 283.)
Forest officers are authorized under the act of February 6, 1905, to

make arrests for depredations on national monuments within National
Forests. (2 Sol. Op., 670.)
Persons injuring or defacing the Oregon Caves, which have been

reserved as a national monument, may be prosecuted under the criminal

provisions of the national monument act. (2 Sol. Op., 670.)
An affidavit of settlement, made by an applicant to enter agricul-

tural lands within a forest reserve, "under the act of June 11, 1906, as

required by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, was one
taken in a case in which a law of the United States authorizes an oath
to be administered, as provided by section 5392, Revised Statutes, and
was therefore a proper subject for prosecution for perjury. (United
States v. Nelson, 199 Fed., 464.)

FISCAL MANAGEMENT AND APPROPRIATIONS.

Agricultural appropriation act of May 26, 1910 (36 Stat., 416.)

[440] The Secretary of Agriculture for the fiscal year nineteen hun- Annual esti-

dred and twelve, and annually thereafter, shall transmit to the Secre-
mates

> etc -

tary of the Treasury for submission to Congress in the Book of Estimates
detailed estimates for all executive officers, clerks and employees below
the grade of clerk, indicating the salary or compensation of each, neces-

sary to be employed by the various bureaus, offices, and divisions of the

Department of Agriculture.

The agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1235. 1264) repeals the pro-
vision of the appropriation act of March 4, 1907 (34 Stat., 1256, 1270), requiring the sub-
mission to Congress of classified reports of the receipts and expenditures of the Forest
Service.

Agricultural appropriation act of May 23, 1908 (34 Stat., 251).

[260] That hereafter twenty-five per centum of all money received 25
.
Per cent of

from each forest reserve during any fiscal year, including the year end- ^JfTerritoriS
ing June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eight, shall be paid
at the

^end.
thereof by the Secretary of the Treasury to the State

or Territory in which said reserve is situated, to be expended as the
State or Territorial legislature may prescribe for the benefit of the

public schools and public roads of the county or counties in which the
forest reserve is situated: Provided, That when any forest reserve is in
more than one State or Territory or county the distributive share to

each from the proceeds of said reserve shall be proportional to its area
therein.
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Agricultural appropriation act of June 30, 1906 (34 Stat., 669).

Cooperative [6841;
* * * and hereafter all moneys received as contributions

consUtuk!"
S

spc^
towar(* cooperative work in forest investigations shall be covered int..

ciulfuml. the Treasury and shall constitute a special fund, which ia hereby
appropriated and made available until expended, as the Secretary of

Agriculture may direct, for the payment of the expenses of said investi-
Refunds to con- gations by the Forest Service and for refunds to the contributors of

amounts heretofore or hereafter paid in by them in excess of their

share of the cost of said investigations.

Advances
Held parties
fighting fires.

Agricultural appropriation act of May 23, 1908 (34 Stat., 251).

to [259]*
* * and hereafter advances of money under any appropria-or

tion for the Forest Service may be made to the Forest Service and by
authority of the Secretary of Agriculture to chiefs of field parties for

fighting forest fires in emergency cases, who shall give bond under such
rules and regulations and in such sum as the Secretary of Agriculture
may direct, and detailed accounts arising under such advances shall

be rendered through and by the Department of Agriculture to the Treas-

ury Department.

Agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1235).

Traveling ex-
[1265] That hereafter officers and employees of the Department

Agriculture transferred from one official station to another for perma-
nent duty, when authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture, may be
allowed actual traveling expenses, including charges for the transfer

Transportation of their effects and personal property used in official work, under such
of effects. rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Agri-

culture.

Agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat., 269).

Traveling ex- That hereafter, when officials and employees of the Department of
penses.

Agriculture are traveling on official business in the United States, they
may be allowed necessary railroad and steamboat fares, sleeping berth,
and stateroom on steamboats, livery hire and stage fare, and other means
of conveyance between points not accessible by railroad, but in lieu of

subsistence and all other traveling expenses they may receive a per
Per diem fixed diem allowance, to be fixed by the Secretary in each case, in addition

by Secretary. to their regular salaries, subject to such rules and regulations as the

Secretary of Agriculture may prescribe.
Street-car fares. That hereafter officials and employees of the Department of Agricul-

ture may, when authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture, receive
reimbursement for moneys expended for street-car fares at their official

headquarters when expended in the transaction of official business.

Agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1907 (34 Stat., 1256).

Forest revenues
[1270] That all money received after July first, nineteen hundred

Treasury
and seven

>
bY or on account of the Forest Service for timber, or from

any other source of forest reservation revenue, shall be covered into the

Treasury of the United States as a miscellaneous receipt and there is

hereby appropriated and made available as the Secretary of Agricul-
ture may direct out of any funds in the Treasury not otherwise appro-

Refunds, priated, so much as may be necessary to make refunds to depositors
of money heretofore or hereafter deposited by them to secure the pur-
chase price on the sale of any products or for the use of any land or

resources of the national forests in excess of amounts found actually due
from them to the United States.

Agricultural appropriation act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1235).

Refund amend-
^[1253] That so much of an act entitled "An act making appropria-

tions for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June

thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eight," approved March fourth, nine-
teen hundred and seven (Thirty-fourth Statutes at Large, pages twelve
hundred and fifty-six and twelve hundred and seventy), which pro-
vides for refunds by the Secretary of Agriculture to depositors of moneys
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to secure the purchase price of timber or the use of lands or resources
of the National Forests such sums as may be found to be in excess of

the amounts found actually due the United States, be, and is hereby,
amended hereafter to appropriate and to include so much as may be

necessary to refund or pay over to the rightful claimants such sums as

may be found by the Secretary of Agriculture to have been erroneously
collected for the use of any lands, or for timber or other resources sold

from lands located within, but not a part of, the national forests, or for

alleged illegal acts done upon such lands, which acts are subsequently
found to have been proper and legal; and the Secretary of Agriculture
shall make annual report to Congress of the amounts refunded here- *

under.

UNITED STATES REVISED STATUTES.

SEC. 3469. Upon a report by a district attorney, or any special Compromise of

attorney or agent having charge of any claim in favor of the United claims -

States, showing in detail the condition of such claim, and the terms

upon which the same may be compromised, and recommending that

it be compromised upon the terms so offered, and upon the recom-
mendation of the Solicitor of the Treasury, the Secretary of the Treas-

ury is authorized to compromise such claim accordingly. But the

provisions of this section shall not apply to any claim arising under the

postal laws.

Agricultural appropriation act of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat., 269).

GENERAL EXPENSES, FOREST SERVICE: To enable the Secretary of

Agriculture to experiment and to make and continue investigations
and report on forestry, National Forests, forest fires, and lumbering,
but no part of this appropriation shall be used for any experiment or

test made outside the jurisdiction of the United States; to advise the

owners of woodlands as to the proper care of the same; to investigate
and test American timber and timber trees and their uses, and methods
for the preservative treatment of timber; to seek, through investiga-
tions and the planting of native and foreign species, suitable trees for

the treeless regions; to erect necessary buildings: Provided, That the

cost of any building erected shall not exceed six hundred and fifty dol-

lars: And provided further, That no part of the appropriation made by
this act shall be used for the construction, repair, maintenance or use

of buildings or improvements made for forest-ranger stations within the

inclosed fields of bpna fide homestead settlers who have established

residence upon their homestead lands prior to the date of the estab-

lishment of the forest reservation in which the homestead lands are

situated, without the consent of the homesteader; to pay all expenses
necessary to protect, administer, and improve the National Forests; to

ascertain the natural conditions upon and utilize the National Forests;
and the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion, permit timber
and other forest products cut or removed from the National Forests,

except the Black Hills and Harney National Forests in South Dakota,
to be exported from the State, Territory, or the District of Alaska in

which said forests are respectively situated: Provided, That the exporta-
tion of dead and insect-infested timber only from said Black Hills and

Harney National Forests shall be allowed until such time as the Forester

shall certify that the ravages of the destructive insects in said forests

are
practically checked, but in no case after July first, nineteen hun-

dred and fourteen; to transport and care for fish and game supplied to

stock the National Forests or the waters therein; to employ agents,

clerks, assistants, and other labor required in practical forestry and in

the administration of National Forests, in the city of Washington and

elsewhere; to collate, digest, report, and illustrate the results of experi-
ments and investigations made by the Forest Service; to purchase law
book8

?
to an amount not exceeding five hundred dollars, necessary

supplies, apparatus, and office fixtures, and technical booka and tech-

nical journals for officers of the Forest Service stationed outside of

Washington; to pay freight, express, telephone, and telegraph charges;
for electric light and power, fuel, gas, ice

2 washing towels, and official

traveling and other necessary expenses, including traveling expenses
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for legal and fiscal officers while performing Forest Service work; and
for rent outside of the District of Columbia, as follows:

For salaries and field and station expenses, including the mainte-
nance of nursericH, collecting seed, and planting, necessary for the use,

maintenance, improvement, and protection of the National Forests
named below:
Absaroka National Forest, Montana, eight thousand two hundred

and thirteen dollars;

II ere follows an enumeration of all the National Forests, with the amounts appro-
priated for each; also certain provisions in the nature of permanent legislation, which
will be found under the appropriate headings.

For fighting forest fires and for other unforeseen emergencies, one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.

For the purchase and maintenance of necessary field, office, and labo-

ratory supplies, instruments and equipment, one hundred and fifty-
five thousand dollars;
For investigations of methods for wood distillation and for the pre-

servative treatment of timber, for timber testing and the testing of

such woods as may require test to ascertain if they be suitable for

making paper, and for other investigations and experiments to promote
economy in the use of forest products, one hundred and seventy thou-
sand dollars, and the Secretary of Agriculture shall investigate the
best methods of distillation of Douglas fir and other northwestern

species of fir and timber, and ascertain the yield of distillates of various

species, and the refining and commercial use of the distillates;
For experiments and investigations of range conditions within

national forests, and of methods for improving the range by reseeding,
regulation of grazing, and other means, twenty thousand one hundred
and eighty dollars;
For the purchase of tree seed, cones, and nursery stock, for seeding

and tree planting within National Forests, and for experiments and
investigations necessary for such seeding and tree planting, one hun-
dred and sixty-five thousand six hundred and forty dollars: Provided,
That the Secretary of Agriculture may procure such seed, cones, and
nursery stock by open purchase without^advertisements for proposals,
whenever in his discretion such method is most economical and in the

public interest, and when the cost thereof will not exceed five hundred
dollars;

For silvicultural, dendrological, and other experiments and investi-

gations independently or in cooperatior* with other branches of the
Federal Government, with States and with individuals, to determine
the best methods for the conservative management of forests and
forest lands, eighty-three thousand seven hundred and twenty-eight
dollars;
For market and other miscellaneous forest investigations, and for

collating, digesting, recording, illustrating, and distributing the
results of the experiments and investigations herein provided for,

thirty-one thousand three hundred and sixty dollars;
For the construction and maintenance of roads, trails, bridges, fire

lanes, telephone lines, cabins, fences, and other improvements neces-

sary for the proper and economical administration, protection, and
development of the National Forests, four hundred thousand dollars;

Provided, That no part of the money herein appropriated shall be
used to pay the transportation or traveling expenses of any forest

officer or agent except he be traveling on business directly connected
with the Forest Service and in furtherance of the works, aims, and
objects specified and authorized in and by this appropriation: Pro-
videdfurther, That no part of this appropriation shall be paid or used for

the purpose of paying for, in whole or in part, the preparation or publica-
tion of any newspaper or magazine article, but this shall not prevent the

giving out to all persons without discrimination, including newspaper
and magazine writers and publishers, of any facts or official informa-
tion of value to the public.
That an additional ten per centum of all moneys received from the

National Forests during the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and twelve, shall be available at the end thereof to be expended
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by the Secretary of Agriculture for the construction and maintenance of

roads and trails within the National Forests in the States from which such

proceeds are derived; but the Secretary of Agriculture may, whenever

practicable, in the construction and maintenance of such roads, secure
the cooperation or aid of the proper State or Territorial authorities in
the furtherance of any system of highways of which such roads may be
made a part.
In all, for general expenses, three million one hundred and seven

thousand two hundred and eighty-five dollars.

Not to exceed fifteen per centum of the total of all sums appropriated
under "General expenses, Forest Service," may be used in the discre-

tion of the Secretary of Agriculture as provided above under general
expenses for Forest Service for all expenses necessary for the general
administration of the Forest Service.

Total for Forest Service, five million three hundred and forty-three
thousand and forty-five dollars.

DECISIONS RELATING TO FISCAL MANAGEMENT, APPROPRIATIONS,
AND REFUNDS.

IN GENERAL.

Where judgments are recovered in actions for trespass on National

Forests, such amounts thereof as represent punitive damages, costs of

suit, or amounts to cover replanting are not such revenues of the Na-
tional Forests as are subject to the 25 per cent deduction for distribu-

tion to the states and territories in which the National Forest con-
cerned is located. (17 Comp. Dec., 688.)
A force employed in the District of Columbia to supervise and con-

trol the field work of employees engaged in making examinations,
surveys, etc., under the Weeks' forestry law of March 1, 1911, can not
be paid from the appropriation made by that act. (17 Comp. Dec., 780.)

Publications of advertisements affecting National Forests made by
supervisors or rangers pursuant to written instructions from the Forester,
issued under authority of the Secretary of Agriculture, specifying the

newspapers to be used are publications authorized by Revised Statutes,
section 3828. (13 Comp. Dec., 446.)
The withholding of moneys due a corporation by the United States

is not authorized as a set-off against the liability of such corporation
to the United States for indefinite profits arising out of a timber trespass
committed by another person. (15 Comp. Dec., 113.)

Costs adjudged against forest officers in the prosecution by them,
before a justice of the peace, of one arrested for setting a fire which
spreads to National Forest lands, are not chargeable against the United
States and cannot be paid from Forest Service appropriations. (Comp.
Dec. of May 6, 1912; 2 Sol. Op., 693.)

Expenses of Government officers in going, returning, and in attend-
ance on court, when sent away from the usual place of their duties, as

witnesses, for the Government, as the result of knowledge obtained in
the discharge of their official duties, are payable from the appropriate
appropriation of the department from which they are sent, and not from
the judicial appropriations for fees of witnesses. (12 Comp. Dec., 391;
see also 14 Comp. Dec. 80 and 516; 15 Id., 154, 298 and 757.)
Where authority is exercised by a special class of officers in the arrest

of persons for violations of the laws of the United States, all expenses
incident to such arrests are defrayed by the Government and paid out
of appropriations made for certain purposes, and not until prisoners
come into the custody of the United States marshal by virtue of a duly
recognized authority can it be said that a judiciary appropriation may
be available for the payment of such expenses.

(8 Comp. Dec., 127; 11 Id., 753; 15 Id., 602; 16 Id., 371; 17 Id., 566.)
When an offender is arrested by a forest officer for violation of the for-

estry laws or regulations and taken before a United States Commissioner,
the liability of the judiciary appropriations would commence with the

complaint and warrant; but in no case would such appropriations be
liable for any fees or expenses of the forest officer where it is his duty
to aid in the detection, prosecution, and punishment for violations of

such laws and regulations. (14 Comp. Dec., 113.)
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The appropriation for general expenses of the Forest Service can not

be used to pay for the support of a prisoner confined in a State jail for

violation of the rules and regulations relating to the forest reserves
under a commitment issued by United States Commissioner. Such
payments are chargeable to the judiciary appropriation. (14 Comp.
Dec., 113.)
The

appropriation
for the general expenses

of the Forest Service
can not be used to pay an impounding fee under a village ordinance
for horses of the Government taken up and impounded by the village
authorities. (1 Sol. Op., 642.)
A forest officer keeping a privately owned automobile for official busi-

ness cannot receive compensation for carrying another forest officer in
the car, both being on an official trip. (2 Sol. Op., 782.)

GENERAL EXPENSES.

The expense of transporting horses of employees of the Forest Service,
needed in the performance of their official duties, is payable from the

appropriation for general expenses. (1 Sol. Op., 350.)
The expenses of identification and eradication of poisonous plants

within the National Forests may be paid from general expenses under
the appropriation for 1910. (1 Sol. Op., 199.)
The fire-fighting fund provided under general expenses in the act of

March 4, 1911, is available for paying the cost of repairs to a vehicle

unavoidably damaged while under hire to the Forest Service for con-

veying men to a forest fire, with the express agreement to be respon-
sible for damages. (2 Sol. Op., 740.)

Salaries of stream gangers working under cooperative agreement with
the Geological Survey are payable from the appropriation for general
expenses of the Forest Service. (2 Sol. Op., 719.)

Telephone lines consisting of insulated wire laid upon the ground
and temporarily used in one part of the forest and then removed and
used in the same way in another part should be charged, under general
expenses, for the "purchase and maintenance of all necessary field

'

T

supplies," etc. (1 Sol. Op., 651.)
Labor employed in constructing such lines should be paid for from

the appropriation for general expenses, as a field expense of the par-
ticular forest. (1 Sol. Op., 651.)

Expenses of a forest officer in attending, in his official capacity, the
examination or trial of a person charged with violation of the laws

relating to timber trespass on National Forests are payable from the

general expenses for the Forest Service. (1 Sol. Op., 383.)
The appropriation for the construction and maintenance of roads,

trails, bridges, etc., in the appropriation act of August 10, 1912, is not

exclusive, but is interchangeable with the item for general expenses
"to pay all expenses necessary to protect, administer, and improve the
National Forests." (Solicitor to his Assistant at San Francisco, Sept.
7, 1912.)

IMPROVEMENTS.

Enlargement and improvement of ranger stations. See under "Operation," page 17

The installation for the first time of bathroom fixtures in the Fort
Valley experiment station, in the same manner as similar fixtures are

usually installed in the ordinary city house, are not repairs in the

meaning of the appropriation act. (2 Sol. Op., 768.)
Fruit trees, grapevines, and rose bushes purchased for planting on

ranger stations can not be paid for out of any appropriation for the
Forest Service made in the appropriation act of 1911. (1 Sol. Op., 556.)

FIRE-FIGHTING FUND.

Fees of an employment agency for services in securing fire fighters
may be paid from the appropriation for fighting forest fires and other
unforeseen emergencies. (1 Sol. Op., 349.)
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REFORESTATION.

The appropriation for the year 1911 of $166,640 "For silvicultural

and other experiments," etc., is available, in the discretion of the

Secretary, for allotment to the various forests, not for experiments and

investigations merely but to carry on the work of reforestation. The
amounts allotted may be used cumulatively with the amounts author-

ized in the appropriations for the various forests by name. (2 Sol.

Op., 705.)

SUPPLIES.

Supplies ordered under annual contracts for one fiscal year, but not
delivered in that year, may be paid for at prices fixed by the contracts

out of the appropriations for the succeeding year. (1 Sol. Op., 311.)
If the need for ordering wire existed in the fiscal year 1910, and the

contract in question was properly made under the appropriation^ for

that year, the purchase price may be paid from that appropriation,
even though the wire was not delivered until the next annual appro-
priation has become effective, and it can not be put to physical use
until some tune in the next fiscal year. (Same.)

REFUNDS.

The refund provision in the agricultural appropriation act of March
4, 1907, contemplates cases of sales of National Forest products and
does not apply to erroneous or excess collections for trespass on Na-
tional Forest lands or to erroneous collections for products of lands not
a part of the National Forests. (17 Comp. Dec., 204.)
No refund can be made, under the act of March 4, 1907, of money

paid for timber cut in the construction of an irrigation ditch under

permit from the Forest Service, pending approval of maps filed with
the Secretary of the Interior, even though the lands affected have been
eliminated from the National Forest. (2 Sol. Op., 676.)
Where a timber sale contract expired by limitation before all the

timber paid for was cut, the right to damages, either actual or liqui-

dated, became vested in the United States, and could not be waived
or released by any officer of the Government. If, in such case, the
.contract provided for liquidated damages, or if the United States sus-

tained actual damages by reason of the breach, and the amount de-

posited did not exceed the sum of the purchase price of the timber cut
and removed plus the amount of such damages, then no refund could
be made. (Case of Orleans Longacre, Comp. Dec., Dec. 27, 1911.)
The provision in a timber-sale contract that "all moneys paid or

promised under this agreement" shall become the property of the
United States "as liquidated damages and not as a penalty," on the
failure of the purchaser to fulfill "all and singular" the numerous re-

quirements of the contract, some of which are comparatively trivial

and if broken can result in little damage, is, in legal substance and
effect, a provision for a penalty, and a refund can be made where money
has been deposited in excess of the actual damages suffered. (2 Sol.

Op., 831.)
The provision in timber-sale Form 202 that refunds will be made

"only at the discretion of the Forester, except when the amount of

such deposits is more than the value of the timber on the cutting area
covered by /this agreement," does not empower the Forester to make
refunds without limitation and without reference to the damages
which may accrue to the Government by a breach of the contract.

(2 Sol. Op., 831.)
t

Where an applicant for a timber-sale contract deposits money to
cover the cost of advertising the sale, and dies before submitting a bid,
the deposit may be regarded as made uto secure the purchase price
on the sale

"
of forest products, and may be refunded to his legal repre-

sentatives after deducting any expense incurred by the United States
in consequence of the application. (Case of C. W. Dutrow, Comp.
Dec., Dec. 27, 1911.)

66777 13 6
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releasedWhere timber unlawfully cut is seized and subsequently
to the trespasser on payment of its value and his agreement to clean

up the cut-over area, the transaction amounts to a sale on conditi

subsequent, and on his failure to perform the condition the money, 1

dunuiges caused by the breach, may be refunded under the act ofM
4, 1907, and the trespassers be held liable for the trespass. (1

Op., 355.)
The amended refund provision contained in the act of March 4, 19

being clearly remedial in character, is retrospective in its operatix

(2 Sol. Op., 685; Comp. Dec., Dec. 27, 1911.)

Moneys erroneously collected on account of a special-use permit to

occupy lands listed under the act of June 11, 1906, could not be re-

funded under the act of March 4, 1907 (34 Stat.. 1256), but may be
under the retroactive amendment contained in the appropriation act
of March 4, 1911. (2 Sol. Op., 685; Comp. Dec., Dec. 27, 1911.)
Where by mistake the amount agreed upon in settlement of a tres-

pass by boxing for turpentine is twice paid, the excess payment may
be refunded under the amending provision contained in the appro-
priation act of March 4, 1911, as "money erroneously collected for the
use of any lands." (Case of C. J. Conger, Comp. Dec., Dec. 27, 1911.)

Moneys collected for a trespass in cutting timber from an unper-
fected homestead claim can not be refunded under the amending act

merely because final proof has since been made and final certificate

issued. If the cutting was in fact illegal when done, the subsequent
proof and issuance of certificate does not satisfy the statutory require-
ment that the act be "subsequently found to have been legal and

proper." (Case of Haney, Comp. Dec., Dec. 27, 1911.)
Where it is found that money has been collected in excess of the sum

properly assessable for cutting timber on National Forest land, the
excess maybe refunded as

"
erroneously collected for the use of any

lands." (Case of Lopez, Comp. Dec., Dec. 27, 1911.)

Money collected under a timber-sale contract for timber supposed
to have been cut from National Forest land, but afterwards found to

have been cut from private land, may be refunded to the owner of the
land under the amending act. (2 Sol. Op., 743.)
No refund can be made to a special-use pasture permittee for depriva-

tion of use by a mere trespasser who removes his fence and grazes part
of the land. (1 Sol. Op., 662.)

Unliquidated damages due on account of a trespass can not be set off

against moneys in the hands of the Government which should be re-

funded under the act of March 4, 1907. (2 Sol. Op., 355.)
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Game laws, State, application on forest reserve 7

protection, cooperation for (35 Stat. L., 251) 15

refuges, authorizations 14
General Grant National Park, rights of way for public uses (31 Stat L.

, 790) 53-54
Land Office, Commissioner, authority and duties in regard to coal and

desert lands (R. S. 2351; 19 Stat. L., 377) 47

Geological Survey, authority to examine lands for Secretary of Agriculture
(36 Stat. L., 961) 10

Glanders, mallein test, payment of cost unauthorized 18
Grand Canon game refuge, authorization (34 Stat. L., 607) 14

Gravel deposits, not subject to entry under mining laws, decision 40

removal from public lands, decision 75

Grazing, National Forests, decision applicable 63

regulations (30 Stat. L., 35) 62-63

trespasses, decisions, penalties, etc 72-75

Harney National Forest, timber use, restriction 77

Hay, selling from mining claim 37

Heirs, homestead claims 22, 24, 28

Highways over public lands, right of way (R. S., 2477) 51

reconstruction for accommodation of railroads, burden of expense
(18 Stat. L., 482) 51
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Highways, right of way, power of Secretary of Interior (30 Stat. L.
, 1214) 51

See also Roads.

Hog raising in lieu of cultivation on homestead entry, decision 30

Homestead claim not impaired by placer claim (R. S., 2331) 36

claims, protection from forest-reserve constructions (37 Stat. L., 269) 17

timber cutting rights, decisions 70

entries, abandoned, revert to United States 23
in forest-reserves act, 1906 (34 Stat. L.

, 233) 30-32
National Forests, validating, act, 1911 (36 Stat. L., 1084) ... 25

second, and desert-land (36 Stat. L., 896) 26

lands, transfer (R. S., 2288) 21

laws, decisions 27-30

provisions affecting Forest Service work, etc 21-30

rights on mineral lands, small areas in subdivision (R. S., 2331) 36

persons entitled to (R. S., 2289) 21, 22

settlers, sale of dead and down timber at cost authorized (37 Stat.

L., 269) 60

three-year, law (37 Stat. L., 123) 24-26

Homesteads, enlarged, in certain States 27
not subject to prior debts 23

Horses, Government," impounding fee, decision : . . . 80

rangers', mallein test, payment of cost 18

transportation, appropriation liable for, decision 80

Hunting, permission by custom (30 Stat. L., 11)

Hydroelectric power rights of way, decisions 57

Idaho, desert-land laws 46-49
forest reserves, changes, control (34 Stat. L., 1256) 5

increase forbidden (36 Stat. L.
, 847) 9

school lands, timber cutting, decision 49

Impounding Government horses, fee, decision 80

"Incorporated company
"
denned, decision 44

Indian allotments in National Forests, act 1910 (36 Stat. L., 855)

lands, free homesteads opened to settlement

reservations, references to 27, 58
Indians entitled to allotments in National Forests (36 Stat. L., 855) 58
Infant children, homestead claims (R. S., 2292) 22

Injuries, employees', compensation, acts 15-16

for, time limit (35 Stat. L., 556) 15

reports (35 Stat. L., 556)
Insane settlers, homestead claim 27
Interior [Agriculture], Secretary, authority to make regulations governing tim-

ber cutting (26 Stat. L., 1093) . 65

regulate timber cutting in min-
eral districts (20 Stat. L., 88) . . 64-65

rent or lease mineral springs (30
Stat. L., 908) 41

authorization under timber-culture law (26
Stat. L., 1093) 26

permit of free use of timber and stone (30

Stat.L., 11) 7

power to provide protection of forests from

depredations (30 Stat. L.
, 11) 6

regulations for protection of forest reserves
from fire (30 Stat. L., 11) 6

Department, control of forest reserves, transfer to Agriculture Depart-
ment (33 Stat. L., 628) 5

power to determine mineral character of railroad-grant
lands, decision 50

powers and duties in regard to mining locations, deci-
sions 38

Secretary, and Secretary of Agriculture, joint circular on claims to

lands in National Forests (39 L. D., 374) 20-21

approval of irrigation plans (26 Stat. L., 1095)
rights of way, decision 56

railway right of way (18 Stat. L., 482) . . 52

surveys of right of way of roads (30 Stat. L.,

1214) . 51
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Interior, Secretary, authority in regard to Indian allotments (36 Stat. L., 855). . 58

rights of way for electric power 57
to extend time of final proof 49

grant railroad rights of way, decision 57

rights of way through National reserva-
tions (31 Stat, L. 790). . 53-54

to power plants (29 Stat.

L., 120) 53

to powei
L., 120,

withhold right of way in National park 57

jurisdiction, etc., over ruins and other American antiqui-
ties 13

member of Forest Reservation Commission 10

opening agricultural forest lands to entry 31

power over rights of way within reservations, decisions 55-56
thdrawals of land to Congr

Investigations, forest, appropriation act, 1912 (37 Stat. L., 269) 77-78
report of withdrawals of land to Congress (36 Stat. L.

, 847) . . 9
***, ^^M, ,, *vv.st, appropriation act, 1912 (37 Stat. L., 269) 77-78

Irrigation companies, rights of way over public lands, decision 55-56

ditches, canals, etc., construction through public lands, time limit

(26 Stat. L., 1095) 53
limitations of use (26 Stat. L.

, 1095) 53
construction by individuals and corporations, requirements

(26 Stat L., 1095) 53

cooperation of entrymen (26 Stat. L.
, 1095) 47

right of way through National reservations, permissive (31
Stat. L., 790) 53-54

western lands, reservation by Federal
Government (26 Stat. L., 271) 52

plans, filing before entry of desert land, requirements (26 Stat. L.,

1095) 47

requirements, desert land entries, decision 49

reservoir, fishing privileges, decision 57

rights of way, decisions 56-57

subsidiary uses (30 Stat. L., 404) 53

through public lands (26 Stat. L., 1095) 52-53

Judiciary appropriation, liability for expenses of arrests, prisoners, etc., deci-

sions 79, 80

Jurisdiction, antiquities, ruins, etc 13
forest reserve (36 Stat. L., 961) 11
State (30 Stat. L., 11) 7

Kansas National Forest, note . . 9

Kidding charges, National Forests, authority to collect, decision 63
Kinkaid Act, cultivation requirements excepted 25

Labor, construction of telephone lines, decision 80

Laboratories, forest, supplies, equipment, etc., appropriations, 1912 77, 78

Lambing charges, National Forests, authority to collect, decision 63

Land, abandoned, reverts to United States 23, 25

claims procedure (39 L. D., 374, 436, 446, 458) 18-21

Department, action on electric power rights of way 57

jurisdiction after purchase, decision 45

powers and duties, decisions 38

entries, limitations of acreage 23, 26

laws, limitation of acres, list of statutes 49

Office, General, authority and duties of Commissioner in regard to coal

and desert lands (R. S., 2351; 19 Stat. L., 377) 43

officers, action in claims to land in National Forests (39 L. D.
, 374)

procedure in land-claims cases, instructions for (39 L. D.
, 458) . . . 18-19

purchased, jurisdiction of Land Department after final payment, decision 45

purchases, forest reservation, report to Congress (36 Stat. L., 961)

sales, duty of register of land office (20 Stat. L.
, 89) 44-45

unreserved, National Forests, law governing (20 Stat. L., 88) 64

Lands, agricultural, listing, decisions 32

National Forests, provision for homestead entry (34 Stat.

L., 233) 30-33

segregation, authority of Secretary of Agriculture (37 Stat.

L., 269)
32
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Lands, breaking inclosures, stock trespassing, etc. ^penalties 67-68

claims, homestead, agricultural, etc., provisions for 18-59
donations to State, exemption from entry under mining laws (27 Stat.

L.,458} 36

fencing, laws governing (23 Stat. L., 321) 65-67

forest, exchange
See also Lien,

forest reserve, administration, and division into specific National Forests

(36 Stat. L.,961) 11

listed, remain in forests until patented 32

mineral, reservation (R. S., 2318) 33
not subject to homestead entry, decisions 27-28

ownership and control by Federal Government (Light V. U.S., 220 U. S.,

523).. 5

producing natural timber not desert, decision 49

purchase for protection of navigable streams (36 Stat. L., 961) 10-12
reserves to maintain navigation (36 Stat. L., 961)

removal of sand and gravel, decision
reservation for forests, Executive order as against right to purchase, de-

cision

school. See School lands.

timber and stone, contract sale before final proof violation of law, de-
cision

title, cooperation of Secretary of Agriculture and Attorney General to

secure (36 Stat. L., 961) 1

withdrawals, act to authorize (36 Stat. L., 847) 8-9

by President (36 Stat. L., 847) 8-9
withdrawn by President, power permits, procedure, decision 57

Lantern slides, forest reserve, sale (34 Stat. L., 1256) 17

Law books, purchase, appropriation, 1912 (37 Stat. L., 269)
"Lawful filing" selections for exceptions irom National Forests, decision .51

Leasing lands adjacent to mineral springs, power of Secretary of Interior (30
Stat. L., 908) 41

Leaves, absence (35 Stat. L., 251) 15
Lieu selections, approval of application date of perfected selection, decision.. . 50

for school lands, decisions 50, 71

repeal of act of 1897 (33
Stat. L., 1254) 50

timber cutting, prohibition
unmarked, no bar to adverse settlement claims, decision

Liquor, selling on mining claim 37
Lode claims. See Mining Claims.

defined, decision 39

Logs, cabin, sale 17

Mallein test, payment for, not authorized

Map, railroad route, filing, no vested right acquired, decision 56

right of way, approval, status

Maps, canal construction through public lands, filing (26 Stat. L., 1095) 53
forest reserve, sale (34 Stat. L., 1256) 17

railway lines, filing (18 Stat. L., 482)
Married woman, homestead entry 23, 27

Medical examinations, employees' compensation (35 Stat. L., 556) 16
Medicinal waters, control *

Michigan, National Forests,exchange of lands 9

Mill sites, patents, requirements (R. S., 2337) 36
decisions 41

Mineral exploration and acquisition, privileges on lands withdrawn (36 Stat. L.,

847) 8

land, reservation (R. S., 2318)

lands, land officers' duties regarding timber cutting (20 Stat. L., 88). . 64-65

patent, procedure for obtaining (R. S.
, 2325) 24-25

railroad grant, status, decision 50
sale (R. S .

, 2319) 33

segregated in subdivision, homestead rights to small areas (R. S.,

2331) 36

timber cutting, decisions 69

ties, etc. (20 Stat. L., 88) 64-65
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ineral springs, authority of Secretary of Interior to rent or lease (30 Stat. L.,

908) 41

waters, control 8, 41

Minerals, reservation to owner selling land for forest reserve (36 Stat. L., 961). . 11

Miners, right to make regulations (R. S., 2324) 34

Mines, claimant, requirements (R. S., 2325) 34-35
locators' rights (R. S., 2322) 33-34
See also Mining.

Mining claims, annual labor, requirements (R. S. 2324) 34

conflicting, determination, decision 40

description, conformity to patented claims, etc. (R. S., 2327).. 35

discovery, requirements for entry, decisions 38-40
electric rights of way over lands. 57

entry for foreign uses, decisions 38

expenditures required to secure patent
2

decision 40-41

improvements, requirements, etc., decisions 40-41
limitation of area (R. S., 2320, 2322) 33-34

liquor selling on 37

marking boundaries (R. S., 2323) 34

procedure for obtaining patent (R. S., 2325) 24-25

records, requirements (R. S., 2323) 34

rights of owners, decisions under mining laws 37-38
shares of delinquent co-owners, disposal (R. S., 2324) 34

timber-cutting rights, decisions 70
laws affecting Forest Service work 33-37

and administrative sites, National Forests 58
Black Hills Forest Reserve, limitation of homestead entry 31
decisions under 37-41

plants, rights of way in forest reserves (33 Stat. L., 628) 54

purposes, electric power rights of way, decisions 57
Minnesota National Forest, timber-sale provisions (35 Stat. L., 268) 9, 60

Minors, homestead claims (R. S., 2292) 22

Moneys, withholding, timber trespass case, decision 79

Montana, desert-land laws 46-49
forest reserves changes, control (34 Stat. L., 1256) 5

increase forbidden (36 Stat. L., 847) 9
school lands in National Forests, status, decision 49

Monuments, National Forests, depredations, decision, penalties, etc 75

See also Antiquities.

National Forest Reservation Commission, appointment and duties (36 Stat L.,

961) 10

expenses, provision and limitation

(36 Stat. L., 961) 12

report to Congress (36 Stat. L., 961). 10

Forests, appropriations, 1912 78
establishment in protection of stream watersheds (36 Stat. L.,

961) 11

See also Forests, National.

parks, rights of way for irrigation may be withheld 57

Navigable streams, protection of watersheds, cooperation of States in (37 Stat.

L., 269) 12

Navigation streams, maintenance 8, 10

Nebraska National Forest, authority of Secretary of Agriculture to furnish free

trees from nurseries (37 Stat. L., 269) 61

Nevada, desert-land laws 46-49

New Mexico, desert-land laws 46-49

.school lands in National Forests, status, decision 50

North Dakota, desert-land law 46-49

school lands in National Forests, status, decision. 49

Northern Pacific Railway, selections for exceptions from National Forests a

"lawful filing," decision - - - 51

unclassified odd sections within primary limit, de-

cision 50

Nurseries, forest, maintenance, appropriations, 1912 78

Nursery stock, Secretary of Agriculture authorized to furnish (37 Stat. L.
, 269) . . 61
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Oaths, administration, officers authorized, etc

false, homestead entries, amount to perjury
Occupancy and use* control in forest reserve (U. S. v. Grimaud, 220 U. S

Officers, authority to administer oaths

forest, duties in arrests and prosecutions 18

selection (33 Stat. L., 628)
Government, expenses as witnesses, decisions 79, 80

Official, special, for accident reports (35 Stat. L., 556) I <;

Oil lands, entry and patents under mining laws (29 Stat. L., 526)

Olympic National Forest, excepting clause, land entries, decision 30

Onyx deposits, requirements for entry as mining claim, decision

Operation, decisions 1 7-1 s

forest reserve 14-18

Oregon Caves, injuring or defacing, penalty 75
desert-land laws 46-49
forest reserve changes, control (34 Stat. L., 1256) 5

reserves, increase forbidden (36 Stat. L.
, 847)

National Forests, note 9

Parks, National, protection, procedure (33 Stat. L., 700) 68-69

Patent, homestead entry, regulations 22, 24

issues, desert lands, requirements (19 Stat. L., 377; 26 Stat. L., 1095). 46, 47, 48

land, cancellation for fraud, requirements, decision 46
mineral lands, procedure for obtaining (R. S .

, 2325) 34-35

Patents, land, suits to vacate (26 Stat. L., 1093) 26
mineral lands, evidence for establishment, etc. (R. S., 2332, 2337). . .

mining claims, conformity to survey (R. S.
, 2327) 35

requirements, decision 40-41
nonmineral lands, requirements (R. S.

, 2337) 36

subject to vested water rights (R. S., 2340) 52

surface, on coal lands (35 Stat. L., 844) 43
Paulina National Forest, note

Penalty, defacing or injuring caves in Oregon
embezzlement of United States property 68
false swearing, in purchase of timber or stone lands (20 Stat. L., 89, sec. 2) 44
fire and depredation (30 Stat. L., 11). ^

6
See also offense for which penalty is provided.

Per diem allowance in lieu of subsistence and traveling expenses (37 Stat. L.,

269) 76

Perjury, affidavit of settlement, forest-reserve lands, decision 75

penalty 68

Permits, examination of antiquities, ruins, etc

exploration, examination by field officer in charge 14
limitations and extension of time
termination at discretion 13

Personating United States officials or employees, penalty 68

Personnel, laws affecting 14-16
Petroleum lands, entry and patents under mining laws (29 Stat. L., 526) 37

Photographs, forest reserve, sale (34 Stat. L., 1256)
Physician's certificate, requirement in compensation for injury (35 Stat. L., 556) 16
Placer claim not perfected for first owner after transfer, decision

claims, conformity to surveys, etc. (R. S., 2331) 36

location, right of investigation by Land Department, decision ... 40

patents, procedure for obtaining (R. S.
, 2329) 35-36

subdivisions, limitation of area, etc. (R. S., 2329, 2330, 2331) .... 35, 36

Plants, trees, etc., imports, free (36 Stat. L., 11) 61
Power permit on land withdrawn by the President, decision 57

mining claim 38

plants, right of way (29 Stat. L., 120)

sites, withdrawal for lieu selections, decision 50
from railroad rights of way, decision 56

President, authority for preservation of American antiquities (34 Stat. L.
, 225) ... 12

to defeat selection of school lands by State, decision 50

destroy unlawful inclosures on public knds (23 Stat. L.,

321) 67

make withdrawals of public lands (36 Stat. L., 847)
order reserving lands for forests, effect on purchase, decision 45

power to change Executive orders on National Forests (30 Stat. L., 11). 5
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Prisoners' support, appropriation liable for, decisions 79, 80

Proof, desert-land entries, extension of time, conditions (35 Stat. L., 52) 48-49

irrigation requirements, decision 49

'failure

to submit at fixed time, decision 45
land entries, extension of time limit by Secretary of Interior 49

perty, forest reserve, legal provisions affecting 16-17

Government, sale 17

public, malicious destruction, penalty 68

Prosecution, duty of forest officer, limitation 18

Prospecting, limitations (30 Stat. L., 11) 7

Protest, definition in land claims 30

Pulp wood, exportation from Alaska (33 Stat. L.
, 628) 60

Purchase of timber and stone lands, individual examination required, decision. . 46
Purchaser of land, right of domain and alienation, decision 46

Race, no distinction in homestead claims (R. S., 2302) 24
Railroad lands, timber cutting, rights, decisions 70

right of way, decisions 56
status on National Forest 6

Railroad-grant lands, decisions 50-51
within primary limit not part of National Forests, decision . 50

Railroads, construction necessary to complete right of way, decisions 56

right of way in Alaska (30 Stat. L., 409) 55

power of Secretary of Interior (30 Stat. L., 1214) 51

through public lands (18 Stat. L.
, 482) 51

through National reservations, right of way (18 Stat. L., 482) 52
time limits for completion (18 Stat. L.

, 482) 52

Railway-station sites, use of public lands (18 Stat. L., 482) 51

Range investigations, appropriations, 1912 (37 Stat. L., 269) 78

Ranger stations, appropriations, 1912, limitations, etc. (37 Stat. L., 269) 77, 80

Rangers, forest, exemption from road service

horses, mallein test, payment of cost 18

Receipts, forest, 25 per cent to States and Territories (34 Stat L., 251) . '. 75

Receivers, procedure in land-claim cases, instructions for (39 L. D., 458) 18-19
Reclamation act, cultivation requirements excepted 25

Service, free use oftimber and stone, National Forests (33 Stat. L.,

706) 59
Reforestation expenses, appropriation, 1912, and decision 78, 81

Refund, abandoned timber-sale contract, decision 61

Refunds, decisions 81-82
to cooperative contributors (34 Stat. L.

, 669) 76

depositors using forest resources, etc. (34 Stat. L., 1256; 36 Stat.

L., 1235) 76-77

Registers, procedure in land-claim cases, instructions for (39 L. D., 458) 18-19

Relinquishments, homestead entries, references

Reservations, National, right of way for railroads (18 Stat. L., 482) 52
See also Forest reserves.

Reserves. See Forest reserves.

Reservoirs, construction, compensation for injury to private rights (26 Stat. L.,

1095) 53

Residence, homestead entries, decisions 29

Revenues, forest, covered into Treasury (34 Stat. L.
, 1256) 76

status of damages recovered in trespass cases, decision 79

Right of way, Alaska. Railroads, tramroads, and wagon roads, reference 55
as outlet for National forest timbers, provision for, decision 55
decisions 55-58
electric power, decision 57
for Government uses, decisions 55

irrigation 52, 53, 56-57

railroads, width (18 Stat. L., 482) 51
laws 51-55

special legislation granting, list of statutes 55

telegraph line, National Forest lands excepted, decision 58

through National reservations, licenses revocable (31 Stat. L.,

790) 54

timber and stone lands (20 Stat. L., 89) , 44

water, status. (R. S. 2339.)
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,Road, county, cooperation of Agriculture Secretary in construction

systems, State, cooperation with (37 Stat. L., 269) J7

Roads, appropriation from forest reserve receipts (37 fttat. L., 269) 17

construction, authorization and appropriation, 1912 77, 78, 79, 80
on unsurveyed public lands, operates as right of way,

decision 55
on mining claim not available to meet requirements for patent, deci-

sion 41

right of way in Alaska (30 Stat. L., 1409) 55

power of Secretary of Interior (30 Stat. L., 1214) 51

work, exemption of forest rangers 18

Robbery, United States property, penalty 68

Ruins, etc., permits for examination, excavation, etc 13

Sailors, homestead claims, special provisions 22, 24

Sale, timber. See Timber, sale.

Saline lands, subject to mining laws (31 Stat. L., 745) 36

springs, control

Salt deposits, patents, requirements (31 Stat. L., 745) 36
San Francisco Mountains Forest Reserve, relinquished entry, decision 30

Juan National Forest, note 9

Sand, removal from public lands, decision

School funds, use of fines from fire trespasses (36 Stat. L., 1099) 65

lands, decisions 49-50, 71

exemption from entry under mining laws (27 Stat. L., 548) 36
New Mexico, administration by Forest Service, decision 50
selection by State nullified by President's order, decision 50

Schools, public, maintenance in forest reserve, permission (30 Stat. L., 11)
share in receipts from National Forests 11, 75

Secretary of Agriculture, Interior, etc. See Agriculture, Secretary; Interior,

Secretary, etc.

Seed purchase for forest planting, appropriation, 1912

Seizures, antiquities, authorization 14

Sequoia National Park, rights of way for public uses, permissive (31 Stat. L.,

790) ...: 53-54
Settlement claim selected by railway company, decision 51

rights, time for filing (21* Stat. L., 140) 25
Settlers on forest lands prior to Jan. 1, 1906, additional entry right 31

privileges on forest reserves

protection from location of forest reserve constructions (37 Stat. L.
, 269) . 7, 17

rights on lands withdrawn (36 Stat. L., 847)
Shoshone National Forests, homestead laws 27
Siletz Indian Reservation, homesteads, references 27

Silviculture, laws relating to (31 Stat. L., 661) 59-62
Slate deposits, requirements for entry as mining claim, decision
Smithsonian Institution, relation to exploration of antiquities, ruins, etc 13

Secretary, authority over collections of antiquities 14

Soldiers, homestead claims, special provisions 22, 24

Solicitor, action in claims to land in National Forests (39 L. D., 374) 20
South Dakota counties excepted in homestead entries 31, 32

desert-land laws 46-49
school lands in National Forests, status, decision 49

Special agent, instruction for land claims 18-19

Special-use permits, refunds, decisions 82

Squatters on unsurveyed lands, decisions 28-29
Stanislaus National Forest, notes 9

State jurisdiction, civil and criminal (30 Stat. L., 11)

legislature, consent to sale of lands, requirement (36 Stat. L., 961) 10

States, authority for conservation of forests and water supply (36 Stat. L., 961). 10

cooperation for protection of watersheds of navigable streams (36 Stat.

L., 961; 37 Stat. L., 269) 10-12
in building roads and trails (37 Stat. L., 269) 17

jurisdiction in National Forests (36 Stat. L.
, 961) 11

share of forest receipts, paid by Secretary of Treasury 11, 75
Station expenses, appropriations, 1912 77-79

Stations, ranger, appropriations, 1912, limitations, etc. (37 Stat. L., 269) 77, 80

Stock, trespassing on public lands, etc., penalties 67-68
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Stolen property, receiving, penalty 68
Stone, building, land entry under placer mining laws (27 Stat. L , 548) 36

free use by U. S. Reclamation Service (33 Stat. L.
, 706) 59

limitations (30 Stat. L., 11) 7

lands, sale, laws (20 Stat. L., 89) 44-45
Stores, location on railroad right of way, legalizing occupancy 56
Stream gangers, cooperative work, salaries, decision 80

Streams, navigability, preservation (36 Stat. L., 961) 10

navigable, protection of watersheds (36 Stat. L.
, 961) 10-12

navigation rights, note 8

Street-car fares, allowance in transaction of official business (37 Stat. L., 269).. 76

Sundry civil appropriation act, 1890, extract 52

1897, extracts (30 Stat. L., 11) 5,6-8
1912, extract (37 Stat. L., 455) 25

Supervisors, forest, commutation of leave not authorized 18

Supplies, contract prices, decision 81

Survey corners, Government, destroying, penalty 68

Surveys, agricultural lands in forests, by Forest Service (32 Stat. L., 269) 32

Swearing, false, homestead entries, amounts to perjury 23

Telegraph lines, right of way, exception of National Forest lands, decision 58

through National reservations, permissive (31
Stat. L., 790) 53-54

Telephone line, construction over patented land, consent of land owner re-

quired, decision 55

cooperative construction, legal agreement 17

grant of free timber forbidden 17

lines, construction appropriation, 1912, and decision 78, 80
Forest Service, construction over public lands, no prior reser-

vation required, decision 55

cutting, decision, penalties, etc 75

right of way through National reservations, permissive (31
Stat. L., 790) 53-54

Territories, share of forest receipts, paid by Secretary of Treasury (Stat. L.,

251) ; 34, 75
Timber and stone lands, canceled entries, decision 46

cutting and removal, forest reservations (31 Stat. L., 661) 60
from unapproved selections of railroad grant lands unlawful,

decision 51

public knds, decisions 69-71

supervision required (30 Stat. L., 11) 7
dead and down, National Forests, sale to farmers, etc., at cost, author-

ization (37 Stat. L., 269) 60

insect-infested, exportations from National Forests (34 Stat.

L., 1256) 60
fire-killed and insect-infested, sale decisions 62
free grant to telephone line forbidden 17

use by settlers on forest reservations (31 Stat. L., 661) 60
United States Reclamation Service (33 Stat., L., 706) 59

limitations (30 Stat. L., 11) ; 7

land, reservation as National Forests (26 Stat. L., 1095) 5

lands, purchase from entryman, decision 46

sale, laws (20 Stat. L., 89) 44-45

preservation of existing claims (20 Stat. L., 89) 44
mineral districts, cutting allowed (20 Stat. L., 88) 64, 69

protection and use, purpose of forest reservation (30 Stat. L., 11) 6

public lands, cutting and removal (36 Stat. L., 1098) 63-64
use for agricultural and other purposes (26 Stat. L., 1093;

27 Stat. L., 444; 31 Stat. L., 1436) 65
reservation to owner selling lands for forest reserve (36 Stat. L., 961). . . 11

sale, provisions for (30 Stat. L., 11) 6

regulations (30 Stat. L., 11) 6

sales, advertisement by Secretary of Interior (31 Stat. L., 661) 59
California forest reserves, laws (34 Stat. L., 669) 60

emergency, on forest reservations (31 Stat. L.
, 661) 59

Minnesota National Forest, laws (35 Stat. L., 268) 60

private, on forest reservations (31 Stat. L., 661) 59
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Timber sales, refunds, decisions 81-82

selling from mining claims, decisions 37> 38
testing and treatment, appropriation, 1912 77 73
trespass act, 1878, extract (20 Stat. L., 88) '64
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The Secretary
* * *

may make such rules and regulations
* as will insure the objects of said reservations, namely, to

regulate their occupancy and use and to preserve the forests thereon
from destruction; and any violation of this act or such rules and

regulations shall be punished (by $500 fine or 12 months' imprison-
ment, or both) as is provided for in the act of June 4, 1888, amending
section 5388 of the Kevised Statutes of the United States. (Act of
June 4, 1897, 30 Stat,. 11.)
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REGULATIONS.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D. 0.

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the act of Congress of

February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628), amendatory of the act of Congress
of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11) ,

and by the act of Congress of March 4,

1911 (36 Stat., 1253), I, James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, do
make and publish the following regulations for the occupancy and
use of the National Forests for purposes of power development and

utilization, and for telephone, telegraph, and power-transmission
lines, the same to supersede all previous regulations for like purposes,
and to be of force and effect from the date of this order, and to

constitute a part of the Use Book.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official

seal at Washington, D. C., this 24th day of February, 1913.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.

WATER POWER, ACT OF FEBRUARY 15, 1901.

Reg. L-l. Preliminary power permits will allow the occupancy
of the lands of the United States within National Forests, hereinafter

called " National Forest lands," for the purpose of securing the data

required for an application for final permit and for such construc-

tion as may be necessary to preserve water appropriation during that

period. Final power permits will allow the occupancy and use of

such lands for the construction, maintenance, and operation thereon
of project works for the development, transmission, and use of power.

Preliminary or final permits for power sites of a total capacity in

excess of one hundred (100) horsepower will be granted, extended, and
renewed only by the Secretary of Agriculture, hereinafter called

" the

Secretary'." Permits for transmission lines (except such as are

included in a general power permit) will be granted, extended, and
renewed by the Forester. Permits for power sites of a total capac-

ity of one hundred (100) horsepower or less will be granted, ex-

tended, and renewed by the district forester. The Secretary alone

may revoke power permits.
Reg. L-2. Application for preliminary or final permits for occu-

pancy or use of lands of the United States should be submitted as

lollows :

For National Forest lands : To the district forester of the district

in which the lands are situated.

7
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For lands of the United States which are outside the National
Forests: To the local land office of the land district in which the
lands are situated (unless otherwise directed by the regulations of
the Department of the Interior).
For lands in part National Forest lands and in part lands of the

United -States outside the National Forests : In the same manner as
for National Forest lands, but the applicant shall also submit to the
local land office in the land district in which the lands outside the
National Forests are situated such maps and papers and copies
thereof as are required in the regulations of the Department of the
Interior.

Reg. L-3. Priority of consideration of applications for final

power permits shall be initiated in the order of filing complete appli-

cations, whether such applications be for preliminary permits as pre-
scribed in Regulation L-10 or for final permits as prescribed in

either Regulation L-ll or Regulation L-12. If a preliminary per-
mittee shall file such complete application for final permit before loss

of priority initiated by the application for preliminary permit, the

priority so initiated shall be maintained by the application for final

permit and be effective as of the date of the application for the pre-

liminary permit. Priority shall be maintained, however, only in so

far as the projects shown in the application for final permit are

within the approximate limits of diversion and discharge as shown in

the application for the preliminary permit. Priority initiated or

maintained by an application for final permit shall be lost if the

applicant fails to make the payment required and to return a duly
executed stipulation as prescribed in Regulation L-14 or in Regula-
tion L-15 within 90 days from a date fixed in the letter transmitting
such stipulation to him, unless a longer time is allowed by written

authority of the Secretary. Priority initiated by an application for

preliminary permit shall be lost (1) if the initial payment is not
made within 60 days of demand therefor, or (2) if the application
for final permit is not filed within the time required in the prelimi-

nary permit. Priority initiated or maintained by an application for

a permit shall be lost if the permit is revoked. No other applica-

tion, either preliminary or final, for a like use covering in whole or

in part the same or adjacent lands will be accepted from the per-
mittee whose priority is lost until the expiration of one year there-

after; and this restriction shall extend to transferees of the permittee,
and if the permittee is a corporation, to reincorporations representing
the same or associated interests, whenever in the judgment of the

Secretary a transfer or reincorporation has been effected for the pur-

pose or with the result of escaping the restriction of this regulation,
it being the intent of such restriction to leave open to other appli-
cants for a period of one year power sites upon which priorities have

lapsed as provided in this regulation.
Beg. L-4. Final permits will be issued only in case it appears

that the proposed occupancy and use will be in general accord with
the most beneficial utilization of the resources involved and con-

sistent with the public interest. No final power permit will be issued

if the works to be constructed thereunder will in any way interfere

with works operated or constructed or to be constructed under an

existing final power permit. No final power permit will be issued
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for the construction of works within an area covered by a prior pre-

liminary permit until after the filing of final application or the loss

of priority by the prior preliminary permittee. Applications for

final power permits involving in whole or in part the same lands will

be examined in order of their priority, but before the issuance of final

permit consideration may be given, in the discretion of the Secretary,
to the financial ability and business connections and affiliations of

the applicants. Successive preliminary permits may be issued coyer-
ing the same power site, but in each successive preliminary permit it

shall be specified that such permit is subordinate to all outstanding
prior permits and shall not adversely affect any rights thereunder.

Reg. L-5. The applicant must file the evidence of initiation of
water appropriation as in these regulations hereafter required/
Thereafter no protest against the issuance of a permit, if based

solely upon alleged lack of water rights, will be considered; nor, in

general, will any allegation that the time of beginning or comple-
tion of construction has been or is delayed by litigation over water

rights be accepted as a sufficient reason for granting any extension of

time. Wherever the approval of a local administrative board or com-
mission is a condition precedent to the right either to take and use

water for power purposes or to engage in the business of the genera-

tion, transmission, or distribution of power, certified evidence of such

approval must be filed with the district forester before a final permit
will be issued.

Keg. L-6. Unless sooner revoked by the Secretary, a final power
permit shall terminate at the expiration of 50 years from the date of

the permit. If, however, at any time not less than 2 or more than
12 years prior to the termination of the permit the permittee shall

formally notify the Secretary that he desires a new permit to occupy
and use such lands as are occupied and used under the existing per-

mit, and will comply with all then existing laws and regulations gov-

erning the occupancy and use of National Forest lands for power pur-

poses, the existing permit will be considered as an application for

such new permit.
Reg. L-7. The following terms, wherever used in these regula-

tions, shall have the meaning hereby in this regulation assigned to

them, respectively, viz :

"
Municipal purposes

" means and includes all purposes within

municipal powers as defined by the charter of the municipal corpo-

ration, where any such purpose is directly pursued by the municipal
corporation itself with the primary object of promoting the security,

health, good government, or general convenience of its inhabitants.
" Power business

" means the entire business of the applicant or

permittee in the generation, distribution, and delivery of power by
means of any one power system, together with all works and tangible

property involved therein, including freeholds and leaseholds in real

property.
" Power system

" means all interconnected plants and works for

the generation, distribution, and delivery of power." Power project
" means a complete unit of power development,

consisting of a power house, conduit or conduits conducting water

thereto, all storage or diverting or fore-bay reservoirs used in connec-

tion therewith, the transmission line delivering power therefrom,

7818313 2
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unit,any other miscellaneous structures used in connection with said unit

or any part thereof, and all lands the occupancy and use of which
are necessary or appropriate in the development of power in said

unit.
"
Project works " means the physical structures of a power project.

"
Construction of the project works " means the actual construc-

tion of dams, water conduits, power houses, transmission lines, or

some permanent structure necessary to the operation of the complete
power project, and does not include surveys or the building of roads
and trails, or the clearing of reservoir sites or other lands to be occu-

pied, or the performance of any work preliminary to the actual con-

struction of the permanent project works.
"
Operation period

" means the period covered by final permit
subsequent to the actual beginning of operation.

44

Survey-construction period
" means the period covered by pre-

liminary and final permits prior to the operation period.
44 Nominal stream flow " means the sum of (a) the flow determined

by averaging the values estimated for the natural mean flow for the
two-month (calendar) minimum-flow period in each successive five-

year period or major fraction thereof, and (b) the stream flow made
available from storage not by the project works.

44 Load factor
" means the ratio of average power output to maxi-

mum power output.
44 Total capacity of the power site

" means the continued product
of (1) the factor 0.08 ;* (2) the average effective head, in feet; (3)
the stream flow estimated to be available at the intake (in second-feet
and in amount not to exceed the maximum hydraulic capacity of the

project works considered as the sum of (a) the nominal stream flow

and (b) stream flow made available from storage by project works;
and (4) a factor not less than the average load factor of the power
system, representing the degree of practicable utilization of the
stream flow estimated to be available, and based on the extent of

fore-bay storage and the load factor of the power system.
44 Rental capacity of the power site

" means the capacity on which
the rental charges are based. Unless otherwise ordered by the Secre-

tary, it will be determined by making the following deductions from
the total capacity of the power site.

(a) Whenever power projects include water-conduit sites not

wholly on National Forest lands a deduction will be made from that

part of the total capacity of the power site which is due to the use
of the nominal stream flow. This deduction will be, in per cent, the
sum of (1) the product of the proportion of the average effective

head obtained from the dam by the per cent of submerged lands
below the flow line fixed by the average effective head that are not

Rational Forest lands, and (2) the product of the proportion of the

average effective head obtained from the water conduit (from intake
to tail-race outlet) by the per cent of the length of said conduit which
is not located on National Forest lands.

(b) Whenever power projects include reservoir sites not wholly
on National Forest lands a deduction will be made from that part
of the total capacity of the power site which is due to the use of
stream flow made available from storage by the project works. This

1 The factor 0.08 represents the horsepower at 70 per cent efficiency of a second-foot
of water falling through a head of 1 foot.
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deduction will be the per cent of the total area of the reservoir sites

that is not National Forest land.

(c) From the total capacity of the power site which remains after

deductions (a) and (&) have been made will be made a further de-

duction which, in per cent, shall be the product of the square of the

distance of primary transmission in miles and the factor of 0.001,

but in no case shall deduction (c) exceed 25 per cent.

Reg. L-8. The occupancy and use of National Forest lands (other-
wise than by transmission lines) under a preliminary or final power
permit for power sites of more than 100-horsepower total capacity

(except permits to municipal corporations for municipal purposes,
or for irrigation, or for temporary construction of project works as

in this regulation hereafter specified) will be conditioned on the pay-
ment in advance for each calendar year of a rental charge calculated

from the "
rental capacity of the power site," as defined in Regula-

tion Lr-7, at the following rates per horsepower per year, unless

otherwise ordered by the Secretary :

For the unexpired portion of the calendar year and for the first full

calendar year of the survey-construction period, and similarly for the

operation period $0. 10
For the second full calendar year of each of said periods . 20
For the third year . 30
For the fourth year .40
For the fifth year . 50
For the sixth year .60
For the seventh year . 70
For the eighth year . 80
For the ninth year .90
For the tenth and each succeeding year 1. 00

The occupancy and use of National Forest lands by transmission

lines, except only where such lines are owned and operated by a

municipal corporation for municipal purposes, or are part of a power
project under permit, or are to be used temporarily in the construc-

tion of project works under permit issued to the same permittee, will

be conditioned on the payment in advance for each calendar year of
a rental charge of five dollars ($5) for each mile or fraction thereof,
unless otherwise ordered by the Secretary.
The rental charges on account of a preliminary power permit will

be calculated from the rental capacity of the power site as estimated

by the Secretary at the time of granting such permit. The rental

charges on account of a final power permit will be calculated from the
rental capacity of the power site as estimated by the Secretary at
the time of granting said final permit, provided that said estimated
rental capacity may be adjusted by the Secretary (a) to provide for

changes made during construction, (&) annually to provide for

changes in ownership of lands in reservoir sites and on water-conduit

lines, and for changes in length of primary transmission, (c) to pro-
vide for changes in nominal stream flow whenever such flow is in-

creased or decreased because of additional storage or otherwise; or

(d) whenever not less than ten (10) years after the determination of
the last preceding estimated value thereof, the permittee shall apply
for or the Secretary give notice of a redetermination of the rental

capacity of the power site.

The first payment by every permittee shall be the charge for a full

year, but any excess of said payment over the pro rata charge for the
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unexpired portion of the calendar year in which the permit is issued
\vill be credited to the permittee as a part of his payment for the first

full calendar year.
All payments made for the survey-construction period will be

credited to the permittee for the cancellation of charges as they be-

come due in the operation period.
No rental charge will be made for the occupancy and use oi

National Forest lands under a preliminary or final power permit
(except as hereinbefore provided for transmission lines) authorizing
such occupancy and use by municipal corporations for municipal
purposes, or by other permittees for irrigation as auxiliary to irri-

gation works owned and operated by the permittees, or for the tem-

porary development of power to be used in the construction of per-
manent project works under permit issued to the same permittees.
Whenever a power project is not used exclusively for the purposes
above named, such a proportional part of the full schedule charge
for any calendar year will be credited to the permittee as the power
developed by the project works and used for the purposes above
named bears to the total output of the project works for said year.
All amounts so credited will be applied to the cancellation of charges
as they may thereafter become due.

If all or any part of the amounts due for rental charges as required
in the preliminary permit shall, after due notice has been given, be
in arrears for 60 days, then and thereupon the preliminary permit
shall terminate and be void without revocation by the Secretary. If
all or any part of the amounts due for rental charges, as required
in the final permit, shall, after due notice has been given, be in arrears

for six months, then and thereupon the final permit shall terminate
and be void and will be formally revoked by the Secretary.
At any time not less than 10 years after the issuance of final permit

or after the last revision of rates of rental charges thereunder, the

Secretary may review such rental rates and impose such new rental

rates as he may decide to be reasonable and proper: Provided, That
such rental rates shall not be so increased as to reduce the margin of

income (including appreciation in land values) from the power proj-
ect under premit, over proper actual and estimated expenses (includ-

ing reasonable allowance for renewals and sinking-fund charges) to

an amount which, in view of all the circumstances (including fair

development expenses and working capital) and risks of the enter-

prise (including obsolescence, inadequacy, and supersession) is un-

reasonably small, but the burden of proving such unreasonableness

shall rest upon the permittee.
The decision of the Secretary shall be final as to all matters of fact

upon which the calculation of the capacities or rentals depends.
Beg. L-9. All applications for power permits, whether prelimi-

nary or final, to occupy and use National Forest lands under these

regulations shall be filed with the district forester of the district in

which the lands are situated and shall, if the applicant be an indi-

vidual, contain a sworn statement that he is a citizen of the United
States. If the applicant is an association of citizens, the applica-
tion shall contain a sworn statement that each member is a citizen

of the United States. Associations must, in addition, submit their

articles of association
;
if there be none, the fact must be stated over

the signature of each member of the association.
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If the applicant is an incorporated company its application must
be accompanied by the papers below in this regulation specified :

(A) A copy of its articles of incorporation, duly certified to by
the officer of the State having custody of the original thereof.

(B) When a company is operating in a State other than that in

which it is incorporated, it must submit the certificate of the proper
officer of the State that it has complied with the laws of that State

governing foreign corporations to the extent required to entitle the

company to operate in such State.

(C) A true list, signed by the secretary, under the seal of the

company, showing the names and designations of its officers and
directors at the date of the filing of the items by this regulation

required.

Beg. L-10. All applications for preliminary permits to occupy
and use National Forest lands for the purpose of securing the data

required for an application for final permit for power projects of

more than 100 horsepower total capacity shall consist of the follow-

ing items (in addition to those specified in Regulation L-9), each
of which shall be dated and signed by the applicant :

(D) An application in triplicate, on Form 58.

(E) A map on tracing linen, and three print copies, cut to a uni-

form size and not larger than 28 by 40 inches and not smaller than
24 by 36 inches, with scale so selected as to show upon a single map
the power project or projects applied for, showing the approximate
location of the dams, reservoirs, conduits, power houses, and other

project works. The map shall show: For each reservoir site, the

distance and bearing of one extremity of the dam from the nearest

existing corner of the public survey and approximately the position
of the maximum flow line; and for each water-conduit line, the

distance and bearing of each terminus from the nearest existing
corner of the public survey and the approximate location of the

water conduit. If on unsurveyed land, the distances and bearings
may be taken from a permanent mark on some natural object or

permanent monument that can be readily found and recognized.

(F) Estimates in triplicate for each power project of (1) the

total average effective head to be utilized, and the per cent thereof to

be obtained from dam and water conduit, respectively; (2) the

stream flow, and the per cent thereof to be made available from

storage by the project works and by other works, respectively;

(3) the area to be flooded by back water from the diversion dam;
(4) the length of the proposed water conduit (from intake to tail-

race outlet) ; (5) the area and available capacity of each proposed
storage reservoir; (6) the probable load factor of the power system;
and (7) the distance, in miles, of proposed primary transmission.

These estimates should be accompanied by complete statements in

detail of all data on which they are based, including stream measure-

ments, rainfall, stream flow and evaporation records, drainage areas,

probable points of delivery of power, and any other pertinent
information.

(G) A duly certified copy of such notice or application, if any,
as is required to be posted or filed, or both, to initiate the appropria-
tion of water under the local laws. This notice or application should

provide for use, by the applicant for a power permit or by his
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predecessors, of sufficient water for the full operation of the project
works.

Application must be made for the occupancy and use of such
lands for a definite, limited period only, which period will allow a
reasonable time for the preparation and filing of the final applica-
tion as prescribed in Regulation L-ll. The time prescribed in the

preliminary permit may upon application be extended by the Sec-

retary if the completion of the final application has been prevented
by unusual climatic conditions that could not reasonably have been
foreseen or by some special or peculiar cause beyond the control of

the permittee.
An application for a preliminary power permit shall not be com-

plete until every map or paper required by Regulation L-9 and by
this regulation shall have been filed in the form prescribed.

Reg. L-ll. All applications for final permits to occupy and use

National Forest lands for power projects of more than 100 horse-

power total capacity shall consist of the following items (in addi-

tion to those specified in Regulation L-9) :

(D) An application in triplicate on Form 60.

(E) Maps of location and plans of structures on tracing linen, with

three print copies cut to uniform size not larger than 28 by 40 inches

and not smaller than 24 by 36 inches, with graphical scale not less

than 6 inches in length drawn thereon. Separate sheets shall be

used for maps of location whenever the whole survey can not be

shown upon a single sheet.

(1) The following maps and plans shall be sumbitted for each

reservoir that will be a part of the power project or projects applied
for: (a) A contour map of each reservoir site, dam, and dam site

on a scale of not more than 400 feet to the inch, with a contour in-

terval of not more than 10 feet. The contour map for each reservoir

site shall show the high-water flow line and in case the reservoir is

to be used in whole or in part for diversion purposes, the flow line

fixed by the estimated average effective head, and also a table of areas

and capacities for each flow line and each contour line, (b) Across
section of each dam site along the center line of the proposed dam,
with a graphical log properly located thereon of each boring, test

pit, or other exploration, and a brief statement of the character and

dip of underlying material, (c) Plans, elevations, and cross sections

of the dams, showing spillways, sluiceways, or sluice pipes, and other

outlet works; and also a statement of the volume of the dam, the

character of the materials used, and the type of construction.

(2) The following maps and plans shall be submitted for the

entire length of each water conduit, from intake to tailrace outlet,

that will be a part of the power project or projects applied for:

(a) A contour map and profile of the entire water-conduit location

on a scale of not more than 400 feet to the inch, with contour interval

of not more than 10 feet. The contours shall cover either an area

of 100 feet in width on each side of the center line of the water
conduit or a difference in elevation of at least 25 feet above and below
the grade line of the conduit. This map shall show the transit line

of the survey and the center line of the proposed final location of

the water conduit, including curves between tangents. This map
shall also show what sections of the water conduit will be in flume,

ditch, tunnel, pipe, etc., and the grade of each section. (5) Plans,

I
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elevations, and cross sections of each type of water conduit, showing
material, dimensions; grades, flow line, and capacity and plans and
elevations of intake works and fore bays.

(3) A contour map on a scale of not more than 50 feet to the inch,
with a contour interval of not more than 5 feet, showing the proposed
location of the power house, other buildings, etc., shall be filed for
each power-house site that will be a part of the power project or

projects applied for. This map shall also state the proposed type
and estimated number and rated capacity of the water wheels and

generators to be used.

(4) A map of the survey of the proposed final location of the
center line of the transmission line, on a scale of not more than

1,000 feet to the inch, shall be filed for such portions of transmission
lines as are located upon National Forest lands.

(5) A general map of the entire power project or projects applied
for (except transmission lines), on such a scale that the entire survey
may be shown upon a single sheet; also a similar map showing the
entire primary transmission system.

(F) Copies of field notes in triplicate of the entire final location

survey of water conduits, and transmission lines, the exterior bound-
aries of power-house and reservoir sites, and all reference lines to

public-land corners.

(G) Estimates in triplicate for each power project of (1) the total

average effective head to be utilized, and the per cent thereof to be
obtained from dam and from water conduit, respectively; (2) the

stream flow, and the per cent thereof made available from storage

by the project works and by other works, respectively; (3) the area
to be flooded by the dam below the flow line fixed by the estimated

average effective head; (4) the length of the proposed water conduit

(from intake to tailrace outlet) ; (5) the area and available capacity
of each proposed storage reservoir; (6) the available storage capacity
of fore bays (or diversion pond) ; (7) the probable load factor of the

power system, and (8) the distances in miles of primary transmission.

These estimates should be accompanied by complete statements in

detail of all data on which they are based, including stream measure-

ments, rainfall, stream flow, and evaporation records, drainage areas,
total static head and losses in head, probable maximum, minimum,
and average power output, load curves of the power system, effi-

ciencies of machinery, probable points of delivery of power, and all

other pertinent information.

(H) Such evidence of water appropriation as is specified in Kegu-
lation L-10 (G). If such evidence has been filed with an application
for a premliminary permit, only such additional evidence, in general,
will be required as will cover appropriations or transfers subsequent
to the date of the evidence filed with the application for preliminary
permit. But wherever the approval of a local administrative board
or commission is a condition precedent to the right either to take and
use water for power purposes or to engage in the business of the

generation, transmission, or distribution of power, certified evidence
of such approval must also be filed with the application for final

permit.

(I) A detailed statement in triplicate by the applicant of the time
desired for making financial arrangements, for completing prelimi-
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Sectnary construction, and for beginning
" construction of the proj<

works," as defined in Regulation L-7.

( J) The application shall be accompanied by an affidavit of the ap-

plicant's engineer and a certificate of the applicant (see pp. 31 and

32). Affidavits and certificates will not be placed upon maps, plans,
and other exhibits, but will be filed as separate exhibit.

The maps and field notes shall show reference lines to initial point
of survey, to termini of water conduits, and to termini of transmis-

sion lines (when within a National Forest, or not more than 2 miles

outside its exterior boundary measured along the transmission line).

The maps and field notes shall also show the intersection of the sur-

vey line with the lines of public-land subdivision and with boundaries

of National Forests and other reservations of the United States.

The termini of water conduits, the termini of transmission lines,

the intersections with boundaries of reservations of the United

States, and the initial point of survey of power-house sites shall be

fixed by reference by course and distance to the nearest existing
corner of the public survey. The initial point of the survey of reser-

voir sites shall be fixed by reference by course and distance to the

nearest existing corner outside of the reservoir by a line or lines not

crossing an area that will be covered with water when the reservoir

is in use. When any such terminus, intersection, or initial point is

upon unsurveyed land, it shall be connected by traverse with an
established corner of the public survey, and the distance from the

terminus, intersection, or initial point to the corner shall be com-

puted and noted on the map. When the nearest established corner

of the public survey is more than 2 miles distant, this connection

may be with a permanent mark on a natural object or a permanent
monument which can be readily found and recognized. The field

notes shall give an accurate description of the natural object or
monument and full data of traverse as required above. The inter-

sections of the survey lines with section lines of the public-land sur-

vey shall be referenced by course and distance to the nearest existing
corner along the section lines intersected. If no corner can be found
within a half mile of the survey line, the fact may be noted on the

map and in the field notes, and the reference omitted. The maps
shall also show all lines of public-land subdivisions by official survey ;

the protractions on unsurveyed land of section and township lines,

such protractions in any National Forest to conform to the diagram
accompanying the proclamation establishing the boundaries of such
National Forest; and the status as to ownership of all lands of the

power project or projects, designating separately lands patented,
lands of the United States entered or otherwise embraced in an

unperfected claim under the public-land laws, unreserved lands of
the United States, and, separately for each reservation, lands in-

cluded within National Forests and other reservations of the United
States. Elevations and contour lines shall be based on United States

Geological Survey datum whenever available.
Each separate original map, plan, set of field notes, estimates

and data, evidence of water appropriation, articles of incorporation,
etc., shall be plainly marked

" Exhibit A,"
" Exhibit B," etc.. respec-

tively, and referred to by such designation in the application. Maps
and plans shall in addition be described in the application by their

titles as
" Exhibit A, map of location of," etc.,

" Exhibit B, plan of,"
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etc. Duplicate and triplicate copies, etc., should be marked
" Exhibit A, duplicate,"

" Exhibit A, triplicate," etc. Maps should
be rolled for mailing, and should not be folded.

An application for final permit shall not be complete until every
map or paper required by Regulation Lr-9 and by this regulation
has been filed in the form prescribed.
Reg. L-12. No applications will be received for preliminary per-

mits for the occupancy and use of National Forest lands for power
projects of 100 horsepower total capacity or less. Applications for
final permits for such occupancy and use shall be in writing, dated,
and signed by the applicant, and, in addition to the items specified
in Regulation L-9, shall be accompanied by :

(D) Maps showing the location of dams, reservoirs, conduits,
power houses, and transmission lines or other works.

(E) Field notes of the survey in triplicate.

(F) A statement in triplicate of the amount of water to be
diverted for use^ the maximum capacity of the diversion works,
and the total average static and effective heads to be utilized.

(G) Such showing as is specified in Regulation L-ll (H).
The map shall consist of one original on tracing linen and three

print copies, and shall not be larger than 28 by 40 inches or smaller
than 24 by 36 inches, and may be on any convenient scale. The map
shall show the status as to ownership of all lands in the power
project, designating separately lands patented, lands of the United
States entered or otherwise embraced in any unperfected claim under
the public-land laws, unreserved lands of the United States, and,
separately for each reservation, lands included in National Forests
and other reservations of the United States. The map shall also

show : For each reservoir site, the distance and bearing of the initial

point of survey from the nearest existing corner of the public sur-

vey, the location of the maximum-flow line, and the area and avail-

able storage capacity of the reservoir; for each water-conduit line,
the distance and bearing of each terminus from the nearest corner
of the public survey, the location of the center line of the conduit,
its length, and the intersections of the center line with the section

lines of the public-land survey and boundaries of National Forests
and other reservations of the United States; and for each power-
house site, the distance and bearing of the initial point of survey
from the nearest corner of the public survey, the location of the

exterior boundaries of the site, and the area. If on unsurveyed
land, the distances and bearings may, if the nearest existing corner
of the public survey is more than 2 miles distant, be taken from a

permanent mark on some natural object or permanent monument
that can be readily found and recognized.
Keg. L-13. Before a final power permit will be issued the per-

mittee shall execute and file a stipulation, which, upon its approval,
shall constitute and express the conditions of the permit. Such
stipulation shall expressly bind the applicant to such of the items
enumerated in Regulation L-14 and other such conditions as may
be required.

Reg. L-14. In so far as applicable to the specific occupancy and
use under permit, the occupancy and use of National Forest lands
for power purposes will be permitted upon the following conditions,

7818313 3
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and not otherwise; and these conditions shall also apply to all exist-

ing permits, in which the occupancy and use of National Forest
land is conditioned upon the compliance by the permittee with the

regulations of the Secretary as at any time existing. In general
such conditions will be embodied in a stipulation to be signed by
the applicant, but whether so embodied or not, and in so far as

applicable, the permittee will be bound:

(A) To construct the project works on the location shown upon
and in accordance with the maps and plans submitted with the final

application for permit, and to make no material deviation from said
location unless and until maps and plans showing such deviation
shall have been submitted and approved. (See Reg. L-16.)

(B) To begin the construction of the project works, or the several

parts thereof, within a specified period or periods from the date of
execution of the permit, and thereafter to diligently and continuously
prosecute such construction unless temporarily interrupted by climatic
conditions or by some special or peculiar cause beyond the control of
the permittee.

(C) To complete the construction and begin the operation of the

project works, or the several parts thereof, within a specified period
or periods from the date of execution of the permit.

(D) To operate the project works continuously for the develop-
ment, transmission, and use of power, unless upon a full and sat-

isfactory showing that such operation is prevented by unavoidable
accidents or contingencies this requirement is temporarily waived

by the written consent of the Secretary.

(E) To pay annually, in advance, such rental charges as may be
fixed and required by the Secretary under these regulations.

(Reg. L-8.)
(F) On demand of the Secretary to install at such places and

maintain in good operating condition in such manner as shall be

approved by the Secretary, free of all expense to the United States,
accurate meters, measuring weirs, gauges, or other devices approved
by the Secretary and adequate for the determination of the amount
of power developed by the project works and of the flow of the
stream or streams from which the water is to be diverted for the

operation of the project works and of the amount of water used in

the operation of the project works and of the amount of water held
in and drawn from storage ;

to keep accurate and sufficient records of
the foregoing determinations to the satisfaction of the Secretary;
and to make a return during January of each year, under oath, of
such of the records of measurements for the year ended on December

31, preceding, made by or in the possession of the permittee, as may
be required by the Secretary.

(G) That the books and records of the permittee, in so far as they
contain information concerning the power project or projects under

permit and the power business conducted in connection therewith,
shall be open at all times to the inspection and examination of the

Secretary, or other officer or agent of the United States duly author-

ized to make such inspection and examination.

(H) On demand of the Secretary to maintain a system of ac-

counting of the entire power business conducted in connection with
the power project or projects under permit in such form as the Secre-

tary may prescribe or approve, which system as far as is practicable
will be uniform for all permittees, and to render annually such
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reports of the power business as the Secretary may direct : Provided,
however, That if the laws of the State in which the power business
or any part thereof is transacted require periodical reports from
public-utility corporations under a uniform system of accounting,
copies of such reports so made will be accepted as fulfilling the

requirements of this clause.

(I) To protect all Government and other telephone, telegraph,
and power-transmission lines at crossings of and at all places of prox-
imity to the permittee's transmission line in a workmanlike manner
according to the usual standards of safety for construction, operation,
and maintenance in such cases, and to maintain transmission lines in

such manner as not to menace life or property.
(J) To clear and keep clear all lands of the power project for such

width and in such manner as the Forest officers may direct.

(K) To dispose of all brush, refuse, or unused timber on National
Forest lands resulting from the construction and maintenance of the

project works, as may be requested by the Forest officers.

(L) To build and repair roads and trails as required by the
Forest officers, or other agents of the United States, whenever any
existing roads or trails are destroyed or injured by the construction
work or flooding under permit ;

and to build and maintain necessary and
suitable crossings for all roads and trails which intersect the water
conduit, if any, constructed, maintained, or operated under permit.

(M) To do everything reasonably within the power of the per-

mittee, its employees, contractors, and employees of contractors, both

independently and on request of the Forest officers, or other agents
of the United States, to prevent and suppress fires upon or near the
lands occupied under permit.

(N) To pay the full value, as fixed by the district forester, of all

timber cut, injured, or destroyed on National Forest lands in the

construction, maintenance, and operation of the project works.

(0) To pay the United States full value resulting from the break-

ing of or the overflowing, leaking, or seeping of water from the

project works, and for all other damage to the lands or other prop-
erty of the United States caused by the neglect of the permittee or
of the employees, contractors, or employees of the contractors of the

permittee.

(P) To indemnify the United States against any liability for

damage to life or property arising from the occupancy or use of

National Forest lands by the permittee.
(Q) To sell power to the United States, when requested, at as low

a rate as is given to any other purchaser for a like use at the same
time and under similar conditions if the permittee can furnish the

same to the United States without diminishing the quantity of power
sold before such request to any other customer by a binding contract
of sale : Provided^ That nothing in this clause shall be construed to

require the permittee to increase permanent works or to install ad-

ditional generating machinery.
(R) To abide by such reasonable regulation of the service ren-

dered and to be rendered by the permittee to consumers of power
furnished or transmitted by the permittee, and of rates of payment
therefor, as may from time to time be prescribed by the State or any
duly constituted agency of the State in which the service is rendered.

(S) Upon demand therefor in writing from the Secretary to sur-

render the permit to the United States or to transfer the same to such
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State or municipal corporation as the Secretary may designate, and
on the conditions specified in this paragraph ;

also to give, grant, bar-

gain, sell, and transfer with the permit (upon such demand and upon
said conditions) all works, equipment, structures, and property tnen
owned or held and then valuable or serviceable in the generation,
transmission, or distribution of electrical or other power, and which
are then dependent in whole or in part for their usefulness upon the
continuance of the permit, together with all interest in any leaseholds
of operating property used in connection with the works under per-

mit, and all contracts for the sale and delivery of electrical or other

power. The Secretary may require such surrender if the United
States shall desire to take over the permit and properties, or whenever
a substantial part of such property is situated elsewhere than on
National Forest lands he may designate as such transferee any State
or municipal corporation which shall desire such transfer : Provided,
however, That no municipal corporation shall be so designated unless

by condemnation it shall have acquired, or unless by proceedings in

a court of competent jurisdiction it shall have been determined that

such municipality has the right to acquire, such property situated

elsewhere than on National Forest lands: And provided further.
That no such municipal corporation shall be so designated unless it

also has the power to acquire the said property and rights of the

permittee in accordance with the following conditions. Such sur-

render or transfer shall be on condition precedent that the United
States or such transferee shall first pay to the permittee the reason-

able value of all said works, equipment, structures, and other tangible

property, and in addition thereto a bonus of three-fourths of 1 per
cent of such reasonable value for each full year of the unexpired term
of the permit. Such reasonable value shall not include any sum for

any permit, franchise, or right granted by the United States, by any
State, or by any municipal corporation in excess of the amount (exclu-
sive of any tax or annual charge) actually paid to the United States

or to such State or municipal corporation as the compensation for the

granting of such permit, franchise, or right, or any sum for any other

intangible properties or values whatsoever, it being the intent of this

paragraph that all such intangible values shall be covered by the

bonus herein provided for. Such reasonable value shall be deter-

minded by mutual agreement between the parties in interest
; and, in

case they can not agree, by a board of arbitration of three members,
one of whom shall be named by the permittee and one by the trans-

feree; the third shall be either the Secretary or some representative
whom he may name. The reasonable value, for the purposes of such

determination, of such works, equipment, structures, and other tangi-
ble property shall be the cost of reproduction of such works, equip-

ment, structures, and other tangible property under substantially the

same conditions as existed at the time of the original construction and
at prices for labor and material which shall be the average of such

prices for the five years next preceding the date of valuation, less a

percentage of such reproduction cost ec[ual to the per cent of physical
and functional depreciation of the existing works, equipment, struc-

tures, and other tangible property.

(T) That in respect to the regulation by any competent public

authority of the service to be rendered by the permittee or the price
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to be charged therefor, and in respect to any purchase or taking over
of the properties or business of the permittee or any part thereof by
the United States, or by any State within which the works are situ-

ated or business carried on in whole or in part, or by any municipal
corporation in such State, no value whatsoever shall at any time be

assigned to or claimed for the permit applied for, or for the occu-

pancy or use of National Forest lands granted thereunder, nor shall

such permit or such occupancy and use ever be estimated or consid-

ered as property upon which the permittee shall be entitled to earn
or receive any return, income, price, or compensation whatsoever.

(U) That the works to be constructed, maintained, and operated
under the permit shall not be owned, leased, trusteed, possessed, or

controlled by any device or in any manner so that they form part of,
or in any way effect, any combination in the form of an unlawful

trust, or form the subject of any unlawful contract or conspiracy to

limit the output of electric energy, or are in restraint of trade with

foreign nations or between two or more States or within any one
State in the generation, sale, or distribution of electric energy or

other power.
(V) That any approval of any alteration or amendment, or of

any map or plan, or of any extension of time, shall affect only so

much of the stipulation or permit as is specifically covered by such

approval; and that no approval of any such alteration, amendment,
or extension shall operate to alter or amend, or in any way whatso-
ever be a waiver of any other part, condition, or provision of the

stipulation or permit.

(W) That the permit shall be subject to all prior valid claims and

permits which are not subject to the occupancy and use authorized
under the permit applied for.

Reg. L-15. During the progress of construction amendments to

maps of location or plans of structures will be required from the

permittee if there is to be a material deviation from the maps or

plans as originally filed, but no deviation will be allowed which inter-

feres with the occupancy and use of lands under existing permits or

pending applications. Any approval of any such deviation, or of

any amendment of a map or plan, or of any extension of time shall

be in the form of a supplemental stipulation and permit so drawn as

to become a part of the original stipulation and permit and a sub-

stitute for the clauses amended. Any such approval shall apply only
to the matter specifically covered thereby, and no such approval shall

operate to alter or amend or be in any way a waiver of any other

part, condition, or provision of the stipulation or permit.
If, after the completion of the project works, there are any devia-

tions in location from those shown upon the original maps or approved
amendments thereof, additional maps prepared in the manner pre-
scribed for original maps of location will be required to be filed

within six months after the completion of the project works show-

ing the extent of such deviations and the final locations of such

project works. Also upon the completion of the project works de-

tailed working plans will be required of the works as constructed,

except such parts as have been constructed in compliance with plans

originally filed or approved amendments thereof. Such new or addi-

tional plans may be originals on tracing linen or Vandyke negatives
of the permittee's own working plans. The plans of conduits, dams,
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and appurtenant structures must be complete; of power houses, only
general layout plans are required.
Reg. L-16. An extension of the periods stipulated in the permit

for beginning or completing construction and for beginning opera-
tion will be granted only by the written approval of the Secretary
after a showing by the permittee satisfactory to the Secretary that

beginning or completing construction and beginning operation has
been prevented by engineering difficulties that could not reasonably
have been foreseen or by other special and peculiar causes beyond the

control of the permittee.
Beg. L-17. A final permit may be transferred to a new permittee

under the following conditions and not otherwise: The proposed
transferee shall file with the district forester of the district in which
the lands under permit are situated the decree, execution of judgment,
will, proposed contract of sale, or other written instrument upon
which the proposed transfer is based, or a properly certified copy
thereof, also an application by the proposed transferee in the form
of a stipulation binding the proposed transferee to the performance
of such new and additional conditions expressed therein as the Sec-

retary may deem necessary; and thereupon the Secretary may, in

his discretion, approve in writing the proposed transfer, and after

such approval the transferee shall succeed to all the rights and obli-

gations of the permittee, subject, however, to such new and additional
conditions as shall have been embodied in such agreement and so

approved.
Keg. L-18. If any person shall make a false engineer's affidavit

under these regulations the Secretary may order that no map, field

notes, plan, or estimate made by such person shall be received or
filed while the order is in force. If any person or corppration for
himself or itself or as the attorney, agent, or employee of another,
shall offer or file any false engineer's affidavit, knowing the same
to be false, the Secretary may order that no application for a power
permit shall be filed by or received from the person or corporation
so offending, either in his or its own behalf or as attorney, agent,
or employee of another, and that no power permit shall be issued to

such person or corporation while the order is in force.

Beg. L-19. Violation by a final permittee of any of the provi-
sions of these regulations, or of any of the conditions of a permit
issued to him thereunder, shall be sufficient ground for revocation of
such permit; but attention is called to the statute under which these

regulations are issued, which provides:

That any permission given by the Secretary of the Interior (Agri-
culture) under the provisions of this act may be revoked by
him or by his successor in his discretion.

No final permit will be deemed to be terminated except upon formal
revocation thereof by the Secretary and until the permittee shall have
had a reasonable time not to exceed 90 days within which to show
cause why such revocation should not be made.

Beg. L-20. Any power project under permit, or any part thereof,
whether constructed or tinconstructed, may be abandoned by the per-
mittee upon the written approval of the Secretary after a finding
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the Secretary that such abandonment will not tend to prevent the

subsequent development of such project or part thereof so abandoned,
and after the fulfillment by the permittee of all the obligations
under the stipulation and permit, in respect to payment or other-

wise, existing at the time of such approval. Upon such abandon-

ment, after such approval thereof and fulfillment of existing obliga-

tions, so much of the stipulation and permit as relates to the aban-
doned project or part of a project wr

ill be formally revoked by the

Secretary.

BIGHTS OF WAY FOB TELEPHONE, TELEGBAPH, AND POWEB-
TBANSMISSION LINES UNDEB THE ACT OF MABCH 4, 1911.

Beg. L-21. Rights of way over National Forest lands for tele-

phone, telegraph, and power-transmission lines, under the act of

March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1253), will be granted by the Secretary of

Agriculture.
Reg. L-22. All applications for rights of way over National

Forest lands for power-transmission lines or for telephone or tele-

graph lines, under the said act of March 4, 1911, shall be filed with
the district forester of the district in which the lands to be occupied
are situated and shall consist of

(A) The items specified in Regulation L-9
;

(B) Field notes of survey in triplicate;

(C) Maps of location on tracing linen in duplicate with three

print copies prepared in the manner prescribed for transmission

lines in Regulation L-ll. Each sheet of maps shall in addition be

verified by an indorsement thereon in the following form:

STATE OF

County of , ss:

, being duly sworn, says that beginning on the day
of , 19__, and ending on the day of , 19__, he surveyed for

the location of a proposed - line de-

scribed as follows: (Here describe the line by termini and length), and that

such survey is accurately represented upon this map and by the accompanying
field notes.

Surveyor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this day of , 19 .

Each sheet of the map must have an application indorsed thereon

in the following form :

(Date) ',
19

of hereby applies, under the act

of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat., 1253), and the regulations thereunder promulgated
by the Secretary, United States Department of Agriculture, for a right of way
for a _ _ line, the location of which is shown hereon.

Applicant.

Reg. L-23. The grantee shall, unless otherwise ordered by the

Secretary, pay annually in advance a rental charge of $5 for each

mile or fraction thereof of National Forest land crossed by power-
transmission lines.

Reg. L-24:. If the right of way applied for is for telephone or

telegraph lines, no rentals will be charged, but the applicant shall
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.agree to furnish such facilities to Forest officers and to permit su
reasonable use of its poles or lines as may be determined upon be-

tween the applicant and the district forester at the time of filing the

application.
Ileg. L-25. The applicant shall file, together with the application

as required under Regulation L-22, a stipulation which, upon its ap-
proval by the Secretary of Agriculture, shall constitute and express
the conditions under which the grant will be made. Such stipula-
tion shall expressly bind the applicant:

(A) To construct its lines upon the locations shown upon the maps
submitted with its application and to complete such construction
within two years from the date of the grant of the right of way.

(B) To operate its lines continuously after construction is com
pleted, unless upon a full and satisfactory showing that such continu-

ous operation is prevented by unavoidable accident or contingency
this condition is temporarily waived by the Secretary.

(C) To pay annually in advance such charges as may be fixed and

required by the Secretary for power-transmission lines under these

regulations.

(D) On demand of the Secretary to install at such places and
maintain in good operating condition in such manner as shall be ap-

proved by the Secretary accurate meters, or other devices approved
by the Secretary, adequate for the determination of the amount of

power delivered over transmission lines under grant, or any part
thereof; to keep accurate and sufficient records of the foregoing de-

terminations to the satisfaction of the Secretary; and to make a re-

turn during January of each year, under oath, of such of the records
of measurements for the year ended on December 31, preceding,
made by or in the possession of the grantee, as may be required, by
the Secretary.

(E) That the books and records of the grantee, in so far as they
contain information concerning the power-transmission lines under

grant, or the power business conducted in connection therewith,
shall be open at all times to the inspection and examination of the

Secretary, or other officer or agent of the United States duly author-

ized to make such inspection and examination.

(F) On demand of the Secretary to maintain a system of account-

ing of the entire power business, conducted in connection with the

power-transmission lines under grant, in such form as the Secretary

may prescribe or approve, and to render annually such reports of

the power business as the Secretary may direct: Provided, however,
That if the laws of the State in which the power business or any part
thereof is transacted require periodical reports from public-utility

corporations under a uniform system of accounting, copies of such

reports so made will be accepted as fulfilling the requirements of this

clause.

(G) To protect all Government and other telephone, telegraph,
and power-transmission lines at the crossing of and at all places of

proximity to the grantee's telephone, telegraph, and power-transmis-
sion lines in a workmanlike manner, according to the usual standards

of safety for construction, operation, and maintenance in such cases,

and to maintain the telephone, telegraph, and power-transmission
lines in such a manner as not to menace life or property.
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(H) To clear and keep clear National Forest lands along the right
of way for such width and in such manner as Forest officers may
direct,

(I) To dispose to the satisfaction of the Forest officers of all

brush, refuse, or unused timber on National Forest lands resulting
from the construction, maintenance, and operation of its lines under
the grant,

( J) To do everything reasonable within the power of the grantee,
both independently and on request of the Forest officers, to prevent
and suppress fires on or near the lands occupied.

(K) To pay the full value as fixed by the district forester for all

timber cut, injured, or destroyed on National Forest lands in the con-

struction, maintenance, and operation of the lines under grant.
(L) To indemnify the United States against any liability for dam-

ages to life or property arising from the occupancy or use of Na-
tional Forest lands by the grantee.

(M) To sell power to the United States when requested at as low
a rate as is given to any other purchaser for a like use at the same
time and under similar conditions, if the grantee can furnish the
same to the United States without diminishing the quantity of power
sold before such request to any other customer by a binding contract
of sale: Provided, That nothing in this clause shall be construed to

require the grantee to increase permanent works or install additional

generating machinery.
(N) To abide by such reasonable regulation of the service ren-

dered and to be rendered by the grantee, whether in respect to the

furnishing or transmitting of power or to the transmitting of com-
munications by telephone or telegraph, and of rates of payment
therefor, as may from time to time be prescribed by the State or any
duly constituted agency of the State in which the service is rendered.

(O) That the lines' to be constructed, maintained, and operated
under the grant shall not be owned, leased, trusteed, possessed, or con-
trolled by any device or in any manner, so that they form part of or
in any way effect any combination in the form of an unlawful trust

;

or form the subject of any unlawful contract or conspiracy to limit

the output of electric energy; or are in unlawful restraint of trade
with foreign nations, or between two or more States, or within any
one State, in the generation, sale, or distribution of electric energy
or in the transmission of communications by telephone or telegraph.

(P) That in respect to the regulation by any competent public
authority of the service to be rendered by the grantee or of the price
to be charged therefor, and in -respect to any purchase or taking over
of the works or business of the grantee, or any part thereof, by the
United States or by any State within which the works are situated or

business carried on, or by any municipal corporation of such State,
no value whatsoever shall at any time be assigned to or claimed for

the right of way granted, nor shall such right of way or grant ever
be estimated or considered as property u]i>on which the grantee shall

be entitled to earn or receive any return, income, price, or compensa-
tion whatsoever.

Reg. L-26. The grantee shall not assign or transfer to any other

person or corporation whatsoever the right of way granted, except
with the approval in writing first obtained from the Secretary of

7818313 4
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Agriculture, or other proper officer of the United States, and upon
terms and conditions prescribed in said written approval by said

Secretary or other officer. The assignee or transferee under any
such approval shall take and use the right of way subject to all terms
and conditions in these regulations together with the original ap-
proved application and grant set forth, and subject to such additional
terms and conditions as may be provided by such written approval of
the transfer.

Reg. L-27. During the progress of construction amendments to

maps of location will be required from the grantee, if there is ma-
terial deviation from the maps as originally filed, but no deviation or
amendment will be allowed which will interfere with the occupancy
and use of National Forest lands under existing permits or grants
under any of the right-of-way acts of the United States. If, after
the completion of construction, there are any deviations in location
from those shown upon the original maps or approved amendments
thereof, additional maps prepared in the manner prescribed for origi-
nal maps of location must be filed within six months after the com-

pletion of construction. Such maps shall show the extent of such

deviation, and the final location of the telephone, telegraph, or power-
transmission lines as constructed under the authority of the

grant,
Reg. L 28. Grants of rights of way will be effective from the

date on which the Secretary of Agriculture writes upon the face of
the maps his approval thereof.

Reg. L-29. Upon breach by the grantee of any of the terms or
conditions set forth in these regulations, or in the approved applica-
tion, or in the grant, the United States may enforce appropriate
remedy therefor by suit for specific performance, injunction, action

for damages, or otherwise. And if any such breach shall be con-

tinued or repeated after 30 days' notice thereof given in behalf of

the United States to the grantee, the right of way granted, together
with all rights thereunder and all rental charges and other moneys
paid thereon, may be forfeited to the United States by a suit for that

purpose in any court of competent jurisdiction.

FORMS.

Form 58. (Revised to Mar. 1, 1913.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

. Water Power.
Name of Forest.

(Name of applicant.)

(Use applied for.)

(Date of priority of application.)

(Above blanks not to be filled by applicant.)

APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY POWER PERMIT.

The a corporation organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

,
and having its office and principal place of business at

,
in the State of ,

citizen__of the United States and__resident of the State of

,
do hereby make application for a preliminary permit
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!or months, covering certain lands of
the United States within the National
Forest in the State of

, as such lands
are approximately shown upon a certain map executed by

, on the day of
, 191__, which map is

filed herewith and made a part hereof. This application is made in order
that may, upon the filing of a com-
plete and final application in accordance with the regulations of the Secretary
of Agriculture, secure a priority for said final application from the date of the

filing of this preliminary application.

(Space for insertion of request for construction work if necessary to maintain water
rights.)

In witness whereof ha_ -caused
this instrument to be executed this day of , 191__.

(Seal of corporation.)

Attest :__

Secretary.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of , 191

(Seal.) ,

Notary Public.

(Copies of this form may be obtained by application to the district foresters.)

Form 58a. (Revised to Mar. 1, 1913.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICITLTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

Certification of receipt of application for power permit or right-of-way grant.

The within application of for a

under the act of was first received by me
at on , 191__, having been found incomplete it was
returned to the applicant and was again received on The date of

priority is

District Forester.

The within application having been found incomplete when filed on

was returned to the applicant for correction with a letter of

, copy of which is attached hereto. The application was found complete
as required by the regulation when examined by me on

District Engineer.

If the application was complete when first received, cancel the portion of the form which
is inapplicable. If returned for correction more than once, the additional dates should be

written in the blanks and be initialed by the district forester or the district engineer, as
the case may be. Use this form for both preliminary and final power applications and

right-of-way
"

grants.
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Form 50 (revised to Mar. 1, 1913).

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

Water Power.
(Name of Forest.)

(Name of applicant.)

(Use applied for.)

(Date of priority of application.)

PRELIMINARY POWER PERMIT.

This preliminary power permit, issued this day of
, 191, to the

Company, hereinafter called
" the per-

mittee," a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of , and having its office

and principal place of business at ,

in the State of , witnesseth: That,
Whereas the permittee filed with the district forester at

,
on the day of

, 191__, an application for a

preliminary power permit, in accordance with the regulations of the Secretary
of Agriculture, hereinafter called

" the Secretary ;

"

And whereas the permittee, on the day of , 191, paid to the
National Bank of (United States

depository), to be placed to the credit of the United States, the sum of
dollars ($ ) :

Now, therefore, the conditions of this permit are as follows :

ARTICLE 1. If the permittee shall, on or before the day of
, 191,

file with district forester at , in the
manner prescribed by the regulations of the Secretary, a complete and final

application for a permit to occupy and use lands of the United States within
the National Forest, as shown upon a certain map exe-
cuted by , on the day of ,

191__, and made a part of the aforesaid preliminary application, for (1)
reservoirs to be located approximately as shown upon the

aforesaid map; (2) water conduits to be located between
points of diversion and discharge, as approximately shown upon the aforesaid

map; (3) power-house sites to be located approximately
as shown on the aforesaid map; and (4) transmission
lines to be located approximately as shown on the aforesaid map; then and
thereupon said final application shall, with reference to priority of application,
relate back and be effective as of the date of the aforesaid preliminary applica-
tion

; but final permit will not be issued unless the development proposed in

the final application is in general accord with the most beneficial utilization

of the resources involved and consistent with the public interest.

ART. 2. If the permittee shall include in said final application National For-
est lands which comprehend developments not included within its preliminary
application, the priority of its application for such additional lands shall date

only from the date of the filing of said final application.
ART. 3. The permittee shall pay annually in advance from the 1st day of

January, 191, until the date of the granting of the aforesaid final permit, to

the National Bank of (United
States depository) or such other Government depository or officer as may here-
after be legally designated, to be placed to the credit of the United States, a

charge for the priority rights granted under this permit, which charge shall

be calculated from the " rental capacity of the power site," as defined in the

regulations of the Secretary and as estimated at the time of granting this

permit, at a rate which shall be 10 cents per horsepower per year for the first

full calendar year under this permit, and which shall increase by 10 cents per
horsepower per year for each year thereafter until the date of the granting of
final permit as aforesaid.
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ART. 4. If any part of the aforesaid charge, payable as provided in article 2

hereof, shall, after due notice has been given, be in arrears for 60 days, then
and thereupon this permit shall terminate and become void.

ART. 5. If upon the filing of the said final application a final power permit
is granted by the Secretary to the permittee to occupy and use the aforesaid
lands for the construction, maintenance, and, or, operation of the aforesaid

works, and in accordance with the provisions of such final power permit, the

permittee completes the construction and begins the operation of the aforesaid

works, all payments made in consideration of this permit will be credited to the

permittee and be applied to the payment of charges due or to become due after

such beginning of operation under such final power permit : Provided, however,
That if such final application provides for only a partial development of the

power project or projects, as outlined in the aforesaid preliminary application
and as protected by this permit, then only such proportional part of the afore-

said payments will be credited to the permittee as the amount of development
provided for in said final application bears to the amount of development indi-

cated in said preliminary application; if, however, after the filing of final

application in the form and manner prescribed in the regulations of the Secre-

tary, the Secretary does not grant a final power permit to the permittee, all

payments made in consideration of this permit will be returned to the permittee.
ART. 6. This permit shall terminate and become void upon the date named

in article 1 hereof, unless extended by the written consent of the Secretary,
and such extension will not be granted unless the completion of the final appli-
cation has been prevented by unusual climatic conditions that could not reason-

ably have been foreseen, or by some special or peculiar cause beyond the control
of the permittee ;

and if at the date of the termination of this permit as named
in article 1 hereof, or at the date of the termination of any extension of time
as herein provided, the permittee has failed to present a complete and final

application in the manner and in the form prescribed in article 1 hereof, then
and thereupon the aforesaid priority shall be lost, and no other application,
either preliminary or final, covering in whole or in part the same or adjacent
lands will be accepted from the permittee for a period of one year subsequent
to the date of the termination of this permit or to the date of the termination
of any extension hereof.

ART. 7.
1 This permit shall give no right to begin construction of any kind

or to cut or destroy any timber upon National Forest lands.

ART. 7. The permittee is hereby authorized to begin the construction of the

following works:

ART. 8.
1 This permit is subject to a power permit

granted to on the day of : ,

19__, and having a priority date of , 19, also to

ART. 9. This permit is nontransferable.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my name this day of

, 19.

Secretary of Agriculture.

Form 60. (Revised to Mar. 1, 1913.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

Water Power.
(Name of Forest.)

(Name of applicant.)

(Use applied for.) (Date of priority of application.)

(Above blanks not to be filled by applicant.)

1 Cancel clauses not used.
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APPLICATION FOB FINAL POWER PERMIT.

The
, a corporation organized and

existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
,

and having its office and principal place of business at
,
in

the State of ,
,

citizen__ of the United States and resident of the State of
, do hereby make application for permission to occupy and use

certain lands of the United States within the
National Forest in the State of

, by constructing, main-
taining, and, or, operating thereon for the main purpose of the development of
power, the following project works:

(Cancel such of the four following items (a), (6), (c), (d) as may not be applicable.)

(a) , dams approximately
(Masonry, earth, etc., diverting or storage.)

feet in maximum height and approximately
feet in maximum length, to form
reservoirs to flood approximately acres at spillway level,

1

in section
, , township ,

range , meridian, of which total of
acres approximately acres are Na-

tional Forest land, said dams and said reservoirs being designated, respectively,
as follows: _

(6) water conduits, approximately
miles in length, respectively,

1

crossings sections

township , range ,

meridian, of which total of miles, approximately
miles will cross National Forest land, said water conduits being

designated, respectively, as follows:

(c) power houses and appurtenant structures to occupy
approximately acres, respectively,

1
in section

, township , range ,

meridian, of which total of acres, approxi-
mately acres are National Forest land, said power houses

being designated, respectively, as follows:

(d) transmission lines miles in

length, respectively,
1

crossing sections , township
, range , meridian, of which

total of miles approximately miles will

cross National Forest land, said transmission lines being designated as follows :

All as approximately shown upon certain maps and plans executed by
on the day of 19 , which

maps and plans are filed together herewith and designated as follows:
(Designate

each original of" map or plan as " Exhibit A,"
" Exhibit B," etc., following each such

designation by the title of the map or plan, as " Exhibit A," Map of Location of, etc. ;

"~Exhibif_~_"~~~__I__rrr"__,'' Pfan of, etc'F

which maps and plans, together with certain field notes, estimates and data,
evidence of water rights, articles of incorporation, etc., designated, respectively,

1 If land Is unsurveyed, substitute for the description by legal subdivisions in para-
graphs (a), (6), (c), and (d) the following: "Located on certain lands described and
shown by the maps and field notes accompanying the application filed with the district
forester on the day of , 19."
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as "Exhibit __ ," "Exhibit ,"

are hereby made a part of this application.
This application has been prepared to be filed in accordance with the regula-

tion of the Secretary of Agriculture, in order that

may obtain the benefits of the act of Congress approved February
15, 1901, entitled "An act relating to rights of way through certain parks,
reservations, and other public lands ;

" and the use and occupancy of National
Forest lands for which this application is made is desired in order to construct,
maintain, and, or, operate thereon the aforesaid project works for the purpose
of developing power

(Add use to which power is to be put and any other purpose for

which land may be desired.)

In witness whereof ha__ caused this

instrument to be executed this day of , 19__

[Seal of corporation.]

Attest :

Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of , 19

[Seal.] ,

Notary Public.

(Copies of this form may be obtained from the district forester.)

60a. (Revised to Mar. 1, 1913.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

Form of affidavit of engineer to accompany application for final power permit.

STATE OF

County of

being duly sworn, says he is the

engineer of ( or the person employed to make the surveys, collect the data, make
the estimates, and prepare the designs and plans by) the

Company; that the survey of the water conduits, transmission

lines, reservoirs, and power-house sites as shown upon the maps filed together
herewith and described as follows:

(Describe as in the application, Form 60.)

being a total length of water conduit of miles, a total

length of transmission lines of miles, a total area of

reservoir site of acres, and a total area of power-house
site of : acres was made by him (or under his

direction) under authority of said

Company ; that said survey was commenced on and completed on __.

- 19_ _; that said survey represents the proposed final location of said water
conduits, transmission lines, reservoir sites, and power-house sites, and that said

survey is accurately represented upon the maps herein described; he further

says that the notes of survey filed together herewith as Exhibit
are the notes of the above described survey ; that said notes are a

true and complete copy of an actual location survey made upon the ground by
him (or under his direction) within the dates above named; and that all of
said notes and no others were used in the preparation of the maps herein de-

scribed; he further says that the plans of structures filed together herewith
and described as follows:

(Describe as in the application. Form 60.)
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were prepared by him (or under bis direction) under authority of said

Company; that the designs as shown upon said
plans represent safe, proper, suid adequate structures for the full economic
utilization of the power available for development at the location shown upon
the maps herein described; and he further says that the data and estimates
filed together herewith as Exhibit were prepared by him
(or under his direction) under authority of said

Company; that the estimates shown in said Exhibit
are based upon the said data, being all the data available therefor;

and that said estimates represent, in his best judgment and belief, the amount
of power that can be developed, under the condition specified, by the works
shown upon the maps and plans herein described.

Engineer.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of , 19__.

[Seal.] ,

Notary Public.

NOTE. This affidavit form is not to be placed upon map, plans, or other exhibits
but is to be typewritten and filed as "Exhibit "

of the applica-
tion. See Regulation L-ll (J). If the above described work has been done by or under
the direction of more than one engineer each should subscribe to an affidavit covering
the part of the work for which he is responsible.

60b. (Revised to Mar. 1, 1913.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

Form of certificate of applicant to accompany application for final power permit.

I, , do hereby certify that I am
the of the

Company; that
, who subscribed

(respectively) to the foregoing affidavit, is (are) the engineer of (said
company) (the person employed by said company to do the work evidenced
on the (respective) affidavit) ;

that the survey of the water conduits, trans-
mission lines, reservoirs, and power-house sites as shown upon the maps filed

together herewith and designated as follows,

(Designate as in affidavit.)

the notes of survey as given in "Exhibit ," filed together
herewith, the designs of structures as shown upon the plans filed together
herewith and designated as follows:

(Designate as in affidavit.)

the collection of data and the estimates of power as given in "Exhibit

," filed together herewith, were made under authority of

said (company) ; that said (company) is fully authorized by its articles of

incorporation to construct, maintain, and operate water conduits, transmission

lines, dams, reservoirs, and power houses upon the location shown upon the

above described maps, and of the design shown upon tlie above described

plans; that said locations and said designs have been adopted by said (com-

pany) as the approximate final locations and the approximate final designs of

said water conduits, transmission lines, dams, reservoirs, and power houses;
that said estimates as shown by said "Exhibit " have
been approved by said (company) ; and that in accordance with the regulations
of the Secretary of Agriculture, the maps, plans, estimates, and data herein

described have been prepared as a part of an application of said (company)
dated ,

19 , and bearing my signature (as
of said company).

[Seal of company.] of the company.
Attest :

Secretary.
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(Revised to Mar. 1, 1913.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

, Water Power.
(Name of Forest.)

(Name of applicant)

(Use applied for.) (Date of priority of application.)

POWER STIPULATION

The Company having on the

day of
, 19, filed with the district forester at

an application, in accordance with the regulations of the

Secretary of Agriculture, for a permit to occupy and use certain lands of the
United States within the National
Forest in the State of and more par-

ticularly described in and shown by the maps and plans accompanying said

application and made a part thereof, upon which to construct, maintain, and
operate certain project works described in said application for the purpose of

storing, conducting, and, or, using water for developing power and for the

purpose of transmitting said power does hereby, in consideration of and as a

prerequisite to the approval of the said application and the granting of the per-
mit applied for, stipulate and agree as follows, to wit :

Definition of terms.

ARTICLE 1. That the following terms wherever used in this stipulation shall

have the meanings hereby in this article assigned to them, viz :

" Permittee " means the Company,
a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of and having its office and
principal place of business at in the
State of

"Secretary" means the Secretary of Agriculture of the United States of

America, or his successsor, or his duly authorized representative, or such other
officer or agent of the United States as may be legally designated.

" National Forest lands " means public lands of the United States reserved
under the terms of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat, 1095) as amended by the
act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat, 31).
"Permit," as used in this stipulation, means the final power permit applied

for by the permittee upon the day of , 19__, in accordance
with the regulations of the Secretary under the act of February 15, 1901 (31

Stat., 790), and in consideration of which this stipulation is filed with the

district forester.
"
Municipal purposes

" means and includes all purposes within municipal
powers as defined by the charter of the municipal corporation, where any such

purpose is directly pursued by the municipal corporation itself with the primary
object of promoting the security, health, good government, or general con-

venience of its inhabitants.
"Power business" means the entire business of the applicant or permittee

in the generation, distribution, and delivery of power by means of any one power
system, together with all works and tangible property involved therein, includ-

ing freeholds and leaseholds in real property.
" Power system

" means all interconnected plants and works for the genera-
tion, distribution, and delivery of power.

" Power project
" means a complete unit of power development, consisting of

a power house, conduit or conduits conducting water thereto, all storage or

diverting or fore-bay reservoirs used in connection therewith, the transmission
line delivering power therefrom, any other miscellaneous structures used In con-

nection with said unit or any part thereof, and all lands the occupancy and use
of which are necessary or appropriate in the development of power in said unit.
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ains,
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"
Project works " means the physical structures of a power project.

" Construction of the project works " moans the actual construction of dams,
water conduits, power houses, transmission lines, or some permanent structure

necessary to the operation of the complete power project, and does not include

surveys or the building of roads and trails, or the clearing of reservoir sites

or other lands to be occupied, or the performance of any work preliminary to
the actual construction of the permanent project works.

"
Operation period

" means the period covered by final permit subsequent to
the actual beginning of operation.

"
Survey-construction period

" means the period covered by preliminary and
final permits prior to the operation period.
"Nominal stream flow" means the sum of (a) the flow determined by aver-

aging the values estimated for the natural mean flow for the two-month (cal-

endar) minimum-flow period in each successive five-year period or major fraction
thereof and (6) the stream flow made available from storage not by the project
works.

" Load factor
" means the ratio of average power output to maximum power

output.
"Total capacity of the power site" means the continued product of (1) the

factor 0.08
j

1

(2) the average effective head, in feet; (3) the stream flow
estimated to be available at the intake (in second-feet and in amount not to
exceed the maximum hydraulic capacity of the project works) considered as
the sum of (a) the nominal stream flow and (b) stream flow made available
from storage by project works; and (4) a factor, not less than the average
load factor of the power system, representing the degree of practicable utiliza-

tion of the stream flow estimated to be available and based on the extent of

practicable fore-bay storage and the load factor of the power system.
" Rental capacity of the power site

" means the capacity on which the rental

charges are based. Unless otherwise ordered by the Secretary, it will be deter-
mined by making the following deductions from the total capacity of the power
site:

(a) Whenever power projects include conduit sites not wholly on National
Forest lands, a deduction will be made from that part of the total capacity of
the power site which is due to the use of the nominal stream flow. This deduc-
tion will be, in per cent, the sum of (1) the product of the proportion of the

average effective head obtained from the dam by the per cent of submerged
lands below the flow line fixed by the average effective head that are not
National Forest lands, and (2) the product of the proportion of the average
effective head obtained from the water conduit (from intake to tailrace outlet)
by the per cent of the length of said conduit which is not located on National
Forest lands.

(&) Whenever power projects include reservoir sites not wholly on National
Forest lands, a deduction will be made from that part of the total capacity of
the power site which is due to the use of stream flow made available from
storage by the project works. This deduction will be the per cent of the total

area of the reservoir sites that is not National Forest land.

(c) From the total capacity of the power site which remains after deductions

(a) and (&) have been made will be made a further deduction, which, in per
cent, will be the product of the square of the distance of primary transmission
in miles and the factor 0.001, but in no case will deduction (c) exceed 25 per
cent.

Amendment of maps and plans.

ART. 2. To construct its works on the locations shown upon the maps and in

accordance with the plans specifically described in its final application for

permit, filed with the district forester at on the day of ,

19 , which said maps and plans are hereby made a part of this stipulation, and
to make no material deviation from said locations or from said plans unless and
until maps or plans showing such deviation shall have been filed with the district

forester and approved by the Secretary ;
and no deviation or amendment will be

allowed which will interfere with the occupancy and use of National Forest

lands under existing permits, or conflict with prior rights under pending appli-

cations.

1 The factor 0.08 represents the horsepower at 70 per cent efficiency of a second-foot of
water falling through a head of 1 foot.
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ART. 3. To file, within six months after the completion of each part of the
project works, as required in article 5 hereof, in the manner prescribed for
original maps of location, maps showing the final location of such part of the
project works as constructed, if such final location varies from that shown upon
maps originally filed or upon approved amendments thereof; and to file also
within six months of the completion of each part of the project works as
aforesaid, in such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary, detailed work-
ing plans of each part of the project works as constructed, except of such parts
as have been constructed in compliance with the plans originally filed or ap-
proved amendments thereof.

Beginning and completion of construction and beginning of operation.

ART. 4.
1 To begin the construction of the aforesaid project works within the

period of months from the date of execution of the permit and thereafter

diligently and continuously to prosecute such construction, unless such con-
struction is temporarily interrupted by climatic conditions or by some special or

peculiar cause beyond the control of the permittee.
ART. 41

. To begin the construction of the following several parts of the afore-
said project works within the several periods in this article provided, which
periods shall begin on the date of execution of the permit and thereafter dili-

gently and continuously to prosecute such construction, unless such construction
is temporarily interrupted by climatic conditions or by some special or peculiar
cause beyond the control of the permittee.

(1) Within months, part 1, consisting of

ART. 5.
1 To complete the construction and begin the operation of the afore-

said project works within a period of mouths from the date of execution
of the permit.

ART. 5.
1 To complete the construction and begin the operation of the following

several parts of the aforesaid project works within the several periods in this

article provided, which period shall begin on the date of execution of the permit.

(1) Within months, part 1, consisting of

ART. 6. That it is understood, if at the date of the termination of any one
of the periods specified in article 4 hereof, unless such period is extended by
the written approval of the Secretary, after a showing by the permittee satis-

factory to the Secretary that such beginning of construction of that part of the

project works required to have been begun within such period has been pre-

vented by the act of God, or by the public enemy, or by engineering difficulties

that could not reasonably have been foreseen, or by other special and peculiar
cause beyond the control of the permittee, that thereupon the permission to occupy
and use National Forest lands for all parts of said project works, the construc-

tion of which has not been begun on said date shall terminate and become

void; and that the permit, in so far as such parts of said project works are

concerned, shall become of no effect.

ART. 7. That it is understood that the periods specified in article 5 hereof for

the completion of construction and the beginning of operation of the several

parts of the project works will be extended only upon the written approval of

the Secretary, after a showing by the permittee satisfactory to the Secretary,
that the completion of construction and beginning of operation has been pre-

vented by fche act of God, or the public enemy, or by engineering difficulties that

could not reasonably have been foreseen, or by other special and peculiar cause

beyond the control of the permittee ; and if such extension be not approved, that

thereupon the permission to occupy and use National Forest lands for such

parts of said project works shall terminate and become void; and that the

permit, in so far only as such parts of said project works are concerned, shall

become of no effect.

ART. 8. That, except when prevented by the act of God, or by the public

enemy, or by unavoidable accidents or contingencies, the permittee will, after the

1 Use the first form of articles 4 and 5 when but one complete power project is to be

constructed and it is inadvisable to separate it into two or more units of construction.
When several distinct power projects are involved, or where it may be desirable to divide
a single power project into two or more units of construction, use the second form of

articles 4 and 5. Cancel form not used.
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beginning of operation, continuously operate for the development of power the
project works constructed, maintained, and, or, operated in whole or in part
under the permit, unless upon a full and satisfactory showing of the reasons
therefor this requirement shall be temporarily waived by the written consent of
the Secretary.

Capacities of power site.

ART. 9. That the total capacity of the power site, permission for the occu-

pancy and use of which, in whole or in part, has been applied for, shall, for the
purposes of this stipulation, be deemed and taken to be horsepower,
distributed as follows :__

and that the part of the aforesaid total capacity which is due to the use of the
nominal stream flow shall, for the purposes of this stipulation, be deemed and
taken to be horsepower, distributed as follows:

and that the part of the aforesaid total capacity which is due to the use of
stream flow made available from storage by the project works shall, for the
purposes of this stipulation, be deemed and taken to be horsepower,
distributed as follows. _

it being understood that if any approved alterations or amendments of the
maps of location or plans of project works, as provided for in article 2 and
article 3 hereof, or any permanent change in the nominal stream flow, due to

storage or otherwise, shall result in an increase or decrease in the total capacity
of the power site, or of either part thereof, or of both, as said capacities are
hereinbefore taken, said increased or decreased power capacities shall, from
the beginning of the calendar year next succeeding the date of such approval,
or of such change in nominal stream flow, be deemed and taken to be, for the

purposes of this stipulation, the capacities of the power site occupied and used,
in whole or in part, under the permit; and it being further understood that if

at any time not less than ten (10) years after the original or after the last

preceding determination of the said total capacity of the power site, or of either

part thereof, or of both, either the permittee or the Secretary, on the ground
of the inaccuracy, insufficiency, or inapplicability of the data upon which said

original or said last preceding determination or said capacities was made, shall

apply for or give notice of review of said original or said last preceding deter-

mination, then and thereupon such review shall be taken by the Secretary and
a redetermination of the capacities shall be made, and the said redetermined

capacities shall, for the purposes of this stipulation, and from the beginning
of the next calendar year, be deemed and taken to be the capacities of the

power site occupied and used in whole or in part under the permit.
ART. 10. To pay annually in advance from the 1st day of January 191, to

the National Bank of (United States depository) or such
other Government depository or officer as may be hereafter legally designated,
to be placed to the credit of the United States, a rental charge for the occupancy
and use of the lands of the United States described and shown upon the maps
hereinbefore referred to, which rental charge shall be calculated from the
"
rental capacity of the power site," as defined in article 1 hereof, at the

following rates per horsepower per year :

For the unexpired portion of the calendar year and for the first full calen-

dar year of the survey-construction period and similarly for the opera-
tion period - $0. 10

For the second full calendar year of each of said periods
For the third year
For the fourth year
For the fifth year
For the sixth year .60

For the seventh year :

For the eighth year
For the ninth year
For the tenth and each succeeding year 1.00
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it 'being understood, that said estimated rental capacity may be adjusted an-
nually by the Secretary to provide for changes in ownership of lands in reser-
voir sites and on water conduit lines and for changes in length of primary
transmission; and it 'being further understood that at any time not less than
ten (10) years after the issuance of the permit, or after the last revision of
rates of rental charge thereunder, the Secretary may review such rental rates
and impose such new rental rates as he may decide to be reasonable and
proper; provided that such rental rates shall not be so increased as to reduce
the margin of income (including appreciation in land values) from the power
project or projects under the permit over proper, actual, and estimated expenses
(including reasonable allowance for renewals and sinking-fund charges) to an
amount which, In view of all the circumstances (including fair development
expenses and working capital) and risks of the enterprise (including obso-
lescence, inadequacy, and supersession), is unreasonably small; but the burden
of proving such unreasonableness shall rest upon the permittee.

ART. 11. That it is understood that if the permittee completes the construction
and begins the operation of each of the several parts of the aforesaid project
works within the periods provided for in article 5 hereof or any approved exten-
sion thereof, then and thereupon all charges for the occupancy and use of
National Forest lands for said part of said project works so completed and oper-
ated which have been paid prior to the date of such completion and operation
will be credited to the permittee and will be applied to the payment of charges
due at the date of such completion and operation or to become due thereafter.

ART. 12. That it is understood that if any part of the power developed by the

project works tinder the permit is used by the permittee itself for irrigation as

auxiliary to irrigation works owned and operated by the permittee, or for the

temporary development of power to be used in the construction of permanent
project works under permit to the permittee, such a proportional part of the full

schedule charge for any calendar year will be credited to the permittee as the

power developed by the project works and used for the purposes above named
bears to the total output of the project works for said years; and that all

amounts so credited will be applied to the cancellation of charges as they may
thereafter become due.
ART. 13. That it is understood that if any part of the aforesaid rental charge,

payable as hereinbefore provided, shall, after due notice has been given, be in

arrears for six (6) months, then and thereupon the permit and the authority
granted thereunder to occupy and use National Forest lands shall terminate and
be void.

ART. 14. That the decision of the Secretary shall be final as to all matters of

fact upon which the calculation of the capacities or charges depends.

Records and accounts.

ART. 15. On demand of the Secretary to install at such places and maintain
In good operating condition in such manner as shall be approved by the Secre-

tary, free of all expense to the United States, accurate meters, measuring weirs,

gauges, and, or, other devices approved by the Secretary and adequate for the

determination of the amount of power developed by the project works and of

the flow of the streams from which the water is to be diverted for the operation
of said works, and of the amount of water used in the operation of said works,
and of the amounts of water held in and drawn from storage ; to keep accurate
and sufficient records of the foregoing to the satisfaction of the Secretary, and
to make a return during January of each year, under oath, of such of the rec-

ords of measurements for the year ended on December 31, preceding, made by
or in the possession of the permittee, as may be required by the Secretary.

ART. 16. That the books and records of the permittee, in so far as they con-
tain information concerning the power project or projects under the permit, or
the power business conduction in connection therewith, shall be open at all

times to the inspection and examination of the Secretary.
ART. 17. Upon the demand of the Secretary to maintain in such form as the

Secretary may prescribe or approve a system of accounting of the entire power
business transacted in connection with the power project or projects under the

permit and to render annually such reports of said power business as the Secre-

tary may direct : Provided, however, That if the laws of the State in which the
said power business or any part thereof is transacted require periodical reports
from public utility corporations under a uniform system of accounting, copies
of such reports so made will be accepted as fulfilling the requirements of this

article.
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Miscellaneous requirements.

-\RT. 18. To protect all Government .and other telephone, telegraph, and i>ower
transmission lines at crossings of and at nil places of proximity to the per-
mittee's transmission lines in a workmanlike manner according to the usual
standards of safety for construction, operation, and maintenance in such cases,
and to maintain the transmission lines in such manner as not to menace life
or property.

AKT. 19. To clear and keep clear all lands of the power project for such
width and in such manner as the Secretary may direct.

ART. 20. To dispose of all brush, refuse, or unused timber on National Forest
lands resulting from the construction and maintenance of the project works as
may be required by the Secretary.

ART. 21. To build and repair roads and trails as required by the Secretary,
whenever any existing roads or trails are destroyed or injured by the construc-
tion work or flooding under the permit, and to build and maintain necessary and
suitable crossings, as required by the Secretary, for all roads and trails which
intersect the water conduit, if any, constructed, maintained, and operated under
the permit.

ART. 22. To do everything reasonably within its power and to require of its

employees, contractors, and employees of contractors to do all reasonably within
their power, both independently and upon the request of the forest officers, to

prevent and suppress forest fires upon and near the lands to be occupied under
the permit.

ART. 23. To pay in advance, as required by the Secretary, to the United States

depository or officer as above set forth in article 10 hereof, to be placed to the
credit of the United States, the full value as fixed by the Secretary of all timber
cut, injured, or destroyed on National Forest lands in the construction, mainte-
nance, or operation of the project works.

ART. 24. To pay, on demand of the Secretary, to the United States depository
or officer, as above set forth in article 10 hereof, to be placed to the credit of
the United States, full value for all damage to the lands or other property of
the United States resulting from the breaking of, or the overflowing, leaking,
or seeping of water from the project works constructed, maintained, and, or,

operated under the permit, and for all other damage to the lands or other prop-
erty of the United States caused by the neglect of the permittee or that of its

employees, contractors, or employees of contractors.
ART. 25. To indemnify the United States against any liability for damages

to life or property arising from the occupancy or use of National Forest lands

by the permittee.
ART. 26. To sell power to the United States, when requested, at as low a rate

as is given to any other purchaser for a like use at the same time and under
similar conditions, if the permittee can furnish the same to the United States
without diminishing the quantity of power sold before such request to any other
customer by a binding contract of sale: Provided, That nothing in this article

shall be construed to require the permittee to increase its permanent works or
to install additional generating machinery.

ART. 27. To abide by such reasonable regulation of the service rendered and
to be rendered by the permittee to consumers of power furnished or transmitted

by the permittee, and of rates of payment therefor, as may from time to time
be prescribed by the State or any duly constituted agency of the State in which
the service is rendered.

ART. 28. That upon demand therefor in writing from the Secretary the per-

mittee will surrender the permit to the United States or transfer the same to

such State or municipal corporation as the Secretary may designate, and on

the conditions specified in this article, and will also give, grant, bargain, sell,

and transfer with the permit (upon such demand and upon said conditions)
all works, equipment, structures, and property then owned or held and then
valuable or serviceable in the generation, transmission, or distribution of

electrical or other power, and which are then dependent in whole or in part
for their usefulness upon the continuance of the permit, together with all

interest in any leaseholds of operating property used in connection with the
works under the permit, and all contracts for the sale and delivery of elec-

trical or other power: that the Secretary may require such surrender, if the
United States shall desire to take over the permit and properties or, whenever a
substantial part of such property is situated elsewhere than on National Forest

lands, he may designate as such transferee any State or municipal corporation
which shall desire such transfer: Provided, however, That no municipal corpo-
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ration shall be so designated unless by condemnation it shall have acquired,
or unless by proceedings in a court of competent jurisdiction it shall have been
determined that such municipality has the right to acquire, such property
situated elsewhere than on National Forest lands: And provided further, That
no such municipal corporation shall be so designated unless it also has the

power to acquire the said property and rights of the permittee in accordance
with the following conditions; that such surrender or transfer shall be on
condition precedent that the United States or such transferee shall first pay
to the permittee the reasonable value of all said works, equipment, structures,
and other tangible property, and in addition thereto a bonus of three-fourths
of 1 per cent of such reasonable value for each full year of the unexpired term
of the permit; that such reasonable value shall not include any sum for the

permit, or for any other franchise or right granted by the United States, by
any State, or by any municipal corporation, in excess of the amount (exclusive
of any tax or annual charge) actually paid to the United States, or to such
State or municipal corporation, as the compensation for the granting of such
franchise or right, or any sum for any other intangible properties or values

whatsoever, it being understood that all such intangible values shall be covered

by the bonus herein provided for; that such reasonable value shall be deter-
mined by mutual agreement between the parties in interest, and in case they
can not agree by a board of arbitration of three members, one of whom shall

be named by the permittee and one by the transferee, the third shall be either

the Secretary or some representative whom he may name ; and that the reason-
able value for the purposes of such determination, of such works, equipment,
structures, and other tangible property shall be the cost of reproduction of
such works,, equipment, structure, and other tangible property under substan-

tially the same conditions as existed at the time of the original construction
and at prices for labor and material which shall be the average of such prices
for the five years next preceding the date of valuation, less a percentage of
such reproduction cost equal to the per cent of physical and functional depre-
ciation of the existing work, equipment, structures, and other tangible property.

ART. 29. That in respect to the regulation by any competent public authority
of the service to be rendered by the permittee or the price to be charged there-
for and in respect to any purchase or taking over of the properties or business of
the permittee or any part thereof by the United States, or by any State within
which the works are situated or business carried on in whole or in part, or by any
municipal corporation in such State, no value whatsoever shall at any time be

assigned to or claimed for the permit, or for the occupancy or use of National
Forest lands granted thereunder, nor shall the permit or such occupancy and
use ever be estimated or considered as property upon which the permittee
shall be entitled to earn or receive any return, income, price, or compensation
whatsoever.
ART. 30. That the works constructed, or to be constructed, maintained, and. or,

operated under the permit, will not be owned, leased, trusteed, possessed, or
controlled by any device or in any manner so that they form part of, or in any
way effect, any combination in the form of an unlawful trust, or form the sub-

ject of any unlawful contract or conspiracy to limit the output of electric

energy, or are in restraint of trade with foreign nations or between two or
more States or within any one State in the generation, transmission, distribu-

tion, or sale of electrical or other power.
In witness whereof the permittee has executed this stipulation on the

day of
, 19

[SEAL.] By
Attest :

Secretary.

Form 61b.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

State of _. __\
County of /

Si

On this day of , 19__, before me, a notary public in and for said

county, duly commissioned and sworn, my commission expiring , 19,
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personally came , to ine personally
known, who being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that he resides in

; that he is the
of the Co.;

that the said company is the corporation which is described in and which
executed the foregoing instrument ; that he knows the seal of said corporation ;

that the seal affixed to such instrument is such corporate seal
; that it was so

affixed by order of the Board of Directors of said corporation, and that he
signed his name thereto by like order, and the said

acknowledged said instrument to be the free act and deed of
said corporation.
Witness my hand and official seal the day and year first above written.

[Notarial Seal.] Notary Public.

This form of acknowledgment should accompany all stipulations for final power per-
mits, transmission-line permits, and right-of-way grants.

Form 62. (Revised to March 1, 1913.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

Water Power.
(Name of Forest.)

(Name of applicant.)

(Use applied for.)

(Date of priority of application.

FINAL POWER PERMIT.

Whereas the Company (hereinafter
called "the permittee") filed with the district forester at

, on the day of , 19__, in accordance with the

regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture (hereinafter called
" the Secretary ")

under the act of February 15, 1901, an application for permission to occupy
and use, for the development, transmission, and distribution of power, certain
lands of the United States within the
National Forest, in the State of , and
more particularly described and shown by the maps, field notes, plans, esti-

mates, and data accompanying the said application ;
and

Whereas the aforesaid maps and plans, as hereinafter specifically described,
have been adopted by the permittee as the maps of the approximate final loca-

tion, and as the approximate plans of the project works which the permittee
proposes to construct under this permit; and
Whereas the permittee has paid to the

National Bank of (United States

depository), to be placed to the credit of the United States, the sum of
dollars ($ ) ; and

Whereas the permittee on the day of , 19__, executed, and on
the day of , 19, filed with the district forester at

a stipulation required by the Secretary as a
condition to the issuance of this permit:
Now, therefore, I Secretary of

Agriculture of the United States, in accordance with the authority conferred

upon me by the act of February 15, 1901, do authorize the permittee, subject
to the regulations of the Secretary and to the provisions hereinafter set forth,
to occupy and use the lands hereinbefore referred to, and to construct, main-
tain, and, or, operate thereon, for the purposes in article 1 below set forth, the

following project works:
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(Cancel such of the four following items (a), (6), (c), and (d) as may not be appli-
cable.)

(a) dams approximately
(Masonry, earth, etc., diverting or storage.)

feet in maximum height and

approximately feet in maximum
length, to form reservoirs to flood

approximately acres at spillway
level (*), in section township

, range ,

meridian, of which total of acres

approximately acres are National

Forest land, said dams and said reservoirs being designated, respectively, as

follows : _

(&) water conduits approximately
miles in length, respectively, (*) crossing

sections township
, range ,

meridian, of which total of miles

approximately miles will cross

National Forest land, said water conduits being designated, respectively, as

follows: _

(c) power houses and appurtenant structures to occupy approximately
acres, respectively (*), in section

township , range , meridian, of which total of acres

approximately acres are National Forest land, said power houses being
designated, respectively, as follows:

(d) transmission lines miles in length, respectively (*), crossing
sections , township , range , meridian, of which total of

miles approximately miles will cross National Forest land, said
transmission lines being designated as follows:

All as approximately shown upon certain maps and plans executed by
on the day of

, 19 , which maps
and plans are filed togethed herewith and designated as follows :

(Designate each original of map or plan as " Exhibit A,"
" Exhibit B," etc., following

each such designation by the title of the map or plan, as " Exhibit A," map of location of,
etc. ;

" Exhibit ," plan of, etc.)

which maps and plans, together with certain field notes, designated as
"
Exhibit "

ARTICLE 1. The project works to be constructed, maintained, and, or, operated
under this permit shall be constructed, maintained, and, or, operated for the

purpose of storing, conducting, and, or, using water for the development of power
or for the purpose of the transmission and use of said power.

(*) If land is unsurveyed, substitute for the description by legal subdivisions in para-
graphs (a), (6), (c), and (d) the following: "Located on certain lands described and
shown by the maps and field notes accompanying the application filed with the district
forester, on the day of , 19."
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ABT. 2. Unless sooner revoked by the Secretary this permit shall terminate
and become void at the expiration of fifty (50) years from the date hereof, but
at said expiration may be deemed to be an application by the permittee for a
new permit to occupy and use such National Forest lands as are occupied and
used under this permit: Provided, That the permittee shall, not less than two
(2) or more than twelve (12) years prior to the termination of said fifty (50)
years, formally notify the Secretary that it desires such new permit, and shall
comply with all laws and regulations at such time existing governing the occu-
pancy and use of National Forest lands for power purposes.
ART. 3. Any violation of or failure to comply with the provisions or condi-

tions of any article of the aforesaid stipulation, whether or not such article
provides that such violation or noncompliance shall result in the revocation of
this permit, shall be deemed and taken to be a sufficient cause for such revoca-
tion; but it is understood that the statute under which this permit is issued
provides

that any permission given by the Secretary of the Interior (Agriculture)
under the provisions of this act may be revoked by him or by his suc-
cessor in his discretion.

No revocation, however, of this permit either in whole or in part will be made
until after due notice thereof has been served upon the permittee, and until
after the permittee shall have been given a reasonable time, not to exceed ninety
(90) days after the service of said notice, within which to show cause why such
revocation should not be made.
ART. 4. This permit, and the permission granted tiereunder to occupy and

use National Forest lands, may be transferred to a new permittee under the
following conditions, and not otherwise: The proposed transferee shall file

with the district forester of the district in which the lands to be occupied
are situated the decree, execution of judgment, will, proposed contract of sale,
or other written instrument upon which the proposed transfer is based, or a
properly certified copy thereof; also an application by the proposed transferee
in the form of a stipulation, binding the proposed transferee to the perform-
ance of such new and additional conditons expressed therein as the Secretary
may deem necessary; and thereupon the Secretary may, in his discretion,
approve in writing the proposed transfer, and after such approval the trans-
feree shall succeed to all the rights and obligations of the permittee, subject,
however, to such new and additional conditions as shall have been embodied
in such stipulation and so approved.

ART. 5. Any power project, permission to construct which is granted by this

permit, or any part of such project, may be abandoned by the permittee upon
the written approval of the Secretary, after a finding by the Secretary that
such abandonment will not tend to prevent the subsequent development or use
of such power project, or part thereof so abandoned, and after the fulfillment

by the permittee of all obligations under the aforesaid stipulation, in respect
to payment, or otherwise, existing at the time of such approval.

ART. 6. Upon the voluntary abandonment of the occupancy and use of
National Forest lands, as authorized by this permit (except as provided for

in article 4 hereof), or upon the revocation of this permit, or upon the non-
execution of a new permit at the termination of this permit, all permanent
project works which have been constructed under the authority of this permit,
such as reservoirs, dams, and operating mechanism, water conduits and oper-

ating mechanism, power houses, and other buildings shall become and remain
the property of the United States, Provided, hoivever, That if said revocation

or abandonment shall, as provided for in the aforesaid stipulation, affect only
a part of the project works, the construction of which is authorized by this

permit, the provisions of this article shall apply only to such parts of said

project works as are affected by such revocation or abandonment. The me-
chanical equipment of power houses shall remain the property of the permittee,
and may be removed within a reasonable time, not to exceed six (6) months
after such abandonment, revocation, or termination, unless other disposition

of such equipment is approved by the Secretary.
ART. 7. This permit is subject to all prior valid claims and permits which

are not subject to the occupancy and use hereby authorized.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand this day of , 19

Secretary of Agriculture.
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Form 63 (Revised to March 1, 1913.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

Water Power.
(Name of Forest.)

(Name of applicant.)

(Use applied for.) (Date or priority of application.)

TRANSMISSION LINE PERMIT.

Whereas the Company (hereinafter
called "the permittee") filed with the district forester at
on the day of

, 19__, in accordance with the regula-
tions of the Secretary of Agriculture (hereinafter called "the Secretary")
under the act of February 15, 1901, an application for permission to occupy
and use for the transmission of electric power certain lands of the United
States within the National Forest, in the State of

, and more particularly described and shown by the maps and
field notes accompanying the said application ; and
Whereas the aforesaid maps, as hereinafter specifically described, have been

adopted by the permittee as the maps of approximate final location of the
transmission line__ which the permittee proposes to construct under this

permit; and
Whereas the permittee has paid to the National Bank

of (United States depository), to be placed to the credit

of the United States, the sum of dollars ($ );
and
Whereas the permittee on the day of

, 19__, ex-

ecuted and on the day of :
, 19, filed with the district

forester at a stipulation required by the Secretary as a
condition to the issuance of this permit ;

Now, therefore, I , Secretary of

Agriculture of the United States, in accordance with the authority conferred

upon me by the act of February 15, 1901, do authorize the permittee, subject to

the regulations of the Secretary and to the provisions hereinafter set forth, to

occupy and use the lands hereinbefore referred to, and to construct, maintain,
and operate transmission line thereon, as such transmission line__is (are)

approximately shown upon certain maps and is (are) described in cer-

tain field notes executed by , on the

day of , 19__, which maps and field notes are filed

together herewith and designated as follows:

(Designate each original map as " Exhibit A,"
" Exhibit B," etc., following each such

designation by the title of the map, as " Exhibit A," map of location of, etc. Also desig-
nate field notes as " Exhibit ")

which maps and field notes are hereby made a part of this permit.
ARTICLE 1. Unless sooner revoked by the Secretary, this permit shall terminate

and become void at the expiration of fifty (50) years from the date hereof, but
at said expiration may be deemed to be an application by the permittee for a
new permit to occupy and use such National Forest lands as are occupied and
used under this permit; Provided, That the permittee shall, not less than two
(2) or more than twelve (12) years prior to the termination of said fifty (50)

years, formally notify the Secretary that it desires such new permit, and shall

comply with all laws and regulations at such time existing, governing the occu-

pancy and use of National Forest lands for power purposes.
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AST. 2. Any violation of or failure to comply with the provisions or condi-
tions of any article of the aforesaid stipulation, whether or not such articl>

provides that such violation or noncompliance shall result in the revocation of
this permit, shall be deemed and taken to be a sufficient cause for such revoca-

tion; but it is understood that the statute under which this permit is issued

provides
that any permission given by the Secretary of the Interior (Agriculture)
under the provisions of this act may be revoked by him or by his suc-
cessor in his discretion.

No revocation, however, of this permit will be made until after due notice
thereof has been served upon the permittee and until after the permittee shall

have been given a reasonable time within which to show cause why such revo-
cation should not be made.

ABT. 3. This permit and the permission granted hereunder to occupy and use
National Forest lands may be transferred to a new permittee under the follow-

ing conditions, and not otherwise; the proposed transferee shall file with the
district forester of the district in which the lands to be occupied are situated
the decree, execution of judgment, will, proposed contract of sale, or other
written instrument upon which the proposed transfer is based, or a properly
certified copy thereof, also an application by the proposed transferee in the
form of a stipulation binding the proposed transferee to the performance of
such new and additional conditions expressed therein as the Secretary may
deem necessary; and thereupon the Secretary may, in his discretion, approve
in writing the proposed transfer, and after such approval the transferee shall

succeed to all the rights and obligations of the permittee, subject, however, to

such new and additional conditions as shall have been embodied in such stipu-
lation and so approved.

ABT. 4. Any transmission line, permission to construct which is granted by
this permit, or any part thereof, may be abandoned by the permittee upon the
written approval of the Secretary, after a finding by the Secretary that such
abandonment will not be contrary to the public interest and after the fulfill-

ment by the permittee of all obligations under the aforesaid stipulation in

respect to payment or otherwise, existing at the time of such approval.
ART. 5. Upon the voluntary abandonment of the occupancy and use of Na-

tional Forest lands, as authorized by this permit (except as provided for in

article 3 hereof), or upon the revocation of this permit, or upon the nonexecu-
tion of a new permit at the termination of this permit, all permanent works
which have been constructed under the authority of this permit shall become
and remain the property of the United States.

ABT. 6. This permit is subject to all prior valid claims and permits which
are not subject to the occupancy and are hereby authorized.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand this day of

Forester.

Form 68.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

Water Power.
(Name of Forest.)

(Name of applicant.)

Transmission line.

(Date of priority application.)
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TRANSMISSION LINE STIPULATION.

(Act of February 15, 1901.)

The
Company, hereinafter called

"
the permittee," having on the ~d~ay of

, 19__, filed with the district forester at
, an application, in accordance with the regulations of the Secretary of

Agriculture, hereinafter called
"
the Secretary," for a permit to occupy and

use certain lands of the United States within the Na-
tional Forest in the State of

, and more particularly de-
scribed in and shown by the maps accompanying said application, and made a
part thereof, upon which to construct, maintain, and operate a certain trans-
mission line, or lines, described in said application for the purpose of trans-
mitting electric power, does hereby, in consideration of and as a prerequisite to
the approval of the said application and the granting of the permit applied for,
stipulate and agree as follows, to wit:
ARTICLE 1. To construct its transmission line or lines on the location shown

upon the maps, specifically described in its final application for permit, filed with
the district forester at

, on the day of
,

19, which said maps are hereby made a part of this stipulation, and to make
no material deviation from said locations until maps showing such deviation
shall have been filed with the district forester and approved by the Secretary ;

nnd no deviation or amendment will be approved which will interfere with the
occupancy and use of National Forest lands under existing permits, or conflict
with prior rights under pending applications.
ART. 2. To file within six (6) months after the completion of the transmission

line or lines, as required in article 3 hereof, in the manner prescribed for orig-
inal maps of location, maps showing the final location of each line or lines as
constructed, if such final location varies from that shown upon maps origi-
nally filed or upon approved amendments thereof.

ART. 3. To begin the construction of the aforesaid line or lines within a
period of months from the date of the permit for which application
has been made, and to complete the construction of said line or lines within
the period of months from said date.

ART. 4. That except when prevented by the act of God or by the public enemy
or by unavoidable accident or contingency, the permittee will, after the beginning
of operation, continuously operate for the furnishing or transmitting of electric

power the transmission line or lines constructed, maintained, and operated in
whole or in part under the aforesaid permit, unless upon a full and satisfactory
showing of the reasons therefor this requirement shall be temporarily waived
with the written consent of the Secretary.
ART. 5. To pay to the National Bank of

(United States depository), or such other Government depository or officer as
may hereafter be legally designated, to be placed to the credit of the United
States a charge annually in advance during the decade beginning January 1,

19__, of dollars ($_ ), being at the approximate
rate of five dollars ($5) per mile per annum, and during each succeeding decade
an annual charge at such reasonable rate per mile as the Secretary may fix at
the beginning of each such decade.
ART. 6. On demand of the Secretary to install at such places and to maintain

in good operating condition in such manner as shall be approved by the Secre-

tary accurate meters or other devices approved by the Secretary, adequate for
the determination of the amount of power delivered over the transmission line
or lines under permit, or any part thereof; to keep accurate and sufficient rec-

ords of the foregoing determinations to the satisfaction of the Secretary ; and
to make a return during January of each year, under oath, of such of the
records of measurements for the year ended on December 31, preceding, made
by or in the possession of the permittee, as may be required by the Secretary.

ART. 7. That the books and records of the permittee, in so far as they con-
tain information concerning the power transmission line or lines under permit,
or the power business conducted in connection therewith, shall be open at all

times to the inspection and examination of the Secretary, or other officer or
agent of the United States duly authorized to make such inspection and exami-
nation.

ART. 8. On demand of the Secretary to maintain a system of accounting of
the entire power business, conducted in connection with the power transmis-
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sion line or lines under permit, in such form as the Secretary may prescribe
or approve, and to render annually such reports of the power business as the

Secretary may direct: Provided, however, That if the laws of the State in

which the power business or any part thereof is transacted require periodical
reports from public-utility corporations under a uniform system of accounting,
copies of such reports so made will be accepted as fulfilling the requirements
of this article.

ART. 9. To protect all Government and other telephone, telegraph, and power
transmission lines at the crossing of and nt all places of proximity to the
permittee's transmission line or lines in a workmanlike manner, according to
the usual standards of safety for construction, operation, and maintenance in

such cases, and to maintain the transmission line or lines in such a manner as
not to menace life or property.
ART. 10. To clear and keep clear National Forest lands along the transmission

line or lines for such width and in such a manner as the Forest officers may
direct.

ART. 11. To dispose to the satisfaction of the forest officers of all brush, refuse,
or unusued timber on National Forest lands resulting from the construction,
maintenance, and operation of the transmission line or lines under permit.
ART. 12. To do everything reasonably within the power of the permittee, both

independently and on request of the forest officers, to prevent and suppress fires

on or near the lands occupied.
ART. 13. To pay the full value as fixed by the district forester for all timber

cut, injured, or destroyed on National Forest lands in the construction, mainte-
nance, and operation of the transmission line or lines under permit.
ART. 14. To idemnify the United States against any liability for damage to

life or property arising from the occupancy or use of National Forest lands by
the permittee.
ART. 15. To sell power to the United States when requested at as low a rate

as is given to any other purchaser for a like use at the same time and under
similar conditions, if the permittee can furnish the same to the United States
without diminishing the quantity of power sold before such request to any other
customer by a binding contract of sale: Provided, That nothing in this clause
shall be construed to require the permittee to increase permanent works or
to install additional generating machinery.
ART. 16. To abide by such reasonable regulation of the service rendered and

to be rendered by the permittee in the furnishing or transmitting of power and
of rates of payment therefor as may from time to time be prescribed by the
State or any duly constituted agency of the State in which the service is

rendered.
ART. 17. That the line or lines to be constructed, maintained, and operated

under the permit shall not be owned, leased, trusteed, possessed, or controlled

by any device or in any manner so that they form part of or in any way effect

any combination in the form of an unlawful trust, or form the subject of any
unlawful contract or conspiracy to limit the output of electric energy, or are
in unlawful restraint of trade with foreign nations, or between two or more
States, or within any one State, in

%

the generation, sale, or distribution of
electric energy.

ART. 18. That in respect to the regulation by any competent public authority
of the service to be rendered by the permittee or of the price to be charged
therefor, and in respect to any purchase or taking over of the works or busi-

ness of the permittee, or any part thereof, by the United States or by any
State within which the works are situated or business carried on, or by any
municipal corporation of such State, no value whatsoever shall at any time
be assigned to or claimed for the permit applied for, or for the occupancy and
use of National Forest lands granted thereunder, nor shall such permit or such

occupancy and use ever be estimated or considered as property upon which the

permittee shall be entitled to earn or receive any return, income, or compensa-
tion whatsoever.

[n witness whereof, the permittee has executed this stipulation on the

day of , 191__

[SEAL.] By
Attest :

Secretary.
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Form 69.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

_ Uses.
(Forest.)

(Name of applicant.)

(Use appiied~for~)~~ ""(Dale'oTappFicatfon"^''

STIPULATIONS, TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, POWER-TRANSMISSION LINES.

(Act of Mar. 4, 1911.)

Whereas the right of way
applied for by (hereinafter called
the grantee") under the provisions of the act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat,

1253), is within the National Forest,
as shown by certain maps executed by
on the day of __

, 19__, and filed in the office of the
district forester at State of

on :
, 19; and

Whereas the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture (hereinafter called
" the Secretary

"
) , under the above-named act of Congress, concerning rights of

way for telephone, telegraph, and power-transmission lines, provide that when-
ever such rights of way are located upon National Forests, the grantee shall
enter into such stipulations as the Secretary may require; and
Whereas the Secretary requires that the grantee shall enter into the stipula-

tions hereinafter set forth ;

Now, therefore, in consideration of the grant of the right of way applied for,
the grantee-- do hereby stipulate and agree, and do__ bind himself, his heirs,
executors, administrators, and assigns, and each of them, jointly and severally
(themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, and each of
them, jointly and severally) (itself, its successors and assigns), as follows,
to wit :

ARTICLE 1. To construct its line or
lines on the location shown upon the maps, hereinbefore referred to, which said
maps are hereby made a part of this stipulation, and to make no material devi-
ation from said locations until maps showing such deviation shall have been
filed with the district forester and approved by the Secretary ; and no deviation
or amendment will be approved which will interfere with the occupancy and
use of National Forest lands under existing permits or grants under any of
the right-of-way acts, or conflict with prior rights under pending applications.

ART. 2. To file within six (6) months after the completion of the
line or lines as required in article 3 hereof, in the

manner prescribed for original maps of location, map showing the final location
of the line or lines as constructed, if such final location varies from that shown
upon maps originally filed or upon approved amendments thereof.

ART. 3. To complete the construction of the aforesaid line or lines within a
period of years from the date of the grant for which application has been
made.
ART. 4. That except when prevented by the act of God or by the public enemy

or by unavoidable accidents or contingencies, the grantee will, after the beginning
of operation, continuously operate (for the furnishing or transmitting of electric

power the transmission) (for the transmission of communications the telephone,

telegraph) line or lines constructed, maintained, and operated in whole or in

part under grant, unless upon a full and satisfactory showing of the reasons

therefor, this requirement shall be temporarily waived with the written consent
of the Secretary.
ART. 5. To pay to the National

Bank of (United States depository),
or such other Government depository or oflicer as may hereafter be legally

designated, to be placed to the credit of the United States a charge annually in

advance during the decade beginning January 1, 19 ,
of

dollars ($ ), being at the approximate rate of five dollars ($5) per mile

per annum, and during each succeeding decade an annual charge at such rea-
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suchsonable rate per mile as the Secretary may fix at the beginning of each
docado.

ABT. 6. On demand of the Secretary to install at such places and to maintain
in good operating condition in such manner as shall be approved by the Secre-

tary, free of nil expense to the United States, accurate meters or other devices

approved by the Secretary, adequate for the determination of the amount of

I>o\ver delivered over the transmission line or lines under grant, or any part
thereof; to keep accurate and sufficient records of the foregoing determinations
to the satisfaction of the Secretary; and to make a return during January of
each year, under oath, of such records of measurements for the year ending on
December 31 preceding, made by or in the possession of the grantee, as may be
required by the Secretary.
ART. 7. That the books and records of the grantee, in so far as they contain

information concerning the line or
lines under permit, or the business conducted in connection therewith, shall be
open at all times to the inspection and examination of the Secretary or other
officer or agent of the United States duly authorized to make such inspection
and examination.

ABT. 8. On demand of the Secretary to maintain a system of accounting of
the entire power business conducted in connection with the power-transmission
line or lines under grant, in such form as the Secretary may prescribe or

approve, and to render annually such reports of the power business as the Sec-

retary may direct : Provided, however, That if the laws of the State in which
the power business or any part thereof is transacted require periodical report*
from public-utility corporations under a uniform system of accounting, copies
of such reports so made will be accepted as fulfilling the requirements of this

article.

ABT. 9. To protect all Government and other telephone, telegraph, and power-
transmission lines at the crossing of and at all places of proximity to the

grantee's line or lines in a work-
manlike manner, according to the usual standards of safety for construction,
operation, and maintenance in such cases, and to maintain the

line or lines in such a manner as not to menace
life or property.
ABT. 10. To clear and keep clear National Forest lands along the

line or lines for such width and in such a
manner as the forest officers may direct.

ABT. 11. To dispose to the satisfaction of the forest officers of all brush, refuse,
or unused timber on National Forest lands resulting from the construction,
maintenance, and operation of the
line or lines under grant.

ABT. 12. To do everything reasonably within the power of the grantee, both
independently and on request of the forest officers, to prevent and suppress fire*

on or near the lands occupied.
ABT. 13. To pay the full value as fixed by the district forester for all timber

cut, injured, or destroyed on National Forest lands in the construction, main-
tenance, and operation of the line or
lines under grant.
ABT. 14. To indemnify the United States against any liability for damage to

life or property arising from the occupancy or use of National Forest lands by
the grantee.

ART. 15. To sell power to the United States, when requested, at as low a rate
as is given to any other purchaser for a like use at the same time and under
similar conditions, if the grantee can furnish the same to the United States
without diminishing the quantity of power sold before such request to any other
customer by a binding contract of sale : Provided, That nothing in this clause
sh'all be construed to require the grantee to increase permanent works or to
install additional generating machinery.
ABT. 16. To abide by such reasonable regulation or the service rendered and

to be rendered by the grantee, whether in respect to the furnishing or trans-

mitting of power or to the transmitting of communications by telephone or
telegraph, and of rates of payment therefor, as may from time to time be pre-
scribed by the State or any duly constituted agency of the State in which the
service is rendered.

ABT. 17. That the line or lines to
be constructed, maintained, and operated under grant will not be owned, leased,
trusteed, possessed, or controlled by any device or in any manner so that thej
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form part of or in any way effect any combination in the form of an unlawful
trust; or form the subject of any unlawful contract or conspiracy to limit the
output of electric energy; or are in unlawful restraint of trade with foreign
nations, or between two or more States, or within any one State in the genera-
tion, sale, or distribution of electric energy, or in the transmission of communi-
cations by telephone or telegraph.

ABT. 18. That in respect to the regulation by any competent public authority
of the service to be rendered by the grantee or of the price to be charged there-
for, and in respect to any purchase or taking over of the works or business of the
grantee, or any part thereof, by the United States or by any State within which
the works are situated or business carried on, or by any municipal corporation
of such State, no value whatsoever shall at any time be assigned to or claimed
for the grant applied for, or for the occupancy and use of National Forest lands
granted thereunder, nor shall such grant or such occupancy and use ever be
estimated or considered as property upon which the grantee shall be entitled
to earn or receive any return, income, or compensation whatsoever.
ART. 19. That upon breach by the grantee of any of the terms or conditions

set forth in this stipulation or in the grant, the United States may enforce
appropriate remedy therefor by suit for specific performance, injunction, action
for damages, or otherwise; and that if any such breach shall be continued or
repeated after thirty (30) days' notice thereof, given to the grantee by the Sec-
retary, the right of way granted, together with all rights thereunder and all
rental charges and other moneys paid thereon, may be forfeited to the United
States by a suit for that purpose in any court of competent jurisdiction.

(Insert here any additional stipulations proposed in accordance with Reg. L-24.)

In witness whereof, the grantee has executed this stipulation on the _

day of
, 19

(SEAL.) By
Attest :

Secretary.



PROCEDURE,

U. S. DEPARTMENT or AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, D. C.

The following procedure and instructions are hereby established
and issued to take effect February 24, 1913, governing the enforce-
ment of the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to

power projects and to telephone, telegraph, and power-transmission
lines within the National Forests.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

Approved February 24, 1913.

JAMES WILSON, Secretary.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

All applications for the occupancy and use of National Forest lands
for the purpose of developing power will be filed with the district

forester of the district in which the power is to be developed.
Applications for the occupancy and use of public lands outside the

National Forests will also be filed with the district forester, but the

applicant will be required to file with the local land office of the land
district in which such lands are situated such maps and papers and
such copies thereof as are required by the regulations of the Depart-
ment of the Interior. Applications filed in error in the Forester's or

supervisor's office will be forwarded to the district forester con-

cerned.

PRELIMINARY APPLICATIONS AND PERMITS.

If an applicant desires to secure priority for his application during
a time sufficient for the preparation of the maps, plans, and other

data required to be filed with an application for a final power permit,
he may do so by filing an application for preliminary permit. (See

Reg. L-10 and Form 58.)
The preliminary permit will be granted for a definite limited pe-

riod, which will vary according to the circumstances of the particular

case, and will be only long enough to give a reasonable time for the

preparation of a final application as prescribed in the regulations.
In general, such period will not exceed two years. If a longer time

than this is applied for and approved in any case, a special report
will be made by the district engineer showing the necessity for the

longer period, which report will be submitted with the other papers
in the case.

50
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Whenever the time prescribed by the State statutes within which
construction must begin in order to maintain water rights is insuf-
ficient to enable the applicant to prepare a final application before

beginning construction, a clause may be inserted in the preliminary
permit allowing construction to proceed to an extent sufficient to per-
mit compliance with the State law. Only in exceptional cases will
a clause be inserted allowing construction in advance of final applica-
tion and permit for any other reason than to permit compliance with
the State law, and when inserted for any other reason the necessity
for it must be fully explained in the recommendation of the district

forester.

No extension will be granted except upon the written approval of
the Secretary of Agriculture after a satisfactory showing by the per-
mittee of the reasons for such extension, and alter a report has been
submitted by the district forester.

To prevent speculative holding of sites under preliminary permits
and to secure the presentation of the final application within the time
named in the preliminary permit, an annual charge will be made dur-

ing the term of the preliminary permit. The charge will be calcu-
lated on the basis of the estimated rental capacity of the power site

to be occupied and at the rates prescribed in Regulation L-8. If the
final application is filed in accordance with the terms of the prelimi-
nary permit, and if construction is completed and operation is begun
in accordance with the terms of the final permit, the payments made
under the preliminary permit will be credited upon payments due or
to become due after the beginning of operation under the final permit.
The lines shown on the maps accompanying the final application

will not be required to follow without change the lines as shown on
the map accompanying the preliminary application, and the position
and arrangement of conduits and power houses as shown upon the

map accompanying the preliminary application may be changed, if

the detailed surveys preceding the final application show such change
to be desirable

;
but priority from the date of filing of the preliminary

application will be allowed for only so much of the projects shown in

the application for final power permit as is within the approximate
limits of diversion and discharge as shown in the application for the

preliminary power permit. (Reg. L-3.)
Upon the failure of the permittee to comply with the terms of a

preliminary permit the district forester will write him a letter call-

ing his attention to the violation of the terms and notify him that by
reason thereof the permit expired on a given date and the priority

acquired thereby was lost. Copies of this letter of notification should
be sent to the supervisor and to the Forester. If a preliminary permit
is thus terminated, no other application for a permit either preliminary
or final covering the same or adjacent lands will be received from the

same applicant for a period of one year subsequent to the termination
of the preliminary permit.
The date upon which priority of application is established shall be

the date of the filing in the office of the district forester of the last

map or paper necessary to constitute a complete application as

required by Regulation L-10. The date and hour of the receipt
of a preliminary application will be inserted in the space provided
on the form (Form 58a) and will be certified by the signature
of the district forester. Upon the receipt of preliminary appli-
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cations, with their accompanying maps and papers, the district

engineer will examine them in the order of their receipt, as certified

by the district forester^ with a view of determining whether the

application is complete as required by the regulations. If complete,
the district engineer will certify the fact in the space provided on the
form. If incomplete or insufficient, the district engineer will prepare
for the signature of the district forester a letter to the applicant
returning the application and its accompanying papers, with a de-

tailed statement of the incompleteness or insufficiency. A carbon

copy of this letter certified by the signature of the district engineer
will be attached to and filed with the papers in the case. Upon the

return of the amended papers the date and hour of their receipt will

be certified by the district forester in the same manner as when they
were originally

received. Upon the receipt of the amended papers
the district engineer will examine them, and if found complete as

required by the regulation he will certify the fact in the space
provided on the form.
After certifying that the application is complete, as prescribed by

the regulation, the district engineer will examine the maps and esti-

mates, using such additional data as he may be able to secure, will

determine the approximate rental capacity of the power site, and will

submit a report and recommendations to the district forester. A
field examination by the district engineer will be made only when it

is necessary in order to secure sufficient information on which to

base the report and recommendations.

Upon receiving the district engineer's report, the district forester

will prepare five copies of permit on Form 59. If the application is

approved by the district forester and the district engineer, they will

initial the permit. The district forester will send the chief engineer a

copy of the complete application, the original map on tracing linen,
one print copy, one copy of the district engineer's report, the original,
and one copy of the permit, and the correspondence file. The dis-

trict forester will also send the supervisor a print copy of the map.
The chief engineer will examine all the papers received from the

district forester and, if he approves the application, the recommenda-
tions of the district forester and the district engineer's report, he
will initial the original permit and return it with the original map
on tracing linen and the correspondence file to the district forester.

If he does not approve either the application, or the report, or the

recommendations, he will return the original permit without initial

and with a letter to the district forester explaining in detail his

reasons for not approving.
Upon the return of the permit from the chief engineer, if approved,

the district forester will, except as hereinafter provided, prepare a

letter of transmittal (Form 861) in triplicate, stating the amount
of the charge, and will accompany it by a letter informing the appli-
cant that piiority will be lost unless payment is received within 60

days of the date of the letter. The original will be sent to the appli-

cant, and upon receipt of notice from the district fiscal agent that

deposit has been made the district forester will forward to the Forester

on print copy of the map, one copy of the report of the district engi-

neer, the original, and one copy of the permit, and the correspond-
ence file.
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When the original permit has been signed by the Secretary, the
Forester will return it, together with the correspondence file, to the
district forester.

Before transmitting the original permit to the permittee the dis-

trict forester will inform the chief engineer by letter of the dates of

signing and the signature on the permit. He will also send the

supervisor a copy of the permit, a copy of the complete application

(except the papers required under Reg. L-9), a copy of the report of

the district engineer, and a copy of the letter of transmittal (Form
861), with an indorsement thereon of the receipt of the first payment.
When the application includes, in addition to National Forest

lands, lands under the jurisdiction of the Interior Department, the

district forester shall, upon the completion of the application, imme-

diately inform the local land office of such completion and of the

date of priority and shall send a carbon copy of such letter to the

applicant. The date so notified will be taken as the date of priority
before both the Department of Agriculture and the Department of

the Interior.

In preparing reports upon applications including both National
Forest lands and Interior Department lands the district engineer
will calculate the total capacity of the power site and the rental

capacity of the National Forest lands, leaving to the Geological

Survey the computation of charges for the Interior Department
lands. The district forester will then submit the case to the chief

engineer, including, in addition to the papers usually required for

both the chief engineer and the Forester, one copy each of the permit
and of the district engineer's report.
The chief engineer will examine the papers received from the dis-

trict forester, and, if he approves the application, report, and recom-

mendations, will initial the original of the permit, and after retain-

ing the papers required for his own file will submit the remainder

directly to the Forester.

Upon the receipt of the papers the Forester will forward to -the

Geological Survey the extra copy of the permit and of the district

engineer's report, together with a statement of the recommendations
which the Forest Service proposes to make. If the Geological Sur-

vey approves the calculations of the district engineer and the terms
of the permit, as applied to the Interior Department lands involved,
the Forester will so inform the district forester, who will thereupon
prepare and submit the letter of transmittal (Form 861) to the appli-
cant for the advance charge for the use of National Forest lands only.
Thereafter the case will be handled by the Forest Service as if only
National Forest lands were involved.

If the Geological Survey should not approve the calculations and
recommendations if applied to the Interior Department lands, and
it should seem advisable to make alterations or corrections in either

the permit or the report as applied to the National Forest lands, the

Forester will return the papers through the office of the chief engi-
neer to the district forester, with a statement of the corrections or

alterations desired. WTien such changes have been made the district

forester will prepare the letter of transmittal and handle the case as

before.
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FINAL APPLICATIONS AND PERMITS.

If, in accordance with the terms of a preliminary permit, a final

application is filed in the form prescribed by Reg. L-ll, such final

application shall, with reference to priority, relate back and be
effective as of the date of the preliminary application. The date

upon which priority of application is either maintained in accordance
with a preliminary permit or established by final application in the
absence of a preliminary permit shall be the date of the filing in the
office of the district forester of the last map or paper necessary to
constitute a complete application as prescribed in the regulation.
The date and hour of the receipt of an application will be inserted
in the space provided on Form 58a, and will be certified by the signa-
ture of the district forester. Applications will be examined by the
district engineer in the order of their receipt as certified by the dis-

trict forester. The application and its accompanying papers, espe-
cially the plans of project works and the estimates and data, will be

carefully examined with a view to determine whether they are in

complete and proper form and contain all the information required
by the regulation. If complete, the district engineer will certify to

the fact in the space provided on the form.
If any of the papers required by the regulation are incomplete or

insufficient or if there have been any omissions the district engineer
will prepare for the signature of the district forester a letter to the

applicant explaining the incompleteness or insufficiency or omissions,
and returning for completion or correction any papers which are not
in proper form. A carbon copy of this letter certified by the signa-
ture of the district engineer will be attached to and filed with the

papers in the case. Upon the receipt of the amended or additional

papers the date and hour of such receipt will be certified by the dis-

trict forester in the same manner as when they were originally re-

ceived. They will be reexamined by the district engineer and if

found complete, as required by the regulation, he will certify the
fact in the space provided on the form.

Upon the receipt of a final application for the use of an area which
is in whole or in part included in an existing final permit previously
issued, the district forester will return the application to the appli-
cant and will inform him fully of the existing permit and of the

extent to which his application is in conflict therewith. The appli-
cant may then amend his application to avoid such conflict or may
renew his application should the priority of application be lost by
the prior applicant. If the final application is an original filing or

is filed in accordance with the terms of a subordinate preliminary
permit and such filing is made before the filing of final application

by a prior preliminary permittee the district forester will retain the

application, but will suspend action thereon until after the filing of

final application by the prior preliminary permittee or until after

the termination of the preliminary permit. When the prior per-
mittee has filed final application, if it is found that the application
first in time is in conflict with the application first in right the dis-

trict forester will return the former to the applicant and will inform
him fully of the extent to which his application is in conflict with

that of the prior permittee. The first-named applicant may then

amend his application to avoid such conflict or may renew his appli-
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cation should the priority of application be lost by the other ap-

plicant. (See Reg. L-3.)
When the district engineer has certified that the application is

complete as required by the regulation the district forester, after

making such additional prints of maps and plans as may be neces-

sary, will forward to the forest supervisor two prints of the maps of

location, a copy of the notes of survey, and such other papers as may
be necessary. If the application was not accompanied by a certificate

from the supervising engineer of the Reclamation Service that the

occupancy and use of the lands applied for will not interfere with

any project of the Reclamation Service, the district forester will for-

ward a print of the general map of location (see Reg. L-ll, (G) , (5) )

to the supervising engineer concerned and request him to state

whether the occupancy of the land for power purposes will interfere
with any project of the Reclamation Service.

Upon the receipt of the maps and other papers the supervisor will

forward a print of the maps of location to the ranger, will cause an
immediate examination to be made for the purpose of estimating the
amount of timber to be cut or destroyed, and will report to the dis-

trict forester on Form 578b. Reports on Form 964 will be required
in power cases only where no examination and report by a district

engineer will be made.

Upon the receipt of a complete application the district engineer
will make such field examination of the project as may be necessary
and will collect all information and data bearing upon the case that

may be available. If practicable, this examination will be made at

the same time as the supervisor's. Only in exceptional instances

when the district engineer is thoroughly familiar with the project
will the field examination be omitted. In this examination the dis-

trict engineer will determine whether in his judgment the project
as applied for will make a reasonably full development of the power
available at the sites covered by the application.
After the completion of the examination and the collection of the

data the district engineer will submit a report to the district forester.

The report will describe the project in detail, with its relation to

other projects of the same or allied or competing companies; state

whether the project comprehends a full development of the available

power; describe the market for the power and the general market
conditions in the district, so far as such information is available, and
the relation of the power development to other interests, particularly

irrigation. The report should present detailed estimates of the

amount of power that will probably be developed and the complete
data upon which such estimates are based. The report should desig-
nate the several items necessary for filling the blanks of the stipula-
tion and permit, a recommendation of the total power capacity to be

inserted in the stipulation, and such other recommendations as may
seem desirable. The report should be pomplete with respect to the

history of the case and its connection with other cases, and to all

pertinent, general, and special information, so that a full understand-

ing of the case may be had and action taken without the necessity
of referring to other papers except for purposes of verification. The

report should also contain such sketch maps, topographic quadrangles,

photographs, etc., as will be of assistance in giving a full understand-

ing of the case. All the data filed with the application and all other
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data collected which have a bearing upon the case and upon the com-

putation of capacities should be collated in tabular form in the report.
This instruction should be rigidly adhered to, since it will be ex-

tremely important at the 10-year revision period to have in their

original form the exact and complete data upon which the original
calculations are based. If the chief engineer in reviewing the report
of the district engineer makes alterations or corrections, or reaches
different conclusions with respect to power capacity or otherwise, the

report of the district engineer should be corrected accordingly before
the case is submitted to the Forester

;
but if the district engineer, upon

a reexamination of the case, disagrees with the changes made by the
chief engineer, he may so state in his report, giving the reasons

therefor, and he will not, to such extent, be considered responsible
for the report.
Under Regulation L-7 the term "

construction of the works "

excludes all such preliminary work as surveys, road and trail build-

ing, clearing of land, etc. It will therefore be necessary, in inserting
the lengths of periods in article 4 of the stipulation, to allow a time
before construction must begin reasonably sufficient for the comple-
tion of all necessary preliminary work. It will be advisable, in gen-
eral, to confer with the applicant before fixing the time limits, with
the view of agreeing upon such limits as will be satisfactory to the

applicant while at the same time properly protecting the public
interests.

Articles 4 and 5 of the power stipulation have been drawn for the

purpose of allowing permittees to make progressive developments
of two or more power projects upon the same stream or watershed
if they so desire. Each division of the works as taken in these

clauses should in general constitute a complete operating unit or

power project. But where, for example, it may be the applicant's
intention to construct several storage reservoirs not directly con-

nected with the water conduits, each reservoir may be, and in general
should be, taken as a distinct divison of the works. Water conduits
and the diverting dams and power houses connected therewith should
never be separated.

Particular care should be exercised in the determination of the

total capacity of the power site. All the available data should be

secured, and where storage is to be used some graphical method, as

that of Rippl or Hill, should be employed. (See Mead's Water
Power Engineering.) The district engineer should review carefully
the estimates presented by the applicant and compare the same with
his own independent estimates.

From the fact that probably in many instances the data for the

original calculations will be meager, provision is made in Regulation
L-8 for a redetermination of the power capacity by 10-year intervals

to admit of utilizing more complete data and to allow for possible

change of conditions.

Upon receiving the district engineer's report the district forester

will prepare five copies of the stipulation on Form 61 and five copies
of the permit on Form 62. If the application is approved by the dis-

trict engineer and the district forester, they will initial the file copies
of the stipulation and the permit. The district forester will send
the chief engineer a copy of the complete application, one copy of

the district engineer's report, the original maps and plans on tracing
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linen, with one print copy of each, the correspondence file, the letter
from the supervising engineer of the Eeclamation Service and the

original, and one copy of the stipulation and of the permit.
If, because of field conditions or other reasons, the supervisor has

been unable to make his report on timber (Form 578b) by the time
the other papers are ready for transmittal, the case should not be
delayed on that account but be forwarded immediately, and the Form
578b submitted later.

The chief engineer will examine the papers received from the dis-

trict forester, together with the matter submitted in the application.
He will return to the district forester the original maps and plans on
tracing linen, the correspondence file, the letter of the supervising
engineer of the Reclamation Service, and the original copies of the

stipulation and the permit. If he concurs in the recommendations
of the district forester and the district engineer, he will initial the

original copies of the stipulation and the permit. If he does not

concur, he will return them without his initial and with a letter to
the district forester explaining his reasons for not concurring.
The district forester will send the applicant two copies of the

stipulation, and, when necessary, a form (319) for corporate officer's

authority, with the request that one copy of the stipulation be duly
executed and returned to him. He will also send with the stipulation
a statement on Form 861 of the amount of the first year's rental

charge and will by letter inform the applicant that any priority
established under his application will be lost if the rental charges
are not paid and the stipulation is not executed and returned within
90 days from the date of the letter accompanying it, unless such time
is extended by the written authority of the Secretary of Agriculture.
After the duly executed stipulation has been returned and has been

initialed by the assistant to the solicitor, and after notice of payment
is received the district forester will submit to the Forester one copy
of the complete application, one copy of the report of the district

engineer, the original and one copy of the stipulation, the original
and one copy of the permit, the correspondence file, and the letter of
the supervising engineer of the United States Reclamation Service.

If any material changes are made in the stipulation and permit
after they have been returned to the district forester by the chief

enginer, all papers in the case will be resubmitted to the chief engi-
neer before being finally submitted by the district forester to the

Forester.

Upon receipt of the complete papers in the case the Forester will

submit them with his recommendations to the Secretary of Agri-
culture. When the permit has been signed by the Secretary the

Forester will retain one copy of the permit, one copy of the stipula-

tion, the district engineer's report, and one print of the general map
of location (see Reg. Lr-11 (G), (5)) and will return all the other

papers in the case, including the signed original permit, to the dis-

trict forester.

Upon transmitting the original permit to the permittee the district

forester will inform the chief engineer by letter of the dates of

signing and the signatures on the stipulation and permit. He will

also send the supervisor a copy of the complete application (except
the papers required by Regulation L-9. and except the print map
of location and the copy of the field notes which have been previ-
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ously sent), a copy of the report of the district engineer, one copy
of the stipulation, one copy of the permit, and a copy of the letter

of transmittal (Form 861), with an indorsement thereon of the

payments made.
If the final application involves both National Forest and Interior

Department lands, the case will be handled in a manner similar to

that outlined for preliminary applications (see p. 53).
All recommendations by the district forester for cancellation of

permit, either in whole or in part, and all recommendations for ap-
proval or disapproval of applications for extension of time, either for

beginning or completing construction, shall be accompanied by a

report setting forth in detail the reasons for such recommendations,
and shall be submitted to the Forester through the chief engineer.
Whenever engineering difficulties are involved the district engineer
shall make such examination as is necessary, and shall prepare a

report to accompany the recommendations of the district forester.

On November 15 of each year the district forester will prepare
and send by registered mail to each permittee a statement of ac-

count (Form 64). This statement will show the amount of the

charge for the succeeding calendar year, and the credit, if any,
on account of previous payments. If a balance is due from the per-
mittee the statement will be accompanied by a letter of transmittal

(Form 861). The district forester will retain two carbons of the

statements, and the Form 861, and will file them, together with the

registry receipt, with the other papers in the case. Upon the receipt
from the district fiscal agent of the notice of payment the date of
such payment should be indorsed upon the file copies of the Form
861. The original Form 861, with the customary indorsement
thereon of payment, will be sent to the permittee, and one copy of
the statement and of the Form 861 will be sent to the supervisor for

his files.

If the works are completed and operation begun at or prior to the

time specified in the stipulation, the minimum rate of 10 cents per
horsepower per annum will apply from such date proportionately to

the fractional part of the calendar year succeeding such date, and
also to the following full calendar year, and the rate will be increased

each year by 10 cents per horsepower until the rate of $1 is reached,
and will then remain at that rate until the expiration of the permit.
All payments made previous to the beginning of operation will be

applied on payments due or to become due at and after that time.

In order that the district forester may know whether the terms
of the stipulation and permit are being complied with, the super-
visor should keep himself fully informed of the progress of the

work. He shall immediately upon the date specified in the stipula-
tion upon which construction should begin make an examination
and report to the district forester whether the construction has

begun. The supervisor should ascertain from time to time thereafter

whether the works are being constructed with due diligence and in

substantial agreement with the maps and plans, and in case of doubt
should call for an examination by the district engineer. He shall

also immediately on the date specified in the stipulation upon which

operation should begin make an examination and report to the dis-

trict forester whether such operation has begun.
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In order that the district forester may be informed of the power
situation in the whole district the supervisors will forward from
time to time whatever information they are able to collect, formally
or informally, concerning costs of generation of power, the returns
from its sale, the interrelations of the various companies, transfers
of rights, water locations, etc. The date and source of all such in-
formation should be given with the supervisor's opinion of its

reliability.

SEMICOMMERCIAL POWER PROJECTS.

CO

:;

s

Power projects of a semicommercial nature will be regarded as
ommercial except in so far as a satisfactory showing of partial
noncommercial use may be made to the district forester by the

permittee.
The application, procedure, and rental charges will be the same
for commercial power projects except that the charge will be based

pon the rental capacity of the power site after a proper credit has
been given for the amount of power used for noncommercial pur-
poses. (See Reg. L-8.) The credit so given will be such propor-
tion of the preceding year's schedule charge (before any credits have
been applied thereto) as the amount of power used for noncom-
mercial purposes during the preceding year bears to the total amount
of power developed during such year. The amount of the credit
will be determined from statements submitted to the district forester

by the permittee, or, if necessary, from an examination of the per-
mittee's books (see Reg. L-14 (G), (H) ), or from an investigation by
the district engineer.
The data for determining the credit will be obtained each year

by November 15, in order that the district forester may be prepared
to send to the permittee at that time a statement of account, accom-

panied by a letter of transmittal (Form 861), if a balance is due
from the permittee. In arriving at the deduction to be made for

any year, data shall be used for the 12 months next preceding the
date of determination.

APPLICATION AND PERMIT FOR POWER PROJECTS OF 100 HORSE-
POWER TOTAL CAPACITY OR LESS.

Permits for the occupancy and use of power sites having a total

capacity of 100 horsepower or less will be issued by the district

forester. (Reg. L-l.) No charge will be made for such permits.
Applications in writing will be filed with the district forester and

must conform to the requirements of Regulation L-12.
When the application is received the district forester will indorse

thereon the date of its receipt. The application will be examined
by the district engineer to determine whether it conforms to the

requirements of the regulation and whether the total capacity of
the site is 100 horsepower or less. If the capacity is found to be
in excess of 100 horsepower the application will be returned and
the applicant informed that an application in the form prescribed
by Regulation L-10 or L-ll will be required. If the application is

complete and the total capacity is 100 horsepower or less the dis-

trict forester will send the supervisor two print maps of location
and a copy of the notes of survey and such other papers as may be
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necessary. If the application is not accompanied by a certificate

from the supervising engineer of the Reclamation Service that the

proposed works will not interfere with any project of the Kecluina-

tion Service the district forester will secure the certificate before

issuing the permit.
The supervisor will cause such field examination to be made as

may be necessary and will submit a special-use report (Form 9G4),

accompanied when necessary by a report on timber to be cut or

destroyed (Form 578b), to the district forester.

A field examination by the district engineer will be made only
when necessary in the judgment of the supervisor or the district

forester.

When the application is approved the district forester will pre-

pare a permit on Form 832, in which will be inserted: Such items
of Regulation L-14 as are suited to the conditions of the case.

The district forester will prepare an original and four copies of
the permit. He will send the original to the permittee, one copy to

the supervisor, one to the Forester, one to the chief engineer, and
will retain one for his own files. The district forester will also send
the Forester and the chief engineer a print copy of the map of loca-

tion.

Whenever applications involve both National Forest and Interior

Department lands, the district forester will handle the application
in a manner similar to that prescribed for preliminary permit when
involving both National Forest and Interior Department lands. (See

p. 53.)

TRANSMISSION LINE APPLICATIONS AND PERMITS, ACT OF FEB-
RUARY 15, 1901 (31 STAT.. 79O).

All permits for transmission lines, except such as are a part of a

general power project covered by a power permit, or are brought
under such permit by an amendment thereof and for which applica-
tion is made under the act. of February 15, 1901 (31 Stat., 790), will

be issued by the Forester.

When a transmission line is to be used in connection with a power
project already under permit and the application therefor is filed

subsequently to the issuance of the general power permit, a separate

permit will not be issued for the transmission line, but its construc-

tion will be authorized by an amendment of the general power per-

mit, after the execution by the applicant of an amendment to the

original stipulation. Such amendatory permits, as well as permits
for transmission lines for temporary construction purposes, and per-
mits to municipalities for municipal purposes will be issued without

charge. In all other cases, unless otherwise ordered by the Secretary,
a charge will be made of $5 per annum for each mile or fraction

thereof of National Forest land crossed by such lines.

Applications for such transmission line permits will be filed with
the district forester and will, in addition to the papers required under

Regulation L-9, consist of tracings and field notes of survey, both

in the form and with affidavits and certificates required for such lines

when a part of a final power application. (See Reg. L-ll.)
On the receipt of applications for transmission line permits, the

district engineer will examine them in the order of their receipt
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as certified by the district forester, with a view of determining
whether the applications are complete as required by the regulations.
If complete, the district engineer will certify to the fact in the space
provided on the form (Form 58a). If incomplete or insufficient,
the district engineer will prepare for the signature of the district
forester a letter to the applicant returning the application, or so much
of it as is incorrect or incomplete, with a detailed statement of in-

completeness or insufficiency. A carbon copy of this letter, certified

by the initial of the district engineer, will be attached to and filed

with the papers in the case.

Upon the return of the amended papers the date and hour of their

ceipt will be certified by the district forester in the same manner
as when they were originally received.

No application for a preliminary permit for a power transmission

line, except in connection with a general power project to be covered

by a power permit, will be accepted, but only an application for a
final permit as prescribed in the regulations. (See Reg. I/-11.)

Upon the completion of the application the district forester will

forward to the supervisor a copy of the application, together with
two prints of the maps. Upon the receipt of the maps and other

papers the supervisor will forward a print of the maps to the ranger,
will cause an immediate examination to be made for the purpose of

estimating the amount of timber to be cut or destroyed, and will

report to the district forester on Forms 964 and 5T8b.
'

If the report
on Form 5T8b can not be made immediately, the report on Form 964
should be submitted at once, in order that the issuance of the permit
may not be delayed by the inability of the supervisor or the ranger
to make an immediate examination and report upon the amount of

timber to be cut or destroyed.

Upon receiving the supervisor's report the district forester will

prepare five copies of the permit on Form 63. The file copy will be
initialed by the district engineer and the district forester. The dis-

trict forester will then send the applicant a statement on Form 861
of the amount of the first year's rental charge, and will by letter

inform him that any priority established under his application will

be lost if the rental charges are not paid within 90 days from the date
of the letter accompanying the statement, unless such time is extended

by the written authority of the Secretary of Agriculture.
Upon the receipt of notification from the district fiscal agent that

the payment has been made the district forester will send the original
of the Form 861 to the applicant and will send to the chief engineer
two copies of the complete application, two prints of the map of loca-

tion, three copies of the permit, including the original and file copy
and the correspondence file.

The chief engineer, if he approves the application and the form of

permit, will initial the file copy, and after retaining one copy of the

application and one print of the maps of location for his files will

forward the remaining papers to the Forester.

Upon the receipt of the papers the Forester will, if he approves
the application and the form of permit, sign the original. The origi-
nal and file copy of the permit and all the other papers, except a print
of the maps of location, will then be returned to the district forester.

Upon the receipt of the papers from the Forester the district for-

ester will forward to the permittee the original permit, will inform
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the chief engineer by letter of the fact and date of the signature oi

the permit, and will send one copy of the permit to the supervisor,

together with a copy of the Form 861.

If the application involves both National Forest and Interioi

Department lands, the case will be handled in a manner similar to

that outlined for preliminary applications. (See p. 53.)

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, AND POWER-TRANSMISSION LINES, ACT
OF MARCH 4, 1911 (36 STAT., 1253).

Applications for telephone, telegraph, and power-transmission
lines, under the act of March 4, 1911, will be filed with the district

forester and will conform to the requirements of applications for

power-transmission lines under the act of February 15, 1901, as set

forth in Reg. L-9 and Reg. L-ll, except that two original tracings
will be required.
On the receipt of applications for right of way grants the district

engineer will examine them in the order of their receipt as certified

by the district forester, with a view of determining whether the appli-
cations are complete as required by the regulations. If complete, the
district engineer will certify to the fact in the space provided on the
form (Form 58a). If incomplete or insufficient, the district engineer
will prepare for the signature of the district forester a letter to the

applicant returning the application, or so much of it as is incorrect

or incomplete, with a detailed statement of the incompleteness or

insufficiency. A carbon copy of this letter, certified by the initial of
the district engineer, will be attached to and filed with the papers in

the case. Upon the return of the amended papers the date and hour
of their receipt will be certified by the district forester in the same
manner as when they were originally received.

Upon the completion of the application the district forester will

forward to the supervisor a copy of the application, together with
two prints of the maps. Upon the receipt of the maps and other

papers the supervisor will forward a print of the maps to the ranger.

Upon receiving the supervisor's report the district forester will

prepare five copies of the stipulation on Form 69. The file copy
will be initialed by the district engineer and the district forester. If
the application is for a power-transmission line^ the district forester

will send to the applicant with the stipulation a statement on Form
861 of the amount of the first year's rental charge, and will by letter

inform him that any priority established under his application will

be lost if the stipulation is not executed and returned and the rental

charges paid within 90 days from the date of the letter accompanying
the statement, unless such time is extended by the written authority
of the Secretary of Agriculture.

If the application is for a telephone or telegraph line, the district

forester will, in preparing the stipulation, add such special conditions

as may be necessary in order to secure such facilities for forest officers

or such use of the lines and poles of the applicant as may be necessary
or convenient in the conduct of National Forest business or as may
aid in the protection of the National Forests. In the letter transmit-

ting the stipulations for the signature of the applicant the district

forester shall inform him that any priority established under his

application will be lost if the stipulation is not executed and returned
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within 90 days from the date of the letter. No charge will be made
for rights of way for telephone or telegraph lines.

Upon the receipt of the executed stipulation, and if the applica-
tion is for a power transmission line, the receipt of notification from
the district fiscal agent that payment has been made, the district

forester will send the original of Form 861 to the applicant and will

send to the chief engineer two copies of the complete application,
both original tracings, two prints of the tracings, and three copies
of the stipulation (including the file copy), and the correspondence
file.

The chief engineer, if he approves the application and form of

stipulation, will initial the file copy, and after retaining one copy
of the application, one copy of the stipulation, and one print of the

map of location for his files, will forward the remaining papers to

the Forester.

Upon the receipt of the papers the Forester will, if he approves
the application and the form of stipulation, forward the same to

the Secretary for his signature. The indorsement by the Secretary
upon the original tracings will constitute the grant of the right of

way applied for.

Upon the return of the papers from the Forester, the district

forester will forward to the grantee one original tracing and will

retain the other for his own files. He will also inform the chief

engineer by letter of the date and the signature constituting the

approval of the Secretary.
If the application involves both National Forest -and Interior De-

>artment lands, the case will be handled in a manner similar to that
outlined for preliminary applications for power transmission lines

under the act of February 15, 1901. (See p. 53.)

COPIES OF MAPS FOB GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

After the issuance of any permit for the occupancy and use for

power purposes of National Forest lands only, and after the approval
of any grant for rights of way across such lands under the act of

March 4, 1911, the district forester will send to the Forester one print

copy of the general map of location for the Commissioner of the

General Land Office. The map will be accompanied by a letter pre-

pared for the signature of the Forester. The letter will state the

date on which the permit was issued or the grant approved, the

duration of the permit or the grant, the character of the use, the

name and address of the applicant, and the date of priority. The
commissioner makes entry of such permits and grants on the tract

books of the Land Office. After such entry the final disposal of the

tract traversed by the right of way will not be considered a revocation

of the permit or of the grant, but such final disposal will be subject
to such permit or grant, unless or until the permit or the grant shall

have been specifically revoked, as provided for in the act of Febru-

ary 15, 1901 (31 Stat, 790), or in the act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat.,

1253) , respectively. (See letter of the Secretary to the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, Aug. 23, 1912, 41 L. D.)
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The Secretary
* * * may make such rules and regulations as

will insure the objects of such reservations, namely, to regulate their ocrupanr\
n nd use and to preserve the forests thereon from destruction; and any violation

of the provisions of this act or such rules and regulations shall be punished

[by $500 fine or 12 months' imprisonment, or both] as is provided for in the ad
of June 4, 1888, amending section 5388 of the Revised StaUu ^ of the United

States. (Act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat., 11.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 141 INSTRUCTIONS.

OCTOBER 28, 1912.

General Administration and Protection. On page 81 the

paragraph:

"TJ. S. F. S." Stock.

The contract price for the current year should always be stated on
the voucher. In ordering, the statement should be made that the wire
is to be shipped from the stock sealed and stamped

UU. S. F. S.,"
and shipments received without this seal and stamp should not be

accepted.

is hereby superseded by the following, the subheading being omitted

entirely:

The contract price for the current year should always be stated on
the voucher. Shipments of wire may be received without the seal and

stamp formerly required on shipments of this material.

A. F. POTTER,

Acting JFwester.
'-12
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL

AMENDMENT NO. 151. INSTRUCTIONS.

DECEMBER 9, 1912.

General Administration and Protection, Property. Since it is necessary, in

conformity with instructions from the Secretary of Agriculture, to discontinue
the use of Forest Service Form A (Voucher for Purchases and Services other
than personal) and use Departmental Form 5A in lieu thereof, all reference to

Forms A throughout the various National Forest Manuals should be considered
on and after January 1, 1913, as applying to Form 5A.

That paragraph on page 83 headed "
Property Procured by Purchase" is

hereby revoked and the following paragraph substituted: PEOPEETY PEO
(JUEED BY PUECHASE: Forest officers, except purchasing agents, will pre-

pare two carbons, Form 9390 (yellow) when making up the Form 5A.
The Forest officer will forward the Form 5A and the attached ' ' Memo-

r.iudum Copy" to the District Fiscal Agent, forward one signed copy of the
Form 939C to the Property Auditor, and retain the second copy as a reminder.

When payment has been made, the Fiscal Agent will assure himself by
audit that the Memorandum copy agrees with the original Form 5A, place upon
the Memorandum Copy the date of payment and his voucher number, and for-

ward the Memorandum Copy to the Property Auditor.
The Property Auditor will abstract the non-expendable property on Forms

039 in duplicate and note on the forms the date of payment and the voucher
number reported on the Memorandum Copy of Form 5A. lie will forward the

original of the Forms 939 to the member accountable for signature. Upon the
return of the signed original, he will give both copies a voucher number, make
the proper charges, stamp on the duplicate the statement that the property has
been charged, and forward the duplicate, together with the Memorandum Copy
to the member accountable. Where the Forest Clerk is Property Custodian,
the duplicate Form 939 will be forwarded to the Property Custodian,
find the Memorandum Copy to the Forest Supervisor. The Property Auditor
will retain the signed Form 939C, to which has been transferred the date of

payment and the voucher number.
When making up reimbursement accounts (Form 4), Forest officers will

prepare three copies of Form 939 covering all expendable or non-expendabltf
articles. The Form 939 must be signed by the member accountable. The orig-
inal will be forwarded with the Form 4 to the District Fiscal Agent, the dupli-
cate to the Property Auditor, and the triplicate will be retained. Eeimburse-
ment vouchers (Form 4) containing property will not be paid unless accom-

panied by Form 939.

(Signed) H. S. GEAVES,
Forester
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IT. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

\Ynxhington, D. C.

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the act of Congress of February 1,

1905 (33 Stat, 628 >, amendatory of the act of Congress of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat,

11), I, JAMES WILSON, Secretary of Agriculture, do make and publish the fol-

lowing regulations relating to the general administration of the Forest Service

and the protection of the National Forests, the same to supersede all previous

regulations for like purposes and to be in force and effect from the date of this

order, and to constitute a part of the Use Book.

Ill testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official seal at Wash-

ington, D. C., this 12th day of August, 1912.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Ayricullni
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THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

REGULATIONS.

Age Limit of Applicants for Banger.

Reg. 0. A.-1. Only citizens of the United Slates and those who have de-
clared their intention to become such, and who are between the ages of 21 and
40, are eligible for ranger examinations. Selection for appointment will be made
when practicable from qualified citizens of the State in which the National
Forests, respectively, are situated. These qualifications will not be waived
under any circumstances.

Maximum Bates for Meals and Lodging.

Reg. Gr. A.-2. The Forester may make and determine maximum rates within
the amount allowable under the Fiscal Regulations for travel expenses of em-
ployees of the Forest Service, such rates to be equitable and according to the
standard of living in the various localities in which they are to become opera-
tive. Maximum rates may be established in the following classes: For meals
and lodging of employees on detail to Washington or the district offices; meals
and lodging at other points visited by Forest officers or employees; meals at

ranger stations. This authority may be delegated, if necessary, to the District
Foresters.

Forage.

Reg. G. A. 3. Forest officers or employees regularly assigned to field duty
may be required to own and equip the saddle and other animals necessary to

carry on their official duties. Feed for animals so used, owned by Forest offi-

cers or employees, will be furnished in whole or in part as may be deemed
equitable by the Forester, either by purchase or by growing such feed on Na-
tional Forest lands. When a motor-driven vehicle, such as a motor cycle or an
automobile, is used by a Forest officer in lieu of saddle horses or other animals
in the performance of his official duties, gasoline, oil,

t
and carbide for motor

cycles or automobiles so used will be furnished in whole or in part, as may be
deemed equitable by the Forester.

Appeals from Disciplinary Action.

Reg. G. A. 4. The officer or employee of the Forest Service affected by any
disciplinary measure administered may take an appeal to the District Forester
and from the District Forester to the Forester, and from the Forester to the

Secretary of Agriculture, but no appeal will be considered by the Secretary unless
the Forester has affirmed the decision of the District Forester adverse to the

appellant. In no case will an attorney be recognized in personnel matters.

Accessibility of Public Becords.

Reg. (r. A.-5. In general, the papers on file in the offices of the Forest Serv-
ice relating to the transaction of National Forest business are public records,
and as snob, are open to the public. Information should not be refused to per-
sons whose interest is legitimate. Recommendations on matters pending should
riot be made public. Equal opportunities for information must be given to all

persons having an interest in any transaction. In conformity with the practice,
and at the request of the Department of the Interior, all reports on public-
land claims will be treated as confidential, and may be examined only by duly
authorized officers and employees of the Government. Reports on June 11

applications and personnel reports are confidential, and may be examined only
by duly authorized officers of the Government. Under no circumstances will

inquirers be permitted to take papers from the tiles outside of the building.

11
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Cooperation In Enforcing State Fire Laws.

K<'U'. <. A.-tf. All Forest ollicers will cooperate with Stale olliehils, so far ;is

pra< t icable, to enforce State laws for the prevention ;md exi m^uislnnent of

forest lires. \Vhen antliori/ed to do so by the proper State officers, they will,

without additional pay, ad as tire wardens with full power to enforce ihe

local laws.

Fire Protection Cooperative Agreements.
Keg. G. A. 7. The Forest Service shall, whenever possible, and is hereby

authorized to, enter into such agreements with private owners of timber, with

railroads, and with other industrial concerns operating in or near the National
Forests as will result in mutual benefit in the prevention and suppression of

forest fires; provided, that the service required of each party by such agree-
ments shall be in proportion to the benefits conferred.

Protection of Water Supplies. Cooperative Agreements.
Reg. G. A.-8. For the purpose of protecting water supplies of towns. Hi

and irrigation districts, the use of National Forest lands will be restricted by
the Secretary of Agriculture, with such conditions as to reservations from other
uses of the land and to assistance to be given the Forest Service by the town
or city in establishing special protective measures as may be deemed necessary
or advisable. Such use will be granted under formal agreement between tin-

Secretary of Agriculture and the properly authorized official of the town, city,

or irrigation district.

Sale of Condemned Property.

Reg. G. A. 9. The Forester is authorized to sell at field stations of ihe

Forest Service, after public notice, by advertisement or otherwise, such articles

of equipment as are worn out or damaged beyond repair, or which are of no
further use in the Service, but which have a sale value estimated at $.~><M> or

less. The Forester may delegate the authority to district officers. When the

estimated sale value is more than $500, special authority must be obtained from
the Secretary of Agriculture.

I



PROCEDURE AND INSTRUCTIONS.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, D. C.

The following procedure and instructions are hereby established to take

effect August 12. 1912, governing the enforcement of the regulations of the

Secretary of Agriculture, relating to the general administration of the Forest

Service and the protection of the National Forests.

H. S. GRAVES, forester.

Approved August 12, 1912.

JAMES WILSON, Secretary.

THE NATIONAL FORESTS.

THEIR PURPOSE.

National Forests have for their objects to insure a perpetual supply of
timber, to preserve the forest cover which regulates the flow of streams, and
to provide for the use of all resources which the Forests contain, in the ways
which will make them of largest service. Largest service means greatest good
to the greatest number in the long run. It means conservation through use,
with full recognition of all existing individual rights and with recognition also
that beneficial use must be use by individuals; but without the sacrifice of a

greater total of public benefit to a less. In other words, the Forests are to be

regarded as public resources, to be held, protected, and developed by the Gov-
ernment for the benefit of the people.
The injury which results from the destruction of forests by fire and ill-

regulated use is a matter of history in older countries, and has long been the
cause of anxiety in the United States.

i

A cheap and plentiful supply of timber
is important if not necessary to the welfare of communities; a forest cover
is the most effective means of

'

maintaining a regular streamflow for irriga-
tion and other purposes; and the future of the western live-stock industry
depends upon the permanence of the range. Exhaustion of a local timber

supply means the cessation of lumbering and the business activities dependent
on it, and often leaves desolation, impoverishment, and industrial depression ;

there are vast public and private losses through unnecessary forest fires, while
a rapidly growing population creates an increasing demand for lumber. With
forest destruction the flow of streams becomes irregular just when develop-
ment of the country makes them indispensable to transportation, manufacture,
or irrigation. Without regulation there is serious decrease in the carrying
capacity of the range. In short, forest protection is vital to the public welfare.

HISTORY OF THEIR ESTABLISHMENT.

As early as 1799, and again in 1817, Congress provided for the purchase of
timber lands to supply the needs of the Navy. Other acts from time to time
made similar provisions for setting apart forest land for specific purposes, but
the first attempt to secure comprehensive administration of the forests on the
public domain was in 1X71, when a bill was introduced in the Forty-second
Congress, whieh, however, failed of passage.

13
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In isTii. SL'.IIOO was appropriated 10 employ a competent man to investigate
timber conditions in the Fnited States, and on .lime :;o. ixxc,. an act was
approved creating a Division of Forestry in the Department of Agriculture.
On .Inly 1, 1901. this Division became the P.nrean of Forestry, which, in turn,
under the act of February 1. 19O5, became the Forest Service.

With the increasing reali/ation that the Nation's forest resources must be

protected, and with the immense growth of irrigation interests in the West, the

necessity for retaining permanent Federal control over selected forest areas
was recognized by a brief section inserted in the act of .March .",. 1X91 1 12<;

Stat.. 10951, which authorized the President to establish forest reserves, now
called National Forests. The first exercise of this authority was in the crefl

(ion of the Yellowstone Park Timber Land Reserve, proclaimed by President

Harrison March 30, 1891.

The mere creation and setting apart of forest reserves, however, without pro-
vision for their use, was both ineffectual and annoying to local interests de-

pendent upon their resources. Consequently the Secretary of the Interior, in

1X90. requested the National Academy of Sciences to recommend a national
forest policy. This resulted in the passage of the act of .June 4, 1x97 CJO Stat.,

11). under which, with subsequent enactments, .National Forests are now ad-
ministered.
On the theory that the management of land, not forests, was chiefly involved,

this law gave the Secretary of the Interior authority over the Forests, and
provided that they should be surveyed, mapped, and classified by the Tinted
States Geological Survey, and administered by the General Land Ollice. lint

the complex technical problems arising from the necessary use of forest and
range soon demanded the introduction of scientific methods and a trained force,
which could not be provided under the existing system. The advice and
services of the Bureau of Forestry were found necessary, but, under the law.
could be but imperfectly utilized. The necessity of consolidating the various
branches of Government forest work became apparent, and was urged upon
Congress by the President and by the executive officers concerned. Finally
the act of February 1, 1905. transferred to the Secretary of Agriculture entire

.jurisdiction over the National Forests, except in matters of surveying and
passage of title to land.

The regulations* and instructions for the use of the National Forests here
published are in accordance with the organic acts and with the various sup-
plementary and amendatory laws passed since June 4, 1897. They are based
upon the general policy laid down for the Forest Service by the Secretary of

Agriculture in his letter to the Forester dated February 1, 1905:
" In the administration of the forest reserves it must be clearly borne in

mind that all land is to be devoted to its most productive use for the permanent
good of the whole people, and not for the temporary benefit of individuals or

companies. All the resources of forest reserves are for use, and this use must
be brought about in a thoroughly prompt and businesslike manner, under such
restrictions only as will insure the permanence of these resources. The vital

importance of forest reserves to the great industries of the Western States
will be largely increased in the near future by the continued steady advance
in settlement and development. The permanence of the resources of the re-

serves is therefore indispensable to continued prosperity, and the policy of
this department for their protection and use will invariably be guided by
this fact, always bearing in mind that the conservative use of these resources
in no way conflicts with their permanent value.

" You will see to it that the water, wood, and forage of the reserves are con-
served and wisely used for the benefit of the home builder first of all. upon
whom depends the best permanent use of lands and resources alike. The con-
tinued prosperity of the agricultural, lumbering, mining, and live-stock inter-

ests is directly dependent upon a permanent and accessible supply of water,
wood, and forage, as well as upon the present and future use of these resources
under businesslike regulations enforced with promptness, effectiveness, and
common sense. In the management of each reserve local questions will be de-
cided upon local grounds; the dominant industry will be considered first, but
with as little restriction to minor industries as may be possible: sudden changes
in industrial conditions will be avoided by gradual adjustment after due notice,
and where conflicting interests must be reconciled the question will always be
iVcided from the standpoint of the greatest good of the greatest nnml>er in the

long run."
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THE FOREST SERVICE.

ESTABLISHMENT.

The Secretary of Agriculture is empowered by Congress to
" make such rules

and regulations, and to establish such service as will insure the objects of such

reservations L National Forests], namely, to regulate their occupancy and use,

and to preserve the forests thereon from destruction." Under the provisions of

this act. the Secretary has made and published regulations relating to the pro-
tection and use of the National Forests, and has established the necessary serv-

ice to carry such regulations into effect.

All permanent positions in the Forest Service are under the civil-service law.

Vacancies are filled through certification by the Civil Service Commission, and
information as to the times and places at which examinations will be held may
be obtained only from the United States Civil Service Commission, Washing-
ton, D. C.

RELATION OF FOREST OFFICERS TO THE PUBLIC.

Forest officers are agents of the people. They must answer all inquiries fully
and cheerfully, and be even more prompt and courteous in the conduct of Forest
business than in private business. They must, of course, obey instructions and
enforce regulations without fear or favor, they must not allow personal or other
interests to weigh against the permanent good of the Forests; but it is no less

their duty to encourage legitimate enterprises and to assist the public in making
use of the resources of the Forests. They must make every effort to prevent
misunderstanding and violation of Forest regulations, rather than to correct
mistakes after they have been made. Information should be given tactfully, by
advice and not by offensive warnings.

Persons who wish to make any use of the resources of a National Forest for

which a permit is required should consult the nearest Forest officer, or, if more
convenient, should write to the supervisor of the Forest upon which the use is

desired.

THE FIELD ORGANIZATION OF THE FOREST SERVICE.

The administration of the National Forests and the conduct of all matters
relating to forestry which have been placed upon the Department of Agriculture
by Congress is, under the direction of the Secretary of Agriculture, in charge
of the Forester, who is the Chief of the Forest Service. The office of the For-
ester is in Washington, D. C.

DISTRICTS.

For the better administration of the National Forests six districts have been
established, with headquarters at the following places: District 1, Missoula,
Mont. ; District 2, Denver, Colo. ; District 3, Albuquerque, N. Mex. ; District 4,

Ogden, Utah; District 5, San Francisco, Cal.
; and District 6, Portland, Oreg.

Each National Forest district embraces a number of National Forests, and the
district officers are responsible for the general supervision and inspection of
the administrative and technical work on the Forests within their respective
districts.

NATIONAL FORESTS.

The forest areas are divided for the purposes of administration into conven-
ient units of management, each of which is called a National Forest and is in

charge of a forest supervisor. When the amount of business on a National
Forest warrants it the forest supervisor is assisted by a deputy supervisor, who
has such duties and authority as may be delegated' to him by the Supervisor.
The positions of forest supervisor and deputy forest supervisor are filled by
promotion or transfer from classified positions in the Forest Service. The
forest supervisor's headquarters are located at a place in or adjacent to the
Forest from which the business can be conducted most conveniently and effi-

ciently.
FOREST OFFICERS.

Field Officers.

The field work involved in directing the use, protection, and improvement of
a National Forest is, under the supervision of the forest supervisor, performed
by rangers, forest assistants, lumbermen, sealers, and planting assistants, all
<>f whom are in the classified civil service. Appointment to any of these posi-
tious is made only from the eligible register resulting from competitive exami-
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nations held hy the I'nited Slates Civil Service Commission, or by promoti
Rangers must he selected, when pract icjible, from <pia litied citi/ens of th Slat
in \vJiicli the National Forests respectively are situated.

Skilled and Unskilled Laborers.

Tin' skilled ;m<I unskilled l;il)or of a temporary character required in t'ie use.

protection, and improvement of the National Forests is performed l.y j.

guards, field assistants, and temporary laborers. These positions .-ire not in Un-
classified civil service and arc tilled through selection by the forest snj -r

or by officers in charge of field parties.

Clerks.

Clerical work in (he supervisors' oil ices is performed by forest clerks, assisted

by additional clerks if the amount of business \varr.mls. The position ,!' I

clerk, and of all clerks except those employed temporarily, is in the classified
service and is tilled by transfer or by appoint meiil from the register of eligible*
obtained from competitive examinations held by the civil Service ('..mini

When lists of availables can be furnished by the commission temporary clerks
are selected from such lists.

DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS.

Under the direction of the Chief of the Division of Accounts of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, the receipt and disbursement of the funds of the 1

Service, and the execution of all formal papers affecting the grad-
inent, or salary of members of the Forest Service, will be in charge of Hie chief
of Hie Forest Service branch of the Division of Accounts and Disburse)!
The chief of the Forest Service branch of accounts and disbursements Is

by six district fiscal agents, each of whom has direct charge of all the work
of the division arising in the district to which he is assigned. The district

fiscal agent may be assisted by special disbursing officers, whose duties and
authorities will be determined by the Secretary.

In each district a United States depository is designated which receives all

revenues of the Forest Service in that district.

The chief of the Forest Service branch of the Division of Accounts and
Disbursements and the district fiscal agents correspond directly with the
members of the Forest Service in all matters pertaining to the settlement of
accounts.

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR.

nnding
> takei

memo-
. a full

Under the direction of the Solicitor of the Department of Agriculture,
district assistants to the solicitor will be the advisors of the District Foresters
and their assistants on all questions of law arising in the administration ot

the National Forests. The opinions of the district assistants will be binding
on the District Foresters, except that in urgent cases an appeal may be tal

through the Forester to the Solicitor.

All requests for formal opinions will be made in the form of written
randa, accompanied, when possible, with all the papers in the case, and a
statement of facts out of which the request for an opinion arises. The dis

trict assistants to the solicitor will render their opinions in writing, addressed
to the District Foresters. In matters of minor importance, where written an<

formal opinions are not necessary, or are impracticable, the District Forest en
may informally consult with the district assistants.

All matters which have reached the stage where action in the courts it

necessary must be referred to the district assistants to the solicitor. Thence
forth the cases will be entirely in their hands, and all correspondence in refer

ence thereto will be conducted and prepared by them. If additional evidenc<

is needed they will request the District Foresters to supply it.

The district fiscal agents will request and receive advice and opinions fi

the district assistants to the solicitor in .the same manner.

DISTRICT COMMITTEE.

:eciThe district committee will consist of the District Forester and such ex(

tive officers as he may designate. The committee will meet once a week. Th
following order of business will be observed :

Reading of the minutes.
Unlinished business.

.Reports of subcommittees.
Discussion of reports of subcommittees.

Reports of members of the committee.
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The committee will discuss matters which relate to the administration of

the National Forests and to work of the Forest Service and will make definite

recommendations, but decisions will rest with the District Forester. Copies of

the minutes of the committee meetings will be sent to the Forester, to each
District Forester, and to the Director of the Madison Laboratory. Copies may
also be sent to the supervisors of the district in which the meeting is held.

The discussions are informal and confidential, and a large part of their value

depends upon keeping them so. The minutes will not be taken as instructions
and supervisors will therefore be careful not to draw hasty conclusions from
the record of these discussions, where it may seem that unnecessary criticism

has passed.

DUTIES OF SERVICE AND DISTRICT OFFICERS AND SUPERVISORS
WHEN IN THE FIELD.

Washington Officers.

Administrative officers of the Washington office, when in the field, will not
issue instructions to officers upon the National Forests, except in cases of grave
emergency. In such cases the District Forester concerned will be informed
immediately, in writing, by the administrative officer, of the character of such

instructions, and to whom they were given.
When on duty in a district, members of the Washington office will act either

as inspectors, within their respective fields, reporting directly to the Forester,
or as executive officers under the direction of the District Forester, in accord-
ance with the instructions from the Forester.

District Officers.

The District Foresters and assistant district foresters, and district officers

designated by them, are authorized, within their respective fields, to give in-

structions to officers upon the National Forests within their districts. Other
subordinate officers of the district office when on National Forests will, by
assignment, act as inspectors within their respective fields, reporting directly
to their chief, or as executive officers reporting directly to the supervisor.

Instructions Issued in the Field.

When a district officer issues instructions to a supervisor he should prepare
a written memorandum of them to go into the forest supervisor's file. Orders
to rangers and other field officers should be given only in emergency cases,
and when such orders are found necessary they should be communicated, by
the officer issuing them, to the supervisor as soon as possible. Copies of these
memoranda should be sent to the District Forester whenever the action initiated

by them requires further action in the district office or is needed for information.
When a district officer is in doubt concerning instructions to be given, espe-

cially when it concerns matters outside of the officer's special line of work, he
will report the circumstances in detail to the District Forester.

Reports on controversies or complaints, which are settled on the ground by
the district officer, will be filed for reference in the district office and a copy
sent to the supervisor.

Inspectors.
Members of the Washington and district offices, when on National Forests

under assignments as inspectors, will give no orders.

Authority of Supervisors.
The supervisor has full authority over all Forest officers detailed to the

Forest of which he is in charge and may make such assignments and delegate
such authority as he may consider necessary, provided such assignments or

delegations of authority are not specifically prohibited.

FIELD EQUIPMENT AND EXPENSES OF FOREST OFFICERS.

Equipment.
Forest officers or employees assigned to field duty may be required to furnish

thomselves with the necessary means of transportation, with the requisite
equipment. They may also be required to furnish themselves with necessary
camp equipment. The supervisor will determine what equipment each officer

on his Forest must provide. The District Forester will determine what field

equipment the members of the district office and the supervisors must provide.

50599 12 2
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Subsistence and Lodging.
Forest otlicers and employees, unless it is specifically so provided by ihe

terms of their employments or included in their appointment orders, will not

receive subsistence or be reimbursed their expenses for subsistence and lodging,
or other expenses, while at their permanent station or place of employment.
They may, however, be reimbursed their expenses for travel, subsistence,

lodging, when absent from their ollicial station on official business.

Extravagance will not be tolerated, since it is expected th.-it an i-inp

when traveling at (Jovernment expense will incur only those expenses whir
would be incurred were he traveling at his own expense.

Subsistence in Lieu of Salary.
Subsistence not provided for in travel authorizations may be furnished to For-

i st guards or other temporary employees serving under appointments by the

Secretary of Agriculture when authorized by the terms of such appointment^.
In requesting such appointments the district foresters will recommend a redm-
lion in the salary usually paid for the same grade of employee in an amount
equivalent to the estimated cost of such subsistence.

Subsistence at Banger Stations.

Kangers occupying ranger stations should be paid by visiting otlicers fo

meals and for the use of beds or bedding.

Subsistence from Forest Users.

It is against the policy of the Forest Service for its officers to accept in any
unreasonable measure hospitality from Forest users. It is realized that many
Forest users will not accept payment for subsistence and horse feed, but

Forest officers should in all cases offer payment. They should avoid stopping
at places where the owners will not accept payment, unless such avoidance
will mean great inconvenience.

Forage.
When the estimated cost of forage and stabling of horses owned by field

officers necessary to carry on their field duties exceeds $75 per annum in the case

of permanent employees, or $6.25 per month in the case of temporary employees.
the excess above the $75 per annum or the $6.25 per month will be paid by the

Forest Service upon the certification of the supervisor (see Keg. <;. A. 1). The
form of such certification will be as follows :

I hereby certify that this expenditure is to cover cost of forage in ex

of the estimated amount of $75 per annum for the use of

an employee of the Forest Service.

I

I.

it

Supervisor.

In order to make the payment of such expenses uniform and equitable the

conditions surrounding the incnrrence of such expenses for each employee
shall be reported annually by the supervisor, and he should make careful esti-

mates of the amount needed for this purpose for the next fiscal year. This

report should show for each member of the Forest force: The number of horses

owned and used in official work and initial cost, cost of equipment for horses,

cost of feed and stabling, value of feed produced at ranger stations ami cost of

production, number of days the horses were used in field work, the number of

days horses were not used, cost of shoeing horses, total cost of maintenance

per year per horse.

From the suballotment for forage approved by the District Forester the snper-

Msor will make allotments to the Forest officers for expenses as above, and the

amount allotted to any Forest officer must not be exceeded during the fiscal

year unless a sufficient reason is given and the allotment is increased by the

"supervisor to cover the necessary excess, provided the amount necessary to cover

such increase can be secured through a readjustment of the suballotmeuts to the

Forest.

Supplies for Motor Vehicles.

When Forest officers or other employees own motor-driven vehicles, which

they use in lieu of saddle horses or other animals in the performance of their

official duties, the expense for gasoline, carbide, and oil will generally be reim

bursed them. Repairs on such vehicles will not be paid by the Government.
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Transfer of Household Effects.

forest officers transferred from one official station to another for permanent
duty may, under the written authority of the Forester, be allowed freight and
drayage charges for the transfer of their household effects and of other per-
sonal property used by such officers when transferred, not exceeding in all 3,500

l>ounds. Horses will be transported at Government expense only when used
in official -work. Shipments by freight must be on Government bills of lading
(see Methods of Shipment, p. 83). and each account must be accompanied by
letter of instructions, and the certificate of the officer best qualified to make it

that the property so shipped consists of the household goods of the officer trans-

ferred and is exclusively his property. (Act Mar. 4, 1911, Public No. 478, and
Departmental Order No. 145.)

The Forest Badge.
The Forest officer is supplied with a badge, which serves as an evidence of

his authority as an officer of the Forest Service. Every precaution must be
taken against the loss of badges or their possession by persons not authorized
to wear them. Broken or worn-out badges should be returned to the property
clerk for repair or replacement.

When Not on Duty.
Reimbursement will not be made to employees for expenses incurred while

on sick or annual leave, while on furlough, or leave of absence without pay.

Telegrams regarding salary or leave of absence are considered private business,

and the expense of neither the message sent nor the reply will be borne by the
Government.

Summary of Comparative Cost of Living Expenses.
In order to obtain data for a just and equitable policy of reimbursing Forest

officers for field expenses and also as a guide in making promotions and fixing
rates of compensation, the comparative living costs of Forest officers should
be ascertained. This should give the cost of food supplies, wearing apparel,
hoard, lodging, and house rent, at headquarters and also in the field. An annual

summary of this record should be included in the personnel report.

QUARTERS.

Properly located and equipped quarters are essential to the efficient transac-

tion of business, the safeguarding of Government property, and the convenience
of the public. Their selection should, however, be made with strict regard to

economy.

District Offices.

The headquarters of the National Forest districts are located at places which
offer the greatest advantages for the administration of the business of the
Forest Service. Leases of district offices will be prepared in quadruplicate by
the district assistant to the solicitor, on information furnished by the District

Forester. After the District Forester has secured the execution of three copies

by the lessor, the district assistant to the solicitor will pass upon the execution
and if the copies are properly executed he will initial and return them to the
District Forester, who will initial and send them to the Forester. After they
have been executed by the Secretary they will be returned to the District

Forester, who will send one executed copy to the lessor and two executed

copies with the file copy to the district fiscal agent.

Supervisors' Offices.

The office of the Forest Supervisor of each National Forest will be located at
the place which offers the greatest advantage for the transaction of business
with Forest users, and the best facilities of transportation and communication
with the Forest. In the event of the establishment of a new Forest, or in case
the headquarters of a Forest are not well located, the District Forester will

investigate the comparative advantages as headquarters of all the towns in the

vicinity of the Forest, and will then submit definite recommendations to the
Forester. The Forest Supervisor is responsible for the selection of suitable

quarters for his office force and property. Whenever quarters become unsuit-
able the supervisor will submit recommendations' to the District Forester, after

investigation, for securing new quarters. Leases for supervisor's offices may
be prepared by the supervisor under instructions from the District Forester.
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They will he prepared in quintupllcate on the form approved by the soli.

The service to be given by the lessor, including lij-'hl, hc:it. telephone, and
janitor service, should be described in detail in the lc;ise. After three copies
have been execnled by Hie lessor, the five copies will be sent to ihe \)\>>.

Forester, who will refer them lo the district assistant to the solicitor for

approval as to form and execution. Such lease may, however, be prepared by
the district assistant to the solicitor on information by the District Forester,
whenever this procedure Is more convenient. In either case, when the ].

executed in triplicate by the lessor has boen approved and initialed by the
district assistant to the solicitor, it will be returned to the Dsirict Forester,
who will initial and forward the three copies executed by the lessor to the For-
ester for execution. After these three copies have been executed by the For-
ester they will be returned to the District Forester, who will forward one
executed copy to the lessor, two executed copies and one file copy to the district
liscal agent, and the remaining file copy to the supervisor.

Bangers' Offices, Storage, and Other Quarters.

When the amount or character of business on a ranker district, timber sale,
or other important project requires office or storage facilities, and where the
Service has no suitable quarters, the supervisor should report the situation.
in detail, to the District Forester, with definite recommendations for the le

or acquisition through other means, of suitable quarters. The procedure pre-
scribed for preparing and forwarding leases for rangers' offices and other

quarters on the Forests will be the same as for supervisor offices.

Supervisors and other officers should not close any arrangement for quarters
until the necessary approval of their superior officer is obtained.

Lease of Land.

Owing to the fact that the department is not permitted to incur obligations
for a period beyond the limit of the appropriation act, which is nearly always
the fiscal year, land must not be leased for any purpose requiring the con-

struction of buildings of a permanent character. The matter should be re-

ported upon very fully to the Forester, and if approved by him, the procedure
will be the same as for supervisors' offices.

Construction of Buildings.
When Government land is available, or in case land has been leased for

supervisors' or rangers' offices, or for other purposes, the plans and cost of

the buildings must be reported on fully to the District Forester, in accordance
with the outline for the construction of buildings in the Improvement section

of the Manual.

Banger Stations.

Large areas within the National Forests are practically uninhabited, and
entirely lack living accommodations. To remedy this situation Congress has
provided 'for the construction of houses for Forest officers stationed on the
Forests. It is clearly the intention of Congress that such dwellings shall be
constructed only where they serve the actual needs of the Service, and not

merely those of the ranger or other officer by whom they will be occupied. The
construction or lease of dwellings solely for the personal needs of a Forest
officer can be construed only as granting additional compensation, which can
not be done unless specifically provided by law. Only where there is an un-
deniable need for them and when it is impracticable for the officer to rent or
construct his own living quarters will houses be leased, rented, or constructed
at Government expense. When the supervisor desires to construct or rent
such quarters at Government expense he will report to the District Forester.

in detail, the need for them and show that it is impracticable to provide them
in any other way, and that they are not constructed or rented for the purpose
of granting additional compensation to the officer who will occupy the quarters.
The actual construction of such quarters will be handled in the manner out-

lined in the Improvement section of the Manual.

Quarters in Government Buildings.
When the quarters are desired in an existing Federal building the District

Forester will prepare a letter for the signature of the Secretary of Agriculture,
addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury, stating the number of rooms and
amount of floor space required, the purposes for which the space is needed, and
the amount paid as rental and other expenses, including light, heat, and janito

services, for other quarters occupied at the time. When the erection of a new

;
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Federal building is proposed ;it any place where rented quarters are occupied
by the Forest Service the District Forester will inform the Forester upon re-

quest of the amount of space needed in the new building and the amount of

rental (including light, heat, and janitor service), if any, being paid for quar-
ters. If it is contemplated to remove the offices to a town or city in which the

new Federal building is to be built, the amount of rental paid at the present
location should be given. The necessary memorandum to the Secretary of

Agriculture will be prepared in the Washington office. If no space is needed
in a new Federal building, this fact will be reported to the Forester.

Signs.
All quarters used by the Forest Service for the transaction of business with

the public, including ranger stations, must be equipped with suitable signs. A
sign that is approved for supervisors' offices is:

FOREST SERVICE
IT. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

OFFICE OF
OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST.

For a ranger station :

IIUMPTULIPS RANGER STATION.

It is often advisable, also, to give the name of the ranger in some appropriate
manner.

Property Notices.

All buildings owned by the Forest Service should have a property notice

posted in a conspicuous place.

Use of Flag.

District, supervisors', and rangers' offices and headquarters should be pro-
vided with facilities for flying the United States flag, different sizes of which
can be obtained on requisition. Even at temporary camps a flag calls to the
attention of passers-by the presence of Forest officers; its use in such cases is

recommended.

Maintenance of Quarters.

The Forest officer in immediate charge of buildings used by the Service will

be held responsible for the order and repair in which the buildings and grounds
are kept. When repairs or other work on quarters are needed, which can not
bo performed by the regular force, the necessary report and estimates should be

submitted, in accordance with the instructions for permanent improvements.
When necessary, expenses for janitor service for the care of National Forest
offices may be incurred.

Equipment.
Standard furniture and equipment for quarters must be obtained on requisi-

tion from the property clerk. Furniture and equipment for supervisors' or

rangers' quarters not furnished by the property clerk and costing more than
$10 (except stoves, drafting tables, and blue-print apparatus) can not bo pur-
chased without the approval of the District Forester. Principles of economy
should govern all Forest officers in expenditures for such equipment.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE PLAN.

THE FOREST FORCE.

Responsibility for supervising the use of the National Forests and for pro-
tecting and improving them rests primarily upon the supervisors. The per-
sonnel on a National Forest will be determined by the District Forester from
annual estimates submitted by the supervisor.

District Rangers.
The routine work involved in the supervision of grazing, timber sale, free

use, special use, and other contracts and permits, the direction of the protection
and improvement plans, and the examination of and report on applications
for any use of the Forest, including settlement and other claims, will be per-
formed by rangers, who will be in entire charge of the work of such character
within their ranger districts. The number of ranger districts into which a
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National rorest should be divided will be determined iy tin> supervisor, wit

Hi.- approval o!' the District Forester. The ;iiiu should In- to so divide th<

Forest that in each district all of the regular work can lie handled clliriently

by one well-qualified ranger it' granted the necessary temporary assistance.

There is. of course, a practical limit to the ami which can be handled by one
otlicer, even \\-ith the most liberal assistance. So far experience has proven
Hun ordinarily an area of approximately L'<MMMM> acres represents thi* limit,

though in exceptional cases the area may be greater. The area will, however,

depend on the value of the Forest property, the extent of its use. and the avail-

ability of temporary assistance when most needed. Where such assistance

can not be obtained, or where there is constant heavy work, it may become
advisable to establish smaller districts. Where means of travel and com-
munication are good, however, or where there is only a small volume of busi-

ness, or where the fire hazard is low, districts larger than L'oo.ooo acres may
be established. The district rangers should have their headquarters at the

nearest business center, or, if that is impracticable, permanent headquarters
should be provided on the Forest.

Assistance for District Bangers.
When the work is too heavy or too complex to be handled by the district

ranger alone, and yet does not make it advisable to divide the district, forest

assistants, assistant rangers, guards, or other officers should be assigned to the

district for such period as may be necessary.

Project Assistants.

Ordinarily project assistants will Re under the direction of the district

ranger, but in special cases, as in large timber sales, they may be given ex-

clusive authority by the supervisor over a specific project, in which uase they
will have the standing of ^district rangers. Such assistants should, so far as

possible, be kept on distinct lines of work.

Temporary employees who show special aptitude for specific lines of woi

should be kept on duty for the maximum period when this is practicable

because properly qualified assistants can secure the necessary training and

experience only in the Service.

Data for Working Plans to be Obtained by Specially Qualified Assistants.

The work involved in making Forest surveys necessary to the preparation
of definite plans of management for timber, grazing, settlement, special uses,

administration, and protection will be performed by officers specially qualified,

such as forest assistants, grazing examiners, lumbermen, members of the

district office, or by the supervisor or deputy supervisor.

Preparation for Making Working Plans.

Plans, with estimates of cost for such surveys, will be made by the super-
visor in accordance with the instructions given in the forest plans section

of the Manual. The District Forester will determine those to be undertaken
and have general direction over the details of execution and the personnel
of the parties conducting the field and office work. Such parties will, how-
ever, while in the field be under the direction of the supervisor.

Allotment for Working Plan.

The allotment of money for the preparation of working plans will be made
by the District Forester in accordance with the plan approved by the Forester.

When a project has been determined upon the District Forester will allot to

the supervisor the necessary money for its completion. Separate records shoif
"

be kept of the cost of each project.

Nontechnical Assistance.

Work of a nontechnical character which can not be performed by the regular
force will be performed by assistant forest rangers, forest guards, field assist-

ants, and temporary laborers. Such assistants should be employed only for a

particular purpose, and their salaries and expenses should be paid from a spe-

cial allotment for that purpose. They are directly responsible to the officer

directing their work. The instructions for each piece of work will includ

estimates for the expense of such assistance.

Clerical Assistants.

The forest clerk ordinarily will perform all the routine clerical duties of

the supervisor's office. His salary will be charged to the general administra-

IU
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tion of the Forest. Other permanent or temporary clerks may be employed
wlu'ii the business of the office warrants, but unless the major portion of their

time is actually occupied in routine duties their salaries will be charged to the

particular line of work upon which they are engaged. The same policy will

apply to draftsmen.

ANNUAIi ALLOTMENT ESTIMATE.

On April 1 of each year a report will be submitted by the supervisor to the
District Forester containing (A) a statement of the business of the Forest,
(B} an outline of its organization, and (C) an estimate of the allotments

required during the ensuing fiscal year.

The Business of the Forest.

(A) The business of the Forest should be discussed under four headings:
Adiiiiii-ixtnitivc irork, Protective work, Constructive work, and Receipt* <uni

expenditures.
Under administrative work should be estimated for the following year, by

ranger districts:

(1) The amount of timber to be estimated, sold, and cut, and the number
of sales.

(2) The amount of timber to be cut under free use and the number of permits.
(3) The amount of stock to be grazed, by classes, and the number of permits.
(4) The number of settlement, special use or easement, and claims cases to

be examined.

(5) Any other kinds of administrative work to be performed (i. e., work
related to the immediate use of the Forest).
Under protective work should be given, by districts and classes, the value

of the destructible resources of the Forest, the fire liability, and the fire hazard
or risk.

The value of destructible resources consists of

(1) Appraised value of merchantable timber.

(2) Expectation value of young growth, excluding areas where the method
of cutting will not utilize young growth now established.

(3) Commercial value of forage.

(4) Value of land for watershed protection, including all timbered and brush
areas. This valuation will necessarily be arbitrary and should be standardized
in each district at fixed rates per acre for various types and localities. Such
rates will be based upon the relative influence of various types of cover upon
streamflow as far as determinable, but primarily upon the extent to which
the streams are used for industrial purposes and the consequent need for pro-
tective cover.
The fire liability is the part of the foregoing values which are liable to be

destroyed by fire.

The fire hazard to which each portion of the Forest is subject should be stated
as concretely as possible, considering (1) sources of danger, (2) kind of fires

liable to occur, and (3) ease or difficulty of control as determined by accessi-

bility, protective equipment, available labor, etc.

The total value of the destructible resources indicates in concrete form the
Forest property to be protected. On the fire liability and fire hazard, however,
depend the intensity of the protective work, or insurance, required. Both to-

gether should be used by the supervisor and District Forester to check expendi-
tures for protection on the Forest as a whole and on its component parts. The
usefulness of this check is primarily as to the relative needs of different Forests
and districts. Each District Forester should, therefore, standardize the bases
for determining total values, liability, and hazards- that they may be uniform
for similar conditions on all Forests. (See section on Protection from fire.)

Where the valuation of resources, fire liability, and fire hazard have been

accurately determined in a forest plan, these items need not be further reported
under Forest business unless revised data affecting the expenditures for protec-
tion are secured.
Under constructive work should be reported the work which should be done

during the following fiscal year in

(1) Construction and maintenance of improvements, listing projects sepa-
rately, and showing their relation to the improvement plan of the Forest.

i'2) Preparation of a forest plan, including timber reconnaissance not re-

quired for pending sale applications, grazing reconnaissance, and classification
of agricultural lands.
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(3) Reforestation, including seed collection, field seeding or planting,
maintenance of existing nurseries.

(4) Any oilier lines necessary ;is part of the permanent development of
Forest.

Under receipt.* and expenditures should be estimated the total revenues and
expenditures for the current fiscal year, dassilied in ;iccord;ince with the
Manual of Accounting. The classilicat ion of expeiiditui-es should show, as far
.is prad icaltle, the cost of adniinislrat ive, protective, :ind constructive work
separately, and of each of the major lines of administrative and const ruci

work.

.

Outline of the Forest Organization.

(B) The organization of the Forest will be shown liy
-

(1) A map on a half-inch scale showing ranker districts and headquarters;
the location of the larger timber sales; free use areas; important special i

and other administrative projects; the more essential features of the protective
organization; and the location of major permanent improvements and areas
where reconnaissance or land classitication is proposed.

(2) A statement of the number and areas of ranger districts, with the cost,

salary, and expenses of the permanent force in each': the number and cost of

temporary assistants required on each class of administrative work, on pro-
tective work, and on constructive work respectively: the executive force at the
Forest headquarters and its annual cost; and the clerical force, permanent and
temporary, required, together with its cost.

Estimate of Allotment.

(C) The estimate of allotments for the ensuing fiscal year, based upon
statements of Forest business and organization, should forecast the cost of
each line of work during the next year by classes of expenditures as prescribed
in the Manual of Accounting. The cost of administrative, protective, and con-
structive work should be indicated separately as far as the organization of the
force makes this possible.

ANNUAL APPROPRIATION ESTIMATES.

Estimates for appropriations for the fiscal year following the next ensuing
fiscal year will be submitted on April 1 by the supervisor to the District

Forester. These estimates will be submitted by lines of work and classes of

expenditures in accordance with the Manual of Accounting. They will be based

upon the allotment estimates for the ensuing year, with such changes as a fore-

cast of the business and most efficient organization of the Forest make advis-

able. To secure uniformity, the District Foresters will issue detailed instruc-

tions on the preparation of these estimates.

On May 1 the District Forester will submit complete estimates for the district

to the Forester.

CONTROL OF THE FOREST FORCE.

POLICY.

Qualifications of Forest Officers.

To maintain the high standards rightfully demanded of its servants by the

public, every member of the Forest Service, besides having knowledge and ex-

perience, must be honest, courteous, and industrious.

Relations Between Officers.

The desired standard of efficiency and service can not be obtained by any
hard and fast rules such as control military organizations. Such rules would
in fact, prove a handicap. A control based on justice and upon an understand

ing of the character and experience of the men and upon dependence on theii

good sense and loyalty has been the governing policy of the Forest Service

from the beginning.
While Forest officers must exercise, when necessary, the authority whicl

their positions carry, they should always be mindful of their responsibility

rather than of their right to give commands. Instructions and not orders should

be issued by superior to subordinate officers. A dictatorial manner or a lacl

of courtesy is a demonstration of failure to meet the standards of the Service.

A Forest officer should exercise the most unfailing loyalty, patience, tact, am
comradeship, and the most persistent and conscientious effort to cooperate witl

and to assist his fellow officers.
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Selection.

In selecting men from the civil service registers, pains should be taken to

look into their character and reputation, so that unfit men may be prevented
from entering .

the Service. If a person on the eligible list is found to be unfit
his name should be passed, and the facts reported promptly to the District
Forester.
The experience and training necessary to pass the civil service examination

for assistant forest ranger can be obtained in but few occupations outside of
the Service, and usually eligibles on the register are persons who have been
employed in some capacity on the Forests. In selecting forest guards and
other temporary employees the supervisor should, therefore, consider their
natural aptitude and encourage promising appointees to perfect themselves in

all branches of Forest work.

Assignment.
When making personnel assignments the supervisor should carefully con-

sider the fitness of the man for the particular project. This precaution not only
obtains better results but is more just to the man. No one should be assigned
to work which lie can not perform satisfactorily. Fully qualified men can be
obtained, however, only rarely, and, in order to insure the greatest possible
degree of success, the officer in charge should see that inexperienced men are
furnished with the most explicit instructions. These instructions should cover
not only the methods of doing the work, but should include suggestions as to

proper equipment and any other information which may prove of value.

Authority to Assign or Transfer.

The supervisor has authority to assign or transfer men on the Forest of which
he is in charge, but transfers to other Forests, after being arranged for tenta-

tively, must be approved by the District Forester, and must be reported to the
Forester when the transfer is made. The district foresters may arrange for

the transfer of rangers and clerks between districts, but if such transfers in-

volve changes in district allotments the District Forester will at once recom-
mend the necessary increase or decrease in the district allotment. The assign-
ment or transfer of executive officers such as assistant district foresters or

supervisors, may be arranged for tentatively by the district foresters, but must
be approved by the Forester.

Supervision.
To judge a man's efficiency, it is necessary that the officer in charge shall

have an intimate knowledge of his character, mentality, and ambitions. This
can be obtained only by actual contact, and advantage should be taken of every
opportunity to get into personal touch with the man and to watch his work in

the field. Some men develop rapidly, others slowly, and this fact should be
taken into consideration when determining an employee's present and possible
future value to the Service.

Officers should not hesitate to extend praise for good work; in fact, it can
almost always be given without danger. At the same time, errors, negligence,
or lack of industry should be pointed out immediately they are discovered.

Probational Appointments.
The civil service rules provide for a period of probation, during which time

appointees from the register may be separated for unsatisfactory services with-

out the formalities required to terminate absolute appointments.
The probational period is six months, except for forest assistants and assist-

ant* forest rangers. For these two positions the period is one year. During
the probational period the officer under whom the appointee is working will

determine his ability to perform the duties of his position. The conclusion
should not be hastily reached that the probationer is inefficient or incapable :

but when the officer in charge is fully satisfied that the appointee is inefficient

or incapable and that the public service will not be benefited by his retention,

the facts should be reported to the District Forester in ample time to permit
the initiation of the action required under the civil service rules. Retention
after the expiration of the probational period constitutes an absolute appoint-
ment.

Salaries and Promotions.

The rates of coin
|
ion sat ion of Forest officers on the miscellaneous roll are

fixed by the Secretary. Statutory positions are established by act of Con-
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gress. PromotiODi will be based strictly \\ merit. length of service, :iml 1

possession ol' qualifications required for each position. The district foresters
will issue inst ruct ions annually to I he supervisors, oulliniim Hie policy which
must he followed in lixing the coinpeiisat inn nf forest guards and other tem-

porary employees. Such instructions will be b;ised on reports from the super-
visors giving local rales of compensat iou from private employers, ami Hie rela

live cost of living. They should recommend the rates of cnmpensat ion whic
the Ser\ ice should offer to obtain the right kind of men.

Outside Employment.
All employees are expected to give their entire time to the Service. In

exceptional cases permission to engage in outside employment may be ob-

tained from the Secretary of Agriculture. When such permission is desired.
the member concerned should address bis request to the Secretary of Airri-

cnlture, in accordance with section <> of the Fiscal Regulations, Diving a state-

ment of the kind of work contemplated, and that it will not hamper or inter

fere with his work for the department. If his immediate superior approves
the request, he will initial and forward it to the Secretary through the proper
channels.

Leave of Absence.

Members of the Forest Service on duty outside of Washington may
granted leave of absence with pay for a ]>eriod of not to exceed 1.~i days
annually, or at the rate of 1 j days per month. In case of sickness there will

be granted an additional leave of absence with pay of ]."> days per year, or at

the rate of 11 days per month.
It should be understood by all Forest officers that the granting of annual

leave of absence is entirely within the discretion of their superior officers, and
that in case of urgent work, or for other good reasons, it may be impracticable
to grant them the whole or a part of the annual leave.

Leave of absence without pay for a period not to exceed .30 days may be

granted by the supervisor to Forest officers, at their own request, in order to

attend to private business or for other good reasons. Applications for leave

of absence without pay for periods longer than 30 days will be referred with

appropriate recommendations to the District Forester. The Fiscal Regulations
contain full instructions relative to tbe methods of calculating leave of absence.

Furlough.
Forest officers are furlonghed without pay at the instance of their superior

officer, when, on account of lack of funds or cessation of work, it becomes
inadvisable to keep them on the pay roll. Officers on furlough have the same

rights under the civil service rules* and regulations as have officers on active

duly, and when funds again become available or work is resumed, they must be

given preference. In case they do not desire to be restored to active duty, they
should either resign or apply for leave without pay.

Personnel Reports.
The supervisor will submit on May 1 an efficiency report on each member of

his force in duplicate on the regular departmental form, and this report will

include his annual promotion recommendations. No other personnel report will

be made by the supervisor, except in cases which require special attention

or action, or when called upon by the District Forester.

Diaries.

Members of the district office, supervisors, and deputy supervisors will Keep
a diary when traveling in the field. Forest clerks will keep a diary of tin-

daily proceedings in the office of the supervisor. Visits from permittees anc?

others and the nature of the business transacted should be noted. All officers

on the Foi-ests will record every day's service in a diary to be kept in the regular

field notebook, which will be submitted to the supervisor on request.' When it

is considered desirable by either the District Forester or the supervisor, the

Forest force may be required to accompany the monthly service report (Form

26) with a brief summary of the dairy for the month.

Supervisors will bear in mind that in no case will the examination of rangers'

diaries replace field supervision. The diary is a record and not a measure of

efficiency, and no criticism of Forest officers' actions will be based upon it unless

substantiated by investigation.

inless
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Rangers' diaries should contain a concise statement of the work done during
the day. including patrol, fire, scaling, cruising, surveying, investigations, re-

ports, range examinations, improvements, etc. The particular project should
be named in each case, as well as the exact nature of the work. The names
of people with whom the Forest business was transacted or discussed should
be given and the nature of the business stated. Topics such as general timber
estimates, future work to be done, condition of range or watershed, possible
routes for trails or telephone lines, sites for stations, bridges, plantations,
free-use areas, watering places for stock, topography, and location of corners
should be entered.

Diaries of supervisors and deputy supervisors will be examined and initialed

by the proper administrative officers who visit the Forest. The diaries of other
members of the Forest force will be examined periodically and initialed by the

supervisor or deputy supervisor and also by members of the district office, above
the rank of chief of section, visiting the Forest. All diaries of Forest officers

will constitute a part of the permanent records of the Forest, and when a
Forest officer leaves the Service his diary will be turned in to the supervisor.
Rangers' and guards' diaries will be filed in the headquarters of the district in

which they have served.

Record of Distribution of Service.

The certificates of service (Form 2G) will be made monthly to the super-
visor by all officers on his Forest. Those assigned to a Forest from the district

office will submit a duplicate Form 20 for the information of the District
Forester. Supervisors will make such arrangements as are necessary to insure
the receipt at their offices of the Forms 2(5 not later than the fitli day of each
month.

Records of Conferences.

In addition to the diary record of business transacted or discussed a record
in memorandum form will be made of every important conference relating to

Forest work. The memorandum will show when and where the conference was
held, who was present, what matters were discussed, what statements were
made, and what conclusions were reached. It will bear the proper filing

designation and will be signed by the officer making the memorandum and be
filed with the other papers in the case.

Development of Employees.
The members' of the regular force on the Forests are not specialists, but must

be proficient in all lines of work. Experience is required to develop this pro-

ficiency, hence supervisors should give their officers opportunity to obtain wide
training and experience, and should make assignments with this end in view.

Instructional Assignments.
During the winter, when many rangers are not fully occupied with routine

business, the supervisor should assign to them duties of such character as im-

prove the quality of their work. The ability to draw good maps is of great
importance; at the same time it is an ability which many officers do not possess.
Suitable instructions should, be issued on this subject, and compliance with them
made a part of the officer's duties. Likewise, a course of instruction in the
use of the typewriter will prove of value. Many other subjects, such as sur-

veying and estimating, could well be covered by such instructions, and if carried
out would result in greatly increased efficiency.

Ranger Meetings.
To give Forest officers the benefit of one another's experience, to keep them

in touch with the entire work of the Forest, and to promote esprit de corps, an
annual meeting should be held of the entire force on each Forest. When a

supervisor desires to hold such a meeting he will submit to the District Forester
for approval or revision a detailed statement which will include the place of

meeting, the program, the date and period, and the cost in traveling expenses,
together with some statement as to whether the meeting will interfere with the
work on the Forest.
When feasible, joint meetings of the force on adjoining Forests should be

arranged, and the District Forester should, if possible, assign members of his

office to attend every ranger meeting.
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Bangers' Beading Courses.

The District Foresters should prepare outlines of courses of reading f->r

rangers, which wil 1 cover the various subjects and contain references to tl

available hooks. This will insure an intelligent and systemat ic use of the books
in the Forest libraries. These outlines may he supplemented by lisis of ques-
tions to be answered hy the ranker students, after the reading course is com
pleted. The details of the plan and its execution will be left, however, to the

District Foresters.

Attendance of Forest Officers at Public Meetings.
A forest supervisor or his representative may, when necessary, attend meet-

ings which direclly affect the administration of I he National Forest of which
he is in charge. One member of the district office may also be authorized by
the District Forester to attend such meetings. When a supervisor is invited to

attend meetings of this kind he will inform the District Forester and make
recommendations as to the advisability of the attendance of a member from 1he
district office. In case it is desirable for a Forest ollicer to attend meetings
other than those here specified, the circumstances should be reported to

Forester through the proper channels. (See p. (':>.)

Temporary Details to Washington Office.

To keep close touch between officers in Washington and in the districts.

Forester will call District Foresters and assistant district foresters into Wash-
ington for details of approximately one month. These details may be to aid
in the general administration of the Service, for conference on important points
of policy, or for special work.
To prevent serious interference with the plans in the districts, the District

Foresters will be called upon for suggestions and recommendations before any
detail is made from a district office to Washington.

Temporary Details to the District Offices.

The District Forester will detail supervisors, deputy supervisors, forest assist-

ants, and, in cases of special efficiency, forest rangers, to assist as needed in the
district offices of Operation, Lands. Silviculture, Grazing, and Products. The
total number of such details to any district office for any one year will be deter-

mined by the District Forester, Only in cases of emergency will the period
such detail exceed, for any one man, six weeks in a single year.

Amendments to Forester's Authorization.

Whenever a member of the field force is detailed to a district office, or to the

Washington office, for a period longer than six weeks, an amendment to the
Forester's letter of authorization will be requested of the Secretary, in the fol-

lowing form:

The SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE:
SIR : I have the honor to request that Letter of Authorization No.

to the Forester, dated July 1. 1909, be amended to permit -
, whose

official station is , to be reimbursed for his actual expenses incurred
for subsistence while detailed to the office of the Forest Service at - .

for the period not to exceed days, the expenses for subsistence no
to exceed an average of $ per day.

Very respectfully, ,

Forester.

The maximum allowance for subsistence (meals and lodging only) during
temporary detail of more than 15 days should not exceed an average of

day for the whole period.

Efficiency.

To familiarize the rangers with the general routinue of Forest business
with matters outside of their districts; each supervisor will arrange for tempo-
rary office details from his ranger force. Such details must not interfere with
field work or occasion an increase in the force, and should not exceed one month
in duration. An important result of the detail will be the training and develop-
ment of the ranger. As a rule, office work outside the duties of the supervisor
and his deputy can be done better and more cheaply by clerical help.

Misconduct.

Conduct detrimental to the work of the Forest Service, or subversive of dis-

cipline, such as disobedience of orders, negligence, insubordination, dishonesty,

er-

of
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inefficiency, drunkenness, disreputability, or a prejudicial personal interest in

the exploitation of the resources of the Forest, renders the offending officer sub-

ject to disciplinary measures. Members in doubt as to the application of the
rules to their private actions should seek the advice of their official superiors.

Rules for Conduct.

The following specific rules for conduct have been adopted :

(1) No member of the Forest Service shall, under any circumstances, file or
initiate a claim, directly or indirectly, under any of the public-land laws, to
land within the limits of a National Forest. A member who has secured a
claim under any of the public-land laws to such land, before its inclusion within
a National Forest or before his appointment as a Forest officer, will be allowed
to perfect his title, but he may be compelled to choose between his claim and
his position should his duties make it impossible for him to comply with the
residence or improvement requirements.

(2) A member of the Forest Service may acquire land not included within
a National Forest, under any of the Federal or State land laws, or have an
interest in any association, partnership, or company formed with a view to ac-

quiring such land, unless such action might prejudice his standing as a Forest

officer, influence his official action, or tend to bring criticism upon the Forest
Serviced

(3) A member of the Forest Service may purchase private land within or
near a National Forest, unless such action might prejudice his standing as a
Forest officer, influence his official action, or tend to bring criticism upon the
Forest Service.

(4) No member of the Forest Service shall, as principal, partner, or agent,
speculate or be commercially interested in timber or other forest products, or
in live stock, or in any ownership or lease of any timberland, or in any lumber-

ing contract or operation, whether on the National Forests or elsewhere, when
snch action will prejudice his standing, influence his official action, or tend to

bring criticism upon the Forest Service.

(5) No member of the Forest Service shall, as principal partner or agent, be
interested in any enterprise which profits by the use of any National Forest
on which he is employed or by any investigation or other work in which he may
be engaged, except as otherwise provided herein.

(6) No member of the Forest Service shall, directly or indirectly, engage in

or profit by private business transactions with or receive gifts from a National
Forest user or others with whom he has official relations which might influence
his official action or tend to expose the Forest Service to criticism.

(7) It is improper for any member of the Forest Service to grant any privi-

lege or permit by which he or any member of his family will profit, directly or

indirectly. Such permits may be issued only by his official superior.

(8) Whenever in granting a permit or in making any decision or recom-
mendation the good faith of a member of the Forest Service might be ques-
tioned, on the ground that the action was influenced by personal friendship,

family relationship, or business interests, the Forest officer may refer the case
to his official superior when in his judgment this course is advisable in order
to protect himself and the Service.

(9) No member of the Forest Service shall give or use information acquired
by means of his official position to advance the interests of himself, his family,
his business associates, or his personal friends over those of other persons.

(10) No member of the Forest Service shall engage in any speculation, mer-
cantile transaction, or other activity of a character to engross his attention or
to divert it from his public duty.

(11) A Forest officer is a representative of the National Government, and as
such his acts as a private individual are particularly open to criticism and
may reflect on the Service. Consequently he must set and hold to a high stand-
ard of personal conduct and integrity that will safeguard the Service against
criticism and embarrassment.

(12) The orders prohibiting political activity, which follow, will be strictly
enforced.

POLITICAL ACTIVITY. Rule 1, section 1, of the civil-service rules reads
as follows :

No person in the executive civil service shall use his official authority
or influence for the purpose of interfering with an election or affecting
the result thereof. Persons who by the provisions of these rules are in

the competitive classified service, while retaining the right to vote as
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they please and to express privately their opinions on all political sub-

ject's, shall take no aciiw i.arl in political management or in political

campaigns.
The first sentence of the rule applies- to every person in the executive

civil service, irrrespective of the method of his appointment. The second

sentence of the rule applies to all persons holding positions in the com-
petitive classified service, whether the appointment be permanent or

temporary in character, and by departmental action has also generally
been made applicable to unclassified laborers.

The following forms of activity have been held to be forbidden by this

provision:
Service on political committees; service as delegates to State, county,

or district conventions of a political party, although it was nnderst<><

that the employees were not "
to take or use any political activity

going to these conventions or otherwise violate the civil-service rules'

service as officer of a political club, as chairman of a political meeting,
or as secretary of an antisaloon league; continued political activity and
leadership ; activity at the polls on election day; the publication or edit-

ing of a newspaper in the interests of a political party; the publication
of political articles bearing on qualifications of different candidates:
the distribution of political literature; holding office in a club which
takes an active part in political campaigns or management; making
speeches before political meetings or clubs; activity in local-option cam-
paigns; circulation of petitions having a political object, of petitions

proposing amendments to municipal charter, of petitions favoring can-

didates for municipal offices, and of local-option petitions; candidaf
for or holding of elective office; accepting nomination for political of

with the intention of resigning from the competitive service if elected;
recommendation by clerks and carriers of a person to be postmaster;
service as a commissioner of election in a community where it was
notorious that a commissioner of election must be an active politician ;

service as inspector of election, ballot clerk, ballot inspector, judge of

election, or member of election board; or generally any form of activity

in political management or political campaigns, though not specifically
mentioned above.
Inasmuch as the issuance of a certificate for reinstatement is dis-

cretionary with the Civil Service Commission, no certificate will be
issued in any case where the party applying for reinstatement has

previously resigned with a view of running for office, or with a view
of indulging in a degree of political activity which would be prohibited
if he had remained in the service, and who afterwards, having failed in

his candidacy or having indulged in the contemplated activity, seeks

reinstatement.
POLITICAL ASSESSMENTS OB CONTRIBUTIONS. The civil-service act (22

Stat., 404) provides that "no person in the public service is for that

reason under any obligations to contribute to any political fund, or to

render any political service, and * * * he will not be removed or

otherwise prejudiced for refusing to do so." Section 118 of the Criminal
Code provides that no Federal officer or employee shall, directly or in-

directly, solicit or receive, or be in any manner concerned in soliciting

or receiving, any political assessment, subscription, or contribution from

any other Federal officer or employee. Section 120 of the Criminal Code
prohibits the discharge, promotion, or degrading of any officer or em-

ployee for giving or failing to make any political contribution. Section

121 of the Criminal Code prohibits any Federal officer or employee from
making any such political contribution to another Federal officer or em-

ployee, and section 119 prohibits the solicitation or receipt of any politi-

cal contribution in any room or building occupied in the discharge of

official duties by any officer or employee of the United States, or on other

Federal premises by any person whatsoever, whether in the public
service or not. In connection with this latter provision, the United
States Supreme Court has held that a solicitation by letter or circular

addressed and delivered by mail or otherwise to an officer or employee
of the United States at the office or building in which he is employed
in the discharge of his official duties is a solicitation within the mean-

ing of the law, the solicitation taking place where the letter was re-

ceived. Section 122 of the Criminal Code provides that whoever shall
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violate any provision of the four sections above mentioned shall be fined

not more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.

It is the duty of the Civil Service Commission to see that the civil-

service act and rules and the above-mentioned sections of the Criminal

Code, which were originally enacted as a part of the civil-service act,

are strictly enforced, and it will employ every legitimate and available
means to secure the prosecution and punishment of persons who may
violate them. The commission requests any persons having knowledge
of any such violation to lay the facts before it, that it may at once take
action thereon.

(13) In accordance with an Executive order issued April 8, 1912, petitions
and other communications regarding public business addressed to Congress, or
either House, or any committee or Member thereof, by officers or employees in

the civil service of the United States shall be transmitted through the heads of
their respective departments or offices, who shall forward them without delay,
with such comment as they may deem requisite in the public interest. Officers

and employees are strictly prohibited from attempting, either directly or indi-

rectly, to- secure legislation or to influence pending legislation, except in the
manner a"bove prescribed.

Patents.

Employees of the Department of Agriculture are prohibited from patenting
for their exclusive benefit any device, process, or discovery connected with the
work of the department, provided such device, process, or discovery is made at
the expense of Government time or Government money, or both. When an
employee makes any new and useful discovery, or invention in the course of
his employment he should make application for a patent through the district

assistant to the solicitor.

The patent will be taken out in the name of the inventor without any expense
to him, and will allow to any citizen of the United States the use of the

patented article or process without payment of a royalty.

Disciplinary Measures.

Action in cases of inefficiency or misconduct are necessary in every organiza-
tion. In taking action, however, it should always be kept in mind that the

object is the improvement of the Service and not the infliction of punishment
or a means of satisfaction for any error, injury, or inefficiency on the part of
a subordinate. Generally, severe measures have no greater influence than

light ones, and the policy should be to administer only such disciplinary meas-
ures as will protect and maintain the standards of the Service.

It should also be remembered that disciplinary measures will never equal in

effectiveness close inspection to prevent misconduct or inefficiency, and that a
warning or reprimand administered promptly will, in most cases, render more
severe measures unnecessary.

Transfers.

When the conduct of a Forest officer has rendered it difficult or impossible
for him to give that service which his superior has a right to demand, but
which will not destroy his value to the Service in another position or on
another Forest, he may be transferred. Forest officers may also be transferred
at their own request because of ill health or for other personal reasons.

Suspensions.
In case of particularly flagrant misconduct by a member of the Forest force

the supervisor may suspend or relieve him from duty immediately, at the same
time reporting the circumstances in detail to the District Forester, with definite
recommendations for action. Ordinarily, however, when occasion for suspen-
sion arises, the supervisor should report the facts to the District Forester, rec-

ommending a suspension pending further investigation or the final disposition
of the case.

Demotions.
In general, an officer will be demoted only as the result of his inability to

perform properly the duties of his position. In some cases, however, demotion
is administered as a severe penalty for gross negligence or serious misconduct
of an officer in a responsible position, where the officer's action does not destroy
his usefulness to the Service.
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Reprimands.
A formal written criticism or reprimand should be made lor iniscondi

negligence which is more reprehensible I ban that which ran be orally repri-

manded, yet not sufficiently censurable to demand a more severe form of

disciplinary action.

Removal.
Removal is the extreme administrative penalty. Removal for misconduct

which involves moral integrity constitutes a bar to any future employment
in the classified civil service of the Government. Often it is a serious bar-

rier to employment in private life, and for ibis reason should be resorted to

only in the most flagrant cases. Recommendations for removal should bo sup-

ported by convincing evidence and a complete history of all the circumstances
which led up to it.

Enforced Resignation,
When for misconduct or inefficiency an officer has terminated his usefulness

to the Forest Service, and yet does not merit removal, his resignation should
be requested. If the officer refuses to resign, removal must be recommended.
In making request for resignation, which should, if possible, be verbal, the

superior officer should make it plain that in case the delinquent refuses to

resign he must accept full responsibility for the consequences of a removal.

Appeals.
An appeal from any disciplinary measure administered to an officer may be

taken by him to the District Forester, to the Forester, and to the Secretary i Keg.

G. A., 4). Letters of appeal must be forwarded through the hands of the imme-
diate superior of the officer making the appeal.

PROCEDURE.

Civil-Service Eligibles.

When appointments are required from any civil-service register, except for

assistant forest ranger, the certification of eligibles will be secured from the

Civil Service Commission by the District Forester through the district fiscal

agent. Certificates which list all eligibles for assistant forest ranger are issued

by the commission as soon as the examination papers are graded. A separate
certificate is issued for each National Forest headquarters at which examina-
tion was held, and this certificate lists in the order of their ratings the eligi-

bles who are legal residents of the State or States in which the National
Forest is* situated, and who took the examination at that Forest headquarters.
Whenever any Forest certificate contains less than three names the selecting

officer may be authorized by the District Forester to make a group of three

by drawing the highest name or names from the certificate of any other

Forest within the same State. In addition to the certificates for the individual

Forests within the State a supplemental certificate is issued for each Stale.

and this gives the names of all the nonresident eligibles who took the exami-
nation within the State for which the certificate is issued. This constitutes

an auxiliary register, and selection will be made from it only after all the

eligibles on the individual Forest certificates have been considered in accord-

ance with the civil-service rules. The procedure in handling certificates of

eligibles, for either permanent or temporary employment, as given on pages
20 to 25 of "Regulations Governing Appointments and Other Changes Affect-

ing the Personnel in the Field Service of the Department of Agriculture," issued

January 25, 1912, must be followed strictly.

When Names on Register May be Passed.

If an eligible refuses to accept three offers of employment, either on the same
or on different Forests, he need not be considered further. In like manner,
when an eligible has been considered in three separate groups of three, as re-

quired by the regulation, and not selected, further consideration of his name
may be omitted. When it has come to the knowledge of the Forest Service

since the date of the examination that an eligible was dismissed from the public
service within one year next preceding the date of his application ; that he is

physically or mentally unfit for the
position

for which he applies ;
that he has

been guilty of criminal, infamous, dishonest, immoral, or notoriously disgrace-

ful conduct; that he intentionally made a false statement in any material fact

or practiced any deception or fraud in securing examination, registration, or

certification; or" that he habitually uses intoxicating beverages to excess, hi
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name may be passed over, but in reporting on the certificate the facts sub-

stantiating the objection must be given. Preliminary notice, however, of cases
of refusal to accept appointment and. of elimination for unfitness will be given
at once to the Forester.

Rangers Appointed for Administrative Work Only.
Recommendations for the appointment of rangers from the civil-service reg-

ister will be made only when the work to be done is administrative in char-

acter, or is to continue more than six mouths in the year.

Banger Eliglbles for Protective Work Appointed Guards.

Men required for periods of six months or less, on protective work only,
should be recommended for appointment as forest guards, whether on the

eligible list or not. In recommending the appointment of guards, however,
supervisors are not required to select men from the ranger register unless such
men are locally available.

Bequests for Certification.

Except for assistant forest rangers the certification of eligibles requires some
time, and supervisors should anticipate their needs and request certification at
least a month before the vacancy is expected to occur.

Procedure for Appointments, Changes of Grade or Assignment, and Separa-
tions.

When a supervisor wishes to recommend an appointment, promotion, reduc-

tion, acceptance of resignation, furlough, restoration from furlough, leave of
absence without pay, restoration from leave of absence without pay, suspen-
sion, removal, separation, or transfer, he will submit his recommendations as
memorandums to the District Forester, giving name of appointee, State of legal

residence, designation, salary, roll (statutory or miscellaneous), and date effec-

tive, and, in the case of temporary employees, the period of employment. The
memorandum should, whenever possible, be prepared and forwarded some time
in advance of the date upon which the action should be effective. If, however,
it is impracticable to forward it before the action becomes effective, it should
be forwarded as soon as possible after the exact date is known. In memo-
randums calling for promotion, reduction, suspension, removal, and transfer
the date effective should be set sufficiently far ahead to secure the Secretary's
action before it becomes effective. Such memorandums, when initialed to show
approval by the District Forester, will be forwarded to the district fiscal agent
as the basis for recommendations to the Secretary, for the signature of the

Acting Forester. The carbon of the letter of recommendation to the Secretary
will be initialed by the District Forester and the district fiscal agent.

Administrative Letters.

Recommendations by the supervisor in cases involving promotion, reduction,
suspension, removal, and transfer should be made in administrative letters

giving all the facts.

Officers to Be Notified in Advance of Contemplated Action.

Any action toward separation, furlough, requested resignation, or removal,
should be taken up in advance with the officer affected, to give him ample time
to arrange his personal affairs and seek employment elsewhere.

Bemovals and Beductions.

Removals or reductions may be made for any cause which will promote the

efficiency of the Service, but like penalties must be imposed for like offenses,
and no discrimination for political or religious reasons is permitted. A person
in the competitive service whose removal is proposed must be furnished with a
statement of reasons and be allowed sufficient time for answering such reasons
in writing; but no examination of witnesses nor any trial or hearing is re-

quired except in the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture. The recom-
mendation for removal or reduction must be accompanied by all the sup-
porting evidence and correspondence, in duplicate, except when a reduction in

grade or compensation is made for administrative reasons and not because of
misconduct or delinquency. In such case the employee must be furnished in
advance with a statement of the reasons for the reduction. Copies of this

statement, in duplicate, should accompany the recommendation, which should
contain a concise statement of the reasons. If removal during the probational

50590 12 3
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period ( >r termination of appointment at the end of this period is proposed, the

probationer must bo notified in writing that his conduct or rapacity is noi

satisf.-irtorv. with a full statement of reasons, and this notice will terminate his

sen i<vs. Topics of this statement, in duplicate, should accompany the recom-

mendation, which should contain a concise statement of tlie reasons.

Time Limit to Suspension Pending- Disciplinary Action.

Tending action looking to removal or reduction for misconduct or delinquency,
a member of the Service may lie suspended or temporarily removed tor ;i period
not to exceed 90 days, but the reasons for such suspension or temporary re-

moval must be furnished the member and must be given iu the re< -ommendation
to the Secretary of Agriculture. Copies of the statement of reasons, in duplicate,
should accompany the recommendation. If the member is charged with Gov-

ernment property, approval of his salary and reimbursement vouchers should be
withheld until the property accountability has been satisfactorily settled.

Letters Recommending- Personnel Changes.
Letters of recommendation to the Secretary of Agriculture, for the signature

of the Acting Forester, should be prepared with black record ribbon, with three
carbon copies. The original recommendation and two carbon copies will be
sent to Washington, and the third carbon held by the district fiscal agent in a

waiting file. If any change is made in the recommendation as submitted, a
carbon copy showing the change will be sent to the district fiscal agent. If,

however, the letter is signed as submitted, a carbon copy stamped with the sig-

nature of the Acting Forester will be returned to the district fiscal agent for
substitution for the waiting-file carbon, which will then be destroyed.
Recommendations should always be written on letter paper headed :

" United
States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service." In every case these letters

should be prepared without date.

Care in Giving Names.
Names must be correctly given in recommendations, and not nicknames or

slang names. Care must be taken to give the name in a recommendation for

appointment exactly as it appears on the certificate of the Civil Service Com-
mission. In the case of guards, the first name, middle initial or initials, and
surname in full should be given.

COMPENSATION FOB INJURIES.

LCt OfBy an act of Congress approved March 11, 1912, the provisions of the act

May 30, 1908, which grants to certain classes of employees of the Government
engaged in hazardous employment the right to receive from it compensation
for injuries received in the course of their employment, were extended to in-

clude the Forest Service. The compensation which can be given under this

act is limited to one year's salary payable to men incapacitated for that period,
or to dependent relatives in case of death which results from such injuries
before the expiration of the year; when the complete disability continues for
a period less than one year, it is limited to such period at the yearly rate.

The Department of Commerce and Labor, which has charge of the adminis-
tration of this statute, has issued complete instructions governing the procedure
to be followed by employees desiring to -take advantage of its provisions. These
instructions are furnished to every supervisor.

CHANGES IN REGULATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS.

Hi,

Issued from Washington.
Notice of changes in the regulations or instructions will be published

amendments to the National Forest Manual.
As it becomes necessary to modify and add to the National Forest Manual,

successive changes or additions will be printed separately, as amendments, on
pages of identical size and type with the Manual. Each amendment to the

regulations will be given a serial number, beginning with "Amendment No. 1,

Regulations," and each amendment to the instructions will be give a serial

number beginning with "Amendment No. 101, Instructions." In addition to

the serial number, each amendment will indicate the part and page of the
Manual to which it relates.
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Each Forest officer whose duties require him to be familiar with the entire

Manual will be expected to keep one set of the Manual, to be plainly marked
"File Copy," in which must be entered marginally, on the page designated by
each amendment, the serial numbers of the amendments as they are issued.

He will also keep a file of all amendments in their serial order. When a new
amendment is received its number should first be entered on the margin of the

designated page of the file copy, and the amendment should then be^ filed, care

being taken to see that the amendment of the immediately preceding serial

number is in the file. If the immediately preceding amendment is not found
in the file the Forest officer should at once take the steps necessary to obtain
it. File copies of the National Forest Manual and files of the amendments
will be subject to inspection to see that they are kept up.
When a new ranger is appointed he will be furnished with a set of the

National Forest Manual and a set of all amendments issued to date, and will

be expected to make the necessary annotations of the set to form his file copy.

Issued from District Office.

When a District Forester finds it necessary to issue instructions (not simply
explanatory) under existing regulations to all officers on National Forests in

his district, he will, when practicable, submit them to the Forester for pub-
lication as a change in the National Forest Manual. When the delay would
interfere with the object of the instructions, or when their scope is limited to

district business, or if they are simply explanatory, the District Forester will
issue a circular letter to all supervisors in his district. Copies will be sent to

the Forester. Copies will be sent also to each District Forester, except when
the character of the instructions is strictly routine or when the letter is issued
as the result of general instructions from the Forester.

OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

CLASSIFICATION.

Washington Office.

The correspondence of the Washington office will comprise departmental,
Service, branch, and office correspondence.

Departmental Correspondence.
The following classes of correspondence will be prepared for the signature

of the Secretary of Agriculture : Letters to the heads of other executive
departments, and answers to letters referred to the Forester by the chief clerk
of the department with instructions to prepare answers for the signature of the
Secretary.

Service Correspondence.
The following classes of correspondence will be signed by the Forester:

Letters to the Secretary of Agriculture (except recommendations for appoint-
ments, changes in salary status of the personnel, and the certification of civil-

service eligibles, which may be signed by the Associate Forester as Acting
Forester) ; letters to the chiefs of other bureaus in the Department of Agri-
culture; letters involving matters of policy affecting the Service as a whole;
letters which, in the judgment of the assistant foresters, are of sufficient im-

portance to require the signature of the Forester; and letters making allot-

ments to branches and districts.

Branch Correspondence.
The following classes of correspondence will be signed by the Assistant

Foresters: Instructions to District Foresters on branch matters; letters dealing
with matters of policy affecting the branch but not the Service as a whole;
letters involving more than one office of the branch.

Office Correspondence.
Chiefs of office will sign correspondence not included under departmental,

Service, or branch correspondence.

District Office.

The correspondence of district offices will comprise departmental, Service,
district, and. office correspondence.
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Departmental and Service Correspondence. ,

I >epa rl nuMitiil ;ni(l Service correspondence will comprise the clnssos specified
under these headings for the Washington <>!lice.

Whenever possible, the District Forester will submit letters for llie signature
of (he Secretary or the Forester :iii(l not merely furnish statement s to ser
the h.-isis for the preparation of letters in Washington. All pMpers necessary for
:i complete understanding of the case will accompany such letters.

District Correspondence.
The following classes of correspondence will be signed by the District

oster: Letters to the Forester; letters to other District Foresters; letters mate-
rially affecting the standing of any Forest officer; letters of allotment and
authorization; letters dealing with matters affecting the district as a whole;
and circular letters to supervisors necessitating additions to the field force.
When dealing entirely with one line of work, these may be signed by the assist-

ant district forester with the approval of the District Forester. District For-
esters will sign letters to officers of the executive departments who are not In

Washington, provided such correspondence does not deal with matters of general
policy, when to correspond through Washington would seriously delay action.

Requests for status may be signed by the assistant district forester in charge
of the office requiring it as acting district forester.

The assistant district foresters in charge of offices will sign correspond*
handled in their respective offices not included above.

Supply Depot and Property Audit Correspondence.

Correspondence relating to requisitions for and shipments of supplies will

carried on directly with the property clerk. Correspondence relating to the
actual settlement of property accounts will be carried on with the propel
auditor, Ogden, Utah.

SIQNINGK

Prompt Action Required.
Neither in Washington nor in the district or supervisors' offices must the

absence of any officer interfere with action upon correspondence. Even when
final action can not be taken at once, the letter should be acknowledged immedi-
ately and the correspondent informed of the date upon which action will be
taken.

Each, member who prepares letters will keep a basket on top of his desk, in

which only unanswered letters or other matters needing immediate attention
will be placed. Unanswered letters or other papers dealing with unfinishc

current business must not be kept in drawers or pigeonholes. Important pa]
will be safely put away at the close of each day.

Washing-ton Office.

Letters to District Foresters will 'be signed only by administrative officers

the Forest Service. Letters to the public will be signed by members in Wash-
ington below the rank of assistant chief of office or of administrative assistan

only when authorized by the chief of branch concerned, and then only as actin

chief of office.

District Offices Details as Acting- District Forester.

In the absence of the District Forester, district correspondence will be signed

by a designated assistant district forester as acting district forester.

No member of the district office below the rank of assistant district foreste

will sign official mail, except under the authority of the District Forester, anc
then only as acting assistant district forester.

Supervisors' Offices.

In the absence of the supervisor, the deputy supervisor will, as a genera
rule, sign as acting supervisor. If both the supervisor and deputy supervise
are absent, the supervisor will detail, in writing, a member of the Forest fore

to serve as acting supervisor, who will handle all business of the office, with th

exception of important matters, which he should hold until the supervisor'
return. No Forest correspondence will be signed by the member of the Fores
force

" for the supervisor
" or "

per
" the member's own name or initials.

Clerks Seldom Acting- Supervisor.

It may be necessary for an acting supervisor to approve important paper
which may be required as evidence. It is important, therefore, that th
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approving officer be entirely competent to pass on their correctness. For this

reason the practice of authorizing a clerk to sign as acting supervisor should
be discouraged. Forest clerks who are thoroughly competent may, however,
in the absence of the supervisors, act on and answer routine mail.

/

DISTRIBUTION.
Duties of Mail Clerk.

The mail clerk will open and refer to branches and offices in Washington,
and to offices and sections In district offices, by dating stamp, all letters and
telegrams except tho^e obviously personal and those addressed to the district

fiscal agent and to th district assistant to the solicitor, which will be delivered

unopened. Telegrams will always be referred by messenger as soon as they
are received. In each branch and office one person will be designated by the
chief to whom incoming mail will be delivered.

All incoming mail, no matter where it is received, will be stamped to show
date of receipt. Letters, maps, or papers which have any bearing on applica-
tions of any kind must on no account fail to show the date received.

References to Other Offices and Districts.

When a letter pertains to the work of an office other than that to which it

has been referred the clerk charged with the receipt of mail will refer it, by
rubber stamp, to the right destination. If the reference is to a district, notice
of such reference will be given to the writer by postal card (Form 41 or 42).
If, however, it is necessary to reply by letter to a letter which is to be re-

ferred from Washington to a district, an extra carbon, together with the letter

acknowledged, will be sent to the District Forester stamped "Action required"
or " For information," as may be appropriate.

Reference to Other Departments and Bureaus.

The reference of routine communications which require attention in other
bureaus or divisions of the Department of Agriculture or in the General Land
Office or in the Geological Survey will be made by rubber stamp, the blank space
in the stamp to be filled in with pen. Such routine communications will be
referred to the appropriate bureau or division, and not to any person by name.
When such referred communications require comment or explanation, the ref-

erence will be made by letter addressed to the chief and signed by the Forester.
With the exceptions noted above, the reference of routine communications

for attention in executive departments other than the Department of Agricul-
ture will be made by indorsement prepared for the signature of the Secretary
of Agriculture and addressed to the secretary of the executive department
concerned.

Letters on Law Matters.

Letters requiring answers which involve interpretations of the law or the
discussion of legal requirements or procedure should be merely acknowledged
in the appropriate office and referred to the Solicitor of the department for

answer. In letters pertaining to Service matters, but incidentally involving
questions of law, the Service portion should be answered and extracts of the

portions pertaining to law should be forwarded to the Solicitor.

FORM OF CORRESPONDENCE.
WASHINGTON AND DISTRICT OFFICES.

Spacing-.
1 All letters will be doubled spaced, except for quotations, which will be single
spaced.

Neatness.

No soiled or rubbed letter will be signed nor any letter in which corrections
are carelessly made.

Copying- Ribbon Record Ribbon.

Purple copying ribbon will be used for letters prepared for the signature of
the Secretary of Agriculture. The ribbon should be changed often enough to
insure good press copies. All other letters will be written with black record
ribbon.

Margin.
Letters should have a margin of approximately 1 inch on each side of the

page.
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Legal Documents.
All legal documents will be written on letter-size paper.

Numbering Pages Initialing Pages.
The i>ages of all letters and documents, except those of only one page, wi

be numbered at the bottom of the page, in the middle. To give sj>ace for tl

number, the last lino on the page should be at least throe-quarters of an inch
from the bottom. When a letter is more than one imge. all pages except the
first will bear the initials of the jtorson addressed, on the left side in a separat
line at the top, triple spaced above the body of the letter.

Paper.

Correspondence and final roj>orts will be written on white paper, and al

memorandum* and scratch copies, even though typewritten, on yellow paper.

Date.

The date should be half an inch below the lowest printed line on the letter-

head. The month should not be abbreviated. Figures alone should be used for

the day, as " March 30."

The date will be omitted in letters prepared in the Washington office for tl

signature of the Secretary of Agriculture until after such letters are initialed

by the Forester, but will be inserted before the letters are forwarded to the

Secretary for signature. The date will be omitted in letters prepared in dis-

trict offices for the signature of the Secretary or of the Forester, and will b:

inserted on the letters and the accompanying carbons in the Washington office.

Address.

The name and address should be double spaced when they require but

lines, and single spaced if more than two.

Special care will be taken to prefix the correct title, either official

honorary.
Ordinarily Government officials, including officers of the Forest Service, wi

be addressed by their official titles only. The titles will be omitted from
letters written to members of the Service by name.

Salutation.

"Dear Sir" should ordinarily be used, unless the letter answered has a moi
intimate form of salutation. Only in very formal letters should '

Sir
" be

used. Titles should be written out.

Complimentary Close.

With "
Sir

" use "
Very respectfully

"
; with " Dear sir ",

"
Very truly

yours
"

; with " Dear Mr. - -", or
" My dear Mr. - -",

"
Very sincerely

yours."

Language Brevity.
Use direct, clear-cut language. Avoid odd or lengthy words when shorter,

simpler ones will express the idea. Be concise but courteous. Avoid laborious

statements, the essence of which might well be expressed in half the spac

Very few letters need be longer than one page.

Avoid Preambles.

Never use the substance of the letter received as a preamble to the
Unless the letter to be answered has already been acknowledged and further

reference to its subject matter is necessary, its contents should not be indi-

cated in the initial sentence. Reference must always be made, however, to fil<

numbers or initials for identification.

Form of Acknowledgment Reference to Key Initials.

For acknowledgments or replies to the public, the initial sentence shoul

usually be in this form :

" Your letter of March 30 is received." In con
spondence between the various officers of the Service reference should als

be made to the key initials on the letter answered, including the case or subj(

designation if its designation differs from the one to be used in reply.

Courtesy.
The phrase

"
yon will

" should not be used in giving orders or instrnctioi

It is peremptory without adding force, and a friendlier tone is more courteou

and fully as effective.
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Severity,

Severity of expression will be avoided in conveying reprimands in corre-

spondence.

Impersonal Tone.

So far as practicable, letters should be impersonal in expression.

Punctuation.

It should be borne in mind that the purpose of punctuation is a clear under-
standing of the text by the reader. Too little punctuation is almost as bad as
too much.

Promises.

When a promise is made, do not use such indefinite phrases as " within a
few days,"

" before long." Specify the date upon which action will be taken,
or, in the rare cases when that is impossible, give the approximate date, as
" not later than ."

Letters of Identical Instructions.

Letters of identical instructions from the Washington office to the six district

foresters will not be typewritten six times in order to furnish each District
Forester with an original addressed to him individually, but such letters will

be addressed simply
" District Forester," and the necessary number of car-

bons will be marked at the top
" ORIGINAL." It will be understood that a thin

paper carbon copy of a letter from Washington, when thus marked, so far
from being less important than the ordinary letter, is a letter of exceptional
importance, since it contains instructions for all the districts, and must be
treated as such by the district foresters. Such letters will tear the original

signatures of the administrative officers who send them.

NATIONAL FOREST OFFICES.

Supervisors' Offices.

Wherever they will apply to the business conducted by the supervisor the

foregoing general instructions will be followed in the preparation and han
;

dling of his correspondence.
The following additional rules will govern:
Never write a letter of transmittal in forwarding any document unless some

explanation about it is needed. Indorse the document "
Respectfully forwarded

to the District Forester," sign, and forward it with the recommendation, if

any is required, to the District Forester.

Supervisors will conduct all their correspondence in typewriting, except when
away from their offices. Machines will be furnished upon requisition.

Letters and reports of subordinates transmitted by a supervisor to the Dis-

trict Forester must be originals, not copies made by the supervisor. The su-

pervisor will keep copies when needed for his own records or, when necessary,
request the return of the originals.

Bangers' Correspondence.
Unless a ranger is equipped with a typewriter all rangers' letters will be

written in ink or indelible pencil, and on only one side of the sheet. The
subject designation for supervisors' letters will be followed by the rangers.
Correspondence with the public should be through the supervisor's office, but
if it is essential to the prompt dispatch of business for the ranger to corre-

spond directly with a user he will do so. A carbon copy will be kept of each
letter and telegram written by a ranger.

RECORD OF PROMISES.

The Promise-Card Box.

Record of all promises involving future action will be kept in all permanent
headquarters.
Except in rangers' headquarters, where the records will be kept on desk

calendars, the equipment will consist of a standard promise-card box, daily and
monthly guide cards, 3 by 5 inches, and plain white cards, 3 by 5 inches.

A promise will always be recorded at the time it is made. The date of ful-

fillment will be written on the first line of the promise card, and any change
which may later become necessary should be entered on the same line. Be-
low the date will be written the name of the person to whom the promise is

made or who is otherwise concerned. The card will be dated in the lower left-
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hand corner. Every card will contain a memorandum or reference of sntlirient
detiniteness to give ;i clear understanding of the promised action to anyone
who may be required to complete it.

If the promise can not be fulfilled on the designated date, the person
whom it was made will be so informed, and the card will be re-dated for ac
and changed to the time guide for the new date.
When the action promised is long in advance or dependent upon

cies not yet developed, it will be found useful to tile the card so that it falls

due at short intervals until the promise is fulfilled.

If when the promise is fulfilled no letter is required, the card will be checked
and tiled with the papers pertaining to the case; but if the record is completed
by the tiling of a carbon the card will be destroyed.

Follow-Up System.
The same equipment will be used to follow up action requested, and the

follow-up cards will be prepared and filed in the same way as promise cards.

Bequests to Field Officers.

To follow up requests to field officers for reports or action a white postal ca

(Form 326) and three yellow slips, 3 by 5 inches, will be used.

The date, case heading or subject, and key initials of the otlice will be en-
tered on the slips and card by carbon duplication and the card forwarded to t

supervisor with the request for report or action.

One slip will be filed in the office promise-card box two weeks ahead, as

reminder, the other two will be sent with the card to the supervisor. II

will place the card and one slip in his promise-card box and send the other 1

the ranger concerned.
The ranger will enter the date on which work will reach the supervisor and

return the slip. The supervisor will place this slip in his box as a promise
from the ranger, destroy the other slip, enter on tlie card the date on which he
will take the action required, and sign and mail the card as a post card to

District Forester.
The reminder slip will be destroyed in the district office and the card filed

under the date given by the supervisor.

CAKBONS.

Carbon copies will constitute the only record of outgoing correspondence.
One carbon of every outgoing letter and telegram will always -be kept in the
office files.

Each letter written in the district office for the signature of the Secretary
or the Forester will be prepared with three carbon copies. Two will be sent
to Washington with the letter for signature and the other held in a waiting
file by the file clerk. After the letter is signed the signature will be stamped on
both carbons, one carbon filed in the Washington office and the other returned
to the district office, where the carbon in the waiting file will be destroyed.

Carbons Mailed for Information.

Every letter written to a District Forester which concerns the business of a
particular Forest or refers to any specific case will be accompanied by a carbon

copy for transmittal to the supervisor, with such supplemental remarks or in-

structions" as the District Forester may wish to add.
A carbon copy of every letter written in the Washington office to any person

outside of the Service which concerns business in a district will be mailed to

the District Forester. In case it refers to business on a particular Forest two
copies will be sent, one for the district files and the other for transmittal to

the supervisor.
Supervisors should always be sent copies of letters written in the district

office which concern their Forests. Whenever a letter written by the District

Forester to a supervisor concerns a ranger's work an extra carbon will be mad
for the ranger.

Instructions in Carbons.

Great care must be taken in all correspondence to avoid writing a separate
letter when a carbon copy would suffice. Since carbons received in this way
may contain important instructions, the recipients should always read them

carefully.

11
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Carbons to Secure Approval of Recommended Action.

When a request is made by the District Forester for the approval of contem-

plated action by the Forester or the Secretary, an approval space as follows
should be provided in the lower lett-hand corner of the letter :

(Date) -
, 19.

Approved :

Secretary (or Forester).

Two carbons should be made one to accompany the original letter to Wash-
ington and one to be retained in the waiting file in the district office until the
return of the carbon showing the action of the approving officer.

Every Document. Must Be Dated and Initialed or Signed.

Absolutely, without exception, every statement, memorandum, map, or docu-
ment of any kind will be initialed or signed for authorship, and dated.

Washing-ton and District Offices.

When a letter is of more than one page, all initialing will be on the first page
of the file carbon. Carbons should never be filed unless they bear the stamped
signature or the written initials of the chief of the branch or office in which filed.

Signatures will not be stamped on carbons until letters are ready for mailing.
The stamping of the signature will be a certificate that the letter has actually
been mailed.
Letters will not be initialed on the original, except that letters for the sig-

nature of the Secretary will be initialed by the Forester in the upper left-hand
corner of the first page. The carbons of letters written for the signature of the
Forester will be initialed by the author in the lower left-hand corner. Above
the initials of the author will appear the initials of the chief of the office in

which the letter was prepared and of the chief of branch or District Forester,
in the order given. Initialing for authorship will be omitted if the signer has
dictated the letter himself.

Letters Affecting More than One Branch.

When a letter or document prepared in one branch is of interest to another
branch it should be initialed by the chief of the latter to signify his concurrence
or to fix his responsibility for carrying out proposed work which falls to him.

Stenographer's Initials Initialing for Inclosures or Promised Action.

The stenographer will stamp his initials in the lower right-hand corner of
each carbon. If the letter contains iuclosures, or if future action is promised,
the stenographer will stamp his initials twice, as a guaranty that the inclosures
have been prepared, or that the action promised has been noted. When the
action can not be taken immediately, a promise card will be prepared, to be
retained by the stenographer, or given to any other person responsible for taking
the action promised. When a letter entails typewriting by one stenographer and
the preparation of inclosures or other action by another, the initials of both
stenographers will be stamped in the lower right-hand corner of the carbon.
When the signer makes any changes with the pen, in a letter of which he is

not the author, he will return the letter to the author in order that the changes
may be noted and entered on the carbon, before the letter is sent to the mail
clerk for mailing.
Carbon copies of signed letters sent as instructions or merely for information

will bear no initialing, but will be exact duplicates of the original letters and
not of the file carbons.

In approving memorandums, requisitions, and other office papers only initials

will be affixed.

Letters prepared in the supervisor's office will follow the came routine in re-

gard to preparation, form, inclosures, initialing, and dating as prescribed for
the district office.

TELEGRAMS.

The procedure for correspondence applies equally to telegrams. The following
general rules should be carefully observed : The telegraph should be used only
when the delay in using the mail would be injurious to the public interests.
Omit all unnecessary words. In a message from one official or employee to
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.mother titles should not be used. In a mvat many cases names <>t' both address
and signature may he limited to single words. Numbers should he expressed in

words. Ordinal numbers must not be abbreviated. "
Night

"
messages should

be used when practicable.
Since in ollicial telegrams the address and signature are paid for as part

the message, the following abbreviated addresses will be used:

To Washington Office:

Forester, Washington, D. C.

To district oflioes:

Forestry. San Francisco, (\-il.

To Madison Laboratory:
Forestry, Madison, Wis.

To property clerk or auditor:

Smith, Forestry, Ogden, Utah; or Falck, Forestry, Ogden, T
T

tah.

To supervisors :

Forestry, Prescott, Ariz.

All officers in charge of permanent field headquarters will register their tel

graph addresses with the Postal and Western Union Telegraph companies. The
supervisors will inform the District Forester by mail of any change in the ad-

dress registered.
In telegrams only the first word of the message and proper names will be

capitalized, and punctuation will not be used. Serious errors in telegrams
ceived make this rule necessary. Telegrams should be signed with the la>

name only.

Unsigned telegrams will under no circumstances be placed in the messenger's
basket, but will be sent by messenger for initialing or signature. The messen
ger will in every case find the person or persons whose initials or signature is

required, if in the building, and if out of the building will at once report to

the person by whom the telegram was prepared. In the Washington office day
telegrams when signed will be delivered to the telephone room for forwarding.
In district offices outgoing day telegrams will be delivered to the mail clerk.

In both the Washington and district offices all outgoing night telegrams will be
delivered to the mail clerk and sent at the close of the day. When a telegram
is written at or near the close of office hours the person by whom it is pre-

pared will make sure that it is signed and sent before leaving for the day.
The file designation will be placed on the file carbon of each telegram.

Supervisor's Office.

Whenever a supervisor leaves bis headquarters with no one in charge, he
should notify his telegraph office of the place where he can be reached by mail

when not in direct telegraphic communication. Supervisors need not hesitate

to use the wire when important matters demanding quick action arise, but

they must make all telegrams as brief as possible.

u\*

-

Washington Office.

In branches which have clerks specially assigned as mailing clerks, messen-

gers will deliver signed letters, with accompanying papers, directly to such
clerks, who will be responsible for all mailing from the branch. In branch
and offices without specially assigned mailing clerks, signed letters will

returned to the stenographers for mailing.
Letters to District Foresters will be mailed from Washington in envelo

with printed addresses.

District Offices.

In district offices the messengers will deliver signed letters, with accompan
ing papers, directly to the mail clerk. Letters to the Forester and to t

forest supervisors will be mailed in envelopes with printed addresses.

Envelopes with printed addresses should be used whenever the volume
correspondence with any addressee justifies it.

Envelopes for correspondence sent to the Forester, the district foresters,

the forest supervisors, will be kept open until the end of the official day. when
they will be sealed and mailed.

Supervisors' Offices.

All letters written to the District Forester on the same day will be mailed

in one envelope. A special desk basket will be set apart in which all mail
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intended for the district office will be deposited, with iuclosures securely
attached to letters. At the close of the day the letter, without being folded,
will be placed in a large envelope and mailed. Printed envelopes will be
furnished on requisition. When the day's mail consists of but one letter, how-
ever, the letter should be folded and mailed in an envelope of the ordinary
size. Vouchers will not be inclosed with other mail.

ENVELOPES AND INCXOSUKES.

The stenographeV will address envelopes for all letters except those to the
Forester, to a District Forester, or to a Forest Supervisor (see Mailing) before
submitting the letters for initialing or signature.
The stenographer will place in the envelope the inclosures which are to

accompany the letters to be returned to the stenographer for mailing. When
the mailing is to be done by another clerk the inclosures will be securely
clipped behind the letter for signature.
The stenographer will not initial for iuclosures until the inclosure has been

actually made or action taken as above; nor will he initial as a token that
other action promised in the letter has been performed until its performance
has taken place or the necessary steps for its performance have been taken,
as prescribed under "Carbons" and "

Initialing."
When a document to be inclosed by the stenographer is of such a character

that to withhold the letter from signature until the inclosure has actually been
made would cause delay in mailing, the stenographer will initial in the manner
prescribed under "

Initialing," and attach by clip a blue card to the addressed

envelope as a reminder that the inclosure has not yet been made. This pro-
cedure will likewise be followed when a document to be inclosed is submitted
with the letter for the information of the signer.

Identification of Material Mailed Separately.

When it is necessary to mail under separate cover maps or publications re-

ferred to in correspondence, a slip of paper bearing the designation and date of

the letter written will be attached to the material. In case such material is

mailed without a letter of transmittal, it must in every case be accompanied by
a slip of paper bearing the key initials of the branch or office in Washington or
the office or section in the district office for which it is intended.

FILING.

Washington Office.

The corresppndence files of the branches and offices in Washington may be
assembled in branch file rooms or located in the individual offices, as may be
most conducive to efficiency.

District Office.

In like manner the District Forester may, in his discretion, maintain a cen-

tral file room in which all records of the district office will be assembled, or he

may maintain separate files in offices or sections.

Description of Files.

The files will be maintained upon a subjective classification arranged on a

self-indexing basis. No card record of filed correspondence will be made.
The complete subjective classification, with illustrations of the subject desig-

nations to be used in the Washington, district, and supervisors' offices, is given
in a mimeographed circular headed "

Subject designations and filing system."
This classification must not be varied in the district and supervisors' offices

without authority from the Forester.
Each branch an.l office file will consist of two general sections:

(1) A classified section, in which will be filed, behind appropriate guides, all

correspondence which bears a subject designation expressed in words (e. g.,

F., Personnel, Jones, J. H.).
(2) A miscellaneous section, in which will be filed alphabetically, without

regard to Forests or subjects, all correspondence bearing as a designation the
letter Z after the branch or office key initial or initials (e. g., FZ, DZ, OOZ).
Correspondence which bears neither the letter Z nor a subject designation will

be returned, with accompanying papers, to the office in which it originated for
the proper filing designation.

All correspondence will be filed flat in vertical filing drawers, except where
branches and offices in Washington now use for alphabetic files furniture which
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is especially designed for hori/ontal and not \ertical filing. No new furnit

designed for hori/oiil.-i I lilin.tr will be purchased.
As correspondence is received for iilinir the file clerk will t';islen the ca rh

to the .-inswei-ed letter. \Ylieii the carbon is not accompanied by an answer*,
let lei-, its pages will he fastened ingeihei as a unit for filing.

In the miscellaneous section, when names of correspondents begin with
same letter, alphabetical tiling will be by (he spelling of the surnames,
Jenkins, Johnson, Jones. AY lien correspondence from two or more persons
the same surname is filed together, it will be filed alphabetically by the initiab
of the given names, as A. Jones, H. Jones, AA

r
. Jones. If the initials are also the

same, the spelling of the lirst name will be the guide to the filing, as Albert.

Jones. Alfred Jones, Arthur Jones. Correspondence filed under the same name
will be filed chronologically, with the most recent letter on top. Correspondence,
with members of the Forest Service, with members of other bureaus, and with
State officials will be filed under the name of the office of the correspondent, and
not under his name or title. Correspondence with official' of firms, associations.
and other private organizations will be tiled by the name )f the writer when the
letter does not relate to the business of the organization.

Circular Letters.

Circular letters will be filed as other correspondence.

Cross Reference.

Cross references will be made whenever they will be of assistance in locating
papers or correspondence. For example, Jones may write regarding the Smith
timber sale. In that event Jones's letter and a carbon of the answer will be
filed in the folder of the Smith timber sale. An extra carbon of the answer
will be filed alphabetically as a cross reference in the miscellaneous section.

The typewritten subject designation on the cross reference carbon should be
crossed out with pencil and the appropriate Z designation substituted before

filing. In case no answer is made to the Jones letter, a sheet of yellow paper
bearing the name of Jones and the subject designation under which his letter

has been filed will be filed under " Jones "
in the miscellaneous section.

As an additional safeguard against failure to date maps, statements, or memo-
randums prepared in the Forest Service, file clerks must see to it that no paper
without date and initialing or signature is filed.

If they wish, supervisors may insert behind the miscellaneous section a guide
marked "Applications for positions," with either a single folder or an addi-
tional A to Z file, as may be required by the volume of business.

Bangers' Files.

Each ranger will be supplied with such standard filing equipment as, in the

judgment of the supervisor, his business warrants. After receiving instruc-

tions from the supervisor on the method of keeping his files he will be held

responsible for the completeness and correctness of his files.

Bangers' Becord.

All records and notes of ranger district business should be considered as

official, and rangers should keep them in such shape that they can be turn*

over to a successor as part of the regular official records of the district.

TRANSFERRING.

em

as
led

Washington, District, and Supervisors' Offices.

Correspondence filed vertically in the miscellaneous section will be trans-

ferred periodically, with the accompanying alphabetical guide cards, to wooden
transfer units of the same size as the drawers used for the current file. The
entire file from A to Z will be transferred. Correspondence filed alphabetically
in the horizontal filing drawers in the Washington office will be transferred as
drawers are filled.

Correspondence filed in the classified section under designated subjects, but
not under designated transactions, will be transferred periodically, with the

accompanying guide cards and folders, to wooden transfer units and new guid
cards inserted in the current files.

Correspondence in designated transactions will be transferred as the trans-

actions are closed, with the inclosing folders, to wooden transfer units labeled
" Closed file." The folders will be arranged in the closed file in the same rela-

tive order as in the current file.

I
reia-
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Transfer units for the miscellaneous section will be labeled with the appro-
priate letters of the alphabet and with the inclusive dates.

Transfer units for correspondence under designated subjects, but not under
designated transactions, will be labeled with the appropriate designation and
the inclusive dates.

Transfer units for correspondence under designated transactions will be
labeled with the appropriate designation, and, when the transferred folders fill

more than one unit in a single class of transactions, with the inclusive letters

in the alphabetical arrangement of the folders.

BOUNDARIES.

QENEKAIi.

Creation by President Authorized by Act of Congress.
The act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat, 1095), provides:

SEC. 24. That the President of the United States may, from time to

time, set apart and reserve, in any State or Territory having public
land bearing forests, in any part of the public lands wholly or in part
covered with timber or undergrowth, whether of commercial value or
not, as public reservations, and the President shall, by public proclama-
tion, declare the establishment of such reservations and the limits

thereof.

The act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11), authorizes the President to revoke
or suspend any proclamation or to reduce the area or change the boundary
lines of such forests. The act further provides that the reservations

* * * shall be as far as practicable controlled and administered in

accordance with the following provisions:
No public forest reservation shall be established, except to improve

and protect the forest within the reservation, or for the purpose of

securing favorable conditions of water flows, and to furnish a con-
tinuous supply of timber for the use and necessities of citizens of the
United States; but it is not the purpose or intent of these provisions,
or of the act providing for such reservations, to authorize the inclusion
therein of lands more valuable for the mineral therein, or for agricul-
tural purposes, than for forest purposes.

Under date of February 7, 1910, the Secretary of the Interior and the Secre-

tary of Agriculture submitted a joint letter to the President, which was ap-
proved by him, defining more fully the character of lands contemplated by the
two acts above referred to, as follows :

1. Lands wholly or in part covered with brush or other undergrowth
which protects streamflow or checks erosion on the watershed of any
stream important to irrigation or to the water supply ef any city, town,
or community, or open lands on which trees may be grown, should be
retained within the National Forests, unless their permanent value under
cultivation is greater than their value as a protective forest.

2. Lands wholly or in part covered with timber or undergrowth, or cut-

over lands which are more valuable for the production of trees than for

agricultural crops, and lands densely stocked with young trees having a

prospective value greater than the value of the land for agricultural
purposes, should be retained within the National Forests.

3. Lands not either wholly or in part covered with timber or under-

growth, which are located above timber line within the Forest boundary
or in small bodies scattered through the Forest, making elimination im-

practicable, or limited areas which are necessarily included for a proper
administrative boundary line, should be retained within the National
Forests.

4. Lands not either wholly or in part covered with timber or under-

growth, except as provided for in the preceding paragraphs, upon which
it is not expected to grow trees, should be eliminated from the National
Forests.

Creation Restricted in Six States.

In an amendment to the agricultural appropriation bill approved March 4,

1907 (34 Stat., 1256), it is provided that "hereafter no forest reserve shall be
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created, nor shall nny additions IK- made to <me heretofore created within
liniils of the Slates >f Oregon. Washington. Idaho. Montana, Colorado, .

Wyoming, except by act of Congress." 'I'lic power of the President to creat<

or enlarge National' Forests in other States and in the Territories remains
affected by this act.

un-

Temporary Withdrawals.

Temporary withdrawals of land from entry may be made by the President
under the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat, 847), when the creation of new For.

or additions is contemplated and a withdrawal is deemed necessary. Such
withdrawals can not be made within the States of Colorado, Id.-iho. Montana,
Ore-on, Washington, or Wyoming, unless there is pending legislation which
proposes the inclusion of the areas within a .National Forest.

National Monuments.
The act of June 8, 1006 (34 Stat., 225), provides for the protection of objects

of historic and scientific interest on lands controlled by the Government, and
authorixes the President to create, by proclamation, national monuments for

their preservation. The act also authorizes the Secretary of the Interior, on
behalf of the United States, to accept deeds of gift of privately owned land

containing such objects.

What May Be Included.

When a national monument is created within a National Forest, it is under
the jurisdiction of the Forest Service. The, objects which may properly be
recommended for reservation under this act are cliff dwellings, pueblo ruins,

ancient rock paintings, unique topographic or geologic features, historic land-

marks, and groves of rare trees in danger of destruction.

Cooperation in Selection.

The Forest Service will cooperate, when necessary, writh the Bureau of Ameri-
can Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution in protecting and secnri

information regarding objects of historic and scientific interest located on
near the borders of National Forests.

Not to Be Listed to Homesteaders.

No lands containing such object will be listed under theForest-homestead a

BOUNDARY CHANGES.

Policy Additions and Eliminations.

Although boundary questions as a whole may be considered as fairly well

settled in so far as the addition or elimination of large areas is involved, yet it

is safe to assume that only in a few exceptional cases are the boundary lines

definitely and finally located exactly where they can be said to include only
such lands as will for all time be classed as chiefly valuable for timber grow-
ing and watershed protection purposes and to exclude all lands, with the excep-
tion of such small areas as must be retained for administrative reasons, as

may for all time be classed as chiefly valuable for agriculture, mining, grazing,
or other uses. As the population increases and the demand, not only upon
the timber and the water resources of the National Forests, but also for lands
for other uses, principally agriculture, becomes more intensive and lands of all

classes acquire correspondingly higher values, it will become necessary to draw
the lines more and more closely between those lands chiefly valuable for forest

purposes and those lands chiefly valuable forother purposes, which it is the
intent of Congress should not be withheld from private settlement and develop-
ment. In the future, therefore, boundary questions concerning additions to and
eliminations from National Forests, while having to do with much smaller areas
than in the past, will be more difficult to determine and will involve much
closer and more careful investigation of all the factors involved, many of
which will be of a highly technical nature. The classification of lands within
the National Forests in order to determine the comparative values and the

highest use to which they may be put should consequently become increasingly
more intensive, in order that the recommendations submitted may be wel
founded.

Inter-Forest Boundaries.

Boundaries between adjoining Forests will generally be upon topographic line

although legal subdivisions may be followed. They will be determined after
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careful consideration of the convenience of the users, and of the suitability of
the proposed boundary from the point of view of, economy in and efficiency of,

administration.

STATE SCHOOL LANDS EXCHANGE.

In furtherance of the indemnity rights of the several States under the pro-
visions of section 2275 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as modified

by the act of February 28, 1891, cooperative agreements may be, and in several
instances have been, entered into between the Department of Agriculture and
the State, for the exchange of school lands within the National Forests for
solid blocks of land of equal acreage and value along the borders of Forests.

TOWN SITES.

Lands in National Forests embraced in valid town-site settlements, made
before the withdrawal of the land and creation of the Forests, may, unless

abandoned, be entered and patented under the town-site laws, without regard
to the period which has elapsed after their settlement or after the establishment
of the Forest, and without the necessity of eliminating the town-site area from
the Forest.

When it is desired to establish a town site on lands within a National Forest,
a petition should be addressed to the District Forester. An investigation will

be made under his direction to ascertain if it is necessary and advisable to use
such lands for town-site purposes. If approved an Executive order to exclude
the lands may be issued to enable the applicants to proceed under the town-site
laws and the regulations of the Department of the Interior.

PBOCEDTTRE.

SUPERVISORS PROCEDURE.
Examinations.
The examination of Forest boundaries will be undertaken by direction of the

District Forester under the instruction of the supervisor in charge of the Forest
concerned or, in the case of a new area, under the supervisor of the nearest
Forest.

Extent of Examinations.

The examinations should not be confined strictly to the area described in

letters of instruction, but must embrace all lands in the locality wrhich are
suited to National Forest purposes. The examiner will be held responsible
for covering thoroughly all lands in the section to which he is assigned.

Data Necessary.
Before beginning field work the examiner should be in possession of suffi-

ciently detailed geographic and alienated land data to enable him definitely to

locate proposed boundaries and to determine in the field the title of the land.

Field Work and Survey.
The accuracy of the survey that will be necessary will, depend upon the

value of the land involved. If scattered additions are- contemplated in heavily
timbered country it may be necessary to locate and cruise each forty; on the
other hand, if it is simply a question of the addition or elimination of a strip
of land whose general character is known a much less detailed survey will

ordinarily be sufficient. In every case, however, it is essential that the ex-
aminer know exactly where he is at all times in relation to the corners and
lines of the public land survey. To be sure of this, work with the compass
may be necessary.

Photographs.
When it is feasible, photographs should accompany a report to illustrate

not only the general characteristics of the country, but important specific
points as well. Special effort should be made to secure photographs if the
value of the area for forest or watershed protection purposes is at all doubt-
ful or if the elimination of an area has been requested by petitions.

Maps.
A map which shows land classification and a title, or status map, showing

Alienated lands, should be submitted with each report.
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Land-Classification Map.
The 1;i!id classification should be compiled on lh<> scale th;ii best suils t

requirements of the case ;it hand. When a scale of 1 inch to the mile is used

the map should be on atlas correction sheets < Form '.H'.h. or it" only ;i small
area is involve:! on ineh-lo-the mile township plats. In some cases where it is

desirable to show the relation of the change invohed to tin- entire Forest

it may be necessary to use a map on the scale of one-halt' inch to the mill-.

The map should show land surveys and topography in imlia ink. For unsur-

veyed lands the examiner should prepare y sketch map showing drainage and
as much additional tojographi<- data as may he practicable.
The land classification shown on the map should be in conformity with

standard Forest Service scheme.

Title Map.
The title map will consist either of a duplicate of the base map or of town-

ship plats which cover the area, and will show the different classes of aliena-

tion by distinctive colors. The map should be provided with an appropriate
legend These data should be obtained before a field examination is nnd
taken; they may be secured from the supervisor's office, from the district

or from the local land office.

The Boundary.
On both the land classification and the title maps the existing forest bounda

will be shown by a heavy blue-pencil line, and the recommended boundary of

either additions or eliminations by a heavy red-pencil line. Whenever prac-
ticable the boundary will run on section or quarter-section lines, but whore
valuable timber is involved and the land is heavily alienated, it may run on
40-acre subdivisions. In a region covered by the General Land Otlice surveys
a stream may be used for the exterior boundary only when it is shown as

meandered on the official land-office plats. In unsurveyed regions any stream

may be used as an exterior boundary which has a reasonably fixed channel
and flows continuously throughout the year. The alienations and the forest

cover outside the recommended boundary should be shown for a distance suffi-

cient to convince the reviewing officer that the boundary has been properly
located. When the question^ is one of elimination these same facts should be
shown inside the existing boundary. Both maps should be dated and should
bear the name and title of the examiner.

Report.
The examiner's report should supplement the information given on the map

with such detailed description of the natural features of the area in question
and of the economic conditions governing its use as are necessary to confirm

his recommendations.
The following outline of topics is suggested as having a bearing on boundary

changes. Each should be discussed in so far as it has relation to the particular
case under consideration.

Outline.

(1) Location and area.

(2) Description of topography.
(3) Climate its effect on forest growth and agricultural possibilit

(4) Forest:

(a) Silvicultnral types.

(6) Amount and class of timber.

(c) Reproduction.
(d) Value as protection cover.

(5) Fire damage.
(6) The value of the area for power, reservoir development, and o<

public uses.

(7) Settlements.

(8) Industries:

(a) Agricultural.
(6) Grazing.
(c) Lumbering, etc.

(9) Transportation, roads, and trails.

(10) Public sentiment.

(11) Administration.

(12) Conclusions and recommendations. A clear recommendation for

against the change, with brief summary of reasons.
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Report Submitted to Supervisor.

The examiner will submit to the supervisor for indorsement his report in

triplicate, with two copies each of the land classification and title maps. The
supervisor will forward the report in duplicate to the District Forester, with
one copy each of the classification and title maps, accompanied by any further
statements and recommendations desired. The retained copies of the report
and maps will be filed in the supervisor's office.

Inter-Forest Changes.
When changes are contemplated in inter-Forest boundaries the supervisors

of the Forests affected will confer and submit a joint report and recommenda-
tion to the District Forester. In case of disagreement the District Forester will

decide.

Temporary Withdrawals.
If the supervisor, either upon his own findings or upon those of a reporting

officer, is convinced that a withdrawal is necessary, he will submit a brief

report to the District Forester covering the urgency of the situation and describ-

ing the character of the land to be withdrawn. The report should be accom-
panied by a plat of the area.

National Monuments.

Upon the discovery of an object worthy of inclusion in a national monument
the supervisor will submit a detailed report to the District Forester. This re-

port should be accompanied by a tracing showing the location of the objects by
legal subdivisions or by metes and bounds. When feasible, photographs also
should be submitted.

DISTRICT OFFICE PROCEDURE.

Action on Reports and Maps.
Upon receipt of reports and maps from the supervisor recommending bound-

ary changes the District Forester, if he approves the changes, will transmit the

report in duplicate, accompanied by classification and title map to the Forester.

Secretary's Letter.

Upon receipt of notice of the Forester's ratification of the boundary the
District Forester will prepare a letter to the Secretary of the Interior or to

the President for the signature of the Secretary of Agriculture. This letter

will explain the necessity for the proposed boundary change and transmit the
draft of the proclamation for approval or signature. In the case of inter-Forest

boundary changes in connection with which no exterior changes are being made,
and in this case only, the letter should be addressed to the President. In the
case of eliminations the letter should state whether the lands eliminated con-
tain valuable power sites. If no information to that effect is of record, the
letter should so state. Attention should also be called to administrative sites

retained as isolated tracts of Forest land and to any tracts embraced within
eliminated areas which are not desired longer -for administrative purposes and
which should be released. The original letter with two carbons should be for-

warded to the Forester, and a third carbon is retained in the awaiting file.

Press Notice.

At the time the Secretary's letter is written the District Forester will prepare
also an undated press notice, in duplicate, on yellow paper. This should be a
short statement for publication, describing the change in boundary and its need.

Number of Lithographic Prints.

It may be advisable at times to issue more or fewer lithographic prints than
the regular number, depending upon the probable permanency of the boundary
line as established by the proclamation. This may be done if the request is

sent to the Forester before the edition is printed.

Ranger Stations Retained as Isolated Tracts.

AVhen it is necessary to eliminate lands surrounding administrative sites

whose further retention is desirable the administrative site will be retained and
shown on the tracing as an isolated tract of Forest land.

Recommendations for Withdrawals.
Upon receipt of recommendations from the supervisor for the withdrawal of

land under the act of June 25, 1910, the District Forester will pass upon the

50599 12 4
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;;<i\ isability of (lie proposed action and. if he approves it, will prepare a Seen
tary's letter to ihe Secretary of the Interior, transmit! in- n draft for :m execu-
tive order mid recommending that it be sent to the President for signature.
When not accompanied l>y ;i (racing the Secretary's letter should st.-ile in wind
land district the area lies. Four copies of the Secretary's letter should
submitted.

Release of Withdrawals.

Upon receipt of notice that a proclamation has been signed establishing
National Forest, the District Forester should at once determine if any l-ind

held under temporary withdrawal in the vicinity of the National Forest sl

be released, and if so a recommendation to that effect should be made. This
should be in the form of a Secretary's letter to the Secretary of the Interior,
with three carbons, accompanied by a tracing which shows the area to he
released. This tracing will, when practicable, be on special linen, orosslined
on a scale of 1$ inches to the township. The letter should give the reason for
the recommendation for release and should state whether or not the lands to

be released embrace valuable power sites, or if the records do not disclose
this fact, a statement to that effect should be inserted. The tracing shou
bear the title:

Approved by

Release requested __.

Release order signed
Opened to settlement

Open to entry
Area _

Forester,
Proposed release near

National Forest.

State
Meridian.

Land District.

Area to be released
Recommended by ,

District Forester.

National Monuments.

Upon receipt of a report recommending the creation of a national monument,
the District Forester will forward the report and map to the Forester with
recommendations. The Forester will confer with the Bureau of Ethnology
regarding the desirability of creating the monument and advise the District
Forester of the decision.

Upon notice of approval by the Forester of a proposed monument, the Dis-
trict Forester will prepare the necessary Secretary letter and transmit four

copies of it to the Forester with a tracing. The tracing for monuments em-
bracing small areas should be drawn to such a scale as will admit of its being
printed on a single sheet, legal cap size, without folding.

WASHINGTON OFFICE PROCEDURE.

Action on Petitions and Inquiries.

Upon receipt, by the Forester, of petitions or letters which pertain to changes
in Forest boundaries, or to the creation of national monuments, a reply will

be prepared for the signature of the official to whom the communication is

addressed or referred. This reply will state that the matter is referred to the
District Forester for consideration, and will promise further reply upon receipt
of report from the District Forester. A carbon copy of the letter, indorsed
" Action required," with copies of the correspondence to which it relates, will

be sent to the District Forester, who will prepare appropriate letters for signa-
ture of the proper official, and submit them to the Forester for transmittal.

Letters will be prepared in the Washington office only when there is already
on file sufficient information upon which a reply can be based, or when an
immediate reply is necessary. In such cases carbons will be sent to the District

Forester for his information, together with copies of the correspondence.

Action on Boundary Reports.

\ Upon receipt of reports, and of the District Forester's recommendations con-

cerning changes in boundaries, accompanied by type and title maps, the status

will be obtained, if that is desirabde, and the report will be submitted to the
various branch chiefs for initialing before being submitted to the Forester for

final approval. The District Forester and the interested persons will .,
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formed of the decision by letter. Two colored diagrams, bearing date and
showing the approved line, will be sent to the District Forester and an exact

copy kept in the Washington office files.

Proclamations and Executive Orders, Prepared in Washing-ton Office, Re-
ferred to Solicitor.

The texts of proclamations, and executive orders will be drafted in the

Washington office and submitted to the Solicitor for consideration.

Proclamation Diagrams, Requisition.
Requisition, Forms 273 and 988, is made upon Geography for each proclama-

tion, tracing, and photographic negative reduced to the scale of li inches to the

township.

Photographic Prints.

Ten photographic prints are furnished, four of which are mounted on linen.

Two of these mounted copies' are sent to the "district, one for the district's and
one for the supervisor's file. The others are retained in the Washington office.

Three unmounted prints are attached to the text of the proclamation and
transmitted to the Secretary of the Interior.

In case of additions, a memorandum initialed by the Forester is inclosed
also. This is for the files of the Interior Department, and sets forth the

desirability of the addition. It is accompanied by a land classification map.

Post Cards Attached.

Two prepared postal cards are sent with the papers which go to the Secre-

tary of the Interior; one of these is returned as a notification to the Forester
that the recommended action has been taken and the proclamation submitted
to the President for signature. The other goes on to the Bureau of Rolls and
Library, Department of State, and is returned from that bureau as notification

of the fact and date of signature by the President.

Announcement of Signature.
Announcement of the signing of a proclamation will be telegraphed to the

District Forester ; branch offices in Washington are informed by memorandum.

Press Notice.

The prepared press notice will be sent to the editor for release as soon as
notification of the President's signature is received.

Transfer Print and Lithographic Copies.

After the proclamation is signed, requisition, Form 988, is made on the

photographer for a transfer print and the proper number of lithographic copies
of the diagram.
The State Department is furnished with 500 lithographic prints to be at-

tached as a part of the printed proclamations. A portion of these are retained

by the State Department and the remainder returned to the Forester. One
hundred copies are retained in the Washington office and the balance sent in

equal portions to the District Forester and the supervisor concerned.
Two copies of the signed Secretary letter of transmittal, together with two

copies of the proclamation or executive order, will be sent to the District For-
ester, one for the district and one for the supervisor's files.

Maps Returned to District Forester.

The land classification and title maps will be returned to the District For-
ester for final filing.

Eliminations Open to Settlement and Entry.
In the case of the restoration to settlement and entry of areas eliminated

two copies of the Commissioner's letter will be sent to the District Forester,
upon receipt of notice from the General Land Office. A yellow memorandum
will be prepared for the files of the Washington office. This will bear the date
upon which the eliminated areas are opened to settlement and entry.

Action on Temporary Withdrawal.
In the case of approved temporary withdrawals six copies of an Executive

order are prepared. Three of these are transmitted to the Secretary of the
Interior with the prepared Secretary letter, two copies are forwarded to the
District Forester for the files of the district and supervisor's offices, and one
copy is retained for the Forester.
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Release.

When l.-ind held under l(Mii|M.r;iry withdrawal is recommended for release
by a District Forester, bine prints will be made of the tracing which accom-
panies the recommendation, four lo be sent with the prepared Secretary letter
of transmittal.

Notice of Release Returned to District Forester.

When the Secretary of I lie Interior signs and forwards the order of release
to the register and receiver of the local land ollice the Forester is furnished
a carbon of the order. The tracing is returned to the District Forester, in-

dorsed with the area, date of release order, and dates of restoration of the
land to settlement and entry, together with two blue prints and two return

copies of the Secretary letter. The bine prints and the copies ..f the letter
will each bear indorsements identical with those on the tracing.

National Monuments.
The procedure followed in the creation and proclamation of national monu-

ments is the same as that followed in boundary changes.

GRAPHIC INFORMATION.

FOREST SURVEYS AND MAPS.

"Instructions for Making Forest Surveys and Maps" is issued in pocket
form for the use of field officers. This manual describes the instruments used,
explains various methods of surveying, and specifies the forms for keeping field

notes ;
these forms follow closely the style of the General Land Office.

The kind of survey, whether by transit, compass, or plane table, and the
methods of making it, must be left to the judgment of the officer in charge,
who will be guided in making his decision by the purpose for which the sur

vey is made.
SURVEYING NATIONAL FOREST BOUNDARIES.

Marking- Boundaries.

The boundary lines of every Forest and the boundaries of private la

within the Forests must be located and marked for the information of the

public in order to prevent traspass and to simplify the administration of the
Forest.

Boundary Posters.

In timber the boundary lines should be marked by blazes, as described in

the " Instructions for Making Forest Surveys and Maps." Boundary posters
with the proper description should be placed at all corners and at intersections

with trails, roads, streams, and ridges. The poster should face outward from
the Forest, and should state that it marks the east, north, west, or south

boundary, according to the specific part of the boundary line upon which it

is placed. In openings, where there is no timber upon which the notices can
be tacked, posts should be set. The intersection of boundary lines with impor-
tant roads and trails should be prominently indicated by means of painted
signs giving the name of the Forest.

Retracements and Restoration of Corners.

Retracements, including the restoration of lost or obliterated corners and
marks, should be made in accordance with the circular of instructions issued

by the General Laud Otfice.

Special Surveys.
Where the boundaries can not be located accurately by the regular force

the matter of their survey by the Interior Department or by engineers of the

Forest Service should be taken up with the District Forester.

Corners and Marks Protected by Law.

Destroying, defacing, changing, or moving any corner, meander post, monu-
ment, or bench mark, or cutting down any blazed line or witness tree on any
Government line or survey is prohibited by specific act of Congress, and Forest

officers should report violations of this law.

Record of Boundary Survey.
When any work in connection with the survey or retracement of boundary

lines, -or the restoration or referencing of corners, has been performed by a For-

nds
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est officer, he will transmit his notes, sketch maps, and report to the supervisor,
who will keep a record of all work of this nature on a map, showing the lines

retracted, marked, or surveyed, the corners located or restored, and the points
supplied with special signs.

MAP MAKING.

Map making in the Forest Service is of two general kinds: From original
surveys made by the General Land Office or the Geological Survey, or both;
and from reconnaissance, strip surveys, or cruisings made by the Forest Service
in connection with the management of the Forests.
The general official name for the data which, with corrections and additions,

form the bases for Forest maps, is the Forest Atlas. This is described in the
"
Instructions for Making Forest Surveys and Maps."

The Forest Atlas.

The Forest Atlas at Washington is the central depository for maps, diagrams,
statistics, and history of the National Forests and forestry in general through-
out the world. Its most important division is that of maps, and the most
important maps are those of the National Forests.
The Forest Atlas now comprises 190 volumes, containing sheets exactly 18 by

21 inches. They are bound in loose-leaf holders in two ways: Standard binders
have the binding margin on the 21-inch side, while toumship binders have the
binding margin on the 18-inch side. No map is made on a sheet. less than 18
by 21 inches, and larger maps are made on two or more sheets, which are always
numbered from west to east, beginning at the northwest corner. Borders are
omitted. The title consists only of the name of the Forest or the number of the

township. The top of the map is always north. A binding edge of at least
li inches is always left blank on the west or left-hand side of each sheet.

Scale.

The standard scale of the Forest Atlas is 1 inch to 1 mile, and the National
Forests practically have been covered by atlas sheets according to this standard.

Whenever, in special cases, a larger or smaller scale is necessary for the

preparation of any map in the Forest Service, it must sustain the simple relation
of X2 or -H2. Thus the scale may be 2 inches, 4 inches, or 8 inches to 1 mile;
or * inch, inch, or J inch to 1 mile. Under no circumstances will sheets be
prepared for the Forest Atlas on the ratio of 3, 5, 7, etc. The scale of township
plats is 2 inches to 3 mile, because that scale was adopted by the General Land
Office, from which the plats were procured
The Atlas sheets which cover a National Forest are called a folio, and are

assembled, with a Icf/cnd i>uge, in a paper cover, on which is printed an index

diagram showing the number of the sheets.

Before any statement is issued by any branch or office it must be checked
against any statements in the Atlas relating to the same subject, and the two
must be made to agree. No sheets should be inserted in the Atlas which do not

bear, under a given date, the approval by initial of the chief within whose field

the data were collected. In Washington this applies to the chiefs of branch, and
in the districts to chiefs of office.

District Atlas.

In the office of each District Forester is a District Atlas consisting of 20 or
more volumes, containing duplicate sheets of the Forest Atlas covering the area
of the district. Whenever E'orest Atlas folios have been duplicated by photo-

lithography or otherwise for a National Forest, the officers have been supplied
with copies, but under no circumstances are copies of any Atlas folio to be
sold or given away. They are strictly for the use of Forest officers in the

administration of the National Forests. Copies for distribution are not

published.
Forest Supervisors are supplied by the property clerk with binders for Forest

Atlas folios, having the binding margin on the 21-inch side, and also with
binders for land-office township plats, having the binding margin on the 18-

inch side.

Corrections.

The folios are the " mother maps
" which furnish the bases from which further

map making will proceed in the Forest Service. They correspond to the mother
maps of other countries in this respect that they are compiled from official
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il:ita upon a standard scale. 1 inch to 1 mile,' and upon a uniform legend. They
arc noi always sullicient ly ac.-nrale I'm- Forest work, and the sheets must,
I herfore, be corrected whenever new data have been obtained in the held. 'I lie

manlier of eorivet i 11.14 sheets is shown oil the "Dummy Atlas Sheet," which
lias been issued to Forest otlicers. The method is that used by printers in cor-

recting proof. Hold lilies should be drawn to the margin of the sheet ;md
explanatory notes written clearly. The marginal note is necessary both to

plain and to call attention to the correction, and if properly indicated on the

sheet, letters or memorandums telling how it should be corrected will not be

necessary.

New Data.

New data obtained by reconnaissance is usually mapped ou a scale of 2 inches
or 4 inches to 1 mile. Such data should not be redrawn to the standard Atlas
scale in the field. The reconnaissance tracings should be sent to Washington
with u requisition, Form 98<S, for photo-reduction. For this and other reasons
reconnaissance tracings and other base maps should be drawn with black ink

only, and should show only the drainage, contour, culture, and land lines.

Other data, such as classification, forest or grazing types, or administration

districts, can be shown by appropriate colors upon two or more prints. By
this method the tracing remains a record which is subject to very little chan^*'.

and is not obscured by data which are of special rather than general value.

The first reconnaissance of any area should include the drainage and contour,
otherwise it will not be possible to

"
register

" a second or supplemental recon-
naissance with it.

General Maps.
In accordance with the " Instructions for Making Forest Surveys and Maps,"

page 71, requests for the compilation and issuance of a Forest map should be
submitted to the Forester. There should be no delay in making such requests.
If a supervisor has not already been supplied with a satisfactory general map
of his Forest, which can be used for administrative purposes, he should submit
corrected Atlas sheets or other data, as provided in the instructions, and send
them with his recommendation, through the District Forester, to the Forester.

This recommendation should specify the kind of data which should be showu or

omitted, the scale, and the number of copies required. On the majority of

Forests the most satisfactory scale for a general map will be one-half inch to

1 mile. If a larger or smaller scale is recommended the reasons should be given.
These general maps, when issued, will serve as base maps upon which may be

indicated, by the appropriate colors or symbols, the location of various activities

and transactions on the Forests. They should, therefore, so far as practicable,
show the land-office surveys, drainage, prominent topographic features, and
culture (works of man). The culture should include roads, trails, railroads,

telephone lines, towns and settlements, and rangers' headquarters and summer
camps. Other desirable data can be shown if within the limitations of the
scale. Ordinarily, alienations can be shown best, where the scale is only one-

half inch to the mile, by the use of color. If the supervisor requires too many
of such maps to warrant their coloring by hand, the alienated areas can be

printed, in a transparent tint, upon a portion of the edition, leaving the re-

mainder as a permanent base map.
If a Forest has already been furnished with a general tnap on the half-inch

scale and a sufficient amount of corrections and additions have been subse-

quently made to warrant the issuance of a revised edition, these corrections

should be indicated upon a copy of the last edition, using red ink and follow-

ing the method described in the " Instructions for Making Forest Surveys and

Maps," and as shown on the " dummy " Atlas sheet. The same procedure should
be followed in changing or correcting proclamation diagrams. Correction must
be made on the map. Any reasons or explanations may be written, in red, on
the margin where the draftsmen and engravers will not fail to see them.

Working-plan Maps.
Accurate base maps on a large scale showing the topography and culture

are absolutely essential for the proper and successful management of the tim-

1 The mother maps of Great Britain and India are on the same scale as the Forest Atlas
standard. Those of France, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, and Sweden are nearly the same,
\\ inches to the mile. Those of Bosnia, Herzegovina, Norway, Bulgaria, Hungary, Russia,
and Portugal are on smaller scales ; those of Germany, Belgium, Denmark, and the
Netherlands are on larger scales

II
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her and forage, of special uses and settlement, and for the improvement and
protection of the Forests. Such maps will be known as working-plan base

ntiijis. For these a scale of 4 inches to the mile, or even a larger one, may be
advisable. On the other hand, a smaller scale may be adopted on maps of large
projects, such as fire and water-supply protection plans. The topography will

be shown by means of contour lines, intervals between which will be 20, 50, or
100 feet.

Field Surveys.
The field data necessary for the preparation of these maps will be taken from

the Geological Survey sheets or the Atlas folios when such maps are sufficiently
accurate and from all field surveys by Forest officers.

Such surveys will include examination of claims, and of applications for set-

tlement, special uses and timber sales, and reconnaissance surveys for all pur-
poses when the taking of topographic data is necessary.

In order to insure the necessary degree of accuracy and completeness of the
data obtained by such surveys, the District Forester will prepare instructions
for standard methods of survey which must be followed by field officers unless

specifically exempted by the District Forester Such instructions will conform
to the " Instructions for Making Forest Surveys and Maps " and will also con-

tain instructions governing the establishment of horizontal and vertical control

(if the standard administrative map has been prepared), the methods of sur-

vey, the topographic data to be collected, and its compilation. In the case of

large reconnaissance projects on Forests for which the standard administra-
tive map has not been prepared, or wherever there is any doubt as to the con-

trol, specific instructions in regard to the control will first be obtained from
the Forester. Data resulting from field surveys should not be allowed to ac-

cumulate in the files, but should be posted as soon as collected on an original
draft of the working-plan map. The field papers containing the data may then
be marked " Posted " and filed.

Reconnaissance Surveys.
Great care must be exercised by the District Forester in approving projects

for reconnaissance surveys of considerable areas in order that areas in need
of such surveys are taken up in the order of their importance. The following
order will be observed unless some special conditions prevent :

(1) Large areas which are of value for agriculture and for which applica-
tions under the act of June 11 have been received (Land Classification).

(2) Immediately prospective timber sale areas (Timber Reconnaissance).
(3) Areas which have a high fire liability and hazard and are without ade-

quate maps (Protection Survey).
(4) Areas subject to intensive use of forage (Grazing Reconnaissance).
(5) Timber reconnaissance for the purpose of regulating the cut.

A record of the areas covered by standard surveys should be kept by the

supervisor on an administrative map. Annually the supervisor should forward
to the District Forester a map of his Forest, showing the areas so covered to

date, with a statement of the total area and that covered during the previous
year.

Special Maps.
Special maps are issued for the use of Forest officers, to illustrate bulletins

or circulars of the Forest Service, or as special publications for the dissemina-
tion of information which can be best expressed graphically. Such maps are
not for general distribution, though some are sold, and they may even be
given away under certain circumstances. A general map of a National Forest

may be given to a user when it. is necessary or convenient to show thereon the
lands covered by a transaction.

General maps of the United States, showing the National Forests and related

projects and data, unmounted, are sold by the Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, D. C., at 50 cents each. A limited number of copies are retained
in the Forest Service and furnished in some cases to State officers, State insti-

tutions, and libraries, where they will be accessible to the general public.
General continental or regional maps, showing natural forest areas or the

distribution of tree species are furnished to State institutions and to some
first-class libraries. When more than one copy of a general map is requested,
as in the case of forest schools or agricultural colleges, a charge will be made
for each extra copy.
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Index maps, proclamation diagrams, and diagrammatic maps arc treated

publications of the Department of Agriculture, and may be used t<> answer
Inquiries which could not be answered satisfactorily in any other manner.

In exceptional cases, as in return for services or courtesies rendered, when
a request is made that a map be given to an individual or to an institution imi

included in those listed, the reason for such a gift should be clearly slated
in the request, and should be indorsed or initialed by a Forest otlicer bel'm

being forwarded to the Forester.

Maps Issued by Other Departments.
Proclamations creating or changing National Forests, with diagrams, ai

issued by the State Department. A limited supply for distribution is kept
the Washington office.

Published quadrangles, showing topography, drainage, and cultivation, are
issued by the Geological Survey. Only district foresters may write directly
to the Survey for its publications, stating in each letter that the publications
requested are strictly for official use.

When advance topographic sheets are prepared in the Geological Survey for
an area affecting any National Forest, 12 photographic or 40 lithographic copies
are delivered to the Forester. One copy is placed in the Forest Atlas, at Wash
ington, and copies will be sent to the District Forester, and to the supervisor
of the Forest affected.

Township Plats.

Township plats are prepared in the General Land Office. Some of them
have been reproduced by photolithography, but the greater number are repn.
duced by photography in the Office of Geography, the original plats being bor-
rowed for that purpose, in accordance with a cooperative agreement between
the Forester and the Commissioner. A wet-plate negative is made and three
prints are taken from it, which, after being mounted, trimmed, and punched,
in accordance with Atlas standards, are placed in the Forest Atlas at Wash-
ington, in the District Atlas, and in the office of the supervisor. The negative
is then destroyed; additional prints, therefore, can not be furnished, unless

they have been specifically requested before the. negative is made. Requests
for township plats should always be sent to the Forester and should specify
the date of the plat, as there are frequently several surveys and plats for a single
township.

State maps are issued by the General Land Office. Requests for them should
be sent to the Forester.

Charts are issued by the Coast and Geodetic Survey. Requests for them
should be sent to the Forester.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

Photograph Laboratory, Washington.
The Office of Geography at Washington is equipped for all classes of photo-

graphic work, including wet and dry plates, pictures and map prints, blue
prints, Vandykes, enlarged transparencies and bromides, and lantern slides.

In cooperation with the Geological Survey, it prepares and prints photomicro-
graphs of wood sections. It prepares originals for illustrations, photographs
and wash drawings for halftones, and line drawings for zinc etchings; it makes
transfers from map negatives to stone for lithographic proofs; it mounts
pictures and maps on cards or muslin.

Requisitions for Photographic Work.
Requisitions (Form 988) on the photographer at Washington for photo-

graphs, maps, diagrams, or other graphic records needed for office use in con-
nection with files and records, other than supervisors' albums or to accompany
reports, may be initialed by the chief of any branch or office, in Washington or
in the districts; and if not more than three prints of any one negative are in-

volved supervisors may make requisition directly upon Washington. When
correspondence of a purely routine character is necessary with regard to filling

such requisitions, the Branch of Operation may correspond directly with
supervisors, without sending copies of the correspondence to the district office.

Supervisors may also requisition directly single copies of maps or diagrams
to be placed on the walls of their offices. Requisitions for bromides or trans-

parencies desired for instructive display, whether in offices of supervisors or in

the district offices, will be initialed by the District Forester, as will all requisi-
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tions for material desired for use in connection with addresses by members of
Forest Service or in connection with Forest Service exhibits.

Prints for Official and Personal Use.

Care must be taken to distinguish between photographic material needed
for official use and material desired by members of the Forest Service for
their personal use. Photographic material for personal use will be supplied to
members of the Forest Service only by sale. Photographs which are to be
used for illustrating books or articles prepared by members of the Forest
Service as individuals should be regarded as for personal use, and the char-
acter of this use should be clearly indicated by the requisition. When new
photographs are developed, one set will be supplied for the use of the office

if requisitioned by the chief of the office, such photographs to be regarded as
Forest Service property.

Photographic material may be requisitioned for outside distribution for the

following purposes :

(a) To cooperators and others from whom aid has been received or by whom
courtesies have been extended in furtherance of official work.

(6) For use in illustrating material to be published in newspapers or other

periodicals.

(c) For use in book illustrations.

(d) For use in educational work by lecturers and schools and for exhibit

purposes.
Requisitions for photographic material of any kind to be disposed of to

cooperators and others who have extended aid or courtesies in the furtherance
of official work must be initialed by a chief of office, in the districts or in

Washington. Requisitions for photographic material to be given, loaned, or
sold for use in illustrating any book, article, or other printed matter, or for

use in educational work by lecturers and schools or for exhibit purposes, must
be initialed by the District Forester or by a chief of branch, and be approved
by the editor. The editor has charge of all work designed to promote general
education in forestry by the diffusion of information concerning forests and
their best use, through the supply of information to newspapers and other

periodicals, through the giving of addresses other than those before audiences
of National Forest users with regard to National Forest work, or through
exhibits in cooperation with schools other than technical schools of forestry.
All requisitions for photographic or art work which will be used to promote
general education in forestry must be approved by the editor.

Lantern-Slide Collection.

All exhibit and lantern-slide material owned by the Forest Service, whether
in the districts, in Madison, or in Washington, will be considered a part of
the Forest Service lantern-slide collection and the Forest Service supply of

exhibit material, and will be under the direct jurisdiction of the editor, to whom
will be made such periodical reports as may be called for.

Sale of Prints.

The act of March 4, 1907, authorizes the disposal of photographic prints
(including bromide enlargements), lantern slides, transparencies, blue prints,
and forest maps at cost and 10 per cent additional. Decision as to whether
or not material should be sold should be based on the same grounds as decision
whether material should be loaned or given away. The object in every case
should be to promote the work of the Forest Service or to diffuse information

concerning forestry as effectively as possible. Generally speaking, gifts should
be restricted to cooperators or persons who have extended aid or courtesies in

furtherance of official work; but when a valuable educational result can be
attained only if material can be furnished free, gifts may be made, in the dis-

cretion of the editor.

Use of Prints to be Stated in Requisition.
The geographer will see, before initialing requisitions for photographic work,

that the purpose for which the work is to be used is clearly indicated and
that the requisition conforms to the above instructions.

Schedule of Prices.

When material is to be sold it will be according to the following schedule
of prices :
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PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS.

Size.
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exact size and make of the camera for which films are desired. If films are
needed in an emergency for immediate use they may be purchased in the field.

Films will be charged to the individual making the requisition or purchase,
and will in no case be charged to an office or Forest. When films are pur-
chased in the field the individual making the purchase will include them in

his expense account. He will be held responsible for their value if they are
not used or turned in before the indicated date of expiration. Exposure of
films will be for necessary official use only. Films of useless and irrelevant

subjects, or only of personal interest, will be rejected and returned to the

author, who will be required to reimburse the Government and to pay the
cost of the developing and printing from such films.

Notebooks.

Notebooks (Form 166) are expendable property and are issued by the
Forester or District Forester on request or requisition (Form 988). The note-
books must be used to record each exposure and show the purpose for which
it was made, and they must be forwarded in the same package with the cor-

responding films to the Forester. Each author will number the record of
each exposure made by him, 1, 2, 3, etc., consecutively, as long as he remains
in the Forest Service. Alternate leaves in the notebook are detachable and
the author may, therefore, make, detach, and retain carbon copies of the record
of each exposure. It is absolutely necessary that the Forester receive the note-
book with the exposed films in order to identify them properly. The permanent
number will be placed upon the film and notebook by the photographer.

Films Developed and Prints Made in the Field.

Only when needed for immediate use may films be developed and prints made
in the field. Even then this should be done, when possible, by a competent
photographer under contract at district headquarters. As soon as the prints
have been made the developed films and the corresponding notebooks will be
forwarded to the Forester. In such cases the films must be correctly numbered
with the temporary (author's) number to agree with the numbers in the note-
book. These numbers must be written with lead pencil on the margin of the
films in such a manner as not to injure them. Prints will be sent to the
Forester.

Notice of Purchase of Films.

Authors will notify the Forester when films are purchased in the field, giving
the date of purchase, the quantity, kind, and size of films, and the date to which
they are guaranteed.

GENERAL.

Spoiled films may be destroyed by the photographer.
When films are returned to Washington, with their corresponding notebooks,

they are developed and the results are recorded on the prescribed form on the
last page of the notebook. Prints are made from good negatives, which, if

recommended by the photographic committee at Washington, are given a perma-
nent number and placed in the Service collection.

All photo-map work must conform to Forest Atlas standards and must not
conflict with any of the Instructions for Making Forest Surveys and Maps,
except for sufficient reasons, which must be clearly stated.

PUBLICATIONS,

PREPABATION OP OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS.

Selection of Subjects.

Suggestions of subjects on which publications might advantageously be pre-
pared are welcomed from all members of the Forest Service. Such sugges-
tions when made by members of the Forest force should be transmitted through
the supervisor to the District Forester. If the subject relates to investigative
work or involves the compilation of data it will be referred to the district in-

vestigative committee. If it relates to administrative work, and the suggestion
is approved by the District Forester, authorization may be sought from the
Forester for preparing the proposed publication. Copies of letters requesting
such authorization should be sent to the other District Foresters. These letters
should indicate the general character and scope of the publication proposed, by

i
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means of a brief pro\ isioiial outline, ami the name of lh proposal autl
authors. Authori/ation l'>r preparing publications along scientific

be given through approval of the project as provided for in the chapter relating
to the investigative committees.
The practicability of assigning the preparation of publications to the person?

first suggesting them will be carefully considered by the I district I'm
l-'irst consideration, however, must in all cases be giveil to the man -who c.-u

the work best, or who is most available for it.

Preparation of Manuscripts.
Authors should seek to put their publications or reports into the best

sible form, and to make them complete in every detail, including tablt

contents and list of illustrations, before submitting them.

Publication Credits.

A proper assignment of credits to different men whose work contributes
any publication is often difficult. Many publications are pivpared by men \vh<

utilize data derived from studies and reports of other men. In some cases tin

final work may be merely the compiling of results which are in the files: ii

other cases the author will use these data as a basis for an elaborated study
in others again he will use data gathered by others to supplement his .\vi

original researches. There will also be diHicuM'es due to contributions of slmr
or long passages covering points which need to be handled by some specialist
or in some branch other than the originating one; additions supplied b\

superior administrative officers, editors, and others; and criticisms so vaiuabh
as materially to raise the character of the publication. In short, many publica
tions will be a composite of the work of many men.
The following is a statement of the general policy to be applied in the matu-i

of credits :

(1) Publications embody primarily the work of the Forest Service, not o
individuals. The views expressed must have the approval of the Forester, ii

order to be published. Statements are generally accepted as- resting on tin

authority of the Forest Service, not of the man whose name appears on th

title-page. If the work is faulty, the Forest Service is held responsible.

(2) Results which have been gathered by individuals belong not to the indi
vidual but to the Forest Service. No one has a right to demand that hi:

results shall be used with reference to his personal glorification, if the bes
interests of the Forest Service call for their use without the giving of credit.

(3) The Forester has a right to expect all members of the Service to con
tribute willingly and to any extent toward making any and all publications a

good as possible, without expectation of personal credit, whenever the presents
tion of the subject matter of the publication in the best form (i. e., in tin

form which will secure the best results) will be interfered with by the givin;
of such credit.

(4) It is, however, desirable, from the standpoint of efficiency of publication
as well as of fair treatment of those who prepare or contribute toward Servici

publications, that, within reasonable limits, credit should be given to eacl

man for his own work. The giving of proper credits is a stimulus to goo<
work ; and it is also an advantage to the Forest Service to increase the repuf
tion and scientific standing of its members.

(5) Especially it is highly demoralizing to permit one man's reputatic
be increased at the expense of that of another man who sees credit for impoi
work given to some one else.

(6) It is important that publications should, just as far as possible, a]
as the work of an author or authors. This means that the principal
must necessarily go to not more than two men.

(7) The man who has actually put the most into the publication should hav
principal credit for it. This may or may not be the man whose field wori

furnished the data. When the digesting of raw material constitutes the priii

cipal scientific contribution to the publication, the man who does the digestia
should have the principal credit. On the other hand, when one man merely put
into shape for publication material which has been thoroughly and satisfactoril,

worked up by others, he is the editor or compiler, not the originator. In sue

cases he should at most not appear as more than the junior partner in the work

(8) Administrative responsibility for work includes an obligation to see tha

the material prepared for publication is as well prepared as possible. Supei
vision of work, though it may actually make suitable for publication the com
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pleted report, does not entitle the one supervising the work to assume credit as
the author.

(9) When a man undertakes a publication concerning work of which he has
charge, the necessity of acknowledgments to those who have either assisted in

gathering the data or contributed to the writing of the work under his direction
is a matter of administrative judgment. It would be absurd for the chief of a
field party conducting an investigation to feel it incumbent upon him to name
all the members of the party and state what measurements had been taken by
each ; and the good of the Service often requires that one man should prepare
matter for another man to use as though it were his own. On the other hand,
the holding of a superior position does not entitle any one to take credit for
another man's work. The deciding principle must be the good of the Service,
before which every personal consideration must give way.

(10) When publications combine the original work of several different men,
no one of whom can, in fairness to the others, be recognized as the principal
contributor to the completed study, one of two courses may be followed :

(a) If there is a compiler who has contributed in an important degree to the
working up of the final conclusions, he may be recognized as the author; but
the first paragraph of the bulletin should be an apportionment of credit indi-

cating what is, in the judgment of the administrative officer in immediate
charge of the work, the relative share of credit which belongs to the compiler
and to the various persons whose results are utilized.

(6) If the compiler's share in the work is, in the judgment of the adminis-
trative officer in charge, relatively subordinate, it is manifestly an injustice to
the others concerned to permit the compiler's name to appear on the title-page
without their own names. In such cases it would be better not to put any
name on the title-page, but to apportion the credit in the opening paragraph
of the publication.

(11) Minor contributions, either in the form of footnotes or of short passages
for insertion in the body of the text, consisting of discussions of technical

points falling within the field of a branch or office other than that in which
the publication originates, should generally be given freely without the expecta-
tion of credit. The Service can not follow the same method which the author of
an outside publication would in giving credit to every one who had rendered any
assistance. Nevertheless in some cases acknowledgment for even a small con-
tribution which is essentially original work may properly be made. It is

believed impossible to lay down a hard and fast rule. Much will depend on
the context. On the one hand, matter should be furnished cheerfully without
stickling for acknowledgment. On the other hand, if the effectiveness of pre-
sentation of the subject matter is not interfered with by the giving of credit,
such credit may be given.

(12) In general it is better for authors in preparing manuscripts to give too

many credits than too few. The past usage has, on the whole, erred on the
side of too little consideration of what might be done to acknowledge assistance
received. The editing of publications will, however, include taking into con-

sideration whether the acknowledgment made by the author should stand. In
case of the failure of the editor and the author or person given credit by the
author to agree, after consultation with the chief of the originating branch, the

point at issue may be laid before the Forester.

To sum up : It is desirable to give credit for original work, in so far as this

is possible without detracting from the value of the publication through minute
or excessive acknowledgments or interruptions of the continuity of presentation.

Review of Manuscripts.

Manuscripts intended for publication which originate in a district office will

not be transmitted by the District P\>rester to the Forester until they have been

carefully reviewed in the district office and are approved by the District Forester
as complete and satisfactory. They should then be submitted to the Forester.
If approved by the chief of branch, they will be submitted to the editor for final

review. When submitted to the editor they must be accompanied by the neces-

sary illustrations, tables, and diagrams, and must bear the initials of the chief
of branch, as well as those of the District Forester (if they originated in a
district office), the chief of office, and the author. Manuscripts will be taken
up for review in the order in which they are received and registered. Chiefs
of branch may at any time make changes in the order in which manuscripts
originating in their respective branches shall be taken up, but only by direction
of the Forester shall any manuscript of one branch be given precedence over
that of another which was registered earlier.
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Manuscript^ will bo reviewed by the editor both for their technical accuracy
and their literary form. \\'licn a manuscript lias been edited it will be sub-
mitted to the chief of branch concerned for his approval. In c;iso of dis.-i

ment between the editor and chief of branch concerning the desirability
suggested changes the question as to whether the changes shall si a ml will
referred to the Forester for final decision.

A Her a manuscript has been transmitted for publication by the Forester
responsibility of putting it through the press will rest solely upon the editor,
who will deal directly with the Division of Publications. lie will submit first

proof to the chief of branch, who. if lie thinks it desirable, will transmit the
proof to the author. The editor, in revising proof, will make no chan-e which
involves technical questions without the approval of the chief of branch.
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DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATIONS.

The following instructions with regard to the distribution of publication!
supplementary to those given on page 33 of the section of the National Fo
Manual relating to Forest, plans under "

Libraries."

Departmental Special Order of December 8, 1908, reads in part as follows :

The Division of Publications is charged with the mailing of all publica-
tions, the chief of that division having been designated to have supervision
of such distribution under the provisions of section 92 of the law of

January 12, 1895, and that he is required to report thereon. Con so

quently, when the chiefs of bureaus desire publications mailed out they
must send orders therefor, leaving the actual mailing to be done in the
document section of the Division of Publications; and no mailing shall be
done by the bureaus, divisions, and offices. The only exception to the
above is when it is desired to send a marked copy referred to in a letter
or to hand a copy to a visitor.

Supplies of publications which are intended for distribution to the Forest
force, and also of publications which supervisors should have for use in office

interviews and in correspondence with the public, will be sent to supervisors
directly from Washington, with notification from Washington to the District
Foresters of the action taken.
Each Field Program will list all publications issued during the preceding

quarter. Requests for any of these publications, or for any other publications,
either of the Forest Service or of any other bureau of the Department of Agri-
culture, desired by any Forest officer for his individual use should be submitted
to the forest supervisor and filled by him if he has an available supply. If he
has not, the request should.be transmitted by the forest supervisor, with indi-

cation of his approval, directly to the Forester. Publications thus requested, or
a notification that they are not obtainable, will be sent directly from Washingto
to the officer who makes the original request.

FIELD PROGRAM.

ton

The Field Program is issued from Washington on the 15th day of Janna
April, July, and October. Material intended for the Field Program will be for-

warded from district offices in time to reach Washington not later than the
2d of the month of issue.

A sufficient number of Field Programs, in envelopes, will be sent to each super-
visor to supply all officers on his Forest. Immediately upon their receipt the

supervisor will have the envelopes addressed and sent to officers on the Forest.
Sufficient Field Programs, not in envelopes, will be sent to District Fores
for immediate distribution to district offices. Changes in the number to

sent any supervisor will be indicated by him to the Forester.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES.

Information for the Press.

General Order 138 of the Department of Agriculture prescribes in part
follows :

The publicity work of the department will, in every detail, be aj

proved by the chief of the bureau, office, or division interested, and
submitted to the Secretary of Agriculture before publication,

I
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lis order relates both to material prepared for distribution to a mailing list

newspapers and newspaper writers, and to articles officially prepared for

iblicntion in a single newspaper. It does not prohibit district foresters and
supervisors from furnishing information which may be sought by newspaper
men for immediate use concerning Forest Service work; in other words, such
information as would properly be furnished anyone asking for it is not to be
refused newspaper men. Information should not be furnished concerning mat-
ters pending before the Secretary or the Forester for decision or which might
develop differences of a controversial nature between the Forest Service and any
other bureau or department of the Government.

It is desirable that all proper opportunities should be afforded the public to
understand the work of the Service and the principles and application of for-

estry. Controversy, self-advertisement, and partisan discussion of questions of

policy must, however, always be avoided, as well as criticisms of any other
bureau or department of the Government. Both district foresters and super-
visors should be accessible to newspaper men and respond to legitimate demands
for information, while exercising discretion and tactfulness in furnishing in-

formation.
Because of the necessity which often exists to furnish information in the dis-

tricts regarding matters on which the public should be rightly informed without
the delay which would be involved in submitting material to Washington for

approval, the Secretary of Agriculture has authorized the district foresters to
furnish statements for newspaper use when in their judgment delay would be
detrimental to the interests of the Forest Service.

Material for Technical and Other Periodical Publications.

All articles written by members of the Forest Service as individuals for any
periodical must be submitted to the Forester before they are offered for pub-
lication.

Addresses.

General Order No. 135 of the Department of Agriculture provides as follows :

Before incurring any expense, salary, or otherwise, in connection with
attendance upon any conventions or meetings of associations of any kind,
officers and employees of the Department of Agriculture must in each
case obtain in advance specific authority from the Secretary.

Subsequent to this order the Secretary of Agriculture granted authority to
the district foresters to authorize informal addresses before local commercial
clubs, granger societies, or other small or unadvertised meetings when the re-

quest is received too late to permit application by letter to Washington. In the
case of important meetings, conventions, and, in general, occasions which in-

volve formal participation by the Forest Service or which involve anything more
than an incidental expenditure of time and money, a specific authorization of
attendance must be obtained from the Secretary of Agriculture, through the
Forester.
The Secretary of Agriculture has also authorized the attendance of one rep-

resentative of the Forest Service at meetings of Forest users when these do
not constitute gatherings of an organization, and at meetings of stock associa-
tions when attendance is for the purpose of transacting National Forest busi-

ness, without securing special permission in advance.
Letters requesting the authorization of the Secretary for attendance at meet-

ings by members of the Service will be prepared and filed in the Office of the

Editor, which will keep a record of addresses made at all meetings by members
of the Forest Service, except meetings of Forest users and stock associations
which Forest officers may attend for the purpose of transacting National Forest
business. All persons making addresses other than those covered by the above
exception will, immediately after the meeting, submit a report (Form 329) to
the Forester, through the District Forester or chief of branch, stating the char-
acter of the meeting, approximate attendance, the results believed to have been
secured, and other matters of a similar nature.

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.
Need for Protection.

Practically all of the resources of the National Forests are subject to severe
injury, or even to entire destruction, by fire. Besides the diect damage which
fire may

x

do to merchantable timber, to the forage crop, and to watershed cover,
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il may nullify nil attempts :it the practice of forest nunag out. such MS the
regulation df cutting l> insure M second crop of limber, the planting of denuded
areas, jiiul the restriction of grazing to assist regeneration.
There is probably no other forest area where the danger of tire i

than on tlie National Forests. This is due to their comparat i\ e mace.
to eliinatie conditions, to the sparseness of population, and to the constant
of lire in the daily life of the people and in the industries.

The protection of the Forests from tire is. therefore, of paramount
tance, and the most careful and systematic study must bi given to the problem
of affording the grca test protection at the lowest cost

What Governs Protection.

Fire protection involves a consideration of (1) the fire liability or the dama-e
which may result; (2) the fire hazard or the degree to which the forest

subject to fire danger; (.'!) the ditliciilty and cost of prevention and control.

>ivst is

METHODS OF FIRE PROTECTION.

Measures for Protection.

Measures for tiro prevention and control may be grouped under four hen (Is:

(1) Those to lessen the fire liability; (12) those to reduce the lire ha/.ard;
(3) those to decrease the cost and difficulty of discovering and controlling
fires; and (4) those to secure promptness and efficiency in actual lire fighting.
Under the first head would be included the disposal of valuable timber exposed

to very great fire hazard; under the second, the encouragement of gra/iim to

remove inflammable undergrowth or to keep down grass and the removal
slash or brush piles; also the education of the public in the safe use or ,-ivoj

a nee of fire, the enforcement of preventive laws and regulations, and the gen-
eral surrounding of the use and occupancy of the Forests with proper
guards. The third classification should include the construction of complete
systems of communication, transportation, lookouts, and firebreaks; the prepa-
ration of accurate maps to show the conditions which affect the fire problem;
and the apportionment of equipment and supplies. The fourth classification
covers agreements with other organizations or industries which would be
involved in fire losses, to report and extinguish fires which they discover; also
the employment or assignment of men for patrol duty and arrangements to

secure labor, supplies, and equipment in anticipation of fire fighting.

THE FIRE PLAN.

t is
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To insure the adoption of every practicable means for protecting the for

property from fire, a systematic study of the conditions on every For.

necessary. The complete fire plan resulting from this study is simply a descrip-
tion of the fire liability and hazard and of every means which have been or

may be taken to meet any emergency which may arise. The fire plan will be
prepared by the supervisor and in the light of experience will be modified and
strengthened at the close of each fire season.

It is impossible to prepare one standard plan which will meet the local coi

ditions on all National Forests. Therefore the instructions which follow shoiih

serve only as a general guide to the supervisors, who should have the widest
latitude in developing the details of the plan to meet their peculiar needs.

Maximum Efficiency with Minimum Expense.
Xo supervisor should consider his fire plan complete until he has considei

every possible means by which the fire liability and ha/.ard and the cost and
difficulty of suppression may be reduced, or until he has evolved a system
which will, at the minimum expense, afford the maximum protection which the
conditions demand.

Collection of Information.

Complete information is a prerequisite to the formulation of a perfect fire

plan. This information will not be obtained until the entire Forest has been
covered by intensive reconnaissance: and since it will be many years before this

information will be fully available, the first draft of the fire plan must be

prepared from such maps and data as are at hand.

Maps.
Of first importance is a topographic map which shows accurately the cove

and cultivation ; means of communication and transportation ;
location of settle-

I
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ients, sources of supply for labor, equipment, food, and forage; and location of

imping grounds, lookout stations, and firebreaks.

;ial Protective Surveys.
On those Forests which have an extremely high liability, and of which the

exist ing maps are very inaccurate, the project of a protective survey should be
considered. Such a survey should aim to produce merely an accurate topo-
graphic map with a delineation of the types of cover and a rough estimate of
the timber. Ordinarily a survey should not be undertaken for this purpose
alone if its cost will exceed 1 cent per acre.

Statistical Information.

The fire-protection map should be supplemented by statistics by ranger dis-

tricts, giving an appraisal of the liability, the degree of hazard, and the liability
insurance (or the amount of money which may properly be expended for fire

protection) based on the value of the property to be protected.

THE FIRE LIABILITY.

The amount of money which may properly be expended on protection nat-

urally is determined by the amount of damage which fire may inflict, and this

damage is, in turn, dependent on the character and value of the forest cover.
Therefore the fire liability of each type of forest should be determined as accu-

rately as possible by means of a study of the results of previous fires. Damage
may include the actual loss of merchantable or potentially merchantable timber ;

of forage; of protective value; or in the reduction of the productiveness of the
land. Ordinarily, the liability should be expressed definitely in terms of money.

Reduction of Liability.

The study of the fire liability should include the determination of the location
and amount of merchantable timber in burns, or in isolated bodies, which are
so situated that successful protection is practically out of the question. The
sale of such bodies of timber should be carefully considered.

THE FIRE HAZARD.

The fire hazard depends upon the inflammability of the forest cover and upon
the degree to which it is subject to the chance of ignition. The hazard of dif-

ferent types of forest can be measured only in terms of relative risk, such as

high, moderate, and low. The determination of this risk will involve a study
of the history of fires on the Forests, with particular reference to their causes
and frequency and to the forest's inflammability.

Reduction of Hazard.

Measures to reduce the fire hazard will include the grazing of areas not now
grazed, the removal of combustible material from camping sites and other
areas of great hazard, the burning of slashings or old burns at safe seasons,
the use of oil as fuel and of spark arresters on locomotives and other engines,
and the adoption of silvical methods which will help to keep the forest free
of combustible material.

PREVENTION AND CONTROL.

The methods and the cost and difficulty of extinguishing a fire varies not only
with the type of cover, but with the kind of fire. Thus in regions where fires

are easy to extinguish and do but little damage there will be required protective
measures which will differ from those for forests which are subject to complete
destruction and in which fires are extremely difficult to control. A careful

study must therefore be made of the relative cost and difficulties of fire control
in the different types of forest.

Transportation and Communication.
The costs and difficulties of prevention and control will depend also upon

means of transportation and communication. An adequate system of roads and
trails and means of communication between lookouts, patrol stations, and the

headquarters of rangers and the supervisor is of utmost importance.
These subjects are treated in detail in the Improvement section of the Manual.

Firebreaks.

Firebreaks greatly reduce the hazard and the cost of prevention and con-
trol. Their absolute value is not as yet wholly determined for the United

50590 12 5
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States, but thev are widely used in Kuropean t'ores:-. It is evident that
most careful investigation must t> made t> determine what their charact(
should be and what is their utility in proportion to their cost.

Classes of Firebreaks.

In general, tin-breaks fall into throe divisions: First, tojtographlc; secoi

isolating: and third, divisional. The topographic are those on ridges, aloi

contour lines, at the base of slopes, and along streams. Nearly always tin

serve also as means of travel and become part of a permanent system of i

.ind trails. There is no <piestion as to the utility of this type. Isolating tire-

breaks take advantage of the difference in liability and ha/ard of the i

cover ami aim to segregate certain areas. IHvisonal tin-breaks are constructed
more or less arbitrarily through large areas of similar cover and regular topoj
raphy. Their purpose is merely to subdivide the area and afford smaller uui
within which the fire may be restricted.

Character of Firebreaks.

Firebreaks may differ also in character. In many cases mere trails or
furrows are sufficient, as in open yellow pine forests. Again, the removal of
combustible material from a strip r> to 10 feet wide and brush for a farther
distance up to 50 feet on each side may be necessary. Sometimes also the

felling of dead trees for a distance of from 100 to 300 feet <tn each side of the
cleared strip will help to reduce the hazard and to insure the success of meas-
ures of control.

Maps.
Maps are required in the preparation of a firebreak system. They should

show types of cover, lines of travel, and the location of natural fire barriers,
such as water, landslides, glades, meadows, heavily grazed or barren areas,
and cliffs, together with the proposed system of firebreaks.

Construction.

The construction of firebreaks will be handled in the same manner as other

improvement projects. In recommending a firebreak a detailed report should
be made showing cost, character, and utility not only for fire control, but as a
means of travel. The estimates of cost should include expense of maintenance.

Lookout System.
Lookout points are of great value in discovering and locating fires, and on

those Forests on which an extensive system of protection is to be adopted a

complete system of lookouts is essential. Their establishment will depend on
careful selection in the field and the preparation of a map which shows the area
which can be controlled from each. Three kinds of lookouts should be distin-

guished route, special, and main. Route lookouts are those from which a
view over considerable territory can be obtained without leaving regular lines

of travel. Special lookouts are those not on regular routes of travel, but which
afford such a good view that their occasional use warrants their improvement.
Main lookouts are those from which an exceptionally large territory can
seen and where it might pay to keep a permanent lookout.

Prevention.

Since the best way to stop fires, is to prevent them, a fire plan must include

a careful study of prevention methods. The development of a strong public
sentiment against fires is of first importance. This may be fostered by public

meetings, by the distribution of pamphlets, by news items in local papers, by
explanations of fire policy to forest users and campers, and by instruction in the

schools. The forest supervisor should issue detailed directions for the post-

ing of fire warnings and other notices provided by the property clerk, and
should adopt measures to prevent and detect incendiarism, and to insure the

enforcement of State and Federal laws in regard to the use of fire by camp
and ranchers and by those in charge of logging and railroad engines.
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Cooperation.
Efforts should be made to arrange definite cooperation with timber owi

or associations of timber owners with States, with departments of the Federa

Government, and with railroads and other industrial concerns that may either

suffer from fire or constitute a source of fire danger. When the need of coop-

eration is evident the facts should be fully investigated and reported to the

District Forester, by whom the agreement will be prepared. All formal agree-

ment must be forwarded to the Forester (Reg. G. A. 7).
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Protective Stipulations.
The use of Forest resources should be surrounded with all reasonable pre-

cautions against fire. All applications for timber, grazing, and special use
liould lu> scrutinized with this point in view; necessary stipulations against.
e setting of fires should be inserted in all contracts or permits.
No opportunity should be lost in getting the cooperation of permittees to

assist the regular force in preventing, reporting, ard suppressing fires. As far
as payment for labor is concerned, the general policy to be followed in such

ses is to pay permittees for services rendered in connection with fires which
o not arise from their carelessness or from the use granted by the terms of

their permit or contract. When, however, fires will seriously affect or perma-
nently prevent the enjoyment of the use gnu.ted the permittees, they may rea-

sonably be expected to furnish a certain amount of assistance free of charge;
and the supervisors will take this fact into consideration in deciding the extent
to which the permittees should be paid for services rendered in fire fighting.

Equipment.
Every Forest officer should know the amount and location of all fire-fighting

uipment ; implements, camp outfits at each station, tool houses and boxes on
he Forest. To be sure of this there should be an annual inventory; if the

inventory shows an insufficient supply of fire-fighting equipment, the deficiency
should be made good at once.

Transportation and Supplies.

In addition to the inventory there should be lists of ranchers, liverymen,
i rages, and logging camps from which equipment and means of transportation

can be obtained, and one of ranches and stores from which provisions, hay,
and grain can be obtained promptly. Wherever possible definite estimates
should be secured and tentative arrangement^ made before the fire season

begins for such transportation and supplies as might be needed in case of
fire. When such provision can not be made the purchase of pack trains,
leanis, and wagons or auto trucks should be considered. Permission for such
purchases must be obtained from the District Forester.

To be forehanded the whole country in the vicinity of the Forests should be
canvassed for experienced men who are capable of handling fire-fighting crews.
AVhen such men are found, terms of employment should be agreed upon and
efinite instructions given for action in case of fire.

jabor for Fighting Fire.

Forest officers will secure the addresses and telephone numbers of ranches,

logging camps, mills, and power plants, from which labor may be obtained, and
the amount and character of such labor; also, if possible, terms of employment
should be arranged for in advance.

Location and Addresses of Forest Officers and Fire Wardens.
There should also be a list of the names, location, post-office addresses, and

telephone numbers of all officers on the Forest and on adjoining Forests, the
names of State and county fire wardens, of United States commissioners and
road supervisors, and of officers of private fire associations.

Slash Burning.
It should be ascertained beforehand what ranchmen and loggers expect to

burn slashings during the season, and, if possible, protective plans should be
arranged.

Fire Fighting.
In fire fighting three kinds of fires may be distinguished: (1) Those which

can be attacked directly that is, smothered or beaten out: (2) those which
can be attacked only by indirect methods, such as firebreaks, back firing, and
the use of water or chemicals; and (3) those whose size, swiftness, and inten-

sity render an attack wholly impracticable. In the last instance the things
to be done are to determine the probable course and development of the fire,

and then to take advantage of any lull which is likely to follow when the fire

meets less combustible material, topographic barriers, wind changes, or rain.

Detailed Instructions.

Detailed instructions will have to be prepared by supervisors for each type
of forest. These instructions should take iuto consideration, besides the in-
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flammahility <>f the cover. ;he topography, atmospheric ct.ndit i.ns. labor :n

its p;iy, Idols and equipment, subsistence, transportation, and comniunicatioi

Organization.
If a Forest is not li.-ible to heavy damage from lire. :ind there is bur litlle

difliculty and Io\v cost in fire protection, the regular Forest fon-e c.-m be de-

l-ended upon to prevent and discover fires. However, provision should lie made
in advance for supplementing the regular force by outside labor, and for sup-
plies and transportation in anticipation of possible liivs beyond the i-oi

the regular force. Forests which are liable to almost complete dstruction, ai

in which fires are extremely difficult to extinguish, need more intensive hai

dling. This generally means not only the preparation for extra help, but 11

actual employment of special patrolmen for limited areas, the aim being
prevent tires and to discover and extinguish them at their inception.

Season of Low Hazard.

On all but a few Forests the regular force can handle the fire situation, ex-

cept during the summer months. Except in this summer season, therefore, pre-
cautions for fire prevention and control involves only measures to insure the

availability of equipment, labor, and supplies required for fire fighting, should
a fire occur.

Season of High Hazard.
In summer, when the situation can not be handled by the regular force,

oven with the cooperation of local residents and industries, additional assistance
is necessary. Extra men will be supervised by the regular force, except pos-
sibly when they are specially experienced in firework. The supervisor will

determine the number and assignments of the extra force. The period of em-

ployment, and cost in wages and expenses, and other details will be given in

the fire plan, and the routes or stations of the extra men will be shown on

accompanying map.

Supervision and Direction.

The district ranger will, if necessary, call on reconnaissance or improveme
crews, and any officers engaged in field work in his district, to assist in erne

gencies in patrol work and in fire fighting.

Assistants to District Banger.
.Careful consideration should be given to the need of furnishing rangers, i

charge of districts which have high liability and hazard, with men speciall

qualified in fire work.

Patrolmen.
As far as possible local residents should constitute a regular part of the

patrol force. They may be employed as per diem guards or laborers; by this

arrangement they will receive pay for services actually performed, or they
may be employed as guards at salaries commensurate with the value of their

services. When there is need, and where sufficiently effective patrol can not
be ootained by such means, the employment of guards and laborers who will

give all their time to patrol must be resorted to.

Instructions as to Duties.

When a patrolman or lookout man is placed on duty he should be furnished
with complete information as to the district to which he is assigned, including
a map showing the topography, routes of travel and communication, and other

necessary data. He must be instructed in detail as to his duties. If the patrol-
man is not already familiar with the country, he should be assigned to duty
sufficiently in advance of the danger season to enable him to become famili
with his district.

Control.

The district ranger willv insure compliance with his instructions by person
inspection or by keeping in touch with the patrolmen by means of telephone.

If, because of weather conditions, the fire danger becomes small, the district

ranger will require the patrolman to engage on improvements and other work,
which should be planned in advance.

Action on Discovery of Fires.

The first duty of the Forest officer discovering a fire is to determine its loca-

tion and extent, its possible spread, and the amount of work required to extin-

guish it. An officer should be sufficiently familiar with conditions to determine,
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even when be discovers a fire at a distance or when one is reported to him,
what measures will probably be necessary to extinguish it. If there is a good
chance that he can put out the fire alone, he should exert every effort to do so.

If, however, it seems probable that he will be unable to extinguish it by his indi-

vidual efforts, he should, if possible, decide at once on the number of men needed,
select a good camping site, and then get immediate help, reporting the facts
to the proper officer.

Fire Fighting.
The collection of men and supplies, their transportation to the fire, the estab-

lishment of camp, the arrangements for the preparation and distribution of
food and drinking water, the organization of the crews, the attack on the fire,

the timekeeping and the payment of the men, and precautions to prevent inju-
ries should follow specific instructions given in the lire plan.

Reports.
The officer in charge of a fire should submit promptly a report of the fire on

Form 874-6. For severe fires a special detailed report and map should be made,
In reporting fires the following classes should be distinguished: (a) Small
fires which burn not more than one-fourth acre; (&) fires which burn over
more than one-fourth acre but not more than 10 acres; (c) fires which burn
over more than 10 acres. This last class should be subdivided further: (c-1)
Fires that inflict damage amounting to less than $100; (c-2) fires that do more
than $100 worth of damage but less than $1,000; (c-3) fires that inflict dam-
age to an amount greater than $1,000.
The supervisor's annual fire report, upon which the District Forester's report

is based, is made on Form 926, which contains full instructions for its proper
preparation.

PROTECTION OF WATER SUPPLY.

Importance of Protection.

Undoubtedly the greatest value of the mountain ranges of the West, most of
which are within National Forests, lies in their influence upon the regularity
of the water supply. In many of the States the mountains afford the only
water supply for domestic use, for irrigation, and for the development of

power. The future development of the entire region, therefore, will depend
upon the amount of water and the manner in which it flows from the moun-
tains.

Climatic conditions and geologic and physiographic formations are undoubt-
edly the principal factors which govern the precipitation and run-off, yet it

has been proved that the vegetative covering has a very decided influence on
run-off and probably a slight influence on precipitation. For this reason Con-
gress made the preservation of conditions favorable to streamiiows one of the
principal objects to be sought in the establishment and administration of the
National Forests.

Use of Forest Resources When Not Injurious to Protective Cover.

The preservation of the vegetative cover or its restoration, where it has
been destroyed, will undoubtedly insure the conditions most favorable to an
equable strea inflow. Experience has shown that the value of the protective
cover can be preserved by judicial use of both the timber and forage on the
watersheds. The policy of the Service is, therefore, not to deny the use of
any resource of the National Forests, except when it can be conclusively
proved that such use will be injurious to the public interests.

Water Protection Plan.

In order to follow a definite and consistent policy with respect to the restric-
tion of the use of the Forest resources for the purpose of protecting the water
supplies, complete information must be collected as to the sources, the amount
and use of water arising in the National Forests, the present condition of the
vegetative cover on the watersheds as to its influence on run-off, and the
special measures necessary to maintain the protective value of the cover.
This information will be presented in the form of a definite water protection
plan. This will include an administrative map and a report.

Map.
The administrative map will show the watersheds that supply water for

municipal and domestic use, for irrigation, and for the development of hydro-
electric power. It will include the location of ditches, canals, flumes, dams,
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power plants, .-Hid other works; also the stream* subject to disastrous fl<

and the sett lemenK mines, railroads, or otlier works in need of proie<-ti.
from sno\\ slides.

Report.
The report w'll accompany the map of each important watershed and wil

cover the amounl of water, ilie purpose for and extent to which it is used ;ii

the present time, the probable future use, the condition of the cover, and
special protective measures which are at present in force, with definite reco
nienda lions of measures which will be needed to meet future demands. Si
cial protective measures include restriction of grazing, special uses, and sett I

ment; possible modifications of lumbering, reforestation and range improvemen
the appointment of extra patrolmen, and the construction of works for the
prevention of fires, floods, snowslides, and the contamination of the water.
The losses of revenue due to restricted uses and to the cost of extra men a
works should be calculated.
The District Forester will forward, a summary of the report to the Forest e

together with his recommendations. The plan should be revised annually bv
supervisor.

PROCEDURE.

Stipulations in Permits and Contracts.

It shall bo the duty of every Forest officer before granting a permit for air
use of the National Forests to consider its effect on the water supply, and win
necessary to incorporate in the permit or contract stipulations which wil
afford protection from possible injury.

Cooperative Agreements.
To insure the sufficiency and purity of the water supply of a municipality

or of an irrigation district, or to prevent floods and snowslides, the use of
watersheds for grazing, timber, special uses, or settlement will be specially
restricted by the Secretary when such restriction is necessary (Reg. G. A. 8).

Applications for such restrictions should be made to the forest supervisor by
city authorities or by petition of associations or interested citizens. The
supervisor will submit a complete report upon the application, paying par-
ticular attention to the need and reasonableness of the restrictive measures
requested, and the effect which the proposed restrictions will have upon
established industries. The loss of revenue which will result from the restric-

tions should also be reported.
If the applicants do not desire a specific agreement, the District Forester

may, if he considers the restrictions justifiable, issue the necessary instructions

to the supervisor. If, however, the District Forester considers the proposed
restrictions unjustifiable, he will forward the papers to the Forester, with a
full report of his reasons for not granting the request.
When the applicants desire a definite agreement the District Forester will

forward all papers and his report to" the Forester. All agreements for restric-

tion in the use of Forest resources to protect water supplies will be signed by
the Secretary.

If special protective measures, such as the construction of fences, firebreaks,
er other works, or the appointment of additional patrolmen, will be required,
a stipulation should be inserted in the agreement defining the assistance to be
given by the parties benefiting from the restriction of use.
The agreements should be prepared in quadruplicate, im accordance with the

accompanying sample form. After execution by the Secretary and the proper
representative of the applicants the original will be filed in the Washington
office, and one copy each will be furnished to the applicants, the District

Forester, and the supervisor.

Form of Agreement.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSERVING AND PROTECTING
WATER SUPPLY OF

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this day of . one thou-
sand nine hundred and , by and between , of

I
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,
State of , through ,

its mayor,
1 and the UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICTJLTUBE, through

, Secretary of Agriculture, WITNESSETH THAT
WHEREAS, The following described lands

.

comprising acres, more or less, within the boundaries of the
National Forest, form a part of the watershed from which the

water supply of the said city is obtained.

Now, THEREFORE, for the purpose of conserving and protecting the water sup-
ply of the said city the Secretary of Agriculture agrees :

FIRST. That the use of said lands will not be permitted without the approval
of the proper city authorities, except for the following purposes, to wit:
Measures necessary for the proper protection and care of the Forests; the

marking, cutting, and disposition of such timber as, in the judgment of the
Forest officers, may be removed without injury to the water supply of said

city ;
for the construction of roads, trails, telephone lines, and other means of

transportation and communication not inconsistent with the object of this

agreement ; and for rights of way acquired under acts of Congress.
SECOND. That all persons employed on or occupying any of these lands for

any purpose will be required to comply with the regulations governing National
Forests, and to observe such sanitary regulations as may be proposed by the
said city and approved by the Secretary of Agriculture.

THIRD. That, so far as practicable with the means at his disposal, the Secre-

tary of Agriculture will extend and improve the forests upon these lands by
seeding and planting and by the most approved methods of silviculture and
forest management.
AND THE FOR THE ClTY OF
AGREES : That the said city will cooperate with the Forest Service in patroling

the above-described lands for the enforcement of the regulations and the pre-
vention and supression of forest fires ; and that the additional guards rendered
necessary by this agreement shall be appointed by and be directly responsible
to the supervisor of the National Forest, but their

compensation will be paid by the said city.
The undersigned agree to the above propositions and agree to carry them out

as far as they have official power and authority to do so.

City of
,

By
(Mayor.)

Attest :

(City Clerk.)
Witness :

Secretary of Agriculture.

Instructions to Carry Out Terms of Agreements.
When restrictive measures have been agreed upon between the Forest Service

and municipalities or other applicants, the District Forester will issue definite

instructions to the supervisor in regard to the manner in which the restrictive
or protective measures will be put into effect. Record of restrictive measures
should be kept on a map in both the District Forester's and the supervisor's
offices.

PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

Every precaution must be taken by Forest officers to protect the public health.

Regulation T-4-D provides that all persons on National Forest lands shall be
liable to trespass proceedings if insanitary conditions result from their presence,
and it is the duty of Forest officers to themselves conform to the provisions of
this regulation and to enforce compliance with it by all campers, stockmen,
permittees, and other persons traveling through or occupying National Forest
lands.
All camp refuse and debris must be disposed of by burying or burning, and

in large or permanent camps disinfectants should be used. The carcasses of
all dead animals, when they are a menace to the public health, should be im-

mediately burned or buried. (See Regulation G-25.)

1 Resolutions of city council or governing authority of the city authorizing the signing
of this agreement by the mayor should accompany the agreement.
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The supervisor should see that the notice warning the public of this regula-
tion is posted at the entrances to the .-mil at all ramping grounds and
at othor suitable places.
When a Forest ollicer discovers insanitary conditions 1> will.lirst request the

trespasser to comply with the regulation, and if the trespasser relnscs will
lake the necessary action to leinove the nuisance and then follow the usual
procedure for trespass cases.

FOBEST PRODUCTS.

ORGANIZATION.

ctionThe aim of the Branch of Products is to promote the economical production
and use of all forms of forest products. The work consists of invest igat i.i.

physical, mechanical, and chemical properties of various species of wood, of
conditions affecting these properties and the use of the woods in various indus-

tries, and of fundamental principles underlying various processes and methods
of utilization. It includes also statistical studies relating to the production,
value, and uses of various woods.
The work is centered at the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis. The

direction of the laboratory is the administrative head of the branch and is

responsible to* the Forester for the technical methods used in all work and for
the executive supervision of work conducted outside of the National Forest
districts. Other offices of products are maintained in Districts 2, 5, and 6, and
in Washington, D. C. When products work is required in District 1 or in

Districts 3 and 4, the District Forester concerned will take the matter up with
the director of the Forest Products Laboratory, who, upon approval of the
proposed work, will make the necessary arrangements. In cases where a man
is detailed for work in any of these districts he will report directly to the
District Forester. All correspondence from the districts will be addressed
the director.

CHARACTER OF WORK.

Work conducted by the branch is along the following general lines :

MECHANICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF WOODS.

Mechanical jtroperties. The tests of mechanical properties are primarily for
the purpose of accumulating reliable information on the strength of various
species and forms of timber. The results are of value to engineers, manufac-
turers, and other users of wood in enabling them to employ the Various species
and forms most advantageously, and frequently to substitute less well-known
species for those which have been commonly used but are becoming scarce.
The work covers tests on small specimens to determine the properties of the

clear wood, tests on structural sizes containing the defects ordinarily found in

such timbers, tests on manufactured articles, and tests to determine the effect

of preservatives, preservative treatments, and other commercial processes on
the strength of woods.

Physical properties. A knowledge of the physical properties of wood in gen-
eral and of the various species individually is essential to the most efficient

utilization of the material. Not only is such knowledge of importance in con-
nection with the studies of structural and mechanical properties, but it is

especially necessary for successfully conducting the investigations relating to
wood preservation and other wood-using industries. The investigations cover
studies of the fundamental physical properties, such as thermal properties,
penetrability to liquids and gases, hydroscopicity and density; they include
also experiments in air-seasoning, kiln-drying, and transformation of wood.

Relation of structure to properties. The microscopic structure of wood is

very closely related to its physical and mechanical properties and uses. A de-

tailed study of the structure of various commercial species will be made, th(

results of which will be valuable in indicating the uses to which the specie
are best adapted and will assist in the determination of other properties and
of the behavior of the woods under various treatments.

WOOD PRESERVATION.

The study of wood preservation deals with the protection or preservation of

wood from decay, fire, insects, and other destructive agencies. Of these, decay
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is the most important and is the one with which the investigations are mostly
concerned. The work covers investigations of preservatives used, of processes
for injecting the preservatives, and of the suitability of various species for
treatment. It consists of laboratory experiments, of cooperative field work, and
of tests of various forms and species of wood treated by different preservatives
under actual conditions of service.

DERIVED PRODUCTS.

Besides the investigations which deal with wood as such, investigations are
made of products other than wood derived from wood, bark, and leaves, and
from the living tree. The purpose of the work is to increase the efficiency of
the processes employed, to increase the yield of valuable products, and to dis-

cover means of producing new products. Such investigations make possible the
utilization of parts of the tree now wasted and of species for which there is

now little demand. The field covers the following lines of work :

Pull* aii<l jxtpcr. This work includes the study of the suitability of different

species of wood for the production of paper pulp and the determination of the
effect of the various fundamental processes on the quality and quantity of pulp
produced. It covers the production of pulp by both mechanical and chemical
means.
Wood distillation. The investigations consist of (1) a study of new species;

(2) of the development of more efficient methods of producing and refining the

products secured; (3) the determintaion of the properties and uses of the

products not readily marketable at present. Investigations are conducted both
with hard woods and resinous woods.

Naval stores. The object of this work is to determine the suitability of

species other than the southern pines for the production of turpentine and
rosin and to study methods of improving turpentine operations which will re-

sult in an increased yield of the valuable products and conserve the available

supply of timber.
Other products derived from wood. The field of work covers the production

of tannins, ethyl alcohol, gas, and all other valuable products which may be
obtained from wood or wood waste as the principal raw material.

STATISTICAL STUDIES.

The statistical studies deal with the extent of production and utilization

of forest products, the occurrence and reduction of waste, and the increase of

efficiency in the utilization of wood in the manufacture of various products.
The field includes the collection in cooperatioa with the Bureau of the Census
of statistics showing the annual production of the major forest products and
the collection of statistics of quantity and kind of wood consumed by the various

wood-using industries, the average prices of lumber f. o. b. mills and markets
at representative points throughout the country, and of miscellaneous studies,

such as the quantity of preservatives annually consumed for wood preservation.

SCOPE OF WORK.

The work outlined above necessarily covers two distinct fields: (1) Funda-
mental investigations, and (2) commercial application of principles determined
by the investigations. The investigations are conducted primarily at the Forest
Products Laboratory and at other stations which are provided with facilities

for conducting experimental work. The study of commercial application is

conducted in localities which may be most suitable for the specific problems
under investigation.
,

In the study of the properties of wood, the selection of the species, form,
and condition of material for investigation is the important consideration.

The work will be confined mainly (1) to species at present used extensively in

this country, and for which further knowledge of their properties, uses, and
suitability for various uses is needed; (2) to species not at present used ex-

tensively in this country, but of which there is a sufficient supply to render
them of commercial importance; (3) to various forms of waste which occur
in sufficient quantity to be of commercial importance.

In the study of processes and methods, the selection of the processes and the
fundamental features in their operation is the important consideration. The
work should be confined mainly to (1) processes at present established and
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used in the production of products of wide commercial importance, hut w
efficiency may he increa sed hy ;i uion> s<-iciit ilic knowledge of the fundanie it

principles involved in 1 heir opera t ion : ;ind ( L' I :ie\\- or proposed processes which
promise to increase the elliciency of production or of utilization of certa
valuahle materials.

In the statistical work, the needs of the other activities of the hraudi a

of the entire Service will he kept constantly in view. In addition to those
Statistical studies which are conducted periodically at regular intervals, others
will he undertaken from time to time as the needs of the wood-prodm-ing .nid

wood-consuming industries or the other activities of the Forest Service may
require.

COOPERATION WITH COMPANIES, ORGANIZATIONS. AND INDIVIDUALS OUTSIDE OF
THE FOREST SERVICE.

i.
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In all of the work it should he the general rule to secure to as large
extent as is practicable the cooperation of the wood-using interests most di-

rectly concerned, with the solutions of the problems. The exact terms ol

operation and desirability of undertaking such cooperation will he determ:
for each specific case in accordance with the following general policy:

(1) Whenever practicable, arrangements will be made with those especially
interested in the investigation to be undertaken to furnish all or part of the
material necessary for the work.

(2) Investigations of patented or proprietary processes, materials, or arti<

will be undertaken only when the results of the investigations are needed by
the Service or will be of general public benefit. Such work will not be under-
taken solely for the benefit of the individual or company interested. If under-

taken, it is immaterial whether the company or individual is a cooperator
to the work, but the arrangements should be such that the Service obtains
the best conditions for making the investigation. In no case will a charge
be made by the Service for the work, but the individual or company interested

may furnish free of charge the materials or facilities for making the examina-
tion. In publishing the results of such investigations, the name of the process,

material, or article tested should, when used, be preceded by a qualifying
clause, such as "

preservative sold as."

(3) The design, construction, and operation of commercial plants in wo
preservation, wood distillation, kiln-drying, or similar work may he undertak

provided the plant is to be used, at "least for a time, for experimental wo
for the purpose of gaining information of which the Service is in need. If

the Service would gain no new information from the operation of such a plant,
its design, construction, and operation should not be undertaken, but all assist-

ance and available information, including the designs and specifications for

standard plants which may have been prepared, should be made accessible to

the inquirer. In such cases the Service may also refer applicants to consult-

ing engineers and may indicate what should be the approximate cost of plans
and specifications as are desired, and when requested to do so may inspect
such plans when prepared, and even at times detail a representative to demon
strate to the person or company who has constructed the plant improv
methods of operation.

(4) The Service may on request make examinations of the methods of in

viduals, companies, or corporations in handling forest products and prepa
plans for the improvement of such methods, provided that the purpose of t

Service in undertaking such work is primarily to reduce the waste in handli
and utilizing forest products and to obtain information that will be general
useful in the industry concerned. If no new information is likely to be
tained. work should not be undertaken and the applicant should, if possible,

referred to a consulting expert.

(5) In cases of active cooperation, such as is outlined in the two foregoi

paragraphs, there should be a remuneration to the Service based on the tot;

cost of the service rendered, including supervision, but such cost should he

reduced by the extent to which the work is experimental. When practically

all of the* work is investigative and the results are of value to the general

public, a large share of the cost may be borne by the Forest Service.

(6) In all work undertaken in cooperation with any company, organizatio
or individual the right to the first publication of the results will be reserv

by the Forest Service.
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DUTIES OF PRODUCTS MEN IN DISTRICTS.

Close attention should be given to problems arising in the utilization of
forest products on the National Forests. To assist in this Products representa-
tives are assigned to certain districts, their duties being as follows:

(1) To carry on investigations for administrative purposes at the direction
of the District Forester. Such investigation should be closely coordinated
with or made a part of the district work in Silviculture.

(2) To carry on investigations for scientific purposes in forest products, in
accordance with the approved program' of investigative work and under the
direction of the Branch of Products. The duties and responsibilities of the
District Foresters in reference to such investigations are stated in Service
Order 41, and are identical with their duties and responsibilities in connection
with other lines of investigative work in the districts.

Investigations for administrative purposes will have priority and should
take precedence over scientific investigations, when necessary, in the judgment
of the District Foresters, subject to the following procedure :

(1) The cost of investigations to secure information upon which to base
timber sale contracts or policies will be paid from G. A. funds, except as
noted below.

(2) When, in the opinion of the District Forester, it is deemed expedient
to withdraw a man from general investigative work in Products and assign
him to administrative work in connection with timber sales, the District
Forester should :

() Notify the chief of Products in cases where it is necessary to make
other arrangements for continuing the investigative projects.

(&) Provide for the expenses incident to the administrative assignments
from G. A. funds and not from funds allotted for the investigative projects in

Products.

(3) When it is necessary for a man assigned to general investigative work
in Products to devote only a part of his time to administrative assignments,
and such assignments do not materially interfere with his investigative work,
his entire salary may be paid from the allotment for Products, but in all

cases the traveling and other expenses incident to administrative assignment?1

,

should be paid .from G. A. funds and charged to timber sales. When the full

time of the man is required for such administrMtive assignments he should
be transferred from the general investigative work to timber sales, and other

provision made for conducting the investigative projects which have been

assigned to him.

DUTIES OF SUPERVISORS IN RELATION TO PRODUCTS WORK.

That the Products work in the districts may be of most value to the admin-,

istratiou of the National Forests, it should be the duty of the supervisor to.

request the District Forester for information regarding the strength or other

properties of wood on their forests; to call to the attention of the District For-*

ester the unmarketable species on their forests which occur in sufficient quanti-
ties to warrant an investigation of their properties and suitability for pulp,

alcohol, turpentine, or other wood products, and also to cooperate with the
Products representatives in investigating the supply and demands for stumpage
upon their forests, the extent, character, and cost of logging operations in the

vicinity, the use and manufacture of different classes of timber, and the demand
for various forest products. They should ascertain possible uses for dead tim-

ber, inferior species, and material not used in current sales, and should make
every effort to promote the use of such classes of material by informing possible
purchasers. In this connection the work of Products will closely correlate with
that of timber sales.

In the permanent improvement work on the Forests the supervisor will be
given all possible assistance in applying a proper preservative treatment to the
timbers used, such as poles, posts, etc. When in the judgment of the super-
visor a preservative treatment is advisable and practical, he should communicate
with the District Forester before such timbers are put into use. If a preserva-
tive treatment is decided upon, it should be given in accordance with the in-

structions contained in the publication entitled
" Instructions for the Building

and Maintenance of Telephone IJnes on the National Forests."
At the discretion of the District Forester, small experimental treating plants.

will be constructed and operated on or near National Forests where they will be
of value to the Forests and to the community. The object of such plants will
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he to educate the people ill the use of wood preservatives and to promote
iioinical utili/alion. Recommendations for the establishment of such ]tluiii

sliouUl In' made to the I>istricl Forester by the supervisor.
In izeneral, tiie district ollice. ;is well ;is the Madison Laboratory ;iu.l other

stations, will, so far as possible, give assistance and informal ion to individuals
or or.^ani/at ions in developing and carrying out systematically the practi<

utilization of all Forest products.

IMPROVEMENTS.

ma

:

It is but natural, from their situation, thai the National Forests rep

pioneer conditions. For a long time it will be necessary 1<> expend time and

money on the construction of improvements which will afford security against
fire and make the resources of the Forests fully available. Not only will the

fund specifically appropriated be used, but, so far as may he permitted under
the terms of the appropriations for general expenses, such work will he carried
on in connection with general administration. In all cases the classes of im-

provement work which afford security against fire will be given preference over
those classes which help to make the Forest resources available. Proper pro-
tection and the fullest use of the Forest resources depend mainly upon facilities

for transportation, communication, and control. All parts of the Forests should
be accessible by roads and trails; there should be telephone communication be-

tween settlements and Forest officers' headquarters and with lookout stations;
and in most cases suitable living accommodations must be provided for the field

force. For the fullest use of the forage resources water for live stock may
have to be developed and range fences constructed; to reduce the hazard and
the cost and difficulty of controlling forest fires, firebreaks and other wor
must be constructed.
The construction and maintenance of improvements require the most ri

economy consistent with the fulfillment of their purposes, particularly since

they afford greater opportunity for inefficiency and extravagance than any
other line of work. Because of these facts all plans for improvements demand
the most careful consideration both as to preparation and execution. The For-
est Plans section of the Manual provides that the improvement plan shall be
shown on a map or maps supplemented by reports which cover the need, char-

acter, und cost of the projects.

TRANSPORTATION.

Adequate facilities for travel and transportation are of first importance.
Trails and roads may be constructed by the Forest Service, but steam or elec-

tric roads and boat lines operated by private interests are to be utilized as a

part of the transportation system, available for use by Forest officers.

Transportation Plans.

The need for extension of transportation routes on each Forest should be
determined by the District Forester from information prepared by the super-
visor. This information will show for each ranger district the number of

miles of roads and trails or other means of travel for each township, the total

value of the Forest property, the rental value, the fire liability, and the annual
cash and unrealized revenues. If It is desired to show a percentage of accessi-

bility, twelve (12) miles of road or trail to each township should be taken as

the standard. Territory which can be readily traveled by saddle horses and

by boat is to be classed as provided with standard means of transportation.

Such territory should be appropriately designated on the improvement map.

Map.
Plans for extending the transportation system will be shown on a map

which the existing routes are also shown. It should be supplemented by
mates of cost of the projected improvements, the estimates to be in suffici

detail to indicate the character of the construction. Methods for the location

and survey of roads and trails are given in the Instructions for Making Fo

Surveys and Maps.

Roads and Trails.

All roads and such trails as will eventually be widened into roads should,

when it is feasible, be surveyed by a competent engineer. The ultimate

,
ient

tions
-nould,
neces-
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sary road system should be determined, and those roads which, unquestionably
will be built should be located immediately and the right of way secured against
alienation.
A system of roads should be planned which will place every portion of the

Forest within a distance of at least 7^ miles of a wagon road, and it will be
the aim of the Service to complete such a system as soon as practicable. A
pack train can then transport supplies from the point to which they are
delivered by wagon to any field camp and return in a single day.

Bridges.

Bridges other than very simple ones should be planned in detail so that the
District Forester can approve their design and method of construction.

Water Transportation.
When navigable waterways present means of transportation the improvement

plans should include estimates for the construction or purchase of boats,
launches, or ferries.

Speeders.

When they can be used without too great danger and when the permission
of the owners can be obtained the use of speeders, motor cars, and hand cars on
railways and logging railroads should be carefully considered, and their utility
and cost should be set forth in the improvement report.

Purchase of Equipment.
The purchase, rather than the hire, of pack animals, teams, wagons, scrapers,

road graders, stump pullers, and other road-building equipment should be con-
sidered if it is evident that a very effectual saving can be made. The possibility
of using this equipment in fire protection wT

ill also influence its purchase. In
reporting on the purchase of horses or other live stock, the cost of maintenance,
including wintering, should be given particular attention.

COMMUNICATION.

Of scarcely less importance than the system of transportation is the system
of communication, which includes telephone lines, signal systems, and mail
service.

Signals.

In the absence of telephone communication a signal system may be devised,
though it has been found that they are not satisfactory even under the most
favorable conditions; they should, therefore, be considered as a temporary
makeshift, to be replaced by telephone communication as soon as practicable.
If a supervisor desires to adopt a signal system, he will report to the District

Forester, describing in detail the particular system which he wishes to install.

If approved, the District Forester will issue definite instructions for its

installation.

Mail Service.

While the Post Office Department is extending its service just as rapidly
as conditions warrant, it may happen that, owing to the rapid development of
the National Forests, the Post Office Department is not fully informed of the
need for additional service. When the supervisor becomes satisfied that addi-
tional service is justified he should lend such assistance as may be proper to

residents who may petition the department for increased mail facilities, or he
may report the situation to the District Forester. If the District Forester

approves, he may prepare a Secretary letter addressed to the Postmaster
General describing the situation and requesting additional service.

Telephones.

Telephone communication is indispensable to fire protection and to quick
and efficient methods of conducting National Forest business. After the trans-

portation system has been reasonably developed, telephone communication is

of the greater importance and should be given precedence.
The ultimate telephone system on the Forests will undoubtedly represent a

very large investment and the maximum efficiency and service must be aimed
at. Full details of construction are given in the circular

" Instructions for the

Building and Maintenance of Telephone Lines on the National Forests."
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Telephone Plans.

The pl:in for ;i telephone system will include a ni;i|i ;in<l ;i report. The mi
Will show exist in.- Forest Service and private lines and their character, ,-u

the location of exchanges and instrunients, also the location and character
all new construction which will he necess.-iry to meet the needs of Servii-e busi-

ness during the next five years. In addition, the map should show high-power
Heri ric transmission lines, roads, trails, ranker stations, lookouts, and al

other points which may influence the establishment of the system.
The report

will discuss, in the order of their importance, the proposed ne\

lines, their need, location, character, and cost. The telephone systems should be
grouped by natural divisions and each division designated by its two terminals.
A branch line should be designated by its terminal and the divisions of which
it is a branch.
The District Forester will prepare, from the information furnished by the

supervisors, a map of the entire district, showing the existing and proposed
lines; this will insure coordination of plans between the various Forests and
With the private systems. lie will then issue instructions covering the general
plan of the telephone system for each Forest.

RANGE IMPROVEMENT.

For the complete and most economical nse of the forage on the Forests, water
may have to be developed and fences, corrals, bridges, trails, and other works
constructed. Since such works directly benefit the stockmen, the Forest Service
will allot funds for their construction only in exceptional cases when the benefit

to the Forest plainly warrants the expenditure. The expenditure of funds
for these purposes can sometimes be made more effective if the assistance and
cooperation of interested stockmen can be secured.

The location and character of works needed for this purpose should be shown,
so far as possible on the improvement map, supplemented by a report describ-

ing the conditions which indicate tbe desirability of their construction, and the

specific nature of the works proposed, arid their cost.

TIMBER SALE IMPROVEMENTS.

Generally, timber operations on the National Forests are so extensive tl

the purchaser can be expected to construct all the works necessary for tl

removal of the timber, and the usual policy of the Service will be to offer no
assistance in the actual construction of such works. If, however, bodies of

timber can be made accessible to small operators and the sale of timber made
certain by the construction of roads, chutes, or flumes, or by clearing streams
for driving, these works may be undertaken by the Service, and the supervisor
should include the necessary recommendations, with a description and estimate,
in his improvement plans.

PROTECTIVE IMPROVEMENTS.

>restsFirebreaks, lookout stations, and other works required to protect the Foi
from fire are dealt with in the Forest Fire Potection Plan. In the improve-
ment report the supervisor should include a summary of the works of this

character, and give a very brief description and estimate of their cost.

Banger Stations.

Buildings may be constructed for the field force to afford necessary shelter

and to furnish an office for the efficient transaction of business. Land may
be cultivated for the economical production of forage crops, and fences buil

to insure needed pasturage for live stock used by Forest officers in their worl
The buildings may be substantial houses to be used throughout the year,
they may be merely such structures as will afford the necessary shelter and
domestic conveniences for officers during summer. These summer camps shoulc

be constructed where needed for the use of patrolmen, officers in charge
timber sales, or at such points as will serve the needs of officers travelii

through the Forest.

Cost.

Under the provisions of the appropriation act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat..

1246). the cost of any building shall not exceed $650. It is expected, however,
that this limit will not be reached, except possibly in the case of rangers' head-

quarters. Summer quarters ordinarily should not cost more than $150.

I LIU.
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Barns, sheds, and other small structures may be constructed at ranger head-

quarters when needed. Corrals may be built in connection with barns or

pastures.
Office buildings may also be constructed for the use of district rangers or

for summer headquarters of the supervisor when the necessity can be shown.
Plans for the erection of buildings or fences, to insure pasture or crops,

will include a map to show their location and a report setting forth their need,

character, and cost. In preparing plans and specifications for buildings the

designs given in
" Standard Plans for Buildings

" should be consulted.

Survey of Administrative Sites.

As rapidly as possible, all administrative sites used as headquarters for

Forest officers should be accurately surveyed and mapped on a scale of not
less than 4 inches to the mile. This map should show topography, cover, soil,

and the location of all improvements. The accompanying report should de-

scribe conditions and improvements, and should outline plans for the future

development of the site for administrative purposes.

PROCEDURE.
Allotments.

Allotments to the Forests from the improvement fund will be made by the
District Forester, in conformity with the improvement plan, to provide for

the construction of specific projects. Allotments will also be made, on the
basis of the supervisor's annual estimates, for specific projects of maintenance
of improvements, which can not be carried on by the regular field force in the
time available for such work. Specific projects which have been approved and
allotted for can not be abandoned without the approval of the District Forester.

Supervisors may transfer a part of the funds allotted for one approved project
to another project, provided the transfer does not involve the abandonment of

any project.

Improvement Contingent.
A contingent fund of approximately 5 per cent of the improvement allotment

to the district should be reserved at the beginning of the fiscal year by the
District Forester. Allotments to complete the more important approved projects,
the cost of which has been underestimated, should be made before this con-

tingent is subsequently allotted to new projects of equal or lesser importance.

Cost Keeping.
The cost of each project will be kept separately. In the case of large projects

a classified cost record should be kept ; this will serve as a measure of efficiency
and also as a guide in future work of the same character.

Annual Statistical Report (Form 446).

Supervisors will include in their annual statistical report (Form 446), for
each class of improvement: (1) The amount completed at the beginning of the
fiscal year for which the report is to be made; (2) the amount made during the
fiscal year; (3) the total to June 30 (being the sum of 1 and 2) ; and (4) the

present value of the total improvement, estimated on the cost of replacing it,

both labor and material, less the depreciation if the improvement is not now
practically as 'good as new.

Cooperation.

Many of the improvements proposed will be of service to the general public,
and every effort should be made by the supervisor to obtain the assistance and
cooperation of individuals and of the county authorities in the construction of
such projects.

Bights of Way.
Rigfits of way for telephone lines should be obtained by purchase. The form,

a sample of which has been issued to the supervisors, should be used. Ordi-

narily the nominal sum of $1 should not be exceeded, in purchasing rights
of way.

Rights of way for roads and trails will generally be granted free of charge
by landowners, but when they can not be so obtained and the road or trail

is an important one, the assistance of the county should be sought to have a
right of way condemned.
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minis-

Title to Lands for Improvement.
IJuildings ;md other structures should IK> erected only on withdrawn armini

trative sites or on N;ition:il Forest land, which has Iteen .properly posted. If
< Jo\ erii'iiont 'and is not available the l;ind should bo leased. The policy out-
lined under "

Quarters" should govern supervisors in the mutter of leasing la

Signs.
All trails and roads in or outside the Forests used by Forest officers in tin*

transaction of their duties, and all streams and other prominent natural fe.-itu

should be provided with suitable direction or identification notices or signs.

Disposal of Debris.

All debris and refuse resulting from improvement work sliould ho pro
disposed of in order to reduce the fire hazard and to insure neaii

cleanliness.

Contracts.

Improvement work can often be performed more economically by contra
than by day labor. Contract work, to be successful, requires extreme care i

drawing up the specifications and close supervision on the ground during con-
struction. In order to guarantee a satisfactory fulfillment of the contract.

may be necessary, in some cases, to detail a Forest officer to the project un
it is completed.

Bequest for Bids.

When the supervisor decides to let a contract for improvement work he <vi

prepare the request for bids on Form R. The specifications should describe tin-

project in minute detail. In addition to the quantity of material required ihe

quality should be stated. In every case where it is necessary to give a clear

understanding of the project the form should be accompanied by blue-print
drawings or plans. All accompanying papers should be securely fastened to
the form and upon it should appear the statement. " In accordance with the
attached plans and specifications which form a part of this bid."

Bids should be sent to as many prospective bidders as practicable, and every
effort should be made to secure the best possible terms for the Government.
The procedure which covers the authority of officers to accept bids is given
under paragraph 25 of the Fiscal Regulations.

MI'

:

THE PURCHASE OF MATERIAL.
Contracted Materials.

Contracts for certain classes of material used in improvement work are le

by fiscal years. Notice will be sent supervisors before July 1, giving the names
of successful bidders and the contract price for each class of material. Super-
visors will order material for which an annual contract has been let only from
the contractors.

Care must be taken to furnish exact shipping directions, together with a
Government bill of lading, and instructions regarding its use, whenever material
is ordered.

Purchase of Barb Wire.

Barb wire is ordered and charged for by pounds, but furnished in reels, whic
are not exactly uniform in weight. Consequently the total pounds furnished

may be little more or less than ordered. The following model may be used

preparing Form A, to be sent when an order for barb wire is placed :

reels 2-pt. galvanized Glidden barb wire,

pounds,
at $3.05 per cwE
Annual contract.

If the signed voucher when received from the company checks with the ship-

ment, it should be certified and mailed to the District Forester for payment:
otherwise a new form should be prepared and returned to the company for

signature, together writh a letter of explanation. An addressed franked envelope
should always be included with orders. The weights per mile of the two kinds

(>f wire usually furnished under contract are as follows:
Pounds

2-pt galvanized Glidden barb wire, approximately
2-ply barbless wire, approximately

i
lllOJ-itTCI.

ised in
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Standard Telephone Equipment.
Before ordering material for telephone construction the circular "Instruc-

tions for the Building and Maintenance of Telephone Lines on the National

Forest," should be consulted to secure conformity with the standards of con-

struction and equipment prescribed therein.

Telephone Wire.

In ordering telephone wire the amount* desired should be given in miles,

although payment is made by the pound. No. 12 BB. wire weighs approxi-
mately 165 pounds per mile and No. 9 BB. about 330 pounds. Both wires
are furnished in one-half-mile coils.

The following form is a model Form A to use when telephone wire is being
ordered. If a voucher covers both annual contract and uncontracted material,
the words "Annual contract

" should be placed opposite each item which is on
the contract list, instead of being written at the bottom of the Form A.

6 miles ( pounds) No. 12 BB. galvanized-iron telephone wire, at

$3.89 per hundredweight.
2 miles ( pounds) No. 9 BB. galvanized-iron telephone wire, at

$3.68 per hundredweight.

(Annual contract.)

" IT. S. F. S." Stock.

The contract price for the current year should always be stated on the
voucher. In ordering, the statement should be made that the wire is to be

shipped from the stock sea fed and stamped
" U. S. F. S.," and shipments re-

ceived without this seal and stamp should not be accepted.

Insulators and Brackets Instruments.

Insulators and brackets are included in the annual contract. In the case of
instruments and extension bells, the type should be given, whether 1,000, 1,600,
or 2,500 ohm resistance, and orders for all other equipment and tools should
conform as nearly as possible to the names and descriptions used by the com-
pany. Catalogues or booklets of the accepted bidders for different classes of
material will be furnished supervisors each year.

PURCHASE OF IMPROVEMENTS.

When there are suitable quarters or other improvements on an unperfected
entry within the Forest, and the claimant desires to relinquish his claim and
dispose of the improvements, their purchase may be considered.
In such cases the policy and procedure outlined in Reg. L-41 and in the in-

structions covering Administrative Sites (p. 53) and under Quarters (pp. 19-21)
should be followed strictly.

After the relinquishment has been made and the purchase authorized by
the District Forester, the supervisor will complete the purchase and submit
the Form A to the District Forester, together with a bill of sale (which must
be properly witnessed and acknowledged), executed by the former owner. In
no case can the purchase price of a building exceed $650.

Belinquishment of Unperfected Entry.
The land on which purchased improvements are situated must pass to the

control of the United States by lease if patented, and in such case the lease
must contain a clause providing for retention by the United States of title to
the improvements and the right to remove them at the expiration of the lease,
or by lease or relinquishment if an unperfected entry. (See Quarters Leas-
ing Ranger Stations, p. 20.) The relinquisliment must be entirely voluntary
(see Reg. L-41), must be on the regular land office form, and must be filed

in the proper land office before payment for the improvements will be made.
A copy of it will be forwarded with the Form A and the bill of sale to the
District Forester.

PROPERTY.

CUSTODY AND ACCOUNTABILITY.
Responsibility.
Each member of the Forest Service will be held responsible for the proper

use and protection of any Government property which may come into his

50599 12 6
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>aiicy
been

custody or control in any manner whatsoever. !>< momy must be ol>-

requisitioning or purchasing supplies and equipment. Articles must nut

requisitioned or purchased unless the n'<>d for them is established, nor should
they he obtained in excessive (juantities. Expensive articles must not be u
when cheaper articles will answer the purpose equally well.

Individual Accountability.
Each member who receives property must receipt for it, and In addition to

assuming responsibility for its proper use and protection must account for it

as prescribed in the following procedure. Having receipted for a nonexpend-
able article, a member will be relieved of responsibility and accountability only
on a receipt from another member after a duly authorized transfer of the
article has been made, and the transfer has been recorded by the property
auditor, or by an approved certificate of loss or sale.^or by reimbursing the
United States for the value of the article. No receipt should be signed until
its correctness has been verified, nor until the articles to be receipted for have
been checked and actually delivered to or placed at the disposal of the mem-
ber signing the receipt. The fact that these precautions were not taken will

not relieve the member from responsibility in the event that a discrepancy
is discovered after the receipt has been signed and the member has
charged with the articles on the records of the property auditor.

Service Accountability.
A record of all the property of the United States in the custody of the Forest

Service will be kept by the property auditor. The record of improvements on
the National Forests will consist of signed maps* and returns, filed annually
by the supervisors, through the District Forester, which will show the kind,

number, and cost of all improvements existing at the date of the return.

Tho record of nonexpendable property will show the total number and
value of all the articles in the Service and the number and value of each
article charged to the members individually.
The record of expendable property will show the kind, quantity, and value

of the articles (including printed forms) obtained for use during the preceding
fiscal year and on hand in depots at the end of the preceding fiscal year.

Expendable and Nonexpendable Property.

A1J articles of supplies and equipment used in the Service, whether fabricat

purchased, or requisitioned, are deemed nonexpendable, and must be accounted
for to the property auditor, except those specified in the List of Expendable Arti-

cles (Form 262). This list will be furnished upon request by the property
auditor.

Supply Depot, Ogden, Utah.

A depot of supplies is located at Ogden, Utah, where a stock of standa
articles of equipment, supplies, and blank forms is carried. The depot is pro-
vided with facilities for the printing of letterheads and for the manufacture of

rubber stamps. A field purchasing agent is located at the depot to facilitate

the prompt purchase of standard articles and to assist the District Foresters

and Forest supervisors in procuring supplies and equipment other than stand-

ard when authorized by the Forester.

Bequisitions.
Standard supplies and equipment (see Form 261, List of Standard Artie!

of Equipment and Supplies, and Form 258, Index of Standard Forms), may
be procured upon requisition on the property clerk. Requisitions for standa
articles for use on the National Forests must be signed by the supervisor, a

for other administrative units and for field parties by the officer in cha

Requisitions for supplies and equipment other than standard articles must
signed by the District Forester or by an equivalent executive officer.

Requisitions must be in duplicate on Form 668. One signed, copy will

sent to the property clerk without a letter of transmittal, unless an explanati
is necessary. The other copy will be retained for checking the articles wh
received from the property clerk. On the first day of January, April, Ju
and October of each year supervisors, chiefs of maintenance, and officers

charge of experiment and other field stations .will make requisition for

equipment, stationery, office supplies, and printed forms required in th

work, respectively, during the ensuing three months. Each sheet must
marked "

Quarterly Requisition." The property clerk is not expected to

I
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quarterly requisitions immediately upon their receipt. All other requisitions,

however, will be filled promptly, and any delay should be reported to the prop-

erty clerk by letter and a copy sent to the District Forester. Quarterly requi-
sitions should be made as complete as possible, and special requisitions should
be avoided, since this will facilitate the economical and efficient handling of the
work at the supply depot.

Shortage or Error in Shipment.

Shipments will be carefully checked and responsibility for error fixed before

leaving the supply depot. Upon receipt of a shipment the consignee must at
once unpack it and check the articles against the retained copy of the requisi-
tion and the invoice Form 939. If any discrepancy is discovered, the property
clerk or other consignor must be immediately informed.

Methods of Shipment.

Supplies will be sent by mail under frank when practicable, and all ship-
ments so made must comply strictly with the regulations of the Post Office

Department. Copies of these regulations are* obtainable from the supply
depot.
Large shipments will be made on departmental bills of lading, by freight, but

may be made by express when necessary. Shipments should not be prepaid
except when the transportation company is engaged in local business only and
refuses to accept the shipment on department bill of lading.
The headquarters of some supervisors are located in towns remote from the

railroad, but reached by stage lines with which express companies have no con-
nection. Shipments on bill of lading to these points will be made to the
nearest or most covenient station from which, by previous arrangement, the

shipment will be forwarded to destination. When this is done notation of the
fact will be made on Form 939 and on the package. In such cases the for-

warding charges only should be paid by the consignee, for which a receipt
showing rate and weight must be taken and submitted with the monthly
reimbursement account or with a Form A voucher. When the payment of

(barges is demanded on shipments which are marked "
Prepaid in full to desti-

nation," the consignee should secure definite information from the consignor
before making payment.

Property Procured by Purchase.

Forest officers (except a purchasing agent) making a purchase under a letter
of authorization of expendable or nonexpendable articles will prepare three

copies of Form 939. One copy will be retained as an invoice. A second copy
will be signed as a receipt and sent with the voucher covering the purchase to
the district fiscal agent. The third copy will be sent to the property auditor.
This is required whether the settlement is on Form 4 or on Form A voucher.
The property auditor, upon receiving the copy from the district fiscal agent, with
his indorsement of payment thereon, will indorse upon the copy received from
the member making the purchase a certificate that the nonexpendable articles

have been charged, and return it to the member. Reimbursement vouchers
(Form 4) containing property will not be paid unless accompanied by Form 939.
A purchasing agent making a purchase of property under a letter of authoriza-

tion will prepare, by carbon duplication, two copies of purchase order, Form
942, and two copies of Form 939. He will keep one copy of the Form 942, and
sign and send the other copy to the dealer, with a properly prepared Form A
voucher, to be signed by the dealer and returned to the purchasing agent.
When necessary he will send the dealer a department bill of lading with the
order and voucher. He will initial the Form A voucher returned by the dealer
and send it to the member to whom the property is to be charged. At the same
time the order is sent to the dealer the purchasing agent will send one copy of
the Form 939 to the member and the other copy to the property auditor.
The member, upon receipt of the property, will enter in the spaces provided

on the copy of the Form 939 received from the purchasing agent the condition
of the property and the date of its receipt. He will sign the Form 939 as a
receipt, and the Form A voucher, and send them to the district fiscal agent.
When the voucher is paid the district fiscal agent wrill enter the number of

the paid voucher on the Form 939 and send it to the property auditor.
The property auditor will charge the nonexpendable property to the member

and send him the copy of the Form 939 received from the purchasing agent,
with a certificate indorsed thereon that the nonexpendable property has been
charged.
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Forest Custodian.

The District Forester will designate a custodian for each Forest, who
be accountable for the equipment used on tin- Forests. He may, in his dis-

cretion, designate either the supervisor or the forest clerk as custodian, and
when the latter is designated the supervisor should be instructed to transfer,
on Form !>.">'.>. all the property with which he is then charged on the records of

the property auditor. Before making a transfer of this kind the supervisor
should prepare a property return and forward it to the property auditor. br
whom it will be verified and returned to the supevisor. The property return
should then be made the basis for the transfer to the forest clerk. This pro-
cedure will be followed in subsequent transfers. The supervisor will be held

responsible in all matters relating to the supplies and equipment used upon the
Forest, except for their custody and record when the clerk is custodian. He
is responsible for furnishing adequate quarters for storing and means for pro-

tecting supplies and equipment, even though the clerk is designated ustodian.

Instruments and other nonexpendable articles must be kept under lock,
the key will be retained by the custodian.

Property Procured by Transfer.

When expendable property is issued by a property clerk to a custodian two
copies of Form 939 will be prepared and signed by the property clerk. He will

keep one copy and send the other to the custodian to whonrthe proi>erty is

issued.

Transfer of nonexpendable property between members of the Service, except
as provided under property accounting on the National Forests, will be made
in accordance with the following procedure:
When nonexpendable property is transferred by the property clerk to a cus-

todian three copies of Form 939 will be prepared and signed by the property
clerk as invoices. He will send two copies to the property auditor and
third to the custodian.
The custodian, upon the receipt of the property, will enter, in the spa

provided on the Form 939 received from the property clerk, the condition of the

property and the date of receipt; he will sign it as a receipt and send it to
the property auditor.
The property auditor, upon receiving the Form 939 from the custodian,

will credit the property clerk and charge the custodian with the property trans-
ferred. He will indorse upon the two corresponding forms (939) received
from the property clerk a certificate of the transfer, and send one to the prop-
erty clerk and the other to the custodian.
The property clerk or other custodian who transfers property is not relieved

of accountability until the receipt of the member to wThom the property is

transferred has been received by the property auditor and the transfer has
been recorded.
On Forests where the supervisor is custodian nonexpendable property re-

ceived in his absence will be receipted for on the Form 939 by the acting super-
visor in this manner :

" JOHN JONES, Supervisor.
"By WILLIAM SMITH. Acting Supervisor."

This procedure will be followed by other members in charge of executi^

offices or field stations.

Property to Individuals.

When property is transferred to a member as an individual and not as a
officer in charge, he must sign the Form 939.

When nonexpandable property is furnished for temporary use by a custodia
to another member a receipt will be taken, but the transaction will not be
reported to the property auditor, unless the member fails to return the property
within the time agreed upon, in which event a transfer should be effect

in the manner herein prescribed.

PROPERTY ACCOUNTING ON THE NATIONAL FORESTS.

Custodian's Record.

An account will be kept on property record cards (Form 331) of all no
expendable articles obtained by the supervisor through purchase or requisi-
tion. This account may include, in the discretion of the supervisor, expendable
articles also. The cards will be filed alphabetically by names of articles, a

I
2-

I
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will show the total number of each article, number of each issued to subordi-

nates, and of those kept on hand for distribution. Each transaction which
affects the property on a Forest, whether by purchase, transfer, certificate of

lass or of sale will be immediately entered on the proper card or cards

(Form 331).
The account with " stock "

will include only those articles actually placed
in stock or transferred thence to or from an individual. In all respects the
account with stock should be handled in the same manner as those with indi-

vidual members.
Property issued by a custodian to a Forest officer will require the prepa-

ration and signature by the custodian of two copies of notebook Form 874-16,
which will then be sent to the officer. The officer will," upon receipt of the

articles, sign both copies, and return one to the custodian and keep the other.

Property returned to a custodian by a Forest officer will require the prepara-
tion and signature by the officer of two copies of notebook Form 874-16, which
will then be sent the custodian, who. upon receipt of the articles, will sign
both copies and return one to the officer.

Property transferred between officers will require that the officer from whom
the property is received will prepare and sign three copies of notebook Form
874-16. He will send one of thein to the recipient of the property and the other
two copies to the custodian. The recipient will, upon the receipt of the property,
sign the Form 874-16, which has been previously signed by the transferring
officer, and send it to the custodian. Upon receiving the Form 874-16, which
has been signed by both officers, the custodian will sign the two copies received
from the transferring officer and send one of them to each of the officers con-
cerned. The transfer will at the same time be entered upon the proper card
(Form 331), and the transfer receipt (Form 874-16), signed by both officers,
will be filed behind a guide card bearing the name of the officer to whom the

property was transferred. A notation of the transfer will also be made on the

original receipt of the officer who transferred the property.
Property temporarily transferred between officers requires only that a receipt

be taken on Form 874-16. The transaction will not be reported to the custodian
unless the recipient fails to return the property within the time agreed upon,
in which event a permanent transfer should be effected in the manner hereto-
fore prescribed.
The same procedure will be followed when nonexpendable property is fur-

nished for temporary use by custodians to other members of the Service.

Ranger's Record.

The copy of the Form 874-16, signed by the custodian, will constitute the
basis for the ranger's record of the property in his custody. Not less than
once a year each ranger and all other subordinate Forest officers will, by direc-

tion of the supervisor, submit to him in duplicate on Form 874-16 a signed
list of the property in his custody. As soon as the correctness of the list is

established both copies will be signed by the custodian, who will keep one
and return the other to the ranger, when all previous Forms 874-16 relating
to the account can be destroyed.
The custodian may, in his discretion, prepare the return and forward it to

the ranger for verification and signature.

Loss of Property.

Property lost or stolen must be promptly reported to the District Forester
on Form 858, in duplicate, when the member charged with it is satisfied it

can not be recovered. The member charged with responsibility will not be
relieved unless the statement made on Form 858 shows, beyond doubt, that

every reasonable precaution had been taken to prevent the loss or theft; and
that every reasonable effort toward recovery was made. When tools or equip-
ment are left for a time in unoccupied cabins, it is required that reasonable
precautions be taken to secure the articles against theft. When the property
for which the custodian is accountable is lost by any other member than the
one to whom it had been issued, the certificate on Form 858 must be signed
in duplicate by the member to whom the property was issued, and authenticated
by the supervisor or other officer in charge, in the space provided.
_The District Forester will, by indorsement in the space provided, on Form

858, either relieve the member from, or charge him with, responsibility for the
loss, and will send both copies of the Form 858 to the property auditor.
When the member is relieved from responsibility for the loss the property

auditor will credit him on the record and will certify on the Forms 858 re-
ceived from the District Forester that the decision of the reviewing officer has
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been complied with, and that the necessary entries have been made on the pr<

erty records, and will send one of the forms to the member.
When M member is rhurgt-d with responsibility fo.r the loss of the

the property auditor will enter upon the Form srs the cost value of the

erty. He will prepare a letter of transmittal (Form 8G1) to the district fiscal

agent at <>gd<Mi, Utah, and send the Form SGI and the original of the Form
to the member, keeping the duplicate Form 858 in a temporary file. The mem-
ber will remit the value of the property to the district fisral agent at Ogden.
accompanied by the Forms SGI and 858. Upon receipt from the district ti

agent of the Form 858 with the certificate thereon that payment has been made,
the property auditor will credit the member on the record and send him the
Form 585 with a certificate thereon that the necessary entries have been made
on the property records to close the account.
Each article lost must be reported on a separate certificate of loss (Form

858) ; provided, however, that any number of articles lost at the same time and
under the same circumstances will be included on one certificate (Form Si>i.

For example, all the articles contained in a lost shipment will be included on
one certificate. Report of lost property will not be made on the same Form
858 with report of unserviceable property condemned or abandoned.

Abandonment.
Worn and damaged property and inexpensive camp equipment in possession

of field parties may be abandoned in the field when it is impracticable to re-

turn it for condemnation as herein prescribed. An explicit statement of the

date, cause, and location of an abandonment must be forwarded immedi;i
to the District Forester on Form 858 in duplicate. The action to be taken will

then follow the procedure for lost property.

Condemnation of Property Having no Sale Value.

Nonexpendable property worn out or damaged beyond repair which has no
sale value will be retained when the supervisor is custodian until it can be

inspected and condemned by the District Forester or his authorized representa-
tive. Supervisors who have been relieved of the custody of nonexpendable
equipment on the Forest by transferring the custody to the forest clerk are

authorized to inspect, condemn, and destroy nonexpendable equipment which
is no longer serviceable and is beyond repair and which has no sale value.

A certificate will be prepared and signed by the custodian on Form 858 in

duplicate, on which the inspector will also certify that the property has been

inspected, condemned, and destroyed. Both copies of the certificate (Form
858) will be submitted for the approval of the District Forester. The copies
will then be sent to the property auditor, who will credit the member on the

records and inform him of the action taken by an indorsement on one copy of

the certificate.

Instruments of which replaceable parts become broken should not be
demned and destroyed, but requisition should be made upon the property clei

for new parts, which will be classed as expendable. Calipers, for instance, are

easily damaged in use by the graduated bar being broken. When this hapi
a new bar should be obtained by requisition and the instrument repaired.

Condemnation of Property Having- a Sale Value.

Nonexpendable property which is worn out or damaged beyond repair
which is of no further use to the Service, but which has a sale value, will

retained until it can be inspected and condemned by an inspector or a distric

executive officer and its sale authorized in writing on Form 217. When tl

estimated value of the condemned equipment does not exceed $500 the authoi
zation may be signed by the Forester or the District Forester. When, becauf
of its remoteness and the comparatively small value of the property, the inspec-
tion by one or other of the officers specified is impracticable, a list and descrip-
tion of the articles, with specific reasons for their condemnation, may be for

warded to the District Forester. When the estimated value exceeds

specific authority must be obtained from the Secretary of Agriculture.
A certificate of condemnation and sale will be prepared by the supervis

on Form 217, in duplicate. The sale of the property will be advertised

notifying interested parties by letter and by posting notices (Form 259)

post offices, telegraph offices, and other public places. No expense will

allowed for advertising, except when the value of the property to be sold clearl

justifies such advertisement, and then only by written authority of the Seci

tary of Agriculture. When the property is sold the officer to whom the au-

thority was granted will pay all necessary expenses, such as auctioneer's fees,
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drayage, and purchase of money order, and will remit the net proceeds by
postal money order to the district depository, accompanied by a letter of trans-

mittiil (Form 861). He will send both copies of the Form 217 to the District

Forester.
When the sale is approved by the District Forester he will send both copies

of the Form 217 to the property auditor, who, upon receiving through the dis-

trict fiscal agent the Form 861 with the indorsement of payment thereon, will

credit the officer who made the sale and inform him of the action taken by
stamped indorsement on one copy of the Form 217, to which he will attach the

original Form 861.

Annual Property Return.

Annually, on January 1, a property return will be prepared on Form 330
in duplicate by every member of the Service who is accountable for property
on the records of the property auditor. On this return will be entered the
articles on hand as shown on the last return, the articles received by transfer
or purchase since the last return, the articles disposed of by transfer, by certifi-

cate of loss or of sale, and the balance on hand on the date of return. Both
copies will be signed and sent to the property auditor. As soon as the correct-

ness of the return is established, both copies will be signed by the property
auditor, who will keep one and return the other to the member making the
return.

Property Auditor's Report.

Annually the property auditor will furnish each District Forester a state-

ment of the value of all nonexpendable property charged to each of the Forests
within his district. He will also furnish upon request of a District Forester
a detailed statement of the number of instruments and other articles of equip-
ment of any special kind charged against any or all of the Forests within the
district. The property auditor will also furnish the District Forester a state-

ment of the value of the expendable supplies obtained by the respective super-
visors within the district, both by requisition on the supply depot and by
purchase under letters of authorization. These statements will be used by the
District Foresters as a basis for property inspection and for comparing the

efficiency of the various supervisors in the handling of equipment and supplies.

Property Inspection.

Periodically an inspection will be made of the property in the hands of
Forest custodians. When the inspection is made the custodian will prepare and
submit to the inspecting officer a property return (Form 330) in duplicate, in
the manner prescribed for the annual property return. The inspector will then
check the property on hand against the return. If the property on hand agrees
with the return, he will certify to the fact on the return and send both copies
to the property auditor. If any discrepancies are found the inspector will

make no changes in the return, but will send it to the property auditor, with a
letter stating the discrepancies. The inspector will also submit to the District

Forester a report on the condition and sufficiency of the equipment and supplies
on hand.

Storage.

Property charged to members of field parties, which is no longer needed and
which can not be advantageously returned to the property clerk, will be placed
in the care of the most accessible Forest officer, and a memorandum receipt
taken on Form 874-16. When this is not practicable the property may be
placed in storage, but a letter of authorization will be obtained from the
District Forester to cover the expense. Storage fees may be paid by the mem-
ber charged with the property and the receipt of the storage company sub-
mitted in his reimbursement account, or on Form A voucher for payment
directly to the storage company by the district fiscal agent. Property placed
in the care of another member of the Service or in storage remains charged
to the member until its final disposition by transfer (Form 939).

Final Settlement.

Final payment for salary or reimbursement will not be made to members
severing their connection with the Service who have been in any way responsible
for public property until evidence shall have been furnished that it has been
properly accounted for. The executive officer in charge will be held responsible
for notifying the district fiscal agent before final payment of salary is made,
or before final payment is made on reimbursement vouchers.

o
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The Secretary
* * * may make such rules and regulations

* * * as will insure the objects of said reservations, namely, to

regulate their occupancy and use and to preserve the forests thereon
from destruction; and any violation of this act or such rules and

regulations shall be punished (by $500 fine or 12 months' imprison-
ment, or both) as is provided for in the act of June 4, 1888, amending
section 5388 of the Kevised Statutes of the United States. (Act of

June 4, 1897, 30 Stat., 11.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

WASHINGTON.

By virtue of the authority vested in the Secretary of Agriculture

by the act of Congress of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628), amenda-

tory of the act of Congress of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11), I, James

Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, do make and publish the following

regulations for the prevention of, and governing the method and

manner of handling and adjusting, trespasses upon the National

Forests, the same to supersede all previous regulations for like purposes
and to be in force and effect from the 1st day of September, 1911,

and to constitute a part of the Use Book.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official

seal, at Washington, D. C., this 5th day of August, 1911.

JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 2 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

TRESPASS. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-
TURE APPERTAINING TO TRESPASS UPON THE NATIONAL
FORESTS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS THERE-

UNDER.)

Effective on and after January 1, 1912.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY.

Regulation T-4, page 6, of the National Forest Manual, 1911

Trespass, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture on August 5, 1911,

to take effect on September 1, 1911, is hereby modified and amended
to read and to provide as follows:

(D) Having or leaving in an exposed or insanitary condition
on National Forest lands camp refuse or debris of any description,
or depositing on National Forest lands or being or going thereon and

depositing in the streams, lakes, or other waters within or bordering
upon the National Forests any substance or substances which pollute
or are liable to cause pollution of the said streams, lakes, or waters.

Done at Washington this llth day of December, 1911.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL,.] JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.

o
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 9 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

TRESPASS. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-
TURE APPERTAINING TO TRESPASS UPON THE* NATIONAL
FORESTS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS THERE-
UNDER.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Regulation T-4, page 6 of the National Forest Manual, 1911

Trespass, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture on August 5, 1911,
is hereby amended by adding the following paragraph :

(E) The going or being upon lands of the United States withir
a National Forest with intent to destroy, molest, disturb, or injure
property belonging to the United States, or used by the United
States in the administration of the National Forests.

Done at Washington, D. C., this 6th day of August, 1912.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.
JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.
57216 No. 912
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 119 INSTRUCTIONS.

FEBRUARY 13, 1912.

Trespass. The Instructions on page 18 are hereby amended by

inserting after the last paragraph on that page the following :

In cases where there is no showing of willfulness on the part of

the owner of stock or other principal in the trespass on a National

Forest, although there is such a showing as to the herders or other

employees, the matter will be segregated into two cases; the one

against the owner or principal to be classed as innocent, and the
other as willful, and the cases will then be disposed of in accord-

ance with the instructions governing innocent or willful trespass

respectively.
HENRY S. GRAVES,

Forester.
31788 12
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NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

TRESPASS REGULATIONS.

FIRE TRESPASS.

Regulation T-l. The following acts are prohibited on lands of

the United States within National Forests:

(A) Setting on fire or causing to be set on fire any timber, brush,
or grass: Provided, however, That this regulation shall not be con-
strued to prohibit the building of necessary camp fires or other fires

for domestic or manufacturing purposes.
(B) Building a camp fire in leaves, rotten wood, or other places

where it is likely to spread, or against large or hollow logs or stumps,
where it is difficult to extinguish it completely.

(C) Building a camp fire in a dangerous place, or during windy
weather, without confining it to holes or cleared spaces from which
all vegetable matter has been removed.

(D) Leaving a camp fire without completely extinguishing it.

TIMBER TRESPASS.

Regulation T-2. The following acts are prohibited on lands of

the United States within National Forests :

(A) The cutting, killing, destroying, girdling, chipping, chopping,
boxing, injuring, or otherwise damaging, or the removal of any tim-
ber or young tree growth except as authorized by law or regulation
of the Secretary of Agriculture.

(B) The damaging or cutting, under any contract of sale or permit,
of any living tree before it is marked or otherwise designated for

cutting by a Forest officer.

(C) The removal from the place designated for scah'ng, measuring,
or counting of any timber cut under contract of sale or permit until

scaled, measured, or counted, and stamped by a Forest officer.

(D) The stamping, except by a Forest officer, of any timber belong-
ing to the United States, either with the regulation marking tools or
with any instrument having a similar design: Provided, That timber

lawfully cut from public land which is subsequently included within
a National Forest may be removed within a reasonable time after the
inclusion of such land in a Forest : Provided further, That the term
"timber" as used in this regulation shall be deemed and taken to
mean trees of a character or sort that may be used in any kind of

manufacture or the construction of any article, or for fuel.
5
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GRAZING TRESPASS.

Regulation T-3. The following acts are prohibited:
(A) The grazing upon or driving across any National Forest of anv

live stock without permit, except such stock as are specific-nil/

exempted from permit by the regulations of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, or the grazing upon or driving across any National Forest
of any live stock in violation of the terms of a permit.

(B) The grazing of stock upon National Forest land within an area
closed to the grazing of that class of stock.

(C) The grazing of stock upon an area withdrawn from use for

grazing purposes to protect it from damage by reason of the improper
handling of the stock:, after the receipt of notice from an authorized
Forest officer of such withdrawal and of the amendment of the grazing
permit.

OCCUPANCY TRESPASS.

Regulation T-4. The following acts are prohibited:
(A) Squatting upon National Forest land, or making settlement

thereon, except in accordance with the act of June 11, 1906, entitle 1

"An act to provide for the entry of agricultural lands within forest

reserves."

(B) Constructing or maintaining any kind of works, structure, fence,
or inclosure; conducting any kind of business enterprise or carrying
on any kind of work on National Forest land without a permit, except
as otherwise allowed by law or regulation, and except upon a claim
for the actual use, improvement, and development or the claim
consistent with the purposes for which it was initiated.

(C) The willful tearing down or defacing of any notice of the

Forest Service posted within a National Forest.

SETTLEMENT OF TRESPASS CASES.

Regulation T-5. The district foresters are authorized to settle

all cases of innocent or unintentional civil trespasses where the total

value of the forest products injured, taken, or destroyed is not in

excess of $100.

Regulation T-6. Settlement of all innocent or unintentional civil

trespasses where the total value of the forest products injured, taken,
or destroyed is in excess of $100 will be effected by the Secretary of

Agriculture. All willful civil trespasses, or those involving injury
to the lands of the United States, separate and apart from the taking,

injury, or destruction of forest products, and all criminal trespasses
will be reported to the Secretary of Agriculture for reference to the

Attorney General for action.



INSTRUCTIONS AND PROCEDURE.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, Augusts, 1911.

The following procedure and instructions are hereby established
and issued, to take effect on September 1, 1911, governing the enforce-
ment of regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to the

prevention of, and governing the method and manner of handling
and adjusting, trespasses upon the National Forests.

HENRY S. GRAVES, Forester.

Approved.
JAMES WILSON,

Secretary.

FIRE TRESPASS (Reg. T-l).

The act of June 4, 1897, authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to

make rules and regulations for the occupancy, use,

^
National Forest and protection of the National Forests and provides

ladonT
and ie^U" ^ia^ any vilati n f such rules and regulations shall

be punishable by a fine of not more than $500, or

imprisonment for not more than 12 months, or both. The Secretary
in the exercise of this authority promulgated Regulation T-l to
insure care with fires and thus protect National Forest resources.

Section 52 of the act of March 4, 1909 (35 Stat,, 1088), provides a
fine of not more than $5,000, or not more than two

^

7ears> imprisonment, or both fine and imprisonment,
for willfully setting on fire or causing to be set on fire

any timber, underbrush, or grass upon the public domain or for leav-

ing or suffering a fire to burn unattended near any timber or other
inflammable material.

Section 53 of the same act provides a fine of not more than $1,000,

Failing to ex- or not more than one year's imprisonment, or both
tinguish fires on fine and imprisonment, for failure to totally extin-
public lands.

guish a fire built in or near any forest, timber, or other
inflammable material upon the public domain before leaving it.

Offenders can be prosecuted under either of these acts. The

pr
. United States, having all of the legal remedies of a

private citizen, can, in addition to criminal prosecu-
tion, bring civil suit to recover damages for loss by fire.

In certain cases criminal prosecution under the State laws may be
advisable. Such prosecutions must, of course, be

der s
S

tatelaw.
Ur ~

conducted in the State courts and by State authori-

ties, with such assistance as may be rendered by the
district assistant to the Solicitor. Proof in criminal cases must be

very specific. Great care should be taken to collect evidence by
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affidavit, not only to secure evidence to convict, but evidence in

rebuttal of the probable defense. Proceedings should be instituted
in a State court only after review of the case by the district assistant
to the Solicitor.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1911, unless otherwise

Rewards ordered, and thereafter, provided Congress shall

make the necessary appropriation or authorize the

payment thereof, the Department of Agriculture will pay the follow-

ing rewards :

First. Not exceeding $250 and not less than $50 for information

leading to the arrest and conviction of any person, in any United
States court, on the charge of willfully and maliciously setting on fire,

or causing to be set on fire, any timber, underbrush, or grass upon
the lands of the United States within a National Forest.

Second. Not exceeding $100 and not less than $25 for information

leading to the arrest and conviction of any person, in any United
States court, on the charge of building a fire on lands of the United
States within a National Forest, in or near any forest timber or other
inflammable material, and leaving said fire before the same has been

totally extinguished.
Third. All officers and employees of the Department of Agriculture

are barred from receiving reward for information leading to the arrest

and conviction of any person or persons committing either of the
above offenses.

Fourth. The Department of Agriculture reserves the right to

refuse payment of any claim for reward when, in its opinion, there

has been collusion or improper methods have been used to secure the

arrest and conviction thereunder, and to allow only one reward where
several persons have been convicted of the same offense or where one

person nas been convicted of several offenses, unless the circum-

stances entitle the claimant to a reward on each such conviction.

These rewards will be paid to the person or persons giving the

information leading to such arrests and convictions upon presenta-
tion to the Department of Agriculture of satisfactory documentary
evidence thereof, subject to the necessary appropriation, as afore-

said, or otherwise, as may be provided by law.

Applications for reward, made in pursuance of this notice, should

be forwarded to the Forester, Washington, D. C.
;
but a claim will not

be entertained unless presented within three months from the date

of conviction of an offender.

In order that all claimants for reward may have an opportunity to

present their claims within the prescribed limit, the department will

not take action for three months from date of conviction of an
offender. The above is applicable to offenses committed since July
1, 1910.

When a fire occurs, the most important consideration is, of course,
to put it out. As soon as possible thereafter, the

Investigation ranger m charge should make diligent inquiry into

its cause. He "should not content himself with con-

jecture, hearsay, or circumstantial evidence, but should secure affi-

davits from witnesses as soon as it appears probable that c. fire tres-

pass case will follow. If he secures convincing evi-

dence that the fire was incendiary, and there is reason

to suppose the offender will escape, he should arrest or secure a war-
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rant for the arrest of the offender, in accordance with instructions

given under "Settlement of trespass cases."

Cases where fire spreads after all reasonable precautions are taken,
or where the fire is entirely the result of accident,

anocent fire wj}j ^e considered innocent, and only actual or com-

pensatory damages will be demanded.
All cases where fires are set maliciously, or allowed to spread

through gross carelessness or neglect, or, in viola-

trespass.
tion of any Federal or State law, are willful, and
evidence should be secured and report prepared with

a view to criminal prosecution as well as the collection of damages.
Since fire trespass involves rather difficult considerations of damage
R to young growth, soil productivity, damage to forage,

etc., Forest officers should feel free to call upon the

supervisor for assistance and advice, and he in turn upon the district

forester. Extreme care is necessary in the preparation of reports,
since they are the basis for determining whether the trespass is inno-
cent or willful, and if the latter, the basis for preparing the case for

either civil or criminal prosecution. The report, as outlined on Form
856, will be submitted by the supervisor as soon after the fire is out as

the data can be obtained.
After receipt of report from the supervisor the district forester will

Pr edure
ac^ *n accordance with the procedure outlined under
"Settlement of trespass cases." If a fire burns over

portions of two or more National Forests, action will be taken by the
district forester after the reports and recommendations from all the

supervisors concerned are received. In the district office fire trespass
cases will be handled by the office of silviculture with any necessary
advice and information as to the cost of fighting the fire and the

injury to forage from the offices of operation and grazing respec-

tively. In Washington they will be handled by the branch of silvi-

culture, with any necessary advice and information from the branches
of operation and grazing.

TIMBER TRESPASS (Reg. T-2).

By section 49 of the penal code (act of Mar. 4, 1909, 35 Stats.,

1088), the cutting of, or causing or procuring to be

dations on
d
ublic

cu^' Or ^e wan^on destruction of, or causing to be

wantonly destroyed, any timber growing on the

public lands of the United States, or the removal, or

causing the removal of, any timber from such lands, is a criminal

offense, punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000, or imprison-
ment for not more than one year, or by both fine and imprisonment.
It is further provided, however, that :

"Nothing in this section shall prevent any miner or agricul-
turist from clearing his land in the ordinary working of his

mining claim, or in the preparation of his farm for tillage, or
from taking timber necessary to support his improvements, or

the taking of timber for the use of the United States. And
nothing in this section shall interfere with or take away any
right or privilege under any existing law of the United States
to cut or remove timber from any public lands."

101924 11 2
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Section 50 of the act of March 4, 1909 (35 Stats., 1088), as amended
by section 6 of the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stats., 857),

datiosonNati
P
on-

makes ^ a criminal offense, punishable by a fine of

ai Forest lands.

"

not niore than $500, or imprisonment for not more
than one year, or by both fine and imprisonment, to

unlawfully cut, or aid in unlawful
cutting, or to wantonly injure

or destroy, or procure to be wantonly injured or destroyed, any
tree, growing, standing, or being upon any land of the United Si

which has been reserved or purchased for any public use.

By section 51 of the penal code (act of Mar. 4, 1909, 35 Stats.,

1088), the cutting, chipping, chopping, or boxing of

tur'
an^ e uPon National Forest ana other Government

pentine, etc. l&nd, or upon any land covered by or embraced in any
unperfected settlement, application, filing, entry,

selection, or location, made under any law of the United States,
for the purpose of obtaining from such tree any pitch, turpentine,
or other substance, or knowingly encouraging, causing, procuring,
or

aiding
in such cutting, chipping, chopping, or boxing, or buying,

trading for, or in any manner acquiring the product so obtained
with knowledge that it was unlawfully obtained, is a criminal offense

punishable by a fine of not more than $500, or imprisonment for not
more than one year, or by both fine and imprisonment.
Timber trespass on National Forests will be handled exclusively by

the Department of Agriculture, except such trespasses
Investigation as have hitherto been reported upon or are now being

pass>
m

investigated or prosecuted by the Department of the

Interior, and upon request from officials of that depart-
ment forest officers shall render all possible assistance in such inves-

tigation or prosecution.
The cutting of timber upon an unperfected claim beyond the extent

necessary for its actual development or for uses not
Timber

cuttin|
consistent with the purpose for which the claim was

claims^
6'

initiated, or the cutting of timber from one mining
claim for use upon another where such use does not

tend directly to develop the claim from which the timber is cut will

be reported as timber trespass in accordance with the procedure pre-
scribed under "

Settlement of trespass cases." Report should be
made at the same time upon the claim, using the outline on Form 654
or 655, and the status of the claim as indicated by the report will

determine the action which will be taken to prevent, settle, or prose-
cute the trespass.
When a Forest officer discovers that National Forest timber is

threatened with trespass, and no warning will serve to

trespass

3 &
restrain the trespasser, an inj

unction maybe necessary
to protect National Forest interests. The procedure

to obtain an injunction is outlinedunder ' '

Settlement of trespass cases.
' '

If, at the time the cutting was done, the trespasser, after the

exercise of due diligence to ascertain from official
C

trespass
sources tne ownership of the land or his rights therein

I

was unaware that he was not lawfully entitled to

the timber, the act will be considered an innocent trespass. If

cutting occurs beyond the boundaries of patented land through
bona fide mistake, or trespass has been committed on account of any
other bona fide error of fact or in innocence of the rights of the United
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States, the trespass will be considered an innocent one. Where these

conditions do not exist, the trespass will be considered willful. While
the men who do the actual cutting may legally be held for the trespass,

ordinarily it is advisable, particularly in civil cases, to proceed against
the corporation, company, or individual by whose direction and for

whose benefit the cutting was done. In civil cases the employer is

liable for the willfulness of the employee, if he knew of the trespass and
took no means to stop it, or, if after the trespass was committed, he

knowingly approved it or adopted it by receiving the fruit of the tres-

pass, or whenever he employed persons to do the cutting knowing
them to be careless, reckless, and unreliable.

The willfulness or innocence of a trespass determines whether
the value of the material in the condition where found

f or ^S va^ue immediately after felling will be the basis

for assessing the damages due the United States.

Forest officers must be extremely careful, therefore, to secure all

evidence bearing on this point, and their reports must clearly show
into which class the trespass falls. If, for instance, no settlement is

made in a trespass case, and it becomes necessary to institute suit

to obtain damages, evidence of reliable witnesses will be needed to

prove whether the trespass was innocent or willful, and such evi-

dence, in affidavit or other form, should accompany the report. In

every case, whether considered by the forest officer innocent or

willful, the safer course is to secure and report the values both on
the basis of innocent and willful trespass.
When the trespass is innocent, the measure of damage will be the
In innocent value of the timber after it was cut at the place where

cases. it was cut.

Where the purchaser of timber cut in innocent trespass is held
for damages the measure will" be the value of the

r" timber after it was cut at the Place whe
.

re it was
cut. If the timber is purchased from a willful tres-

passer, without knowledge of the trespass, the value will be deter-
mined as of the time of such purchase.
When the trespass is willful the measure of damages will be the

In willful cases
va^ue ^ the timber in its condition when and where
found. If, when a willful trespass is discovered, the

trees are felled, the assessed damage will be the stumpage plus the
cost of felling ;

if they are cut into logs, the cost of bucking will be

added, and if found at the mill the cost of both bucking and hauling
will be added. The current value of the lumber will be the basis
for assessing damages if the logs have passed through the mill.

Where the purchaser of timber cut in trespass is held for damages,
the measure will be the value of the material at the

chasers
11 p u r ~

time and place it is found if it was purchased from a
willful trespasser with full knowledge that the timber

was cut in trespass.
If in addition to the cutting and removal of Government timber,

Waste and ^e trespasser, by careless felling or logging, has done

damage to Forest, avoidable damage to young growth or timber left

standing, an estimate of the money value of this
loss should be made and included in the assessed damages. Mer-
chantable timber wasted in high stumps, long tops, or left in the
woods should, of course, be included in the scale.
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In making a stump scale the total log length taken from each tree

should be measured. In most cases where the t res-

Stump scales, pass is not over 2 years old the indentation in tin-

ground can be seen where the butt struck when the

tree fell. From that point, which is often several feet from the

stump, to the top, the direction of which can be determined by the

undercut on the stump, the total log length can be measured. This

should be divided into logs according to the taper table given under
"Timber sales Instructions to sealers," and the top diameter of each

log ascertained from the same table. The scale for each log may then
be obtained from the Decimal C scale stick or the scale table in the

Timber Sales Manual. The merchantable portion left in the top and
in high stumps should be scaled and noted separately. After scaling
each tree, the top of the stump and the butt of the top should be

stamped "U. S."

In cases where the tops can not be identified or have been moved,
or fire has followed, the scale may be obtained from

Use of volume a volume table (if one is available for the locality
and species) by reducing the diameter at the top of

the stump to diameter breast high.
Forest officers should use extreme care in scaling trespass timber,

especially in a stump scale, and should keep complete
Record of meth- notes on the method used, since if the case is brought

into court the scale must be introduced as legal
evidence.
When a forest officer discovers a timber trespass, he must first

ascertain the exact location and status of the land
Action to stop involved, making sure that it is within the boundary

of the forest and upon land under the jurisdiction of

the Forest Service. To do so it may be necessary to locate the near-

est Government corner and run a survey and to obtain the status of

the land from the district office or the local land office. He will then
serve written notice upon the trespasser, in the presence of witnesses

if possible, to discontinue the trespass and record in his notebook
the place, names, and addresses 01 those present, and the day and
hour of the notification.

Forest officers, as agents of the Government, may. without further

instructions, seize timber cut in trespass wherever
Seizure, author- founc^ even though it may be upon patented land at

cers tomake the time. If there is grave danger that the timber
cut in trespass will be removed beyond recovery by

the United States, all material belonging to the Government will be
seized.

Seizure, or recaption, is the right of a person to retake his property
in a peaceable manner wherever he finds it. Since

Seizure de- tne united States has the same common-law rights
and remedies as an individual, it may, through its

agents, exercise the same right of seizure or recaption as an indi-

vidual.

The right of seizure should be exercised with extreme care, since

mistaken zeal in this regard may lead to serious complications or

subject the Forest Service to the charge of arbitrary action. Seizure

may be made only when it can be done peaceably, and it is necessary
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to prevent the Government property from being sold, destroyed, or

removed beyond recovery.
If the case has proceeded to suit and is in the hands of the Depart-

ment of Justice, seizure will be made only under instructions from
the United States attorney handling the case. Any developments
in such a case which render immediate seizure necessary to prevent
loss to the Government should be reported by wire to the district

office.

Timber cut in trespass may be seized, although manufactured into
lumber and in the hands of an innocent purchaserWhen seizures an(j UpOn patented land. It is within the right of

the United States to seize buildings or other im-

provements, either on Government or patented land, when such

improvements are constructed wholly or in part from timber cut
in trespass ;

but this drastic action will be taken only as a last resort

to save the United States from loss and then only on definite

instruction from the district forester.

Where a trespasser wrongfully mingles Government timber or

M'x d timb - lumber with his own, either the whole mass may be
'

seized and held until the amount lawfully owned by
the claimant is proved by him, or, if the amount taken from the
Government land is known, an equal amount of the commingled
mass may be seized.

The Forest officer making a seizure will post notices of seizure on
the material seized in sufficient numbers to identify

^m"? '

i

reS" unrrnst akably all material covered by the seizure.

The trespasser and any witnesses to the act should
be notified of its significance and warned against the removal of the

property under seizure.

Material seized will not be stamped "U. S." until the case is settled

Release from and the material released, when the seizure notices
seizure. will be removed and the material stamped.
When timber trespass has been committed, the Forest officer dis-

Re rt covering it will submit to the supervisor a complete
report, including the time when the timber was cut,

in accordance with the outline on Form 856. Each case should be

prepared with as much care as if it were to result in a suit. Hearsay
is not evidence and all available witnesses should be interviewed
and their sworn statements obtained. If the trespass is committed
under color of a claim, report should be made at the same time upon
the claim, using the outline on Form 654 or 655.

After receipt of report by the supervisor, the procedure will be in

Procedure
accordance with the instructions under ' '

Settlement of

trespass cases." In the district forester's or Forester's
office timber trespass cases will be handled by the office or branch of

silviculture.

After settlement the case will be closed upon the assurance by the

supervisor that the area cut over is in a satisfactory

befoV
S

e c

S

losure

laSh
condition. Forest officers should watch this carefully
and should insist on a proper disposal of slash

from the cutting area. The trespasser should understand clearly
what will be required of him in this respect and upon completing the

work, the Forest officer should inspect the area, make sure that all
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stipulations of settlement have been fulfilled and report to the super-
visor. If the area is reported in satisfactory condition the supervisor
will then report to the district forester and recommend that the case
be closed. Upon being notified by the district forester that the
case is closed he will notify the trespasser of the closure of the case.

GRAZING TRESPASS (Beg. T-3).

Under Regulation T-3 the following acts constitute trespass:
(A) Allowing stock not exempt from permit to drift and graze on

a National Forest without permit.What
.consti- (g) Grazing or driving stock not exempt from per-

pas's

"

mit on National Forest land without permit.
(C) Violation of any of the terms of a grazing or

crossing permit.
(D) Kefusal to remove stock upon instructions from an authorized

Forest officer when an injury is being done the National Forest by
reason of improper handling of the stock.

The owner of trespassing stock should be ordered to remove it at

once, or, if the situation is urgent, the Forest officer
f m?y r

?move the stock in any way that does not

injure it physically.
A distinction is made between permitted stock and unpermitted

stock.

Permitted stock may be removed from any portion of the Forest
not allotted to it, but the permit can not be canceled or the stock
removed from the area allotted to it without authority from the
district forester.

Forest officers may drive unpermitted stock from any portion of

the Forest upon discovery of its presence, or they may allow the
owner or herder a reasonable time to remove it; but if he refuses

to do so, the person in charge of the stock may be arrested and the
stock removed from the Forest by the Forest officers. (See Proced-
ure in criminal cases.)

After the removal of the stock the Forest officer cliscovermg the tres-

Re ort pass will prepare a report in duplicate in accordance
with the outline on Form 856 and forward it to the

supervisor. This report should contain' clear-cut, definite statements

upon the following points : The inclusive dates upon which the stock
was in trespass; actual or approximate number of stock grazed in

trespass and method of determination; brands or earmarks of stock
and recorded ownership of same; name and address of the owner
of the stock; location and extent of area upon which stock has tres-

passed, by legal subdivisions, or a definite description by local land-

marks; whether Forest boundaries were marked at point of trespass
or not, and whether trespasser has ever been advised of the exact
location of the Forest boundaries or has theretofore committed a
similar trespass on the Forest; kind of monuments used to mark the
boundaries and their distance apart; the names and addresses of

all witnesses haying knowledge of the facts, together with a brief

synopsis of their statements, signed by them. Should there be
witnesses who decline to make a statement, a brief synopsis of the
facts to which it is believed they can testify should be sub-
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mitted. All questions contained in the above form should be
answered. The report should be accompanied by a map showing the
location of thft area trespassed upon. The Forest officer making the

report should include therein a statement of his estimate in money of

the actual value of the forage and forest growth or other forest

products consumed, destroyed, or injured, and an estimate of the
actual damage, if any, sustained by the United States through
injury to improvements on the Forest as a result of the trespass.
The report should distinctly show the circumstances of the trespass,
that is, facts disclosing whether it was committed innocently or

unintentionally, or knowingly, willfully, recklessly, or without regard
to the rights of the United States, or in defiance of warnings against

trespass. The subsequent procedure will be as presented under
" Settlement of trespass cases."

In the district office grazing trespass cases will be handled by the

pr
,

r
office of grazing and the office of the solicitor. In

Washington they will be handled by the branch of

grazing, the Office of the Solicitor, and the Office of the Secretary of

Agriculture.

OCCUPANCY TRESPASS (Beg. T-4).

The use of the National Forest land without permit for any purpose
for which special-use permits are required constitutes

What consti-
occupancy trespass. Traveling, temporary camping,

tutes occupancy i A ,- i i

trespass. hunting, surveying, or prospecting may be carried on
without permit, and camp wood and forage for stock

used in connection with such projects may be taken free of charge.
Since the United States has all the civil rights and remedies for

trespass possessed by private individuals, it may bring action to

recover damages resulting from trespass or breach of contract.

In case of an innocent trespass the supervisor should make every
effort to secure satisfactory adjustment amicably.m res" He should, if possible, interview the trespasser and
induce him to discontinue the trespass or remove his

improvements, allowing him a reasonable time within which to do so.

Closure by is- Innocent trespasses may in most cases be closed by
suance of special- the issuance of a special-use permit covering the occu-
use permit. pancy.

If the trespasser is engaged in constructing any building or other
structure on National Forest land, he should be noti-

' St P fied b^ a wri
f
ten order

'
served

>
if possible, in the

presence of witnesses, to suspend work. In aggra-
vated cases it is within the authority of a ranger to seize improve-
ments constructed on National Forest land, but unless damage
actually threaten the National Forest, this action will not be
resorted to.

The Forest officer discovering the trespass will, after assuring him-

R rt
self of the status of the land, prepare a full report in

accordance with the outline given on Form 856 and
forward it to the supervisor.

After receipt of the ranger's report by the supervisor the procedure

Procedure
w^ be as Prescribed under " Settlement of trespass
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PROPERTY TRESPASS.

The unauthorized appropriation, damage, or destruction of prop-

erty of the United States, used in the administration
What consti-

()f ^jie National Forests, constitutes a trespass. Inlcr-

tr^spass.

P ference with the personal property of Forest oducrs
is not trespass against the United States, andredios

can only be obtained in the localcourts between the offender and the

officer in his capacity as a private citizen.

Property trespass, when taken up, will usually result in litigation.

Therefore, Forest officers discovering that a trespass
* ^s cnaracter nas Deen committed must make

every effort to gather and submit with their report
sufficient convincing legal evidence to insure a conviction.

Forest officers, as agents of the Government, may, without further

instructions, seize Forest Service property wrongfully
Recovery of taken wherever it may be found, but should be

property extremely careful that the identification of the prop-
erty is complete. Seizure may be made only when it

can be done peaceably, and when necessary to prevent the Govern-
ment property from being sold, damaged, destroyed, or removed

beyond recovery.
Forest officers, upon discovery of a property trespass, will prepare

a full report in accordance with the outline given on
Form 856 and forward it to the supervisor. The

report will state specifically the kind and value of the property stolen,

damaged, or destroyed; the circumstances of the trespass; and the

action, if any, taken for the recovery or protection of the property of

the Government wrongfully taken or destroyed.
If the supervisor considers that there is sufficient evidence to war-

rant legal action, he will transmit the report with his

own comments and recommendations to the district

forester. The subsequent procedure will be as prescribed under
" Settlement of trespass cases."

SETTLEMENT OF TRESPASS CASES (Regs. T-5 and T-6).

The United States has all the legal remedies for trespasses upon
its lands that are available to individuals, and invokes

die^ for trespass"
^e a^ ^ ^ own court

.

s to enforce them. Among
these remedies are: Injunction either to prevent

threatened trespasses or to terminate such as are being committed;
action to recover the value of products and resources of the lands

converted or injured by trespassers; and prosecutions for violation of

statutes defining crimes in relation thereto.

Whenever a threatened or actual trespass on lands of the Unite
States within a National Forest is discovered and resort

to the remedy of injunction is necessary, the super-
visor will communicate the facts to the district forester, who will

consult with the district assistant to the solicitor, and if the latter i

of the opinion that injunction can be maintained he will report th

facts to the Solicitor for reference by the Secretary to the Attorne

General for action.

Whenever application for an injunction is too urgent to admit o

delay in ordinary correspondence between the district assistant

LO

:
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the solicitor and the Solicitor, the former will telegraph briefly all

the essential facts in the case to the Solicitor, and the Attorney Gen-
eral will be requested to give immediate instructions to the United
States attorney to apply for an injunction.
Whenever application for an injunction is so urgent that the

interests of the United States would be prejudiced by the delay inci-

dent to the course outlined in the paragraph immediately preceding,
the district assistant to the solicitor will submit the facts to the

proper United States attorney and will request that application be
made immediately for an injunction, but as soon as possible there-

after he will advise the Solicitor of his action and of the essential

facts in the case in order that the Attorney General may be requested
at once to give the necessary instructions to the United States

attorney.
ORDINARY CIVIL CASES.

The Forest officer upon discovering a trespass should take im-

Action by for- mediate steps to protect the National Forests from
est officer. injury.

After taking such action the Forest officer will prepare a report in

duplicate in accordance with the outline on Form 856
Forest officer's anj submit it to the supervisor. This report should

contain clear-cut, definite statements covering all

points which are pertinent to the case, as noted on the form, or as

outlined in the instructions regarding grazing trespass. If the tres-

pass is committed on or under color of a claim, report should at the
same time be made upon the claim, in accordance with the outline

on Form 654 or 655, which will accompany the trespass report.
If upon receiving the report it is the supervisor's opinion that a

trespass has been committed, he will, except in cases
Action by su- of prOperty and criminal fire trespasses, inform the

trespasser by registered mail, or in person, of the tres-

pass, and that he will be allowed a definite time from receipt of notice
in which to make a sworn statement of the circum-
^ances ^ ^ne trespass and his estimate of the damages
sustained by the Government as a result of the tres-

pass, and that such statement will be considered in the determina-
tion of the actual damages sustained by reason of the trespass.
Whenever practicable the supervisor should meet the trespasser and

talk the matter over with him. No grazing, timber,

with trespasser

*
or occupancy trespass report should be forwarded to
the district forester until the trespasser has had an

opportunity to present his version of the facts.

^After consideration of the trespasser's statements the supervisor
will supplement the Forest officer's report by his own findings as to
the damage sustained by the Government, and particularly as to the
innocence or willfulness of the trespass, and send both to the district

forester.

Upon receipt of the papers in the case by the district forester it will

Proc d
' he referred to the office concerned. A separate folder,

district

6

office
with the designation thereon, will be used for each
case. An index card will be used for each case, upon

which will be entered the case designation and such notations as may
be necessary. The assistant district forester in charge of the office,
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after having examined the report, will prepare a memorandum, con-

taining his estimate of the damage sustained by the United St ates, his

opinion regarding the nature of the trespass, and his recommendations
for action.

If the trespass report is accompanied bv a claims report, all the

papers will then be referrecf to the office of lands. If
Action upon ^ appears, upon an examination of the claims report

submitted with
in tnat omce

>
that action should be initiated to pro-

trespass report,
test the claim, the original reports upon the claim
will be removed from the trespass file and a copy sub-

stituted. A memorandum, showing the intended action, if any, upon
the claims report, will be attached to the trespass report. Action in

the claims case will then be taken in accordance with the procedure
prescribed under "Claims."
The district forester will then submit the trespass case to the dis-

trict assistant to the solicitor, who will determine the
Report referred

sufficiency of the information to sustain the action

ant tTthe^oiic- recommended. If, in his judgment, a trespass has

itor. been committed, and the action recommended is

warranted by the facts shown by the record, he will

prepare a memorandum to that effect for the district forester. If he
believes that the trespass is not clearly established, or that the sum
of the damage is inadequate or excessive, or that there is an absence
of material facts, he will so advise the district forester bymemorandum,
indicating, if necessary, the additional evidence required to complete
the case. If the district assistant to the solicitor dissents from the

opinion of the district forester, the latter will take steps to conform to

the legal requirements outlined by securing additional reports or

evidence, and will again submit the case to the district assistant to the
solicitor.

If the case is one of innocent or unintentional trespass, and the
total value of the forest products injured, taken, or

Settlement of
destroyed is not in excess of $100, the approval by

th

e

e
SP

distrfc

S

t

eS
for-

the district assistant to the solicitor will be followed

ester. by the preparation by him of a letter to the tres-

passer for the signature of the district forester. In
all such cases the sum demanded in settlement by the district for-

ester must not include injury to the land nor punitive or exemplary
damages, since such injury or damage can be determined only in

judicial proceedings. The district forester's letter, which will be
forwarded through the supervisor, will inform the trespasser of the
sum due the United States because of his trespass, as determined by
the district forester, and that, upon payment of this amount and the
fulfilment of such conditions as may be necessary to protect the
National Forest, the case will be closed. A letter of transmittal (Form
861) for the amount due, signed by the district forester, will accom-

pany the letter. A promise card will be prepared, and if after the

expiration of a reasonable time the payment has not been received,
the entire case will be referred to the district assistant to the solic-

itor, who will write a second letter to the trespasser calling attention

to his failure to pay the amount due. If the trespasser fails or re-

fuses, after receipt of the second letter, to make settlement as required,
the assistant to the solicitor will forward the case to the Solicitor for

submission to the Attorney General for the institution of civil suit.
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If the estimated amount due the United States is in excess of $100,
or if the trespass was committed knowingly, willfully,

Settlement of
recklessly, and in disregard of the rights of the United

th^Secretary

8
States, or if the trespass involves injury to the lands
of the United States separate and apart from the in-

jury or destruction of forest products, the district forester will add his

recommendations and submit all the papers to the district assistant

to the solicitor for comment and recommendation and will then for-

ward all papers in the case, including the comment and recommenda-
tions of the district assistant to the solicitor, to the Forester for his

recommendation and for submission to the Secretary, through the
Office of the Solicitor, for his ascertainment and determination of the

actual damage sustained by the United States.

When the Secretary has ascertained and determined the amount
due the United States and that the trespass was committed uninten-

tionally, inadvertently, or ignorantly, and does not involve injury
to the lands of the United States, a letter will be prepared by the
Solicitor for the signature of the Secretary, notifying the trespasser
of the amount ascertained to be due in settlement of the trespass and
informing him that a reasonable time will be allowed for payment.
The Secretary's letter and all papers in the case will be forwarded

through the Forester to the district forester, who will transmit the
letter to the trespasser, accompanied by a properly prepared and

signed form letter of transmittal (Form 861). A promise card will be

kept by the district forester, and if the amount due is not remitted
within a reasonable time, the case will be referred to the assistant to

the solicitor, who will write a second letter to the trespasser, calling
his attention to the fact that the amount due has not been remitted.
If the trespasser fails or refuses to make the required payment, the
assistant to the solicitor will take steps necessary to recover the

damages by civil suit.

Should the Secretary determine that the trespass was committed
willfully, knowingly, and in reckless disregard of the

tomeyGeneral
riSats f

.

tlie United States, or that the trespass in-

volves injury to the lands of the United States, the
facts will be reported by the Solicitor to the Attorney General for
institution of suit for recovery of the ascertained damages, together
with such exemplary damages as may be awarded by a jury upon
consideration of the aggravated circumstances of the case. When
necessary to report the cases to the Attorney General, the Solicitor

will prepare the letters for the signature of the Secretary.
In every case where a compromise of a trespass is recommended by

Forest and law officers and approved by the Secretarv
the Secretary will advise the Attorney General of the

proposed compromise and request that the case be
settled in accordance therewith.

CRIMINAL CASES.

Settlement of or institution of suit to recover damages resulting

Cf
. . from a trespass in a National Forest does not bar a

cutioru

11 "

Criminal prosecution for the trespass, and the Secre-

tary of Agriculture can not accept settlement made on
the condition that no such prosecution will be instituted

;
nor has the

Secretary power to dismiss a pending prosecution. Except in flagrant
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cases, as hereinafter stated, no Forest officer will take action looking
to a criminal prosecution of the trespasser, but will report all tin-

facts to the supervisor as directed under heading
"
Civil cases." The

Secretary will determine from the facts reported to him whether or
not criminal- proceedings should be recommended to the Attorney
General.

All Forest officers have power to arrest without warrant any person

Arregt
whom they discover in the act of violating the Na-
tional Forest laws and regulations, or if a violation of

such laws and regulations is committed out of the view of sue h offi-

cers they have the authority to secure a warrant from a United St ates

commissioner, or, if one is not convenient, from a justice of the pearc,
and use it as the visible sign of the right to arrest, and also to arrest
for any such violation on a warrant obtained by any competent
person. Every person so arrested must be taken before the nearest
United States commissioner for commitment.

In willful and flagrant cases where immediate action is necessary
in order to protect the Forest from damage or to pre-

Action by vent the escape of the trespasser the ranger will

rest^ijT neces- P^ace the trespasser under arrest if he is detected in

sary.
the act of committing trespass, or if not so detected
will first procure a warrant for his arrest; will notify

the supervisor at once, advising him of the need of immediate action,
of the evidence against the trespasser, and of the United States com-
missioner before whom the hearing will be held. He will also secure
evidence upon all of the points mentioned under the head of "Civil

cases." He will immediately take the trespasser before the proper
United States commissioner, swear to a complaint, and, in the absence
of the district assistant to the solicitor, represent the Forest Service

at the hearing, and hold the trespasser for disposition according to

the instructions of the commissioner. After the case has been acted

upon by the commissioner the ranger will submit full reports upon
the proper forms, as in a civil case, to the supervisor, including a.

statement regarding the urgency of the need for arrest, and the decision

and rulings of the commissioner.
The supervisor upon receipt of the ranger's preliminary report will

at once notify the district forester, in order that the
Action by su- district assistant to the solicitor may attend the

arrest^is neces-
nearmg if possible. The supervisor should endeavor

sary .
to attend the hearing before the commissioner, or,

failing to be present, should give the ranger full

instruction relating to the case. As soon as the case before the com-
missioner has been decided and the ranger has submitted full reports

upon the proper forms the supervisor should consider, approve,
and- record them in the proper manner, and forward all papers in the

case to the district forester for submission to the district assistant to

the solicitor, adding such recommendations as are necessary and

stating in full all rulings and decisions made by the commissioner,
after which the case wfll be handled by the district assistant to the

solicitor.

In all cases where a trespasser has paid the damages assessed against
him or has paid the fine imposed upon him by the

easel
court as a Penaltv for ms trespass upon the National

Forest the case will be closed.
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The Secretary
* * * may make such rules and regulations

* * * as will insure the objects of said reservations, namely, to

regulate their occupancy and use and to preserve the forests thereon
from destruction; and any violation of this act or such rules and

regulations shall be punished (by $500 fine or 12 months' imprison-
ment, or both) as is provided for in the act of June 4, 1888, amending
section 5388 of the Kevised Statutes of the United States. (Act of

June 4, 1897, 30 Stat., 11.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

By virtue of the authority vested in the Secretary of Agriculture
by the act of Congress of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628), amendatory
of the act of Congress of June 4/1897 (30 Stat., 11), I, James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture, dp make and publish the following regula-
tions for grazing upon National Forest lands, the same to supersede
all previous regulations for like purposes and to be in force and
effect from the first day of May, 1911, and to constitute a part of the
Use Book.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set mv hand and official seal,
at Washington, D. C., this 18th day of March," 1911.

JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.
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GRAZING.

The Secretary of Agriculture has authority to permit, regulate, or

prohibit grazing in the National Forests. Under his direction the
Forest Service will allow the use of the forage crop as fully as the

proper care and protection of the forests and the water supply permit.
The cattle and sheep which are grazed in the National Forests bear
an important relation to the supply of beef and mutton in this

country, and every effort will be made by Forest officers to promote
the fullest possible use of the grazing resources. The utilization of

forage grasses and plants also reduces the fire danger and helps to

protect the Forests. In new National Forests, where the live-stock

industry is of special importance, full grazing privileges will be given
at first, and if reduction in number is afterwards found necessary
stockmen will be given ample opportunity to adjust their business
to the new conditions. Every effort will be made to distribute the
stock satisfactorily on the range, in order to secure greater harmony
among the users of the Forests, to reduce the waste of forage by tramp-
ing in unnecessary movement of stock, and to obtain a more perma-
nent, judicious, and profitable use of the range.
The leading objects of the grazing regulations are:

The protection and conservative use of all National Forest land

adapted for grazing.
The permanent good of the live-stock industry through proper care

and improvement of the grazing lands.

The protection of the settler and home builder against unfair com-
petition in the use of the range.

It is expected that the stock owners will earnestly cooperate in

carrying out the regulations.
Permits will be issued to graze a certain, number of live stock in

each National Forest, or part thereof, so long as no damage is done by
such stock. A reduction will be made from the number of stock

grazed during the previous season if, owing to the number grazed
or the method of handling the stock, damage is being done to the

Forest, and in extreme cases all stock will be excluded.
Cattle and horses will usually be allowed to graze in all National

Forests. Sheep and goats will be allowed to graze in National
Forests or in parts thereof where the conditions warrant, but will be
restricted to the areas and grazing periods fixed by the Forest Service.
Permits will usually be granted for one year, but where all contro-

versies have been settled and proper numbers of stock are allowed,
the Secretary of Agriculture will authorize the approval of applications
for periods of not more than five years, with the understanding that
all permits are terminable at any time and that the renewal of permits
will be within his discretion.
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GRAZING REGULATIONS.

ALLOTMENTS.

Reg. G-l. The Secretary of Agriculture will prescribe each year
the number of stock to be allowed in each National Forest, and will

authorize the approval of applications for permits during periods
of

one or more years, but revocable at any time within his discretion.

The yearlong grazing fee to be charged for each class of stock will be
determined by the Forester in accordance with Reg. G-4. Seasons
less than yearlong will be established by the District Forester, wrho
will determine the fees to be charged for each short season in accord-
ance with the established schedule and the provisions of Reg. G-4.
When notified of the establishment of grazing allowances and year-
long rates for any National Forest, the District Forester will establish

and fix the rates for all grazing periods less than yearlong and will

transmit instructions to the Supervisor, who will issue grazing permits
in accordance therewith. Fifteen days may be added to the grazing
period, in the discretion of the Supervisor, without charge.

STOCK EXEMPT FROM PERMIT.

Reg. G-2. All persons must secure permits before grazing any
stock in a National Forest, except for the few head in actual use by
prospectors, campers, and travelers, or saddle, pack, and work
animals actually used in connection with permitted operations on
the National Forests, and milch or work animals not exceeding a

total of 10 head owned and in use by bona fide settlers residing in or

near a National Forest, which require no permit.

DISTRICTS AND DIVISIONS.

Reg. G-3. The grazing of sheep and goats upon any portion of a

Forest must not be allowed until authorized by the Forester. This
authorization secured, the kind of stock to be grazed in each district

open to grazing on the Forests will be determined by the District

Forester. Under his general instructions, National Forests in which

grazing is allowed will be divided into districts by the Supervisor, who
wilLprovide for the distribution of stock among the districts, and make
such range divisions among applicants for grazing permits as appear
most equitable and for the best interests of the National Forest and
its users. When required for the protection of camping places, lakes

and streams, roads and trails, etc., or of areas which are to be

reforested, the Supervisor may exclude stock from specified areas for

such period of time as is necessary. Stock will be excluded from areas

where they will destroy young growth or will prevent reproduction.
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FEES.

Reg. G-4. A reasonable fee will be charged for grazing all kinds of

live stock on National Forests, except as otherwise provided in these

Regulations. The rates will be based upon the yearlong rate for

cattle which will be from 35 to 60 cents per head, depending upon the

advantages and the locality of the Forest.

The yearlong rates for horses will be from 25 to 40 per cent more,
and the yearlong rates for swine from 25 to 40 per cent less than the
rate for cattle. On Forests where the quality of range and advantages
for grazing cattle and sheep or goats are equal, the yearlong rate for

sheep and goats will be 30 per cent of the yearlong rate for cattle, but
where the above-mentioned conditions warrant it, this percentage
may be departed from and the yearlong rates for sheep and goats
fixed within the following limits: From 10 to 12 cents on Forests
where the rate for cattle is 35 cents; from 12 to 14 cents on For-
ests where the rate for cattle is 40 cents; from 12 to 15 cents on Forests
where the rate for cattle is 45 cents; from 14 to 16 cents on For-
ests where the rate for cattle is 50 cents; from 15 to 18 cents on
Forests where the rate for cattle is 60 cents.

The rates for all kinds of stock for periods shorter than yearlong
will be based upon a charge of one-ninth of the annual rate per month
for periods of less than four months or periods beginning between

July 15 and October 15, or of one-tenth of the annual rate per month
for periods of four months or over beginning between October 16 and

July 14, provided that the rates on sheep, goats, and swine shall not
be divided into fractional amounts of less than one-fourth of 1 cent,
and the rates on cattle and horses shall not be divided into fractional

amounts of less than 1 cent
;
and provided that the minimum rate for

any short period shall not be less than 20 cents per head on cattle, 25
cents per head on horses, 12 cents per head on swine, or 5 cents per
head on sheep or goats. An extra charge of 2 cents per head will be
made for sheep or goats which are allowed to enter the National
Forests for the purpose of lambing or kidding. No charge will be
made for animals under 6 months of age at the time of entering the

Forest, which are the natural increase of stock upon which fees are

paid or for those born during the season forwhich the permit is allowed :

Provided, however, That the grazing fees in force at the date of these

Regulations shall continue in effept for all permits issued prior to and

including December 31, 1911.

PAYMENTS AND PERMITS.

Reg. G-5. All grazing fees are payable in advance. When an

applicant for a grazing permit is notified by the Supervisor that his

application has been approved, he will remit the amount due for

grazing fees to the District United States Depository, and upon
receipt of notice by the Supervisor that payment has been made, a

permit will be issued allowing the stock to enter the Forest and
remain during the period specified.

Persons who fail to pay the grazing fee before the beginning of the

grazing period must notify the Supervisor and give satisfactory
reasons, or within the discretion of the Supervisor may be denied a

grazing permit the following season.
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REFUNDS.

Reg. G-6. Grazing fees will not be refunded for nonuse of the

permit, except when, in the opinion of the District Forester, the

applicant is prevented from using the range by circumstances over
which he has no control, or his range is trespassed upon, or renewal
of permit is allowed to a purchaser of the stock.

QUALIFICATIONS OF APPLICANTS.

Reg. G-7. Grazing permits will be issued only to persons entitled

to share in the use of the range within National Forests by virtue of

prior use and occupancy of National Forest lands for grazing pur-
poses; or by local residence, ownership of improved ranch property
within or near the Forest, and dependence upon the range ;

or by the

acquisition of stock grazed upon National Forest lands under permit
and of improved ranch property used in connection with the stock,
under circumstances which warrant an entire or partial renewal of

the permit issued to the former owner, except when there is surplus
range, in which case temporary permits may be issued to owners of

transient stock.

Nonuse of a range during one year, except as authorized by the
District Forester, will be sufficient grounds lor the denial of grazing
privileges.

PREFERENCE S.

Reg. G-8. Citizens of the United States will be given preference
in the use of the National Forests, but persons who are not citizens

may be allowed grazing permits provided they are bona fide residents

and owners of improved ranch property either within or adj acent to

a National Forest.

Regular occupants of the range who own and reside upon improved
ranch property in or near National Forests will be given first con-

sideration, but will be limited to a number which will not exclude

regular occupants who reside or whose stock are wintered at a greater
distance from the National Forests. With this provision applicants
for grazing permits will be given preference in the following order:

Class A: Persons owning and residing upon improved ranch

property within or near a National Forest who are dependent upon
the National Forest for range and who do not own more than the
established protective limit number of stock.

Class B : Regular users of National Forest range who own numbers
of stock in excess of the established protective limits, or who do not
own improved ranch property within or near a National Forest.

Class C: Persons who are not regular users of National Forest

range and who do not own improved ranch property within or near a
National Forest. Class C applicants will not be granted permits
upon Forests which are fully occupied by permittees of classes

A and B.
Persons who have not regularly used the range within newly

created National Forests during preceding years will not be allowed

to place stock upon it for the purpose of establishing a grazing pri-

ority, unless they are bona fide settlers living either within or adj acent

to the National Forest, who are entitled to share in the use of the

range as class A applicants.
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NOTICE TO APPLICANTS.

Reg. G-9. When notice of the grazing allowance, periods, and
rates for each year has been received by the Supervisor he will give

public notice of a date on or before which all applications for grazing
must be presented to him. Permits may be refused to persons who
do not file their applications within the required time unless satis-

factory reasons are given.

APPLICATION FOB PERMITS.

Reg. G-10. Applications for grazing permits must be submitted
on blank forms which will be furnished by the Supervisor and the
information necessary to complete the application must be furnished
in detail. The number of stock must not be greater than the number
the applicant actually owns or intends to purchase or less than the
number he intends to graze upon the Forest. Speculation in the
use of grazing permits will not be allowed, and permits will be refused
or canceled for intentional false statement of the number of stock
owned.
For all purposes of permanent allotment each member or stock-

holder of a firm or corporation will be considered as holding a permit
to graze the full number of stock covered by any and all grazing
permits issued to such firm or

corporation. The individual permit
of a person who acquires an interest in the permit of any firm or

corporation will be subject to reduction in its renewal when the com-
bined number of stock covered by all permits in which the person is

interested exceeds the maximum limit.

PROTECTIVE AND MAXIMUM LIMITS.

Reg. G-ll. When necessary to secure an equitable distribution
of grazing privileges the District Forester will establish protective
limits covering the number of stock for which the permits of small
owners will be exempt from reduction in their renewal. Permits for

numbers of stock in excess of the protective limits will be subject to

necessary sliding scale or other reductions and will not be subject
to increase in number except through purchase of stock and ranches
of other permittees. (See Keg. G-13.)
When necessary to prevent monopoly of the range the District

Forester will establish maximum limits in the number of stock for

which a permit will be issued to any one person, firm, or corporation.
Permits for numbers of stock in excess of the maximum limits will

be issued only to persons who, during the preceding year, held per-
mits to graze numbers of stock equal to or greater than that for

which application is made. The District Forester may suspend the
maximum limit in special cases.

PERMITS TO NEW OWNERS.

Reg. G-12. Grazing applications,
other than for renewal of per-

mit, will not be approved if the average number of stock per permit
upon the Forest is more than 20 per cent below the established pro-
tective limit number, or if the approval of such applications require
a reduction of more than 20 per cent upon any permit of the preced-
ing year. If a Forest is fully stocked the total number of stock to be
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distributed among new applicants and permittees below the protec-
tive limit during one year must not exceed 3 per cent of the total

number authorized for the year, and no new permit will be issued

for more than one-half of the protective limit number; or, if the

average number of stock per permit is less than the established pro-
tective limit, no new permit will be issued for more than one-fourth

of the protective limit number, nor will such permit be issued except
for stock which will be fed during the winter from the products of

the permittee's ranch.

Upon fully stocked Forests, applications other than for renewal of

permit will not be considered unless filed with the Supervisor six

months before the beginning of the grazing season.

Persons who have sold their stock grazed under permit and signed
a waiver to their preference will not be recognized as new applicants
for a period of three years from the date of the waiver, except as

purchasers of permitted stock.

RENEWAL OF PERMITS.

Reg. G-13. Grazing permits will be renewed only when the grazing
of the class of stock involved is authorized by the Secretary of Agri-
culture. Permits for numbers of stock in excess of the established

protective limits will be subject to reduction in their renewal, and no
division or sale of stock and ranches will exempt such permits from
reduction. A permit may be divided in its renewal because of divi-

sion of stock and ranches between two or more owners or purchasers,
but not more than one permit will be issued for less than the pro-
tective limit number of stock because of such division.

A renewal of permit may be allowed the purchaser of stock grazed
under permit and the ranches used in connection therewith, provided
that the permittee from whom the stock is purchased has used the

range during three or more successive years and the purchaser has
secured a waiver from the permittee of all preference in renewal of

the permit. The mere purchase of stock grazed under permit will

not entitle the purchaser to share in the grazing privilege, but if he
is the owner or improved ranch property which is commensurate,
and used in connection, with the stock a renewal of permit may be
allowed for not to exceed 80 per cent of the number of stock pur-
chased, and provided that a full renewal will be allowed if the

purchaser is a resident ranch owner who does not own a total of

more than the protective limit number of stock. When all stock

grazed under permit and all ranch property used in connection
thereof by a permittee is purchased a full renewal of permit may be
allowed subject to the maximum limit restriction and to necessary
reductions applicable to other permits of the same class.

SETTLEMENT OF CONTROVERSIES.

Reg. G-14. Whenever there is a dispute between grazing appli-
cants for the same area the Supervisor will notify them to appear
before him at a stated time and place, to make a statement of

their claims. After all evidence has been presented the Supervisor
will decide who shall be granted permits, and will forthwith notify
each party to the dispute of his decision and his reasons therefor,
which will be final unless written notice of appeal to the District
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Forester is given within 10 days thereafter. Upon filing such notice

20 days will be allowed for preparation of the case for presentation
to the District Forester.

APPEALS.

Reg. G-15. The disapproval of an application for grazing privi-

leges, the denial of an increase or the requirement of a reduction in

the number of stock covered by a permit in its renewal, or the dis-

approval of a request for a certain range allotment by the Super-
visor shall be considered final unless written request for a recon-
sideration of the case is filed with the Supervisor within 10 days
from the date of the receipt of his decision. The decision of the

Supervisor after a reconsideration of the case shall be considered
final unless written notice of appeal to the District Forester is filed

with the Supervisor within 10 days from the receipt of his decision.

The decision of the District Forester, under this or the foregoing
regulation, shall be considered final unless written notice of appeal
to the Forester is filed with the District Forester within 10 days
from the receipt of his decision. Appeal may also be taken to the

Secretary of Agriculture from adverse decisions of the Forester and
must be presented to the Secretary of Agriculture .within 30 days
from notice of the decision of the Forester. Appeal under this or
the foregoing regulation to the District Forester, the Forester, or the

Secretary of Agriculture will avail only when it is shown by the
evidence submitted that the decision is not warranted by the facts

or is contrary to the grazing regulations or the instructions covering
the allotment of grazing privileges.

BONDS.

Reg. G-16. Whenever it is necessary for the protection of a
National Forest, or of the interests dependent upon it, the Supervisor
may require the owners of transient stock, or nonresidents of the
State or Territory in which the National Forest is located, or persons
who have persistently violated the regulations of the Secretary of

Agriculture to give good and sufficient bond to insure payment for

all damage sustained by the Government through violation of the

regulations or the terms of the permit.

PERMITS NOT TRANSFERABLE.

Reg. G-17. Permits will be granted only for the exclusive use and
benefit of the owners of the stock, and will be forfeited if sold or

transferred in any manner or for any consideration. If stock grazed
under permit is sold during the term of the permit the original permit
must be surrendered to the Supervisor, who upon receipt of evidence
that the sale is bona fide will cancel the original permit and will

issue, free of charge, an amended permit to the original permittee
for the number of stock retained and a permit to the purchaser for

the number of stock purchased, which will allow the grazing of such
stock upon the National Forest during the remainder of the permit
period. Action upon the application of the purchaser in subsequent
permit allotments will be in accordance with the regulations and
instructions governing the renewal of permits to purchasers.
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ON AND OFF PERMITS.

Reg. G-18. Persons owning stock which regularly graze on

only partially
included within a National Forest, or upon range which

includes private land of unknown ownership, may be granted permits
for such portion of their stock as the circumstances appear to

j ustify,
but may be required so to herd or handle their stocK as to prevent
trespassing by that portion for which a permit is not granted.

PRIVATE LANDS.

Reg. G-19. Persons who own, or who have leased from the owners,
unfenced land within any National Forest which they desire to use
for grazing purposes without being required to keep their stock upon
the land, upon waiving the right to the exclusive use of the

private
land and allowing it to remain open to other stock grazed upon
National Forest land under permit, will be allowed, free of charge,
to graze the number of stock upon the National Forest which trie

private lands will support.
The application must be accompanied by a personal certificate of

title showing the description and ownership of the land, and, if

leased from an owner, a copy of the lease, and must state the number
and kind of stock permit is desired for, the range which it is desired

to occupy, and the period during which the stock will remain upon
the Forest. Permits will be subject to the same restrictions regarding
the use of the range as permits issued under other regulations.

CROSSING PERMITS.

Reg. G-20. Persons wishing to drive stock across any portion of a
National Forest to reach either private or public lands, except when
the stock will be driven along a public highway or will not be grazed
upon National Forest lands, must make application to the Supervisor
or other Forest officer for a permit to graze the stock en route and
must have a permit from the Supervisor, or such other Forest officer

as he may designate, before entering the National Forest. The appli-
cation must state the number of stock to be driven, the date of start-

ing, and period required for passage. Grazing must be confined to

the limits and along the route designated by the Forest officers, and
will only be allowed for the period necessary for stock to cross the

National Forest.

ADVISORY BOARDS.

Reg. G-21. Whenever any live stock association whose member-

ship
includes a majority of the owners of any class of live stock using

a National Forest or portion thereof shall select a committee, an

agreement on the part of which shall be binding upon the association,
such committee, upon application to the District Forester, may be

recognized as an advisory board for the association, and shall then
be entitled to receive notice of proposed action and have an oppor-
tunity to be heard by the local Forest officer in reference to increase

or decrease in the number of stock to be allowed for any year, the

division of the range between different classes of stock or their

owners, or the adoption of special rules to meet local conditions.
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Whenever a State livestock association appoints an advisory
board it may be recognized by the District Forester and consulted

with in regard to matters which affect the general administration of

the National Forests within the entire State.

Whenever a National livestock association, representing the owners
of any kind of stock, appoints an advisory board or committee rep-

resenting the users of the National Forests in all of the different

States, it will be recognized by the Secretary of Agriculture and the

Forester and consulted with annually regarding matters which con-

cern the general welfare of the stockmen using the National Forest

ranges.
COUNTING STOCK.

Reg. G-22. When an owner who has a permit is ready to drive in

his stock he must notify the nearest Forest officer, by mail or other-

wise, stating the number to be driven in. If called upon to do so,

he must provide for having his stock counted before entering a

National Forest, or at any time afterwards when the number of

stock appears to be greater than the number covered by permit.
Whenever any stock is removed before the expiration of the permit,
it can be replaced by other stock to fill out the number covered by
permit if the Forest officer is notified of such action at once.

DAM;AGE TO noADS, TRAILS, on SPRINGS.

Reg. G-23. Each person or group of persons granted grazing per-
mits must repair all damage to roads or trails caused by the presence
of their stock in any portion of a National Forest, and build any
new roads or trails found necessary for the proper handling of their

stock. They must also fence any spring or seep which is being dam-
aged by the tramping of their stock, and, if required by the Supervisor,
must pipe the water into troughs for watering stock. Such troughs
must be open for public use.

BEDDING SHEEP AND GOATS.

Reg. G-24. Sheep and goats must not be bedded more than six

nights in succession in the same place, except when bedding bands
of ewes during lambing season; and must not be bedded within 300

yards of any running stream or living spring, except in rare cases
where this restriction is clearly impracticable.

DISPOSITION OF CARCASSES.

Reg. G-25. The carcasses of all animals which die on the National
Forest from contagious or infectious diseases must be burned and the
carcasses of all animals which die in the close vicinity of water must
be removed immediately, and buried or burned.

SALTING STOCK.
%

Reg. G-26. Whenever the Forest officers require it, all stock
grazed under permit must be salted regularly at such places and in
such manner as they may designate.
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QUARANTINE AND LOCAL LAWS.

Reg. G-27. All stock which is grazed under permit in, or allowed

to cross, any National Forest w'll be required to conform to the quar-
antine regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture, and all live stock

laws of the State or Territory in which the National Forest is located.

Forest officers will cooperate with State or Territorial officials, so far

as they can without undue interference with their regular Fon^i

work, to enforce local laws for the protection of stock, and will

promptly inform the State officials of all violations discovered.

PROTECTION OF GAME, FISH, AND BIRDS.

Reg. G-28. All Forest officers will cooperate with State or Terri-

torial officials, so far as they can without undue interference with

their regular Forest work, to enforce local laws for the protection of

birds, fish, and game. When properly authorized to do So they will

act without additional pay as deputy game wardens with full power
to enforce local laws, but may not accept any fees or rewards orparts
of fines on account of the enforcement of State game laws. Forest

officers and employees may, however, accept any bounties voluntarily
offered by any State or county or any association or individual for

the destruction of predatory wild animals.



INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, D. C., March 18,1911.
The following procedure and instructions are hereby established

and issued to take effect May 1, 1911, governing the enforcement of

the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to the grazing
of live stock in the National Forests.

H. S. GRAVES, Forester.

Approved :

JAMES WILSON, Secretary.

ALLOTMENTS. (Beg. G-l.)

The Secretary of Agriculture prescribes the number and class of stock

Authorit
^ ^? a^owe(^ U POI1 each Forest and the schedule of

grazing fees. The yearlong fees for each Forest within
the limits prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture are determined

by the Forester to secure uniformity between different administrative
districts. The short grazing periods and the accompanying fees are

determined within the limits prescribed by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture by the District Forester to secure uniformity between different

Forests in the same District.

When an application is received for grazing a kind of stock which

Applications for
nas no^ t>een provided for by the Secretary of Agri-

an unauthorized culture, a full report with recommendations will be
made to the District Forester and his instructions

received before disapproval of the application.
All instructions in reference to the issuance of permits for any

Allowance letters
one vear w^ remain in force during subsequent

effective until re- years unless revoked or superseded by other
voked *

!_

instructions.

All stock upon which fees are paid are counted against the

stock chargeable number of stock allowed upon a Forest by the
against allotment.

Secretary of Agriculture.
Stock grazed free of charge under Reg. G-2 or under Reg. G-19,

stock not charge-
stock grazed under free permits issued on account

Snt
against allot" f the sale and transfer of stock, Reg. G-17, or under

free crossing permits, Reg. G-20, and stock under 6
months old at time of entry, which is the natural increase of stock
covered by permit, are not chargeable against the allotment.
The total number of stock allowed under paid permit upon the

Forest at any one time during the year must not
exceed the number authorized by the Secretary of

Agriculture under Reg. G-l.
When the issuance of permits for different short periods causes the

total number of stock covered by all permits issued during the year
86104 11 2 17
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to exceed the number authorized, an explanatory note should be
added in making the annual report at the end of tne fiscal vear,

Where Forests are created or additions made after the neginning

Allowances on new ^ the grazing season, the Secretary of Agriculture.
Forests or addi- except under unusual circumstances, will authorize

the grazing use of the area free of cnarge and with

out permit until the beginning of the next grazing year by all per-
sons who have regularly used the range during preceding years for

any class of stock.

During the first season a Forest or new addition is under adminis-

tration, the Supervisor should make an investigation

new a
C

ddwoSI
us on

to ascertain the names of the stockmen using tho

range and the number of each kind of stock they are

grazing upon it, and any other information necessary for him to make
proper recommendations in his annual Forest plan in reference to

grazing allowances, periods, rates, and the division of the range
into grazing

districts. This may be accomplished by sending to the

rangers a list of all questions upon which the Supervisor desires

information.
If he considers it necessary for the proper control of grazing Upon

newly created Forests or upon new additions to the Forests, the

Supervisor may issue herders' identification cards to persons who
show priority in the use of the range, retaining a record of each
card.

Since the Secretary of Agriculture's authorization is based upon

Grazin estimate
^e Supervisor's estimate of the grazing capacity of

his Forest, the estimate should be carefully prepared.
The first step should be to divide the entire range among the different

classes of stock. Having ascertained the area of

mS
a
c
S

onditions.
noi:~

range available for each class of stock, the number it

will support will be determined. This estimate should,
as far as possible, be based upon the normal condition of the range
and should not be varied from year to year to meet departures from

normal, except as a measure of Forest protection. Increased capac-

ity due to natural conditions known to be abnormal should not be

accepted as grounds for increases in the numbers of stock. The
allotment should in every case be low enough to prevent damage to

the Forest.

In preparing estimates, the Supervisor will not consider the carry-

ing capacity of the following classes of land:

er
Landsnotconsid- patented lands of any character.

Subsisting mining locations.

Entries under United States land laws.

Indian allotments.
State lands granted or selected under Acts of Congress.

. Railroad lands within primary grant limits.

Surveyed and selected railroad lands within indemnity limits

other selections provided for by law.

Subsisting squatter's claims.

The carrying capacity of all Government lands within the National
Forests not otherwise reserved or closed to grazing

estim
n
a
(

te.

included in

^9
r protective purposes and unsurveyed school sec-

tions or unsurveyed lands within indemnity limits of

railroad grants should be considered in the estimate.
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The permits issued by the Forest Service do not grant authority
to graze stock upon any except National Forest lands,

iandT
ins n private and the Government is not responsible for the intru-

sion of permitted stock upon private lands. Contro-

versies must be settled between the owner of the stock and the

owner of the land under the State laws and in the State courts. They
are not violations of the regulations and do not require action by the

Forest Service.

Grazing periods will be established for each National Forest to meet
the general needs of the people and to secure an
economical use of the forage. No reduction in grazing

fees will be made when the stock do not graze upon the National

Forest during the entire period allowed, nor will an increased number
of stock be allowed to enter the Forest for this reason.

The Supervisor may allow stock to enter not more than 15 days
in advance of the date fixed for the beginning of a

Pe^s
e

o
n
r
sion by Su~

grazing period, or allow it to remain 15 days after the

expiration without additional charge, when the needs
of the people demand such action and the condition of the range
warrants. The additional time will not be stated in the permit, but

permission to enter before or remain after the regularly established

dates will be given either by general notice or by a letter written to

the applicant.
In fixing the grazing periods, an endeavor is made to make them

meet local conditions and to allow grazing when the
Points to consider. , i ' , ^ ^ -i

particular range in question can be used to the best

advantage without injury to the Forest. It is inadvisable to hold
stock on winter ranges in feed lots after the range within a Forest is

ready for use. It is still more inadvisable to allow stock on Forest

ranges before the feed has started, or while the range is so wet that
the stock will cause injury to both forage and tree growth. The
condition of the range rather than the desires of the applicants must
determine the period. Supervisors should endeavor to recommend
seasons which secure the best use of the range without damage.
When grazing periods have been fixed by the Forester or the District

special seasons Forester, stockmen will be required to secure permit
and pay the fee for the full period. Special seasons

can be allowed only in cases where the circumstances render such
action absolutely necessary. For example, if a certain range will

support 10,000 head of sheep from June 1 to October 31, its incomplete
utilization means a loss of forage values, a loss of revenue to the

Government, and a loss of opportunity by others than the permittees
to put stock on the range.
On Forests where all controversies have been settled and conditions

are such that under ordinary circumstances no
tions

e"year apphca"

material changes are liable to be made in ranges,
grazing areas, or the number of stock allowed, the

Supervisor may recommend the acceptance of five-year applications,
which, upon approval by the District Forester, will be authorized by
the Secretary of Agriculture. The permit will be issued annually
and the approval of the application for a five-year period will only
guarantee a renewal from year to year during the five-year period in
the event that grazing is authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture,
and there is no cancellation of the permit by him.
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All applications for grazing during a term of years which are

Annual reduction
RPProve3 fpr more than the protective limit number
or stock will be subject to an annual reduction not

exceeding 5 per cent to provide for the issuance of permits to new
settlers within or in the immediate vicinity of the National Forest,
and to any additional reduction which may be necessary to stop
damage to the Forest. Applications for the renewal of permits at the

expiration of the term of years, if approved, will be subject to such
reduction as may be necessary to provide for the issuance of permits
to other new settlers or new owners.
Permits during a term of years will not be authorized on Forests

when issued
where it is apparent that the number of stock using
the Forest must be materially reduced to stop damage

to range or Forest, or where radical changes may be necessary to adjust
the rights of permittees.
Since the approval of applications for permits during five-year

Approval of uses. Peri?ds is entirely for the purpose of giving better
service to the stockmen, the system should not be

recommended unless it meets with the approval of a reasonable num-
ber of the users of the Forest. Supervisors who have been authorized
to approve applications for term permits need not insist upon their

acceptance if the stockmen do not care to take advantage of the privi-

lege or, having done so, desire to discontinue it.

Monthly permits will be authorized only for winter grazing where
special conditions warrant it. Despite the fact that

Monthly permits. .\ ,
< i

they may be more convenient for the permittees,
there are several factors which render the general issuance of permits
on a monthly basis impracticable from an administrative viewpoint.
The first is that the practice will result in a disregard of the periods
of use to which the ranges are naturally adapted, with consequent
incomplete utilization, alternate understocking and overstocking, loss

of range capacity, loss of control, and loss of revenue. Another
objectionable feature of the monthly permit system is that it would
require each ranger to keep account of the dates upon which each

permit began and ended, and each Supervisor to maintain a similar

Not practical
record. Such permits would necessarily be subject
to extension and additional payments would be

required. For these reasons special seasons will not be allowed
unless demanded by exceptional conditions.
Winter ranges should not be allotted for use during the summer if

winter ranges
such action will prevent their proper use during the
winter by settlers residing in or near the Forest who

are dependent upon such ranges for wintering their stock. A range
which can not be used during the summer season but forms a part of
the winter range can not be classified as an unused range in the sense
that term is used when Supervisors are authorized to allow permits
for increased numbers of stock contingent upon the development of
unused ranges by the creation of new sources of water supply, etc.

Upon receipt in the District office of the Supervisor's annual plan
Procedure

^e grazmg section will be referred to the office of

Grazing. The Assistant District Forester in charge
will review the report of grazing conditions and pass upon the recom-

District office
mendations. He will then prepare a memorandum
to the Forester recommending the number of each

class of stock to be authorized upon the Forest during the following
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season. A letter for the signature of the District Forester to the

Supervisor will then be prepared giving detailed instructions for the

handling of the grazing during the coming season and covering the

following points :

1. The number of stock of each class authorized.

2. The grazing periods.
3. The grazing fees.

4. Allotment of stock.

5. Special points of policy or administration.

6. Instructions for advertising.
Two carbons of this letter undated and signed by the District

Forester and bearing a space for the Forester's approval, together with
the District Forester's memorandum and a copy of the grazing sec-

tion of the Supervisor's annual Forest plan, will be forwarded to the

Forester, the original of the District Forester's letter being held in a

waiting file.

After its receipt in Washington and after the authorization for

grazing has been signed by the Secretary of Agricul-
Washington office. f

J
-. -, , ^ &

ture and the yearlong lees approved by the Forester,
the District Forester will be notified by wire and the approved carbon
of his letter mailed to him. On receipt of the telegraphic approval
he will date and mail his instructions to the Supervisor after making
the proper entries on the authorization record card. (Form 404.)
If modifications of the District Forester's letters are required he will

be notified by letter and will change his instructions to the Supervisor
accordingly.
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term " milch or work animals.

STOCK EXEMPT PROM PERMIT. (Reg. G-2.)

No stock may be grazed without a permit, except milch or work
animals which are in actual use. A settler owning only 10 head or
less of stock which are neither milch nor work animals will be required
to apply for permit and pay the grazing fees, while a settler owning
any number of stock will oe allowed to graze 10 head of milch or work
animals without permit and free of charge.
The privilege must not be abused, but, on the other hand, some

discretion may be used in the interpretation of the
term " milch or work animals." The settler's family
may be using all the milk produced or he may be

operating a dairy. Saddle animals may be used for handling stock

f
razed under permit and at the same time be stock horses which are
red or sold by the permittee as a part of his stock business. Work

horses may be used in timber sales or improvement work for a part of

the season and for other purposes during the remainder of the time.
Milch cows may dry up and run on the range during a part of the
season. The determination of whether an exemption may or may not
be allowed rests with the Supervisor, the only restriction being that
each class of animals must be used for the purposes mentioned at

least during a part of each year, or else must be covered by a graz-
ing permit. A saddle horse not in use and turned out to graze dur-

ing any entire established season should be covered by permit.
In cases where transportation companies are grazing large numbers

of horses which are used in transporting travelers within National

Forests, the stock must be covered by permit.
Special concessions may be made by the Secretary of Agriculture

to Indians who are dependent upon the use of the

to
s e

d
c

iais
ncessions National Forest ranges for the pasturage of their

stock. In all cases where it appears that concessions

should be made to Indians a report of the facts will be made by the

Supervisor to the District Forester who will forward a copy of the

report to the Forester with suitable recommendations.

Rangers will keep a record and include in their report for the

Record of stock quarter ending September 30 each year, a statement
grazed without per- of the approximate number of owners and of stock

grazed without permit in each district, in order that

the .Supervisor may consider it in his annual Forest plan.



BiSTItlCTS AND DIVISIONS. (Beg. G-3.)

The grazing of any class of stock upon any part of a National
Forest is allowed under authority of the Secretary of Agriculture.

By authority of the act of June 4, 1897. regulations of the Secretary
or Agriculture govern the use of public lands within the National
Forests and are supreme, even though the State law is in conflict

with them. When not in conflict with the Federal law, the State

law is effective.

It is within the authority of the Supervisor to close an area from all

grazing, to reduce the number of stock allowed uponExclusion of stock. P. , ., ., ..

it, or to prohibit its use by certain classes of stock

when the silvicultural needs of the Forest demand it. For instance,

sheep may be excluded from a timber-sale area for a certain number
of years after cutting; or, in a year of scarcity of mast, hogs (other-
wise permitted) may be excluded from the oak type. Where plant-

ing operations are being carried on, it will usually be necessary to

exclude all classes of stock.

If silvical investigations show that grazing is responsible for the

scantiness or lack of reproduction over a considerable area, a portion
of it may be withdrawn from range use until young growth has
become established, several years later another portion, and so on
until the whole area has been treated. It is desirable, of course, to

secure the welfare of the Forest with the least possible friction or

interference with the stock interests. When it becomes necessary to

prohibit all grazing on an area of such an extent as to necessitate a

reduction of the number of stock allowed on the Forest for the pur-
pose of forest protection or to protect the water supply of a com-

munity, the Supervisor should request an investigation from the

District office. If it is found necessary, the Supervisor, with the

District Forester's approval, will take the action. Where action of

this sort can not be effected by a shift in ranges but will result in a

cut in the number allowed a permittee or in the entire exclusion of

his stock, copies of the letters rejecting the application or amending
a permit will be sent the District office with necessary explanations
in order that the District Forester may be in a position to answer

complaints. Where the cancellation of a permit is entailed, the
District Forester will take the action. Except in emergency cases

closures should be made to take effect at the beginning of the grazing
season and outstanding permits allowed to stand through the period
granted.
When any area within a National Forest contains a growth of

poisonous plants in such quantity as to make dan-
plant

gerous its use for grazing and the danger period has
been determined, the exterior limits of the area will

be posted with warning notices (Form 766) cautioning stockmen
against allowing their stock to graze within the area during the time
when the poisonous plant is dangerous.

23
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The ranges within the National Forests should be used by the
of stock for which they are best adapted, excej

cis
s

of raJge.
f each when this would not be consistent with the welfa

of the local residents or the proper protection of t

Forests. When an application is received for a kind of stock no

previously allowed to graze upon a range, the Supervisor should dete

mine, first, whether the change can be made without
injury

to the
Forest or the flow of streams

; second, to which class of stock trie range
is best adapted; and, third, whether the change will be detrimental to

the interests of the people residing in the vicinity of the range. The

change will be made by the District Forester only wjien all three

conditions are favorable.

For convenience of administration, Forests will be divided into

Ran e districts grazing districts. A typical Forest with an area of

1,000,000 acres should usually be divided into from
four to six districts, which may be natural grazing units, natural
administrative units, or parts of the Forest used by different classes

of stock .growers or different -classes of stock. Wherever possible

they will coincide with the lines of the administrative districts.

These should also be divided into grazing divisions which should

Ran e division
^e na^ura^ grazing units defined by topographic
boundaries with their limits determined largely by

the class of stock which is to use them. Cattle and horses ordinarily

graze both ways from a stream but seldom cross the summits of the

surrounding ridges. Sheep and goats ordinarily graze the crest and

slopes of a ridge or mountain but wiU cross none but shallow streams

except on bridges. This should be ket)t in mind in fixing range
boundary lines. Divisions, being smaller than a district, should

usually be for the use of one class of stock and should be designated
by well-known local names, such as "Mormon Lake Division."

These range divisions may, where advisable, be divided into individual

ranges.
Cattle and horses will be allotted individual ranges when topo-

graphic conditions and methods of handling make it

allotment!?
1 railge

practicable, but sheep and goats will be in every case,
unless unusual circumstances prevent. The confine-

ment of cattle or horses to individual ranges in a flat
country would,

of course, necessitate constant riding and increase the cost of handling
and is therefore inadvisable. When cattle and horses are assigned
individual ranges, the permittees will be required to make a reason-
able effort to keep their stock within the limits of their range divisions.

The manner in which sheep and goats are handled makes individual
allotments both practicable and desirable. The mixing of herds
and the consequent loss of lambs are avoided and each permittee is

encouraged to improve range conditions by better methods of han-

dling his stock. The lines of individual sheep allotments should be
as clearly defined as possible and every effort should be made to

have them thoroughly understood by the herders and camp tenders

immediately after the sheep enter the range. A full description
should be written in or on the back of the permit, and the bound-
aries should be marked where practicable with

posters.
(Form

222.) When range conditions are fairly well settled the practice of

furnishing each permittee with a copy of a map showing his own
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and the surrounding ranges is an excellent one. In making in-

dividual range allotments the number of cattle and horses which
will stray upon them must be considered and proper allowance

made for this excess.

Whenever it appears necessary for stock to cross regularly any
portion of a National Forest the Supervisor will

report the fact, with a description or the regular
route traveled, the width of driveway necessary to allow the proper
grazing of stock en route, the number and class of stock which will

probably cross, and the number of days required for crossing.

Upon receipt of such a report, if the circumstances warrant, and

grazing upon the area of the kind of stock involved

DSt
S

r
t

ict

>

Fo!?e
t

Ser
by has been authorized by the Forester, the District

Forester will establish the driveway and define the

rights to be granted.
Permits will be required for stock crossing the Forest on a regular

driveway.
If occasion demands, rangers may be detailed to accompany the

stock and see that there is no delay or trespassing.
The driveway should be as short, as easy of passage and access

as the character of the country will permit. It should also be estab-

lished with care for the interests of permittees using adjoining ranges,
and it is most important that it should be properly marked with

posters along the exterior limits, as suits and prosecutions for stray-

ing therefrom can not easily be maintained in the absence of such
notices.



Extension of per-
mits.

GRAZING FEES. (Reg. G-4.)

The full grazing fee will be charged on all animals under six months
of age which are not the natural increase of stock upon which the

fees are paid.

Grazing permits for the summer season may be extended to cover
the entire year whenever there is winter range avail-

able within the National Forest, upon the payment
of the difference between the summer and yearlong

rates on stock covered by the original permit and on all animals
which have reached the age of 6 months during the summer period.

In the extension of permits for the summer season to cover the

yearlong period, supplemental permits for the number of stock

which have reached the age of 6 months, in excess of the number
covered by the permit for the summer season, may be issued whenever
this will not result in injury to the Forest.

Any increase in the number of stock allowed under such an exten-

sion is temporary, and the applicant's preference for the following

year will be based on his original permit.
In determining the rates for periods less than one year, no division

of less than one-fourth of 1 cent will be made in the rates for sheep,

goats, or swine, or of less than 1 cent in the rates for cattle and
horses. For example, if in computing the rate for a short period on

sheep the result obtained is 6.8 the rate will be fixed at 6| cents,
but if the result is 6.9 the rate will be fixed at 7 cents. Under the

same plan if the result obtained in computing the rate for a short

perioa on cattle is 28.5, the rate will be fixed at 28 cents, but if the

result is 28.6 the rate will be fixed at 29 cents.

There is no law which authorizes the leasing of National Forest

lands for grazing purposes and there are several

reasons why the use of National Forest ranges under
an acreage lease system is impracticable. It would greatly increase

the difficulty of proper silvical development, prevent a proper use

of ranges under abnormal natural conditions, and tend to exclude

the smallest owners. Adequate protection of the Forest would be
rendered difficult if not impossible because a lease even though
filled with careful restrictions would give the lessee some right to

dictate the use to which the area would be put. During the tenure

of the lease no part of the tract could be closed to
grazing

even

though the necessity was urgent to prevent the destruction of seed-

lings, to secure reproduction on cut-over or burned areas, or to pro-
tect important watersheds. The privilege would be a fixed instead

of a flexible one, and if during the period forage was destroyed by
fire, insects, or other cause the stock would have to be removed fro]

the Forest instead of being transferred temporarily to another rang(
The leasing system would practically result in a number of individus

allotments equal to the number of permittees and this would tenc

to shut out the small owner because he could not afford to hold hi

26
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stock upon the small area to which he would be entitled. Fencing
of the leased areas would necessitate leases for a term of years, and
term leases would not only hamper Forest management, but also

preclude recognition of new applicants who might be entitled to

range.
The majority of the National Forest users are small owners who

prefer the right to graze a fixed number of stock rather than the

right to use a specified range, with a maximum but no minimum
limit.

The rates charged for sheep as shown in Reg. G-4 are, when the

quality of the range and advantages are equal, 30
Charges for sheep.

J
. ,, j

fe
,,, \, >

-.

per cent or the rates charged for cattle for the fol-

lowing reasons :

First. The proportionate number of stock under 6 months of age
grazed free on permits is much greater with sheep than with cattle.

In the feed lot the amount of feed required for one cow will support
eight sheep. On the National Forest range, where only the grown
stock is counted, the proportion is reduced to one to five, because the

proportion of lambs to the old stock is much greater than the propor-
tion of calves, and also because lambs mature more rapidly than
calves and require more feed.

Second. Under the customarv methods of handling stock upon the

range, sheep are more destructive to the young forest growth than

cattle, being herded in bands while cattle are turned loose. The
amount of forage destroyed by trampling by herded animals is also

much greater than the amount destroyed by animals running loose.

Careful investigation has shown that herded animals require from
25 to 50 per cent more range than animals which are turned loose.

This justifies a further reduction in the comparative charges to the
rates for grazing sheep and goats fixed by the regulation.

In ordinary range management it is found that horses require

charges for horses
a^ llt 25 Per cent more range space during a given
period than is required by cattle. In many localities

horses utilize feed that would otherwise remain unused and con-

sequently often graze upon fully stocked cattle or sheep ranges
without any injury from overgrazing, but as they are more readily

disturbed, travel greater distances and at greater speed than cattle,

they do more damage to forage and tree growth through trampling
and as a result require more of the range.

he forage consumed by swine is difficult to compare with that

char es for swine

y
consumed J cattle, as their feed is mast, roots, and

bulbs, rather than forage grasses and plants, but in

purposes of administration two head of swine will be considered equal
to one cow. On account of the cost of regulating hog grazing, the very
large proportionate natural increase, and the damage from rooting,
60 to 75 per cent of the rate for cattle is equitable.
A band of dry sheep will not consume as much forage as a band

of ewes with lambs, but since they will run and mass

sheep.
rges for dry to a greater degree the demand on range is about

equal. The high summer ranges of the National For-
ests are required to enable ewes to produce the maximum amount of
milk to give the lambs the growth they require to prepare them for
market. Therefore as between the two classes the higher and better

ranges should be given to the ewes and lambs. The absence of lambs
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in a band does not justify any reduction below the rates charged for

ewes with lambs, and persons grazing dry sheep will not be given a
reduction in rates or an increase in number.
The additional charge of 2 cents per head for the privilege of lambing

ewes upon the National Forests is intended to be an

^charge
for iamb- ex^ra charge for a special use of the range. It should

not be included with the season fee but should be fig-
ured separately upon the basis of the number of ewes or does to be
lambed or kidded. The control of suitable lambing grounds is one of

the most important factors in successful sheep raising. The intensive
method under which sheep must be handled cfuring the lambing season
causes more damage to the range than ordinary grazing, and the lamb-

ing charge is made for the use of the range for a special purpose which
causes more than ordinary damage to the range. It is not on account
of the additional feed required by the lambs.
The phrase

u
for the purpose of lambing or kidding'

7 should be
construed to mean the use of a range during the period from the time
the first lambs or kids are born until the herds are made up for sum-
me'r grazing, or ordinarily the period during which the herd is on the

lambing grounds. The mere fact that lambing corrals are located

upon patented land within the Forest or upon public lands immedi-

ately adjacent will not relieve a permittee from the payment of the

lambing charge. Two cents per head will be charged in all cases

where drop bands are grazed upon the Forest or where ewe bands
enter the Forest immediately after the lambs are dropped and before

the herds are made up for the summer. If a lambing ground is

located partly within a Forest and partly outside, or on private lands,
so that the stock will be grazed on and off the Forest during the

lambing period, there should be a division of the extra charge for

lambing on the same basis as the on-and-off grazing fee.

While it is true that in some cases ewes or does entering the Forest
with lambs or kids after the herds are first made up must be confined
to a limited area until the young are able to travel and consequently
damage the range to an unusual extent, the element of special use
and damage is not present and they will be charged for at the regu-
lar rate established for sheep and goats for the period.



PAYMENTS AND PERMITS. (Beg. G-5.)

In cases where it is difficult beforehand to determine the use that can
be made of a privilege, permits should be issued for the

bi?S
Z
adfance

paya"
established period whichmost closelymeets the require-
ments of the case. Special authority may be secured

later for refund of the unearned portion of the fee when the circum-
stances warrant on the basis of the percentage of use secured by the

permittee. Since a refund requires the approval of the District For-

ester, permits must not be issued with the understanding that a refund
will be made.

If an emergency requires that stock be allowed to enter the Forest

immediately, the District Forester may authorize the

si?ils.
ergencyconces"

Supervisor to allow the stock to enter upon evidence
that the fee has been forwarded to the United States

Depository, the permit to be issued when notice of receipt of the re-

mittance is received. In no case will stock be allowed to enter the For-
est before remittance has been made.
The last paragraph of this Regulation should be enforced within

the discretion conferred by the regulation. It is not

^Nonpayment
of the mtention to bar the applicant from all future use

of the range because he fails to pay his grazing fee for

one season. If he fails and his stock graze upon the Forest he
becomes a trespasser and may be denied a permit until he settles

his trespass; or, if he makes application without intending to use the

range but merely to hold it to the exclusion of other applicants, he

may be denied a permit. If his failure to make the required pay-
ment does not deprive others of range or necessitate a readjustment
of grazing allotments, it may be overlooked and need not be made
the grounds for a rejection of an application.

Upon receipt of notice by the Supervisor that the
Permits. \ . T ^j -n i i

fees have been paid a permit will be issued.

When the amount paid is less than the amount due, the Supervisor
will notify the applicant to remit the remainder,

17 *****
withholding the permit until he does so. If after a

reasonable time the applicant fails to remit the
amount due, the Supervisor may issue a permit for the number of

stock which the fees paid will cover.

Grazing permits will be issued only for authorized periods, except
when it is necessary to shorten the period to stop damage to the
Forest.

Yearlong permits will begin at the opening of the summer grazing
season and end on the day preceding the corresponding date of the

following year.
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Unless the range to be occupied is clearly stated in each permit, a

suit for trespass brought against a permittee for

grazing his stock on the ranges of others may fail.

The permit will be prepared in
triplicate

and given the number of

Procedure
^6 application on which it is issued. The original,

accompanied by the original letter of transmittal,
will be sent the permittee, one copy to the ranger interested, and the

third filed in the Supervisor's office.

Term permits will show the year for which issued, thus: "Five-

year period, first year."
The District Forester may in his discretion require copies of per-

mits issued to be sent to him for review.



REFUNDS. (Beg. G-6.)

Whenever payment in excess of the amount due is itiade^ the"

amount overpaid will be refunded. Applications' for*

the refund of moneys in excess of the amount due
inust be accompanied by a copy of the grazing permit issued, show-

ing the amount received and the number of stock and grazing period
covered by the permit.

All claims for refunds will be considered in accordance with Regula-
tion G-6.

Applications for the refund of money paid on account of & grazing

permit must be accompanied by a statement giviilg

fuSd
unds for re~ the reasons for not using the permit. This may

be either the written statement of the permittee or

a report by a Forest officer who has looked up the case.

Refunds will be made to a person who applies for a permit and does
not use it only when the nonuse is caused by some circumstance over
which he has no control. Unusual climatic conditions, floods, high
water in streams, heavy snow, etc., or infectious disease causing
quarantine by Federal or State authority, loss of stock caused by
poison, disease, railroad wrecks, or in some unusual manner are all

good reasons for refund. In all cases of unusual loss where it i3

either impracticable or impossible for the applicant to secure othetf

stock, a refund may be made, but if the stock: can be replaced this1

should be required, as in the case where a portion of the stock has been
sold and removed from the range.
An equitable portion of the grazing fees may be refunded when a

permittee is prevented from enjoying the full use of his range by
reason of trespassing stock entering upon it or on account of an error

by a Forest officer.

Refunds will be made on account of stock having been sold only

sale of stock
when the preference in renewal of the permit is waived

by the original owner to the Government and the

purchaser is allowed a permit. In such a case the fees on the
number of stock repermitted may be refunded to the original permittee
on his request.
The amount which will be refunded will not exceed the amount of

the fees due on the permit issued to the purchaser. The difference,
if any, between the amount paid on the original permit and the
amount due on the new permit will not be refunded. A permittee who
sells his stock under conditions which justify a full renewal of the

permit to the purchaser, and signs a waiver to its renewal to himself

(Form 763), is entitled to a refund of the full amount paid. If the
conditions justify a renewal for only 80 per cent of the number of
stock covered by the original permit, then 80 per cent of the original
payment will be refunded.

31
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10tPersons who make application to graze stock which they do no
own but intend to purchase will not be entitled to a

chaXock
10 pur" refund because they fail to secure the stock. They

may, however, reserve the right to
place

stock upon
the range at any time during the period allowed by tne permit.

In many cases applications are submitted for the privilege of

grazing stock which the applicant expects to buy later

chased*
to ** pui" m

^
ne season, and the Supervisor approves the appli-

cation and issues the permit. Later developments lead
the applicant to believe that more money can be made by some other
action and he requests a refund of the fees paid. Such refunds should
not be approved. By the issuance of a permit the Forest Service has
done its part in reserving sufficient range for the number of stock
covered. In such cases the range is at the

disposition
of the permittee

during the period covered by the permit and he has the right to place
the stock upon it at any time during the season. His failure to avail

himself of the privilege does not constitute grounds for a refund.

Speculation in the use of the Forests can only be prevented by a
strict enforcement of this rule.

When payment of a grazing fee is required, the Forest officer will

procedure pay- furnish the applicant with a letter of transmittal
ments and refunds. (Form 861-G) ,

which must accompany the remittance
to the United States Depository. A duplicate will be be sent to the

District Forester by the Supervisor and a triplicate
filed in the Supervisor's office. (See instructions un-

der "
Payments and permits/' p. 30.)

Upon receipt by the Supervisor of an application for a refund and

Refunds
statement of the reasons therefor, he will forward it

to the District Forester with a recommendation for its

approval or rejection. Requests for refunds which are sent in error

to the District office will be referred to the Supervisor concerned for

report and recommendation. The District Forester wiU decide

whether or not the refund will be made. If the request for a refund
is approved, the Supervisor will be so informed and a FormA voucher,

prepared for the signature of the person to whom the refund is to be

made, will accompany the letter. The amount of the refund and the
date of the voucher will be noted upon the duplicate letter of

transmittal (Form 86 1-G).
When the voucher is returned signed it will be compared with the

duplicate letter of transmittal, on which will be entered "
Checked,

"

with the date. The voucher will then be approved by the Chief of

Grazing and sent to Accounts for payment.
If the request is disapproved, the Supervisor will be informed ac-

cordingly.



QUALIFICATION OF APPLICANTS. (Beg. G-7.)

The use of the National Forests for grazing purposes is in the dis-

cretion of the Secretary of Agriculture. There is no

not
r
tranfferabi^

ese
^aw which gives an individual or corporation the right
to graze stock upon National Forest lands, and the

grazing use of such lands may be allowed by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture only as a personal and nontransferable privilege. This privilege
is a temporary one, allowable under the law only when it does not
interfere with the purposes for which the National Forests are created.

It is nontransferable because it is based upon the possession of cer-

tain qualifications peculiar to the permittee.

By long use of the public lands of the United States for grazing pur-

Prior occu anc P ses
>
stock owners have been suffered to graze their

stock upon such lands under certain conditions of

occupancy, residence, and ownership of improved land or water rights.
This use, continued throughout a long period of years, has in the
absence of Congressional legislation been commonly accepted in

many communities, even receiving the recognition of certain of the
courts. It is, however, allowed only by passive consent of the United
States. By force of the Presidential proclamation creating a National

Forest, such passive consent ceases and is superseded by definite

regulations by the Secretary of Agriculture prescribed under the

authority of Congress. Grazing stock upon the Forests, except in

accordance with these regulations, is trespass against the United
States.

No one can acquire a right to the use of National Forest range, but
he may acquire a preference in the allotment of grazing

Legal rights. .' *
rni . A

-, , ,
. . , v . .

privileges. This preference does not entitle him to

continued use of a certain part of a Forest, but only to a preference over
other applicants less entitled to consideration, in the use of the ranges
open to the class of stock which he wishes to graze. These preferences
of their very nature possess relative degrees of superiority and conse-

quently have a number of gradations.
Certain grazers may be given preferences in ranges secured by prior

value of priviie e
use an(

^
occuPancy> supplemented in many cases by

heavy investments in improved property and water

rights. These preferences have a distinct value, and the failure to

recognize them would mean a financial loss by reducing the number of

stock which may be grazed and by the depreciation in the value of
lands and improvements. Two conditions only would justify such
action when necessary to stop damage to the Forest, and when
necessary to promote the settlement and cultivation of farming lands

tributary to the Forest through a wider distribution of the grazing
privilege. It is incumbent on the Service to allot limited privileges
to actual settlers in order to accomplish this latter purpose, but a
promiscuous division of grazing privileges among a number of owners

86104 11 3 33
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who are neither new settlers nor dependent upon the range is unwar-
ranted. The policy of recognizing new settlers upon lands in or

adjoining Forests who require limited grazing privileges to make their

home successful will tend to equalize the number of stock allowed
under each permit for an increase in the number allowed new owners
to bring them up to a profitable basis, and must be accompanied by a
reduction in the number allowed larger owners. New class B appli-
cants should be granted permits only when the Forest is not fully

stocked, and no reductions in the permits of other users will be neces-

sary to accommodate them.
Preference may be secured in the following ways :

(a) By prior use and occupancy of lands included within a National
Forest.

(b) By local residence, ownership of improved ranch property, and
HOW preferences dependence upon the range for a livelihood. (See

are gained. instructions under l 'Permits to new owners," p. 45.)

(c) By the renewal of a permit formerly held by a copartnership or

corporation to each individual member for a number of stock equal to

his share in the original permit. (See instructions under "Renewal of

permits," p. 47)
(d) By the purchase of a permittee's stock or ranches, or both, under

circumstances justifying a renewal. (See instructions under "Re-
newal of permits," p. 47.)

(e) By inheritance of a permittee's stock or ranches, or both, under
circumstances justifying a renewal of the permit. (See instructions

under "Preferences," p. 37.)
The regular use of a range during its open season for several suc-

Prior use
cessive years, before creation of a Forest, and under

grazing permit thereafter, is what is meant by "prior
use" or "regular occupancy." So far as is consistent with other

conditions, preference will be given to those who have continuously
used the range for the longest period.



PREFERENCES. (Reg. G-8.)

Applicants for grazing permits will be given preference in the

following order:

Small near-by owners. A class A owner is one who does not own

j sg
more than the protective limit number of stock
established for the Forest, who owns and resides

upon an improved ranch within or adjacent to the Forest, and who
is dependent upon the use of the National Forest range in connection
with his ranch property. Until the protective limit is defined it is

within the discretion of the Supervisor to determine whether an

applicant is a large or small owner. A firm or corporation can not
be considered as a class A applicant but may be allowed exemp-
tion from reduction below the protective limit.

All other regular occupants of the range. Class B includes owners of

Class B improved ranch property and stock in excess of the

protective limit, and owners of stock either above or
below the protective limit who do not own improved ranch property.
Copartnerships, companies, and corporations may be class B owners.
All permittees in this class must secure their permits on the basis of

prior use and occupancy or the purchase of the stock and ranches
of persons holding permits.
There may be several grades of class B applicants. One who owns

a large amount of improved ranch property, or one who resides in the

vicinity of the Forest, or who has used the range during a long period
of years, or who feeds his stock during the winter, may be given
preference over one who does not own improved ranch property
adjacent to the Forest, or who resides at a distance from the Forest,
or who has only used the range a few years, or who winters his stock
on the range. Class B permittees are subject to sliding-scale reduc-

tions, although usually such reductions are not applied to permits
for less than the protective limit.

Owners of transient stock. Class C embraces all grazing applicants

class c
no ^ ^a^nnS within classes A and B. A speculator who
buys stock and places it upon the range at intervals,

or the nomadic stockman with no fixed range who trails his stock to

widely separated ranges would be class C owners. Class C applicants
will be entirely excluded from the Forest before any reduction is

made upon class B applicants.
An applicant's status is determined by the total number of all

classes of stock owned by him. He can not be a

by
s
h
a
oid

s

in
d
g
e

s

teri a
class A cattle owner and a class B sheep owner.

^

If

he owns either class of stock in excess of the protective
limit for that class he is a class B owner, or if he owns a per cent of the
cattle protective limit and also a per cent of the sheep protective
limit, which combined exceed 100 per cent, he is in class B. For
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example, the protective limit being 100 head for cattle and 1,200
head for sheep, if he owned 50 head of cattle and 500 head of sheep
(92 per cent) ne would be in class A, but if he owned 75 head of cattle

and 750 head of sheep (137 per cent) he would be in class B. An
applicant owning sheep and cattle may, however, be in both class B
and class C.

By ranch property in the grazing regulations and instructions is

meant lands producing cultivated crops which are
used for

.
feeding live stock. In localities where the

production of feed is not a requisite to the stock

business, the ownership of spring and fall range or lambing grounds
by a bona fide local resident dependent upon the use of the range,
should be given nearly the same if not equal weight with the owner-

ship of cultivated lands. The same is true of the ownership of water

rights which control adjoining National Forest range. In renewals
to purchasers of permitted stock the ownership of spring and fall

range or water rights closely related to the use of National Forest

range may be given equal weight with improved ranch property.
Property of this sort must be commensurate with the number of

stock and actually dependent for its value upon National Forest

range. To illustrate, a spring and fall range and lambing ground
sufficient for 1,000 head of sheep might justify the approval of an

application for a permit to graze 1,000 or less sheep upon a National
Forest during the summer season, but not of an application to graze
2,000 head of sheep during the summer season or to lamb and graze
1,000 head of sheep during the spring and fall seasons.

A person will be considered dependent upon the use of the National
Forest range when the Forest lands adjacent to his

ran|r
ndence up n own contain the only available stock range, and the

grazing of a limited number of stock is essential to his

success in the development of his land.

Residence is simply an index in determining the degree of

dependence. A person residing at a distance from a National Forest
must have other ranges open to him and can not be considered so

dependent upon Forest range as one residing near by.
Cooperative associations are formed to facilitate the handling of

cooperative asso- stock and reduce the cost, each member retaining his
ciations. individual grazing preference and running his stock
under his own name and brand.
Such a cooperative association may make one application for the

entire number of stock owned by its members, if the application is

signed by each one and is accompanied by a statement snowing the
number and brands of the stock owned by each. The approval of

the application will be based upon the qualifications of the individual
members. When the association disbands each member may renew
his permit upon the basis of the number of stock which he grazed
prior to the organization of the association with a proportionate
share of any subsequent increases or decreases in the association

permit.
If the association uses a common brand so that individual ownership

can not be determined, or if its profits are distributed on a pro rata

basis, it will be allowed the same privileges as a corporation, and
entitled to recognition only when the members waive their indi-

vidual preferences to the Government.

I
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A firm, copartnership, or corporation must be in either class B or
, class C, for it can not be in class A. It can establish

Firms, copartner- .
>

. ._ ..

ships, and corpora- a grazing preference in two ways. By use and occu-

pancy of the lands included within the Forest prior to

its creation, and by the purchase of the stock or ranches or both of a

permittee under conditions justifying a renewal of the permit.
A corporation can not be given the same consideration as an indi-

vidual owner. Between two corporations one composed of local

residents and the other of nonresidents preference will be given the
local corporation. In no case will the individuality of the members
of a corporation be considered in competition with independent
individual owners.

If the State laws give a married woman the right of independent

Married women ownership of real estate and live stock and she

possesses the other qualifications which entitle her to

a grazing permit, her application may be approved regardless of the

grazing privileges held by her husband. If, however, the laws of the
State provide that all property be held in common, the woman would
be considered as owning the number of stock for which her husband
holds permit.
Where the wife applies to graze stock she has purchased, again the

State law on ownership would govern. If independent ownership is

allowed and the purchase of the stock and ranches is strictly the
wife's transaction, a renewal of the permit may be allowed even

though the combined holdings of the husband and wife exceed the
maximum limit. If the State laws require all property to be owned
in common, then a permit can not be renewed on the purchased stock
which would make the combined holdings of husband and wife exceed
the maximum limit.

An unmarried woman of legal age is entitled to full consideration

_ . as a new applicant if she desires to take out a grazingUnmarried women.
permit.

Minors who were not occupants of the range at the time of the

Minors
creation of the Forest will not be granted permits
except when they are at the head of a family depend-

ent upon them for support. Minors under the control of parents or

guardians may be granted permits if such action will not necessitate

reduction in existing permits or the denial of applications of other
class A owners.

Pending the division of an estate, a full renewal of the permit held

by the deceased should be allowed in the name of the
Renewal to estates. J

, -, ,-, -,
-, .

,

-, ,
.

, TT
estate and the duly appointed administrator. Upon

the issue of a court decree dividing the estate tne privileges allowed
the estate will be granted the beneficiaries under the rule governing
the renewal of permits on account of purchase, except that the permit
for that portion of the stock allotted by the court decree to the widow
or minor heirs will not be subject to the reduction made in the
renewal of permits to purchasers.
As a general rule an heir or devisee should be considered as in the

same class with one who has purchased stock grazed under permit.
Applications of heirs will be adjudged on the basis of the class (A, B,
or C) qualifications of the applicants.
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Resident owners of stock which belong in the State or Territory in

Nonresidents
which a National Forest is located will be given the

preference,
but owners of stock coming from adjoin-

ing States will also be considered when the Forest is the natural range
of the stock, and the nonresident owners are dependent upon it.

Caution should be exercised in admitting transient stock to ranges

Transient owners
w^cn are not fu% occupied by the stock of regular

'

users. A permit may be granted an owner who is

a transient resident in the locality with the understanding that it

gives no permanent grazing preference.
A person leasing stock or running it on shares or herding it for the

permittee is regarded as an employee only and he can

^Lessees
and herd- nO ^e allowed any preference in the use of the range

by virtue of the fact that he has run the stock under
lease or on shares or has handled it for the owner. The status of the
owner determines all preferences allowed in the issuance of grazing
permits.

Grazing preferences can only be retained by a continual use of a

range. Applicants who apply to graze a reduced

r? B
ntion of pref" number of stock can not expect range to be reserved

erences. 1 -> i

for them for a higher number later on. In the case

of a voluntary reduction other applications may be approved for the
number by which the first permit was reduced. The preference thus

gained will not be surrendered because the first permittee applies a

year or two later to graze the original number of stock.

Applications from persons with established preferences will not be

disapproved for nonuse of the range during one yearNonuse of range.
x

/ , , ,. r-i -\ >-\

if a statement giving satisfactory reasons is filed with
the Supervisor before the opening of the grazing period, so that the

Supervisor may make temporary disposition of the vacant range.
Permits allowing the temporary use of such a range should stipulate
that a renewal of the permit may not be allowed during the following

year.
Nonuse of a range by a new applicant will cause him to forfeit all

preference which has been allowed him.
Permittees employed by the State or Government, wishing to dis-

continue the use of the range without losing their

employees'
Federal

preferences, may do so by filing a statement of their

employment and probable duration, the disposition
made of their stock, and authorizing the Supervisor to dispose of

their range privileges. Upon the expiration of their term of service

their preference in the allotment of permits may be restored to them

subject to any reductions or restrictions effective at the date of their

reapplication.

Except in the case of Federal or State employees, nonuse of the

range for more than one year will cause the permittee to lose all

preference on account of prior use of the range.
Where the renewal of a permit is allowed a purchaser of stock, a

written waiver (Form 763) of all claims by the original

en^
aiver f prefer" permittee to a renewal of the permit for the stock

sold should be filed with the Supervisor. This leaves

the Supervisor free to renew the permit to the purchaser, if such action

is justified, but no action should be taken by the Supervisor which in

any way obligates the Forest Service to allow a renewal of the permit.
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A person who has signed a waiver of grazing privileges can acquire
them again only as a new applicant.

If a mortgage on stock is foreclosed, the permittee does not lose

his preference in a permit for the following season

mortgage
sure f anc^ un^ess ne nas returned his permit to the Super-

visor and consented to the issuance of a permit to the

mortgagor as a purchaser for the remainder of the grazing period, he

may replace the stock. The person foreclosing the mortgage may be

allowed, with the consent of the permittee, to continue grazing the
stock during the remainder of the current grazing period under the
same conditions as a purchaser, but secures no privileges of renewal
unless the owner of the stock signs a waiver of his renewal preferences.
The foreclosure of a mortgage covering both stock and ranch will

not cause a permittee to lose the preference allowed him in use of the

range if he replaces the stock and secures another ranch equally
dependent upon the range.
The fact that a person has been indicted for the violation of a State

T ., , , or Federal law does not justify the disapproval of his
Indictment. . T * 11*1 i-^i.

f
razing application unless he is charged with trespass
Forest. The Forest Service will not anticipate the

decision of the court.

An applicant who does not own the stock for which permit is

desired and whose prior use of the range entitles him
Nonownersnip. . , . . . . . , .

to consideration, may secure a grazing permit on his

certification that the stock will be purchased.
A grazing preference can be transferred from one Forest to another

only when the first Forest is overstocked and the
86001^ Forest is understocked and the transfer will

be generally beneficial. In this event a transfer may
be allowed if both Supervisors approve.



NOTIFICATION OF APPLICANTS. (Reg. G-9.)

All persons who held permits during the previous year will be
notified by postal card (Form 153) of the date upon which applica-
tions for grazing permits must be filed with the Supervisor.

Applications must be received, range allotments made, and per-
mits issued before the beginning of the grazing season. This necessi-

tates fixing a date sufficiently far in advance to enable the Supervisor
to complete the work of issuing the permits. The date having been

widely published, it will be assumed that the applications on file that

day represent all the users of the Forest range entitled to considera-

tion, and the Supervisor mav proceed to allot the grazing privileges.
The applications having been acted upon and the

^
Action on appiica- notices of approval forwarded, no changes will be

made to accommodate persons who failed to file their

applications in time, unless their failure was caused by circumstances

which, in the Supervisor's opinion, warrant a readjustment of range
allotments. Negligence or failure to exercise ordinary diligence will

not be considered a satisfactory reason for the acceptance of an

application after the date set.

In case the total number of any kind of stock applied for before
the date which has been set does not equal the number authorized
to graze on the Forest, applications may be approved at any time
until this figure has been reached.

Supervisors should acknowledge the receipt of applications by
postal card. (Form 303.)

Supervisors must not notify applicants of the approval of their

applications before the date set for their consideration.
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APPLICATION FOB PERMITS. (Reg. G-10.)

When fi single range used by an applicant is located in two adjoin--
ing Forests, either Supervisor, with the consent of

esS
anse i] "

the other,may issue the permit with the understanding
that stock is to be grazed upon both forests. Two

copies will be sent to the other Supervisor.
Persons who desire to graze the same class of stock upon the range

Applications for during more than one established period may submit
more than one one application for the entire number of stock, show-

ing the number which will be grazed during each

period.
New applicants are classified upon the total number of stock

owned by them, while permittees seeking a renewal
are judged by the number of stock for which they
held permit during the preceding year. New appli-

cants, therefore, should state the total number of stock owned. Old

permittees need state only the number of stock for which application
for permit is made.
When applications for permits are made to graze stock which it is

intended to purchase, a statement to that effect will be made on the

application blank.
When necessary an applicant may be required to furnish a certified

statement showing the name, residence, and interest of any other

person in the stock covered by his application. The District

Forester may require firms or corporations to furnish a certified

statement of the name and residence of all members or stockholders.

Grazing permits will not be issued to new firms or corporations
when the members or stockholders of such firms or

corporations hold permits to graze numbers of stock
which combined exceed the maximum limit estab-

lished for the Forest. The consolidation of permits will not be allowed
when the combined number of stock is more than the maximum limit.

If the Supervisor has reason to believe that a new applicant, or
one seeking the renewal of a permit on account of purchase, already
holds an interest in a company grazing stock under permit he may
require this information, or may require it if there is a question of

preference between two companies or corporations.
In case the applications have not reached the total number of stock

. authorized to graze upon the Forest, supplementalAmendments. -,.
fe

-, .
,

-,
. ?

r
j

applications may be approved with the understand-

ing that no permanent range equities accrue for the increase. This

understanding should be made a matter of positive record so that it

will not be overlooked in subsequent allotments.
When authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture, applications

may be approved for permits during a term of not

termp^rmits
ns

*?* more than five years. The permits will be issued
and the grazing fees paid annually on the number of

stock for which the application is approved.
Applications for term permits will be cancelled for failure to pay

the grazing fees for any one year, or for failure to use the range for
more than one year unless unusual circumstances exist.
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PROTECTIVE AND MAXIMUM LIMITS. (Beg. G-ll.)

Protective limits are established to protect permittees from

, fl
reductions in the number of stock which they are

Protective limits. ,1 -,

J
..

allowed to graze under permit, to a point where it is

inadequate to maintain a home, or is too small to oe handled at a

profit. The average number of stock which a settler must graze in

order to utilize the products of his farm or derive a reasonable
profit

will be determined upon each Forest and will serve as the basis for

the protective limit. In arriving at this average number the depend-
ence of settlers upon National Forest ranges will be considered. Where
stock growing is the only pursuit in a region, the number of stock

guaranteed a settler must be sufficient to support his family. In an

agricultural region where the product of the farms is fed to stock,
the number should be sufficient to consume the forage produced by
the average farm.

Protective limits have been established for various Forests running
from 25 to 300 head for cattle and horses, and from 500 to 2,000
head for sheep and goats. The limit on sheep is proportionately
higher than on cattle because as a general rule the cost of handling
is increased by requiring a man to run less than one band. With
cattle or horses, which can be turned loose upon the range, a pro-
portionately smaller number of animals can be run with profit,
tinder ordinary conditions the average number of stock per permit
may be the basis for the protective limit of the Forest.

When in the judgment of the District Forester it becomes neces-

sary for the protection of class A owners, he will establish a Forest

protective limit for each kind of stock, and renewals of all permits
within such limit will be made without reduction. A holder of a

permit for one class of stock may secure a permit for another class,

providing the number holds the same ratio to the protective limits.

For example: A holder of a cattle permit for 50 head on a Forest
where the protective limit is 100 head may also be allowed a permit
to graze 600 sheep if the protective limit on sheep is 1,200 head.

When necessary to prevent monopoly in the use of the range

through the purchase of permitted stock and ranches,
Maximum limits. the District Forester will establish a maximum limit

in the number of stock allowed any one applicant.
No permittee will be allowed to increase the number of stock above
this limit. WTien necessary, reductions in permits for more than the

maximum limit will be made in accordance with the sliding scale.

Maximum limits may be absolute or preventive. An absolute

limit is the largest number of stock for which a permit will be issued,

regardless of existing priorities. Where an absolute limit is estab-

lished all permits in excess will be reduced to that limit immediately.

Only in extreme cases where the use of a Forest range is intensive,

and a large number of deserving applicants must be taken care of,

will an absolute limit be established.

Preventive maximum limits are designed to bring about a better

distribution of grazing privileges. Renewals of old permits in excess
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of the maximum limit may be allowed, but the purchase of stock and
ranches will not entitle the purchaser to a renewal of permit in

excess of it. Exception to this rule may be made by the District

Forester when an established outfit holding permit in excess of the

maximum limit is sold to a single purchaser.
Ordinarily the maximum limit will be from four to eight times the

protective limit. Upon a Forest where the average number per
permit is high the maximum limit should be correspondingly high.
A safe rule is to set a limit which is not less than double the protective
limit and not more than the highest permit.
The maximum limit does not apply to permits issued on account

of private lands or to permits issued under a cooperative agreement.
Persons owning a less number of stock than the protective limit

will be allowed to increase their number gradually
and re~ but may be restricted in the number added each

year. Old class A users may increase at once to the
number allowed new applicants. Increases above the protective limit

will be allowed only to purchasers of stock and ranches of permit
holders, and any such increase will not exceed the maximum limit.

Increases may be allowed in the renewal of permits which are
below the protective limit, but on fully stocked Forests the total

increase allowed combined with the total number allotted new
settlers must not be more than 3 per cent of the allotment except
when a surplus in excess of this percentage is created by the reduction
on permits renewed to purchasers. The Supervisor will determine
the division of the allotment which will be made between new settlers

and persons whose permits are below the protective limit.

Whenever it is found necessary to reduce the number of stock
allowed in any Forest, class C stock will be excluded before the other

Reductions
classes are reduced. The reduction on a sliding-
scale basis will then be made on the class B owners,

and class A owners will be exempt from .reduction.

Where the reductions are necessary, each National Forest will be
considered as a unit. Under unusual conditions, however, reduc-
tions may be made in one grazing district or range division. Reduc-
tions will be based upon the number of stock grazed under permit
the previous year.

sliding scale
^n8 fH wmg ig an example of the ordinary form

of sliding scale:

The protective limit having been fixed at 1,200 head of sheep, all permits for not
more than that number may be renewed without reduction.

All permits for less than 1,200 sheep may be increased 20 per cent, provided none
goes above 1,200 head.

All permits for from 1,200 to 2,400 sheep will be reduced 10 per cent, provided none
goes below 1,200 head.

All permits from 2,400 to 4,800 sheep will be reduced 15 per cent, provided none
goes below the highest number allowed in the next lower grade, or 2,160.

All permits for more than 4,800 will be reduced 20 per cent, provided none goes
below the highest number allowed in the next lower grade, or 4,080 head.

Another form of sliding scale reduction which may be adopted is

as follows:

All permits may be renewed without reduction on the first 1,200 head of sheep.An increase of 20 per cent may be allowed on all permits for less than 1,200 head.
All permits will be reduced 20 per cent on the number in excess of 1,200 and up

to 2,400 head.
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All permits will be reduced 25 per cent on the number in excess of 2,400 and
4,800 head.

All permits will be reduced 30 per cent on the number in excess of 4,800 head.
The percentage reduction may oe changed under either plan to fit the local condi-

tions.

When a sliding scale reduction figure has been worked out it may
be applied in the following manner, varying the percentages to suit

the situation. All applicants who do not own improved ram -h

property or who are nonresident ranch owners and winter their stock

upon the open range will be reduced the full percentage of their da
Resident ranch owners who winter their stock upon the adjoining

open range, regular users who purchase winter feed for their stock from
resident ranch owners, and nonresident ranch owners whose stock is

wintered upon the products of their lands will be reduced 75 per cent
of the reduction figure. Owners residing upon their improved
ranches and wintering their stock upon the products of their lands
will be reduced 50 per cent of the reduction figure.
Term applications for less than the protective limit may be amended

increase in term to allow the same annual increase that is allowed
permits. annual applicants until the protective limit is reached.

All applications for grazing during a term of years, which are

Reductions in term approved for more than the protective limit, will be
permits. granted subject to an annual reduction not exceeding
5 per cent to provide for the issuance of permits to new settlers

within, or in the immediate vicinity of, the National Forest, and sub-

ject to any additional reduction which may be necessary to stop dam-
age to the Forest.

While the percentage of reduction to provide for new settlers will

not exceed 5 per cent, the reduction to stop damage to the Forest may
be as large as necessary to secure the result. As term permits are not
authorized until the number of stock grazed has been reduced to the
normal capacity of the Forest, it is not probable that severe reduc-
tions will be required.
At the expiration of the term permit the 5 per cent clause to pro-

vide for new owners ceases to be binding on the Service, and the appli-
cation is subject to any percentage of reduction before it is renewed
that is effective on the Forest at the time.



PERMITS TO NEW OWNERS. (Reg. O-12.)

Applications from new settlers or beginners on Forests which are

rued six months fully occupied will not be considered unless filed
in advance. with the Supervisor at least six months before the

beginning of the yearlong grazing season.

A reduction will be necessary to provide for them; therefore it is

essential that other users of the Forest be notified of it as soon as

possible
in order that they can adjust their business to meet it without

loss.

When the range is fully occupied, the total number of stock allowed

Limited to 3 per beginners in any one year must not exceed 3 per cent
cent - of the total allowance for the Forest.

The applications of beginners will not be approved in any case

where this would necessitate a reduction of more than 20 per cent in

the renewal of any permit issued for the previous year.
The applications of beginners who are in class B may be approved

ciass B be hmers
number of stock allowed other beginners when

there is surplus range, and the issuance of a permit
will not entail a reduction upon occupants of the range or debar class

A applicants.

Upon Forests which are not fully stocked or when there is surplus
Number allowed range, applications of beginners may be allowed for the

beginners. fuU protective limit; when there is not, permits to

beginners will be restricted to one-half the protective limit.

When the average permit number is less than the protective

Average permit
limn% the applications of beginners should be ap-

beiow protective proved for not more than one-fourth the protective
limit, and only when the stock will be fed during

the winter from the products of the permittee's cultivated land.

The only justification for permits of this sort is when settlers abso-

lutely require grazing privileges in order to market the products of

their ranches by feeding them to stock during the winter months.
No applications from beginners will be approved when the average

permit number is more than 20 per cent below the protective limit.
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RENEWAL OF PERMITS. (Reg. G-13.)

A permittee with an established preference may change his resi-

change of resi- dence to a point more remote from the Forest without
dence -

disqualifying for a renewal of permit, provided ho
retains his other interests.

A permittee having a range preference based on ranch property

sale of ranch
located in or adjacent to the National Forest may
dispose of such ranch property without entirely

disqualifying himself for a renewal, but unless he secures similarly
located ranch property his classification is changed, and the renewal
of the permit should be on the basis of the changed classification.

A renewal of permit may be allowed for a class of stock different

from that previously grazed. It may require relinquishment of one

range and acceptance of another on some other part of the Forest.

The ratio of exchange will depend on the demand and the capacity
of the ranges in question. A permittee grazing cattle upon a heavily

stocked range in strong demand may be allowed to

stock!*
66 ln class f

graze sheep on the same range on a ratio of 4 to 1.

If they are to be grazed on a heavily stocked sheep
range, the ratio should be 4 to 1. If on sheep range, but not heavily
stocked, the ratio should be not more than 5 to 1. If on sheep range
where there is surplus range available, the ratio may be as high as

"

to 1.

A permittee having an established preference may enter into

partnership agreement with another person not

meS
rtnership agree"

permittee, and secure a renewal of his permit in the

name of the partnership, the proportionate interest

transferred being subject to the rules governing the renewal of per-
mits to purchasers.
A copartnership has a different legal status from that of an in-

., corporated company, and in the renewal of permitsC o p a r t n ersnips . .f .
* > , . ~ . ,

^
and incorporated to purchasers it is necessary to clinerentiate between

them. An individual permittee who enters into a

copartnership agreement transfers only a part of his interests, con

sisting of his stock or ranches, or both, to the other members of th<

copartnership and retains an individual interest in all or a part of

the stock and ranches. Any subsequent transfer of his remaining
interests affects the status of the copartnership as a permittee and

generally is readily determinable. An individual permittee who
transfers to an incorporated company makes a complete transfer,

retaining no interest in the stock or ranches, but receiving instead

an interest in the corporation through the medium of certain shares

or certificates which are readily transferable, but which do not affect

the status of the corporation as a permittee by their transfer. In

renewal of permit to a copartnership only the proportionate interest

transferred will be reduced in accordance with tne rules governing
the renewal of permits to purchasers, but in renewal of permit to a

corporation the reduction will apply to the full number of stock
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transferred, even though the original permittee acquires and retains

an interest in the corporation equivalent to his original interest in the
stock grazed under his individual permit.

In the renewal of a permit held by a partnership to the individual

ivision of outfits
mem^ers

>
^ne same reductions will be made on the

total number of stock grazed the previous year as

would have been made on the original permit, each renewed permit
bearing its pro rata share of such reduction. The stockholders of a

corporation which has dissolved may be allowed a renewal of permit
under the rules governing renewal of permits to purchasers.
No division will be allowed when the number covered by the original

permit is less than the protective limit. In case the number exceeds
the protective limit, a division may be allowed, provided that not
more than one new owner secures a permit for less than the protec-
tive limit number of stock.

Partnership ordinarily means joint ownership of the stock and
Dissolution of ranches, and the renewal to each member depends

partnership.
upon the division of each that is made. Signed

agreements showing this division may be required by the Supervisor.
A renewal on the division of stock and ranches may give a member

preference in the range for a certain number of stock, but it does not
define his status or whether he is in class A, B, or C.

In order to prevent speculation, when a Forest is fully stocked,
Renewals to pur- renewal of permit will not be allowed a purchaser of

chasers -

permitted stock if the original permittee has used
the range less than three years. This rule will also apply when the

permittee who proposes to sell is a member of a partnership.
If a permittee is bought out by several purchasers, division of the

privileges among them will not be allowed when the number of stock
is less than the protective limit. In case the number exceeds the pro-
tective limit, division may be made if not more than one new owner
is allowed a renewal of permit for less than the protective limit.

All permits issued to purchasers of permitted stock are subject to

any reductions that would have been made in the original permit.
When stock is sold after the application for a grazing permit has

been approved and prior to the beginning of the grazing period, the

application of the purchaser may be approved upon his merits, sub-

ject to the reductions governing the issue of permits to the purchasers
of stock.

The mere purchase of stock will not entitle the purchaser to share

Purchase of stock in the grazing privileges during the following year
only - unless he is otherwise qualified.
When the purchaser already owns ranch property commensurate

with and so located that it will be used in connection with the stock,
a renewal of the permit may be allowed for not to exceed 80 per cent
of the original permit. When the number purchased is less than
the protective limit, no reduction will be made if the purchaser has
the qualifications of a class A applicant.

This reduction prevents speculation in National Forest range, and
provides for new applicants.
When both the stock and ranches are purchased, a renewal may

Purchase of stock be allowed the purchaser with any reduction that
would have been made in the original permit.
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If, after the transaction, the purchaser possesses all the qu alii i ca-

tions of the original permittee he should be allowed the same privi-

leges if the number of stock does not exceed the maximum limit.

If he does not, the privilege
should be reduced accordingly.

When a permittee in a fully stocked Forest sells the ranch property
used in connection with his permit to a purchaser who

^purchase
of ranches desires to secure a permit for other stock and sells

his stock elsewhere, the purchaser of the ranch will he

given a preference over other new owners or beginners, provided that

the original permittee relinquishes his claim to renewal. In other

words, the only preference secured by the purchase of a ranch without
the stock is to head the list of new beginners.
The factors which govern this ruling are, first, the original appli-

cant must sign a waiver (Form 763) of renewal privileges; second,
the purchaser of the ranch property must possess all of the class A
qualifications. (See instructions under "

Preferences," p. 35.)

Applications will be numbered when they are approved. Dis-

Procedure approved applications will not be numbered, but
filed alphabetically under separate guide cards.

Cattle and horse permits and sheep and goat permits will be num-
bered separately. Mules, burros, and swine will be

ucations
1115 f ap~ included with the cattle and horse series. The cattle

and horse series will begin each season with No. 1 and
the sheep and goats with an arbitrary number, as 301, or 501, which
will be above the highest number in the cattle and horse series. Where
term permits are authorized, the cattle and horse term permits will be
numbered consecutively, beginning with No. 1, and the annual

permits numbered separately, beginning with a considerably higher
number than any term permit. The sheep and goat series will be
numbered similarly, the first number of tlie term permits being 301
or 501, as the case may be, and of the annual permits being 601 or

801, as the case may be.

Amended applications received before the issue of the permit will be

given the same number as the original. One received afterwards
will be given the same number as the original with the addition of

the letters a, &, etc. An amended permit will be recorded on the

original card, but supplemental permit requires a new card. If a

term permittee desires an increase, which can properly be granted, a
new application should be made and the increase provided for by an
annual permit.

If, however, the term permittee desires to decrease the number of

stock, a new term permit may be issued.

The Supervisor will immediately notify the applicant of the

approval of his
application by a letter of transmittal

prov1a.

hod f ap~

(Form 861-G) showing the number of stock for

which the application has been approved, the period
and the fees to be paid. Any unusual conditions may be noted on the

form. Whenever an amendment or a correction is made, or a supple-
mental application is

approved, the notice will be marked "Amended,"
"Corrected," or "Supplemental," etc. A duplicate of each Form861-G
issued will be sent to the District Forester at once and a triplicate
filed in the Supervisor's office.

Form 861-G for term permits will designate the year for which

payment is to be made, thus: "Five-year period, first year."
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As duplicate notices of approval are received in the District

office they will be examined, and filed alphabetically
District omce.

under Forest guides.
The District Forester will require such check to be made of grazing

receipts as is necessary for a proper audit.

When a grazing application is disapproved, the Supervisor will

notify the applicant by letter, giving the reasons for

a
M
rovaf

f disap"
his action and will send a copy of the letter to the
District Forester. The letter must furnish the appli-

cant with adequate and conclusive reasons for the disapproval of his

application, while the carbon furnishes the District Forester with the

same information. It must assure both the applicant and the District

Forester that the application has received proper consideration.

Upon receipt of notice that the applicant does not intend to pay the

^ fees or accept the permit, or if for any reason the per-
h d f cancel" m^ *s not lssued afterwards the Suervisor will close

iatio

the case and mark the card
" Canceled." The same ser-

ial number will not be used in any other case. Where necessary, the

applicant will be informed at once of the action taken and the reasons
for it, and a copy of the letter will be forwarded to the District Forester.
A record card for each approved annual application will be made

card record
on ^orm 621 . Term permits will be recorded on Form
256 and the card transferred to the current files at the

end of the grazing year. Cards will be filed alphabetically. The
date of the Fiscal Agent's receipt, the amount of fee paid, and the
date the permit is issued will be entered upon the card. When a
refund is made the date of the voucher and the amount refunded will

be noted upon the card. The back of the card may be used for a
record of special matters.
When necessary, the Supervisor will notify all persons who have

Deiin uents
no

^ Pa^ ^ ^ees ^na^ ^eu*

payments are overdue.

Thirty days after the beginning of the grazing period
the Supervisor will take such action as is justified in the case of each

delinquent.

86104 11-4



SETTLEMENT OF CONTROVERSIES. (Reg. G-14.)

An appeal to the District Forester should be prepared in accordance
with the instructions governing the preparation of appeals. (See
' l

Appeals/
'

p. 51). It should be filed in duplicate with the Supervisor,
who will at once transmit one copy to the other party, with notice

that 10 days from its receipt are allowed for answer. The answer
should be in duplicate and should contain the statement of material

facts required by the procedure under "
Appeals," page 51. One copy

will be transmitted to the original appellant, who will be allowed 10

days to make his final reply. All statements of appellants will be in

writing and verified by oath, and may be accompanied by affidavits

of witnesses. The originals of these papers will then be forwarded
to the District Forester, and no other evidence will be taken unless

called for by him. A copy of the Supervisor's decision in the case

will, of course, accompany the appeal papers. Pending decision the

party occupying the range will oe allowed to continue its use, but
must remove his stock within 10 days after receiving notice that the

District Forester has decided against him, unless an appeal be taken

to the Forester or the Secretary of Agriculture. In case of such an

appeal the person in possession of the range will be allowed to

continue its use until a final decision has been rendered.

In case the appeal involves the use of a range where an advisory
board has been recognized, copies of the appeal and answers may be

referred to the advisory board with a request for a written opinion.
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APPEALS. (Beg. G-15.)

Upon receipt of request for a reconsideration of a case, the Super-
visor will furnish the applicant with a copy of the

le?oSide

r

rit1on
isi n'

grazing regulations and of the instructions upon
which he based his decision, upon receipt of which

the applicant will prepare his formal statement in writing, verify it by
oath, and accompany it by affidavits of available witnesses. This
statement when submitted to the Supervisor will cover:

Actual and legal residence of applicant.
Period of residence.

Description and location of legal subdivisions of ranch property
owned by applicant.

Character of ranch property owned by applicant.
(a) Improved farm land producing cultivated crops.
(&) Amount of summer pasture or range.
(c) Amount of winter pasture or range.
(d) Amount of land controlling water supply.
(e) Amount of forage produced annually.
Period of ownership.
Description of ranges upon which the stock was actually grazed

during each of the years previously mentioned.
Number of years applicant has held a permit to graze stock on

National Forest range.
Number of each class of stock grazed under permit during pre-

ceding year.
Number of each class of stock fed during each winter.

Quantity of forage fed during each winter.

Statement of reasons for reconsideration, citing the regulations and

special instructions contrary to the Supervisor's decision.

List of witnesses who can substantiate the preceding statements.
List of affidavits submitted in corroboration of statements.
And such other material facts as may have a bearing upon the case

at issue.

When all the evidence in the case has been filed by the applicant
with the Supervisor, he will examine the record carefully, and if evi-

dence upon material points is lacking he will notify the applicant of

the omission and advise him that he will be given 10 days additional
in which to submit the missing evidence. Within 10 days from the
date of the filing of the completed record the Supervisor will prepare
a formal decision, discussing each point of the applicant's state-

ment, and stating clearly the regulations and reasons upon which
his decision is based. This will be forwarded by registered mail to
the applicant.

Should the decision be adverse, the applicant may file written
notice with the Supervisor within 10 days from the receipt of the

registered decision, requesting a further consideration of material new
evidence. Th'e applicant will be advised by registered letter of the
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action taken upon his request, and if it is granted, will submit the
additional evidence witliin the time set by the Supervisor. If the

request is allowed, the Supervisor will prepare a final decision, which
will be transmitted to the appellant in a registered letter If the

request is refused, or if the Supervisor's final decision is adverse, the

applicant may appeal to the District Forester by filing written notice
with the Forest Supervisor within 10 days from the receipt of the

registered notification. In an appeal before the District Forester,
the appellant and the Forest Supervisor may each file an argument
or brief reviewing the previous decisions and the evidence in the case.

New evidence will not be admitted unless the applicant's request for

the consideration of new evidence had been rejected by the Super-
visor, in which event the new evidence may be submitted to the
District Forester, and if material, will be considered by him.
When an appeal is taken to the District Forester the Supervisor

will forward the complete record in the case to him
trit?Fo^

S

ster
theDis~

for his consideration. When this is received the
District Forester will review it and prepare a decision,

which will then be sent by registered mail to the appellant, and a

copy transmitted to the Supervisor.
The Supervisor's decision will not be reversed unless it is shown to

be unwarranted by the facts, the regulations, instructions, or the
law. When there is a variation in the statements of the Supervisor
and the appellant, but the preponderance of the evidence shows the

Supervisor to be justified in his action, he will be sustained.

Within 10 days from the receipt of the District Forester's decision,
an appeal to the Forester may be filed with the District Forester.

Where a case is appealed to the Forester the appellant may file

Appeals* to the one additional statement, reviewing the previous
Forester. decisions and presenting the argument. The Dis-

trict Forester will also file a statement. These two briefs, together
with all papers in the case, will be presented to the Forester, and

upon them his decision will be rendered.

Appeals may also be taken to the Secretary of Agriculture from
adverse decisions of the Forester. Any party availing himself of this

privilege must, within 30 days from the time he receives notice of

the Forester's decision, file with the Forester his petition for review

by the Secretary of Agriculture. Upon receipt of the petition the

Forester will submit all the papers to the Secretary.
A field investigation of an appeal case may be ordered by the Dis-

trict Forester, the Forester, or the Secretary of Agriculture. The
field examiner will submit a report which will be considered at the

time the decision is rendered.

Copies of answers or reports will be furnished the appellant in the

Examination of discretion of the deciding officer. The appellant or
records, his authorized agent may inspect the record of the

case hi the office of the Supervisor, District Forester, Forester,
or Secretary of Agriculture, but will not be allowed to remove any
papers. Statements of witnesses which have been submitted can

not be regarded as confidential if they are considered as testimony.
The appellant should be given full knowledge of the material facts

contained in such statements, and of the identity of the witnesses.

Statements submitted in confidence and which must be treated as

confidential can not be used as the basis for a decision.
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Upon receipt of a complaint in the District office, the District

com laints
Forester will determine whether the information in the
files indicates that the Supervisor's action should be

upheld. If so, the complainant will be informed in writing that the

Supervisor's handling or the case was correct. If not, the informa-
tion will be secured, by field investigation if necessary, and the

Supervisor given instructions. Unless clearly in conflict with instruc-

tions and only where prompt action is necessary to prevent hardship,
the Supervisor's action will not be reversed on the basis of the record
in the files when the complaint is received.



BONDS. (Reg.

The Supervisor may require the owners of stock to give bond to

insure payment for damage caused by violation of the terms of the

permit. The amount of the bond will be determined by the Super-
visor.

Ordinarily it will be for not less than twice or more than four times
the amount of the grazing fee, or an amount which represents approxi-
mately the actual value of the forage.
A bond may be required of a former trespasser preliminary to the

issuance 'of a permit, or of a permittee who has, during two successive

seasons, disregarded the regulations, or whose employees are inclined

to violate the regulations or disregard the orders of the Forest officers.

The Supervisor will prepare the bond on Form 377, stating the

number and kind of stock, describing the range, and stipulating that
the stock will graze only on the area described. After approval by
the District assistant to the Solicitor, he will send it to the applicant
with the notice of approval of his application for execution. Upon
its return the Supervisor will approve it if he is satisfied with the

sureties. The permit will not be issued until the bond is approved.
All bonds required in connection with grazing permits will be filed

in the Supervisor's office.

PERMITS NOT TRANSFERABLE. (Reg. O-17.)

In case a permittee sells stock under permit and the purchaser
wishes to continue to graze it on the National Forest,

purchase??
1*8 to

upon presentation to the Supervisor of evidence that

the sale is bona fide the original permit will be can-

celed and a new permit issued to the purchaser without charge for

the remainder of the season. Such a permit will be given a new
number in the regular serial order. If only a portion of the stock is

sold, an amended permit for the number of stock retained will be
issued to the original permittee and given the same number. No
transfer of fees on the record is necessary in such cases. (For con-

ditions governing the renewal of such permits the following season,
see "Renewals of permits," p. 48.)

Cross-reference entries will be made on the record
cross reference. cards in cases of purchase.
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ON AND OFF PERMITS. (Reg. O-18.)

In the approval of applications from the owners of cattle and horses

which graze on and off the National Forest an estimate will be made
of the average number which will be grazed upon the Forest, and the
fee will be paid upon this number.
On and off permits for sheep or goats may be issued for portions of

the range along the Forest boundary not sufficient in area to support
a band of sheep or goats during an entire established grazing period,
which can only be utilized in connection with the adjoining outside

range. Where portions of the outside range can only be used to advan-

tage in connection with watering places located within the National

Forests, on and off sheep or goat permits may be issued.

Sometimes the ownership of private land within a National Forest
is unknown, or the owner does not object to its use

^on^anc
>ff private without compensation or lease. In such cases per-

mits may be issued for the adjoining range under the

provisions of this Regulation and the grazing fees paid only on the
stock which will be grazed upon National Forest land, but the per-
mittee must agree to remove all stock in excess of the number cov-
ered by the grazing permit if deprived of the use of the private
lands by the owners or lessees thereof.

In issuing this class of permit the grazing fees wih
1

be based on the

grazing capacity of that portion of the range which is National Forest

The permit will be issued and the fees paid only for the number of

animals which it is estimated will use Forest range during the season,
but it will mention in a proyiso the full number of animals which will

be grazed both on and off the Forest. Only the number of animals

upon which the fees are charged will be counted against the number
authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture.
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PRIVATE LANDS. (Beg. O-19.)

Permits to cross a National Forest with stock which will be kept
upon private lands, the owners or lessees of which do not desire to
waive the right to its exclusive use, will be issued under the provisions
of Reg. G-20.
The privilege of grazing sheep and goats upon National Forest

lands, under this Regulation, will be allowed only upon such ranges
as are open to this kind of stock.

The waiver of exclusive use of unfenced private land 's not neces-

sary where more than one-half of the land comprising the range is

controlled by the applicant except when the interests of the Govern-
ment demand it.

Before issuing permits under this Regulation the Supervisor must
determine that the title of the land has passed from

stat
e
us
enn] f the United States and that the applicant has the right

to its use.

The following rules will govern grazing allowances on account of

private land within the exterior limits of National

vat^SnST
8

Forests when it is desired to allow the use of National
Forest lands upon a waiver by the owner of the private

land to exclusive use thereof in favor of Forest Service permittees!
Bona fide settlers who have made homestead entry, out have not

yet made final proof, may be allowed free permits for

trSs!
per] "

grazing upon National Forest lands the number of

animals their lands will support.
Persons who have filed upon land within the National Forests under

laws not requiring residence may be allowed free permits for grazing
upon National Forests the numoer of stock their lands will support,
after they have made final payment for the land.
Owners or lessees of Indian allotments may be allowed permits for

grazing upon National Forests the number of animals
Indian allotments, the land will support, provided that patent has issued

or a lease has been executed upon the blanks of the
Indian Office and approved by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

Persons holding unpatented mining claims within a National Forest
have the right to the grass or other forage upon snch

Mining claims. claim needed for stock used in connection with the

development of the claims, but they have no right to

dispose of the forage to any other person or to collect rental for the
use of the claims for grazing purposes. Such unperfected mining
claims therefore can not be accepted as the basis for a permit under
this Regulation.

Persons holding permits for ran^e within which mining claims occur
should be warned not to allow their stock to graze upon them without
the consent of the claimant.
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Bona fide squatters upon unsurveyed lands may be allowed permits

s uatters- claims
^OT grazmg ^he number of animals their claims will

support, provided no claim exceeds 160 acres. No
conflicting claims will be recognized until the matter has been deter-

mined by the Department of the Interior.

Persons who have applied to purchase or who have leased any lands

,
covered by State selections will not be allowed free

State selections. . i , p ji i i ^ i ji

grazing privileges on account of these lands until the

lists have been approved by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.

Persons who have applied to purchase or who have leased railroad

Railroad land
^u^ within the indemnity limits will be allowed free

grazing privileges on account of such land after sur-

vey and selection by the railroad company and approval by the

Secretary of the Interior.

The use of unsurveyed, unselected lands within the indemnity
limits of railroad grants will be allowed in accordance with the

grazing regulations under regular paid permits.
In*every possible instance the grazing capacity of the lands offered

Determination of as the basis of the free permit should be determined by
range capacity. Reid examination and reported upon Form 251.

When an application for a permit in exchange for the use of private

Procedure
lands is received, card record (Form 403) will be made
showing the name and address of the applicant, the

acreage of the land owned or leased, the number of each kind of stock
to be grazed, the location of the range to be occupied, and the grazing
period. The cards will be filed alphabetically behind the record
cards for the regular paid permits.
The application (Form 925), report on the grazing capacity of the

land (Form 251), and the duplicate copy of the permit (Form 256)
will be placed in a folder and designated according to instructions.

The permit will be written in
triplicate, the original sent the appli-

cant, the duplicate filed, and the triplicate sent to the ranger in charge
of the district.



CROSSING PERMITS. (Beg. G-20.)

Crossing permits may be granted for crossing stock over National
Forest lands to points beyond the National Forest

;
for crossing stock

to private lands within a National Forest, or for crossing stock to

reach dipping vats or railroad shipping points.

Applications for crossing permits may be made either in person or

by letter, and the permits issued to either the owner
Applications. -i i> j.i j.1

or person in charge of the stock.

Crossing permits will be issued in triplicate (Form 874-17), one

Permits
c py delivered to the applicant, one copy retained by
the issuing officer

;
and one copy sent the Supervisor.

Crossing permits will not be issued prior to the opening o/ the
__ . grazing season for the class of stock concerned, exceptWhen denied. . -, -,. -, -, -, . /m -n

upon an established driveway. They will not be
issued for stock which is so poor that it will not be able to cross the

Forest, and they wiU not be issued for stock to be driven to private
land within the Forest if the land is unfenced and the number of stock
is greater than it will support without trespass upon adjoining Forest
lands. Of course, it is not reasonable to refuse a crossing permit for

this reason before the grazing capacity of theland has been determined.
When stock is to be driven across more than one Forest, it should

interferes! per- not be allowed to enter the first Forest until crossing
mits -

permits have been obtained for the others.

However, where customary routes of travel or stock driveways
cross two or more adjoining Forests, interforest crossing permits may
be issued under an agreement between the Supervisors. The permit
will be issued on the Forest which the stock first enter, and will

grant the privilege of crossing all of the Forest land traversed by the

driveway. Copies of interforest crossing permits will be forwarded
to all Supervisors concerned.
The dates between which the permit may be used should include a

Period effective. period sufficient to provide against unavoidable delay.
. To illustrate, where the time required to cross a Forest is 4 days,
the permit may be made effective for 15 days, with a proviso that not
more than 4 days will be used in crossing.

If occasion demands, rangers will accompany the stock and see that
supervision. there is no delay or trespassing.
No charge will be made for crossing permits issued under this regu-

lation. When a permit is desired for crossing the Forest with stock
at regular intervals during an entire grazing season, or

Paid permits. -,

& ., ,... &
i i

under other conditions which warrant the charging
of a grazing fee, the grazing permit will be issued under Regulation
G-5 and included in the regular numbered series.

If the Forest includes a shipping point or if it must be crossed to

reach one by nonpermittees trailing stock and limited grazing is

necessary to prevent shrinkage, the Forester may authorize a grazing
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period of 10, 20, or 30 days, as the case may be, at a specified charge
per band of sheep or cattle for the period established. The charge in

such cases will be based upon the entire period and no allowance will

be made if the range is used for a shorter time.

It is absolutely essential that persons crossing stock comply with
the regulations governing the National Forests and

iations
antine resu" with the quarantine regulations prescribed by the

Secretary of Agriculture and the State authorities.

Unless they do so the privilege may be denied them, but the condition

of stock as to contagious or infectious diseases will be determined by
the proper Federal or State authorities. Compliance being assured,
and if the privilege will not expose the National Forest to damage or

the regular permittees using it to inconvenience or financial loss,

the permit should be issued without delay and with the fewest pos-
sible restrictions.

Before issuing a permit to reach private land, the Forest officer may
crossing to private require a written statement of ownership of the land

lands - or a copy of the lease thereof.

If the land is uninclosed and the applicant does not desire to waive
the right to its exclusive use, the stock must be so handled that the
animals will not intrude upon adjoining Forest areas. In order to

protect the Forest from trespass or injury, an application for crossing
with more stock than the land will support may be denied.
When the private land is securely fenced, the permit may be allowed

for any number of stock the applicant desires to graze upon his land.

It is inadvisable to allow unpermitted sheep to cross National

crossing to dip-
Forest lands to be dipped at a yat within the Forest,

ping vats or shipping unless there is no available dipping vat outside of the
limits of the Forest, but the Forest Service will not

Erevent
compliance with the Federal or State quarantine requirements

y refusing access to a dipping vat so located. The Supervisor wih
1

determine for each vat on his Forest whether the circumstances
warrant the granting of this privilege, and the restrictions which
should govern it and will instruct the rangers accordingly.

If a shipping point within a National Forest is the only one reason-

ably accessible to persons grazing stock outside, the Supervisor may
allow crossing privileges under such restrictions as are necessary to

protect the interests of regular permittees.
The regular grazing permit carries with it the right to drive the

stock over National Forest lands to and from the

mSted
S

ranges
per" allotted ranges at the beginning and end of the grazing

season, and from the range to the most accessible

shearing, dipping, and shipping points during the term of the permit.
Supervisors should require permittees to secure additional crossing

permits only when it is clearly evident that the unrestricted privilege
is detrimental to the Forest or to other permittees.



ADVISORY BOARDS. (Reg. G-21.)

The primary purpose of all the regulations is to make the National
Forests as useful as possible to the people, consistent with their im>-

tection and perpetuation. It is evident that a committee selected by
an organized body of representative users is capable of giving ex-

tremely valuable advice upon the handling of the interests
repre-

sented. It is clearly impossible to meet the wishes of each individual

user, but it may be entirely possible to meet the wishes of the majority
made known through an organization. It is to secure from the people
collectively definite statements of their needs and wishes that the

organization of stock associations is encouraged.
Live-stock associations desiring to take advantage of this regulation

must file an application with the Supervisor, givingHow formed. Vf , T * ji W
the names of all members, the name of the Forest in

which its members are interested, and the names of the committeemen
who are to act for the association. The advisory board must consist

of not more than five members, who must be users of the National

Forest, and a majority of the board must constitute a quorum.
The application must be accompanied by a copy or the constitu-

tion and by-laws and a statement that the action or the board will be

binding upon the association. These by-laws must provide that all

persons who are permitted to graze the kind of stock represented by
the association will be eligible to membership.

After having examined the application the Supervisor will forward

Procedure
^ ^ ^e District Forester accompanied by a copy of

the constitution and by-laws.
He will state whether

or not the membership comprises a majority of the permittees for the

particular class or classes of stock within the Forest or grazing district

for which recognition is requested, and make a recommendation for or

against its approval. Upon approval by the District Forester, the

association will be notified and entitled to the recognition under this

regulation. The letter of notification will be sent the secretary of the
association and copies sent the Forester and Supervisor, on receipt of

which the Supervisor will arrange for cooperation with the associa-

tion. Applications for recognition of advisory boards not submitted

through the Supervisor will be referred to him for recommendation.
A card record of recognized stock associations will be kept. The

card record
*^e ^ ^ie associati n

>
names and addresses of its

officers and the members of the advisory board, and
the grazing district or Forest for which recognition is granted will be
entered on a card which will be filed by Forests. A copy of each card
will be sent the Forester, who will be kept informed of changes.

Supervisors should inform the District Forester of any change in the

personnel of advisory boards or amendments in the constitution or by-
laws adopted by recognized stock associations.
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If the application is disapproved by the District Forester, the sec-

retary of the association will be informed and specific
reasons given. On receipt of a copy of such a letter,
the Supervisor may take the matter up with the local

representatives, show them what is necessary to correct their applica-
tion or enlarge their organization to secure recognition. Disapproval
for noncompliance with this regulation need not preclude reapplication
and subsequent approval. An appeal from the District Forester's

refusal to recognize a stock association may be made to the Forester.

While the Forest Service must control the grazing on the Forests
and retain the administrative authority, it must be

mtndations!
recom"

remembered that an advisory board is in a position
to express accurately the wants of stockmen compos-

ing the association.

It is the responsibility of the Forest officer to determine in each
instance whether the wants of the people are compatible with the good
of the Forest. When they are not, the latter will govern.
When it is necessary to disapprove the recommendations of an

advisory board the Supervisor will furnish them a clear statement of

his reasons for such disapproval.
The advisory board may, if the Supervisor's action and reasons are

Appeals by ad- unsatisfactory, appeal to the District Forester and
visory boards. from his decision to the Forester, and from the For-
ester's decision to the Secretary of Agriculture.

State associations may appoint advisory boards for any Forest in
the State in which their membership includes a ma-

state associations. , j.i A i j i i

jority or the users. A single advisory board repre-
senting a State association may be consulted by the District Forester
on questions which concern the entire State.

If, after setting any date of meeting with an advisory board giving

Meetin s ample time for all members to attend either in person
or by proxy, a majority of the board is not present,

the Supervisor or District Forester will be relieved from all obligation
to delay action or confer with the board.

National live-stock associations representing the owners of any kind
of stock using the National Forests, may appoint an

tions!
ional associa"

advisory board, which will be recognized by the Secre-

tary of Agriculture and consulted with annually at
such time and place as may be agreed upon in reference to matters

affecting the use of all of the National Forests.

Complaint against the Supervisor's action by members of the asso-

compiaints of ciation should be taken up through the advisory board
members. unless the permittee desires to take up the matter
direct as an individual.

Where there is more than one advisory board on a Forest, care

Area covered
should be taken to see that the members understand

clearly the boundaries of the area over which their

jurisdiction extends, whether it be a Forest, a grazing district, or a few
divisions. In handling important range questions which it is neces-

sary to refer to an advisory board complications may be avoided by
having this thoroughly understood beforehand.

Matters submitted to advisory boards should be of general rather
than individual or personal interest. An individual case, however,
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**

may contain a principle in which a large number of permittees are

interested, in which event it may very properly be taken up.
The Supervisor of the Forest concerned or one

delegate selected by
him, upon receipt of an authorized request, may
attend> without receiving specific authority from the

Secretary of Agriculture, any meeting of the stockmen

using the Forest or of an association of which they are members, at

which his presence will tend to facilitate the administration of the
Forest or will be of mutual benefit to the Forest Service and the users

of the National Forest.



COUNTING STOCK. (Beg. G-22.)

Counting corrals should be constructed at convenient points to

facilitate compliance with this Regulation and an actual count will

be made wherever possible, without serious interference with the

proper handling of the stock. Slight discrepancies may be permitted
from the number covered by permit when an exact count is impos-
sible. When it is, a very slight excess in a large permit may be over-

looked or a supplemental application for the excess required. When
the excess is so great as to warrant the assumption than an attempt is

being made to avoid payment of fees, the excess number may be
denied entrance to the Forest. A report on stock counted (Form
874-18) will be sent to the Supervisor as soon as practicable.
Where the local Forest officers are in possession of reliable informa-

tion that the number of stock being brought in by a permittee is not
in excess of his permit number, counting may be dispensed with,

especially if it involves a material expense to the Service.

Sheep can be easily counted where there is a corral or where a

countin shee
wing can he readily constructed, and therefore

should be counted each season as they enter the For-
est or shortly afterwards.

Ordinarily an excess of 10 head per thousand may be ignored. If

the range is heavily stocked any greater excess should be removed
from the herd before it is allowed to enter. If the range is not heavily
stocked, the excess number may be allowed to remain in the herd if

the owner will immediately apply for a supplemental permit for the
whole excess.

Where cattle or horses are driven to Forest ranges from the feed

lots or winter ranges, a count may be made at points

?f entry designated by the Forest officers. In many
instances, however, the stock is either running loose

or turned loose in the spring and naturally drifts onto the National
Forest ranges. Where yearlong ranges are included the stock may
never leave the Forest and seldom be rounded up.

In such cases the number of cattle or horses being grazed upon a
National Forest range may be approximately determined in several

ways. Stock may be counted in the feed lots where winter feeding is

the rule, a count may be secured in a round-up, or close estimates may
be made on the basis of range counts, branding tallies, or sales.

Counting in the feed lots can be done at a tune when it will interfere

_. . . little with a ranger's duties. The results are fairlyx eea lot counts. TP ,, , 1*1 TJ.
accurate. If the number for which application is

submitted is less than the number in the possession of the applicant
at the time the count was made he may be required on entering the
Forest to show what disposition has been made of the balance. An
applicant who refuses to allow his stock to be counted in a feed lot

may be required to arrange for a count before entering the Forest or
to round-up at any time thereafter if the Supervisor has reason
to believe that the number being grazed is in excess of the permitted
number.
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A count of a permittee's cattle on the range is a difficult and

Round u expensive matter. Where the cattle are wild and
used to being rounded up only at stated periods, this

action must be done with all possible regard for the stockmen as well

as the Forest. An unusual round-up costs money, causes a loss in the
value of the stock, drifting from their ranges, and unnecessary dam-
age to the range. Consequently such round-up counts should be
avoided unless absolutely necessary and wherever possible the num-
ber ascertained by other methods.

Regular beef, calf, or stock round-ups inaugurated by the stock-

men themselves should in no way be under the control of the Forest
Service. Every Forest officer should avoid arbitrary action in busi-

ness matters of this kind, except when it is necessary in order to pro-
tect the interests of the Forest. Unless the force or Forest officers is

sufficient to be with each party of riders all day or unless they have
the full cooperation of the stockmen an accurate count of each per-
mittee's stock can not be expected, but luckily the latter is often the
case.

Forest officers detailed to accompany a round-up will give first

attention to their work which is to determine the numbers of permitted
stock. They should, however, help the stockmen where they can
and avoid an unnecessary disregard of the authority of the person in

charge of the work.
Under ordinary conditions of stock raising, four times the number

calf tally
^ ca^ves branded in an average year will approximate

the total number of stock the owner has, from year-

lings up. To illustrate, if a man brands 100 calves in a normal season
it is probable that he has about 400 head of cattle, counting yearlings
and oeef on the range. The calf tally multiplied by 5 will give the

approximate number of stock the owner will have on the range in the

following year less the number of head sold or lost.

The record of stock sold and slaughtered, which usually may be

sales records
obtained from the State Sanitary Board and checked

up by railroad records when the stock is shipped from
railroad points, will furnish a close approximation of the number of

stock a permittee is grazing provided he is not selling steers raised

by other users of the range.
An estimate based upon the stock found upon a certain range

Ran e estimates
*s

.

^ uttle value unless it is made by two or more men
simultaneously to make sure the same animals were

not counted twice. A single ranger should not attempt a range count
that will extend over more than one day unless he is certain that stock
seen the first day will not stray upon the area to be worked the second.

Some animals are bound to be overlooked in a range count, there-

fore the estimate should be based upon the assumed ratio of the cattle

seen and counted to the cattle, on the range. This percentage will

rarely be more than two-thirds, and may oe half. If the count is

based on the work of several men, it is possible to apply as a check
the percentage of the calf crop that was overlooked on the round-up
and subsequently range branded, but this of course is a suggestion

only.
The owners of stock which is kept under herd upon the National

Forests will be furnished with cards (Form 976) for the identification

of their herders by Forest officers.



DAMAGE BY STOCK. (Beg. G-23.)

Stockmen may and should be required to repair all damage caused

by the presence of their stock upon the Forest, but should not be
called upon to make the repairs of damage not caused by their stock.

It is entirely reasonable to require a permittee to clear a road or

trail which has been filled with rocks oy the passage of his stock,
but it is not reasonable to ask him to repair roads or trails that
were in poor condition before his stock entered the Forest. It is

also reasonable to require the fencing and troughing of a spring or

seep which has been damaged by the stock of a permittee. Other-
wise the Service should undertake the improvement with the coopera-
tion of the interested permittees if they can be persuaded to assist.

BEDDING SHEEP AND GOATS. (Beg. G-24.)

The prolonged use of one bed ground by a band of sheep is

Bed ounds
destructive to the range because the amount of

forage tramped by a close herded band of sheep is

fully as great as the amount actually fed. Then, too, the sheep
leave the bed ground hungry and eat a large number of plants in the

vicinity of the bed ground that ordinarily would escape destruction.

Reestablishment of the forage thus destroyed is difficult if not

impossible. To reduce the damage to a minimum the bed ground
should be changed every six days at least. Lambing ewes can not
be moved every six days, and the interests of the range must in this

instance be sacrificed in a measure to the needs of the sheep. Where
no such exigency exists, and where the Government is not compen-
sated for the damage (by the lambing charge), sheep must not be
allowed to occupy one bed ground for more than six days.
The bedding of sheep within 300 yards of a stream or spring that

is a source of water supply for a community or town must not be
allowed under any circumstances.

DISPOSITION OF CABCASSES. (Beg. G-25.)

To prevent the pollution of wrater supply and the spread of disease

among human beings, as well as live stock, this rule will be strictly
enforced. The carcasses of animals dying from blackleg, anthrax,
glanders, and other bacterial diseases scatter germs on the range
when they decompose, and a healthy animal may contract the
disease. Therefore range losses will oe materially reduced if all

carcasses are burned.
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SALTING STOCK. (Reg. G-26.)

Sheep will consume about a pound and a half of salt during a

summer season. Deprived of salt they are harder to herd and more
destructive to the range.

Cattle and horses 'will use approximately 2 pounds of salt
per

head

per month from the time the green feed begins until midsummer
and 1 pound per head per month during the remainder of the year.
This quantity is in excess of that fed on most ranges, but experience
has demonstrated that a liberal use of salt is a profitable investment.
A lack of salt causes cattle to collect around old salt grounds and

tramp out considerable range.
Salting is required as a means of Forest protection, and the regula-

tion should be enforced to as great an extent as the interests of the
Forest demand. Otherwise it should be enforced only upon the

request of a majority of the permittees or when the State laws

require the salting of stock.

Ordinarily a person who refuses, upon request, to salt his stock will

be subject to a reduction in permit nunaber during the following
year. If his disregard is continued, and results in' damage to the

range, he may be denied further privileges. Obviously, where
natural licks occur salting will be unnecessary.

Salt and water are two important factors in distributing cattle

and horses on the range. Stock will alternate between salt and
water if the two are widely separated, and will consume as much
range around a salt ground as around a water hole. For this reason
the best results are secured by placing the salt on rocky points at

some distance away from the water. The salt licks or troughs
should be placed on ground of no value for other purposes.
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QUARANTINE AND LOCAL LAWS. (Beg. G-27.)

Whenever the stock in any locality is known to be infected with a

contagious disease, or notice to that effect has been given the For-

ester or District Forester by the Bureau of Animal Industry, the
owners of all stock to be grazed in National Forests must, if required
to do so, subject the stock to inspection, and, if found necessary, have
such stock dipped or otherwise treated before it is allowed to enter.

At any time during the period for which a grazing permit has been

issued, if the stock is found to be infected with a contagious disease,
it must be dipped or otherwise treated in accordance with the instruc-

tions of the inspectors of the Bureau of Animal Industry, or the per-
mit will be canceled and the stock removed from the National
Forests.

The owners of all stock grazed under permit must comply with
the live-stock laws of the State or Territory or their permits will be
canceled. Rangers will report at once any violation of the live-stock

laws and will assist the stock owners to protect their property against
loss by theft.

Upon receipt from the Forester of a statement of quarantine or

inspection work to be conducted by the Bureau of Animal
Industry

during the grazing season the District Forester will communicate witn
the Bureau of Animal Industry District Inspectors, requesting
information regarding the quarantine or inspection regulations to be
in force during the season, and the Forests to which they will apply.
When this information is received the Supervisors concerned will

be informed of the same and address of the district inspector in charge
and will be instructed regarding the regulations to be in force and to

cooperate with the officers of the Bureau of Animal Industry, ren-

dering them the necessary assistance and furnishing them with a list

of the permittees, the dates upon which the stock will enter the Forest,
and all other information required.
The same routine will be followed in regard to State quarantine

regulations, unless they conflict with the regulations of the Bureau
of Animal Industry.
The enforcement of Federal or State quarantine regulations will not

be undertaken by the Forest Service except in cooperation with the
Bureau of Animal Industry or State official in charge, and Supervisors
will in all cases be furnished with definite instructions for their

guidance.

Upon receipt of requests for the enforcement of State or Federal

quarantine regulations which conflict with Forest interests, or of

requests from a State official which conflict with the regulations of the
Bureau of Animal Industry, the District Forester will endeavor to
secure a modification. If this can not be secured, the matter will
be submitted to the Forester for decision before final instructions are
issued to Supervisors.

Rangers should, when necessary, inform all persons of the local stock
laws and endeavor to prevent their violation. If actual violation of
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the law is discovered by the ranger, he will at once notify the pro]
State officer, if practicable, and report this action to the Supervia
If unable to communicate with the State officer, or if no action follo^

he will give the facts to the Supervisor, who will transmit them
the proper State authority. All officers of the Forest Service will

assist the proper State or Territorial officials in the enforcement of all

quarantine and live-stock laws.

The scope of the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture is lim-

ited to the protection, occupancy, and use of the National Forests.

It is realized that certain restrictions in the use of the range, other
than those prescribed for the protection, occupancy, or use of the

National Forests, might improve range conditions and protect the

majority of the stock growers from losses by theft and the negligence
of the minority, but these matters are outside of the authority con-
f^rred by the act of June 4, 1897. If they are covered by State or

Territorial laws they may be remedied by the enforcement of such
laws. If they are not, the Forest Service can take action, only when
Forest interests are threatened.

Whenever it is found that the stock interests are suffering on
account of the ravages of wolves, cougars, coyotes, bobcats, or other

predatory animals, a
report

should be made to the District Forester,
with recommendations for such action as is necessary to reduce their

numbers.
Forest rangers and guards may be assigned to the work of hunting

predatory animals for a limited time each year and will be furnished

with necessary ammunition, poisons, and traps. If none are suffi-

ciently experienced or can be spared for the work, professional hunters

may be recommended by the Supervisor for appointment as guards
for such period as their services are required. The Supervisor will

check the progress and effect of each hunter's work by inspection and
such periodic reports on Form 343 as he may require, and will initiate

such action as is necessary for their transfer, furlough, or separation.
The final results of the hunters' work will be reported to the District

Forester in the annual statistical report (July 15).
Recommendations for the appointment of guards or rangers to

serve as hunters will be referred to Grazing which will signify approval
of such appointments by a memorandum to Operation.



PROTECTION OF GAME, FISH, AND BIRDS. (Reg. G-28.)

Wild game adds materially to the enjoyment of the National

value of game n a Forests by the public. It is as clearly the duty of the
Forest. Forest Service to do all in its power to protect game
as it is to protect the National Forests.

While the authority for making laws restricting hunting and for

the protection of game birds and animals outside

stateuthoritier
th National game refuges is vested in the State and

Territorial legislatures, it is expected that Forest
officers will cooperate with the local authorities in the enforcement
of these laws in every possible way. A passive cooperation which

permits rangers to refuse appointments as deputy game wardens or

to overlook infractions of the game laws will not be tolerated.

The District Forester will endeavor to arrange a definite plan of

cooperation with the State or Territorial authorities.

He will offer the cooperation of the Forest Service

in the protection of game on the National Forests

in the District, furnish lists of rangers whose appointment as deputy
game warden is desirable, and will assist in every proper way in the

collection of evidence and the prosecution of offenders.

The Supervisor will see that the plan of cooperation is put into

effect on the Forest. He will recommend, through
offices?

f F rest tne District Forester, such of the rangers for appoint-
ment as deputy game wardens as are necessary to

protect adequately the game on the Forest. It isnot intended that this

work shall interfere with the regular Forest business, but it should be
carried to the highest point of efficiency possible without such interfer-

ence. Nor is it intended that Forest officers should enforce the game
laws with any less tact andjudgment than is required in the enforcement
of National Forest regulations. Copies of the local game laws can

always be obtained in sufficient quantities for distribution among
campers and travelers, and courteous instruction in regard to them
will usually save the disagreeable necessity of an arrest for their

violation.

Forest officers are authorized to accept bounties offered and

Fees and bounties voluntarily paid by the State, counties, associations,
or individuals for predatory animals killed, but must

not accept any fees or parts of fines on account of enforcement of

State game laws.
In making range allotments the Supervisor should see that limited

winter or summer feeding grounds, and in some
sto?k?

rference by live cases breeding grounds, of elk, deer, antelope, moun-
tain sheep, or mountain goat are not crowded with

stock to the extent of driving the game from its natural range or of

depriving it of winter feed upon which it is dependent. On adjoining
Forests cooperation on the part of both Supervisors may be nec-

essary to accomplish this. In other cases, sheep may be excluded
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from limited areas to
provide nesting places for game birds, such

pheasants, grouse, wild turkey, ptarmigan, or mountain quail,

arbitrary action should be taken which would cause hardship to stock
owners. Wherever possible the owners affected should be consull

and induced if possible to agree to the proposed action.

Forest guards and hunters appointed for the purpose of killii

and trapping predatory
animals may be assignee

esthuntSJ
nt f :

"
to work in portions of the Forest where such animals
are known to be killing game in quantities.

Rangers should be instructed to report instances of game killed by
predatory animals.

If the Supervisor discovers that the number of game fish is mate-

stocking streams.
T

'

l8̂ y decreasing in a streams, or that good streams or
lakes exist in which there are no fish, he may report

the fact to the District Forester, who will take it up with the State
authorities if they own or control hatcheries, or through the For-
ester with the United States Bureau of Fisheries, with a view to

having fry sent the Supervisor for stocking the waters of his Forest.
Rare species in danger of extinction should be reported to the For-
ester for advice from the United States Bureau of Fisheries.

If the Supervisor finds that the local game laws are inadequate
to protect the game or fish in his locality for example,

flic?ing

e

state
e

ia
r

ws
011" ^ tn

.

e Pen season on deer allows hunting during the

mating season or permits quail to be killed before the

young are able to care for themselves he should report to the Dis-
trict Forester, who will bring it to the attention of the State warden.
When any class of game on a Forest is in danger of extermination,

the Supervisor should investigate the matter as

thoroughly as possible. If he considers that the emer-

gency is serious or that peculiar conditions exist, he
will make a preliminary report to the District Forester requesting
the detail of a representative of the Biological Survey to his Forest
to conduct further investigations. If the District Forester concurs,
he will prepare a letter to the Chief of the Bureau of the Biological
Survey for the signature of the Forester requesting this cooperation.

Game
tioii.

extermina-



GAME AND BIRD REFUGES.

Four different classes of game and bird refuges may be included
within the National Forests: National game refugesFour classes. i i j_i i -iv f -

i

or areas in which the killing of game annuals is pro-
hibited by acts of Congress ;

National bird refuges or areas in wnich
the killing of birds is prohibited by acts of Congress; State game pre-
serves, or areas in which the killing of game is prohibited by the

legislature of the State or Territory; and protected areas or areas

closed to the grazing of all classes of stock in order to protect game
in its natural feeding or breeding grounds, but where hunting is

allowed by the State Taws.

National game refuges are created by specific acts of Congress for

the purpose of preventing trespass upon public lands

^
National game ref-

jn ^Qv ^ protect game an^ J^s. Within a
National game refuge local game laws apply only on

private, State, or Territorial lands.

The hunting, trapping, capturing, or killing of game animals upon
a National game refuge in violation of any of the

rangen?
ority f

regulations for their protection prescribed by the

Secretary of Agriculture under the authority of the
statute creating it is a violation of the statute, and offenders will

be tried in the United States district courts and not in the State
or Territorial courts. Under authority granted by Congress, rangers
are empowered to arrest persons violating National game refuge
regulations.
In making arrests Forest officers must be certain that the hunting,

Arrests trapping, capturing, or killing of the game animals
took place upon Government land within the limits

of the National game refuge and not upon land in private, State,
or Territorial ownership, and must be prepared to prove these facts

before the United States commissioner and in subsequent court

proceedings.
When a game warden is appointed from the United States Civil

Game wardens
Service list for a game preserve within a National
Forest he may be designated as acting supervisor

and be placed in charge of the Forest, but game wardens who are not

placed in charge of a Forest will work under instructions from the

Supervisor the same as other Forest officers.

National bird refuges have been created under authority of an
act of Congress, by Executive proclamation or order.

^National
bird ref- Tne hunting, trapping, capturing, willfully disturbing,

or killing any bird of any kind whatever or taking the

eggs of such birds on any lands of the United States within National
bird refuges in violation of any of the regulations prescribed by the

Secretary of Agriculture is a violation of the statute. Legal pro-
cedure and action on the part of Forest officers in cases of violation
of the regulations on National bird refuges will be the same as on
National game refuges.
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State game preserves are created by specific acts of the State or
Territorial legislature for the purpose of protecting

serve**
8 game pr*~

gam? animals. Such acts apply to all lands embraced
within the described area, including public lands of the

United States, unless they conflict with acts of Congress. The killing
of game in violation of the act creating a State game preserve is a
violation of the State or Territorial laws, and offenders will be tried

in the State or Territorial courts. Forest officers have

rangers*
rlty f

authority to arrest for violations of such laws only
after they have been appointed State or Territorial

game wardens, or have been given special authority by the State

legislature.
When a State game preserve is established within a National

procedure Forest, the District Forester will communicate with
the State game warden, offering the cooperation of

the Forest Service in the enforcement of any regulations for the

protection of animals in the State Game Preserve.

Upon receipt of a request from the State game
warden that any special action be taken, the neces-

sary instructions will be issued to the Forest officers concerned.
If in the judgment of the District Forester it is contrary to the

best interest of the Forest to comply with the State game warden's

request, he may refer the matter to the Forester.
Protected areas may be established by the Forester within the

Protected areas
National Forests by the exclusion of live stock from
limited areas which are the natural feeding or breed-

ing grounds of game animals or birds. Since such areas must remain

open to hunting under the State game law, an effort should be made
to secure the cooperation of the State to prohibit the killing of game
animals within protected areas.

The boundaries of protected areas should be plainly marked with
notices showing that the areas are closed to the graz-

ing of certain or all classes of stock. The grazing
of stock upon the area will be considered as grazing

trespass. Forest officers having charge of districts within which
there are protected areas will give them the most effective protec-
tion possible.

All matters dealing with the protection of game on National For-
ests will be handled in the District offices by officers designated by
the District Forester and in Washington by officers designated by
the Forester.



STRAY OB UNBBANDED STOCK.

The ownership of all stray or unbranded stock upon the National
Forests will be determined by the laws of the State or Territory in

which the Forest is located, and Forest officers will be governed by
such laws in the handling of stray or unbranded stock. Persons

legally entitled to acquire title to stray or unbranded stock may be
allowed to do so, but no permit or agreement should be granted or

entered into by any Forest officer which authorizes a charge to be
made for the gathering of such stock or its sale by the person or

persons who have gathered or captured it.

The owners of all branded animals which are captured with un-
branded stock will be required to make application for permit and

pay the grazing fees upon them. Stray or unbranded stock, if not
claimed by persons entitled to it under the law, will be held, and the
State or Territorial authorities requested to take charge of it or

authorize the Forest officer to dispose of it in accordance with the
State or Territorial law.

Forest officers should not attempt to acquire title to stray or

unbranded stock, or assume that its presence upon the Forest gives
any right to its use, except when they are qualified under the law to

acquire ownership of the stock.

The construction of corrals or pastures for use in capturing wild
unbranded stock may be allowed under the rules governing other

special uses of the National Forest.

Reimbursement for expenses incurred by Forest officers in the

capture or removal of unbranded stock from the National Forests,
in excess of their ordinary expenses, may be allowed when the

expenditure has been authorized by the District Forester.
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METHODS OF RANGE IMPROVEMENT.

Improvement of National Forest ranges may be effected in three

ways:
1. Improved methods of handling stock.

2. Improvement of range by natural reseeding.
3. Improvement of range by artificial seeding.

Sheep. By careful experimental study it has been found that sheep
unmolested in pasture require only from 65 to 80 per

handling ?he^tock
f cen

.t
asmuch range as when herded in bands in the open.

This is due to the difference in the actions of the sheep.
In pasture they wander about singly or in groups as cattle do, graze
quietly, and bed in any opening where night overtakes them. Con-

sequently, the forage is eaten instead of being destroyed, as it is on
the range by close bunching, stampeding, and trailing back and forth

to camp. The more nearty the former condition can be approached
on National Forests the better for the range as well as for the sheep.
Herders should be induced, wherever possible, to avoid quick mass-

ing with dogs, to bed the band where night overtakes it, and to leave
a camp in good condition and return to it later rather than feeding it

out to its full capacity in one visit.

Cattle. Cattle have a tendency to congregate and graze in areas
in the neighborhood of watering places and salt grounds. To offset

this new water holes may be developed and salt at a distance from
water distributed.

Goats. Where goat herders maintain but one camp where the

goats return to bed night after night as is the custom, the entire range
about the camp is destroyed. Not only the grass and forage but the
shrubs and even small trees are killed.

Where goats graze upon National Forest ranges they will not be
allowed for more than six successive nights upon one bed ground
except during the kidding season. If goat herders can be induced to

handle their bands with a movable camp following the herd, the

damage done could be greatly reduced and much of the objection to

their presence on National Forests would be removed. The rapidity
with which feeding goats move over a range is another injurious
element. This may be prevented by the herder if he will hold t"

herd and force them to scatter and graze more openly.
One of the chief reasons for the slow recovery of impoverish

Natural reseedin
ranges is ^ne fac^ that the forage is usually gra
each year before the seed crop is mature. It has been

found that a portion at least of each range can be protected until the

seed of the most important forage species has matured and scattered

with no serious inconvenience to the stockmen. The area that can
be set aside for later grazing will depend upon the time at which the

seed crop ripens. If, for example, one-fifth of the season remains
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after the seed has matured, one-fifth of the entire range allotment

may be set aside for natural seeding each season.

After the seed has ripened the reserved area may be grazed in the

usual manner in order that the seed may be tramped into the ground.
It is advisable to make the same reservation the following year in

order to give the seedlings a chance to develop a strong root system.
On ranges so severely overgrazed that the desirable forage species

Artificial reseedin
nave been almost entirely destroyed and the lands are

''

denuded, it is evident that artificial reseeding must
be resorted to. When such work is undertaken twTo points must be
remembered in selecting species for planting. First, the soil and
moisture requirements of the plant itself, and second, the soil and cli-

matic conditions of the area to be seeded. Redtop for example,
should never be sown in dry soils, or even on meadows which may
become dry in the latter part of the season. Smooth brome

grass,
which is one of the most drought-resistant species known, would in all

probability not succeed in a moist locality.
In reseeding with forage species which make a quick height growth

choice of areas
or a neavJ s d> care should be taken to insure against
competition with the reproduction of tree species,

where forest reproduction is possible. Therefore in such cases a

species like orchard grass, which forms tussocks, may be used. Such

grasses leave a portion of the soil exposed where the tree seed may
start.

The areas selected for seeding experiments need not be large. For
a single species an acre, or even half an acre, is ample. It is essen-

tial, however, that the area selected should be representative of the

general conditions on the range in need of reseeding. In order to

obtain reliable results, experiments will necessarily extend over a

Eeriod
of years. To insure a fair test the experimental plot, or at

iast a portion of it, should be fenced. A detailed record of the
work should be kept by the officer responsible for the experiment
and progress reports submitted at the close of each growing season.

The accompanying Blank A will be filled out when the experiment is

started, and Blank B used for progress reports

Blank A.] [To be made in duplicate.

REPORT ON

GRASS SEEDING STATION

NATIONAL FOREST.

Area

Strip No '.

(Designation on location post.)

Established 191. ..

Location

(By section, township, and range, if possible.)
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Character of site:

Exposure Slope

(Approximate degrees of incline.)

Altitude Soil type

(Sandy, clay loam, gravelly loam, etc.)

Cover

(Trees, brush, grass stating only most abundant species.)

Past history

(Cut over, grazed, burned state when burning took place, if possible.)

Protection

(Fenced or merely protected by herding.)

Moisture

(Submoisture, precipitation, approximate annual rainfall and precipitation during the growing period.)

Species sown singly

Species sown to a mixture

Source of seed

(Good, average, poor, germination test.)

Quantity of each species of seed per acre

Preparation of the soil

(Plowed, harrowed, brushed, tramped in, etc.)

Method of sowing
(Broadcasted or drilled in.)

Was seed well covered?

Cost of Ranger labor

Cost of outside labor

Total cost of sowing per acre, including seed

(Signature.)

(Title.)

Date of report ,
191. . .
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Blank B .] [ To be made in duplicate.

PROGRESS REPORT ON

GRASS SEEDING STATION

NATIONAL FOREST.

(To bo submitted July 1 and October 1.)

,191...

Area Strip No

Established
,
191. . .

Location

(Time since seeding.)

(Time of germination.)

(Are any dormant seed found?)

Density of stand

(Approximate number of seedlings per square yard.)

(Is stand uniform?)

Species predominating
(If seed was of but one source, this need not be filled in.)

Soil moisture at this time.

Light conditions and competition
(State if weeds and native species are overshadowing and crowding out seedlings.)

Root development
(Note depth and spread.)

Would seedlings be pulled out of ground if grazed?

Approximate precipitation since seeding
(Climatology, considered favorable or unfavorable.)

Height growth
(Average length of blades and entire plant.)

Protection

(If grazed, to what extent and by what class of stock.)
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Loss of seedlings due to grazing

Remarks
(If experiment Is failure, show cause; If It has any noticeable drawbacks, note them.)

(Suggestions for Improvement in continuing the experiment.)

(Reference to special letters written concerning improving the experiment.)

(Signature.)

(Title.)

Date of report ,191.

The time of sowing and the subsequent treatment is quite as im-

portant as the selection of the species. In nearly all localities (nota-
ble exceptions being marshy meadows and swales,

Spril
siediSg

s fan where ^he seed is liable to decay) fall seeding is

usually much more successful than sowing done in the

spring. In all seeding the ground can be worked more satisfactorily,
which materially increases the per cent of germination and the seed

coat, being thoroughly soaked and softened by the soil moisture, ger-
minates as soon as the temperature becomes favorable. This results

in the formation of a deep root system and better chances of survival

through a later drought period, since seed sown in the spring ger-
minates later, the resulting stand being relatively low, and a high per
cent of loss follows when the surface layer of soil dries out.



REPORTS.

Forest rangers will make quarterly reports on the condition of

Rangers to super- the stock and the range under their charge in accord-
rtsors. ance with the outline on Form 658, when 50 per cent
or more of the permits on the grazing district are year long. If

less, these reports will be made on June 30 and September 30.

In the report for the quarter ending September 30 rangers will

include the approximate number of stock grazed free under the ten-

head exemption. (See
" Stock exempt from permit," p. 22.)

The Supervisor may require from each ranger with the quarterly
* , x_ report, or oftener if necessary, a report on stock

Mortality reports. , 1., ,, i_
J

*
"

i j?

mortality covering the number 01 animals oi each
class discovered on the district during the period covered by the

report dead of disease, accident, wild animals, poisonous plants, and
starvation. The disposition of the carcass should be noted in each
case.

Rangers or guards counting stock entering the Forest will report
_ ,. , to the Supervisor on Form 874-18 as soon as possible
Counting report. , -,

r
,

after each count.
Permits issued under Regulation G-19 should be based upon a

Grazing capacity field estimate of the grazing capacity of the lands
of private lands. uivolved. Private lands within a ranger's district

may be examined when the application is made, or in advance of

application at any time an opportunity occurs. Reports will be
made on Form 251.

When required by the Supervisor, officers employed as hunters
__ , ,

. will submit a report (Form 343) showing the work
Hunters reports. V1 -, . * -.11 j_

accomplished since the last report.

Grazing Chapter, Supervisor's Annual Forest Plan.

As a matter of convenience to the stockmen it is desirable to make
public as soon as possible the number of stock that will be allowed
to graze on the Forest the following season, the periods and the fees.

Therefore, immediately after the close of the grazing season and not
later than December 1, Supervisors will submit the

"
Grazing"

chapter of the annual forest plan in duplicate, forwarding it to the
District Forester without waiting for the completion of the rest of

the plan. The following points will be covered:
A statement of amount of rainfall and forage as compared with

General range con- other years. The conditions of the range at the close

of the season, and whether or not any portion of it

is being injured by overgrazing. The condition of the stock at the
time of entering and leaving the Forest. Market conditions and
sales of stock during the season. Matters of general interest concern-

ing the welfare of stock grazing upon the Forest.
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Proposed changes in the grazing districts. The division of the

divisions
districts between different kinds of stock. Closing
areas against sheep, goats, cattle, horses, or hogs,

for the protection of watersheds or of the Forest. The distribution

of the stock upon the range changes in the number allowed upon
districts or divisions. The establishment of driveways and restric-

tions in their use.

General plan adopted in the approval of
applications. Special

rules for allotments. The establishment of protec-
Permlt allotments. ,. v -j.

tive or maximum limits.

Losses of stock from poisonous plants and the need for investiga-
tions. Prevalence of predatory animals and the
need for the appointment of hunters. Prairie dogs

and need for their extermination. Need for scientific investigation
to determine a practical means of reseeding the range.
The approximate number of owners and of each kind of stock

stock grazing grazed free under regulation.
without permit.

Degree of cooperation received from stock associations. Methods
Live stock associa- used in settling controversies and adjusting range

tiOM -

disputes.
An estimate of the grazing capacity of National Forest lands only,

Estimating grazing counting stock 6 months old, but figuring on the
capacity. natural increase.

Increase or decrease in the total number of each class of stock to

Recommendations
^e graze(^ on t^ie Forest during the coming season,
the distribution of the stock between districts.

Grazing periods
in different portions of the Forest and for different

classes of stock. The fees to be charged for each class of stock.

Special rules to meet local conditions. The issuance of five-year

permits. (See Reg. G-l.)
The Supervisor will prepare a map of the Forest in duplicate, suit-

able for insertion in the Forest Atlas, to accompany
the grazing chapter. It will show grazing district,

areas open to each class of stock, lambing grounds, driveways, over-

grazed areas, areas closed to any kind of stock, and areas which can
not be utilized for grazing.
The Supervisor of a National Forest haying a National game pre-

serve within its limits will include in his annual plan
full information on the condition of the forage within

the preserve, the estimated number of game animals occupying the

range, their condition and the permanent improvements necessary.
Recommendations will be made regarding all matters which demand
action.

Grazing Section Supervisor's Annual Statistical Report.

A report on the printed form in accordance \yith
the instructions

thereon, giving the required data and information on the following

subjects: Grazing permit; Classification of permits; Crossing per-
mits and permits on account of private land; Predatory anim
killed.

This report is due with the District Forester on July 15, and
cover the preceding fiscal year.
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When this report is compiled, the record cards (Forms 621 and 256)
for permits issued since July 1 of the preceding year and for the cur-

rent grazing year may be checked with a blue pencil in the "Number
applied for" column.
When the data is prepared for the classification of permits by-

grades, the record cards may be checked as above with a red pencil.
After the annual statistical report has been prepared, the record

cards for the previous grazing year will be transferred to the closed

files.

District Forester's Report.

Upon receipt of the Supervisor's grazing chapter the District

Annual District office of Grazing will take the action outlined under
Plan -

"Allotments," p. 20.

On receipt of all the Forest Statistical reports the District Forester

statistical re ort ^^ compile the data for the District showing the
information by Forests and mail to the Forester not

later than August 15.
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GRAZING FORMS.

Form 879

(Revised March 18, 1911.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

APPLICATION FOR GRAZING PERMIT

No. .

(Date.)

I, ,of
(Place of residence.)

do hereby make application for permit to graze head of cattle,

(Number.) (Number.)

head of horses, head of sheep, and head of

(Number.) (Number.) (Kind of stock.)

upon lands of the United States within the National Forest,

from ,191 ,
to ,191 ,

and also

(Lambing specified number of ewes included in aforesaid sheep, or other additional use.)

My marks and brands are as follows: Brands

Earmark

(Right.) (Left.)

It is my desire to graze the said animals upon that part of the Forest described as

follows:

Provided, That they shall not intrude upon any areas upon which grazing is

prohibited.
I do hereby certify that

1. This application is made for my own exclusive use and benefit,, and not directly

or indirectly for the use of any other person.

2. My home ranch is located in

(Give location by township, range, or section, if surveyed.)

3. I own acres of improved farming land upon which hay or grain is

(Number.)

NOTE. Animals under 6 months old at the time of entry which are the natural increase of stock grazed
under permit will not be counted.

(OVER.)
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raised, and also acres of summer grazing land, and acres of

(Number.) (Number.)

winter grazing land, located in the counties of

4. I now actually own head of and

(Number.) (Kind of stock.) (Number.)

head of

(Kind of stock.)

5. My are ranged, during the winter season, on

(Kind or kinds of stock.)

(Give township, range, and section, if range is owned or leased by applicant. If on public range, so state.)

(If stock is fed, give location of ranch and amount of hay used.)

6. I have regularly used range now in the National Forest

during the past : years and grazed head of

(Number.) (Number.) (Kind of stock.)

and head of on said Forest during the past season,

(Number.) (Kind of stock.)

from to

(Date.) (Date.)

7. I have not made application for a grazing permit in any other National Forest,

except as follows:

If this application is granted, in whole or in part, I do hereby agree to deposit the
amount due for grazing fees to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States in the
U. S. Depository designated by the letter of transmittal.

I also hereby bind myself and my employees engaged in caring for the animals
while on the Forest to extinguish all camp fires started by myself or any of my em-
ployees before leaving the vicinity thereof, and to render all reasonable aid in extin-

guishing forest fires within the district in which the stock is grazed, such service to

be without compensation if required to protect the grazing area allotted to me and
described in my grazing permit, but at the prevailing rate of compensation if other-
wise.

I also hereby agree that I will allow my stock to graze only upon lands of the United
States within the areas specified in the permit, that I will obey and support all the
laws and regulations governing National Forests, and that I will pay for all damage
sustained by the United States through any violation, by myself or my employees,
of such laws or regulations, or of the terms hereof or of the permit issued upon this

application.
I also agree to forfeit the permit whenever the National Forest for any reason ceases

to exist, or for a violation of the National Forest regulations now or hereafter adopted
or of any of the terms hereof, or of the terms of the permit issued hereupon, or when-
ever any injury is being done to the Forest by reason of the presence of the animals
therein.

Approved ,
191

,

(Date of approval.)

(Signature of applicant.)

for cattle, horses,

(Number.) (Number.)

'(Number.) (Post-office address.)

(Signature of Forest officer.)

(Title.)
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Form 298

(Revised March 18, 1911)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

APPLICATION FOR GRAZING PERMIT, FIVE-YEAR PERIOD

No.
(Date.)

of

(Place of residence.)

do hereby make application for permit to graze head of cattle,

(Number.) (Number.)

head of horses, head of sheep, and '... head of

(Number.) (Number.) (Kind of stock.)

upon lands of the United States within the National Forest,

from to
,
for a period of five years, begin-

ning ,
191 . .

,
and also the privilege of

(Lambing specified number of ewes included in aforesaid sheep, or other additional privilege.)

My marks and brands are as follows: Brands

Earmark

(Right.) (Left.)

It is my desire to graze the said animals upon that part of the Forest described as

follows:

Provided, That they shall not intrude upon any areas upon which grazing is prohibited .

I do hereby certify that
1. This application is made for my own exclusive use and benefit, and not directly

or indirectly for the use of any other person.

2. My home ranch is located in

(Give location by township, range, or section, if surveyed.)

3. I own acres of improved farming land upon which hay or grain

(Number.)

NOTE. Animals under six months old at the time of entry which are the natural increase of stock grazed
under permit will not be counted.
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raised, and also acres of summer grazing land, and acres of

(Number.) (Number.)

winter grazing land, located in the counties of

4. I now actually own head of and
(Number.) (Kind of stock.) (Number.)

head of

(Kind of stock.)

5. My are ranged, during the winter season, on
(Kind or kinds of stock.)

(Give township, range, and section, if range is owned or leased by applicant. If on public range, so state.)

(If stock is fed, give location of ranch and amount of hay used.)

I have not made application for a grazing permit in any other National Forest, except
as follows:

If this application is granted, in whole or in part, I do hereby agree to pay

to the National Bank of (U. S. Deposi-

tory), or such other depository or officers as shall hereafter be duly designated by the
United States, to be placed to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States, the
amount due for grazing fees for a period of five years annually in advance at the regular
rate fixed each year for the said National Forest on the full number of animals for which
my application is approved, and to use the range each year unless the Forest Supervisor
agrees that it should be given a rest.

I also agree that the annual permits issued to me shall not be transferable, but it is

agreed that if the stock is sold a permit may be issued to the purchaser allowing him
to continue grazing it on the National Forest range until the expiration of the annual

period for which the fees have been paid.
I also hereby bind myself and my employees engaged in caring for the animals

while on the Forest to extinguish all camp fires started by myself or any of my
employees before leaving the vicinity thereof, and to render all reasonable aid in

extinguishing forest fires within the district in which the stock is grazed.
I also hereby agree that I will allow my stock to graze only upon lands of the United

States within the areas specified in the permit; that I will obey and support all the
laws and regulations governing National Forests; and that I will pay for all damage
sustained by the United States, through any violation, by myself or my employees, of

such laws or regulations, or of the terms hereof, or of the permit issued upon this appli-
cation.

I also agree to forfeit the permit whenever the National Forest for any reason ceases
to exist, or for a violation of the National Forest regulations now or hereafter adopted,
or of any of the terms hereof, or of the terms of the permit issued hereupon, or when-
ever any injury is being done to the Forest by reason of the presence of the animals
therein.

Approved ,
191

,

(Date of approval.)

(Signature of applicant.)
for cattle, horses,

(Number.) (Number.)

(Post-office address.)

sheep.
(Number.)

(Signature of Forest officer.)

(Title.)
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POSTAL CAED NOTICES

Form 153

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

,191

M
DEAR SIR:

Applications for permits to graze

on the National Forest during the season

of 191 must be filed in my office on or before
,

191 .

Application blanks and full information in regard to grazing periods

and fees to be charged may be had upon request.

Supervisor.

Form 303

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOREST SERVICE

,191

DEAR SIR:

Your application for a grazing permit on the

National Forest is received, and you will be notified of the action taken

in due time.

Very truly, yours,

Supervisor.
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Form 861 G
(Revised June 1, 1910) Notice to Grazing Applicant ana Letter of Transmlttal

SEE OTHER SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS READ CAREFULLY

Payment must "be made Tt>elore beginning of the grazing period.

,191..
THE NATIONAL BANK,

United States Depository,

There is inclosed herewith a (1) {^f
order

}
for

dollars,

drawn payable to your order, to be placed to the credit of the TREASURER OF THE

UNITED STATES. This, deposit is on account of an application dated
,

191. .., for a permit to graze head of
,

head of

,
head of , upon lands of the United States within the

National Forest, which has been approved for head

of
,

head of
,

head of
,

the stock to be allowed in District No

from.. ., 191..., to .. .,191..

(Signature of payer)

(Post office)

(Permit No.) (Supervisor)

(Name)

Deposit on account of grazing permit,

National Forest.

$

[Reverse side Form 861 G] INFORMATION FOR PERSONS MAKING PAYMENTS
Indicate in the space marked (1) the character of your remittance, in (2) your name,

and in (3) the address to which you wish the receipt sent. Failure on your part to

make payments in the following manner will delay business: Make payments by postal
or express money orders or by National Bank drafts, DRAWN PAYABLE TO THE
NATIONAL BANK. Do NOT SEND PERSONAL LOCAL CHECKS. Send payment with the

copy of this form furnished you by the Forest officer to The National Bank,

INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS

Furnish this form to persons making payments for grazing permits. Enter in the
spaces provided the amount of the remittance, date of application, number and kind
of stock permit is applied for, number application is approved for, district stock will
be grazed upon, and period during which grazing will be allowed. Send a duplicate
copy to the District Forester and file a triplicate copy with the other papers in the case .

Do not use this form for any payments except those on account of grazing permits.
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Form 656
(Revised March 18, 1911)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

GRAZING PERMIT
(This permit is not transferable.)

No. .

(Date.)

M
,
of

, having paid
(Name) (Place of residence.)

to the National Bank of (U.S. Depository)

the grazing fee amounting to the sum of dollars ($ ), is

hereby authorized to pasture the following number and class of live stock :

head of

and head of

branded or earmarked as follows:

(Right.) (Left.)

upon lands of the United States within the National Forest

from
, 191.., to

, 191..;

Provided, That the animals shall not intrude upon any area upon which grazing is

prohibited, nor upon any portion of the National Forest except the following-described

area:

This permit is issued in consideration of the promises and agreements made by said

in his application No ,
dated

,
191 . . .

This permit is issued with no obligation or agreement on the part of the Government
to maintain an exclusive possession upon any part of said Forest to any one person or

firm, nor as to adjustment of any conflict as to possession.
For a violation of any of the terms of the application on which it is based, or when-

ever any injury is being done the Forest by reason of the presence of the animals

therein, this permit will be canceled and the animals will be removed from the

Forest.

Supervisor.

NOTE. Animals under six months old at the time of entry, which are the natural increase of stock grazed
under permit, will not be counted.
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Form 925

(Revised March 18, 1911)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT ON ACCOUNT OF PRIVATE LAND

, 191.

I, ,o

being the owner, or lessee, of lands described as follows:

and located within the National Forest,
do hereby agree to allow the free and unrestricted use of the said private lands by all

stock permitted to graze on the adjoining National Forest lands, provided that in

exchange for such use of the said private lands, I am permitted to graze
(Number.)

head of and head of upon lands
(Kind of stock.) (Number.) (Kind of stock.)

of the United States described as follows: .

within the said Forest, from
,
to.

(Date.) (Date.)

during which period the said private land will adequately support the number of

stock above mentioned.
I hereby bind myself and my employees engaged in caring for the animals while on

the Forest to extinguish all camp fires started by myself or any of my employees before

leaving the vicinity thereof, and to render all reasonable aid in extinguishing forest

fires, such service to be without compensation if required to protect the area embraced
in the permit, but at the prevailing rate of compensation if otherwise.

I also hereby agree that I will allow my stock to graze only upon the areas specified
in the permit, and that I will obey and support all the laws and regulations governing
National Forests.

I also agree that the permit shall become null and void whenever the National
Forest for any reason ceases to exist, or for a violation of the National Forest regula-
tions now or hereafter adopted or of any of the terms hereof, or whenever an injury
is being done to the Forest by reason of the presence of the animals therein. I also

agree that during the period the permit is effective I will not allow the use of the
above described private lands by any stock other than those permitted to graze upon
the adjoining National Forest lands.

Approved ,
191 . . .

(Date of approval.)

(Signature of applicant.)

(Signature of approving officer.)

(Post-office address.)

"
(Tltte.)"

"
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

CROSSING PERMIT

Mr.

,191.
of.

is hereby authorized to drive head of

across public lands in the National Forest,

between
,
191 . .

,
and

,
191 . .

,

by the following route:

This permit is issued subject to all rules and regulations governing
National Forests.

(Title of Forest officer.)

Form 976

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOREST SERVICE

HERDER'S IDENTIFICATION CARD

Mr.

having been granted Permit No :

to graze head of within

the National Forest

during the season of 191 . .
,
is author-

ized to divide the animals into

herds, one of which, designated as

Herd No
,
shall not contain

more than head, and be in

charge of

Mr
(If herder be changed, draw a line through

name and enter new name on next line.)

Forest Supervisor.
This card must be presented upon de-

mand of any Forest Officer.

(OVER)

90

(Reverse side, Herder's Identification card.)

NOTICE

The holder of Grazing Permit No.
has agreed for himself and

his employees to comply fully with
all rules and regulations governing
National Forests, to extinguish all

camp fires before leaving the vicin-

ity thereof, and to aid in extinguish-
ing all forest fires in the territory

occupied by him or them. It has
also been agreed that when injury
is being done the Forest by reason of

the presence of stock grazed under

permit, the animals will be removed.
These stipulations will be rigidly

enforced.

The herder whose name appears
on this card is particularly warned
that building a fire upon the public
domain, in or near a National Forest,
and leaving said fire without totally

extinguishing same is a crime, and

any herder who commits such an
offense will be prosecuted criminally
to the full extent of the law. Forest
officers have the right to arrest with-
out a warrant any person caught vio-

lating the regulations governing Na-
tional Forests . A herder who know-
ingly suffers or permits cattle, sheep,
or other live stock under his care or

contract to go upon lands in a Na-
tional Forest not embraced in a per-
mit duly issued by an authorized
officer of the Forest Service, is sub-

ject to prosecution therefor.



Form 763
(Revised March 18, 1911)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

WAIVER OF GRAZING PRIVILEGE

THIS MEMORANDUM witnesseth that:

WHEREAS the undersigned, ,
under date

of
,
received from the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Forest Service, a permit to graze head

of upon the National Forest; and

WHEREAS such permit is understood to carry with it, in the discretion of the Forester,

subject to necessary reduction, and upon the request of the permittee, a continuation

of such privilege from year to year; and

WHEREAS the said undersigned, ,
has sold

to
,
of

head of
;
and

Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned,

does hereby surrender unto the United States all privileges whatsoever allowed under

the aforesaid permit and any such further continuance of the privileges thereunder

as may be carried by the issuance of the said permit; and further, the said undersigned,

,
does stipulate that will not

at any future time apply for a renewal of the said permit as to the head

of sold as aforesaid.

Executed this day of
,
191. .

Witness:
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Form 377

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOREST SERVICE

BOND

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS : That we
(Names of principals.)

as principal ,
and

(Names of sureties.)

as suret
,
are bound

unto the United States of America in the sum of Dollars

($ ), for the payment of which sum well and truly to be made to

the National Bank of (U. S. depository) or

such other depository or officers as shall hereafter be duly designated by the United

States, to be placed to the credit of the United States, we bind ourselves and each of us,

our and each of our heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns, jointly

and severally, firmly by these presents.

The condition of this obligation is such that whereas the above-bounden

(Names of principals.)

ha by a certain by on this

(Application or agreement.) (Signed or executed.)

day of
,
191

,
made application for the privilege of grazing

head of upon lands of the United States in that part

of the National Forest, described in said application as follows:

and has agreed, if said application should be granted in whole or in part, to pay as therein

provided the amount due for grazing fees, to obey and support all the laws and regulations

governing the National Forests, to allow his stock to enter or graze only upon lands of the

United States within the area specified in the permit issued upon such application, and
to pay for all damage sustained by the United States through any violation, by him or his

employees, of the aforesaid laws or regulations or of the terms of such application or of
the

(Italics to be typewritten on blank form.)
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Now, THEREFORE, If the said

(Names of principals)

shall well and truly perform all and singular the promises in said
(Application or agreement)

then this obligation shall be void, otherwise to remain in full force and effect.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The parties hereto have executed this instrument this

day of ,191 ,
at

[SEAL]
(Corporate seal, if corporation) (Principal)

[SEAL]
(Principal)

[SEAL]
(Surety)

[SEAL]
(Surety)

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PRINCIPAL.

STATE OF
,
COUNTY OF , ss:

On this day of
,
191

,
before me a

(Name of notary)

notary public, in and for
, residing therein, duly

sworn and acting under a commission expiring ,19 , personally

(Names of principals)

known to me to be the of the

(Title.)

(Name of purchasing company)

the corporation that executed the above instrument, and known to me to be the person who
executed the above instrument in behalf of the said corporation, and acknowl-

edged to me that he said corporation executed the above instrument, as principal ,

voluntarily for the uses therein specified.

WITNESS my hand and official seal the date first in this certificate above written.

[SEAL]
Notary Public.

N. B. Italics are to be stricken out when bond is executed by individuals and not by corporations.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF SURETIES.

STATE OF
,
COUNTY OP

,
as:

On this day of
,
191

,
before me

(Name of notary)

a notary public, in and for
, residing therein, dul

sworn and acting under a commission expiring ,191 , personally

appeared

(Names of sureties)

known to me to be the of the

(Title)

(Name of surety company)

the corporation that executed the above instrument, and known to me to be the person who
executed the above instrument in behalfof the said corporation, and each acknowledged
to me that he said corporation executed the same as surety, voluntarily for the
uses therein specified.

WITNESS my hand and official seal the date first in this certificate above written.

[SEAL]
Notary Public.

N. B. Italics are to be stricken out when bond is executed by individuals and not by corporations.

OATH OF SURETIES.

(Must toe used wnen Individuals are sureties.)

STATE OF
,
COUNTY OF , ss:

and
(Name of surety) (Name of surety)

being duly sworn, each for himself says that he is a citizen of the United States and a

resident of
;
that he signed the above bond as one of the

sureties thereon; that he is worth the sum of

in property in the of his residence over and above all legal

liabilities and exemptions, and that he has property therein subject to sale on execu-

tion worth the sum of

(Surety)

"(Surety)"

"

Subscribed in my presence by
(Name of surety

and
,
and by each of them sworn to before

Name of surety)

me this day of
,
191

WITNESS my hand and official seal the date last above written.

[SEAL]

Notary Public in andfor the County of

State of.

My commission expires

,191
(City) (State) (Month) (Day)

Approved :

(Signature of approving officer)

(Title)

94
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Page.
Actof June4, 1897 2,68
Advisory boards:
Action on recommendations 61

Application for recognition 60
Card record 60

Disapproval of recommendations 61

Disapproved applications of 61

District forester informed of 60
Duties of 14

Duty in appeals 50
Forester to be informed of 60
For national association 15, 61

For State 15, 61

How formed 60
How recognized 14

Matters submitted to be general 61

May appeal 61

Meetings of 61

More than one on a forest 61

Regulation concerning 14

Alienated lands, not to be considered 18

Aliens, permits to 10

Allotments 17

Boundaries of, to be marked 24

Individual, allowance for strays 25

Individual, map of 24

Individual range 24

For game animals 69

Permit, report of 80

Regulation concerning 8
To be entered on back of permit 24

Allowance:
Must not be exceeded 17

For private lands 56
Letters 17
On new forests or additions 18

Stock not chargeable against 17

Amended, form to be marked 48

Ammunition, will be furnished : 68
Animals:
Exempt from permit
Predatory
Under 6 months of age

Annual forest plan, grazing chapter of 79
Annual reductions 20

Anthrax, animals dying from 65

Appeals 12, 13

Duty of district forester 52
Field investigation of 52
Instructions concerning 50, 51

Method of making 13, 51

Must be in writing 13
Must file within 10 days 51
Of advisory boards 61
Persons making may inspect records 52
Reconsideration of 51

Supervisor's decision 51

Supervisor to forward record 52
To Forester, additional statement may be

filed 52
To Secretary of Agriculture 52
To Secretary, Forester to submit all papers. 52
Use of range during consideration 50

Applicants:
Classes A, B, and C 10,34
May be both B and C class 36

New, on fully stocked forests 12
Not owning ranch property 44
Notice to 11

Qualifications of 10, 33

Status, how determined 35
Who own two classes of stock 35

Applications:
Action upon 40

Amended, how numbered 48
Amended or corrected, should be marked. . 48
Amendment of 41

Canceled, number not used again 49
Cancellation of 49
Card record of 49
Classification of new 41

Page.

Applications Continued.
Disapproved 48

Disapproved, applicant furnished reasons. . 49
Failure to file in time
For crossing permits
For five-year period
For five-year period, annual reduction
For more than one period
For permits, form of
For permits, use of private land .

40

68

19
20

41

89
57

For permits^ general procedure ............ 41

For permits, how submitted ............... 11

For permits, in two forests ................. 41

For stock not authorized .................. 17

For term permits.......................... 41, 44
From cooperative associations ............. 36
From indicted person ...................... 39
From married women ..................... 37
From minors .............................. 37
From new owners ......................... 11

From new settlers filed six months in ad-
vance ................................... 45

From nonowner of stock................... 39.
From nonresidents ........................ 38, 44
From unmarried women .................. 37

May be approved subsequently............ 40

May be rejected ........................... 29
Method of approval ....................... 48
Method of disapproval..................... 49

Must be received before ................... 40
Not filed within ........................... 11

Not to be approved before date ............ 40
Notification of............................. 40
Of advisory boards, disapproved .......... 61
Of beginners, not to be approved .......... 45
On fully stocked forests ................... 12

On two forests ........................... '. 39
Publication of date for .................... 40

Receipt of acknowledged .................. 40

Supervisor may require statement ......... 41

Supplemental ............................. 41
To be filed six months before .............. 12
To be numbered .......................... 48
Unusual conditions to be noted ............ 48
When disapproved applicant notified ..... 49
When stock is sold after approval ......... 47
Without intention to use .................. 29

Approval, duplicate notices of ............... 49
Areas:
Poisonous plant
Protected, boundaries of
Protected for game
Supervisor may close

Associations:

Advisory boards of State

23
72
72
23

61
Attendance at meetings 62

Complaints bymembers 61

Cooperative, permits to 36
Live stock 80
National live stock 61

Privileges allowed 36
When disbanded 36

Attendance at meetings 62

Bedding sheep and goats:
During lambing season 15
General instructions 65
More than six nights in one place 15
Near stream or spring 65

Bed grounds 65
Beginners:
General instructions regarding 45
Total number allowed must not exceed 45

Biological Survey 70
Bird refuges '. 71

Birds, protection of 69

Blackleg, annuals dying from 65

Boards, advisory, regulation concerning 14
Bonds:
Basis for amount 54
From trespasser 54

Grazing, form of 92

95
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Page.
Bonds Continued .

Reasons for requiring 54

Regulation concerning 13

Supervisor may require 54

Supervisor will prepare 54

Where filed 54

Boundaries, of individual allotments 24

Bounties, wild animals 16

Brome grass, sowing of 75
Bureau of Animal Industry 67

Bureau of Fisheries, United States 70
Calf tally, count based upon 64

Camping places, protection of 8

Capacity:
Determination of range capacity 57

Estimating grazing capacity 80

Disposition of 15, 79

To be burned or buried 15

Card:
Herder's identification 18

Identification, form of 90

Identification 64

Card record:
For permits, procedure in 49

Of recognized stock associations 60

Cards:
Postal, notices 86

Record, cross references to be made 54

Record, may be checked 81

To be filed alphabetically 57

Carrying capacity, of certain classes of land ... 18

Counting of 63

Improved methods of handling 74

Census, of stock 18

Change of residence, does not disqualify 46

Class A 10, 47

Applicants 45

Owners 37

Owners, protective limits for 42

Class B, applicants 10, 45, 47

Class C 10, 47

Classification:
Of applicants 10

Of owners 35

Complaints:
Action will not be reversed when 53

Method of handling 53

Controversies:
Settlement of. 12

Settlement of, procedure governing 50

Supervisor will decide 12

Contents . table of

Cooperative associations 36

Copartnerships and corporations 34, 35

Copartnerships and incorporated companies,
permits to 46

Corporations (see Copartnerships) 11

Local or foreign 37

Corrals, for capturing wild horses 73

Corrected, form to be marked 48

Counting corrals 63

Counting stock
At round ups 64

By calf tally 64

By sales records 64
Instructions regarding 63

Range estimates 64
When an exact count impossible 63

Crossing permits (see Private lands) 14, 58

Form of 90

Damage by stock 65

Stockmen to repair 65

Damage to roads 15

Dead animals, disposition of. 65

Decision of court, not anticipate 39

Delinquent, supervisor will notify 49

Dependence upon range 36

Disapproved applications, howfiled 48

Diseases, infectious or contagious 15, 65, 67

Disposition of carcasses 65, 79

Districts and divisions 23

Supervisors to make 8

Districts:
Forest to be divided into 24

Grazing, changes in 80

Ranger 24

Page.
Division, grazing 23,24
Divisions:

Designation of 24
Smaller than district 24

Driveways:
Duty of rangers 25
Established by district forester 25

Grazing of stock en route 25
Permits required for 25
To be marked 25
When necessary 25

Emergency concessions 29

Estates, permits to 37
Examination of records

, conditions of 52
Exclusion of stock 23

Exemptions from permit 22
To Indians 22

Ewes, with lambs 27
Federal employees, permits to. .

Fees (see also Rates):
Based upon yearlong rate 9
Determined by district forester 17

Determined by Forester 17
Failure to pay 9
For horses 27
For lambing 28
For periods shorter than yearlong 9, 26
For swine 27
Fractions of cent 26
How to remit 9
Letter of transmittal for 32
Method of establishing 9

Nonpayment of 29
Not paid, supervisor will notify 49
On all animals except 26
On animals under 6 months 26

Payable in advance 9, 29
Procedure in payments
Proportion of sheep to cattle 27
Reduction in 19

Refund of 10, 29

Refund, approved by district forester 29
To be charged 80
Transfer of 54

Yearlong, approved by Forester 21

Fees and bounties, for killing predatory ani-

mals 69

Fifteen days, before or after permit 19

Files, closed 81

Fines:
Forest officers not to receive 69

May not accept 16

Firms (sec Copartnerships) 11

Use of range by 37
Or corporations, may be required to furnish

statement 41

Fish:
For stocking streams 70

Protection of 69

Five-year periods (see Term permits)
Foreclosure of mortgage
Forestplan, annual 18

Forests:
Additions to 10

Fully stocked 12

Form 153 40,86
222 24

251 57, 79

256 49,57,81
298".:::::.: 84

303 40,86
343 68,79
377 54,92

621 49,81

656 88

658 79

763 31,38,48,91
776... 23

874-18:::::::::::::::::::::::::::"".. 63,79
879... 82

976
Free grazing, for Indians
Game:

Fish, stocking of streams
In danger of extermination

64,90
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Page.
Game Continued .

Protected areas for......................... 72
Protection of.............................. 69
Protection of, district officers to enforce____ 72

Range allotments for ...................... 69

Game laws .................................. 16
District forester will cooperate ............. 69
Duties of forest officers..................... 69
Fines for enforcement of................... 69
Printed copies of. .......................... 69
State ...................................... 71

To be enforced............................. 69
Game preserves.............................. 80
State ...................................... 72

Game preservation, cooperation with State . . 69
Game wardens .............................. 16, 71

Appointment as

Glanders, animals dying from
Goats:

Improved methods of handling ............ 74
Not allowed until.......................... 8allowed until

Grazing:
Annual grazing, instructions for ...........

Authority of Secretary to permit ..........

Capacity of lands..........................
Class of stock allowed ......................
Districtsand divisions.....................

Object of regulations.......................
On driveways .............................
On private lands ..........................

Period, 15 days added .....................

Periods, less than yearlong.................
Regulations, are supreme..................
Yearlong fees ..............................

Chapter, annual forest plan ................

Chapter, annual district plan .............. 81
Districts

Estimate, lands included in

Map, must show areas, etc., with annual
plan

Periods
Preferences
Conditions of
How acquired .

19

33

How gained 34
How retained 38
Value of. . . 33

Privilege
A personal one
No law giving right to
Not transferable
Prior occupancy 33

Temporary one 33
Waiver of 38, 39
Waiver of, form of 91

Heirs, minor 37
Horses:

Counting 63

Yearlong rates 9
Hunters:
Appointment approved, by grazing 68
Assignment of, for work 70

May be employed 68
Reports to be made 68
Reports to supervisors 79

Identification cards 18
Form of 90

Improvement, methods of range 74

Indians, free grazing for 22

Indictment, not justified, disapproval 39
Individual ranges 24
Incorporated companies 46
Increases and reductions, how made 43
Instructions:
To forest officers 17
Effective until revoked 17

Kidding (see Lambing) 28
Lakes and streams, protection of. . . 8
Lambing:
On and off 28
Time range may be used for 28
Use of range during 28
Charges, reasons for 28
Grounds, control of 28
Or kidding, use of phrase 28

86HM 11 7

Lands (see Private lands):
Can not be leased
Covered by squatters' claims
Covered by State selections

Private, exchange of, procedure
Private, statement of ownership
Railroad

Squatters upon, unsurveyed
Unsurveyed within indemnity limits
Within indemnity limits

Laws:
Game, if inadequate
State or Federal, violation of

State, when effective

Stock, duty of rangers regarding
Leases, no authority for

Leasing stock

Leasing system, not practical
Limit:
Higher on sheep than cattle
Maximum
Absolute may be established
District forester may suspend
Does not apply to certain permits
Exception to rule
How established
Permit in excess of
Reductions in

Of divisions, stock to be kept within
Protective and maximum
Protective, district forester will establish. . .

Protective, when stock is less

Live stock. (See Stock.)
Map, to accompany annual plan
Married women, applications and permits
Maximum limits, how established

Meetings, attendance at
Milch or work animals
Mining claims:

Grazing on unpatented
Permittees to be warned against
Right of owners to dispose of grazing
Unperfected, can not be accepted

Minors, instructions concerning
Mortality reports
National live-stock associations

Newly created forests, grazing use of
New settlers:

Must file applications in advance
Policy of recognizing

Nonresidents, owners of stock
Notification of applicants, procedure
Numbering of applications
On and off permits
Approval of

Orchard grass
Owners:
Of transient stock
Resident ranch
Small nearby
Transient, may be granted permits
Who purchase winter feed

Ownership of ranch property
Partnership agreement
Partnerships, dissolution of

Partnerships or corporations, instructions for

granting permits
Pastures, for capturing wild stock

Payments and permits
Payments of fees
Periods:

Five-year
Five-year must be authorized by Secretary .

Grazing, method of fixing
Less than one year
Special

Permits
Allotments
Amended, how recorded
Amended to be issued

Applications for

Applications for, date filed

Application for, false statement of stock. . .

Application for, form of

Application for crossing
Average number of stock to

Page.

26
57
57
57
59
57
57
57
57

70
39
23
67
26
38
26

42

11,48
42
11

43
43
43
42
42
24
42

11,42
47

80
37
42
62

8,22

56
56
56
56
37
79
61

10

45
34
38
40
48
14
55
75

35
44
35
38
44
36

19
19
19

9,26
19
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Permits-Continued. Page.
Cancellation of 11, 67
Consolidation of 41

Crossing 14
Form of 90
Grazing period may be authorized 59
Instructions for making 68
Must comply with quarantine regula-

tions 59
No charge 58
Over two forests 58
Rangers may accompany stock 58
To dipping vats, conditions governing. . . 58, 59
To private lands 58,59
To reach railroad shipping points 58
When charge may be made for 58
When denied 58
When not required 59

Denial of 29
District forester may require copies of 30
Description of range in 30
Division among several purchasers 47
Extension by supervisor 19
Extension of 26
Five-year period 19, 80
For two classes of stock under protective
limit 42

Free 58

Grazing, form 88
H olders must comply with live-stock laws . . 67
In excess of protective limit 11
In

triplicate 30
Issued only after payment 29
Issued under cooperative agreement 43

May be canceled 67

Maybe denied 9

May be refused 11

Monthly, not practical 20

Monthly, only under exceptional conditions 20
New, to purchasers 54
Nonuse of 31
Not transferable 13, 54

Numbering 30
On and off 14
Basis of 55
Fees charged for 55
For sheep and goats 55
Number to be counted against allowance . 55
Private land 55
When issued 55
Will mention full number of animals 55

Only for authorized period 29
Procedure 30
Reduction of 11
Reductions that would have been made ... 47
Renewals of 12,41,34,47
Renewal of for different class of stock 46
Renewal to corporation 46
Renewals to purchasers 47

Speculation in use of 11, 32
Stock exempt from 22
Stock sold under 13

Supervisor may withhold 29

Supplemental 26

Supplemental, new card for 48
Term 30

Application for increase 48
How recorded 49
Increase in 48
Permittee may decrease 48
Reductions in 44

Supervisors need not insist upon 20
Stockmen may decline 20
When not authorized 20
Year to be designated 48

To copartnerships and incorporated com-
panies 46

To corporation, division of 47
To corporations, reduction in 46
To firms or corporations 11, 41

To individual, may be changed to partner-
ships 46

To married women 37
To minors 37
To new owners 11, 45
To partnerships or corporations 41

To State or Federal employees 38
To two forests 39

I vrmits Continued. Page.
TO unmarried women 37
To whom issued JQ
Waiver of
When new number is given
Will be canceled... 11 54
Will be refused .."
Yearlong, when begin 29

Permittee, change of residence of 46
Permitted stock, intrusion upon private lands 19
Permittees, who transfer to incorporated com--"

46

Annual district 81
Annual forest, general instructions , 79
Annual grazing ji
Annual grazing, procedure in ^. 20
Annual grazing, to be approved by 20

Plants, poisonous 23
Poisonous plant warning 23
Poison will be furnished 68
Prairie dogs, extermination of 80
Predatory animals:
Destruction of c,9

Forest officers to hunt 68
Preferences (see Grazing) 33
Based on original permit 26
Citizens of United States 10
Classes A, B, and C 35
Grazing, how gained 34
Order of 35
Retention of 38
Transfer from one forest to another 39

12
36
46

79
36
24
80
74

74

11

10,38

Game
State game

Prior occupancy!
Private land
Allowances for

Determination of status

Grazing capacity
Grazing on Indian allotments
Instructions concerning use of
Maximum limit upon
Permits to reach
Unperfected entries
Waiver of exclusive use

Protected areas, for game
Protection of game, fish, and birds
General instructions

Protective limits, how established
Purchase of ranches only, procedure in
Purchase of stock and ranches

Qualifications of purchaser
Qualification of applicants
Quarantine and local laws, general instruc-
tions

Quarantine:
Duty of forest officers in

Federal
Not undertaken except
State

Quarantine laws
Cooperation with
Forest Service will assist in enforcement.. .

Violations of

Quarantine regulations, persons must com-
ply with

Railroad lands
Ranches:
Inheritance of

Purchase of

Ranch property:
Conditions governing use of

Must own
Ownership of

Sale of

Range:
Conditions, report on
Dependence upon
Division

Divisions, report on
Improvement, method of

Improvement, natural reseeding
Monopoly 01

Nonuse oi

Nonuse of, by new applicant
Prior use of
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Range-Continued.
Regular occupancy 34

Regular use of 34

Reports on condition 79

Temporary use of 38
To prevent monopoly of 42

Use of forfeited 38

Ranges:
Individual 24

Stock best adapted to 24
Unused 20

Winter 20
Rates (see Fees):
Based upon yearlong 9

For periods less than one year 26
For lambing 28
For sheep 27

Fractional amounts 9

Lambing or kidding 9

Minimum 9

Receipts, grazing, check upon 49

Recommendations, in annual forest plan 80
Records:
Confidential 52

Examination of 52

Reductions:
Annual 20
In numbers, how made 43

In term permits 44

May be made in divisions 43
When stock and ranches are purchased 47

Redtop, sowing of 75

Refuges:
Bird, authority over 71

Came and bird 71

Game, authority of forest officers 71

Game, national, purpose of 71

Game, State 71

Refunds 10,29,31,32
Account of sale of stock 31

Applications for 31, 32

By reason of trespassing stock 31

Disapproval of 32
District forester will decide 32
Error by forest officer 31

Grounds for 31

Not to exceed 31

Procedure for securing 31
Reasons for refusing 32
Renewals for 80 per cent 31
To be noted on card record 49

Regulations are supreme 23
Renewal:
Of permits 12, 46
In excess of maximum limit 42
Reduction in numbers 12
When stock and ranches are purchased 47

Reports:
Annual 18

District plan 81

Grazing section of 80

Statistical, when made 80, 81

Counting, rangers to supervisors 79
District foresters 81
Forests statistical 81
Hunters 79
On grazing capacity of private land 79
On stock and range, quarterly 79

Quarterly 79

Quarterly, rangers 22

Supervisor's annual forest plan 79

Supervisor's annual statistical 80

Reseeding:
Artificial 74
Natural 74

Operations-
Choice of areas 75

Reports upon 75

Samples of form 75Samples
Spring v. fall seeding.
idence.ccResidence, conditions governing 36

Rewards, may not accept 16
Roads and trails:

Damage by stock 65
Protection of 8

Roads, damage to 15

Round-up:
Forest officers to accompany
Instructions concerning
Forest officers may assist

Running stock on shares
Saddle horses

Page.
64
64
64
38
22

Salt, regulations to be enforced judiciously ... 66

Salt-grounds, location of..................... 66

Salting stock................................ 15
General instructions....................... 66
When owner refuses ....................... 66

Seasons, grazing (see Period) ............ ____ 19
Settlement of controversies .................. 12
Procedure for.............................. 50

Settlers, new................................ 34

Sheep and goats, individual allotments ...... 24

Sheep:
Charges for dry............................ 27
Excess over permit........................ 63

Grazing of, not allowed until .............. 8

Improved methods of handling ............ 74

Yearlong rates............................. 9

Sliding scale................................. 11

Instructions for use of..................... 43
Reductions............... . ................ 42

Speculation:
In use ..................................... 32

Preventing ................................ 47

Springs:
Damage to ................................ 15, 65

Fencing of................................. 15, 65

Sheep and goats not bedded near .......... 15

Squatters:
Upon unsurveyed lands ................... 57
Claims ............ ........................ 57

State employees, permits to ................. 38
State selections.............................. 57
Stock:
Amount of salt required ................... 66
And ranches, when both are purchased ____ 47

Applicant may purchase .................. 32

Applicants who own different classes ...... 35

Bought by several purchasers ............. 47

Capture or removal of, expenses for........ 73
Condition of............................... 79

Counting, applicant who refuses ........... 63

Counting of........................... 1 ... 15, 63

Damage by................................ 65

Dead, disposition of....................... 65
Detectives................................. 68
District forester to determine kind......... 8
Division of................................ 12

Division of outfits ......................... 47

Driving across national forests ............. 14

Emergency concessions.................... 29
Exclusion of............................... 23
Exclusion of, for silvicultural reasons ...... 23
Exclusion of, when advisable.............. 23

Exempt from permit ...................... 8

Exempt from permit, discretion of super-
visors .................. ................. 22

Exempt from permit, ranger to keep record
of....................................... 22

Grazed free, report on ..................... 79

Grazing on protected areas ................ 72

Grazing without permit................... 80
In excess of protective limit ............... 11

Increased number not allowed............. 19

Inheritance of............................. 34
Intrusion on private lands................. 19

Killed by accident, disease, poisonous
plants, or wild animals .................. 79

Kind not previously allowed .............. 24

Leasing of. ................................ 38

Live, laws ................................ 67

May be excluded from..................... 72

May be replaced........................... 31

May be replaced if sold or removed ........ 15

May enter in advance ..................... 19

May remain 15 days after .................. 19

Meeting, forest officers attending........... 62
Mere purchase of .......................... 47

Mortality report ........................... 79

Mortgage on ............................... 39

Mortgaged, renewal of permit.............. ?9

Natural increase of. .. .......... 9
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Stock Continued .

Nonownership of 39
Number of, in excess of permit 63

On open range 44
I Vrmit 1 re changing class of 46
1 'rottvl inn of 80
Purchase of

Purchase to fill range 32
Purchaser of 12

Purchaser not to share privileges 47

Quarantine of 16

Range estimate of numbers 64

[{angers assist owners to protect 67

Kal cs for, periods shorter than yearlong. . . 9

Ratio of exchange 46

Running on shares 38

Sale of 12,79
Sold and removed 31

Sold and slaughtered 64

Stray, duties of owners 73

Stray or unbranded, instructions for han-

dling 73

Stray or unbranded, forest officers not to

use 73

Supervisor may exclude 8
Theft of 68

Transfers of. 46

Transient 35
Water for 15

Welfare of 79

When in trespass
When sold after application 47

Wild, corrals for capturing 73

Stockholders, of a corporation 11, 47

Stray or unbranded stock, instructions for ... 73

Supervisor may deny permit
Supplemental, form to be marked
Swine, yearlong rates
Term permits:

Instructions for............................ 41

Renewal of...............................
Three per cent of allotment to beginners .....

Trails, damage to............................
Transient owners, permit to .................

Traps will be furnished ...................... 68

38

71

69

70, 72

15
36
15
37
19
37

29

Grazing....................................
On protected areas for game ...............

Twenty per cent reduction for new beginners.
Unbranded stock, instructions for handling. .

Unsurveyed land, squatters upon............
Waiver:
Of grazing preferences .....................
Of preference, when allowed ...............
Of grazing privilege, form of...............
Of preference, conditions in use of..........

Wardens:
Game......................................

Game, appointment as.....................
State game ................................

Water:
May be piped..............................
Rights, when considered...................

Watering troughs, open for public use .......

Widow, permits to ..........................
Whiter ranges ...............................

Woman, unmarried..........................
Work animals ...............................

Yearlong permits, when begun and ended ...

o



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO, 145 INSTRUCTIONS.

DECEMBER 3, 1912,

Grazing. The seventh paragraph of the Instructions on page 43

is hereby amended to read as follows :

Where reductions are necessary, each grazing district will be con-
sidered as a unit, and the permittees occupying it will be required to

meet any reductions necessary to prevent damage to the district or. to

provide range for new applicants entitled to graze within the district.

Reductions will be based upon the number of stock grazed unchr

permit the previous year. When there is unused range on other dis-

tricts within the Forest, permittees who desire to transfer a part or
all of their permitted stock to such range will be given a preference
in its use.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

69699 No. 14513

o

FACULTY OF FORESTRY

MAR 24 1913

UNIVERSITY OE TORONTO.





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. 138 INSTRUCTIONS.

SEPTEMBER 10, 1912.

Grazing. Paragraph 4 of the Instructions, on page 39, designated
"
Indictment," is hereby amended to read as follows :

Except in cases where renewal of permit is considered by the dis-

trict assistant to the solicitor or the United States attorney to be pre-

judicial, a person who has been charged with or indicted for any
form of trespass on National Forest land, or for timber or land frauds

against the Government will, pending the settlement or adjudication
of his case, be allowed the renewal of any permit to which he is

otherwise entitled by reason of previous use under permit or the pur-
chase of permitted stock under conditions warranting renewal, but
such a person will not be recognized as a new applicant or granted
privileges to which he is not entitled because of prior use or the pur-
chase of permitted stock until the charge or suit against him has been

adjusted. When necessary to protect the interests of the Government
the person charged with or indicted for trespass or fraud against the

Government may be required to furnish a bond, to insure future com-

pliance with the regulations, before permit will be issued, the bond
to be in a sum determined by the supervisor and approved by the

district forester.

A. F. POTTER,

Acting Forester.
5987312

O





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 137 INSTRUCTIONS.

WASHINGTON, D. C., September 6, 1912.

Grazing. The last, paragraph of the Instructions, on page 19. is

hereby amended to read as follows :

On Forests where all controversies have been settled and conditions
are such that under ordinary circumstances no material changes are

likely to be made in ranges, grazing areas,- or the number of stock

allowed, the Secretary, upon petition by twenty-five per cent or more
of the permittees using the National Forest or upon the recommenda-
tions of a recognized advisory board representing that percentage of

permittees, approved by the forest supervisor and the district forester,
will authorize the acceptance of applications for periods of not more
than five years. A term of five years having been established, appli-
cations received after the first year will be approved for the unex-

pired portion of the five-year term, four, three, or two years, as the
case may be. The permit will be issued annually, and the approval
of the application for any part of the established term will only
guarantee a renewal of permit from year to year during the period,
in the event that grazing is authorized by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture and there is no cancellation of the permit by the district forester.

A. F. POTTER,

Acting Forester.
5987312
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 13 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

GRAZING. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-
TURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING TO
AND GOVERNING THE USE OF FOREST LANDS FOR GRAZING
PURPOSES.)

Effective on and after December 1, an 2.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTTKE.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Regulation G-12, pages 11 and 12. of the National Forest Manual,
1911. Grazing, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture on March 18,

1911. to take effect May 1, 1911. is hereby amended to read as

follows :

Grazing applications, other than for renewal of permit, will not be

approved if the average number of stock per permit upon the Forest
or upon the grazing district where the stock are to be grazed is more
than 20 per cent below the established protective limit number, or if

the approval of such applications require a reduction of more than
20 per cent upon any permit of the preceding year. If a Forest or

a (/razing district is fully stocked the total number of stock to be dis-

tributed among new applicants and permittees below the protective
limit during any one year must not exceed 3 per cent of the total

number authorized for the year, and no new permit will be issued for

more than one-half of the protective limit number: or. if the average
number of stock per permit is less than the protective limit estab-

lished for the Forest or the grazing district, no new permit will be
issued for more than one-fourth of the protective limit number, nor
will such permit be issued except for stock which will be fed during
the winter from the products of the permittee's ranch.

Upon fully stocked Forests or grazing districts, applications other
than for renewal of permit will not be considered unless filed with
the supervisor six months before the beginning of the grazing season.

Persons who have sold their stock grazed under permit and signed
a waiver to their preference will not be recognized as new applicants
for a period of three years from the date of the waiver, except as

purchasers of permitted stock.

Done at Washington, D. C., this 26th day of November. 1912,

Witness my hand and seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.
69700 No. 1313
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 16 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

GRAZING. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-
TURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING TO
AND GOVERNING THE GRAZING OF LIVE STOCK UPON THE
NATIONAL FOREST LANDS.)

Effective on and after January 15, 1913.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

The following regulation for grazing upon National Forest lands,

to be known as Regulation G-29, is hereby made and published, to

be in full force and effect from the 15th day of January, 1913, and
to constitute a part of the grazing section of the National Forest

Manual :

Regulation (x-29. Authority to cancel or revoke grazing permits
is delegated to forest officers under the following conditions: Per-
mits may be canceled by the issuing officer or his successor or official

superior upon request, or with the consent of the permittee, if such
cancellation is not detrimental to the best interests of the Govern-
ment. Permits may be revoked for breach of the terms of the graz-
ing application or permit or of the rules and regulations, provided
that the breach thereof is clearly established after the permittee has
been afforded a reasonable opportunity to show cause why the permit
should not be revoked, and that the revocation of permit is approved
by the district assistant to the Solicitor, but they may be revoked only
by an official superior of the issuing officer or in the following general
order : Forest rangers' permits by the forest supervisor, forest super-
visors' permits by the district forester, district foresters' permits by
the Forester.

Done at Washington, D. C., this 6th day of January, 1913.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.
73617 No. 1613
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 155 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 6, 1913.

Grazing. The last three paragraphs of the Instructions on page
36 are hereby amended by the substitution of the following instruc-

tions :

A cooperative association is an organization formed for purposes
of economical management of stock upon the range, wherein the stock

of the different owners are run together under joint management,
although each member retains absolute personal title and right of

possession to the stock grazed in his name, enjoys actual personal use

of the range to the full extent of his permit, and acknowledges per-
sonal responsibility for the proper management of his stock within
the Forest. Each member of such a cooperative association must
make individual application for the number of stock for which he
desires permit. The approval of the application will be based upon
the individual qualifications of the applicant. In no case will the

total number of stock grazed under permit by all members of a coop-
erative association be allowed to exceed the maximum limit estab-

lished for the Forest.

The use of a common mark or brand and the distribution of profits,

losses, and running expenses on a pro rata basis will not be considered

objectionable, if conclusive proof is submitted to show that no part of
the benfits derived from grazing each specific number of stock upon
the National Forest range is to be shared by others than the permittee.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

73617 No. 15513
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 144 INSTRUCTIONS.

DECEMBER 3, 1912.

Grazing. The first paragraph of the Instructions on page 42 is

hereby amended to read as follows:

Protective limits are established to protect permittees from reduc-

tions in the number of stock which they are allowed to graze under

permit to a point where it is inadequate to maintain a home or is

too small to be handled at a profit. The average number of stock

which a settler must graze in order to utilize the products of his

farm or derive a reasonable profit will be determined upon each

Forest or, if necessary, upon each grazing district^ thereof, and will

serve as the basis for the protective limit. In arriving at this aver-

age number the dependence of settlers upon National Forest ranges
will be considered. Where stock growing is the only pursuit in a

region, the number of stock guaranteed a settler must be sufficient

to support his family. In an agricultural region where the product
of the farms is fed to stock, the number should be sufficient to con-
sume the forage produced by the average farm.

The third paragraph of the Instructions on page 42 is hereby
amended to read as follows :

When in the judgment of the district forester it becomes neces-

sary for the protection of class A owners, he will establish protective
limits for each kind of stock, and renewals of all permits within such
limits will be made without reduction. It will be within the discre-

tion of the district forester to establish limits uniformly applicable
to the entire Forest or special limits for each grazing district of the
Forest. A holder of a permit for one class of stock may secure a

permit for another class, providing the number holds the same ratio

to the protective limit. For example: A holder of a cattle permit
for 50 head on a Forest where the protective limit is 100 head may
also be allowed a permit to graze 600 sheep if the protective limit on

sheep is 1,200 head.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

69699 No. 144 13
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 10 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911
GRAZING. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-
TURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING TO
AND COVERING THE GRAZING OF LIVE STOCK UPON NATIONAL
FOREST LANDS.)

Effective on and after October 1, 1912.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Regulation (x-19, page 14, of the National Forest Manual, 1911,

Grazing, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture on March 18, 1911,

to take effect May 1, 1911, is hereby modified and amended to read

and to provide as follows :

Persons who own, or who have leased from the owners, unfenced
lands within any National Forest which are so situated and of such
character that they may be used by other permitted stock to an
extent rendering the exchange advantageous to the Government,
may secure permits allowing them to graze upon National Forest

land, free of charge, the number of stock which the private lands
will support^ by waiving the right to the exclusive use of the private
land and allowing it to remain open to other stock grazed on National
Forest land under permit.

Done at Washington this 23d day of September, 1912.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] W. M. HAYS,

Acting /Secretary of Agriculture.
61605 12





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 12 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

GRAZING. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-
TURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING TO
AND GOVERNING THE USE OF FOREST LANDS FOR GRAZING
PURPOSES.)

Effective on and after December 1, 1912.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT or AGRICULTURE,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Regulation 0-11, .page 11, of the National Forest Manual, 1911.

Grazing, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture on March IS, 1011. to

take effect May 1, 1911, is hereby amended to read as follows:

When necessary to secure an equitable distribution of grazing
privileges the district forester will establish protective limits cov-

ering the number of stock for which the permits of small owners
will be exempt from reduction in their renewal. It will be within
the discretion of the district forester to establish general protective
limits applicable to the entire Forest or special protective limits for
each grazing district, such limits to be based upon the character and
intensity of the demand for grazing privileges within each district.

Permits for numbers of stock in excess of the protective limits will

be subject to necessary sliding scale or other reductions and will not
be subject to increase in number except through purchase of stock
and ranches of other permittees. (See Reg. G-13.)
When necessary to prevent monopoly of the range the district

forester will establish maximum limits in the number of stock for

which a permit will be issued to any one person, firm, or corporation.
Permits for numbers of stock in excess of the maximum limits will

be issued only to persons who, during the preceding year, held per-
mits to graze numbers of stock equal to or greater than that for

which application is made. The district forester may suspend the

maximum limit in special cases.

Done at Washington, D. C., this 26th day of November, 191-2.

Witness my hand and seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON.

Secretary of Agriculture.
69700 No. 12 13
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 123 INSTRUCTIONS.

MARCH 21, 1912.

Grazing: The last sentence of paragraph 5 of the Instructions on

page 38 is hereby amended to read as follows:

Permits allowing the temporary use of such a range or of any unal-

lotted range within a Forest should stipulate that no grazing prefer-
ence is given and that renewal of the permit may not be allowed

during the following year, and the words "temporary permit not
renewable" should be written or stamped across the face of the permit
in red ink.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL

AMENDMENT NO. 115 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 31, 1912.

Grazing. Page 45 of the Instructions is hereby amended by the

addition of the following paragraph:

New settlers upon unimproved lands in either Government or pri-
vate ownership may be granted temporary grazing privileges which
will be contingent upon continued residence upon the lands, improve-
ment, and compliance with the United States land laws or contract

agreements, and will not become permanent until after three years'
use of the range. They may, in the discretion of the supervisor, be
limited in their initial use of the range to not more than one-half of
the number of stock allowed established bona fide class A new appli-
cants, with the understanding that they will receive annual increases

which, at the end of the three-year temporary period, will allow them
to graze the same number of stock as other class A new applicants.
Subsequent to the expiration of the three-year temporary period their
status will be the same as that of other class A new applicants.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. 114 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 31, 1912.

Grazing. Paragraph 2 of the Instructions on page 26 is hereby
amended to read as follows:

If suitable range is available within the National Forest, grazing
permits for short periods may be extended and made effective for any
of the longer periods established for the Forest upon payment of the

difference between the rates established for the two periods. The fee

representing the difference between the two rates must be paid not

only upon stock covered by the original permit, which are to be grazed
during the extended period, but also upon all additional animals
which have reached the age of 6 months during the original permit
period.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forest
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 106 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 4, 1912.

Grazing. The Instructions contained in the fourth, fifth, and

sixth paragraphs on page 48, relating to the numbering of grazing

applications, are hereby revoked. They will be superseded by the

following :

The use of serial numbers in designating grazing cases will be dis-

continued. Applications for grazing permits will be designated by
the name of the applicant, initials indicating the kind of stock for

which permit is desired, and date of application. Approved applica-
tions, including those for five-year periods, will be filed in alpha-
betical order in two divisions, one including applications to graze
cattle, horses, or swine; the other applications to graze sheep and

goats. Amended and supplemental applications will be designated
by the dates they bear and not by the date of the original application,
but will be marked "Amended "

or
"
Supplemental," to show their

relation to the original application. Amended and supplemental ap-
plications will be recorded on the original card, Form 621, using one
line of the card for each transaction.

The part of a sentence
"
given the number of the application on

which it is issued," on page 30, and the sentence " The same serial

number will not be used in any other case," on page 49, should be

stricken out.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. 113 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 31, 1912.

Grazing. Paragraph 8 of the Instructions on page 59,
"
Crossing

to permitted ranges," is hereby amended to read as follows :

The regular grazing permit carries with it the privilege of driving
the permitted stock over National Forest lands to and from the
allotted ranges at the beginning and end of the grazing season and
from the range to the most accessible shearing, dipping, and shipping
points during the term of the permit. Supervisors should designate
the route to be traveled and the crossing period whenever it is evident
that the unrestricted privilege would be detrimental to the Forest or
to other permittees.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
y v c\

FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 5 TO THE NATIONAL FOEEST MANUAL, 1911

GRAZING. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-

TURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING
TO AND GOVERNING THE GRAZING OF LIVE STOCK UPON
NATIONAL FOREST LANDS.)

Effective on and after February 15, 1912.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT or AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Regulation G-13, page 12, of the National Forest Manual, 1911,

Grazing, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture on March 18, 1911,

to take effect May 1, 1911, is hereby modified and amended to read

and to provide as follows :

Grazing permits will be renewed only when the grazing of the

class of stock involved is authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture.
Permits for numbers of stock in excess of the established protective
limits will be subject to reduction in their renewal, and no division

or sale of stock and ranches will exempt such permits from reduction.

A permit may be divided in its renewal because of division of stock

and ranches between two or more owners or purchasers, but not more
than one permit will be issued for less than the protective limit

number of stock because of such division.

A renewal of permit may be allowed the purchaser of stock grazed
under permit and the ranches used in connection therewith, provided
that the permittee from whom the stock is purchased has used the

range during three or more successive years and the purchaser has
secured a waiver from the permittee of all preference in renewal of
the permit. The renewal of permit, which has been secured as above,
to a second purchaser may be allowed after the expiration of one

year from the date of the permit issued the first purchaser. The mere

purchase of stock grazed under permit will not entitle the purchaser
to share in the grazing privilege, but if he is the owner of improved
ranch property which is commensurate and used in connection with
the stock, a renewal of permit may be allowed for not to exceed 80 per
cent of the number of stock purchased, and provided that a full

renewal will be allowed if the purchaser is a resident ranch owner
who does not own a total of more than the protective limit number of
stock. When all stock grazed under permit and all ranch property
used in connection therewith by a permittee is purchased a full

renewal of permit may be allowed, subject to the maximum limit

restriction and to necessary reductions applicable to other permits of
the same class.

Done at Washington this 2d day of February, 1912.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 4 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

GRAZING. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-
TURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING
TO AND GOVERNING THE GRAZING OF LIVE STOCK UPON
NATIONAL FOREST LANDS.)

Effective on and after January 20, 1912.

UNITE* STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Regulation G-7, page 10, of the National Forest Manual, 1911,

Grazing, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture on March 18, 1911,

to take effect May 1, 1911, is hereby modified and amended to read

and to provide as follows:

Grazing permits will be issued only to persons entitled to share in

the use of the range within National Forests by virtue of prior use

and occupancy of National Forest lands for grazing purposes; or

by local residence, ownership of improved ranch property within or
near the forest, and dependence upon the range; or by the acquisi-
tion of stock grazed upon National Forest lands under permit and
of improved ranch property used in connection with the stock, under
circumstances which warrant an entire or partial renewal of the

permit issued to the former owner, except when there is surplus

range, in which case temporary permits may be issued to owners
of transient stock.

Nonuse of a range during one year, except as authorized by the

instructions of the Forester, will be sufficient grounds for the denial

of grazing privileges.

Done at Washington this 20th day of January, 1912.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL

AMENDMENT NO. 105 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 4, 1912.

Grazing. Paragraph 5 of the Instructions on page 49, relating to

the preparation of a card record of grazing applications approved
and permits issued, is hereby amended to read as follows :

Record card Form 256 will be discontinued. Each approved an-

nual or term application will be recorded upon a record card, Form
621, revised, which provides for a record covering a period of 10

years. The date of the fiscal agent's receipt, the amount of the fee

paid, and the date the permit is issued will be entered upon the card.

Refunds will be recorded by a note in the " Remarks "
space or on

the margin of card
;

e. g.,
" Refund 1912," which will refer to

detailed record contained in folder. The record cards Form 621,

being continuous, will be retained in the current files until the case is

closed, when they will be transferred to the file for record cards of

closed cases.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 152 INSTRUCTIONS.

DECEMBER 14, 1912.

Grazing. Paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the Instructions, on page

59, are hereby amended by the substitution of the following instruc-

tions :

Wild game adds materially to the enjoyment of the National For-
3ts by the public, and the preservation of game animals, birds, and
ish is a public duty. This duty, however, rests primarily with the

state. It is incumbent upon the Forest Service, under the act of

May 23, 1908, to render all reasonable assistance in the protection of

game within the National Forests, but the duty of enforcing the State

game laws is one which the Service can not a'ssume without the con-

sent of the State and which the State can not impose upon forest

officers without the consent of the Forest Service. The Forest
Service must be governed in its enforcement of the game laws by
the attitude of the State officials. Furthermore, such assistance

must be subordinated to the regular protective and administrative
work of the Forest Service. In no instance will additional officers

be employed for this purpose. Officers will not be retained for

periods of the year during which they are not required for other
duties or stationed in parts of Forests where they are not otherwise
needed in order to protect game. The time spent and expenditures
incurred must be limited to such as will cause no serious interfer-

ence with regular work. Assistance in the enforcement of the game
laws within the National Forests of each district, by members of the
Forest Service, will be in accordance with definite instructions issued

by the district forester, who in issuing such instructions will be gov-
erned by the following general statement of policy.
In States which have enacted adequate laws for the protection of

game and where such laws are fully and conscientiously enforced by
the State officers, the Forest Service will carry the work of enforcing
the game laws to the highest point of efficiency attainable within the
limitations specified above. To accomplish this the district forester

may, at his discretion, agree with the proper State officers upon a
definite plan of cooperation with stipulation of the conditions under
which forest officers will accept, appointments as deputy State game
wardens, and will enforce the State laws through the arrest and
prosecution of persons found to be violating such laws. Such a

71446 No. 15213



plan of cooperation should, if necessary, provide that the terms and
conditions under which forest officers will act as deputy wardens will

be stated definitely in the oaths of office to which forest officers sub-

scribe. The point at which the work of game protection will be sub-

ordinated to the requirements of the Service should be definitely
established. There should be a general understanding with reference

to the circumstances under which a forest officer may not take cog-
nizance of apparent violations of the game law, and it should b(

made clear that the forest officer will be expected to exercise th<

same tact and judgment in the enforcement of the game laws that

he does in the enforcement of the National Forest regulations.
Where the district forester and the State authorities have agreed
upon such a plan of cooperation the men whose names the district

forester has furnished to the State game warden with recommenda-
tion for their appointment as deputy game wardens will be required
to accept the appointments and to enforce the game laws in strict

accordance with the terms of the agreement, unless they can furnish

the district forester with satisfactory reasons why they should not

be required to accept appointment or perform the duties of the office.

In States where the game laws are adequately enforced, but

where no plan of cooperation has been agreed upon, each forest

officer will be at liberty to accept or refuse appointment as a deputy
game warden. It will, however, be the duty of each forest officer

to report to the local authorities each case of violation of the game
laws which may come to his attention and to furnish the local

authorities with all information and assistance essential to the en-

forcement of the law, but not to make arrests or initiate prosecutions
unless commissioned as deputy game warden.
In localities where State officers show little interest in game-law

enforcement or fail to support forest officers who try to enforce the

laws, it is out of the question for forest officers to take the brunt of

a burden which belongs primarily to the State. Where a popular

prejudice against the enforcement of the State's game laws is ac-

quiesced in by the State's local officers the Forest Service will not

undertake to enforce these game laws, for it could not enforce them
if it tried, and the effort merely hampers the work of the Govern-
ment in administering the Forests.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL

AMENDMENT NO. 103 INSTRUCTIONS.

JULY 15, 1911.

Grazing. The last paragraph of the Instructions on page 47, and
the first paragraph on page 48, are hereby amended by the insertion

of the clauses printed below in italics :

When both the stock and ranches are purchased, if the ranch prop-
erty is commensurate and used in connection with the stock, a re-

newal may be allowed the purchaser with any reduction that would
have been made in the original permit.

If, after the transaction, which includes a transfer of ranch prop-
erty commensurate and used in connection with the stock, the pur-
chaser possesses all the qualifications of the original permittee, he
should be allowed the same privileges if the number of stock does not
exceed the maximum limit. If he does not, the privilege should be
reduced accordingly.

HENRY S. GRAVES,

Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 116 INSTBUCTIONS.

JANUARY 31, 1912.

Grazing. Paragraph 2 of the Instructions on page 35 is hereby
amended by the addition of the following sentences :

New settlers upon unimproved Government or patented lands will

not be regarded as class A applicants until they have demonstrated the

good faith of their settlement by three years of residence, improve-
ment, and cultivation, and by compliance with the United States land

laws, or satisfaction of contract agreements. They may, however,
be granted the same preference in the use of the range that is granted
to bona fide class A applicants : Provided, That the grazing privileges
granted will be temporary in character during the three-year period,
and will not be in excess of the settler's actual needs or so large that

they will appear to be the principal object in filing upon or purchasing
the land. (See p. 45,

" Permits to new owners.")

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 117 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 31, 1912.

Grazing. Paragraph 6 of the Instructions on page 47 is hereby
amended to read as follows :

In order to prevent speculation, when a Forest is fully stocked,
renewal of permit will not be allowed a purchaser of permitted
stock if the original permittee has used the range less than three

years. A permit granted because of the purchase of permitted stock

may, however, ~be renewed to a second purchaser after the expira-
tion of one year from the date of tlie permit issued the first pur-
chaser. This rule will also apply when the permittee who proposes
to sell is a member of a partnership.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 146 INSTRUCTIONS.

DECEMBER 3, 1912.

Grazing. The first paragraph of the Instructions on page 45 is

hereby amended to read as follows:

Applications from new settlers or beginners on Forests or grazing
districts which are fully occupied will not be considered unless filed

with the supervisor at least six months before the beginning of the

yearlong grazing season.

The third paragraph of the Instructions on page 45 is hereby
amended to read as follows:

When the range is fully occupied, the total number of stock allowed

beginners in any one year must not exceed 3 per cent of the total

allowance for the Forest or grazing district.

The sixth paragraph of the Instructions on page 45 is hereby
amended to read as follows :

Upon Forests or grazing districts which are not fully stocked or
when there is surplus range, applications of beginners may be allowed
for the full protective limit; when there is not, permits to beginners
will be restricted to one-half the protective limit.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 3 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

GRAZING. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-

TURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING
TO AND GOVERNING THE GRAZING OF LIVE STOCK UPON
NATIONAL FOREST LANDS.)

Effective on and after January 11, 1912.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY.

Regulation G-21, page 14, of the National Forest Manual, 1911,

Grazing, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture on March 18, 1911,

to take effect May 1, 1911, is hereby modified and amended to read

and to provide as follows :

Whenever any live-stock association whose membership includes

a majority of the owners of any class of live stock using a National

Forest or portion thereof shall select a committee, an agreement on
the part of which shall be binding upon the association, such com-

mittee, upon application to the district forester, may be recognized
as an advisory board for the association, and shall then be entitled

to receive notice of proposed action and have an opportunity to be
heard by the local forest officer in reference to increase or decrease
in the number of stock to be allowed for any year, the division of the

lange between different classes of stock or their owners, or the adop-
tion of special rules to meet local conditions.

When an association represents only a minority of the owners of

any kind of live stock, but its members own 75 per cent of that kind
of live stock using the range, upon petition of a sufficient number of

the other owners to constitute a majority its advisory board may be

recognized by the district forester.

Whenever a State live-stock association appoints an advisory
board, it may be recognized by the district forester and consulted
with in regard to matters which affect the general administration
of the National Forests within the entire State.

Whenever a national live-stock association, representing the owners
of any kind of stock, appoints an advisory board or committee rep-
resenting the users of the National Forests in all of the different

States, it will be recognized by the Secretary of Agriculture and the
Forester and consulted with annually regarding matters which con-
cern the general welfare of the stockmen using the National Forest

ranges.

Done at Washington this llth day of January, 1912.

Witness my hand and the seal ef the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,

/Secretary of Agriculture.
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U, S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
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HENRY S. GRAVES, Forester.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, October 14, 1911.

The following procedure and instructions relating to forest plans
forest extension, forest investigations, libraries, cooperation with

other Departments of the Federal Government and with States and

private owners, and dendrology, are hereby established and issued

to take effect November 1, 1911.

H. S. GRAVES,
Forester.

Approved :

JAMES WILSON,

Secretary.
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THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

FOREST PLANS.

The object of the Forest plan is to systematize and control the

management of each Forest upon a definite basis

which shall represent the cumulative experience and
information which the Service has acquired.
Three different kinds of plans, differing only in scope and intensity,

will be used in developing the management of the

respective Forests, namely: Preliminary plans, work-

ing plans, and annual plans.A preliminary plan is simply a systematic statement, prepared
from the best information now available, of the
resources of the Forest, the conditions governing

their use and development, and the administrative measures to be
followed in their management.
A working plan is a similar statement, more complete and final in

character, based upon thorough investigation and
accurate data, and including a definite scheme of

management devised for a period of years.
The annual plan is covered by the various periodic estimates and

reports called for by the administrative sections of

the Manual. It constitutes a periodic revision of the

preliminary or working plan, together with the specific application of

these plans to the business of the Forest for the ensuing year.

Ground to be cov- The subjects to be covered in all forest plans
ed - are:

1. General administration.
2. Silvicultural management.
3. Grazing management.
4. Permanent improvements.
5. Forest protection.
6. Uses of Forest land, including settlements, special uses,

water power, and administrative sites.

The forest plan should coordinate the various lines of work in each
unit. It should provide for the most efficient admin-

work
rdination f istration and the best use of the Forest resources pos-

sible at the least practicable cost.

Each forest plan will provide for the management of a whole admin-
istrative unit or Forest. No plan should include

pian
ea covered by more than one Forest. Where conditions in adjacent

Forests are similar, or the Forests supply the same
markets, these facts will be considered, particularly in the location of

cutting areas and limitation of the annual cut. Such considerations
will also be necessary in grazing and protection.

5



AY here necessary, because of important market or topographic
considerations, the Forest may be divided into areas

B8t<
each of which will be managed with the idea of sus-

tained yield. If necessary to assist in regulating the cut, a subdivision

of the above areas may be made; this should be on t he basis of logging
units or groups of logging units, the boundaries depending entirely

upon topography. Unnecessary divisions will not be made 1

,
si nee

they complicate administration. Where possible the lines of admin-
istrative subdivisions and those for the technical management of t he

Forest will be coordinated.

Maps should follow the Atlas legends as far as
practicable. They

will be prepared as indicated in the instructions for

each part of the plan and in addition where nece-

to make the plan clear or where their use makes it possible to reduce

description.
Final responsibility in the preparation of all forest plans rests with

the supervisor. He should, in submitting the plan

ifns
P nsibility f r

^or approval? transmit any recommendations of the
officer in direct charge of its preparation which differ

materially from the plan as submitted.
Since the completion of any plan is but the beginning of systematic

management, every effort should be made by the
f local f rce, with or without assistance from the dis-

trict forester, to improve plans which have been pre-
pared and to obtain the additional data needed for more efficient

administration.

Copies of all preliminary or working plan data, except maps, will

be filed in separate folders, or, if this is not feasible,
cross references will be inserted.

PRELIMINARY PLANS.

A preliminary plan should be prepared as soon as practicable on
each Forest from the data now available. The compilation of such
data in the form of a definite plan of management will systematize
and strengthen the administration of the Forest and furnish a basis

for further extension and improvement. The following points should
be covered:
Under " General administration" should be given:

1. The Forest force, based upon the men required to

tration
ral adminis" transact economically the business of the Forest and

furnish adequate protection during the fire season.

2. Division of the Forest into administrative and patrol districts

to be shown on a map.
3. A record, by classes of past receipts and expenditures and an

estimate of future receipts and expenditures.
Under "

Silvicultural management" should be given:
1. Divisions and subdivisions, if any, with reasons.

ag
S
eSt.

tural man"
2 - Approximate estimates of timber bv convenient,

technical, administrative, or legal subdivisions.

3. The silvicultural systems which should be used, by types, and

by divisions if modification of the system on different divisions is

necessary. Principles to govern marking drawn from the best

silvical data available. The object of management for the Forest, as
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far as available information makes it possible, or for divisions, classes

of material to be produced, species to be favored, and rotation desirable.
4. A rough classification of the timber on the Forest, or parts of

the Forest, in accordance with its age and condition, showing the

bodies of mature timber, of thrifty timber not yet in need of cutting,
and of young growth; together with a plan of cutting, showing the

order in which the various areas should be logged. Areas of protection
forest where no cutting is recommended should be indicated. The

approximate periods in which immature stands will reach merchant-
able size should be shown.

5. Recommended limitations on the annual cut for the ensuing four

or five years.
6. Data on methods of logging, accessibility of merchantable

bodies of timber, costs of logging and manufacture, markets and
market conditions, demand, prices, etc.

7. The policy for the whole Forest, or divisions if advisable, which
should be followed as to sales, reservations for local industries, and
free use, together with the opportunities for desirable sales.

8. Tentative stumpage rates for the entire Forest, or divisions.

9. Improvements needed to facilitate the sale or protection of

timber. To be incorporated in the permanent improvement plan.
10. The approximate areas on which artificial reforestation will

be necessary in whole or in part, together with the species to be used,

and, broadly, the plan to be followed during the ensuing four or five

years, plans for nurseries, outline of desirable experiments, etc.

1 1 . The order in which the various parts of the Forest should be
covered by complete reconnaissance; desirable silvical studies leading
toward better management, etc.

This part of the plan should be accompanied by a map showing
topography in as much detail as data available will

tu?ai
P
pianf

sUvlcul"

allow, roads, trails, forest types, age classes, if neces-

sary, nursery sites, and areas proposed for artificial

regeneration. Much of the other data called for may be shown either

on the map or in concise tabulations with explanatory notes.

Under Grazing" the essential point is to compile all available
information on the range conditions in the Forest as a
basis for systematic range protection, development,

and improvement. The following outline should be followed in so
far as the data are now available, or can be obtained by the supervisor.
It is intended only as a guide and should be varied where necessary
to cover local conditions. More detailed outlines may be prepared
where advisable. All the data collected should contribute directly
to the management of the grazing business on the Forest.

1. Classification of grazing lands and estimates of carrying capacity,
including :

esttoat?s
C
.

ation **"*
(1) Determination of characteristic ecological types

or groups of forage plants each of which includes
certain combinations of grasses, weeds, and browse. The types
should be mapped on a base map of the Forest. Groups containing
poisonous plants may demand particular attention.

(2) Concise descriptions of each group or type including notes on
individual

species, the seasons when the plants may be used, the
relative grazing value of the types, and the class of stock for which
they are best suited.
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(3) A record in tabulated form of the kind and amount of stock

JUT section at present grazed on the, hind, with an e-timate of its

present grazing capacity, and if overgra/ed or poorly stocked with

forage plants tlie capacity to which it may be brought by proper
treatment.

J. Range improvements: Map record of present and needed water-

ing facilities, including wells, streams, springs, nat un-l

mStsf
6 "

{lll( l artificial ponds and tanks, drift fences, and oi her

improvements necessary for the best use of the r.

To be incorporated in the permanent improvement plan.
3. Herbarium: A collection in duplicate of the principal for-

age plants on the Forest, including grasses, weeds,
and brush, to be kept in the supervisor's office for

reference.

4. The plan of management should include, with necessary maps,
notes, and explanatory data, provision for:

m^?
n '

(1) The control and eradication of poisonous
plants.

(2) Improvement of overgrazed or poorly stocked areas, including
reseeding, the use of a rotation scheme of excluding stock from areas
for a part of the year to allow seeding of native plants, etc.

(3) Fuller use of the range by the class of stock for which it is best

suited, including areas not now used.

(4) Exclusion or reduction of stock or the change of grazing seasons
when necessary for silvical reasons or the protection of watersheds
for irrigation or municipal water supply. Reduction to prevent
overgrazing, or erosion caused by grazing.

(5) The better handling of stock:, including salting, bedding, the

prevention of concentration to the injury of the range, improved
herding methods, etc.

(6) Improvement in range districts, range allotments, etc.

(7) The extermination of predatory animals, based upon the kind
and amount of damage done.

(8) The extermination of prairie dogs, based upon the area occu-

pied and the damage done.
A systematic plan for the permanent improvements on the Forest

snould be steadily developed, extended, and improved,
pavements?

nt **' ^ wm"

include all classes of permanent improvements
necessary for the protection, development, and ad-

ministration of the Forest, the need of which can be clearly foreseen.
The improvement plan w

T
ill take the form of a map, and such addi-

tional notes as may be necessary for its proper under-
''

standing. Rough estimates of cost should be included
wherever obtainable. Before survey, roads, trails, etc., will be located

approximately on the map. Corrections and additions to the

improyement"plan
will be made whenever the need is apparent. The

following kinds of work will be considered: Roads, trails, bridges,
telephone lines, signal systems, permanent and temporary headquar-
ters, pastures, lookout towers, fire lines, tool boxes, improvements
necessary for range development or making timber accessible, and
areas in which the blazing and posting of trails is urgent.
Under "Forest protection" provision will be made for protection

against fire and insects, and the protection of nurseries
5tion> and plantations against rodents.
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A plan for fire protection, as complete as is now practicable, should
be formulated and put into effect on each Forest.

Special attention should be given to the extension and
modification of this plan as further experience is acquired.
The fire plan will consist of a map showing detailed topography,

forest types, all permanent improvements which will be of any value
in fire protection, lookout points, lines of fire patrol, camping sites,

places where assistance in fighting fire may be obtained, areas of

particular menace and areas in particular need of protection, and
detailed directions to rangers concerning fire patrol, and cooperation
with other districts and forests. Directions for preparing fire plans
are given under "Fire protection

7 '

in the miscellaneous section of the

Manual.

Special outlines for other protective features of the forest plan may
other protective be prepared for the respective Forests in accordance

features. with individual needs.

Under "Uses of Forest land" data should be collected showing:
1. Sale prices pf agricultural lands within or near the Forest,

uses of Forest land, including stump lands, unimproved nontimbered
settlement.

lands, and improved ranches.

2. Cost of clearing and stumping timbered lands.

3. Comparative value of timbered land for agricultural and forest

purposes.
4. Any other data which will aid in formulating a settlement

policy for the Forest.

The location of all uses, including Interior Department rights of

s eciaiuses
wav

>
which have been granted should be recorded on

a Base map of the Forest. Any information secured
as to tracts desirable for particular uses should be similarly recorded,

especially reservoir and dam sites, as part of the inventory of the
resources of the Forest. Data on the value of uses to the permittee
should be collected and recorded with the forest plan as a basis for

the regulation of charges.

Special investigations of the power possibilities of the Forests,

waxer ower including stream measurements in cooperation with
the Geological Survey and the collection of cost and

market data will be conducted under the direction of the district

forester in cooperation with the supervisors.
All administrative sites designated as "selected" or "proposed'

1

should be shown on the improvement map of the

sitts
dministrative

Forest, together with data indicating the use to be
made of each site and the extent to which it has been

improved. Sufficient additional data will be recorded to show in

concrete form the system of administrative sites devised for the

forest, including patrol and lookout stations, nurseries, and sites

required for logging facilities and other uses in connection with the
sale of timber.

WORKING PLANS.

A working plan is simply an extension and development of the

preliminary plan, based upon more exact data. Such a plan should

ultimately be prepared for every Forest as the need for a more sys-
tematic basis of management becomes urgent. Reconnaissance work
should, except in unusual cases, result in working plans.

5275 11 2
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Working plans will be prepared liixi n Forests where the demam
for timber is great, as compared with the supply, and

nprTpared.
re8t8 where large quantities of timber am evidently mature

and it is reasonably certain that sales can be made if

the proper data are secured. It may be advisable to prepare special

working plans for Forests on which largo areas are in need of re fore

tion. Special grazing working plans may be prepared for For
where the use of forage resources is of importance. Special problem-
in any other phase of Service work demanding careful study may
require the preparation of working plans. Where conditions on a

Forest diil'er widely, it may be advisable to cover only the part of a
Forest to which the special administrative urgency applies.
Each working plan will outline the general management of theFore>t

for a long period, usually a rotation in the recommen-
Period of plan. i -. 1,1

dations on timber cuttings, and the management in

detail for some such period as 10 or 15 years.
The amount of detail in the working plan will depend upon the

Detail in lan
value of the forest products concerned, the need for

intensive methods, and the certainty or possibility of

large returns within the probable life of the plan. On Forests or pan s

of Forests where the demand for timber equals or exceeds the amount
which can be cut with safety, the plan for silvicultural management
must be in much greater detail than where the demand is compara-
tively small. The requirements of detail in the different parts of the

plan and in different working units must be adjusted to the adminis-
trative needs of the Forest in all lines of work.
When it has been decided to make a working plan, its essential

features and the field work necessary should be out-

fewnce
kingplancon"

lined at a conference between the officer who will

have charge of the field work, the supervisor of the

Forest, the assistant district foresters concerned, and the district for-

ester at his discretion. It is particularly necessary that the general
system or systems of management be determined, and the methods
for determining the yield of each unit be decided upon. Plans may
then be made to secure the exact data needed and unnecessary work
eliminated. Slight modifications which do not necessitate reprinting
will, when necessary, be made in standard forms for these purposes.
The preliminary plan for the Forest and working plans already

prepared will form the basis for this discussion.

Field data will in general be obtained by special parties, which as far

as possible should consist of experienced men. Under

ing SIS?
>btain" tms system the results will be more accurate and

uniform, and there will be less interruption to the

regular Forest work and more rapid improvement hi methods and
results. As far as possible, the data for all parts of the plan will be
collected at the same time, if necessary by specialists temporarily
assigned to the party. The data for planting or grazing features may
be collected independently when the need justifies it. The work will

be done under the direction of the supervisor, and advantage taken
of all assistance possible from his regular force, particularly men who
have had special training hi reconnaissance work on the National
Forests.
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Forest officers in charge of working-plan parties should use wide
discretion in the data which are to be obtained. Data

obtained?
ta needed whicJi can not be used for some definite purpose should

not be secured, and every effort should be made to

obtain all data which will be needed.
As far as possible all data in the working plan report will be tabu-

lated with brief notes of necessary explanation. While

date
1

.

1* 1 f

working plans must be complete, every possible effort

will be made to eliminate unnecessary discussion and
to put them in concise form. All detailed data relating to climate,

geology, soil, growth studies, silvical notes, etc., should be placed in

the appendix of the working plan, and everything in the plan subor-
dinated to the actual scheme of management for the Forest.

All working plans will be referred to the office of silviculture in

the districts and the branch of silviculture in Wash-

pa
c
rts

r
o
r
f

e

pian
tio f

ington for the proper correlation of the parts. In
each case the approval of the offices and branches in

charge of the phase of the work under consideration will be secured.

Working plans will be approved by the Forester. Changes not

A rovai of lans general policy or the broad features will

be approved by the district forester, with reference
to the Forester of any points necessary under the administrative
instructions.

The general ground to be covered by working plans is as follows:
Under " General administration" the topics listed for preliminary

General adminis- plans should be discussed with such further detail as

t

more intensive study makes possible.
Under "Silviculture! management

"
the topics listed for preliminary

plans should be developed with much greater accuracv

ag
s
e

c
n
u
t.

tur ***' and in much greater detail. Special points wiU be

emphasized and special data obtained in accordance
with the administrative needs of the Forest.
To secure uniform data from the National Forests in each district,

the district forester will decide upon standard field

in
S
dS?ricts

din s methods. Standardization will include:
1. Methods of making estimates under specified

conditions to secure results of uniform accuracy.
2. The unit for recording estimates in both surveyed and unsur-

veyed ground.
3. The minimum sizes to which timber will be estimated and a

method of classifying reproduction and young timber below this

minimum.
4. A scale for field and base maps and the conditions under which

contour or hachure maps will be made.
5. The form and character of notes on silvicultural questions,

forest descriptions, etc.

6. The principles upon which the silvicultural system, the rotation,
the period for which management will be planned in detail, etc.

In each district also, to insure reasonable uniformity under similar

conditions, a careful study will be made of the methods of determining
the limitation of annual cut under each silvicultural system which will

be used, and standard methods established.
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In the completed |)lan the data >enired under e

t()
l
)i(> W 'U h< ' summarized and the conchi -'ed.

Tlie following points are of special importance:
1. Silviculture] -systems based on the most reliahle silvical data

available, and upon careful observations on the part of the work.

plans officer.

2. A carefully drawn set of marking principle- designed to put into

eil'cct the silvicultural systems recommended.
3. The maximum annual cut to be allowed during the ensuing 10

or 15 years, and the approximate cuts for each period of the rotation.

4. The order in which the important bodies of merchantable tim-
ber should be sold.

5. The order in which areas needing artificial restocking should be
sowed or planted, and the acreage to be covered during each year
of the penod for which detailed recommendations are made.
Under "Grazing," technical reconnaissance and special studies

Grazing
should be conducted, following the general ground
covered under preliminary plans but with more

detail and greater exactness, with such additions as the needs of the

Forest warrant. Since detailed grazing reconnaissance is somewhat
technical in nature, it should be directed as far as practicable by
grazing experts.
The permanent improvement plan for the Forest should be con-

sidered and developed as far as may be practicable"

in connection with the intensive timber estimates
and other investigations conducted by working-plan

parties.
The protection plan for the Forest should be furnished to parties

Forest protection, conducting working-plan investigations, and recom-
mendations for its modification or extension, as far

as may be found advisable, submitted by them to the supervisor.

Working-plan parties should familiarize themselves with the por-
tion of the preliminary plan dealing with uses of

Forest land. Additional data should be secured as far

as practicable in connection with timber estimates and
other intensive field work. Recommended changes or improvements
should be submitted to the supervisor.

Uses of Forest
land.

ANNUAL PLANS.

The annual reports, estimates, and recommendations submitted
on the various lines of Forest work should be based upon the pre-

liminary or working plan for the Forest and should refer specifically
to the portions of the plan dealing with the subject in question.

They should show how far it is feasible to apply the plan to the work
of the Forest during the current or ensuing year, the specific action

proposed to put its provisions into effect, and the changes which

appear advisable.

The annual allotment and appropriation estimates will be in-

cluded, with such modifications as are necessary,
in ihe portion of the plan dealing with general
administration.

General
tration.
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Annual recommendations on maximum and minimum stump^ge
prices and limitation of yearly cut should be sub-

"

mitted to the district forester. These and the

planting and nursery reports should refer to the por-
tion of the plan dealing with silvicultural management and indicate

Siuy necessary changes in its application. Revisions of the cutting
methods advocated in the plan and of other features of its silvicultural

management should be submitted whenever they appear advisable,

together with any additional data secured on estimates, logging costs,
market conditions, etc.

The annual grazing report and recommendations constitute a con-

Grazing
c^se restatement of the preliminary or working plan
and its application to the business of the ensuing

year. Additional data should be reported and necessary changes
from the plan noted.

In submitting the annual improvement estimates a copy of the

improvement map of the Forest showing the plan as
"

revised and extended to date and indicating the work
of greatest urgency should be furnished the district

forester.

In connection with the annual fire report, the fire plan for the Forest

Forest protection
snould be checked over and necessary modifications
noted. The annual planting and nursery reports

should include a current revision and application of the portions of
the protection plan dealing with rodents.

Special reports and revi-
sions of the Forest plan as regards protection from insects and diseases
will be submitted from time to time on Forests where this work is of

importance.
In connection with the current business and periodical reports

relating to uses of Forest land, the preliminary or work-

laSf
8 r rest

ing plan should be steadily revised and extended tind
its data embodied in such recommendations on policy

and current transactions as seem advisable.



FOREST EXTENSION.

POLICY.

Reforestation, under methods demonstrated by successful experi-
ments, is one of the most important duties of the
Forest Service and forms a part of the regular work <>n

each National Forest where it is undertaken, coordinate with timber

sales, grazing, or permanent improvements. While special instruc-

tions covering such work will be issued from time to time and special
assistance furnished by the district forester where advisable, the

supervisor will be held responsible for the effective direction and
execution of reforestation work as for any other activity on his

Forest.

GENERAL METHODS.

In every district, intensive experiments, with exact control of all

factors, should be conducted at experiment stations

ments
nsive experi" and elsewhere to determine the test methods of

reforestation applicable to the main types in the

district where such work is necessary. These experiments will

include tests with both native and exotic species. They should serve
to check and develop the methods in use and as training schools for

the men engaged in forest extension.

Direct seeding is, wherever practicable, the cheapest and most rapid
method of reforestation. It should be thoroughly
tested on the favorable sites in each district and ex-

tensively employed on areas when it is found to be successful. To
secure the largest results possible in the actual extension of forest

growth, direct seeding on sites where reasonable success by this

method is assured will constitute the principal work of the Service
in reforestation.

The growing and planting of nursery stock will be carried on simul-

taneously with direct seeding where conditions require.
This work will be directed with a view to ascertaining

the comparative results of the two methods, the sites on which the

greater success from the standpoint of cost and results will be obtained
from each method, respectively, and the proper relation of the two
methods in the future development of reforestation work.
The use of wild seedlings in localities where they can be gathered and

transplanted at a reasonable cost should be thoroughly
tested, and developed in so far as the results, in com-

parison with other methods, warrant.
On large burns or other areas where complete reforestation would

necessarily proceed very slowly, the seeding or

^Partial
reforesta-

planting of plots scattered over the tract may be

employed with a view to establisliing small patches
of forest from which natural reproduction will subsequently extend.

14
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SELECTION OF AREAS.

Until more exact knowledge has been acquired and methods of

greater certainty developed, reforestation work on

sitBsflrst
favorable any considerable scale should be restricted to areas

where natural conditions are most favorable to success.

The aim will be to develop successful methods on such areas, together
with much more exact information as to their possibilities and limita-

tions, and then gradually extend the work to less favorable sites.

Within the restrictions stated above, watersheds used for

watersheds municipal supply or irrigation should be given first

consideration.

Reforestation for the primary purpose of producing timber may be

conducted, however, where conditions are peculiarly

^
Timber produc- favorable to cheap establishment and rapid growth,

where the object lesson would be of special value, or

where there is urgent local need for an additional supply of forest

products.
As far as possible immediate provision should be made for reforest-

ing recent burns where natural reproduction can not
be expected to take place, especially on sites nat-

urally adapted to dense and valuable forest growth.

ORGANIZATION AND SCALE.

The reforestation work in each district and on each National Forest
where it is undertaken should, as far as practicable,
be concentrated upon a comparatively few projects

with reference to most favorable areas for success, minimum cost per
unit, and best'possible supervision. Small nurseries and small seed-

ing or planting projects whose primary purpose is to inform and
interest Forest officers may be conducted, where no additional cost to

the Service is involved. Aside from such projects and from work of

a purely experimental character, reforestation should in the main
be centered upon comparatively large, carefully planned, and well-

supervised pieces of work on the most favorable sites.

The coUection of as large quantities of seed of desirable species as

seed collection
can ^e ^^aine<^ a^ a reasonable cost will be part of

the regular summer and fall work in each district.

This work should be concentrated upon areas where seed of the

species (and from the locality) desired for the sites on which reforesta-

tion is to be conducted can be gathered at the lowest cost. Extensive
collection should not be attempted in seasons when the cost of the
seed will, on account of the poor crop, be excessive, or when seed of

the species desired for concentrated work on the more favorable
sites can not be obtained.

In seasons when large seed crops of desirable species are produced
and cheap coUection on an extended scale is possible it will often be
desirable to concentrate largely upon this work and collect sufficient

seed for two or more years ahead. The slight loss in the fertility
of stored seed will be more than offset by the reduced cost of collection

under such conditions.
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.Nurseries should, as a rule, be <f a si/c- sufficient to j)roduce n(

less ilnui a million seedlings per annum. Exception^
may he made in cases wheflB

specific,
isolated area-,

which can not be supplied from the main nurseries, must he, furnislu
'

wit h smaller amounts of stock grown near the planting sites and und<
similar climatic conditions.

Aside from purely experimental work, field seeding and planting
operations should, as far as possible, be, concentrated,

,2*5*
8cedinB and a^ leas^ ^0 such an extent as will eliminate dispro-

portionate overhead charges for supervision, travel,
and the like, and make the cost records applicable to future work

planned on an extensive scale.

It is of special importance that the results of all reforestation

operations be closely studied in the field by district

and forest officers to ascertain the reasons for success

or failure and enable the experience gained to be intelligently applied
to future work. Detailed periodic inspections should be made and
their findings incorporated in reports to the district office.

PLANS AND REPORTS.

Planting plans, included under "Working plans/' will be prepared
for each Forest and will indicate specifically the ex-

tent of the annual planting and seeding which is

recommended.
Such plans will be revised each year and the recommended changes

submitted with the annual forest plan.

Nursery plans, included under "Working plans/' will be revised

and submitted annually by the supervisor with the
annual forest plan. They should be accompanied by

the nursery reports.
The district plan, which will be compiled from the forest and

nursery plans, will be submitted annually to th

Forester.

SEED COLLECTING.

District plan.

A careful examination of extensive bodies of timber is necessary to

determine the abundance of the crop and the best

iec
C
t?o
n
n.

itionsf rcol~
localities for collecting. Since cones are much more
liable to be affected by insects during "off years/'

they should be examined before
arrangements

for collecting are made
by peeling off the scales with a sharp knife, cutting toward the apex
of the cone. The fertility of the seed can also be determined in this

way.
The best results can only be obtained by planning and arranging

.. the work early in the season and by organizing it on
Time for collecting. rr* i .

a sufficient scale to insure completion while the
weather is still .good and before slow and expensive artificial drying
becomes necessary.

Before collecting, it is necessary to determine if the seed is ripe.
Since the external appearance of the cones can not be relied upon,
the seed itself must be examined. As long as the seed is soft and

milky it is still immature. Cones of the same species ripen first at

the lower altitudes. Heavy frosts, followed by warm days, mate-
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riaily hasten the ripening and consequently lessen the time for col-

lection. It is therefore imperative that the equipment be obtained
in advance and that the work be expedited in every way possible
so that it will be completed before the cones open and before bad
weather makes drying difficult or impossible.
Cones may be collected from felled or standing trees and from

squirrel caches. Trees should not be cut unless they
to*

6
1 can be profitably disposed of. Where no cutting is

being done and no better method can be found, seed

may be obtained from standing trees. The cones can be picked or

stripped off by hand or cut from the branches by a heavy knife

or pruning shears.

Cones can be obtained easily and economically from squirrel

caches, which are generally in the denser stands of timber, either

along
small streams and wet places, in water and muck, under bushes

and fallen tree tops, and along rotten logs.

When extensive collecting is undertaken, it is often advisable to

use several or all of the above methods. It is usually cheapest to

collect cones by contract at a stipulated price per hundredweight or

bushel.

If cones which open easily are collected early, and good drying
weather prevails, it is unnecessary to use artificial

heat unless the work is unavoidably delayed. Such
cones should, after being thoroughly cleaned of dirt and needles, be

spread thinly upon canvas sheets or burlaps and allowed to dry in

the sun in open places with southern exposure. After the soil becomes
cold and wet a raised platform for the canvas is necessary.

It is generally necessary to dry resistant cones, like those of lodgepole

Artificial methods P*116 '
^v artificial heat. A suitable building should be

selected or constructed with tiers or trays from 8 to

10 inches apart arranged around the inside of the room. The trays
should be constructed with screen bottoms having a suitable mesh
through which the seed can drop upon a canvas sheet on the floor.

The temperature of the room should be maintained at 120 to 140
until the cones have opened. Partial ventilation to carry off moisture
is necessary.
With the less resistant species a vigorous shaking of the opened

Extractin seed
cones m a screen tray or a thorough raking is suffi-

cient to separate the seed. With the more resistant

cones, especially if large quantities are to be handled, a revolving
"cone shaker" should be constructed from rough lumber or a dry-
goods box, about 4 by 3 by 3 feet, provided with a door and with

openings covered by wire screen having a mesh of sufficient size to

permit only the seed to pass through. Slats may be nailed length-
wise inside the apparatus, or loose blocks of wood included with the

cones, to increase the jarring effect. Trampling the cones is liable

to injure the seed.

The best method of separating the wings from seed is by briskly

cieanin seed rubbing a small quantity in a tray, with a bottom of

J or inch mesh wire screening suited to the size of

the seed. Seed should not be beaten or rubbed so violently as to

crack the coats. A fanning mill fitted with screens of suitable size

is one of the best means of winnowing. When this is not obtainable,

good results can be secured by slowly pouring the seed from one box

5275 11 3
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(<> another in a current of air. Broken leaves and cono scales ci

removed by the use of wire screens with different si/ed meshes. The
final process of cleaning can be greatly facilitated if the cones h.-:\e

been screened before drying begins, to remove needles and other

foreign matter.
Seed should be expressed in strong sacks boxed or crated. Labels

with the following information should be placed inside

^shippinga*
-

the sacks: Species, name of Forest, elevation, date,
and total cost per pound.

For storing, seed should be placed in bags or sacks and hung in a

cool, dry place or, better still, in sealed jars. Necessary precautions
should be taken against rodents.

DIRECT SEEDING.

The success of reforestation regardless of method depends upon
selection of sites ^e suitability of the site. The most favorable

sites should uniformly be chosen. As a rule, higher
altitudes are more favorable for forest growth than the foothills,

northerly exposures than southerly exposures, and areas upon
which timber has grown than those which are naturally treeless.

Areas with deep, loose soil covered with some kind of woody
growth, like aspen or brush, except chaparral, are more favorable
than those with compact soil and without protective cover. Re-
cent burns, with or without protective cover, are, however, good
reforestation sites.

Sites should as nearly as possible be representative of the forest

type of the species which it is intended to sow, in respect to soil,

altitude, aspect, and moisture.
Sites will be clearly marked by blazed trees, substantial posts, or

Markin sites piles of stone. Boundary trees or posts will be in-

scribed P-l, P-2, P-3, etc., according to the number
of the plantation. Each season's work will be marked off by stakes
inscribed A, B, C, etc.

Broadcasting without previous preparation of the soil wiU proba-

Broadcast sowin ^ty be successful only under
especially favorable cir-

"

cumstances, such as on actual forest land, where the
soil is loose and moist near the surface and some protection is afforded

the young trees against heat and drought. Burned areas covered
with down timber or a light brush cover are most favorable for broad-

casting without preparing the ground or covering the seed. When
denuded forest land is sufficiently open the soil should usually be

prepared by scarifying with some kino! of a harrow previous to broad-

casting.
The area to be sown should be. carefully selected, laid off preferably

in strips, and substantially marked. The amount of seed to be sown
on each strip

should be weighed and one strip sown at a time. Medium-
sized seed like yellow pine or Douglas fir can be sown by hand. In
case of small seed like lodgepole pine, a mechanical seed sower is

preferable. In the case of very small seed, such as larch and Engel-
mann spruce, it may be advisable to mix the seed with fine earth in

order to sow more evenly. The sower should go over the area in

parallel courses, using one-half of the seed. He should then cover
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the area at right angles to his previous course and sow the remaining
half. In this way equal distribution of the seed is assured. Any
surplus should be sown upon the more favorable parts of the strip.

Under this method seed is sown in selected spots which are pre-

pared for its reception. Since some of the seed may
be eaten by mice or fail to germinate, liberal sowing

in each spot is necessary. This method has the following advantages
over broadcasting: The most favorable spots on each site can be

selected; the seed is sown on prepared ground and may, if desired, be

promptly covered
;
a comparatively small quantity of seed is required ;

and the results of the work can be readily determined.

Sowing with a corn planter is an adaptation of the seed-spot
method, applicable especially to areas with compara-

pilt!*
wltliacor11

tively exposed soil. It is cheaper than the seed-spot
method, since no previous preparation of the ground

is necessary. The number of seeds thrust into each hole made by
the corn planter can be easily regulated and the earth pressed over
them with the foot.

Where the snowfall is heavy and remains upon the ground until

Time of sowin
^e m ^e sPrmg> ^ is generally best to sow in the

fall, since the seed will become covered more fully
with litter and soil during the spring thaw and have a chance to

sprout early and produce a strong plant before the summer drought
begins. If seed is not available for fall sowing it may be sown by
broadcasting in winter or early spring upon the snow on sites pre-

viously selected and marked. To obtain the best results in spring
sowing by the seed spot or other methods, it is necessary to sow
immediately after the snow disappears.

PLANTING.

As soon as a shipment of trees is received they should be exam-

care of seediin s
*u ^ determine their condition. If the covering
around the roots is becoming dry, it should be moist-

ened at once.

The trees should be removed from the bundles and, unless planted

Heeiin in immediately, should be heeled in on or near the plant-
ing sites. A cool, shaded situation should be selected

with a moist soil fairly free from rock and coarse gravel. A trench
should be dug from 10 to 15 inches deep, with one side slightly sloping
toward the north. The trees should then be spread along the sloping
side, not more than two or three deep, with the foliage and a short

length of stem above the ground surface. To insure uniformity in

covering, the roots should be well straightened out and evenly placed
in the trench. Fine earth should be packed firmly about the roots,

leaving no air spaces, and should be kept moist. Other layers of trees

may be set parallel to the first row, but there must be at least 4 inches
of earth between the rows. To prevent exposure to intense sunlight,
the tops should be shaded with brush or sacking.

In field planting, four by four feet to six by six feet are the spacings

spacing generally used. The roughness of the planting site

and the necessity of putting each plant in the best

possible location will often prevent regular spacing; but uniformity
is desirable whenever possible.
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Planting should be done in the fall or in the spring before growth
begins. In regions where there is a niinv and drv

Time for pl&ntinc i i 11 1 1 t i

season planting should usually be done at the !><-

ginning of the rainy season, as soon as the soil is sufficiently
and there is a reasonable probability that it will remain so. Yo pi

vent growth starting before time for planting, the seedlings should

kept in snow pits or other cool places.
On all sites seedlings should be planted where the soil is the best and

where they will be
protected

from evaporation, as on the northeast
side of stumps, bowlders, or brush.

NURSERIES.

Since nurseries are necessarily more or less permanent, the greatest
care must be exercised in selecting sites. The follow-

Selection of sites. .
. , -,

, IT*-- ,1 i

ing points must be considered : Proximity to the plant-
ing sites ;

facilities for shipping to near-by forests
; acreage, soil, sur-

face, slope, aspect, elevation, water supply, etc. An altitude at which
the largest mixture of forest trees is found and at which most of the

important planting types blend is well suited for a nursery. This is

usually on real timberland at the lower edge of the actual Forest. A
deep, rich, well-drained

sandy
loam with an admixture of gravel is

the best soil. It is exceedingly important that sites suitable for large
nurseries be selected and held in reserve for future use.

Nursery sites must be cleared of trees and rocks and the soil broken

up, harrowed, leveled, raked, and worked like a gar-

of^rouncL
r a * * n den before seed beds are made. It is often necessary

to fertilize heavily with fine well-rotted manure, espe-

cially if the soil has been
cropped.

The beds are usually 6 feet wide
and of any convenient length. To insure drainage, they should be
raised from 2 to 3 inches above the paths. The paths are usually 18
inches wide.
The seed may be sown either in drills from 4 to 6 inches apart or

broadcast upon the beds. The latter method is pref-

ni5seriesf
owine ta

erable, because it produces a much larger number of

seedlings from the same area. If sown in drills and

by hand, the drills should run across, or if by a drill seed sower, length-
wise of the beds. Machine sowing is preferable in large nurseries.

Sowing should ordinarily be done in the spring, about the time when
early garden seed is planted in the locality. If done

Time of sowing. i i -i ,1 j j-ii u
too early, while the ground is still cold and wet, ger-

mination will be slow and many of the seeds may rot.

Seed should be very carefully covered, since if the cover is too
shallow they may wash out and if too deep they may
either rot or lie over until another season. A safe

rule is to cover small seeds to a depth of about twice their diameter.

Firming the bed with a board will prevent the soil from washing
when watered. Immediately after planting it is well
to cover the beds with a very thin mulch of leaves,

moss, needles, or burlap. This keeps the surface moist and hastens

germination. The mulch should be thin and light enough to allow
the seedlings to break through the surface or, if heavier, should be
removed when germination takes place. The material used should
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be free from weed seeds. Water in limited quantities should be

applied even to mulched beds.

Enough seed should be sown to provide 30 to 50 plants to the

running foot of drill at the end of one year or to pro-

re?Jed.
ty f seed duce 25 to 35 seedlings to a square foot in broad-

casted beds. Seed of low germination per cent, such
as firs, larches, and cedars, should be sown

thickly,
and species with

a higher germination per cent, such as pines and. spruce, should be
sown more

sparingly.
Wherever possible, actual germination per

cents should be used, to determine the exact amount to sow.
In practically all situations conifers require partial shade for the

first year. This must be supplied artificially in nurs-
eries by covering the seed beds with screens of lath or

shakes. Brush may be used for a temporary shade. The shade
frames should be supported on stakes from 18 to 24 inches above the
surface of the beds and set about 3 feet from each end of the frame.
A crosspiece of inch material should connect the stakes on opposite
sides of the bed. In semiarid regions or where material is cheap and

plentiful a lath house is the best method of shading. One can be
constructed by setting posts

about 12 feet apart, connecting them at

the top, which should be about 7 feet above the ground, with 2 by
4 inch stringers and covering the entire structure with lath or woven-
lath fencing. When lath or woven-lath fencing can not be secured

readily, brush or light poles may be spread over the framework until

half shade is produced.
All conifers and some broadleaf species while in the seed beds

are subject to damping off, which often
destroys

a

Dampin|
e
ofl

lillss '

^arge Per cent of the seedlings. It is caused by a

fungus which attacks the young plants near the sur-

face of the ground. Dry sand, charcoal, or fine gravel spread on the
beds will often check the disease. The proper appli-
cation of water to the seed beds before and after

germination is particularly important. The soil should be kept uni-

formly moist from the time the seed is sown until the seedlings are a
week or 10 days old. After that water should be applied less fre-

quently, though the soil should never be dry enough to powder when
dug up. When irrigation is inadvisable, water should be applied
with a sprinkling pot or hose and the soil should be thoroughly wet
each time. Watering should be done early in the morning or late in

the afternoon. Shade frames should remain over the seed beds,

except during damp, cloudy days. In localities where heavy rains

are followed by high temperature the frames should be raised or
removed as soon as the sunshine disappears from the seed beds and

kept so until the sun appears the following morning. The drying of

the soil may also be hastened by cultivation. This should not be

neglected, since proper drying and airing of the soil after rain checks

damping off. The same method for drying out the soil should be
followed if water has been applied excessively.

Seedlings should be cultivated often, in order to prevent weeds
from starting, stimulate growth, prevent damping off,

and keep the soil in good condition. Cultivation,
which can be done either with a narrow hoe or with a small rake
made of nails, should be shallow and should pulverize the soil thor-
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Transplanting .

oughly. It should be done after rains or whenever the soil shows
signs of baking or drying.

vVhore winters are severe, it is advisable to mulch the seed beds to

protect the seedlings from injury by cold or drying

^Protection
in win- wmd Sj as well as to keep the ground from heaving in

the spring. Where snow lies all winter, mulching is

unnecessary. Any substance, such as leaves, straw, or moss, which
is free from weed seed, placed in a layer from 3 to 4 inches deep, is

suitable. The mulch can be held in place by laying sticks or strips
of boards across the beds between the rows. It should be removed
at the beginning of the growing season.

In the spring, when the soil is in good workable condition, but before
a new growth begins, evergreen seedlings when 1 or 2

years old should, in some cases, be transplanted to

open nursery rows. Transplant beds should be near the seed beds
and on good soil. which has been thoroughly prepared. Transplant
beds should be slightly elevated, 6 feet wide, and of any convenient

length, with rows 8 inches apart running across the beds. The seed-

lings should be set free from 2 to 4 inches apart in the rows, the exact
distance depending upon the size of the plants. In transplanting the
roots of the seedlings should not be allowed to become dry, since even
a short exposure to sun or air will be fatal. They can best be carried

roots downward in a pail containing 4 or 5 inches of water.

PROTECTION AGAINST RODENTS.

Great damage is done by mice, wood rats, squirrels, chipmunks,
gophers, and rabbits in nurseries, seeding areas, and

young plantations. Before establishing a nursery or

plantation or seeding denuded areas, therefore, the presence of de-

structive rodents should be carefully investigated.
The cost of the protective method adopted must be worked out in

detail, as it may be found upon investigation that

really effective protection will cost more than the

results justify, and that it will be preferable to abandon the project
and select a new site in a less infested

locality.
For the protection of nurseries against rabbits a small-mesh chicken-

wire fence may be used. This should reach at least

3 feet above ground and ^one-half
foot below. The

portion below the surface should be bent in toward the ground to be

protected at an angle of 45, so that the burrowing animal will come

up against it diagonally when trying to reach the surface.

Many types of traps for catching rodents are in use. Forest officers

engaged upon such work should fully investigate their

effectiveness. Information concerning special kinds

of traps may be secured from the Biological Survey upon application

through the Forester.

The best results in the extermination of rodents have been obtained
from the use of poison. The following formulas and
directions are recommended by the Biological Survey

after a series of experiments in the field:
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During the growing season, when there is an abundance of green
food, green or ripening barley or wheat heads should

^For
ground squir- be used; later, after the crop is harvested and the

dry season sets in, whole barley or wheat may be
used as follows:

Grain 20 pounds.
Strychnine (pulverized) 1 ounce.
Saccharine 1 teaspoonful.
Water 1 quart.
Starch 2 ounces.

Soften the starch in the water, which should be cold, or nearly so,
then heat to boiling, stirring the mixture as the starch thickens. Add
the strychnine and saccharine, and mix thoroughly. Pour slowly over
the grain (mixing continuously) until the heads or kernels are evenly
coated. In this case barley is preferable to wheat, as ground squirrels
take it quite as freely as they do wheat, and it is less likely to be eaten

by birds. The mixture should be scattered along runways and about
a teaspoonful placed in the entrance to each hole.

Gophers may be readily destroyed by means of strychnine applied

For gophers
* swee^ potatoes, parsnips, carrots, or soaked corn,

chopped to the size of small marbles.

Roots or corn 1 bushel.

Strychnine (powdered) 1 ounce.
Starch 2 tablespoon fuls.

Water 1 quart.

Prepare this bait in the same manner as for ground squirrels, taking
care to see that the poisoned starch is evenly distributed. If corn is

used, it should be soaked until soft the process can be hastened by
heat then the surface of the kernels allowed to dry before the starcK
mixture is applied to avoid excessive moisture.

By means of an iron rod the burrows of gophers may be located near
their mounds. Through the holes thus made about a tablespoonful of

the bait should be introduced into each burrow. The holes need not
be covered. Gophers are most easily poisoned when the ground is

damp. Not only are they less active in the dry season, but dry
crumbling soil renders it difficult to place the poison properly in

the runs, under which conditions traps should be used.

For mice and chip- The following preparation has been used with good
munks - effect in the destruction of mice and chipmunks :

Strychnine 1 ounce.
Saccharine teaspoonful.
Laundry starch ^ cupful.
Water 1 quart.
Barley 20 pounds.

Dissolve the strychnine and saccharine in the water by boiling;
stir in the starch after having softened it in cold water, and continue

boiling until the solution thickens; mix thoroughly with the gram
until the kernels are all coated. The mixture may be used at once
or dried and kept for future use. It should be distributed in cavities

among small piles of stones, under roots, or under pieces of bark or
flat stones raised an inch or so off the ground in order to keep it out
of reach of birds. The baiting places should be numerous and only
a small quantity left in each.
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The following formula for poisoning small rodents has aU<> been
found very successful in direct seeding in the Black Hills:

Wheat 1 busln-1 .

Tallow (pn-lVral)ly mutton or hcrf) 1 quart.

Strychnin*' sulphate 2 <>iin-

Saccharine 2 teaspoonfuls.

Warm the wheat as much as possible without burning it. Pour
on the tallow melted and stir until thoroughly mixed. Pulveri/e the

strychnine completely, add this and the saccharine to the wheat
while still warm, and again mix thoroughly. The poisoned grain
can be spread by men walking on parallel lines about 15 feet apart
and dropping from 10 to 15 grains every 3 or 4 feet. Distributed in

this way, a bushel of wheat will poison about 40 acres. Poisoning
should oe done at least a week in advance of sowing and when the
weather is dry, so that the poison will not be washed off.

Both cotton-tail and jacK rabbits take poisoned bait more readily

For rabbits
m w

^
n^er or earty spring than at other seasons. For

rabbits the following preparation has been found
effective :

Young shoots of alfalfa or green twigs from fruit trees or

native brush, cut into 2 or 3 inch lengths 15 pounds.
Water 1 gallon.

Strychnine sulphate 1 ounces.
Saccharine teaspoonful.

Dissolve the strychnine and saccharine in the water and allow it

to cool. Press the alfalfa shoots or twigs into the solution until cov-
ered and allow them to steep three or four hours. This bait should
be scattered in small heaps, a few hours before sundown, along the

runways or about the area to be protected.
Coating the seeds themselves with red lead has so far not proved

Red lead and coal an efficient protection. Further experiments on a
tar - small scale in the use of red lead, and also in coating
seeds with coal tar, are, however, desirable.

When the damage done by rodents becomes serious and the methods

cooperation with
^ extermination used are unsuccessful in reducing

the Biological SUT- their numbers below the danger point, the Forest offi-

cer in charge should report the matter in detail to
the supervisor. The supervisor will submit a report in triplicate to
the district forester, who will forward the original and one carbon
to the Forester for transmittal to the Biological Survey. The Bio-

logical Survey will reply in
triplicate through the Forester and dis-

trict forester, each of whom will retain a carbon copy of the reply.

Specimens of the species causing the trouble should be secured for

positive identification. The skin of the animal, with the skin of the

head, feet, and tail left on, should be thoroughly salted with fine

salt and dried; the skull should be roughly cleaned by carefully cut-

ting off the larger muscles and removing the tongue, and the brain
removed by a slender stick or bent wire. The skull should be labeled
with a tag numbered to correspond with a similar tag attached to the
skin. The skull should then be hung up until dry. Great care should
be used to avoid breaking the skull, since the proper identification of

the species may depend upon its being unbroken. When the skin and
skull are dry, they should be forwarded directly to the Biological Survey,
accompanied by a statement as to the date and place of collection,
name of collector, and proper reference to the report on the matter.



FOREST INVESTIGATIONS.

Forest investigations of a thorough and systematic character and

im ortance
conducted with scientific accuracy form an important
part of the work of the Forest Service, both as a means

of building up the science of forestry in the United States and of

directly assisting and improving the administration of the National
Forests. The assistance and cooperation of all members of the Service
in conducting investigations are essential.

As far as practicable the investigative work of the Service will be
directed by a central committee in the Washington

^service
organiza- office? to ^e designated by the Forester, working in

cooperation with the respective branches. A special-
ist in investigative work shall act as chairman of the committee, and

shall, subject to its recommendations and the direction of the For-

ester, review all plans for investigative work, correlate the projects

proposed by the different branches and districts, and exercise general

supervision of the work initiated in the districts and under the Wash-
ington office. The central committee will take action through recom-
mendations submitted to the branch chiefs. Differences in judgment
between the committee and the branches will be submitted to the
Forester for decision.

As far as practicable the investigative work in each district will be
directed by a district committee, to be designated by
the district forester, working in cooperation with the
chiefs of the respective offices. A specialist in inves-

tigative work shall act as chairman of the committee, and shall, sub-

ject to its recommendations and the approval of the district forester,
review and correlate all projects for investigative work in the dis-

trict, devise methods for carrying out general plans initiated by the
central committee, and exercise general supervision of the work done
under the various projects in the district. Action will be taken

through recommendations submitted to chiefs of office.

The general kinds of investigative work which will be conducted
in the districts are: General silvical studies, experi-

investi" ment stations, special silvical studies, studies of

range improvement, studies of insect infestations,
studies of tree diseases, investigations of methods and results of

wood preservation, of forest products, and studies of general market
conditions.

Before any investigative proJ3ct, including studies conducted on
all National Forests, is undertaken a plan of work cov-

x^r6liniiii3,ry plRns. i

ering its purpose, scope, relative value, approximate
cost, and the results of previous studies, which will be utilized, will

be prepared and approved with such modifications as may be neces-

sary by the district forester or branch chief concerned and by the

district or central committee.
25
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GENERAL SILVICAL STUDIES.

On each National Forest a complete silvical description of the forest

types .Miid characteristics of the species composingSilvical descrip- t |1(>m shOuld be worked up and extended from time,

to time. The following ground should he covered :

tion

I. THE FOREST.

1. A complete list of trees, giving the scientific names and all com-
mon names in use.

2. A complete list of shrubs.

3. The fundamental forest types into which the Forest is divided
and the factors which differentiate them (climate, exposure, topog-
raphy, altitude, soil, etc. The proper basis for separating forest types
is the physical conditions of the locality, and not the composition or

age of the stand or any other variable condition.)
4. General silvical description of each type, to include:

(a) Its approximate proportion in the Forest.

(6) Its physical conditions of site, such as climate, soil, altitude,

topography, exposure, etc.

(c) Its forestal characteristics, such as composition, interrelation of
the various species, even or uneven aged stands, ground cover, humus
conditions, etc.

(d) External influences which are operative in the type, such as

fires, grazing, storms, etc.

(e) Recommendations for the silvicultural management of each

type.

(/) The division of each type into subtypes on the basis of differ-

ences in composition, age, etc., and the presence of temporary types,
discussing the cause and future of each temporary type.

II. THE SPECIES.

1. Habit: Average mature and maximum diameter and height.
Form of crown and bole at different ages. Root system at different

ages and under different conditions.

2. Occurrence: Distribution throughout the Forest and the effect of

altitude, exposure, soil, atmospheric and soil moisture, and other

factors, in limiting its distribution; the species..with which it is com-

monly associated.

3. Soil and moisture : Preference of each species as to soil. Require-
ments in regard to soil and atmospheric moisture. Arrange the

species in order of their demands for soil quality and soil moisture.
4. Tolerance of shade: Tolerance of each species at different ages.

Compare its tolerance with that of its important associates by means
of a scale of tolerance. Discuss its ability to grow in dense shade, in

dense stands, and to recover from suppression.
5. Growth and longevity : Rapidity of height and diameter growth

of all species. Compare with associates. Give growth tables when
possible. Average age to which each species remains sound and

vigorous. Maximum age recorded.
6. Reproduction: (a) Seed production Abundance of seed pro-

duction and frequency of seed years. Method of seed dissemination.

Time at which seed is disseminated. Agencies which destroy seed

and decrease its vigor.
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(6) Seedling development Time of germination and appearance of

seedlings. Conditions which are favorable or detrimental to germi-
nation and early development of the seedling.

(c) Sprouting From stump, root, or both; vigor and permanence
of sprouts.

7. Susceptibility to injury: Effect of wind, frost, lightning, fire,

etc., on eacn species. Effect of grazing, giving the nature of the bene-
fit or injury. Liability of the species to attack by fungi and parasitic

Elants,
discussing fully any special instances of vegetable parasitism,

iability to insect attack, discussing fully any special instances of

insect infestations. Injurious and beneficial effects of animals and
birds.

This general study on each Forest should be conducted by the forest

assistant with the cooperation of other members of the force. It

should be cumulative, the results recorded being corrected or extended
as additional data are secured. Its aim is to make available in con-
crete form on each Forest all of the silvical information accumulated

by the members of the Service working upon the Forest. The forest

assistant or other officers on the Forest may be called upon from time
to time by the district forester to submit reports, either embodying
all of the general results secured to date or dealing with special

topics under the general study.

CUT-OVER AREAS.

Studies of cut-over areas should be conducted as far as practicable
on every Forest where timber sales have been made.
Their object is to determine the best methods of

management to use in different types in order to secure natural repro-
duction and the maximum production of wood. Records should
therefore be kept of as many areas as possible in different types which
have been cut under different systems of management. Such studies

should be conducted by any competent man, although special atten-

tion should be paid to them by the forest assistants.

The following outline should be covered :

(Case designation and date of examination.)
1. Original cutting area: Location, date, altitude, slope, soil,

ground cover, forest (age, conditions, special features), method of cut-

ting, stand left, burns, grazing, brush, reproduction.
2. Results of cutting: (a) Soil changes Duff, litter, underbrush,

grass, erosion.

(&) Stand changes Growth, windfall, death, insects, fire, grazing.
(c) Reproduction Increase, species, distribution, damage, inferior

species, seed production (seed trees).

(d) Miscellaneous Stream flow, range conditions, etc.

Ordinarily the forest description contained in Form 578a accom-

panying the timber sale will be sufficient, but should be supple-
mented whenever necessary. Since the cut-over, area reports are

filed separately, they should be accompanied either by the original
forest description or a reference to it. This portion of the report will

be necessary only in the first examination. Subsequent examina-
tions should be made as often as necessary to follow closely all

changes that take place on the area, usually at intervals of not more
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than three or four years. Kcports on these examinations may be
called for as deemed ad viable In the district forester.

The district- forester may, as he deems advisable, cull upon for-

est assistants or other officers for special reports deal-

m*hod
r
s!

8 ncurrent m wi fch current methods of marking, estimating
brush disposal, seed collection, combating insert in-

festations, and other matters of a technical character.

Small experiments, initiated by the supervisor or other Forest offi-

cers, in silvical investigations, reforestation, range im-

p?ments.
r*8t e*~

provement, and the like, whose primary object is to

inform and interest the field force and which are

conducted at slight cost under the regular Forest allotments, are

encouraged.
EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

Stations for intensive investigations, including long-time- experi-
ments and the development of methods of exact research, will be
established from time to time on selected Forest areas. Such stations
will form an integral part

of the investigative work of the district

and will be under the direction of the district forester. Substations,

conducting studies similar to those at the main station and under
the direction of the officer in charge of the main station, may be
established as far as necessary to include a range of forest condi-
tions typical

of the entire district.

The Forest officer in charge of the experiment station will have the
same relation to the district forester as a supervisor,

vis*^
"

and will report directly to the district forester. He
will have no authority in the administration of the

National Forest, excepting areas withdrawn for experimental pur-
poses. The supervisor will have no jurisdiction over experimental
areas aside from furnishing the necessary protection. Areas to be
used for experimental purposes

will be withdrawn only upon mutual

agreement between the officer in charge of the station and the super-
visor. In case of disagreement, the matter will be referred to the
district forester for settlement.

The experiment station should cooperate fully with other bureaus

coo oration
^ ^ne G verninent, and with private institutions

and individuals, at the discretion of the district

forester.

The investigative work conducted at experiment stations covers
three main groups of problems: Forest problems

Subjects for study. i i- T i i - T
proper, including individual tree studies and stand

studies; problems concerned with the indirect influences of the for-

est; and problems concerned with artificial reforestation.

Individual tree studies will embrace
chiefly investigations of the

Tree studies
silvical characteristics of different species, such as

habitat, light, moisture, and soil requirements, form
and volume, growth, reproduction, phenology, and enemies and dis-

eases. The requirements of trees should be studied not only by gen-
eral observations, but by actual measurements of the physical factors

affecting their growth, and the results should be expressed, as far as

possible, in absolute figures.
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Studies of stands must be largely studies of types, their origin,

stand st die characteristics, development, and permanence. They
should include the preparation of yield tables and

studies of various methods of improvement and reproduction cuttings.
The aim will be to produce in each type characteristic of the region
a model forest. These model forests should be used for experimental
purposes and to demonstrate methods applicable hi timber sale

management.
Studies of the indirect influences of forests should include thorough

investigations of the effects of forests upon meteoro-
Indirect influences, i 1 T . T!L *i

logical conditions, temperature, humidity, precipita-

tion, evaporation, and wind velocity, and upon run-off and water

supply.
Special emphasis should be given to exact studies of the conditions

involved in the reforestation of denuded areas, such

atton!
ficlal reforest"

as soil moisture, evaporation, seasonal conditions,

presence of rodents, and the like, and to intensive

experiments calculated to develop the best methods applicable to

the various types in the district.

SPECIAL SILVICAL STUDIES.

Special investigations, covering the entire district or an individual

Forest or group of Forests, will be conducted to supplement the work
of the experiment stations. They will be of the same general char-
acter as the studies prosecuted at the stations and will be made under
the general supervision of the district forester either by men assigned
to Forests under the direction of the supervisors or by specialists
detailed from the district office.

RANGE IMPROVEMENT.

Studies of range improvement will be conducted either in connec-

cooperation with ^
}OI

\
with experiment stations or as special projects

the Bureau of plant initiated by the Forester or the district forester. They
embrace the restoration of depleted ranges to normal

or maximum productivity, the development of ranges through the
introduction of better forage plants, and the most economical utiliza-

tion of forage crops. Such studies should be reviewed by the district

committee and correlated as far as practicable with silvical investi-

gations conducted upon the same types, but will be under the imme-
diate direction of the district chief of grazing or of grazing experts.
The general plan for each project which involves a study of plants and

grasses must be approved by the Bureau of Plant InSustry through
the Forester before the work is begun. Specimens of plants and

grasses may be sent to the Forester for identification by experts
employed jointly by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Plant

Industry.
INSECT INFESTATIONS.

Studies of insect infestations will ordinarily be made by experts of

cooperation with
^ne Bureau of Entomology in cooperation with the

the^Bureau
of Ento- Forest Service. They may, however, be included in

the subjects assigned to men detailed to make special

investigations or to Forest officers for report.
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When a ranger or other Forest officer discovers the work of harm-
insect damage- ful insects which are a menace to the Forest, he will

ranger's procedure. rq )O rt fully by letter to the supervisor. He will aK<,
if practicable, obtain several specimens of the insect and send them
securely packed to the supervisor, together with a small section of

the part of the tree infested. If the damage is caused by bark

beetles, the section should be large enough to show the form of the

galleries.
The supervisor will satisfy himself as to the extent of the attack

supervisor's pro- by a personal field inspection, or by a report from
cedure. some competent Forest officer, and submit a report in

triplicate to the district forester. If there is a field agent of the
Bureau of Entomology in the district, the matter will be taken up
with him through the proper channels. He will, whenever possible,

personally investigate the infested area and recommend metnods for

controlling the attack.

If there is no field agent of the Bureau of Entomology in the dis-

trict, or if the immediate advice of the Washington office of the
bureau is desired, the district forester will add his recommendations
to the supervisor's report and forward the original and one carbon of

the report to the Forester for transmittal to the branch of forest-

insect investigations in the Bureau of Entomology. The Bureau of

Entomology will reply in triplicate through the Forester and district

forester, each of whom will retain a copy of the reply. The Forester
will authorize the necessaiy action, while the application of the
recommendations made by the Bureau of Entomology will be car-

ried out under the direction of the district forester. Specimens of

insects and their work should be sent by the supervisor directly to

the district field agent or to the branch of forest-insect investigations
in the Bureau of Entomology, as the case may be, and should be

accompanied by a statement as to the date and place of collection,
name of collector, species of tree attacked, and proper reference to

the report on the matter.
In the case of large infestations special arrangements will be made

for cooperation.
TREE DISEASES.

Studies of tree diseases will ordinarily be made by pathological

cooperation with
exP ei%ts of the Bureau of Plant Industry in coopera-

te Bureau of Plant tion with the Forest Service. They may, however,
be included in the subjects assigned to men detailed

to make special investigations or to Forest officers for report.
Where large blocks of timber are threatened with damage by dis-

ease, the same procedure will be followed as out-

lined for ''Insect damage," except that specimens
and reports will be referred to the consulting pathologist, if there is

one in the district, or, if not, to the office of investigations in forest

pathology, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, D. C. All speci-
mens should be accompanied by a statement as to the date and place
of collection, name of collector, name of the tree on which the speci-
men was found, and proper reference to the report on the matter.

Fleshy fungi, which are likely to
decay

in transit, should either be

thoroughly dried before being sent, or snould be sent in some preserv-
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ative liquid such as alcohol or vinegar. Specimens should be sent

by mail whenever possible, otherwise by express, charges collect.

The district forester after consultation with the consulting patholo-
gist, or the Forester after consultation with the proper official of the
Bureau of Plant Industry, will issue instructions and authorize the

necessary action.

FOREST PRODUCTS INVESTIGATIONS.

Studies in forest products, including wood preservation, utilization

studies, and general market investigations, are covered

othe?s
e
tudles.

wlth m tne Products section of the Manual. Such studies

will be conducted under the immediate direction of

experts in products but should be reviewed by the district committee
and correlated as far as practicable with other investigative work.

REPORTS.

The Forest officer in charge of each experiment station will submit
to the district forester during January a full annual

tion-annual*.
***'

report in duplicate upon the work of the station,

together with plans for the coming year. He will

also from tune to time submit such other reports and plans as may
seem to him advisable or be required by the district forester. A
copy of the annual report and of other reports of special importance
will be sent to the Forester.

The annual silvical report of the district to the Forester is due in

District annual February. This report should consist of a brief sum-
mary of the important silvical projects undertaken

and the results obtained at the experiment stations and elsewhere,
and an outline of plans for future work.

All investigative reports from Forests should be prepared in quadru-
plicate. One copy should be retained by the super-

esS?
portsfromF r" visor and three copies forwarded to the district

forester, who will in turn forward a copy to the

experiment station and one to the Forester in case the report is of

sufficient importance to make this advisable.

All reports from experiment stations will be forwarded in duplicate

Reports from ex- to the district forester, who will send one copy to
periment stations. the Forester.

A card record, Form 485, in duplicate, should be kept of all studies,

including those of cut-over areas, being conducted on
Card records. i AT P i T-< i r\

each National Forest and at experiment stations. One
copy should be kept on file at the office of the supervisor of the National
Forest or of the Forest officer in charge of the experiment station, and
the other at the district office. When an experiment is terminated,
the card should be stamped "closed," and transferred to a closed file.

It is the policy of the Service to publish results of investigative

publications
work conducted by its members which are of definite

scientific value or of general interest. In addition to

the publication of the results of specific pieces of work, as bulletins or

circulars, publications embodying the general progress of the Service
in investigative work, including extracts from reports which do not
merit separate publication and references to all field projects where
useful work is being done, will be issued from time to time.
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Supervision.

DISTRICT LIBRARIES.

District libraries will be under the supervision
of the office of silviculture.

Upon receipt in the district office of books from Washington the

card (Form 185) will be signed and returned, and the
! '

subject and author cards filed alphabetically in the
card catalog. At the beginning of each calendar year a list of books

charged to each district office will be sent in duplicate to the district

forester, who will approve one copy and return it to the Forester.
*

The receipt of periodicals will be recorded on Form 183, and the
Forester notified of any failure to receive them regu-

o<wc
e

ais.
pt "

larly. Such periodicals as contain articles of per-
manent value may be sent to Washington for binding

when a volume is complete.
Any member of the Forest Service may borrow any number of

books from the district libraries. BOOKS for which
calls arise must be returned within two weeks.

When a book is loaned, a charge card (Form 172) will be signed
by the borrower, the date entered, and the card filed

alphabetically by author. When the book is returned
the date will be entered over the signature of the borrower and the

charge card returned to the book pocket. Books needing rebinding
will be sent to Washington and the fact noted on the charge card.

The file of charge cards will be examined on the 1st of each month,
and those who have had books more than a month will be notified.

All requisitions for the purchase of books, periodicals, or magazines
must be approved by the library committee at

Washington and the order placed with the publisher
by the purchasing agent. Suggestions as to books which should be
included in the district libraries should be made through the district

forester.

A collection of photographs illustrating forest conditions and ad-

ministrative methods on the National Forests and
elsewhere should be kept in the district library in the

manner prescribed by the district photograph com-
mittee. Prints of pictures desired for the collection may be secured

by requisition on the Forester.

SUPERVISORS' LIBRARIES.

Purchase of books.

Photograph
lection.

To aid the work of Forest officers, supervisor's offices are provided
with small libraries of books on forestry and allied

subjects. These libraries will be under the direction

of the Washington office. Whenever a supervisor desires a book he
should make requisition for it by letter in

duplicate, containing a

brief statement of the necessity for the purchase, to the district

32
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forester. If he approves the requisition, he will forward the original
to Washington for action, and retain the carbon for his files. There-
after the matter will be handled by the Washington office, which will

correspond directly with the supervisor. Copies of such corres-

pondence will be sent to the district forester for his information. In
case the Washington office does not agree with the district forester's

recommendations, the matter will be taken up directly with the

district forester and not with the supervisor. Form 229 will be sent

to supervisors to notify them of each consignment of books shipped.
Charge cards will be used for books in supervi-

sors' libraries, as described for district libraries.

At the beginning of each calendar year a list of books charged to

each supervisor will be sent in duplicate to the

supervisor, who will approve one copy and return
it to the Forester. A copy of this list will also be sent to the district

forester for his information.

Rangers should be encouraged to use library books as much as

possible in the supervisor's office, and by borrowing
$ by rangers. hem for use at home. Special reading courses may

be used to good advantage in familiarizing rangers with material in

the library, and circular letters may be sent out at intervals by
supervisors listing the books on particular subjects.

Photograph albums illustrating general forest conditions and forest

activities in different parts of the country, and local

albums.*
s r a P h

conditions and activities on the National Forests, will

be kept as a part of the supervisor's library, as pre-
scribed by the district photograph committee. Prints of pictures
desired for the album may be secured by requisition on the Forester.

DISTRIBUTION OF FOREST SERVICE PUBLICATIONS.

Copies of all Forest Service publications, marked "File copy," will

be sent as soon as issued to all district and supervisors'
libraries. The library copies will be placed in tem-

porary binders requisitioned from the Ogden supply depot. Bound
volumes for the Washington and district libraries will later be sup-
plied from Washington.
Each permanent ranger station will receive copies of selected pub-

lications. These will be stamped "File copy,ms '

ranger station," and the name of the station filled in

before mailing to the supervisor. These will be filed at ranger stations

without binders. When changes or additions in headquarters are

made, the Forester should be promptly informed.
A supply of each new publication will be sent to each district

forester for office files and for use in office inter-

views and in correspondence requiring the use of

marked copies.

Single copies of publications for the personal use of members
of the Forest Service will be sent on request to the

For personal use.
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DEPARTMENTAL COOPERATION.

This cooperation varies so greatly in scope and character that it

has no fixed procedure. The essential points are that the correspond-
ence leading to cooperation and the reports upon it will be trans-

mitted through the Forester, but that the work itself will be handled

by the district office. All formal agreements with other departments
will be executed by the Secretary. Recommendations for new pro-
jects should always include an estimate of cost, which, when small,
or when the importance of the work justifies it, may be borne wholly
by the Service.

STATE AND PRIVATE COOPERATION FOREST MANAGEMENT.

Important letters to State officials regarding cooperative forest work
which they have requested, or transmitting formal

"

agreements, reports of investigations, and recommen-
dations for action by the State will be prepared in the district office

and submitted, with two carbons, for the signature of the Forester.

Agreements will be signed by the Secretary. One carbon of agree-
ments, reports, and letters to State officials will be retained in the

Washington office.

It is the policy of the Forest Service to make examinations in the
field in cooperation with private owners only where

coopera- ne information obtained will be of scientific value
to the Service or where there is an opportunity to in-

terest residents in conservative management and tree planting in

regions where little or no practical forest work has been done. The
aim is to assist the small owner especially, and it is preferable to

make examinations for a number of owners in one locality so that
the work may have as far-reaching effects as possible. Applicants
for detailed field examinations should be referred to State foresters

hi every case where these officers are able to make such examinations
;

or they may be referred to private foresters.

Agreements for cooperation in forest management with private

Procedure
owners will be approved by the district forester, and
all correspondence will be handled by the district

office. When a proposed project involves a radical departure from

existing policy or an increase in the Forest force, the district forester

will submit the application for such cooperation, with his recom-

mendations, to the Forester for decision.

Requests for private cooperation will be satisfied by letters of advice
when possible, or by field examination if considered necessary, after

formal application has been made on Form 704, in accordance with the

terms of Circular 1 65. The applicant will be furnished with Form 861
filled out to accompany each deposit.

34
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Reports upon cooperative studies with private owners will be pre-

pared in accordance with the "Outline for examination
Reports. Q prjva^e forest lands." Reports on the practice of

forestry on private lands will be made on Form 216.

Since extra copies of reports upon cooperative studies are often

needed to meet requests for advice, at least two extra copies of each

report will be filed with the correspondence in the case folder.

A card index will be kept in which applications for cooperation in-

volving field studies will be filed alphabetically by name of applicant
and location, and subsequent steps recorded.

COOPERATIVE PLANTING.

Assistance in forest planting will be furnished under the terms of

Circular 165. Applications will, so far as possible,
be satisfied by letters of advice, transmitting suitable

planting circulars and lists of dealers.

Where a cooperative study is advisable, the applicant will be fur-

nished with Form 728 and Form 861 filled out to accompany his de-

posit. Planting plans based on field study will be prepared in accord-

ance with the instructions in "Planting plan studies and reports."
One copy will be sent to the cooperator and at least two extra copies

kept in the case folder. Studies of established plantations will be

reported in accordance with the instructions in the "Plan for study
of forest plantations."

Cooperation in planting with other branches of the Fed-
eral Government or with States will follow the

^
Departmental and routine prescribed for State and departmental coop-

eration.

The Forest Service will in special cases furnish stock, particu-
larly for planting on important watersheds within

>ck '

National Forests, but only for purely experimental
planting. Annual reports of results will be required.
A reminder card record will be kept of all correspondents who plan

to do commercial planting, in order that cards (Form 891) may be
sent them later for reports on the results obtained. When correspond-
ence indicates that planting has already been done such cards will be
sent at once. When returned they will be filed under the States in

which the plantation is located, alphabetically by species and the
names of the cooperators.



DENDROLOGY.

Data on range of
trees.

Each district forester will be supplied with folio maps showing
ranges of all species occurring within his district. The
ranges ^{\\ be complete so far as available records can
make them so. Extensions of range discovered within

each district, after the maps are received, should be promptly add<>d

to the map or maps on file and a transcript of the addition on tracing

paper forwarded to the Washington office for record. The Washing-
ton office maintains a set of tree distribution maps for North America
and desires the systematic cooperation of the district foresters in

making these records as complete as possible. All extensions of range
discovered by the Washington office will be promptly forwarded to the
district foresters concerned.

In case of doubt as to the identity of a species, of which extended

range is discovered, adequate specimens, flowers, if

spwi?^
**1011 f

possible, but in all cases mature foliage, together with
mature fruit whenever this is obtainable, should be

forwarded to the Forester for identification. Notes should accom-

pany the specimens, giving as accurately as possible the location of the

species found and the extent to which it occurs
;
also the character of

soil, aspect of slope, approximate (if not exact) elevation, associated

species, how the species occurs scattered, in open, dense, or continu-
ous stand. When necessary to name small, little-known streams,
lakes, mountains, etc., as locations for new ranges, these must be con-
nected by reference with larger well-known streams, watersheds, etc.,
so that the area can be accurately located on a map.

District Forest officers are urged to cooperate as fully and as dili-

gently as possible with the dendrologist in obtaining full and accurate
records of the horizontal and vertical ranges of trees within their

respective districts. Present knowledge of the ranges of our trees is

very imperfect. For many species it is only general, requiring much
careful exploration to work out the actual limits. Definite records of

occurrence, even within the generally known range, are desirable,
while those which permit drawing outside limits of a range are par-
ticularly valuable.

All field reports, notes, etc., describing the occurrence of trees,
should preferably refer to species by their technical

names; otherwise the accepted common name of the
Check List? (Bulletin 17) should be used. Use of such

indefinite or confusing names as pinon, juniper, cedar, cypress, moun-
tain mahogany, magnolia, spruce, larch, fir, oak, etc., should be
avoided when describing or referring to a particular species. Much
valuable, and probably new, information in field reports which include
matter on the geographic ranges of trees can not be used now because
the unfortunate use of such indefinite names makes it impossible to be
sure what species the writer saw.

36
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COLLECTION AND PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS.

It is desirable to have represented in the herbarium of the Forest
Service at Washington (which includes a collection of

at
S
washington?

rium
woods) duplicate specimens of all species collected in

the different districts. The Washington herbarium is

a permanent reference collection used not only by the Forest Service,
but to a very great extent by other bureaus of the Department of

Agriculture. In order that the collection may be widely useful, it is

necessary that it "be made as comprehensive as possible. This can be

accomplished only by the combined efforts of all Forest officers.

Directions for collecting and preparing foliage, wood, bark, and other

specimens are given in the circular of March 5, 1910, prepared by the

dendrologist.
The dendrologist will name and have mounted reference sets of

District herbaria
^ree au(̂ shrub specimens for each district. The work
can be done more economically in Washington than

in the district offices, which are not regularly equipped, nor does it

seem desirable to equip them, for such temporary work. The dried

specimens can be safely forwarded and returned by mail under frank.

Duplicate specimens designed for the Washington herbarium should
be sent in at the same time.

Collections of important forage plants are useful to familiarize

Forest officers with them and to enable them to obtain

piants!
ariaofforaee a knowledge, of their uses, life history, and relation-

ship to other plant life of the National Forests. To be

fully useful, representative specimens should be collected and care-

fully preserved. They should be accompanied by notes describing
how each species grows, and particularly how much the species is

used for food by the stock.

Unless good complete specimens are collected the material can not
be satisfactorily identified. Flowers, fruit, and mature foliage should
be represented in all sets of specimens gathered, while in the case of

herbaceous plants the specimens collected should include roots. If

such plants grow in bunches, enough of the clump should be preserved
to show the root habit. Before putting the specimen in the press,
the earth should be shaken, rather than washed, from the roots in

order to preserve the natural spread of the root system. If the plant
should be too large to lie on a sheet 11^ by 16^ inches, the stem may
be bent into an N or M shape, the angles being held in place by
strips of heavy paper or cardboard 2 to 3 inches long and % to 1 inch

wide, with a slit 1 to 2 inches long through the middle. One of these

slipped over the stem will hold the specimen firmly.
Collected specimens should be placed between sheets of newspaper,

or preferably the plain, thin, collecting sheets interspersed alternately
with two or three sheets of blotting paper, and placed between boards
or a wicker press and subjected to a pressure of from 25 to 40 pounds.
This may be applied by tightly drawn straps or by a weight. Stems,
roots, and other parts of herbaceous plants over a quarter of an inch
thick should be thinned (by cutting) before pressing. The blotters
should be changed each day until the specimens are dry.
At least two specimens of each species should be collected, in order

that one may be forwarded to the Forester for identification.
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As each specimen is placed in press it should be given a number on
the outside of the containing sheel in the ord^r of col-

lection.
r

riiese numbers should be entered in a note-
book and each should be accompanied by notes covering the following

points:
1 . Date, place of collection, and by whom collected.

'J. Geographical distribution.

3. Altitude.

4. Habitat (as low moist meadow, sterile knoll, salt marsh, etc.).

5. Habit of plant, whether the stem is erect, spreading, prostrate,
forms bunches, or continuous turf, etc.

Additional notes may be made, if possible, as to when the flower

stalks appear, when the seed is ripe, when the seed is scattered, the

period at which the range is usually grazed, and class of stock allotted

to the range.
When thoroughly dry, the specimens may be placed in the final

collection in the supervisor's office on white cardboard sheets fastened
with narrow strips of strong, gummed paper. When filed, each speci-
men should be accompanied with a transcript of the collector's notes
and the common and scientific names.
Unknown plants may be sent the Forester, who will arrange for

their identification. All packages of specimens sent

foiale^aitfs
011 f

to the Forester should be marked plainly with the
name and address of the sender. Correspondence

relating to such specimens should be forwarded as usual, through the
district forester.
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The Secretary
* * may make such rules and regula-

tions * * * as will insure the objects of said reservations,

namely, to regulate their occupancy and use and to preserve the
forests thereon from destruction; and any violation of this act or
such rules and regulations shall be punished (by $500 fine or 12
months' imprisonment, or both) as is provided for in the act of June
4, 1888, amending section 5388 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States. (Act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat., 11.)
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The fullest possible use of National Forest lands and resources is

desired and will be encouraged, with no restrictions except such as

are necessary to accomplish the purposes for which the National

Forests are created.

Administrative jurisdiction over National Forests is conferred by
law upon the Secretary of Agriculture (act of Feb. 1, 1905, 33 Stat.,

628), who is authorized to regulate their occupancy and use (act of

June 4, 1897, 30 Stat., 11).

The Secretary of the Interior has jurisdiction of all matters relating
to the patenting and official survey of lands in the National Forests,

and of grants of rights of way amounting to easements. By the

practice and regulations of the Department of the Interior applica-
tions for rights of way in the National Forests are referred to the

Secretary of Agriculture by the Secretary of the Interior for recom-

mendations before final action thereon.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington.

By virtue of the authority vested in the Secretary of Agriculture

by the act of Congress of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628), amenda-

tory of the act of Congress of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11), I, James

Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, do make and publish the following

regulations for the occupancy and use of National Forest lands under

"special-use" permits, the same to supersede all previous regulations
for like purposes and to be in force and effect from the 1st day of

May, 1911, and to constitute a part of the Use Book.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official

seal, at Washington, D. C., this 18th day of March, 1911.

JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.

5



SPECIAL USE REGULATIONS.

Reg. L-31. All uses of National Forest lands and resources, ex-

cept those specifically provided for in regulations governing water

power, timoer sales, timber settlement, the free use of timber,
and grazing, will be designated "special use." Permits for special
uses, except for the excavation of antiquities under the act of June 8,

1906, and except for the lease of lands under the act of February 28,

1899, may be granted, extended, and renewed by the Forester, the
District Forester, or the Forest supervisor, with such conditions as to

area, time, charges, and other requirements as may be provided
for by these regulations, or as mav be deemed necessary to protect the
National Forests. Permits for the excavation of antiquities and for

the lease of lands under the act of February 28, 1899, will be granted
and revoked only by the Secretary of Agriculture. Permits for sale of

wild hay may be granted by Forest officers designated by the Forest

supervisor. Special-use permits, except for the excavation of

antiquities, and except for the lease of lands under the act of Feb-

ruary 28, 1899, may be revoked by the Forester or the District
Forester and not by the supervisor. Applications for permits for

special uses shall be made to the supervisor of the Forest within
which the lands or resources are situated. Appeal will lie in the
first instance to the District Forester, from his decision to the Forester,
and from his decision to the Secretary of Agriculture, in all matters
covered by these special-use regulations.

Reg. L-32. No charge will be made for the following classes of

special-use permits:
(a) Excavation of antiquities under the act of June 8, 1906.

(6) Agricultural use by applicants having preference rights under
the act of June 11, 1906.

(c) Schools, churches, and cemeteries.

(d) Cabins for use of miners, prospectors, trappers, and stockmen
in connection with grazing permits, provided that stockmen's cabins
used during the entire year as headquarter ranches will be classified

as residences and charged for accordingly.
(e) Corrals, stock tanks, and drift fences in connection with grazing

permits.
(f) Dipping vats where no toll is charged.
(<?) Inclosures allowed under regulation L-37.
(A) Sawmills sawing principally timber obtained from the national

forests.

(i) Conduits and reservoirs for irrigation or mining or municipal
water supplies.

(?) Roads and trails (which must be free public highways).
(k) Logging railroads and tramways hauling timber obtained

principally from the National Forests.

(I) Telephone lines with free use and free connection by Forest
Service.

(m) Telegraph lines with free use of poles for stringing Forest
Service telephone lines.

(n) Stone, earth, and gravel used for projects constructed under
permit.
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(o) Special use by claimant inconsistent with development of an

unperfected claim on lands which are part of a National Forest.

(p) Small advertising signs which also serve as guideposts.
Reg. L-33. The occupancy and use of National Forest land or

resources under a special-use permit, except as provided in Regulation
L-32, shall be conditioned upon the payment of a charge, which,
unless otherwise authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture, shall

be based upon the following rates:

Kinds.
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Within the maximum and minimum rates established herein the

Forest supervisor will determine the rate to be charged in each case.

Rates for special uses not herein provided for shall be determined

by the District Forester in each case, and such rates shall be consistent

with the rates herein established for similar special uses.

Compensation for the use of lands under the act of February 28.

1899, for hotels and dwellings adjacent to mineral and medicinal

springs, shall be determined by the Secretary of Agriculture.
In case of abandonment and issuance of new permit any payments

made upon the original permit may apply on the new permit, in the

discretion of the District Forester.

Reg. L-34. In serious emergencies for the protection of life or

property National Forest material may be taken without previous
permit, provided a permit for the material so used and for the special
use involved is subsequently secured at the earliest opportunity.

Reg. L-35. The Forest supervisor may, in his discretion, issue

permits to any road district, county, person, or corporation for the
free use of timber, stone, and other National Forest products for the

construction ormaintenance of roads or trails within National Forests,
without prejudice to any free-use application they may make in the
same vear for material for other purposes, when such roads or trails

are of sufficient public benefit to justify the free use. When the

public benefit does not justify such free use the permittee must pay
for all merchantable timber cut or destroyed upon the lands occupied
under permit, under timber settlement regulations; or if timber out-
side such lands is required, under timber-sale regulations.

Reg. L-36. Wagon roads over National Forest lands may be con-

structed, changed, widened, or repaired without permit by States or
counties. With this exception, permits are necessary for the construc-
tion of all wagon roads over such lands. Trails may be constructed
without formal permit if done with the consent and under the super-
vision of a Forest officer, except that in the National Forests in Alaska
such consent and supervision will not be required. No toll shall be

charged for the use or roads or trails over such lands, constructed under
the authority of the Secretary of Agriculture, and the same shall be

open to free public use at all times.

Reg. L 37. Persons who own or have leased from the owners un-
fenced lands adjoining National Forest lands may, upon waiving their

right to the exclusive use of such private land and allowing it to
remain open to other stock grazed on National Forest lands under

permit, be permitted without charge to inclose and use not to exceed
320 acres or National Forest land, when such an arrangement will be

advantageous to the administration of the National Forest.
The application must be accompanied by a personal certificate

of title showing the description and ownership of the land, and if

leased from an owner, a copy of the lease, and must describe the
National Forest land it is desired to occupy. Permits will be subject
to the same restrictions as those issued under other regulations.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, March 18, 1911.

The following procedure and instructions are hereby established
and issued, to take effect on May 1, 1911, governing the enforcement
of the special-use regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture made
and promulgated for the use, occupancy, and protection of the
National Forests.

H. S. GRAVES, Forester.

Approved:
{AMES WILSON,

Secretary.

All uses of National Forest lands and resources permitted by the

. Secretary of Agriculture, except those specifically

special uses.
01

provided for in regulations covering water power,
timber sales, timber settlement, the free use of tim-

ber, and grazing, are designated
"
special uses." Among these are

the use or occupancy of lands for residences, farms, apiaries, dairies,

schools, churches, stores, mills, factories, hotels, sanitariums, sum-
mer resorts, telephone and telegraph lines, roads, and railways- the

occupancy of lands for dams, reservoirs, and conduits, not used for

power purposes ;
and the use of stone, gravel, sand, etc.

Applications need not be in any prescribed form, but may be made
orally or by letter to the supervisor or district ranger.

Applications. All applications made in error to the Forester or
District Forester will be referred to the supervisor.

Upon receipt of the applications the supervisor will require from
the ranger a report on Form 964. This report shall

Ranger's report, in each instance include a map either on the Form
964 or on a separate sheet. A report should also be

made on Form 5786 when the use involves the cutting or destruction
of timber. Conflicts will be determined by field examination rather
than from the record and maps.
Whenever the land to be occupied under a special use permit will

Marking boun- not be inclosed, the field officer should mark the
daries. boundaries, if practicable, in order to avoid disputes.

If any special use involves the storage or diversion of water (ex-

Reference to cept water stored in stock tanks) the supervisor will

Reclamation Serv- notify the supervising engineer of the Keclamation
ice< Service of the location and extent of the storage and
diversion, including a plat if necessary. The supervisor will not
issue the permit until he has received notification from the super-
vising engineer that the proposed use will not interfere with any
project of the Reclametiou Service.

90034 11 2 9
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When a free permit is issued, under regulation L-32, the reason

Special clauses for making no charge should be inserted in the blank
in free permits. space of the charge clause on page 1 of the permit, as :

(Telephone permits.) No charge in consideration of free use
and free connections by the Forest Service.

No charge for miners' and prospectors' cabins.

No charge for irrigation and home-building enterprise.
When an application for a special use is received for which no rate

is established in regulation L-33, the supervisor will,
Rates not pro- before issuing the permit, submit the case to the De-

regulation?'
trict Forester with recommendations as to the rate to

be charged. The District Forester will determine the
rate in the manner prescribed in the regulation, and will return all

the papers to the supervisor.
Annual pay - Permits will provide that after the first payment is

ment due on first made the annual payments thereafter shall become
day of month. jue anj payable on the first day of the month.

Except as otherwise provided by the regulations, or by special

Preparation instructions in any particular case, all special-use
and issuance of permits will be signed by the supervisor. Permits
permit, will be prepared on Form 832, in triplicate. One
copy will be stamped ''original," one "duplicate," and one "ranger's
copy." Both original and duplicate copies will be signed. A letter

of transmittal of payment (Form 861) in duplicate will be prepared
and the original sent with the signed original copy of the permit to

the permittee when a charge is made for the special use. The
ranger's copy of the permit will be sent to the ranger, and the ranger's
copy of Form 861 will be retained by the supervisor until he has
received the original from the fiscal agent, showing that the payment
has been made, whereupon the supervisor will note the payment on
his card record (Form 619), send the original to the permittee as his

receipt, and the duplicate to the ranger, detaching and retaining the

duplicate stub for his files.

The supervisor will issue all notices and requests for annual pay-
ments, and will keep a collection calendar card

noUficationofa^
record (Form 340) as a reminder for sending such

nua\ payments.

11"

notices of payments due. Since all payments come
due on the 1st, the cards will be filed under monthly

guides in the order in which payments are due. In every case the

permittee will be notified on Form 362, one month before payment is

due. If the payment has not been received 15 days after it is due, a

second notice will then be sent, notifying him that the permit will be
canceled if the payment is not received within 15 days of the date of

the second notice.

As a general rule, bonds will not be required in connection with

special-use permits. Dependence should be placed

er^ upon the stipulations in each permit to prevent damage
to the Forest, and a bond should be required only when

the permittee needs a continuous warning of the danger to the Forest.

Because of the danger from fire or from stream pollution, an excep-
Bonds in saw- tion to this rule is made in the case of steam saw-

mill cases. mills, and bonds should be required as follows:

Little danger $300
Considerable danger 500
Great danger , 3

,
000
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There is no law authorizing the lease of National Forest lands for a
term of years, except the act of February 28, 1899

its

em
(3? Stat

-> ?08 )> providing for the lease of lands ad-

joining mineral springs, but permits to occupy
National Forest lands for any purpose not inconsistent with their

administration may be issued for an indefinite period, and will remain
in force until abandoned or canceled. All special use permits issued

by supervisors will, therefore, contain the clause:

This permit may be terminated at any time in the discretion
of the District Forester.

Special-use permits issued to applicants in connection with grazing
permits allow possession for the whole year, but the privilege of use

only during the period covered by the grazing permit. Such special-
use permits need not be closed at the end of the grazing season if the

grazing permits are to be renewed the following year.
It may happen that a permittee wishes to build an expensive sum-

Tenn ermits
mer res^ence or m^ke a considerable investment on
the areas covered by his permit and declines to do so

without some definite term of occupancy expressed in his permit.
When this is the case, the following clause may be inserted, and the

permit sent the District Forester for approval :

This permit shall terminate after years from the date of

its approval, or on
,
19 - _ . It may also be terminated by

the District Forester prior to that date for the violation of its

terms or for serious interference with the administration of the
National Forests, and may be terminated by the Secretary of

Agriculture at any time in his discretion.

Suitable areas near mineral or medicinal springs may be leased for

the purpose of the erection thereon of sanitariums, hotels, or tem-

porary dwelling houses in accordance with regulation 31.

National Forest land should not be devoted to an inferior use so as

to preclude a higher use. For instance, after the
Highest use. issuance of a pasture permit it may be found that the

area covers the only available reservoir site for the water supply of

the community. In such a case the District Forester should exercise
his discretion and cancel the permit. Compensation should be made
if possible by refunding unearned payments or by granting another
area for pasture purposes.
Wherever possible, this point should be determined during the

field examination and where it is evident that eventually a higher
use can be made of the area than the one applied for, a clause should
be inserted providing for the higher utilization, thus:

This permit is issued subject to an application for the use of

the area for (a reservoir for municipal purposes, an irri-

gation ditch, school purposes, etc.).

The welfare of the community or the number of people benefited
should be the factor determining a higher use rather than the amount
of money to be obtained for the use.

If the supervisor rejects a special-use application, he will at once

R . inform the applicant by letter, giving the reason for

plications

011

rejection and will forward all papers in the case to
the District Forester for review. All papers will be

returned to the supervisor for filing.
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The supervisor will not revoke special-use permits. When the

necessity for revocation arises, the supervisor will

report the case to the District Forester, who will t ake
the necessary action in cases where the permits \vcro

issued by the supervisor. Permits issued by the District Forester \\ ill

be revoked by the Forester or the Secretary of Agriculture. Notice
of revocation of permit will be sent in duplicate to the supervisor,
the original for transmittal by registered mail to the permittee.

CLOSING SPECIAL-USE CASES.

The supervisor should promptly close all special-use cases ter-

minated by nonacceptance or abandonment. If the

supervisors

86
permit was issued by the District Forester, the super-
visor should notify that officer of the action. Notice

that the case is closed will b'e sent the applicant or permittee and a

copy of the notice filed with the record.

It the permittee fails to make the first payment, and to avail him-
self of the privilege granted, the supervisor may close

^ie case
>
and no specific revocation is necessary,

since charge permits dp not become effective until

the first payment is made, but the notice of closure will be sent the

permittee.
When the construction of a road or trail is completed, the super-

visor should close the case by filing with the record a

and tra^cases. statement of such completion of construction.

In the case of agricultural permits to Forest homestead applicants,
the supervisor will close the case when he is notified

upoSyofland! thai
i

e land has been listed by the Secretary of

Agriculture with the Secretary of the Interior under
the act of June 11, 1906.

Hay-sale cases will be closed immediately upon receipt of notice
of payment and of removal of crop, by filing with the

cases!
1 C

record a statement of such payment and removal.

ANCIENT BUINS AND RELICS.

Appropriating, excavating, injuring, or destroying any historic or

. prehistoric ruin or monument, or any object of

sion
a

antiquity without permit is prohibited by specific
act of Congress.

Any application for a permit to examine ruins, excavate archaBO-

logical sites, or gather objects of antiquity on National

trictForester Forest lands, shall be referred to the District Forester,
who will see that the application is in accordance

with the uniform rules and regulations of the Secretaries of the

Interior, Agriculture, and War, under the act of June 8, 1906 (34
Stat., 225), and will require any necessary amendments of the appli-
cation. He will submit the application, together with his recommen-
dations (based on the supervisor's report), to the Forester, who will

refer the application to the Smithsonian Institution for recommen-
dation.
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When the application is approved by the Smithsonian Institution,
the Forester will prepare a permit in quintuplicate

ester*

10 "

for the signature of the Secretary of Agriculture.
After the original has been signed by the Secretary

it will be sent with three copies to the District Forester, who will for-

ward the original to the permittee, and two copies to the supervisor,
one for his files and one for the ranger concerned.

HOTELS AND DWELLINGS ADJACENT TO MINERAL SPRINGS.

Suitable areas adjacent to mineral or medicinal springs for the erec-

tion thereon of sanitariums, hotels, or temporary dwelling houses

may be leased, under the act of February 28, 1899 (30 Stat., 908), for

such periods and upon such terms as to duration and compensation
as may be approved by the Secretary of Agriculture. In accordance
with regulation L-31, the lease will be signed by the Secretary of

Agriculture. The application must be filed with the supervisor, who
will forward it to the District Forester, accompanied by special-use
report (Form 964). The District Forester will forward it to the
Forester with his recommendations as to the conditions upon which
the privilege is granted, its duration, and the compensation to be

required. After the application has been approved by the Secretary
of Agriculture and the necessary action has been taken by the For-

ester, the papers will be returned to the District Forester.

SPECIAL USE ON ADMINISTRATIVE SITES.

National Forest lands selected for administrative purposes may be
used under special-use permits, as any other National

" ^ores^ lands, as long as the special use does not prevent
trative use. or interfere with the administrative use. Prospecting

which does not interfere with administrative use
should be allowed without formal permit.

All permits for use of administrative sites will con-
the foliowing conditions :

This permit will be abandoned by the permittee
on 30 days' notice from the supervisor that the land is needed for

administrative use by the Forest Service.

ADVERTISING SIGNS.

No permits will be issued for conspicuous or unsightly advertising

U '

htl
' signs. There is no objection to small signs which will

not permitted.

*
serve also as guideposts where guideposts are neces-

sary. Such permits will be issued free of charge.
(Regulation L-32.)

ROADS AND TRAILS.

No permits are necessary for the construction or repair of State or

county roads. Forest officers will confer with the

e^sar^loV^tate
autnorities in charge of such work and will cooperate

and county roads, with them in the disposal of refuse and in safeguarding
the National Forests against injury.
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The supervisor may, in his discretion, permit the free use of National
Forest material and products for the construction or

Free use of ma- repair of roads or trails within National Forests,

roTds? wltn prejudice to any free-use application made in the
same year for material and products for other pur-

poses,
when such roads or trails are of sufficient public benefit to

justify the free use. The regular free-use permit form will be used.
When the road or trail is of a private nature and the applicant is not
entitled to a free use, the timber used or destroyed in its construction
must be paid for. (Regulation L-35.)

CONDUITS AND RESERVOIRS FOR IRRIGATION.

,, .. No charge will be made for permits for irrigationFree permits.
projects ^Regulation 1^32.)

As under the act of March 3, 1891, as amended by the act ofMay 11,

E sements 1898, easements can be secured for irrigation projects
on National Forests, it is unlikely that supervisors

will be called upon to issue permits for many large projects,

although applications may be received pending the approval of appli-
cation for easement to the Department of the Interior.

For small projects the procedure will be the same as in other special-
use cases. For large projects more accurate and

Procedure. detailed maps may be required, and also prima facie

evidence of water appropriation and plans for dams
and other structures, if the supervisor considers such requirements
necessary.

If in the opinion of the supervisor an examination should be made
by the District engineer, he will make such a request to

erf
* District Forester, who, if he considers it advisable,
will authorize the examination.

The report of the Forest officer should show, if possible, whether or
not any development of water power for the genera-

Water power. fton Of eiectric energy is contemplated.

TELEPHONE LINES.

Permits are necessary for all telephone lines within National Forests.

They will be issued with the provision for free use and

s

eri '

free connection by the Forest Service, and no charge
will be made. Only in exceptional cases will permits

be issued without the provision for free use and free connection, and
in such cases the charges will be determined for each case on its indi-

vidual merits.

Permits are also necessary for all telephone lines along county
roads. Congress granted rights of way over the pub-

land for highways. (U. S.Rev Stat. sec. 2447.)

By that grant the lands of the United States were

subjected to the servitude of a highway for the benefit of the county.
Telephone companies must, of course, secure the consent of the

county authorities for the construction of these lines, but the county's
title and interest is only that of a right of way, while the fee in the
land remains in the United States.

Hence a telephone line on a county &>a$ 'through" National Forest
lands can be operated lawfully only under permission from the Forest
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Service, notwithstanding any permission from the county. It has
been generally settled by the courts that telephone lines, when con-
structed along a highway, are an additional servitude, and that the
owners of abutting land can require compensation for damages
through the construction of such telephone lines. The State legisla-
ture can empower a county to impose such an additional servitude

upon private lands, provided reasonable compensation is paid, but it

can give no authority to impose it on the lands of the United States.

TELEGRAPH LINES.

Permits are necessary for all telegraph lines within National Forests,
even along county roads, as in the case of telephone

n?
11

lmes - No charge f<>r permits will be made if the

applicant agrees to allow the Forest Service the use
of the poles for stringing telephone lines needed by the Forest Service
in connection with the administration of the National Forests and to be
used exclusively for official business.

SPECIAL USES ON CLAIMS.

If a permit is granted to a claimant for special uses on an unper-
fected claim for purposes outside its development, no charge will be
made if such use is made by the claimant. Before a permit for special
uses on an unperfected claim for purposes outside its development is

f
ranted to any other person, the written consent of the claimant must
e obtained by the applicant and filed with the supervisor, and the

permit will be conditioned upon the payment of the charges fixed by
regulation L-33. In each case, before such a permit is issued, it will

be submitted to the District Forester for the purpose of obtaining
from the District assistant to the Solicitor an opinion whether, under
the proclamation affecting the land involved, there is any authority
in the Forest Service to issue a permit in respect thereto. (For pro-
cedure when claims are occupied and used without permit for pur-
poses not consistent with their development, see

" Forest Protection.")

PERMITS ON FOREST HOMESTEADS.

All persons who settled on agricultural lands in National Forests
before January 1, 1906, and have not abandoned
tiieir claims

>
may> ^ qualified, perfect title under the

Forest homestead act, and in the meantime may
occupy and enjoy their holdings without permit. Other applicants
under the act, who appear to have the preference right of entry
under that act, may be issued permits without charge for the

agricultural use of so much of the land applied for as, in the opinion
of the supervisor, is chiefly valuable for agriculture, provided that
the land is not adversely claimed under settlement made before its

withdrawal, or after its withdrawal and before January 1, 1906.
When land coyered by a paid agricultural permit is applied for by

the permittee under the Forest homestead act, and
Payments to ^he permittee is entitled to its free use in accord-

tk>n

Se

under
P
act

C

of
ai*ce"with the above instructions, the old special-use

June 11, 1906. case should be closed immediately and a free permit
issued.
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Residence upon the land under the special-use permit can not count

Residence un- as a Par^ ?
^ie statutory residence period required

der permit not before making final proof. Under a ruling of the
credited on final Department of the Interior, of January 12, 1910, per-
Proof- sons who are permitted to occupy National Forest
lands for agricultural purposes under special-use permits and who
afterwards make a Forest homestead entry on the land must show
five years' actual residence after entry.

DRIFT FENCES.

Drift or division fences may be allowed under permit when they
Permitted if will facilitate the National Forest administration, and

benefiting Forest will not interfere with the full use of the range by all

administration. wno are equitably entitled to it.

A fence may be constructed or maintained if it does not give con-
trol of an area in excess of that actually required for

Conditions of
pasturage of the stock which the person or persons

granting permit. .... .. 111 ^ , i i j

maintaining it would be entitled to graze or give
individual control of particularly desirable portions of the range.

If the range controlled by a fence is excessive in area and ought to

be shared by permittees in addition to those now

chamgcTof^fences
usmg ^, the rence must be either removed or changed
or the range opened to other permittees who are en-

titled to share in its use.

All drift or division fences must be provided with

fences
* [

gates at such points as are necessary to allow proper
ingress and egress.

Whenever drift fences are needed for the better control of stock

grazed under permit, all forest material needed for

terials

US ma~
use *n ^eir construction may be furnished from the
National Forest free of charge, and in cases where the

circumstances justify it the necessary wire and staples may also be

furnished, if the stockmen using the range are willing to construct
such fences with the understanding that they will become the property
of the United States.

Permits for drift fences will be granted without

Charge. charge if necessary to control stock grazed under

permit.
The map accompanying the report should in each

Map. case show the location of the drift fence and its length
in rods or miles.

If a person maintaining fences upon the public lands applies for a

special-use permit for the construction and maintenance of a part of

the same fence or of another fence upon National Forest land, the

supervisor will, before issuing a permit, prepare a letter for the signa-
ture of the District Forester to the Chief of Field Division of the Gen-
eral Land Office, informing him of the existence of such fence on the

public land and asking him whether the issuance of such special-use

permit by the Forest Service would in any way embarrass the Depart-
ment of the Interior. If no objection is made by the Department of

the Interior; such special-use permit may be issued.
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CORRALS.

Permits for corrals covering an area of not more than 1 acre

Area ermitted
may ^e issue(i without charge when necessary for

the proper handling of permitted live stock on a
National Forest.

PASTURES.

The construction of inclosures may be allowed when necessary

Area
for the proper handling of permitted stock. Only
such area, not to exceed 320 acres, shall be allowed

as is necessary in each individual case. Pasture permits allow
exclusive possession during the entire year, but do not convey the

right to graze stock within the inclosure, except in connection with
and during the period covered by the grazing permit. Stock exempt
from fee may be allowed to graze within a pasture during the year-
long period.

In pasture permits provision must be made, when necessary for

utilization of the adjoining range, to allow free

water
access to water by any stock grazing under per-
mit.

Inclosures will be allowed:

(a) To pasture saddle horses, milch or work ani-

mals, graded or pure-bred stock, and bulls or rams.

(6) To pasture beef or stock cattle which are being
gathered and held just previous to their removal from the Forest, and
to pasture calves which are being weaned.

(c) To give settlers who live upon lands either within or on the
border of a National Forest the exclusive use of adjoining pasture
lands during the portion of the year when needed for protection
against other stock.

Inclosures for stock exempt from permit should not be greater than
_, . is needed for 10 head, and, unless there is good reason

for it, not more than 80 acres should be allowed for

this purpose.
When the area applied for includes land now bearing trees the

. effect which grazing would have on reproduction

timber
ed

should be carefully considered before the applica-
tion is approved.

In fixing the charge within the minimum and maximum estab-
lished by regulation L-33, the character of the land,

of charge"

11
the quantity of the pasturage, the presence of per-
manent water, and the demand should all be consid-

ered. An advance over the minimum should be made whenever the
area applied for is particularly desirable.

Pasture, agricultural, and wild-hay land may be allowed under a

single permit, but in no case shall the agricultural

unde? permit!

8 '

land exceed 160 acres nor the pasture land 320 acres,
and the charges for the three uses will be calculated

separately on the basis of the rates established in regulation L-33.
The dominant use will determine the case designation of the combined

permit.
90034]
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When an applicant for a pasture in connection with a hotel or
summer resort desires to make a charge for pasturingPastures in animals owned by his guests, this should be consid-

hotels?

i

ered m fixing the rate per acre, and a
higher charge

made than when the pasturing is to be allowed free.

The permit should fix the maximum number of animals which may be
allowed to graze within the pasture at any one time and the maximum
charge per head per day which may be made, the amount not exceeding
15 cents. Such pastures must not in any case include all of the avail-

able grazing land or camping grounds in the vicinity, but must leave

opportunity for the public to camp outside if they desire so to do.

PERMITS UNDER REGULATION L-37.

A permit to inclose and use not to exceed 320 acres of Forest land
without charge may be granted in exchange for a waiver of exclusive

use 'of private lands adjoining National Forest lands when such an

arrangement will be advantageous to the administration of a national
forest. (Regulation Lr-37.)

Before issuing permits under regulation L-37 the supervisor must
determine that tne title to the land for which a

involved
waiver to its exclusive use has been given has passed
from the United States and that the applicant has

the right to its use. (See Forest Surveys and Boundaries Forest
Atlas Alienation.)

Permits may be based upon the following:

Patented land ^ Lands for which patent has issued by the
United States.

(b) Railroad lands within the primary limits of a
Railroad land, grant made by Congress, on land not classified as

mineral.
When an application for an inclosure permit in exchange for the

v>
use

f Priva^e lands is received, a record will be made
showing the name and address of the applicant and

description and acreage of the land owned or leased
for which a waiver to the exclusive use is given. If after careful in-

vestigation it appears advisable, the supervisor will issue the permit
in triplicate, sending the original to the applicant, filing the dupli-
cate, and sending the triplicate to the ranger in charge of the
district.

STOCK TANKS.

Permits for the construction of stock watering tanks may be issued

Free ennits
^iee ^ cnarSe ^ grazing permittees, provided that all

stock grazed under permit upon the range are allowed
access to the water. ^The inclosure of not more than 40 acres in

connection with the watering place may be allowed when necessary
for the protection of the range, for which the usual pasture charge
will be made. The inclosure of existing sources of \vater supply
will not be allowed, and permits allowing the improvement or

development of such sources of water supply must provide that the
water will be left open for the use of all stock grazed upon the range
under permit.
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WILD HAY.

Permits to cut wild hay growing on National Forest lands may
be issued on an acre basis by the supervisor or by

before cut-
Forest

.

mcers designated by him. Cutting will not
be permitted until the Forest officer is assured that the

purchase price has been forwarded to the United
States depository.

In issuing permits to cut hay preference should be given those

applicants who actually need the hay for their own
aj>

~
use rather than to those who contemplate selling it to

others.

GAME PRESERVES AND FISH CULTURE.

No permits will be issued for game preserves or any use of land
which would result in preventing or restricting lawful hunting or fish-

ing in National Forests.

Permits for the exclusive use of land for reservoirs for fish culture

may be issued if the land applied for does not involve a natural lake

or natural stream bed.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.

Such special requirements in special use cases must be inserted in

the permits as are necessary to protect the interests of the National
Forests.

The following special requirements will be inserted, except in

unusual cases where they are not applicable:

This lake (or stream) will be open and free to the public at all

Fish hatcheries times.

or other uses on Lawful fishing in the lake (or stream) during
natural lakes and the open season shall not be prevented or re-
streams, stricted.

The United States Bureau of Fisheries has the right to use the

lake (or stream) for purposes of artificial propagation.
To construct and maintain fish ladders or fish-

streams
5 waJs which ^n enable fish to P ass over the dam

at all times.

Residences, re- To clear and keep premises clear of all inflam-
sorts, etc. mable refuse and undergrowth.

To clear and keep clear of all refuse, brush, or other inflam-
mable material such width on each side of the

Logging rail-
track, and to observe such other precautions

roads, tramroads, a^ainst fires ag may be required by the Forest
officers. (Where practical, to use only oil for fuel.)

To clear and keep the land clear of all refuse and inflammable

substance, and to observe such other precautions

aif^^h'arcoa*
aoa^nst fire as maJ be required by the Forest

kilns, etc. officers.

To maintain effective apparatus to prevent the

escape of any fumes injurious to vegetation.
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To allow Forest officers the free use of the line for official busi-
ness to the nearest switchboard or exchange out-

Telephones. gide of the Foregt
To allow the Forest Service to make connections with the line

free of charge, and to charge no toll for any messages over

connecting lines built and maintained by the Forest Service.
To build bridges at such points as the forest

trails

3
officer in charge may designate.
To build new roads or trails in place of any cut

off or destroyed.
This road (or trail) within the National Forest shall be

open to free public use at all times.

Slaughter-
^ Dispose ?^ a^ ffal in such manner as the

housed Forest officer in charge shall require.

T. .

*

To construct gates at such points as may be

designated by the Forest officers.

This permit gives no right to the exclusive use of any lands, and
the range controlled by the fence must be open at all times to

other permittees who are entitled to share its use.

This permit shall be without effect except in connection with
a grazing permit.

Corrals
To allow the use of this corral by Forest officers

and all persons holding grazing permits.
This corral shall, when in use, be examined

ed^wfth^tra"
eveiT ^ay by permittee, and all stock not owned

gates<
v '

or controlled by permittee shall be turned out

upon the range.
To dispose of waste dipping solution and dead stock in such

D . . manner as the Forest officers shall require.

Only stock grazing in the National Forest
under permit (or covered by a crossing permit) shall be dipped
in this vat.

To leave watering places open to other stock grazing under

Pasture permit.
To construct gates at such points as may be

designated by the Forest officers.

This permit shall be without effect except in connection with
a grazing permit.

This permit shall be canceled whenever any of the land
inclosed is listed for settlement under the act of June 11, 1906.
The supervisor may in his discretion incorporate the following

stipulation in pasture permits: "To allow the use of the in-

closure at all times by the Forest officers for administrative

purposes and for pasturing their saddle horses.'
7 This stipula-

tion should onty be inserted when such use is an administrative

necessity, and in such cases the probable amount of use by
Forest officers may be given consideration in fixing the fee to be

charged.
When an inclbsure is allowed under Regulation L-37, the

following condition should be inserted in the permit: "The per-

mittee, being the owner (lessee) of _ (give description),
shall allow the free and unrestricted use thereof to all stock

permitted to graze on adjoining National Forest lands."
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, To keep the stock tank in good repair.
This permit shall be without effect except in

connection with a grazing permit.
This permit is granted with the understanding that the stock

tank when constructed shall not be destroyed and will become
the property of the United States.

When the inclosure of a stock tank is allowed, the following
condition will be added: uTo allow the use of this inclosure at
all times by the Forest officers for administrative purposes/'
To cut timber and dispose of all refuse, including sawdust and

and waste material, as directed by the Forest
Sawmills. rr

omcer.
To equip all steam engines with approved spark arresters.

To observe such other precautions against fire as may be

required by the Forest officers.



INTERIOR DEPARTMENT RIGHTS OF WAY.

EASEMENTS.

Railroad grant.

EXPLANATIONS.

The following rights of way, amounting to easements across National
Forest lands, are provided for by Congress and are

Jurisdiction. under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Inte-
rior:

The act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat. 482), in so far as it is extended
over National Forests by the act of March 3, 1899
(30 Stat., 1214), grants rights of way for railroads.

The act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), as amended by the act
of May 11, 1898 (30 Stat., 404), grants rights of way"

acr?ss the P 11^ lands and National Forests for irri-

gation reservoirs and canals.

Section 4 of the act of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628), grants
Grant formunic- rights of way in National Forests for reservoirs, con-

ipal and mining duits, and water plants for municipal and mining
purposes.

purposes.
All applications for rights of way under the foregoing acts must be

Applications to filed in the proper local land office of the Department
local land offices, of the Interior.

Particular attention is called to the fact, however, that the acts

above mentioned, granting rights of way amounting
to easements for railroads, irrigation reservoirs and
canals, and reservoirs, canals and water plants for

mining and municipal purposes, do not in any way
prevent or interfere with the securing of permits for

these purposes from the Department of Agriculture. The issuance
of a permit for any of the purposes named will not in any way prevent
the permittee from filing a map of location for approval and record

by the Secretary of the Interior under the right-of-way acts. The
granting of an Interior Department right of way supersedes the

permit issued by the Department of Agriculture.
The regulations of the Department of the Interior require that all

applicants to that department for rights of way
amountmg to easements in National Forests shall

Forests. enter into such stipulations and execute such bonds
as the Forest Service may require for the protection

of the National Forests.
All such applications, when received from the General Land

Office at Washington will be referred by the Forester

ferted^District *? the District Forester of the District in which the

Forester! rights of way applied for are situated, in order that
the District Forester may, before recommending the

approval of the right of way, require the applicant to file such stipu-
lations and bond, if any, as may be necessary to protect National
Forest interests.

22

Applicants may
take Department
of Agri culture
permits.
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PROCEDURE.

An application filed in error with the Forester, District Forester, or
Error in place of supervisor will be returned to the applicant for filing

filing. in the proper local land office.

When the Forester receives the map of application from the Gen-
eral Land Office he will make three prints and return

Footer the original with
.

an appropriate letter. He will

then send to the District Forester the prints and three
carbon copies of his letter to the commissioner.

Upon the receipt of the prints and carbons, the District Forester
Initial action by will forward two copies of each to the supervisor

District Forester, and retain one copy of each for his own files.

Upon the receipt of the prints and carbons, the supervisor wiU for-

ward one copy of each to the ranger, will cause an

visor*

10 ysuper" immediate field examination to be made, and will

report with recommendations to the District Forester
on Forms 964 and 578. When it appears to the supervisor that the

right of way applied for will be used in connection with the develop-
ment of water power or may conflict with such development, he will

recommend to the District Forester that a field examination be made
by the District engineer.

If in the judgment of the District Forester a field examination by
District engi- the District engineer is necessary he will cause such

neer's examina- examination to be made. In such cases the District
tion

engineer will make a field examination of the project
and collect all data bearing upon the case that may be necessary and
available. Whenever practicable the supervisor will cooperate in

making this examination.
If the right of way is to be used for a railroad, the District engineer

should determine whether in his judgment the road, if built, will

cross reservoir sites of special value or those likely to be needed in the
near future, or will interfere with power or other development already
projected. In such cases, the District engineer should report whether
the power or other use is so immediate or so important as to justify
the department in recommending to the Secretary of the Interior

that he require a relocation of the line before approving the applica-
tion.

If the application is for an irrigation right of way under the act of

March 3, 1891, or for municipal or mining purposes under the act of

February 1, 1905, the opportunity for the use of the right of way for

other purposes, especially for the development of power, should be

carefully investigated.
After the completion of the examination and the collection of data,

. . the District engineer will submit to the District For-

.TrV!??^ rf
n^~ ester a report in duplicate on the project, describingneer s report. . . , A

1
. .

A , , A , >
. .

it in detail, and giving the results of his examination.
If the application is under the act of March 3, 1891, or February 1,

1905, the report should state the amount of water to be used and the

locality where used. If the development of power is contemplated or
is possible, a careful estimate should be made of the amount of power
capable of development, whether if developed it will be used com-
mercially or otherwise, and the comparative value of the right of way
if used as applied for, or if used for the development of power. The
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report should contain recommendations, with a full and concis

statement of the reasons therefor, concerning the approval or <li?

approval of the application. The duplicate copy 01 the District

engineer's report will be sent to the supervisor for his files.

If upon the showing made in the report of the supervisor or the
District engineer the District Forester believes the

Distnct^Foi-est- application should be approved, he will prepare
vorable report.

'

stipulation in triplicate and submit the original to
the applicant for execution. He will also send one

copy to be retained by the applicant. Upon the receipt of the
executed stipulation he will submit it to the District assistant

to the Solicitor for approval as to its form and execution, and
when approved the District Forester will prepare a letter to the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office for the signature of the Forester,

reporting favorably upon the application, and will forward it, together
with the executed stipulation, the supervisor's report, his own recom-

mendations, and the correspondence file, to the Forester. A copy
of the stipulation will be sent to the supervisor for his files. In cases

reported upon by the District engineer, all papers, including his

report, will be transmitted through the chief engineer to the Forester.

If upon the showing made in the reports of the supervisor and the
District engineer, or upon his own knowledge of the

District Forest- cage tjie District Forester believes that the application
er-s action in un- ,

'-,
-, , -, i r -11 -

favorable report,
should not be approved, he will not prepare the stipu-
lation for execution by the applicant, but will forward

the reports, recommendations, and other papers as in the case of a
favorable report. He will also prepare and forward with the other

papers a letter for the signature of the Forester to the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, stating the grounds upon which the unfa-
vorable action is recommended. If, however, the application is not

approved because it appears to have been made under the wrong act

and not to the wrong department, as for instance, an application made
under the act of March 3, 1891, instead of the act of February 1, 1905,
the District Forester will prepare the stipulation as in a favorable

report, present it for execution by the applicant, and transmit it with
the other papers.
Upon the receipt of the report, recommendations, and other papers

from the District Forester, the chief engineer will

engineer
examine the papers and reports, and will forward

them, together with his own recommendations, to the
Forester.

After the recommendation has been made to the Department of
the Interior, the Forester will return all the papers
in the case to the District Forester. When the For-
ester receives notice from the General Land Office that

a right of way is finally granted or denied, or that proof of construc-
tion has been filed, he will forward such notice to the District For-

ester, who will inform the supervisor.

Final action by
Forester.
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BREACH OF STIPULATIONS.

Legal proceedings are necessary to compel the grantee of rights of

way to comply with the stipulations agreed to as a

tion necessary.
condition of the grant. Such proceedings will be under
the direction of the Attorney General of the United

States upon the recommendation of the Secretary of the Interior,

(n case of the breach of stipulations required by the Interior Depart-
ment, on the recommendation of the Secretary of

pervisor!

S

Agriculture, as a condition for the granting of rights
of way amounting to easements in the National Forests,

the supervisor will make a full report of the facts to the District

Forester.

In case of such a breach of stipulation by the grantee of the rights
of way, the Department of Agriculture will report the

trirtFwester.

"
facts to tne Department of the Interior by a letter to
the Secretary of that department, prepared by the

District Forester in cooperation with the assistant to the Solicitor, for

the signature of the Secretary of Agriculture, accompanied by all

reports or other information bearing on the case.

FORFEITURE OF GRANTS.

Legal proceedings are necessary to secure the forfeiture of rights of

way amounting to easements. Such proceedings will

tion necessary
be under the direction of the Attorney General of the
United States upon the recommendation of the

Secret-ary of the Interior.

The supervisor will report the facts to the District Forester when
construction work or use of the rights of way is not

pervisor!

S

completed within the statutory period, or when the

rights of way are being used for the purposes not
authorized by the act, as where a right of way secured under the

irrigation right of way act is not used for the main purpose of irriga-

tion, but for generating power for sale.

In case of misuse or nonuse of rights of way amounting to ease-

ments in the National Forests, the Department of

trict

C

Forester

"

Agriculture will report the facts to the Department of

the Interior by a letter to the Secretary of the Interior

prepared by the district forester, in cooperation with the District

assistant to the Solicitor, for the signature of the Secretary of Agri-
culture accompanied by all reports or other information bearing upon
the case. In cases reported upon by the District engineer all papers
will be transmitted to the Forester through the chief engineer.
When misuse of rights of way is involved, an examination should

be made by the district engineer, whenever in the

trirtenrineer judgment of the District Forester such examination is

desirable. The report should set forth the character
of the misuse and such other facts as would be presented in a report
upon an original application. The report will be in duplicate and
one copy will be sent to the supervisor for his files.



SPECIAL-USE FORMS.
Form 882

(Revised March 18, 1911.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOREST SERVICE

SPECIAL-USE PERMIT

, ,
National Forest.

(Kind of use.) (Date.)

Permission ia hereby granted to

of ,
to use the following-

described lands:
(Describe the lands to be occupied, if unsurveyed, by metes and bounds with ref-

erence to a road or stream or well-known landmark; right of way by terminal points, direction, and lands

occupied.)

for the purpose of

(Briefly but clearly describe the us3, giving area of inclosures, length and width

of right of way, etc.)

subject to the following conditions:

1. The permittee shall pay to the National

Bank of (United States depository), to be

placed to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States, in consideration for this

use, the sum of dollars ($ ),

annually in advance from
,
191 . .

;
and this permit

shall have no force or effect until the first annual payment is made.
2. The permittee shall comply with all the laws -and regulations governing National

Forests.

3. This permit is subject to all valid claims.

4. The permittee and employees, contractors, subcontractors, and
their employees shall do all in their power, both independently and upon request of

Forest officers, to prevent and suppress forest fires.

5. The permittee shall dispose of brush and other refuse as required by Forest officers.

6. The permittee shall pay the United States for any damage resulting from this use.

7. Construction work under this permit shall begin within

months, be completed within years, and this use shall be

actually exercised at least days each year, unless the time ia

extended or shortened.
8. This permit is not transferable, and shall terminate upon breach of any of the

conditions herein, or at the discretion of the Forester.

26
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(Reverse side of Form 832.)

9. Timber shall be obtained

(State whether by purchase or under free-usa permit.)

10

(Any further conditions required.)

(Date.) (Signature of officer issuing permit.)

(Title.)



Form 80

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

RAILROAD STIPULATIONS

Uses,
(Forest.)

(Name of applicant.)
(Railroad).

(Date of application.)

Whereas, the railroad right of way applied for by the

Co. (hereinafter called the Applicant) is within the National

Forest, as shown by a certain tracing executed by

on
,
19. ., and filed in the United States Land Office at

,
State of on

19.., and
Whereas, the regulations of the United States Department of the Interior concerning

rights of way for railroads, reservoirs, canals, etc., provide that whenever such rights
of way are located upon National Forests the Applicant must enter into such stipula-
tions and execute such bonds as the Secretary of Agriculture may require for the pro-
tection of the National Forests; and
Whereas, the Secretary of Agriculture requires for the protection of said

National Forest that the Applicant shall enter into the stipulation hereinafter set forth;

Now, therefore, in consideration of the granting of the right of way applied for, the

Applicant does hereby stipulate and agree, and does bind itself, its successors and

assigns, as follows, to wit:

1. To clear and keep clear of all timber and other inflammable substance all of said

right of way and all other lands owned or controlled by the Applicant as a right of way,
however acquired, lying between the points where the center line of said right of way
intersects said Forest boundaries and all lands of said forest within 200 feet of said

center line; but the supervisor in charge of said National Forest may in writing specific-

ally exclude from the operation of this clause such lands as he deems proper, as, for

example, when a stream, the right of way of another railroad company, or other ade-

quate fire break lies between the right of way of the Applicant and that part of the
Forest which may be in danger from fire, to cut all trees, when physically possible,
BO that they shall fall entirely within the strip to be cleared, and to remove au timber
that, when cut on the strip to be cleared, may fall without the strip.

2. To pay to the National Bank of .-

(United States depository), or such other depository or officer as may hereafter be
designated by the United States, to be placed to the credit of the United States,
in advance of cutting or construction, as required by the supervisor of said National

Forest, for all live and dead timber, standing and down, merchantable in the judgment
of the Forest supervisor, cut, damaged, killed, or destroyed on said right of way and
the additional strip referred to in clause 1, title to which, at the time of said cutting,

damaging, killing, or destruction, is in the United States, and for all other merchant-
able live and dead timber on other lands of the United States damaged, killed, or

destroyed in clearing said right of way in accordance with the scale or estimate of

the Forest officers, at a rate to be fixed by the said supervisor which shall correspond
to the prevailing stumpage rates charged on said Forest at the time said timber is

cut, damaged, killed, or destroyed; and to dispose of all brush, refuse, or unused
timber accumulating at such times upon such right of way or such additional strip
in such manner as may be required by the Forest officers.

3. To build new roads and trails as required by the Forest officers to replace any
roads or trails destroyed by construction work upon said right of way, and to build
and maintain suitable crossings, as required by the Forest officers, for all roads and
trails which intersect the right of way, or for the passage of live stock, such crossings
to be protected by suitable cattle guards.

28
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4. To require its employees, contractors, and employees of contractors, both inde-

pendently and at the request of the Forest officers, to do all reasonably within their

power to prevent and suppress fires.

5. To pay to the United States depository or other officer as aforesaid, on demand,
for any and all damage caused by fire or otherwise to the United States by reason of
the use and occupation by the Applicant of its right of way within the exterior bounda-
ries of said National Forest; and whenever any fire shall originate on or within 200
feet of such right of way it shall be conclusively presumed to have resulted from
said use and occupation, unless the Applicant shall show affirmatively either that the
fire was set by others than itself, its employees or contractors, or the employees of

such contractors, or that every locomotive, engine, and boiler used on said right of

way 'at the time of such fire used oil exclusively for fuel, or that such of them as did
not use oil exclusively for fuel were equipped with suitable spark arresters or other
standard equipment to prevent the escape of sparks or fire from smokestacks, ash pans,
fire boxes, and any other part.

6. To allow fhe Forest Service without charge to install and maintain telephone
instruments in the railroad stations in said National Forest, and to string its telephone
wires upon the poles erected by the Applicant along said right of way for the official

business only of the Department of Agriculture: Provided, That no such instruments
or wires so installed or strung shall be used in connection with or in furtherance of
the transmission of messages by telegraph, except for the official business of the said

department; to require train crews to notify station agents of fires and of their direc-

tion and distance from the station by the quickest practicable method; and the station

agents to notify the Forest officers by means of such telephones of fires within said
National Forest coming to their knowledge.

cooperati
States operating railroads in National Forests.

8. To allow officers of the .Forest Service free and unrestricted access in, through,
and across all lands covered 'by said right of way in the performance of their official

duties; and the Forest Service may without charge construct or permit to be con-
structed in, through, or across the land covered by said right of way, roads, trails, con-

duits, and other means of transportation not inconsistent with the enjoyment of said

right of way by the Applicant, its successors and assigns.

To make any assignment or transfer of said right of way only after and on condition
that the assignees or transferees, jointly and severally, covenant in writing to fulfill

and perform all the duties and obligations of the Applicant arising hereunder, includ-

ing its obligations under this paragraph.
In witness whereof said Applicant has caused these presents to be executed, and

its corporate seal to be hereunto affixed at
,

on this day of
,
19...

[CORPORATE SEAL.] By
Attest:

Secretary.

N. B. Evidence of authority to execute this instrument must be submitted with it.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOREST SERVICE

STIPULATIONS

(Irrigation, Municipal, Mining.)

(Acts Mar. 3, 1891; May 11, 1898; Feb. 1, 1905.)

Uses
(Forest.)

(Name of applicant.)

(Reservoir) (Conduit)
(Date of application.)

Whereas the right of way applied for

by :

(hereinafter called the Applicant. . ) ia within the

National Forest, as shown by a certain tracing executed by

on
,
19. .

,
and filed in the United States Land Office at

,
State of

on
,
19 . .

;
and

Whereas the regulations of the United States Department of the Interior concern-

ing rights of way for railroads, reservoirs, canals, etc., provide that whenever such

rights of way are located upon National Forests, the applicant must enter into such

stipulations and execute such bonds as the Secretary of Agriculture may require for

the protection of the National Forests; and
Whereas the Secretary of Agriculture requires, for the protection of said

National Forest that the Applicant. . shall enter into the stipulations hereinafter set
forth:

Now, therefore, in consideration of the granting of the right of way applied for, the

Applicant., do., hereby stipulate and agree, and do., bind himseff, his heirs, exec-

utors, administrators, and assigns, and each of them jointly and severally (themselves,
their heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, and each of them jointly and sev-

erally) (itself, its successors, and assigns) as follows, to wit:

1. To pay to the National Bank of

(United States depository) or such depository or officer as may hereafter be designated
by the United States, to be placed to the credit of the United States, in advance of

cutting or construction, as required by the supervisor of said National Forest, for all

live and dead timber, standing and down, merchantable in the judgment of the Forest

supervisor, cut, damaged, killed, or destroyed, on said right of way, title to which at
the time of said cutting, damaging, killing, or destroying, is in the United States, in

accordance with the scale or estimate of the Forest officers, at a rate to be fixed by said

supervisor, which shall correspond to the prevailing stumpage rates charged on said

Forest at the time said timber is cut, damaged, killed, or destroyed; and to dispose of

all brush, refuse, or unused timber accumulating at such times upon such right of way
in such manner as may be required by the Forest officers.

2. To pay to the United States depository or officer. . as aforesaid, on demand, for

all damage to said National Forest resulting from the breaking of, or the overflowing,

leaking, or seepage of water from, the reservoir or ditch, and for all damage to said

30
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National Forest caused by the negligence of the Applicant. . his (their) (its) employees,
contractors, or employees of contractors.

3. To build new roads and trails, as required by the said Forest supervisor, to replace
any roads or trails destroyed by construction work or flooding upon said right of way,
and to build and maintain suitable crossings as required by the supervisor for all

roads and trails which intersect the right of way.
4. To require his (their) (its) employees, contractors, and employees of contractors,

both independently and at the request of the Forest officers, to do all reasonably within
their power to prevent and suppress fires.

5. To allow officers of the Forest Service free and unrestricted access in, through,
and across all lands covered by said right of way, in the performance of their official

duties; and to allow the Forest Service, without charge, to construct or permit to be
constructed in, through, or across the land covered by said right of way roads, trails,

conduits, and other means of transportation not inconsistent with the enjoyment of

said right of way by the Applicant. . .

To make any assignment or transfer of said right of way only after and on condition
that the assignees or transferees, jointly and severally, covenant in writing to fulfill

and perform all the duties and obligations of the Applicant- . arising hereunder,
including his (their) (its) obligations under this paragraph.

In witness whereof, said Applicant., has (have) caused this instrument to be exe-

cuted at . . , : on this

day of
,
19 ...

N. B. When this instrument is executed by officers of a corporation, it must be
accompanied by evidence of their authority to do so.



Form 8l
(Revised June 1, 1910.) LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

See other side for instructions read carefully.

,191.

National Bank

United States Depository,

There is inclosed herewith a (l)^
7 rdcr

}
for

dollars,
drawn payable to your order, to be placed to the credit of the Treasurer of the United
States. This deposit is

(First, second, or third payment; payment in full; to cover advertisement; to accompany bid, etc.)

on account of

(Timber sale, special use, settlement for trespass, cooperative agreement, etc.)

National Forest.

(2)
(Signature of payer.)

(3)
(Post Office.)

(Signature of Forest officer.)

(Date in designation.) (Title.)

Designate transaction in accordance with instuctions in the Use Book.

(Name.)

Deposit on account of

(Timber sale, special use, settlement for trespass, cooperative agreement, etc.)

National Forest.

$
[Reverse side of Form 861.]

INFORMATION FOR PERSONS MAKING PAYMENTS.

Indicate in the space marked (1) the character of your remittance, in (2) your name,
and in (3) the address to which you wish the receipt sent. Failure on your part to make
payments in the following manner will delay business: Make payments by postal or

express money orders or by national-bank drafts, drawn payable to

National Bank Do not send personal local checks. Send
payment with the copy of this form furnished you by the Forest officer to

National Bank

INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS.

Furnish this form to persons making payments for timber and for the use of land or

other resources of the National Forests except grazing. Enter in the spaces provided
the amount of the remittance and the designation of the transaction on account of

which the payment is made.
Do not use this form for grazing permits.
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INDEX.
Tage.

Administrative sites, permits to occupy 13

prospecting on 13

special clause in permits
Advertising signs, unsightly;

not permitted
Agricultural, pasture, and wild-hay land under one permit 17

permits, payments to cease 15

Ancient ruins and relics, action by District Forester 12
Forester 13

statutory provision 12

Antiquities, authority to examine given by Secretary of Agriculture 6

permit to examine objects of 12

Appeal from action of Forest officers 6

Applications, erroneously filed, how referred

form of 9

for permits, to whom made 9, 6

rejection of 11

reports on 9

when referred to Reclamation Service 9

Bonds, sawmill cases 10

when required 10

Boundaries, how marked 9

Cases, closing of 11

Charges, for use of lands or resources 7

may be fixed by supervisor
rates of 7

uses for which charge is made 7

when determined by District Forester 8

Secretary of Agriculture 8

when rate not fixed 10

Claims, special uses on .- 15

Clauses, special 19, 20, 21

Closing cases, hay sales

road and trail 12

upon entry of land 12

special use cases 12

Conduits, for irrigation 14

Corrals, area permitted 17
District engineer, examination of application for right of way 23

report on right-of-way application 23
Drift fences, charge for, when made 1C

free use of material. 16

gates in 16

map accompanying report 16
removal or change of 1C
when permitted 16

Easements, jurisdiction 22

Emergency, excuse for taking material without permit 8

Fish culture 19
Game preserves 19

Hay, permits to cut, by whom issued 6, 19

sales, closing of cases

Homesteads, permits on 15

residence under permit not credited on final proof 16

33
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Hotels, at mineral springs 13

pasture in connection with 18

Inclosures, charge for 7, 17

effect on timber 17

exempted stock 17

may be authorized 17

permitted in exchange for use of private lands 18
when permitted 17

Irrigation, conduits and reservoirs free 6, 14
easement for conduits and reservoirs 22

investigation of project by engineer 23

works, rights of way for 22

Lands, should be put to highest use 11

Material, may be taken without permit in serious emergencies
Mineral springs, hotels and dwellings adjacent to 13

permits for 13

Municipal and mining rights of way 22

Pasture, agricultural, and wild-hay land under one permit
in connection with hotels

Pastures, area of
%

permits allowing exclusive possession 17

permittee must have grazing permit 17

Payments, disposition of, when permit is canceled
failure to make .

notification when due 10
reminder cards 10
second notice, when sent 10
should fall due on first of month 10

Permits, by whom revoked 6, 12

combining different uses 17
conditions and restrictions 6

for fixed term 11
form of 10, 26

free, special clauses

preparation and issuance 10
revocation of 12

special clauses in 19
tenure of 11

when closed , 12

who may grant 6

Prospecting on administrative sites 13

Reclamation Service, applications referred to
"

9

Reports, by whom made 9

forms for use in making
Reservoirs for irrigation 14, 22
Revocation of permits 6

Right-of-way application, action of chief engineer 24
District Forester 23
Forester 24

Rights of way, application for easement, where filed

forfeiture of grant 25

irrigation works 22

municipal and mining purposes 22

permits may be issued 14

procedure on applications % 23
railroad 22

stipulation to protect Forests 22, 28, 30

Roads, generally permit must be secured before road is constructed
material used in construction may be obtained without charge
may be changed and repaired by States or counties without permit

constructed by States and counties without permit
no toll shall be charged

Roads and trails, closing of cases 12

free use of materials for

payment for material used in certain cases

permits unnecessary for State and county roads 8, 13
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Page.

Special requirements , 19, 20, 21

Special use, definition of 6,9
what constitutes 9

Stipulations, breach of 25
in right-of-way cases 22

report on breach 25
Stock tanks, free permits 18, 21

Telephone lines, on county roads 14

permits necessary 14

Telegraph lines, permits necessary 15

Trails, material for construction of, may be obtained without charge 8

may be constructed without formal permit 8
no charge shall be made 8

Water, inclosure of, when allowed 18

power, possibilities of development when reported 14
Wild hay, permit for 19

preference applicant 19

o





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 11 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

SPECIAL USES. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE AND INSTRUCTIONS OF FOREST OFFICERS
RELATING TO AND GOVERNING SPECIAL USES OF THE NA-
TIONAL FOREST LANDS.)

Effective on and after November 1, 1912.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Regulation L-32, page 6, of the National Forest Manual, 1911,

Special Uses, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture on March 18,

1911, to take effect May 1, 1911, is hereby modified and amended by
striking therefrom all of paragraph O.

Done at Washington, D. C., this 21st day of October, 1912.

Witness my hand and seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.]
W. M. HAYS,

Acting Secretary of Agriculture.

MAR 24 1913





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 127 INSTRUCTIONS.

APRIL 18, 1912.

Special Uses. Paragraph 4 of the Instructions on page 23, with

marginal heading "Action by supervisor," is hereby amended to read

as follows:

Upon the receipt of the prints and carbons, the supervisor will

forward one copy of each to the ranger, will cause an immediate
field examination to be made, and will report with recommendations
to the district forester on Form 964. The amount of timber involved
should be shown approximately. Before any timber is cut or de-

stroyed a careful estimate will be made in accordance with Form
578b. When it appears to the supervisor that the right of way ap-
plied for will be used in connection with the development of water

power or may conflict with such development, he will recommend to

the district forester that a field examination be made by the district

engineer.
HENRY S. GRAVES,

Forester.
41147 12





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO, 154 INSTRUCTIONS.

DECEMBER 17, 1912.

Special Uses. The Instructions given in Amendment No. 128 are

hereby revoked, and paragraph 3 of the Instructions on page 9 is

hereby amended to read as follows:

Upon receipt of an application the supervisor will require from

the ranger a report on Form 964. except in cases involving the free

occupancy and use for agricultural purposes of lands which have

been examined and favorably reported on under the act of June 11,

1906, in which case the settlement report and map will be deemed

sufficient, but a reference to it should be made in the special-use case.

The report on Form 964 shall in each instance include a map either

on the form or on a separate sheet. When the use involves the cut-

ting or destruction of timber a report should also be made on Form
578b. This report may be made at the time the report is made on

Form 964, or subsequently, as the supervisor shall determine, but

in any event before such cutting or destruction begins. Conflicts

will be determined by field examination rather than from the record

and maps.
HENRY S. GRAVES,

Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 122 INSTRUCTIONS.

WASHINGTON, D. C., February 28,

Special Uses. Paragraph 2 of the Instructions on page 24, relating

to the handling of interior rights-of-way applications, is hereby
amended to read as follows:

If upon the showing made in the report of the supervisor or the
district engineer the district forester believes the application should
be approved, he will prepare a stipulation in triplicate and submit the

original to the applicant for execution. He will also send one copy to

be retained by the applicant. Upon the receipt of the executed stipu-
lation he will submit it to the district assistant to the Solicitor for

approval as to its form and execution, and when approved the district

forester will prepare a letter to the Secretary of the Interior for the

signature of the Secretary of Agriculture, reporting favorably upon
the application, and will forward it, together with the executed stipu-
lation and two copies thereof for the Department of the Interior, the

supervisor's report, and the correspondence tile, to the Forester. A
copy of the stipulation will be sent to the supervisor for his files. In
cases reported upon by the district engineer, all papers, including his

report, will be transmitted through the chief engineer to the Forester.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

33758 12





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 142 INSTRUCTIONS,

OCTOBER 28, 1912.

Special Uses. Paragraph 3, page 15, Instructions relating to

special uses, as amended February 5, 1912, is hereby amended to read

as follows:

The owner of an unperfected claim should be required to obtain a

permit for any use of the land which is not in furtherance of the pur-
poses for which the land was appropriated. No permit should be

granted another person to occupy any part of any unabandoned claim
until the consent of the claimant to such use is obtained. In both
cases the permit will be conditioned on the payment of the charges
fixed by Regulation L-33. (For procedure when claims are occupied
and used without permit for purposes not consistent with their

development see Occupancy Trespass.)
A. F. POTTER,

Acting Forester.
6629112
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO, 102 INSTRUCTIONS.

JULY 1, 1911.

Special Uses. The first word in line 4, page 14, of the Instruc-

tions is hereby amended to read "without" instead of "with," to

agree with Regulation L-35.
HENRY S. GRAVES,

Forester.

o .
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

HENRY S. GRAVES, Forester.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.
REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE AND

INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING TO
AND GOVERNING TIMBER SALES, ADMINISTRA-
TIVE USE, TIMBER SETTLEMENT, AND THE

FREE USE OF TIMBER AND STONE
UPON NATIONAL FOREST LANDS.

ISSUED BY THE
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE

TO TAKE EFFECT
DECEMBER 1, 1911.

TIMBER SALES.

ADMINISTRATIVE USE.

TIMBER SETTLEMENT.

FREE USE.

WASHINGTON:
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.



The Secretary
* * * may make such rules and regulations

* * * as will insure the objects of such reservations, namely, to

regulate their occupancy and use and to
preserve the forests thereon

from destruction; and any violation of the provisions of this act or
such rules and regulations shall be punished [by $500 fine or 12
months' imprisonment, or both] as is provided for in the act of June 4,

1888, amending section 5388 of the Kevised Statutes of the United
States. (Act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat., 11.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

By virtue of the authority vested in the Secretary of 'Agricul-
ture by the act of Congress of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628),

amendatory of the act of Congress of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat.
; 11), I,

James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, do make and publish the

following regulations for timber sales, administrative use, timber

settlement, and the free use of timber and stone upon National For-

est lands, the same to supersede all previous regulations for like pur-

poses and to be in force and effect from the 1st day of December,
1911, and to constitute a part of the Use Book.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official seal,

at Washington, D. C., this 31st day of October, 1911.

JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.
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THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

REGULATIONS.

TIMBER SALES.

Reg. S-l. No timber shall be designated for cutting, by stamping
or otherwise, until the officer approving the sale is

^
Appraisal of tim- satisfied that the cutting will preserve the living and

growing timber, promote the younger growth, and
be compatible with the utilization of the Forest. Upon application
for the purchase of any timber or in any cases where timber is to be
advertised in advance of application, such timber shall be examined
and appraised, and the area from which the timber is to be cut shall

be described by legal subdivisions or otherwise. The officer making
the field examination shall report the quantity and value of the
various kinds of timber involved, and shall base his appraisal upon
the character of the timber, the cost of logging, transportation, and

manufacture, and the sale value of the manufactured products at

practicable markets.

Reg. S-2. The Secretary of Agriculture will prescribe each

year, upon data and information furnished bv the

nu^ut
ati )f an~

Forester, the maximum amount of dead, matured,
and large-growth timber that may be cut on each

National Forest.

The Secretary of Agriculture will prescribe each year, upon data
and information furnished by the Forester, the

i" maximum and minimum stumpage prices at which
the timber on each National Forest or designated

portion thereof shall be appraised. Appraisals higher than the
established maximum and lower than the established minimum
shall be made by Forest officers, in so far as the local conditions in

each specific sale warrant. No appraisals at less than the estab-

lished minimum or more than the established maximum shall be

approved by any Forest officer authorized to sell timber until the

approval of such appraisals by the Secretary of Agriculture has been
secured.

Reg. S-3. The Forester is authorized to make timber sales for

any amount on any National Forest, provided the limit

sates
th rity to make fi^d by the Secretary for any Forest is not exceeded

by the year's cut, under sales and free use on such

Forest; and to delegate this authority for any specified amounts to

the district foresters, but in no instance to exceed 20,000,000 feet

board measure. The district forester may in turn delegate authority
7



8 NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL REGULATIONS.

to supervisors to make sales for specified amounts, which in no
instance shall exceed 2,000,000 feet board measure. All supervisors

may, without special authorization, make sales of timber and cord-

wood in amounts not exceeding $100 in value in any one sale. The
supervisor may authorize subordinate Forest officers to make sales

of timber and cordwood in amounts not exceeding $50 in value in

any one sale.

Reg. S-4. The supervisor may, in his discretion, require that a

Deposits deposit be made with the proper United States

depository before any timber applied for is examined.
In every case where a supervisor decides to recommend a sale of

timber for which advertisement is required by law, he will notify
the applicant to forward to the proper United States depository
such part of the purchase price as will be sufficient to cover the
cost of advertising; such deposit to be applied to the purchase

price
in case the sale is made to the depositor; to be refunded

in case the sale is made to some one other than the depositor; to be
retained in the discretion of the officer approving the sale, if, through
fault of the depositor, no sale of the timber is made.

Reg. S-5. No timber shall "be cut under any timber sale contract
until it has been paid for. Refunds may, in the dis-

funSf
116111* and re~

cretion of the Forester or district forester, be made
to depositors of such sums deposited by them 'to

secure the purchase price of forest products as may be found to be
in excess of the amounts actually due the United States. Refunds
or payments may also be made to the rightful claimants of such
sums as may be found to have been erroneously collected for timber
or other forest products sold from lands within, but not a part of, a
National Forest.

Reg. S-6. In any sale the timber may be paid for in one or more
installment pay- payments, as agreed. In sales of $100 or less the par-

ments - tial payments must not exceed three.

Reg. S-7. Modifications of contracts for the sale of timber will not
be allowed except in those cases where the full per-

contrjujts
10**1011 f formance of the contract by the purchaser is rendered

inequitable and unjust by some act of the United

States, or except where the modification is sought in respect to the
unexecuted portion of the contract and such modification would not
be prejudicial to the interests of the United States. Modifications,
where proper, within the meaning of this regulation, may be made by
the officer approving the sale, or by his superior officer.

Reg. S-8. No timber will be sold, other than in amounts not

exceeding $100 stumpage value, in advance of adver-
Advance cutting. ,

. .
1 '

,

tisement, except in cases of unusual emergency.
All applications for emergency sales of timber will be submitted to

the Secretary of Agriculture for approval, with a statement setting
forth the reasons for the emergency. When application is made for

timber to meet an unusual emergency the Forest officer, authorized to

make the sale will, when practicable and proper, include in the adver-

tisement of such timber a sufficient quantity of other timber in the

same locality and of the same class to satisfy such other bids as may
be reasonably anticipated. After approval by the Secretary, the

Forest officer may, in sales not exceeding the amount which such
officer is authorized to approve, permit the cutting and removal of
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timber in advance of the award, when the applicant has made a

deposit covering the value of the timber to be cut and removed, and
has agreed to pay for all timber actually cut under the privilege of

advance cutting at the rate of the highest price bid for the whole
amount of timber advertised, or, if no bids are received, at the rate

named in the advertisement. When necessary to protect the Gov-
ernment against loss a bond will be required.

Reg. S-9. After any timber has been advertised and no satisfac-

Privatesaie
^OT^ ^d ^as ^een received, or if the bidder fails to

complete the purchase, Forest officers may, within
their authorization, dispose of it at private sale, in quantities to suit

purchasers, without further advertisement, at prices not lower than
those named in the advertisement.
Timber may also be disposed of at private sale without advertise-

ment where the stumpage value of the timber does not exceed $100.

Reg. S-10. In awarding advertised timber of a value exceeding

Prevention of mo- $5,000, allotments at the highest price offered may
nopoiy. Award of be made to several bidders to prevent monopoly.

ers*

Bids submitted by parties who have trespassed upon
any National Forest will not be considered unless full settlement has
been previously made for such trespass.

Reg. S-ll. Timber cut from any National Forest may be exported
from the State or Territory in which the National^e

P rtation of
'

Forest is situated, except that from the Black Hills

National Forest in South Dakota only dead and
insect-infested timber may be exported from the State, and this only
until the date upon which the Forester shall certify that the ravages
of the destructive insects in. said Forest are practically checked, but
in no case after such date or dates as Congress has specified or shall

hereafter specify. Timber cut from any National Forest in Alaska

may be exported therefrom and sold anywhere, upon certification

by the supervisor that the timber has been purchased and cut from
a National Forest in Alaska.

Reg. S-12. No trees on National Forest lands, or from any un-

patented claim within National Forests, shall be cut,Conditions of sale. r ., . .,, , . .
-, 1

or otherwise killed, injured, or destroyed, except
under permit or where allowed by law in the development of the
claim.

No trees on any unpatented claim within National Forests shall be
cut under permit, until the written consent of the claimant has been
filed with the Forest supervisor, except in emergencies arising from
insect infestation.

No live trees shall be cut under any contract until marked or other-
wise designated by a Forest officer.

No timber cut under any contract shall be removed from the place
selected for scaling, measuring, or counting until it has been scaled,

measured, or counted and stamped by a Forest officer.

No person except a Forest officer shall stamp any timber belonging
to the United States upon a National Forest with the regulation
marking ax or with any instrument having a similar design.

All saw timber will be scaled by Scribner Decimal C log rule, as
used by the Forest Service.
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Reg. S-13. The period allowed for the removal of timber, which

Time limits
*n n

.

i*18*81106 snaU exceed five
years, except in

special
cases upon specific approval by the Secretary,

will bo fixed in tne agreement, and in sales in which a period of two
or more years is allowed for the removal of the timber, the minimum
amount to be removed each year must be specified, except in unusual
cases. The Secretary may, in his discretion, when circumstances
warrant, extend the time beyond a period of five years; but such
extension will be granted only to prevent hardship in cases where the
failure to remove the timber within the five-year period is due to
circumstances over which the purchaser had no control.

Reg. S-14. The officer approving any timber-sale contract may
Bondg require the purchaser to furnish a bond for the satis-

factory completion of the contract.

Reg. S-15. The disapproval of an application for the purchase
Appeals.

^ tmi^er or f r tne modification of an existing con-
tract by the officer authorized to approve such

application shall be considered final unless written notice of appeal
to the next superior officer, district forester, Forester, or Secretary,
as the case may be, is filed with the officer disapproving such appli-
cation within 30 days from the receipt of his decision. All appeals
arising from the enforcement or execution of the provisions of a tim-
ber-sale contract shall be made in the first instance to the Forest

supervisor. His decision thereon shall be considered final unless
written notice of appeal to the district forester is filed with the super-
visor within 15 days from the receipt of his decision. Appeals from
the decisions of the district forester to the Forester or from the
decisions of the Forester to the Secretary may be made by filing
written notice with the officer from whose decision appeal is taken
within 15 days from the receipt of such decision.

Reg. S-16. The use of steam engines or steam locomotives in

operations onNational Forest lands under any tunber-

gilSfor locomotives! sa^e contract or under any permit is prohibited unless

they are equipped with such spark-arresters as shall
be approved by the Forest supervisor, or unless oil is used exclusively
for fuel.

ADMINISTRATIVE USE OF TIMBER.

Reg. S-17. The Forester, and the district foresters within the
amount which they are authorized to sell, may remove and sell or

dispose of, under free-use permit or otherwise, as shall be most
advantageous to the United States, any timber upon the National
Forests when such removal is actually necessary to protect the Forest
from ravages or destruction, or when the use or removal of timber is

necessary in the construction of roads, trails, cabins, and other

improvements on the National Forests or in experiments conducted by
the Forest Service. The authority conferred by this regulation may
be delegated by district foresters to Forest supervisors.

TIMBER SETTLEMENT.

Reg. S-18. When timber on National Forest land is cut, damaged,
killed, or destroyed in connection with the enjoyment of a right of

way or other special use it shall not be necessary to advertise it for
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sale, but payment therefor may be required at such rate or rates as

may be fixed by the officer authorized, under the timber-sale regu-

lations, to sell the amount of timber involved, but in no case for less

than the minimum or for more than the maximum price established

by the Secretary of Agriculture, unless the authority of the Secretary
is secured. Wnen, however, a right of way or other special use is

granted within a National Forest in Alaska, the supervisor may, with-

out charge, allow the cutting of timber when this is necessary for the

proper enjoyment of the special use.

FREE USE OF TIMBER AND STONE.

Reg. S-19. The Secretary of Agriculture will determine for each

B whom anted
^^ year > upon data to be furnished by the Forester,
the maximum amount of timber to be cut under free

use on each Forest, which amount shall form a part of the total maxi-
mum cut for the Forest. The Forester may grant free-use permits
for timber not exceeding $500 in value, and may delegate this author-

ity to subordinate officers. Permits for timber in excess of $100 in

value, except in cases of unusual emergency, will be granted only for

public purposes. Supervisors, unless otherwise authorized, may not

grant permits for material exceeding $100 in value. All Forest
officers whom the supervisor may designate are authorized to grant
free-use permits up to $20 in value. The Forester is also authorized
to grant free use of stone and to delegate this authority to subordinate
officers. All applications for free use of timber of value above $500
will be submitted to the Secretary of Agriculture for approval.

Reg. S-20. Free-use permits may be granted to bona fide settlers,

TO whom anted
mmers

> residents, and prospectors for minerals, who
may not reasonably be required to purchase, and who

have not on their own lands, or claims, or on lands controlled by
them, a sufficient or practically accessible supply of material suitable

for the purposes named in the law. They may also be granted to

school and road districts, churches, or noncommercial cooperative
organizations of settlers desiring to construct roads, ditches, reser-

voirs, or other similar improvements for mutual or public benefit.

Free use may be granted to other branches of the Federal Govern-
ment. Free use may be granted for consumption outside the State
in which the National Forest is located, except from the Black Hills

National Forest in South Dakota, on which Forest the free use of
dead and insect-infested timber only may, until the date upon which
the Forester shall certify that the insect ravages are practically
checked, but in no case after such date or dates as Congress has

specified, or shall hereafter specify, be granted for consumption out-
side the State.

Reg. S-21. Trespassers will not be granted free use until full

TO whom refused
set ement nas been made by them. Free use of
material to be used in any business will be refused,

as, for example, to sawmill proprietors, owners of large establish-
ments or commercial enterprises, companies, and corporations.

Reg. S-22. No applicant will be given more than two free-use

permits in one year, nor may the aggregate amount
of material granted in the two permits exceed $20

in value, except in cases of great and unusual need, or in the case of
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school and road districts, churches, and noncommercial cooperative
organizations of settlers, when the supervisor may, in his discretion,
extend the amount to any value not exceeding $100, or the value
named in his authorization from the district forester. If the per-
mittee fails to remove timber within the time allowed, the Forest
officer may grant the timber to another applicant. The time allowed
in permits may be extended by the officer issuing them in cases of

unusual emergency.
Reg. S-23. Green saw timber will not be granted to any appli-

Restrictions on Cant
.
wjl 4O6S n

^
d ^ OWI1 ^gg"^* Unless he is

free use of saw tim- physically incapacitated. Exceptions, however, may
be made in unusual cases in the judgment of the

supervisor. All free-use material may be sawed and allexcept green
timber may be cut for the permittee by an agent, but the work so
done must not be paid for by a share of the material. On Forests
where a limited supply or other conditions justify it, the free use of

all green saw timber or both green and dead saw timber may be
refused.

Reg. S-24. Necessary cutting of timber in surveying for lawful

Free use without projects may be done without permit. Unnecessary
permit. cutting is prohibited.
No free-use material, except the small quantities actually needed

by transients, will be taken without a written permit.
Reg. S-25. Supervisors may, with the approval of the district

foresters, establish temporary free-use areas from
***

which bona fide settlers, miners, residents, and pros-

pectors for minerals may take, in quantities specified in Regulation
S-22, dead fuel timber, dead fencing material, either or both in the
discretion of the district forester, without the material being scaled
or measured by a Forest officer. While permits are required in all

cases, it is not necessary that they be obtained in advance when the
material is secured from a designated free-use area. In every instance

where a permit has not been obtained in advance, the person taking
material from a temporary free-use area shall promptly thereafter

notify the Forest officer in charge of the district in which such area is

located of the date of removal, and of the amount, value, and class

of material so taken. Upon receipt of such notification the Forest

officer will issue the necessary permit.

sale of material &eg S -26. Timber or other forest products received
prohibited. under a free-use permit shall not be sold.

Reg. S-27. Settlers, farmers, prospectors, fishermen, or similar

persons residing within or adjacent toNational Forests

in Alaska may take, without permit and free of

charge, green or dry timber from the Forests, and drift-

wood, afloat or on the beaches, for their own personal use, but not

for sale; provided, that the amount of material so taken shall not in

any one year exceed 20,000 feet board measure, or 25 cords of wood;
and provided further, that the persons enjoying this privilege will,

on demand, forward to the supervisor a statement of the quantity of

material so taken and a description of the location from which it was
removed.

Special conditions
i Alaska.



PROCEDURE AND INSTRUCTIONS IN TIMBER SALES, ADMINIS-
TRATIVE USE, TIMBER SETTLEMENT, AND FREE USE.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, D. C., October 31, 1911.

The following procedure and instructions are hereby established and

issued, to take effect December 1, 1911, governing the enforcement
of the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to timber

sales, administrative use, timber settlement, and the free use of

timber and stone upon the National Forests.

H. S. GRAVES,
Forester.

Approved.
JAMES WILSON,

Secretary ofAgriculture.

TIMBER SALES.

LIMITATION OF ANNUAL CUT.

The supervisor of each Forest will recommend to the district

forester annually on April 1 the maximum amount of timber which
should be cut from the Forest during the ensuing fiscal year, which
shall include a specified amount which may not be exceeded under
free use.

On Forests for which working plans have been prepared, the work-

Determination
*n plan

.

wm*

provide a basis for determining what
the maximum annual cut should be. Where no work-

ing plan exists, the maximum cut will be based upon the most accu-
rate estimate of the stand of merchantable timber, assuming a
rotation based on the best available growth data.

On Forests or working units where the demand is very great as

compared with the supply, much more care must be exercised in

determining the limitation than where the demand is comparatively
light and there is no danger of overcutting. When market conditions
are such that it is possible to utilize small timber from needed thin-

nings or inferior material suitable for minor uses which would other-

wise go to waste, the limitation may be higher than if it is possible to

market only large material suitable for saw timber.

Special attention must be given to compartments containing pro-
tection Forests. Where such areas occur the recommended cut
should be greatly reduced or the areas eliminated in the calculations.

On two or more adjacent Forests where conditions are very similar

and the general plan of management is the same, it may be advisable,
13
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where the timber should be cut and it is possible to obtain pur-
chasers, to treat the maximum cut for a group of Forests as a whole
To do this special authority must be obtained from the Secretary.

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM STUMPAGE PRICES.

The supervisor of each Forest will recommend annually to the
district forester on April 1 the maximum and minimum stumpage
rates which should be fixed for the Forest for the ensuing fiscal year
Maximum and minimum stumpage prices will be recommended

with such classification as to species, accessibility,
and grade o

material as may be necessary to cover adequately all conditions

existing on the Forest. Flat rates applicable to two or more species
should be recommended wherever advisable. All rates should be Dasec

upon the thousand feet, board measure, and will be applied to other
units of quantity in ratios established by these instructions or specifi-

cally approved by the Forester. The rates recommended should be
based as far as practicable upon those obtained in current sales, with
reasonable latitude to make them applicable to the more or less

accessible and desirable timber.

Upon receipt and review of the supervisor's recommendations on
maximum and minimum stumpage rates and limita

fnfum tion of cut, a letter in triplicate will be prepared in

the district office annually by April 15. The origina
and one carbon will be forwarded for the signature of

the Forester and the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture, lim-

iting the annual cut and establishing maximum and minimum rates

on the Forest for the following fiscal year. After approval the origi-
nal will be retained by the Forester and the carbon returned to the

-district forester, who will fill in the signature on the third copy and
send it to the supervisor.

CLASSIFICATION OF SALES.

Sales are divided into the following classes :

By amount
Class A : Ranger's sales, no one sale exceeding $50

in value.

Class B: Supervisor's sales, no one sale exceeding $100 in value.

Class C: Supervisor's sales for such amounts exceeding $100 in

value as the supervisor is authorized to advertise and sell, in no case

over 2,000,000 feet board measure.
Class D : District forester's and Forester's sales exceeding the

amounts which supervisors are authorized to sell.

Unadvertised sales : Sales not exceeding $100 in amount may be

By advertisement
ma<^e ^or no^ IGSS than the appraised value or the
timber and need not be advertised.

Advertised sales: Sales exceeding $100 in amount must be adver-

tised.

Private sales : Timber which has been advertised but for which no

satisfactory bid has been received may be sold at any time at not less

than the highest bid received and in no case at less than the minimum
price specified in the advertisement.
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CLASS A: BANGER'S SALES.

If an examination of the timber as outlined on page 36 shows that

it should be sold, the Forest officer will designate the timber to be
cut and fix the terms of sale.

The contract will be prepared in triplicate and executed and

approved in duplicate. The purchaser should send
the required payment to the proper United States

depository with a letter of transmittal given him by the Forest

officer, who will fill out two copies, mark one "
Duplicate" and for-

ward it to the supervisor. Remittances should be made by postal

money order, express order, or New York draft. Currency may be
sent at owner's risk. Postage stamps, foreign money, uncertified

checks, or defaced coin will not be accepted. The Forest officer, upon
assurance that the required payment has been forwarded to the

proper United States depositor}
7

,
will approve both copies of the con-

tract and permit cutting and removal. He will forward the original
to the supervisor, give the duplicate to the purchaser, and keep the

triplicate for his files.

Extension of cutting period, modification of the contract, or post-

ponement of brush piling may be approved by the

co?t?a
d
ct

cations f
officer approving the sale, under the limitations

imposed by regulation S-7. Copies of all such modi-

fications, including extensions, shall be sent to the supervisor.

Copies of the map and Forest description will be sent to the super-
visor with the other papers. In sales of dead timber

deSption?
Forest

only, however, such copies need not be furnished
unless specifically required by the supervisor.

Upon receipt from trie ranger of the original of the contract and

duplicate letter of transmittal in the supervisor's office

visors office.'
super"

they will be examined as to their correctness and to

determine if consistent with approved and existing
rates and policy. A white timber sale record card (Form 615) will

be filled out and filed
alphabetically.

The duplicate letter of trans-

mittal will be placed in a reminder file, which will be examined

weekly and the ranger notified of cases in which payments are two
weeks late. Upon receipt from the district fiscal agent of the original
letter of transmittal with the proper notation of receipt, the amount
paid will be checked against the amount due, as shown by the letter

of transmittal, and the amount paid and date of receipt entered on
the timber sale record card. The original will then be forwarded to
the payee and the duplicate, with a notation of payment received,
to the ranger. Should the notification of receipt reach the super-
visor before the letter of transmittal from the ranger, the data will

be entered on a timber sale record card and completed upon receipt
of the letter of transmittal and contract from the ranger.

Unless required by the supervisor, cutting reports (Form 820) need

cutting reports
no^ ^e submitted until the sale is ready for closing.

They will be compared with the card record as directed
under "Records and reports," page 59.
The ranger will submit a cutting report (Form 820) in duplicate

closing
with his recommendations. If approved by the

supervisor the duplicate copy will be stamped "This
case is closed" and returned to the ranger, who will transfer the

5276 11 2
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folder to the closed files. The supervisor will retain the original and
will transfer the folder and the card (Form 615) to his closed en

CLASS B: SUPERVISOR'S SALES NOT EXCEEDING $100 IN VALUE.

Application may be made through any Forest officer, but the super-

procedure
visor must approve the contract. If the latter

decides that a sale should be made, after an examina-
tion in accordance with the instructions on page 36, the applicant
should forward to the United States depositoiy the payment required,
and receive from the supervisor an approved copy of his contract.
Procedure in other respects follows that outlined under class A sales.

Where no living timber is involved, maps or Forest descriptions
need not be prepared unless they are required by the

de?cr?ption

d Forest
supervisor or are necessary in the judgment of the
Forest officer making the examination.

Since the law definitely limits the amount of timber which can bo
sold in an individual sale without advertisement to a

$i?o
ay not ( l value of not more than $100, great care will be taken,

in making class B sales, that the value does not exceed
$100. It is safer to make the sale a little under the $100 limit to allow
for possible excess cutting. If the value of the timber cut exceeds
$100 it will be necessary to make a new sale of the amount cut in

excess, but where the amount of a sale together with a small overcut
does not exceed $100 the overcut should be accounted for as an excess

cutting on the original contract.

Repeated sales of unadvertised timber to the same
Repeated sales. purchaser, in order to avoid advertising, are not per-

mitted.

CLASS C: SUPERVISOR'S ADVERTISED SALES.

The amount of timber which can be advertised is limited to the

A ucation
amount named in the .supervisor's letter of authority,
whether the timber is advertised under a general notice

or in response to an application. This authority is given only to the

person named in the letter, and is not incident to the office.

Upon receipt of an informal application to purchase timber the

Forest supervisor will determine, in accordance with the procedure
outlined under ''Examination of timber applied for," on page 36,

whether the sale can be made.
The formal application will be prepared in quadruplicate. Two

copies will be transmitted to the applicant, the original of which
should be executed and returned to the supervisor. A copy will be
forwarded to the ranger.

Upon receipt of the formal application or upon receipt of the

report in general notice sales, the case will be recorded on a salmon-
colored timber-sale record card (Form 615) which will be filed under
timber sales alphabetically.
The notice of sale will be prepared in triplicate by the supervisor

as soon as the application is approved and the adver-

tising deposit of $50 has been made. The signed

original will be sent to the publisher; the first carbon, on which the

name of the newspaper is entered, will be sent to the district forester,

and the second carbon filed.
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As soon as the first publication has appeared, it should be com-

pared with the file copy for mistakes. One copy of

tis*m
p
ent!

f adver" Form 935, with published notice attached, must
be sent to the district forester, and a second copy filed

by the last date for receiving bids as a reminder of the expiration of

the advertisement.
The form of notice of sale and further instructions are given under

"Advertisement," page 20.

The original applicant and other prospective bidders will be noti-

Bids and awards
as so?n as publication has begun, instructed to

forward bids within the period specified in the notice

of sale, and furnished with Form 941 and salmon-colored bid

envelopes. (See p. 23, under "Bids and awards.")
The supervisor should notify the successful bidder that the sale

has been awarded to him and that the final agreement, and bond if

required, will be sent to him within a specified time.
A copy of all bids submitted shall be marked ' ' For the information

of the district forester," and forwarded to the district office.

Further instructions are given under "Bids and awards," page 23.

The final contract will be prepared on Form 202 in quadruplicate

contracts
anc^ executed and approved in duplicate: The

approved original is for the supervisor's files, the

duplicate for the purchaser, the third copy will be forwarded imme-

diately after approval to the district forester, and the fourth copy,

showing the dates and signatures of execution and approval, should
be sent to the officer in charge of the sale.

Further instructions are given under "Contracts," page 23.

If a bond is required the supervisor will prepare it in duplicate on

Bonds
Form 377, send the original to the purchaser for exe-

cution with the contract and the duplicate to the
district forester properly filled in immediately after the execution and

approval of the original. The original will be approved by the super-
visor and filed with his record of the case.

Further instructions are given under "Bonds," page 24.

If advance cutting is allowed by the Secretary, the application will

be prepared in quadruplicate and executed in dupli-
cate. The original agreement after approval by the

supervisor is for the supervisor's files, the duplicate for the purchaser,
and the third and fourth copies with the dates of execution and ap-
proval written in for the district forester and the officer in charge of

the sale. Instructions governing advance cutting are given on page 25.

The letter of transmittal (Form 861) will be made out in duplicate
by Forest officers and the original sent to the pur-

mittSf*
f trans" chaser to be forwarded with each deposit to the proper

United States depository ; the duplicate will be filed

in the supervisor's office in a waiting file and handled thereafter as

in class A sales.

Copies of the map, estimate, report, application, notice of sale,
Form 935, contract, bond, and important modifica-

re?ord
rict forester'

s
tions will be submitted to the district forester as they
are prepared, except the contract and bond, which

will be submitted after execution and approval.

Closin
Class C sales will be closed in the same manner as

class A sales.
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The application and report in advertised sales will be examined for
the purpose of ascertaining whether they are in

trSo
C
fficef

e ' ' "
accordance with the preceding instructions and with
instructions to the supervisor as to price, amount,

period, and other conditions. Special care is necessary to see that

cutting will be done in accordance with the preliminary or final

working plan,
and that the plan for marking agrees with the policy

adopted for the Forest and
type.

The carbon of the notice of sale will be checked, with particular
attention to the period allowed for submitting bids, the location of
the cutting areas, the estimate, price, and deposits required.
The published notice of sale (Form 935) will be checked with the

carbons previously received from the supervisor, and filed as a
reminder against the receipt of the contract and bond.

If advance cutting has Deen allowed, the copy of the application
will be reviewed. When the papers have been reviewed, they will

be returned to the supervisor, with instructions or comments if

necessary. No record will be kept in the district office.

Supervisors who have shown their ability to handle class C sales

properly may, in the discretion of the district forester, be authorized
to discontinue sending papers to the district office, except when
necessary for examination by district assistants to the solicitor of

authority of officers of incorporated companies to execute the con-
tract for the company.

CLASS D: DISTRICT FORESTER'S AND FORESTER'S SALES.

The steps are the same as in class C sales until the supervisor has
received the formal application signed by the appli-
cant- If the supervisor decides to recommend the

sale, he will notify the applicant to forward $50 to
the

proper United States depository to cover the cost of advertising,
and will send the application to the district forester with the report,
estimate, and map. If the supervisor recommends the approval of

the application without modification, he will initial in the lower left-

hand corner of the first page. If he wishes to recommend any modi-
fication of the application or to give a more detailed explanation of

any features of the examination or application, he will do so in a
letter sent with the other papers.
Where advisable, a sample contract, unexecuted, containing all of

sample contract
^ne Provisi ns

J
the proposed sale, may be sub-

mitted to the district forester in lieu of a formal

application. When, however, the privilege of advance cutting is

desired the applicant will in every instance be required to sign a
formal application before his application for advance cutting wifl be
considered.

card record.
A blue timber-sale record card (Form 615) will be

filled out by the supervisor and filed as in class A sales.

The application or sample contract will be examined by the district

forester as under class C sales, and if approved, a timber-sale record
card (Form 615) will be filled out and filed.

The supervisor will be notified immediately of any necessary
modifications in the application, and will obtain the

cawon
nges k***1"

consent
^of

the
applicant

to such modifications before

proceeding with the notice of sale.
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After approval of the application or sample contract and receipt

Notice of sale
^ deposit ^ cover advertising, a notice of sale will

be prepared in the district office, with two carbons,
the original signed oy the district forester, and with one carbon sent
to the supervisor, who will have it published in accordance with the
instructions under "Advertisement," page 20.

As soon as the advertisement begins, the supervisor will check the

published notice of sale with the file copy for mis-

tt. T adver" takes
>
an4 forward Form 935 to the district forester.

The published notice of sale (Form 935) will be
reviewed by the district forester and filed as a promise card to check
the expiration of the advertisement.
The supervisor will notify the original applicant and other pros-

Bids and awards Pectiye bidders as soon as advertisement is begun,
instructing them to forward their bids within the

period specified in the notice of sale. He will furnish them with

copies of Form 941 and blue bid envelopes.
After the bids are opened, the district forester will immediately

notify the supervisor of the names of bidders, the amount of each

bid, and the award. See "Bids and awards/' page 23.

A contract, Form 202, will then be prepared by the district forester

contract
with four carbons. One copy will be filed and the

original and three carbons sent to the supervisor, who
will have the original and one carbon executed by the purchaser and
return them to the district office. The third copy will be retained
in the supervisor's files, and the fourth sent to the officer in charge
of the sale. The contract will be submitted to the district assistant

to the solicitor for examination. After the district forester has

approved both copies, the duplicate will be forwarded to the pur-
chaser through the supervisor and the original filed in the safe.

When the approved duplicate of the contract is received by the

supervisor, he will enter the signature and dates of execution and

approval on his copy, and notify the officer in charge of the sale in

order that the latter may take the same action.

The bond, if one is necessary, will be prepared in duplicate and the

The bond original sent to the purchaser for execution through
the supervisor. The executed and approved original

will be submitted to the district assistant to the solicitor for examina-
tion and will be retained in the district office. The duplicate, with
dates and signatures filled in, will be filed with the supervisor.

Application for advance cutting will be prepared by the supervisor
in quadruplicate, and executed and forwarded in

duplicate to the district forester. The district for-

ester will review the application, and approve it if satisfactory and
such action appears advisable, after obtaining authority from the

Secretary. The original will be retained in the district office and the

duplicate returned to the supervisor. The supervisor will make the

necessary entries on the remaining copies, forward the duplicate to

the purchaser, retain the third copy, and send the fourth to the officer

in charge of the sale.

If the application is disapproved, the supervisor will be directed to

inform the purchaser of the reasons for such action.
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In the discretion of the district forester, supervisors may be

Work which may
re.quired to prepare notices of sale to be submitted

be required of super- with the application, to receive bids, or to prepare
visors ji i r j

the contracts and bonds.
For sales which exceed the district forester's limit, the application,

Forester's sales
togetner with the report, estimate, map, and the

supervisor's and district forester's recommendations,
will be forwarded to the Forester for his approval. When the Forester
has approved the application, the district forester will sign the notice
of sale and

proceed
with the advertisement. After the contract has

been properly executed cutting may begin, but the contract and bond
should be forwarded to the Forester for approval, witli extra copies
for filing. The sale will then be handled as a district forester's sale,

except that modifications of the contract can be made only with the
Foresters approval.
Where advisable, a sample contract, unexecuted, containing all of

the provisions of the proposed sale, may be submitted to the Forester
in lieu of a formal application. When, however, the privilege of

advance cutting is desired the applicant will in every instance be

required to sign a formal application before his application for advance

cutting will be considered. Upon approval of the sample contract

by the Forester, the district forester will proceed with negotiations
with the applicant and advertise the sale if its conditions are accepted
by him. It is essential that no final assurances be given to prospec-
tive purchasers until the Forester has passed upon the application or

sample contiact.

ADVERTISEMENT.

Advertisement of sales of timber exceeding $100 in amount is re-

quired by act of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat., 661), for a

period of not less than 30
days.^

Advertisements must be published in papers included in the yearly

in what a ers
authorization issued to the supervisor by the Secre-

tary of Agriculture. If publication in other papers
is advisable, the authority of the Secretary should be requested
through the Forester.

If the notice of sale is to be published in more than one newspaper,
an original copy will be sent to each. The last day for receiving bids

named in all the papers must be the same.
The notice of sale must announce the time and place of filing bids,

Essential features
^ie l cati n an(i approximate amount of timber, the
amount to be deposited, and the name and address

of the supervisor from whom full information can be obtained.

It will state that the right to reject any or all bids is reserved.

Great care will be taken to determine and designate closely the

location of the timber which is advertised. If the

b
Location of tim- land inciuded in the notice of sale is unsuryeyed, the

word "approximately" should be inserted in the de-

scription of the probable legal subdivisions. Whether the land is

surveyed or unsurveyed, the location should be given with reference

to watersheds or well-known natural objects, as well as by legal or

approximate legal subdivisions, so that if by any chance a mistake is

made in naming the subdivision it will not be necessary to readvertise

the timber.
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The notice of sale of timber for which application has been made
should take the following form, with such modifica-

met'
"

tions as may be necessary by reason of varying re-

quirements of the sale:

SALE OF TIMBER.
(City.) (State.) (Date.)

Sealed bids marked outside,
' '

Bid, timber-sale application, ,

(Date of application.)

,

" and addressed to the Forest Supervisor,
(Name of Forest.)

National Forest, . (or "to the District Forester, Forest Service,
(City.) (State.)

.," if class D sale), will be received up to and including the
(City.)

'

(State.)

day of . . .
,
for all the merchantable dead timber standing or

(Month.) (Year.)

down and all the live timber marked (or designated) for cutting by a Forest officer,

located on an area to be definitely designated by a Forest officer before cutting begins,

including about acres in approximately sec
,
T

,
R

,

M. on the watershed of River, within the

National Forest, estimated to be feet board measure of live saw
(Species.)

timber, log scale, and cords of cordwood, more or less. No bid of less than

$ per thousand feet board measure for saw timber and $ per cord for

cordwood will be considered, and a deposit of $ payable to the order of the

National Bank of
, ,

must be sent to that bank for

(City.) (State.)

each bid submitted to the supervisor (or district forester) . Timber upon valid claims is

exempt from sale. The right to reject any and all bids is reserved. For further infor-

mation and regulations governing sales address Forest Supervisor,

National Forest, , (or District Forester, , ).

(City.) (State.) (City.) (State.)

(Signature of forest supervisor or district forester.)

"(Title.')'

"

In order to make the advertisement legal, the last day for receiving
bids must be at least 30 days from the first appearance

cemng Qf^ advertisement, but need not be the date of its

final appearance. Care should be taken, therefore,
to see that the date up to which bids will be received, which the

supervisor should insert in the copy to be furnished to the publisher,
is the same day in the following month as the date of the first publica-
tion. If, however, the first publication appears on January 29, 30,
or 31, the final date for receiving bids should be March 1, 2, or 3, as

the case may be. If the first publication appears in February, the
final date for receiving bids should be two days later in March than
the date of the first publication. If in any case the last day for

receiving bids falls on Sunday or a legal holiday, the final date should
be the following day.

If material mistakes appear, they should be corrected and the
date up to which bids will be received changed to the

^correcting
mis-

thirtieth day after the first appearance of the cor-

rected advertisement. A full period of 30 days will
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thus be allowed for submitting bids. However, the total number of

times the notice of sale, whether correct or incorrect, is published
should not exceed five.

If the notice of sale is to provide for the sale of only a part of the
timber advertised, the notice should read, "for all

timber adverSsed.
' or anY Par^ f the merchantable dead timber stand-

ing or aown and ah
1

of the live timber marked (or

designated) for cutting, etc."

Timber for which there is likely to be a demand and which should
be promptly cut for silvicultural reasons may be

General notice. , *j c IA--J T
advertised by a general notice in advance of

applica-
tion to purchase, upon approval by the officer authorized to sell the

amount of timber involved.

It is desirable to call the attention of prospective purchasers by
such notices to timber which is insect infested, bodies of dead timber
which are deteriorating, or timber the removal of which will benefit

the Forest.

The advertisement for a general notice should follow the same form
as the application notice, given above, with the following changes:

The words '

'Bid, timber sale application,
(Date of application.)

." should be changed to "Bid, timber sale,
(Name of Forest.)

general notice,
(Date.) (Name of Forest.)

Whenever a timber sale is to be advertised, the supervisor will

to the publisher of the newspaper or other publica-
iish

Uth rity to pub"
tion in which the advertisement is to appear a Form
BF "Authority to publish advertisement," which will

be transmitted with the notice of sale and a copy of the advertising
rate form. A copy of each Form BF issued will be retained.

In filling out Form BF, the designation of the case, name of Forest,

date, name of paper, place of publication, and date and number of

the Secretary's authorization must be inserted in the proper blank
lines. Other data will be filled in as indicated by the italicized clauses

of the following:

You are hereby authorized to publish the inclosed advertisement for proposals for

the purchase of timber from lands within the National Forest in

the weekly edition of your paper five (5) times, as follows: Consecutively, preceding
the date up to which bids will be received (thirty (30) days from first publication),

provided your charges, etc.

The publisher's attention will be directed to the fact that adver-
tisements must be set up like the sample which appears on the

second page of Form BF, since charges for display headings can not
be allowed. The matter must be set up solid, without paragraphing,
and with the signature and title of the officer signing the advertise-

ment "run in."

When the advertisement has run for the time ordered, the pub-
lisher of the newspaper will fill out the voucher attached to Form
BF and transmit it, with an affidavit of publication, to the district

fiscal agent. If the publisher's sworn rates are not already on file,

these must accompany the account.
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In order that large sales may be given all possible

supervisors will, during the period of advertising,

tt

dd tional pubu "

post copies of Form 975 where they will attract the
notice of the general public.

BIDS AND AWARDS.

Instructions concerning deposits in connection with bids are given
under "

Payments, deposits, refunds, and transfers,"

page 27.

Envelopes containing bids will be stamped with the date of receipt
and filed, unopened, by sales under the date of open-Handlmg of Dids. . A j_

'

i i ji i jn ji

ing. At 2 o clock p. m., on the day following the
final date for receiving bids, all the bids submitted will be opened by
the supervisor or district forester, as the case may be, in the presence
of one or more witnesses. Bidders may be present at the opening
of the bids if they desire. The original bids should be indorsed with
the date opened and a list of those present. Bids for lower rates

than those named in the notice of sale can not be considered. If no
bids have been received, the applicant will be requested by the super-
visor to submit a bid immediately.
The sale will be awarded to the highest bidder, unless such an

Award
award will create a monopoly, or unless the highest
bidder is debarred from the use of the National Forest

by his previous acts, or the public interest presents some unforeseen

objection to the sale.

Whenever practicable, timber for which more than one bid has
been received may be allotted among several bidders at the highest

price offered by any one of them or at such variations in price, in no
case less than that stated in the advertisement, as will equalize dif-

ferences in the quality or accessibility of the timber on different parts
of the sale area.

If any portion of the timber is awarded to another than the appli-

cant, a new timber sale record card will be filled out and filed by the

supervisor and also by the district forester in class D sales.

When the contract is returned, executed, the data on the timber

Refunds to unsuc- sale record cards will be checked by the officer approv-
cessfui bidders. mg the sa]e anc[ deposits made by unsuccessful bid-

ders refunded in accordance with the instructions on page 28.

CONTRACTS.

The contract should not be submitted to the successful bidder for

execution until assurance is received that the depositWhen submitted.
reuired the bid has been made

Every reasonable effort will be made by the supervisor to secure
_ the prompt execution of all agreements and bonds.
Prompt execution. T x

Xl i i i

If for any reason the agreement and bond are not

executed, the district forester will be notified and the case closed.

Form 202 will be used in the preparation of contracts, with the

Form
insertion of such special clauses as particular cases

may require.
If two or more persons who are not partners purchase timber, the

names of all will be given in full at the beginning of the contract and
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all will be required to sign. The variation in form and requirements
for execution when the sale is made to an individual, a piirtnorsliip,
or a corporation, or is a private sale are outlined on Form 202,

Unless the contract provides for the sale of only a part of the timber
advertised it will follow the advertisement absolutely in the descrip-
tion of the lands and the amount and location of the timber included
in the sale.

,

Evidence of authority of the person who executes a contract or
bond on behalf of a corporation will be obtained, and

thor!ty.

nce f au~
i*1 every case submitted to the district assistant to

the solicitor for approval as to its sufficiency. Such
evidence will be filed with thte approved original of the contract.
As evidence of the authority of the officer signing for any incor-

porated company, whether purchaser or surety, a copy of, or extract

from, the articles of incorporation, the by-laws, or resolutions of the
board of directors, whichever it may be that authorizes the officer

to execute the papers for the company, will be required. This copy
or extract will be certified by the secretary of the company under the

corporate seal in substantially the form outlined in Form 319.
The resolution indicated on Form 319 will be required in substan-

tially the following form :

It is resolved by the board of directors of the
,
that it is for

(Name of company.)

Form of resolution, the best interest of said company that
(Name of president or other officer.)

the of said company,
(President, secretary, etc.)

be authorized to execute any and all instruments of any character whatsoever that

may be drawn by said company to the United States Government in any and all of

its departments now or hereafter and until this resolution is duly revoked, and

,
of said

(Name of officer.) (President, secretary, etc.)

,
is hereby directed and authorized to execute and deliver

(Name of company.)

for and in behalf of said company and as its act and deed to the United States Govern-
ment and any or all of its departments any and all instruments drawn by said com-

pany to said Government or any or all of its departments, and to affix to said instru-

ments the corporate name and seal of said corporation.

When witnesses are required to the execution of any contract, if

witnes possible one will be a Forest officer and the other the

notary public who takes the acknowledgment of the
bond.

BONDS.

A bond will be required in all sales involving timber above $3,000

when re uired
*n value

>
an<^ *n sales for smaller amounts when it is

considered necessary by the approving officer to insure

compliance with the contract.
The following table is not intended to establish a hard and fast

rule in fixing the amount of bonds, but rather is to be used as a guide.
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Amount of bonds.

be increased.

When, because of special conditions, a larger bond
is advisable the amounts given in the table should

Amount of sle.
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submit applications far enough in advance to make advance cutting
unnecessary.
Form of appiica- The application for advance cutting will take the

tton -

following form :

APPLICATION FOR ADVANCE CUTTING.
(Case designation.)

(Title of approving officer. )

(Address*.)

"

SIR:

, ,
of

, ,
herebv

(I or we.) (Name of applicant.) (City.) (State.)

apply for the privilege of advance cutting to the amount of

(M feet b. m., cords, etc.)

under timber-sale application of

(my or our.) (Date.)

National Forest, If this application is approved
(State.)

do hereby, in consideration of the granting of said privilege, promise
(I or we.)

and agree to deposit with the National Bank of

, (United States depository), to be
(City.) (State.)

placed to the credit of the United States, in advance of cutting, a sum sufficient, in
the judgment of the Forest officer in charge, to cover the estimated value of all such
timber as may be cut under this application prior to notice of the award of the sale
of the timber included in said timber-sale application; and to submit, in accordance
with the directions in the notice of sale, based on said timber-sale application, a bid
of not less than the minimum rate (or rates) named in said notice of sale, and further to

pay said depository for all the timber cut as aforesaid, at not less than the minimum
rate (or rates) named in the said notice of sale, or, if a bid higher than theminimum rate

(or rates) is received, at the rate (or rates) of said bid. And further prom-
(I or we.)

ise and agree to cut and remove said timber in strict accordance with all and singu-
lar the rules, regulations, and provisions set forth in said application and such modi-
fications thereof as may be made by the approving officer.

A deposit of dollars ($ ) has been sent to said .depository to cover the
estimated value of such timber as may be cut in advance as aforesaid.

Signed in duplicate this day of
,
19. .

(Signature of applicant.)

Approved at
,
under the above conditions, 19. .

(Signature of approving officer.)

(Title.)

All requests for advance cutting will be submitted to the Secretary

Procedure
^or aPProval> through the Forester, in accordance
with Regulation S-8. Requests by wire should state

the amount, stumpage rates at which the timber will be advertised,
and conditions creating an emergency. Upon approval of the request

by the Secretary, the formal application will be approved by the
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Forest officer having jurisdiction in accordance with the foregoing
instructions.

Whenever it is probable that other bids besides that of the appli-
cant for advance cutting will be submitted, sufficient

biddeS
101 r timber should be advertised as far as possible to satisfy

the other bids in the event that they exceed that of

the original applicant. Awards of timber should, if practicable, be
made to both the original applicant and to such other persons who
may have outbid him, at the highest price offered by any bidder.

The applicant for advance cutting must, however, be given first con-

sideration in the award, provided that he will contract for all timber
cut and to be cut at the highest price bid.

The permit for advance cutting does not give the applicant the right
to take all the timber which he has applied for at the

ao\t.
tati n ta rate of tne highest bid, but merely to take such tim-

ber as he cuts before the completion of the advertise-

ment. In no case will he be allowed to cut timber in excess of the

amount covered by his deposit. If the only bid received is from the

applicant for advance cutting and it is accepted, the supervisor may
allow cutting to continue after the expiration of the advertisement
and until the contract is presented for execution if the deposits are

sufficient. A bid must be submitted and the contract providing for

payment at the highest price bid executed immediately, otherwise

cutting will be suspended until these requirements are met.

PRIVATE SALE.

Contracts, including timber which has been advertised but for

which no satisfactory bid was received or sales consummated, may
be made at any time, through private negotiations, by the officer

having authority to sell the amount of timber involved. The price
must be not less than the highest price offered if any bid was received,
and in no case less than the minimum named in the advertisement.
The procedure in classes C and D sales will be followed, except as to

advertisement.

SALE OP MATERIAL SEIZED.

In cases of seizure or recaption the seized material may be sold
to the highest bidder. Where the value is over $100 it should, if

practicable, be advertised if this will result in securing a higher
price. It is permissible, however, to secure informal bids, provided
the full value of the material can thus be secured. No sale should
be made without specific authority and instructions from the dis-

trict forester, acting upon the advice of the assistant to the Solicitor.

PAYMENTS, DEPOSITS, REFUNDS, AND TRANSFERS.

Forest officers will see that no timber is cut or removed in advance

pa ments
^ Pav,

men
t.>
and that a sufficient amount is always on

deposit to insure against overcutting. In order that

operations may not be delayed, purchasers will be notified in ample
time when an additional payment is required. Failure to make
prompt payment when requested is cause for suspending operations,

provided the amount cut equals in value the amount on deposit
or may do so before a second payment can be made. Requests for
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postponement of payments can not be considered. In sales of $100
or less the full amount in one payment will, wherever possible, be
required in advance of cutting.

In determining the amount of deposits with bids and the size of

De osits payments
in all but classes A and B timber sales the

following schedule may be used as a guide, but may
be increased to meet special conditions, such as a large daily cut:

Amount of sale.
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and amount of each will be given. The proper case designation will

be given, so that the transaction may be identified with certainty.
Refunds can be made only to the original depositor or his legal

representatives, and in the latter case an exemplified copy of letters

testamentary or of administration must accompany the voucher.

The original will be executed by the depositor or his legal represen-
tative and the correctness of the amount certified to by the Forest

supervisor, who will transmit it to the district forester for approval
before payment.
When the executed original voucher is forwarded to the district

forester by the supervisor, the latter should enter on the record card
in the case the amount to be refunded as though the refund had

already been made. No notice will be sent to the supervisor that

the refund has been made. In case a voucher is not approved the

supervisor will be notified by the district forester and the refund

entry should then be stricken oft' the card.

Deposits may be transferred to a payer's credit on another transac-

tion of the same class, as from one sale to another,
without a written request, but his written consent

will be obtained to transfers between transactions of different classes.

Deposits may be transferred to the credit of another person only
with the written consent of the original depositor. Proper notations

will, in each case of transfer, be made on the card records.

The following form, with required modifications, may be used
whenever necessary:

(Case designation.)

(Title of approving officer.)

(Address".)

SIR:

, ,
of

, , purchaser. . of the
(I or we) (Name) (Town) (State)

timber in the above designated timber sale, National Forest, respect-

fully state that have deposited in connection herewith the sum of
(I or we)

$ ;
that have cut thereunder timber of the value of $ , which

(I or we)
is all the timber designated for cutting on the area included in said sale, and that all

the terms of the contract have been fully complied with
, therefore,

request that the balance of $ ,
due as an overpayment in said sale, be transferred

to credit on timber sale of
(my or our) (the) (of) (my or our) (his or their)

on said National Forest.
(Date)

Signed in duplicate this day of , 19. ..

(Signature)

Approved at
, , 19

(City.) (State.) (Date.)

(Signature of approving officer)

(Title)
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Forest users, when asked to make payments, will be furnished by
Forest officers with a form letter of transmittal

Jtu?"
"

properly filled out to be sent to the depository whli
the payment. A duplicate will be forwarded at once

to the supervisor. Duplicates will be hold in a promise file. When
the original

is received from the fiscal agent and the necessary record

made, it will be forwarded to the payor, and the duplicate, witn proper
notation, returned to the ranger.

MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT.

verbal modiflca- No Forest officer has or will be given authority to
tion prohibited. TI i 11

J

modify any agreement verbally.

Modification will be made to prevent unnecessary hardship to pur-

conditions under c
.

nasers
> subject to the restrictions stated in Rogula-

which modifications tion S~7. For example, when the purchaser fails to
remove the designated amount of timber in the speci-

fied time through unavoidable circumstances, the modification of the
contract may be considered, if not disadvantageous to the United
States,

postponement of Postponement of payments, however, will not be
payments. allowed

When a bond has been given, the consent of the

Consent
of sure- sureties must be secured before any modification of

contract is approved.
The necessary evidence of authority of the person

thority.

nce f au~ wno sig118 on behalf of a corporation shall always be
obtained.

In all cases applications to modify contracts under the terms of

Regulation S-7, will be submitted by or through the district forester

to the district assistant to the solicitor for determination of the legal-

ity of such modification before it shall be approved.
The following form, varied as required by conditions, will be

used for the modification of contracts in advertised
Form for modifica-

tion of contract. sales :

APPLICATION FOR MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT.

(Case designation.)

(Forest officer who will approve modification.)

"(Address.)"
SIR:

,
of

,

(I or we.) (Name of applicant.)

State of
, purchaser of timber in the above-designated case,

National Forest, respectfully request that clause of the agreement signed in

duplicate by ,
on the day of

,
19. ., and approved by the

(me or us.)

on the .... day of , 19.., be

(Title of approving officer.)

modified to read as follows:
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If this application is approved do hereby agree to cut and remove
(I or we.)

said timber in strict accordance with all and singular the terms and provisions of the
aforesaid contract, except as herein modified.

1 further agree that if this application is approved a certain bond exe-
(I or we.)

cuted by as principal and
(me or us.)

and . .as suret. . at . .

on the day of
,
19. ., and approved by the on the

(Title of approving officer.)

. day of
,
19. ., which was given to the United States of America to

insure faithful compliance with the terms of the aforesaid contract, shall bind
(me or us.)

and said suret. .
,
and and heirs, executors, administrators,

(my or our.) (its or their.)

successors, and assigns in the same manner as if said modifications had been included
in the original contract, to insure compliance with which said bond was given.

Signed in duplicate this day of
,
19 ...

(Signature of purchaser.)

Witnesses:

Approved at
,
under the above conditions

,
19 ...

(Signature of approving officer.)

(Title.)
1 Omit when bond has not been given.

The following form will be used for the consent of sureties to

the modification of agreement :

Form, consent of
sureties.

CONSENT OF SURETIES.

(Case designation.)

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, That whereas we
,

(Name of surety must be same as in bond.)

of
, ,

and
,
of

(City.) (State.)

, ,
are sureties on a certain bond in the sum of dollars

(City.) (State.)

($ ), dated at
, ,

on
, , 19.., and given

to the United States of America by ,
of

(Name of purchaser.)

,
a corporation organized and existing under

(Address of purchaser.)

the laws of the State of and having an office and principal place of business

in
, ,

to insure faithful compliance with the terms of that cer-

tain timber sale contract signed in duplicate by
(Name of purchaser.)

5276 11 3
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on the day of , 19. .
,
and approved by

(Title of officer.)

on the day of
,
19. .; and

Whereas the said has by an instru-
(Name of purchaser.)

ment in writing dated the day of
, 19.., made application to the

to have that part of said contract reading
(Title of officer who will approve modification.)

modified to read"
,

and has promised and agreed if said application is approved to cut and remove said
timber in strict accordance with all and singular the terms and provisions of the afore-
said contract as modified by the conditions set forth in said application:

Now, therefore, we, the said

and
,
sureties ae aforesaid, do hereby

join in said application, and agree if the same is approved our bond shall bind us,
our heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns, and each and every one
of us and them, jointly and severally, in the same manner as if said modification had
been included in the contract to insure compliance with which our bond was given.

Dated at
, ,

this day of
,
19. ..

(Same date as execution of application.)

(Surety.)

(Surety.)

STATE OP 1

fss:

County]

On this day of
,
19. .

,
before me,

(Name of notary.)

a notary public in and for
, , residing therein, duly

sworn and acting under a commission expiring ,
19 . .

, personally appeared

,
"known to me to be

(Name of sureties.)

the of the
,

the corporation
(Title.) (Name of surety company.)

that executed the above instrument, and known to me to be the person who executed
the above instrument in behalf ofsaid corporation, and acknowledged to me that he
said corporation executed the above instrument voluntarily for the uses and pur-
poses therein specified

(Notary public.)

(Notarial seal.)

Approved at
, , ,

19..
(City.) (State.) (Date.)

(Signature of approving officer.)

(Title.)

N. B. The italicized words in the form of consent of sureties will be stricken out
when executed by individuals and not by corporations.

Extension of time will not be granted for speculative purposes.

Extension of time
^nen an extension of time is favorably considered,
the officer in charge should decide whether the present

price is sufficient, whether the contract can be improved with particu-
lar reference to the present condition of the sale area, and if the

method of marking, scaling, utilization, or sale administration can
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be strengthened and improved by any modification in the agreement.
Extensions of time without change in the other conditions of the con-

tract will be granted only in cases where the interests of the United
States will not be prejudiced thereby and then only when causes over
which the purchaser has no control have unavoidably delayed his

operations.
All extensions of time which bring the total cutting

ye?rs
eeding five

period allowed by the contract in excess of five years
must be specifically approved by the Secretary.

When an extension of time is refused, any timber which may have
been paid for and cut but not scaled at the date

disposai^>fmber.~ when the contract expires, may, in the absence of

good reasons for retention, be scaled and its removal

by the purchaser permitted.
Whenever an extension of time is desired in an advertised sale an

Form application should be made in accordance with the
form for modification of contract, inserting after the

words, "to read as follows," Clause 12 of the contract, Form
202, with the changes proposed. If the modification is proposed at

an increase in price, the following should be added as part of the sen-

tence following the modified clauses, "and further, to pay for all

timber not cut during the time specified in said agreement at the rate

of $ per in advance payments as set
(M feet B. M. etc.)

forth in said agreement."
Consent of sureties will be obtained in the form given on page 31.

postponement o f
When postponement of brush piling is advisable and

brush piling. is not provided for in the contract, the following change
Form for appiica- may be made in the form for modification of

contract, after the name of the National Forest, line 3:

respectfully state that the snow is now too deep on the cutting area to permit of proper

brush disposal, and therefore request that in'accordance with paragraph
(I or we.)

of said contract we be permitted to proceed with the cutting and removal
of the timber and to postpone brush disposal until such time as in the opinion of the
Forest supervisor proper disposal of the brush can be made in accordance with the
terms of the said contract.

agree, if this application is approved, that will, as soon as

(I or we.) (I or we.)

the condition of the snow makes it possible and not later than
,
at the

request of the Forest officer in charge of the work, put on a sufficient force of men to

dispose of all brush caused by the operations subsequent to the granting of this appli-
cation, and also all other brush which is not properly disposed of at the date of this

application, in a manner satisfactory to the Forest officer in charge of this work, and to

use every precaution against fire being started in such brush and debris as is not

properly disposed of on account of the granting of this application and to pay for any
damage that may result through the approval of this application.

If a bond is required at the time of postponement, the amount

Bond
will be at least twice the estimated cost of brush

piling, and will be prepared on Form 377.

consent of sure- The consent of sureties win refer to the application
ties - as follows:

Whereas, the said have, by an instrument in
(Name of purchasers.)

writing of even date, applied for a modification of the aforesaid contract so that they
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may proceed with the cutting and removal of the timber without piling the brush until

such time, not later than ,
as said Forest officers shall decide that the brush

can be properly piled, and have agreed if said application is allowed that they will, as

soon as the snow is gone, at the request of the Forest officer in charge, put on a sufficient

force of men to dispose of all brush caused by the operations subsequent to the granting
of said application, and also other brush of which disposal has not been made at the
date of said application, in a manner satisfactory to the Forest officer in charge, and to

use every precaution against fire being started in the brush and debris not piled on
account of the granting of said application, and to pay for any damage that may be
caused by the granting of said modification of the contract.

In unadvertised sales modifications will be granted only in writing,

by letter, or by approval of an application in accord-

ca8ons
val f modi" ance with the foregoing forms ii their use is deemed

advisable. In advertised sales modifications will be

granted only by approval of a formal application.
Modifications will be approved by the officer having authority to

make the class of sale the contract for which is to be modified, after

the district assistant to the solicitor has advised that such modifica-
tion is lawful. The application and consent of sureties should be

approved on the same day.
In unadvertised sales modifications will be prepared with two

Record carbons, the original forwarded to the purchaser and
the carbons filed with the supervisor and ranger. In

advertised sales modifications will be prepared in quadruplicate and
executed and approved in duplicate. A fifth copy will be prepared
for the Forester's files in sales where the modification is approved
by him. The original will be retained in the district forester's files in

class D sales and in the supervisor's files in class C sales. The dupli-
cate is for the purchaser, the third copy for the supervisor or district

forester, as the case may be, and the fourth for the officer in charge of

the sale. Dates and signatures should be filled in on all retamed
copies.

Consent of sureties will be prepared in duplicate but only the origi-
nal executed. The original will be filed with the original of the appli-
cation. The duplicate will be filed in the supervisor's office in class

D sales and the district forester's office in class C sales.

CANCELLATION OF CONTRACTS.

If the cancellation is by mutual agreement, an application executed

by the purchaser and approved by the Forest officer approving the
sale will be required except in unadvertised sales in which notification

signed by the approving officer is sufficient.

Form for adver- The following form with necessary modifications
tised sales. ^j ^e use(j m advertised sales:

(Case designation.)

(Title of approving officer.)

(Address.)

Sm:
,

...
,
of

(I or we.) (City.)

, purchaser. . of the timber in the above designated case by a contract

(State.)

signed in duplicate by on the day of
,
19. .

,
and approved

(Me or us.)
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by , ,
on

(Name.) (Title.)

the .... day of
,
19. ., respectfully state that have deposited in

(I or we.)

connection therewith the sum of $ ;
that have cut thereunder

(I or we.)

timber (of the value of $ ;
that all the terms of said contract have been

fully complied with) and that on account of the following circumstances
(lor we.)

do not care to complete the sale:

therefore request that the said contract be canceled, that be
(I or we.) (I or we.)

relieved from all further liability thereunder, and that the sum of dollars

($ ) remaining to credit be (refunded) (transferred to the credit
(My or our.)

of on timber sale of 19. .).

Signed in duplicate this day of 19. . .

Approved at
, , , ,

19. . .

(City.) (State.) (Date.)

(Signature of approving officer.)

(Title.)

The last part of the final sentence is necessary only when a balance
is to be refunded or transferred.

If the cancellation is enforced, the action, which will be justified

only on account of serious violation of the terms of

^Enforced
canceiia- ne contract, will, except in Forester's sales, be taken

only by the superior of the officer approving the con-

tract and after the district assistant to the solicitor advises that

such action is legal and after the purchaser has in writing been

given a reasonable time to show cause why the contract should not
be canceled. Formal notification of enforced cancellation will be sent

in all cases, and, if by the district forester, will be sent through the

supervisor with a duplicate copy for the supervisor's files.

Contracts will be canceled only after the condition and location

of the cuttings, the amount of timber left uncut and

be?ore
d
canJe?iat

a
io

l

n
n ^e possibility of a ready sale at prices not less than

those of the existing contract, have been reported on
with specific recommendations. If enforced cancellation is consid-

ered, the report will in addition cover thoroughly the violation of the
contract.

SPECIAL USES CONNECTED WITH SALES.

When special uses for sawmills, logging railroads, flumes, camps,
etc., are to be used only in connection with a sale, provision for them

may be included in the timber sale contract.
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PERIOD FOR REMOVAL.

The period allowed for cutting and removal will be governed by the
amount of timber involved in the sale, the capacity of
the mill, the practicable logging season, and the rate

at which the timber cut can be disposed of in the available market. The
period in class C sales should ordinarily not exceed three years.
The approval of the Secretary must be secured in all cases where the

period allowed by the contract exceeds five years.
In cases in which the contract requires the removal of a definite

amount of timber each year, it may be advisable, because of pre-
liminary work to be done by the purchaser, to make the amount I'm-

the first year much smaller than for the following years.
The word "

removed," as relating to timber sale contracts and
to the closing of timber cases, will be construed to

fined
emoved " de~ mean that the timber is in such location that its

further removal will neither interfere with the ad-
ministration of the Forest nor require the attention of a Forest officer,
nor interfere with any forest growth, nor be a fire menace, whether
on or off the cutting area. When possible, the point of removal will

be to roads or other places where the material is immediately avail-

able for distribution to consumers. With saw timber, removal to the
mill can usually be required.

EXAMINATION OF TIMBER APPLIED FOR AND PREPARATION OF
THE APPLICATION.

Upon receipt of an informal application for timber it

~rst be determined if the sale can be made without

exceeding the annual cut approved by the Secretary.
If this is possible, the working plan, if one has been prepared for the

area, will be checked to determine if a sale can be made
workirjpians.

with m accordance with its provisions. If decided in the

affirmative, an examination of the timber will then be
made to determine definitely the boundaries of the sale area, the pro-
visions, including stumpage rates, which should be incorporated in the

contract, and the best method for cutting unless it is already outlined.
If necessary or advisable the estimates will be checked, but the fullest

possible use should be made of reconnaissance maps and estimates.
If the sale can and should be made contrary to the provisions of the

working plan, the approval by the district forester of the plan of the
modification will be secured in all important sales. Approved changes
will at once be incorporated in the working plan.

Ordinarily it should be possible to determine from the preliminary
plan if a sale can be made from the locality applied

preSnunar^piaiis*
h

i r
j
or if an attempt should be made to locate a sale

area elsewhere. Changes suggested by applicants
will be carefully considered, but can not be made when contrary to
the best management of the Forest.

If the preliminary plan does not show clearly the advisability of

making the sale, an additional field examination must be made.
In any case unless full information is already at hand or from con-

clusive information available it is certain that the timber should not
be sold, a detailed examination of the timber applied for will be made.
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The problem of securing a future stand after cutting is the most
, important to be considered. Before any sale is

The future stand. -.
, ^ i n , v ,

J ni
approved, clear-cut and definite directions will be

prepared by the proper officer instructing the men in charge of the
sale on marking the timber so that reproduction of the more desirable

species will be secured. Each district should study the local species

carefully so that the best silvicultural treatment of each type will be

thoroughly understood. The results of these studies should be in the
hands of all officers on National Forests.

Before making any timber sale the possible damage to reproduction
in cutting will be carefully considered.

If the reproduction is being or will be damaged by stock it may be
advisable to recommend restriction of grazing for a

stock
tec m time after cutting has been completed. In every case

the supervisor will consider the possibility of arrang-
ing grazing allotments or periods so as to secure necessary protection
for young growth without materially reducing the total number of

stock grazed upon the Forest. If this is impossible, he should recom-
mend necessary reductions. Grazing off the grass crop is a protection
against fire which may offset damage from tramping. Where the
exclusion of stock from any locality will work a hardship on permittees
it should not be recommended without carefully weighing all of the
interests involved.

Before cutting commences the best method should be determined.

Method of cutting.
Whether a clear cutting, selection, or group system or

merely a light thinning is best can only be determined
after careful study on the ground.
Except in clear cutting, an approximate diameter limit or a state-

ment of the percentage of the timber to be left is

diameter nmits!
ate

usually advisable to give the purchaser a rough idea
of the amount of timber which will be removed. If

diameter limits are named, it should be understood that the stated
limits may be varied as shown by the contract, in accordance with
the silvical requirements of the stand, and that as a rule at least one-

third of the volume of the original stand will be retained. Different

limits will usually be adopted for different species in the same sale.

The limit on desirable species should be high, in order to reserve from

cutting a large percentage of young and healthy middle-aged trees for

seed purposes and to provide for a second cutting within a reasonable
time. For undesirable species, unless their percentage in the stand can
be reduced in some other way, the limit will usually be low enough to

remove all merchantable trees when not needed for protection of the
soil or, in the absence of more desirable species, for seeding purposes.

Since it is usually undesirable .to allow a purchaser to remove only
the best species, contracts will ordinarily provide for

All species to be cut. .-, AjL * j 11 i jii
the cutting of all merchantable species.

The method of logging and the seasons during which it will be

LO in methods
cari>ie(l on wu*l ^e ascertained and their effect upon
the Forest considered. If there is danger of serious

damage to the reproduction or of erosion, the examining officer will

recommend measures to prevent it.

Merchantable dead timber will be included in all sales. All dead
timber will be disposed of as soon as possible, exceptDead timber. . .. j*j_ i j_i i -i iri
in rare cases, where it constitutes the only available

supply.
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No sale will be so large as to endanger the future local supply.
If data are not available the future needs of the

nê
v48lon for local

locality should be investigated. The limited
supply

on some Forests will prevent sales except for local

use, but every effort will be made to satisfy legitimate demands.
Sales for large amounts will be made when necessary to encourage

size of sales
new Purcna

.

sers
>
to establish new industries, to main-

tain established local industries, or to aid in local

development.
The size of a sale will in the main be determined by the cost of

the improvements required to market the timber, with a view to

restricting the necessary investment for such purposes per unit of

material to be handled to a reasonable amount.
A sale may be apportioned at the highest price bid among different

Mono oi bidders, if desirable and practicable, to prevent
monopoly.

Classes A and B sales will usually be made by amount. Class C

Thecuttin area
s^es may include all the merchantable timber on a

given area, which must be designated by unmistaka-
ble natural boundaries or by blazed lines. In either case, all small,

isolated, and reasonably accessible bodies of timber, which if left would
not be salable, will be included. Except where the cutting area is

bounded by patented lands or valid claims, it is usually very unde-
sirable to define the boundaries by legal subdivisions.

If the application includes all the timber on a watershed or slope
the cutting area can be bounded by topographic features, such as

ridges and streams. If only a part of the timber on a slope or water-
shed is wanted, the cutting area should not be limited to the most
desirable. It is often better to cut one slope of a valley instead of

the most accessible timber on both. When successive sales are made
from the same watershed or locality the cutting areas will either be

contiguous or so arranged that the timber left may be sold without

difficulty.
In determining the cutting area for any large sale, small areas which

will probably be needed to supply local demands must be excluded
and the lines plainly designated.
Timber included in a sale upon which mineral locations have been

made after the execution of the timber-sale contract
n tiaaati* wiU be cut as Government timber. If the location

was made after the application was received and before

the contract was executed, and was evidently made to interfere with
the timber sale, cutting must be suspended, but a report on the claim
will be forwarded immediately to the district forester, who will at

once report the matter to the chief of field division, with a request
for speedy action to determine the validity of the claim.

It was decided by the United States circuit court for the district

insect-infested ^ South Dakota, in Lewis v. Garlock (168 Fed., 153).
timber on mining that the United States may sell insect-infested timber

from a mining claim that has not passed to patent
when the timber is a menace to that on adjoining National Forest
land. Accordingly Forest officers may dispose of insect-infested

timber from unperfected mining claims when such timber is an actual

menace to the Forest.

The following policy should govern payments for timber cut from
claims :
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Whether the claim is apparently held in good faith or not, if timber
is cut and removed payment will be made to the

be^cfffroVSaims!" Government in all cases except where the timber is

removed in good faith for the purpose of clearing the

land for cultivation or for development, or where at the time of

cutting the timber is actually needed by the claimant for use in

making improvements on the land embraced in his entry or location.

If any such claimant should need timber for the purposes above

specified and should be unable to obtain it on his claim, he will be
allowed to take timber under free use permit from other lands of the

United States for these purposes up to the amount cut from the

claim for which the United States has received payment.
Where the boundaries of a mining location are not specifically

marked and there are practically no evidences of its

ioStns
ked mining

existence, a sale of the timber on the area may be
consummated notwithstanding subsequent protest of

any party alleging the location of a mineral claim covering such
area prior to the sale.

The department will not attempt, without the consent of the

claimant, to sell or cut timber from unperfected,

claims?
erfected

subsisting claims within a National Forest except in

emergencies arising from insect infestations.

Particular care will be taken not to sell or cut the timber from
lands which after survey will be school or railroad

road
h
sectio

a
Js
d rail"

lands, and from unclassified railroad sections within
the primary limits of the grant.

No timber will be sold at prices lower than the minimum or higher
than the maximum fixed annually by the Secretary

ces *

for the species, grade, and location, without first

obtaining the Secretary's approval. Appraisals higher than the
maximum rates or lower than the minimum rates will be submitted
to the Secretary for approval in accordance with the following
instructions :

In all sales the stumpage prices will be based not upon local prices
but upon the actual value of the timber. Timber on a gentle slope
and within a mile of a drivable stream may be worth more than twice
as much as equally good but less accessible timber. The Forest
Service will not compete in price w~ith timber from claims or land

grants. The actual value will be determined by deducting from
the value of the product the cost of logging and manufacture and a

percentage of profit ranging from 10 to 30 per cent on the investment

required in each 1,000 feet b. m. or other unit of quantity which is

handled. The exact percentage will depend upon the size of the

operation, the stability of market conditions, and the risk of loss

involved.
The data necessary to determine the actual value of the timber

will be carefully obtained in each case by the Forest officer making
the examination. The value of the manufactured product will be

reported, together with the prices of competing timber and the esti-

mated profit to the purchaser at the stumpage price recommended.
The cost of brush disposal, protection of young growth, close utiliza-

tion, and logging only marked timber must be considered before

deciding on the value of stumpage.
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Stumpage rates will not be reduced for any purchaser on the

ground that his methods of manufacture are imperfect and utilization

incomplete. In recommending prices for sales to mining, power, or
other enterprises for their own use, the cost of securing material
from the nearest source outside the National Forest must be fully

reported. Stumpage in regions where timber from outside sources
can not enter into competition will be appraised on a reasonable

basis, in accordance with rates received on other portions of the

Forest, not at monopoly prices.
Merchantable dead timber has approximately the same market

value as green timber and the stumpage rates will ordinarily be the
same. In many cases it will be possible to simplify the scaling and
administration of the sale by recommending an average price for all

species, and for both living and dead timber.
Timber of saw-log quality which will become accessible for that

purpose within a reasonable time will not ordinarily be sold as cord-
wood or for other uses at less than saw-timber rales.

No application will be approved by any officer unless the report
of the examiner shows definitely that the full market value of the
timber will be received.

Recommendations for the period to be allowed for the cutting
and removal of the timber will be made. The facil-

cuttg
dau wedfor

ities of the purchaser for completing logging within
the time specified must be considered.

A careful study of market conditions should be made and neces-

sary provisions for complete utilization included in

the application. The individual tree must be utilized

as closely as good business and fairness to the Government and the

purchaser justify. The Service will insist on as complete use as pos-
sible even if the same financial returns might be obtained for less

material. Purchasers will be assisted in every possible way to find

markets for material not commonly used. The basis for distinguish-

ing between merchantable and unmerchantable timber as well as for

distinguishing between material to be put to different uses and sold

at different stumpage rates will be determined.
If it is found that purchasers can use logs of odd lengths a suitable

provision will be included in the application. Tables and scale

sticks for logs of odd lengths will be furnished upon request.
If it will be necessary to construct logging camps or other build-

ings, telephone lines, flumes, or roads, their proposed
pro

a
n?e

s

nts
aild "

location and disposition when logging is completed
will be determined. The value of these improvements

to the Forest Service will be considered, for example, the use of build-

ings for administrative purposes. If the improvements are not bought
or retained by the Forest Service in

pursuance
of the contract, the pur-

chaser will be allowed a definite period after completion of the logging
for their removal. If they are not removed within this period they
become the property of the United States.

A careful study will be made of the precautions necessary to pre-
vent fire. The clauses which will be included in the

a.giLst&cQ
1

.

* * n s

application in sales where special apparatus such as

donkey engines are to be used will be determined.
It will also be ascertained how many employees will be available for

fire fighting.
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The data obtained in the examination will be forwarded to the

Field data sub- supervisor in the form of a map, estimate, and report.
mitted as map, esti- In all advertised sales recommendations for marking

must accompany the report where departures from
the general marking rules are necessary.

Every report upon timber recommended for advertisement must
contain at least one map. This must show not only
the proposed sale area, but also its location with

reference to the surrounding Forest, topographic features, such as

ridges, streams, and roads, proposed roads, camps, and mill sites, lands
under patent or claim, and surveyed lines, if any.
The map must include enough of the surrounding Forest to show

that the timber applied for may be removed without rendering the

surrounding timber inaccessible and unsalable. Burns, barren or

open land, forest types, and the limits of merchantable timber on

slopes will be shown so far as they affect the desirability of allowing
the sale. Within the area applied for the forest type will be shown
and the topography will be indicated in sufficient detail to demonstrate
the ease or difficulty of logging the timber, and to show the natural
boundaries of compartments or logging areas. In small sales one

map will show all these data, so that maps for blocks are unnecessary
the blocks being indicated by dotted lines; this map will be drawn
to a scale of not less than 4 inches to the mile, and the forest atlas

colors and symbols, as far as practicable, will be used.

Large tracts require location maps on a small scale, showing only
the outline of the proposed cutting, the section lines or other location

points, private lands, if any, and dotted lines to represent the accom-

panying block maps on a large scale. The latter may then be
numerous and large enough to show necessary detail.

The proposed cutting area, as recommended by the examining
officer and covered by his estimate and description, whether or not
he agrees with the applicant, must always be clearly defined on
the map; so must every part for which there is a separate estimate,

description, or important recommendation.
When reconnaissance maps are available, the preparation of other

maps in the field will usually be unnecessary.
The timber upon the definite cutting area recommended and shown

Estimate
on ^e

.

maP w^ a^ways
.

^e estimated. If uncertain
conditions of sale or differences between the Forest

officer and the applicant make it likely that the area recommended
may be extended or reduced, estimates for both the larger and the
smaller area are required; otherwise the cutting area will be fixed

and estimated without reference to other lands. Where applications
for adjoining timber are expected, and where the whole body could
be most economically examined at one time, the work of estimating
may include a large area so that subsequent sales can be made without
further estimating. In such cases the estimate of the cutting area
covered by the present application must be kept separate and an
estimate and report submitted for each additional area which com-

prises a natural logging operation. The same methods will be fol-

lowed in estimating large bodies of timber which are to be sold.

Whenever the Forest on different areas requires different treatment
or different stumpage prices, the details of the estimates and report
should clearly show such differences.
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When there is more than one forest type within the area ex-

amined, separate estimates for each type should be
By..Parat.yp... '

The Forest officer will submit an estimate of the merchantable tim-

Timber to be left
ker whi^ w^l ^e ^e^ after logging under the plan of

cutting proposed. This estimate will inclucle seed

trees, young timber which it is inadvisable to cut, and timber of sizes

or species not desired by the applicant and which can properly be left.

It is essential that the estimate include the percentages of the

,
different grades of logs or of the different grades of lum-

Grades of material.
-, , . f> . ,

ber which will be cut in order that the market value
of the product and stumpage value of the timber may be determined.
The work of estimating will be done as carefully as conditions will

intensit
allow. Only in the largest sales may less than 5 per
cent of the total area be actually estimated, and

whenever possible a much larger percentage will be taken. Estimates
will be conservative, but overcuts should not ordinarily exceed 10

per cent of the estimate.
The Forest description, which will follow the outline on Form 578a,

Forest descri tion
w^ ^e m su^cient detail to show clearly all features

of the proposed sale. Data on logging and milling
costs must be complete in order that proper stumpage prices may be
determined.
When common names for trees are used the nomenclature in

Bulletin 17, Check List of the Forest Trees of the
Nomenclature. United States, except as modified in Forest Trees of

the Pacific Slope, will be used.
Where possible, Forest officers will explain to applicants on the

Explanation and ground, and preferably before the formal application
demonstration to is signed, all the requirements of the regulations and

the special conditions which will be recommended in

the sale under consideration. The Forest officer who prepares the

application will be held responsible for the applicant's clear under-

standing of its conditions. The purchaser, however, should not be
assured that his application will be approved or that the contract
will contain certain provisions, except by the approving officer him-
self.

The reliability of an applicant and his
reputation

in the community
Reliability and w^ be ascertained. If he has previously made use of

financial standing of National Forest resources, his methods of business will
applicants.

financial

National
is furnished to each district office.

The application will follow, as nearly as possible, the form of the

Application to foi-
^^ contract in order that the purchaser may fully

low terms of con- understand from the first the exact conditions of

the sale.

Formal application, when required, must be made in every instance

sales to actual by the person who proposes to purchase the timber.
purchasers only. Applications will not be received from a person acting
for an undisclosed principal. Advertised sales will not be made to

an officer of a corporation in his capacity as an individual when
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the timber is intended for the use of the corporation and not his

individual use.

The preceding discussion and the need of any of the following

special clauses for
sPec ial clauses will be carefully considered in the

applications and con- preparation of the application. Necessary modifica-
tracts i -n i. i PI i i i i

tions will be made in the clauses given which supple-
ment those printed on Form 202 :

(1) Both marked and dead trees which are considered a fire menace by the Forest
officer in charge will be felled, but only such portions of them as are merchantable
under the terms of this contract will be logged and paid for; this does not include
trees or stubs too short or small to be merchantable under the contract.

(2) We agree, when called upon by the Forest officer in charge, to furnish a number
of men, sufficient in the judgment of the Forest supervisor, up to the number of our
entire logging crew, to burn the brush and debris resulting from the cutting, under
the supervision of the Forest officer.

(3) A fire line having a width of not less than feet shall be cleared by the

purchaser of all inflammable material, except stumps, whenever required by the
Forest officer, along the boundaries of the cutting area and around groups of seed trees;
such fire lines shall be constructed in a manner that will be satisfactory to the Forest
officer.

(4) All engines and locomotives not burning oil for fuel used in logging on the
National Forest shall be equipped with spark arresters that are satisfactory to the
Forest officer in charge.

(5) The purchaser will burn the slash at such times and under such conditions as

the Forest officer in charge may prescribe. [To be inserted in sales where it is safe

and practicable for the purchaser to burn slashings, particularly where the season

permits burning slash as it is cut.]

(6) All donkey or other steam-power engines not burning oil for fuel shall be
equipped with a spark arrester satisfactory to the Forest officer, a steam pump, 200
feet of serviceable 1-inch hose, 6 buckets, and a constant supply of the equivalent of

6 barrels of water; all such equipment to be suitable and available for fire-fighting

purposes.
(7) The maximum scaling length of all logs will be 16 feet; greater lengths will be

scaled as two or more logs. Upon all logs 3 inches additional length will be allowed
for trimming; logs overrunning the specified length will be scaled as 2 feet longer.

[Insert in all sales including saw timber, except where other specific terms are agreed
upon. A greater overrun may be allowed when necessary in sales of large timber.]

(8) Scaling will be done as often as practicable in the judgment of the Forest officer

while cutting is in progress, and copies or abstracts of the scale reports will be fur-

nished to the purchaser after they have been approved by the supervisor.

(9) All cordwood material will be piled in compact even stacks for measurement,
as directed by the Forest officer.

(10) No timber fit for saw, mining, or tie timber or posts, in the judgment of the
Forest officer, will be cut into cordwood.

(11) All hewn ties whose widest diameter inside the bark at the small end exceeds
inches and all with visible defect will be scaled as saw logs. The scaling

diameter will be the widest measurement at the small end of the tie. Small hewn
ties which are sound will be counted as to the M feet b. m.

(12) All marked or dead trees which contain one or more merchantable logs shall

be cut. All logs that will saw out per cent of merchantable lumber shall be
considered merchantable under the terms of this contract. (The per cent depending
upon character of material and local market conditions. See discussion under "Mer-
chantable material" (p. 52).)

(13) Tops will be used for mining timbers, cross-ties, posts and cordwood whenever
possible.

(14) If necessary, in the judgment of the Forest officer, exceptions in the height to

which stumps are to be cut may be made in the case of swell butted, fire scarred, or

otherwise defective trees; the stumps, however, will be cut low enough to include
their whole merchantable contents.

(15) Logs shall be decked or piled for scaling at places agreed upon with the Forest

officer, with ends even on one side of the skidway or pile, and the length shall be
marked on the small or scaling end of each log by the purchaser. Logs of different

species or value shall, if required by the Forest officer, be decked or piled in separate
piles.
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(16) Green timber which will cut a log not less than inches in diameter at the

top and not less than feet long, and for diameters over inches containing not
less than per cent of merchantable lumber of any grade, and for smaller diameters
not less than per cent of merchantable lumber of any grade will be considered
merchantable. Dead timber which will cut a log not less than inches in diameter
at the top

and not less than per cent of merchantable lumber of any grade will

be considered merchantable. [The diameters and per cents depending upon char-
acter of material and local market conditions.]

(17) If material suitable for saw timber in the judgment of the Forest officer is cut
into cordwood, it shall be scaled and paid for at the same rate as if used for saw timber.

[To be inserted in sales which include both cordwood and saw timber.]
(18) Unmerchantable timber may be used free of charge for construction purposes

in connection with the sale.

(19) If donkey engines are used, the rigging shall be slung as far as practicable
upon stumps, or marked trees, and when possible the grab hook shall be used in all

cases rather than the wire choker.

(20) Camps, chutes, and other improvements will be removed from the sale area
within six months from the termination of the contract, and if not so removed will

become the property of the United States.

(21) Camps, flumes, roads, dams, bridges, chutes, and other improvements required
in logging will be located as agreed with the Forest officer, and in accordance with
such conditions as he may prescribe.

(22) This contract is intended to provide for logging in the woods by means of

Any other method of logging may be
(Indicate whether by horses, donkey engines, etc.)

employed only with the consent of the Forest officer approving this contract and under
such conditions and restrictions as may be agreed upon with him. [To be inserted

especially where there is a probability of substituting steam logging for other methods.]
(23) Cutting will begin at a point designated by the Forest officer, and will be con-

fined to the least possible area which will yield the amount specified in this agree-
ment. [To be inserted in all sales for a definite amount instead of for all merchantable
timber on a given area.]

(24) All camp buildings and structures on the National Forest shall be located in a

manner satisfactory to the Forest officers at a sufficient distance from any stream to

prevent pollution of any city water supply.
(25) Not to exceed per cent of the merchantable timber [separate percentages

to be designated for each species if advisable] will be reserved in marking. [Desirable
in the larger sales to indicate definitely to the purchaser the proportion of the stand

which he will be permitted to log.]

Special clauses, based on the recommendations of the Bureau of

Entomology, will be inserted in contracts for the sale

of insect-iiifested
t

timber. These clauses must be

specific in requiring that trees be cut, peeled, or

sawed and brush disposed of, as the nature of the infestation requires,
at the tune required by Forest officers and by specified dates of each

year.

ADMINISTRATION OF SALES GENERAL.

The chief objects of timber-sale administration are to obtain the

best forest conditions possible and complete utilization, with a mini-

mum cost to the Service and prompt attention to the purchaser's
needs.
Actual participation where possible and at least frequent per-

sonal supervision by supervisors, deputy supervisors, and Forest

assistants of all woods work is essential, as is also close supervision

by the officer in charge in order that the purchaser may know from
the first exactly what will be required of him and that his expenses

may nob be increased by delayed changes in method.
Small sales are as important from a silvicultural standpoint as

small sales larger ones, consequently the methods used in each
class which affect forest conditions must be given

equal consideration. Small sales are more expensive proportionately
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to handle than larger ones, and constant endeavor looking toward

reducing costs is necessary. Scaling or measurement and woods work
will not be conducted oftener than is essential to prevent unnecessary
hardship to the purchaser and to insure compliance with the contract.

Purchasers may justly be required to have cut for measurement or

scaling amounts of timber which will make the visit of the Forest
officer worth while, and may be expected to so arrange their business

that more frequent visits will be unnecessary. The proper arrange-
ment of dates for marking and scaling will result in great economy.

Forest officers should never lose an opportunity to reduce the cost

Lar e sales Pr mc.

rease ^ne
efficiency

of administering large sales

if it will not defeat the objects desired. The more sim-

ple and definite the methods adopted, the less chance there is for poor
work by Forest officers or misunderstandings by purchasers. The
location of each year's cut must be carefully determined and, so far

as possible, must cover average conditions for the whole sale. Since
the proper administration of large sales depends largely upon the men
placed in charge, supervisors will use the greatest care in their selec-

tion. Important work of this character will not be left to inexpe-
rienced men.

Forest officers in charge of sales will see that the conditions of the
contract are complied with, and should such condi-

contS?t
iance with

tions seem unjust or unreasonable, will take the

proper steps to secure such necessary modifications
as are authorized under regulation S-7. No Forest officer has Been
or will be authorized to allow the violation of a contract. A Forest
officer can not properly handle a sale unless he has a copy of the
contract and is familiar with its terms.

Questions concerning logging methods, compliance with the con-

ubordinates tract, etc., will be taken up with the purchaser or his

superintendent rather than with subordinate em-
ployees.

Cutting may not begin in any sale until the contract has been exe-
cuted or an advance cutting agreement has been

be
W
in
en< tine may executed and approved, the timber designated, the

necessary deposits made and the Forest officer in

charge furnished with a copy of the contract. In unadvertised sales

it must also be definitely known that the contract is or will be ap-
proved. In advertised sales, if other requirements are satisfied, cut-

ting may follow the execution and need not await formal approval of

the contract.

MARKING.

When the sale of any green timber is assured, the supervisor will

Methods
see t^k a^ ^rees which are to be cut are marked or oth-
erwise unmistakably designated for cutting. Where

only dead timber is purchased and no living timber will be cut, or
where patches are to be cut clean, Forest officers may, instead of

marking or designating every tree for cutting, blaze and mark the

boundary of the cutting area or patch and instruct the purchaser in
the manner of cutting. Merchantable dead trees, about which there

may be a question, will always be marked, except where the contract
contains a clause providing for the cutting of all dead timber.
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When the plan of marking is followed, standing timber must be
marked UU. S." near the ground, so that every stump will show the
mark. Where snow may conceal the marking from the cutters, each
tree must also be marked at a point several feet from the ground.
On thick-barked trees where chopping through to the wood means

considerable extra work and expense, and where cutting is to take

place in the near future, the bark may be blazed and stamped "U. S."

Usually it is inadvisable to mark timber a long tune in advance of

cutting, but where this is necessary for any reason, officers should cut

through to and stamp the wood plainly. The marking must be such
that the stamp will be distinct at the tune of cutting, and as long after

cutting as is necessary for inspection.
Timber should be marked when it can be done most economically ;

the work will not, however, be done too far in advance and the cut-over
area will be watched for mistakes. In no case should timber be
marked outside the area designated in the contract. In a sale for a
definite amount, only timber enough to yield that amount will be
marked. The marking will be done thoroughly, and no large groups
of mature trees will beleft on the area unless so isolated that the pur-
chaser can not reasonably be required to log them.
The system of marking and the proportion of the timber to be cut

should be carefully explained to purchasers by mark-

p^chSe^*
1011 f

ing sample areas before a sale isconsummated. While
the desires of purchasers must be very carefully con-

sidered, the silvicultural needs of the Forest must take precedence
over other considerations, even at a sacrifice in present stumpage
rates.

Since the marking of green timber is the most important part of

any sale, it is much better to demonstrate on the ground to the Forest
officers who will do the work how the marking should be done than
to send out written instructions and criticize the work after it is done.
Whenever possible in large sales, a marking board, consisting of the

district forester, the chief of silviculture, and the For-

board!
Ict marking est supervisor, will mark representative areas and

establish the marking policy to be followed in the
sale. The action of the board will be binding upon Forest officers

doing the marking, and no change will be made in the system without

referring the matter to the district forester.

Personal marking by supervisors and deputies will take precedence
over ordinary routine, and supervisors or deputies

rt*fs*
s by super" will assist in the first marking in important sales.

Supervisors, either personally or through their depu-
uties, are expected to check the work of marking frequently enough
to make sure that it is being properly done.

Every advantage will be taken of the services of men with techni-

cal training, but men without timber-sale experience,

formarkin|
ed tt even if technically trained, will not be placed in

charge of important marking projects.
The following instructions for marking are general, and can not

all be applied in any specific case. Modified to meet

tiSi
e

s

neral lnstruc "

local conditions, they will serve as a basis for marking
in all sales and in administrative and free use. The

district forester may wherever advisable supplement these instruc-

tions with detailed instructions for the types m the district.
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It may be advisable to keep a record of the volume of the trees

marked and of the trees left to secure an idea of the percentage of

timber reserved.

Marking in all sales must be such as will insure the best forest

General poiic growth after cutting consistent with practicable
logging operations. All other terms of the sale will

be subordinated to this end. As far as type conditions permit, this

marking should leave on the ground sufficient timber for a second
cut within a period of 50 years or less. Even if clear cutting is neces-

sary, usually not less than one-fourth of the original stand should be
retained in groups of seed trees to insure complete restocking.

All mature and overmature trees will be marked, except when
required for seed or protection. Similarly, all trees

ti

a
tr"es

an< "

which show such defects as punk knots, spike tops,
bad crooks, low forks, fire scars, cat faces, or frost

cracks, will be marked. The officer doing the marking will not be
unreasonable in requiring purchasers to take defective trees, but as a

general rule those which will yield one merchantable log will be
marked.
An approximate diameter limit, if one is given in the contract, will

Diameter limits.
be flexible. Thrifty, rapidly growing trees of desir-

able species will not be marked, even if larger than
the stated diameter. Defective trees of any size which can be utilized

will be marked, unless needed for seed or protection.
The need of an early second cut, as well as the necessity of rapidly

cutting over all areas of mature and deteriorating

^conservative
mark- tmaber so as to increase the rate of growth of the

remaining stand, will be carefully weighed before decid-

ing upon the method of marking to be employed. Where the danger
of windfall is great only a light cutting may be advisable, or groups
of seed trees may be left where individual trees would be wind
thrown. Particularly conservative marking may be advisable to

protect the watershed, to prevent erosion, to retain the scenic value
of the Forest along important roads, and at the lower limits of

types where heavy cutting might result in the encouragement of less

desirable species. On steep slopes and exposed ridges the particu-
lar need for forest cover and the paramount value of trees as seed
bearers must be given consideration. Where the system of cutting

plans for a second cut within 20 to 50 years, enough timber should
be left to make the second cut practical from a lumberman's stand-

point.
Each tree will be left, when possible, with its crown free enough

for vigorous growth. If usable, trees which have

crowns
8

fret"
wlth been badly crowded and have only small, sickly

crowns will be marked unless needed for the preser-
vation of proper soil conditions or for other silvical reasons.

Seed trees must be left where there are not enough young trees

eed trees
^ ^orm a gd stand in the future, and the trees

which would otherwise be left are not sufficient in

number to properly seed up the area. Seed trees should be thrifty
and capable of bearing large quantities of seed at once. Occasionally
it will be possible to use trees too misshapen or defective to be mer-

5276 11 4
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charitable, but as a rule, young, thrifty,
full-crowned trees, which will

yield good lumber in the future, will be chosen. In mixed forests

seed trees should be of the more valuable species, but poorer species
are better than none. In situations where logging is difficult, the

possibility of logging individual trees will be considered.
Where partial reproduction is present, fewer seed trees should be left

than where there are no seedlings. If there is danger that fire will

run over the area, enough trees will be left to seed the ground fully,
whether reproduction is present or not. Large openings will not
be made where the future forest will suffer. A number of seed trees

will always be left on the edge of openings, such as old burns, on the
side from which the prevailing winds blow. Ridges should be marked
very conservatively. Isolated, thrifty trees of desirable species
should not be marked.

It is best to first decide which trees should be left, and then mark
the trees to be removed. Where there is doubt whether a tree is

needed for seed or protection, it should be retained. Defective trees

of doubtful merchantable value should ordinarily be marked. Cor-
rect marking can only be determined after a careful study of local

types and species.
In dense stands of even-aged timber, particularly of species liable

clean cuttin *? wm<^ throw, clear cutting may .be the only prac-
ticable method. In such cases, compact groups or

patches of timber, of sufficient size to be wind firm should oe left at

frequent intervals to insure restocking. The areas cut clean should
never be so large as to endanger complete reseeding from the patches
of timber which will remain. The latter should be located as far as

practicable upon the higher ground and other points favorable to

wide distribution of seed.

It is usually advisable for a Forest officer thoroughly familiar with

check markin
^e P^?!68 which have been followed in the original

marking, to check the marking before the sawyers
and loggers have left any area, in order to mark any trees which were

obviously overlooked, or, better still, just before operations have
reached an area, in order also to cancel the marks on trees which
should be left.

Witness trees, or any trees blazed to mark the line of any official

witness and line Government survey, will never be marked or other-
trees - wise designated for cutting.
The policy in regard to cutting timber on claims, on pages 38 and
Timber on claims. 39, will be observed in marking.

BRUSH DISPOSAL.

The best way to dispose of brush is not everywhere the same.

Piling and burning will be required where the fire risk is great, other-

wise the method promising the best silvicultural results.

If piling and burning is necessary, all lops and debris, including

pilln large chips made from hewing ties, will be piled at a

safe distance from standing trees. The piles
will

not be made in groups of seedlings or young growth, against dead

snags, near living trees, or on stumps, large tops
or logs, but when-

ever possible in openings. Piles should be adapted to the size of
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the opening in which they are made and sufficiently compact to

kindle easily and burn cleanly. Limbs or trimmed tops too large
to burn well need not be piled, but may be left on the ground to rot.

The ideal pile is of medium size, conical in shape, compact, 5 to 7 feet

in diameter at the base, and 4 or 5 feet high.
When brush can not be piled on account of snow, and the contract

does not provide for postponement, the necessary

pmng
tponement f modification should be granted by the proper Forest

officer, in accordance with the instructions on page 33.

Brush will be scattered whenever this method promises the best

scatterin
silvicultural results, unless there is serious danger of

fire, or where there is dense timber or reproduction.
The scattered brush should be dense enough to afford actual protec-
tion to seedlings from evaporation or trampling by stock and to the
soil from erosion. Ordinarily brush will be lopped so as to lie not

higher than 2 feet from the ground. Less careful work may be suffi-

cient in openings where the object is to keep cattle or other stock

away from expected reproduction.
Ground burning may be advisable where clean cutting has been

employed, to expose the loose, mineral soil for better
Ground burning. i j.*

seed germination.
Where ground burning is adopted, the brush and debris will be

left unpiled until conditions make it safe to burn the entire slashing.
To follow this plan the agreement must require the purchaser to clear

a fire line around the area to be burned and around all patches of

timber within it which are to be left, and to furnish adequate help to

the Forest officer who supervises the burning.
Frequently the most economical wa,j to dispose of brush, if

weather conditions are suitable, is to burn it as the

proess?s
asc ting

cutting progresses. Fires can be started at con-
venient points and the brush thrown on them as it

is lopped. This is often feasible after light snow falls.

Brush burning is necessary whenever there is danger of fire, but

ordinarily is not advisable over an entire sale area.

puL
urning brush

It is frequently possible to burn the brush so as to

form broad fire lines, particularly along railroads or

wagon roads, laid out so as to do the least injury to young growth.
Fire lines will ordinarily follow ridges rather than canyons and will

be laid out according to the topography. Where to burn brush

completely means damage to reproduction, unburned piles will be

left, if they are not too close together. The effect of burning on

grazing and future reproduction will be carefully weighed.
The best times for brush burning are after a light fall of snow or

Time rain, early in the spring before the snow has melted
or the dry season has begun, or during or immediately

after summer rains.

The proper method of disposing of brush from insect-infested

Brush from insect
trees must depend upon the habits of the insects by

infested or fungus which the trees are attacked. The brush from

fungus or mistletoe infected trees which constitute
a menace will be burned.
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Brush disposal must always keep pace with logging, except when
the depth or snow or other adequate reasons makeRate of disposal. j- . ., . . ., , ._.

proper disposal at the time impossible. Frequent
inspection is necessary to see that the contract is being fulfilled in

this respect.
District foresters will, wherever necessary or advisable, issue more

Detailed instruc-
detailed instructions for the disposal of brush in

tions. types found in the district.

SCALING.

Unless timber is sold on the basis of an estimate, as is occasionally
done in timber settlement, it must be scaled, counted, or measured
before it is removed from the cutting area, or from the place agreed
upon for the scaling, counting, or measuring.

All saw timber will be scaled by the Scribner Decimal C log rule.

scale rule
This rule drops the units and gives the contents of a

log to the nearest 10. When the total scale of a log
is desired, all that is necessary is to add one

cipher
to the sum of the

numbers read from the scale stick, excepting the contents of 6 and 8
foot logs, 6 and 7 inches in diameter. These are given as 0.5, which

multiplied by 10 gives 5 feet as the actual contents.

In the absence of a scale stick, or where the position of logs in the

pile makes its use difficult, the diameters and lengths may be tallied

and the contents figured from a scale table later.

In order to decrease cost, purchasers may be required to skid logs
for scaling, unless the cost of logging will be greatly

f
increased by such requirement. Whenever this

requirement is made it should be covered by an

appropriate clause in the contract.

The Forest officer should always insist on having one end of piles or

skidways even, so that the ends of logs may be easily reached.
When necessary and possible, the purchaser will be required to

mark top ends of logs to avoid question when they are scaled in the

pile.
Each log scaled must be numbered with crayon. The number will

be the same as that opposite which the scale of the
Numbering logs,

j

.

recor(ied in the scale book.
The logs in all skidways must be counted, and the

*1 number in each pile checked with the entries in the

scale book.
Each merchantable log after scaling will be stamped "U. S." on at

least one end. Logs so defective as to be unmer-
unping logs.

chantable will not be stamped, but will be marked
"Cull."

On all National Forests except those in Alaska and west of the sum-
mit of the Cascade Mountains in Washington and

lengths in

Oregon, logs over 16 feet long will be scaled as two or

more logs, if possible in lengths not less than 12 feet.

The following table shows how the lengths may be divided when
scaling logs 18 to 60 feet long. The number of inches to be added to

the diameter at the small end of each log, to cover taper, is placed
under each length.
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For example, a 42-foot log 16 inches in diameter at the top would
be scaled as

One 12-foot log with a diameter of 16 inches.
One 14-foot log with a diameter of 17 inches.

One 16-foot log with a diameter of 19 inches.

Total length, feet.
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It is assumed that purchasers utilize the maximum amount of

unnecessary loss
material in manufacture. Since the Government can

in manufacture not not be held responsible for loss caused by poor equip-
ment or poor management, the sealer should not taKe

them into consideration.

Loss may be caused by too thick slabbing; cutting material too
thick or too wide at the main saw; poorly

"sized" lumber; excessive

"crowding" by the sawyer; poorly kept saws which "run;" waste in

edging and trimming through ignorance or carelessness
; sawing for a

certain class of material regardless of the quantity of waste this

involves.

It is important that measurement of lengths be made frequently
Measuring log enough to be sure that logs do not exceed the allow-

lengths. ance for trimming specified in the contract.

If the sealer finds frequent violations, he will measure every log,
and all logs found overrunning the trimming allowance will be scaled

as if 2 feet longer, or 1 foot longer where the contract provides for

odd lengths. Penalty scaling will be noted in the scale book against
the number of the log so scaled to avoid possible controversy.
Frequent measuring is especially important on small sales where a

Forest officer is not always present, because sawyers are more apt to

be lax in measuring than when an officer is daily checking lengths.

Logs will be scaled in odd lengths if provided for in the contract.

All diameters will be measured inside the bark at the top end of

Findin diameters
^ne ^^' ? ^&s are I\^ rounc^j sealers will average the

greatest diameter inside the bark at the top end of the

log with the diameter at right angles to this. The necessary re-

duction in diameter will be made for swelling at the scaling end of

a log when no lumber can be produced from it.

Diameters will be rounded off to the nearest inch above or below
the actual diameter.

Any portion of a logwhich contains a fault which prevents its manu-

Defects in 10 s
^acture into merchantable lumber is cull, and will not
be scaled and charged to the purchaser.

The following defects are most common:
Uniform center or circular rot, circular shake, pin dote, ground or

stump rot, cat face, dote at side of log extending to the bark, burns or

defect caused by lightning extending along side of log, defect caused

by lightning extending along the log in spiral form, punky or soft sap,

deep checks or seams, dote appearing in knots, curve, or sweep, crooks,

crotches, and blue sap.
In general, a log containing sufficient sound material to saw out

salable lumber equal to one- third of its contents as

teria
e
i.

rchantablema"

given by the scale rule is termed /'merchantable."
This will be varied in accordance with the character

of the timber and local market conditions.

The term " sound material" is here used to signify such material as

will produce lumber grading not below No. 3 common, or the lowest

grade commonly merchantable in the markets supplied. Supervisors
will, wherever advisable, furnish sealers with specifications of No. 3

common lumber, or the lowest grade commonly merchantable, from
the grading rules of the recognized lumber associations in the vicinity
of their Forests. The sealer is not expected to be a grader, but the
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grading rules will assist him in determining where to draw the line

between merchantable and unmerchantable timber.

Under uniform center or circular rot may be included circular
" heart rot" or any dote that may be roughly included

cirYSl^t
6611*61 r within a circle on the cross section showing at either

end of a log, making all of the log within the circle

unmerchantable. In sawing, this area of defect is squared. The

accompanying table shows the amounts of lumber which are lost in

defects of this type, in diameters of 2 to 12 inches in the more common
log lengths, and which should be deducted from the full scale of the

log. Amounts for shorter or longer logs can be obtained as follows:

For 6 or 8 foot logs, deduct one-half the amount of loss, which is the

same for defect or a given diameter in a 16-inch log as in one of 30-

inch diameter.
The actual loss caused by uniform circular rot as shown by the dia-

gram, is also shown in accordance with the rules of adding 2, 3, and 4

inches, respectively, to the diameter of the defect, and deducting from
the full scale of the log an amount equal to the contents of a log of the

resultant diameter.

Diameter of defect.
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The rule given for circular rot may be used in determining the

uiar shake
amount of loss caused Tby shake

by finding the diam-
eter of the portion of the log included within the outer

"ring" of shake. If there is at the center of the log a core of sound
timber of merchantable size, inside of the shake "rings," the core will

be scaled as a log and the difference between its contents and the

amount to be deducted is the net deduction from the full scale.

Pin dote appears on the cross section at the end of a log in the form

pin dote ?
^tle rotten spots usually scattered in a roughly

circular area. Logs containing it may "open up
poorly, the doty spots frequently converging and forming a mass of

poor material. It sometimes extends into knots, and generally, if the

visible area affected is 4 or more inches in diameter, it should be
deducted as in circular rot.

Ground or stump rot is found in butt logs, usually appearing in the
form of brown, dry punk. It seldom extends far into

^Ground
or stump ^ej^ an(j usuany tapers to a

point.
If it joins center

rot from above, the defect falls within the center or

circular rot class.

Where stump rot occupies the center of the log to within a short

distance of the bark, a sufficient deduction can be made from the

length of the log. In addition, a small allowance for the defect

may also be made, since it may occur in the log above the section

dropped. The responsibility of the sawyers in butting unusually
defective logs and in adjusting log lengths so as to eliminate defect

should be determined before scaling.
The sealer must exercise judgment in such cases, considering the

relative diameter of the defect as compared with the diameter of

the butt and sighting along the log to see if any boards can be cut
between the rot and the bark. Where this defect occurs at only
one side of the butt, it usually extends only a short distance into

the log, and frequently much of it will come out in the slab, espe-

cially where there is considerable "flare" or swell.

Deductions for cat face can be determined by dividing a log into

cat face
sections as follows: Consider what proportion of the

length of log is affected; find the contents of this

section on a scale stick, then determine the proportion of the section

that will be lost in sawing, and deduct this amount.
For example, in the butt of a 16-foot log with a top diameter

of 24 inches, which scales 400 feet b. m., there is a large cat face

about 5 feet long which extends to the heart of the log. The cat

face tapers toward its top, where it will come out in slabbing, and
affects about 4 feet of the log. The 4-foot section affected will

contain one-fourth of the log scale, or 100 feet b. m. The defect

includes one-half of the 4-foot section, or 50 feet b. m., which should
be deducted. Here again judgment must be used. Wliile the defect

may extend to the heart at the point of cutting on the stump, it

may taper rapidly toward its top and perhaps affect only one-third
or less of the section.

The sealer should never lose sight of the fact that the percentage
of loss caused by defects located at the side of a

? lg *s niuch less than when they occur near the

center, since in the former case much of the defect

will come out in slabbing. This is especially true of the butt of
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the first log where the flare or swell is considerable at the point of

cutting.
In culling for dote on one side of a log extending to the bark,

burns or other defects caused by lightning extending along the side

of the log, the sealer should consider how far toward the heart they
extend, and by estimating the percentage affected determine upon
suitable deductions.

Since they do not usually run deep and can be mostly removed
in slabbing, defects caused by lightning extending spirally along a

log do not affect the scale. The percentage of loss is proportionately
greater in small logs than in large ones.

Punky or unsound Where a shell of unsound sap occurs, only the
saP- sound heartwood will be measured.
Sound blue sap does not render a board unmerchantable, but the

Blue ga
sealer should be certain that it is not insect eaten.
The fault occurs most frequently in dead trees, but

may sometimes be found to affect dying trees. Oftentimes logs

containing it are slightly punky at the outside, and as a rule, if

the sealer in measuring the diameter includes the sap on one side

of the log only, discarding the other sap, the result will be satis-

factory.

Deep checks or seams are usually found in dead and dry trees and
affect the scale in varying degree, depending upon the

sens
p cks r number of checks, their depth, etc. Almost always

they extend through the sap and frequently into the
heartwood. Where they affect the sap alone, the rule for culling
for defective sap will apply; where the checks are small, it is fairly
certain they affect the sapwood only; but when they are of con-
siderable width they usually affect the heartwood, and proper deduc-
tions should be made.
Where only one deep, straight check occurs in a log the loss is very

small, but where many seams are found the method given for use in

the case of deep spiral checks can be followed.

Where deep spiral checks are found, the sealer will measure the
diameter of the portion of the log included within the

checks
6 P s P * r a 1

largest circle which can be described on a cross section
without being materially affected by the checks and

class as defective all that part of the log outside the area defined by
the circle.

Rot in the log is sometimes shown only by an examination of the

Dote appearing in knots, and the only method of determining the proper
knots - deduction is to see such logs "opened up."
When rot appears at the ends of a log and also in the knots, the

deduction depending on the number of knots affected, their size,

position, etc., should be from 10 to 50 per cent greater than when it

appears at the ends alone. When dote appears in the knots, it indi-

cates that the area of rot enlarges in the portion of the log near the
knots.

The percentage of a log affected by sweep or curve varies acccording

curve or swee
^ ^ie diameter of the log. An amount of curve that

might cull a very small log would not necessarily
cause the rejection of a larger log.
The sealer should, when possible, sight along curved logs, noting

where the saw would square the log sufficiently to enable boards to
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be cut on both sides affected by the curve, thus determining the

amount of loss caused by the sweep. It should be remembered that
boards sawed near the slab are always narrower and contain fewer
board feet than those sawed from the balance of the log.
No deduction should be made for curve or sweep in logs over 16

feet long.

Except in rare cases, crotches do not affect the scale of
logs

suffi-

ciently to require deductions. If sawyers do their

work properly they will cut back on the log sufficiently
to eliminate the part affected by the crotch.

The sealer should obtain the average diameter of the log imme-
diately below the enlargement caused by the crotch.

Scribner Decimal "C" Log Rule.

FOR LOGS UP TO AND INCLUDING 32 FEET IN LENGTH.

[Contents of logs.]

Diameter in
inches.
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Scribner Decimal "C" Log Rule Continued.

57

Diameter in
inches.
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Ties may be sold by the piece, actually scaled, or counted and the

Ties
number multiplied by

the average contents, as the
contract provides. The following ratios may be used :

Eight-foot ties, standard face, 33J board feet each, mav be used, or

30 ties to the thousand; 8-foot ties, second class, and 6-foot ties,

standard face, 25 board feet each, or 40 ties to the thousand.
Shake and shingle-bolt material will be measured by the cord or

by the thousand feet board measure, in accordance

b
shakes and shingle ^^ ]ocftl custom . AS a rule, a cord of shingle bolts

may be considered equal to 600 feet b. m.

Lagging may be measured by the cord or linear foot or by the

La ta piece, or where split lagging is used by the board foot,
each cubic foot counting as 12 board feet.

Poles, posts, piles, converter poles, telephone poles, and stulls may
poles osts etc .

sca^e(^? so^ ^7 ^ne hnear root, or sold by the

piece, as circumstances warrant.
When scaled, each stick of timbers, ties, posts, poles, or piles must

stamping material ^e stamped on at least one end. Cordwood must
other than saw tim- be stamped at both top and bottom of each pile

and at least 12 pieces in each cord must be stamped.
In check scaling as many logs as practicable will be scaled after

check scaiin they have been scaled by the officer in charge and
without knowing his scale. The check will then be

compared with the original scale. The log numbers of the original

scale, as well as the length of logs, will in each case be recorded in

the check sealer's book and the pages cut out and filed in the

supervisor's office, or, when necessary, forwarded to the district

forester through the supervisor, with the check sealer's report.
Check-scale figures may be in the following form :
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APPEALS.

All complaints and appeals arising from action taken by a Forest

ranger or other subordinate officer on a National

range?
decisions of

Forest, either relating to applications for purchases
of timber or to the enforcement of the terms of an

existing contract, will be referred in the first instance to the super-
visor for decision. Decision will be rendered by the supervisor in

writing and a copy filed with the record in the case.

Appeals from the action taken by a supervisor must be filed with
him within 15 days from the date of such action or

supe?so
d
r!

cisi ns f decision in the case of appeals arising under the
enforcement of existing contracts and within 30

days in the case of appeals arising in connection with applications
to purchase timber, or for the modification of an existing contract.
The supervisor will transmit the appeal, with all supporting evidence

submitted, to the district forester, together with the complete record
in the case and his further recommendations and statement of the
facts or reasons upon which his action was based. Decision will then
be rendered by the district forester and the supervisor and appellant
notified.

Appeals from decisions of a district forester or of the Forester will

From decisions of
fll w the same procedure and be governed by the

district forester and same time limits. The district forester will transmit
the appeal to the Forester, with all supporting evi-

dence submitted, the complete record in the case, and his own
recommendations and statement of the facts or reasons upon which
his action was based. Similar data will be transmitted by the
Forester to the Secretary in case of appeals from decisions of the
Forester. Decisions rendered by the Forester will be transmitted

through the district forester to the supervisor and appellant.
Decisions on appeals rendered by supervisors will be prepared in

Record triplicate. The original will be sent to the appellant
and the extra copy to the Forest officer concerned.

Decisions rendered by a district forester will be prepared in tripli-
cate. The original will be sent to the appellant and the extra copy
to the supervisor.

Decisions rendered by the Forester will be prepared in quadrupli-
cate and by the Secretary in quintuplicate. The original will be
sent to the appellant and copies furnished for the files of the Forester,
district forester, and supervisor.

RECORDS AND REPORTS.

The Forest officer in charge will notify the supervisor when cutting
begins on any advertised sale. The scale in all sales will

be reported on Form 820 to the supervisor and a dupli-
cate retained in the ranger's files. In unadvertised sales only the
final report need be submitted. In advertised sales cutting reports
will be submitted while work is in progress, covering periods of one,

two, three, or four weeks, as may be required by the supervisor, but
in each case ending with Saturday. On Forests where there are a
number of sales in operation definite dates may be set upon which the

cutting reports shall be submitted.
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As cutting reports (Form 820) are received they will be compared
with the timber sales record card for errors in entries

of
C
cuttfng?eports.

rd
brought forward from the last report and for the cor-

rectness of the rates. All calculations will be checked
and the information regarding the progress of the sale closely scruti-

nized. The date of the report, quantity of each class of material cut
reduced to feet board measure, according to approved converting
factors, and total value of material cut since the last report and to

date will be entered on the record card. The total value of the cut
to date will be compared with the total deposits to guard against
cutting in excess of payments.

Supervisors may in their discretion furnish approved cutting reports
to purchasers on Form 820 without the answers to the questions on
the back.

In large sales a record of the scale of each log must be kept on file

in the office of the supervisor in the book in which it

PSor's
e
offi

r

ce7
Su" was originally entered. It will be open to inspection

by the purchaser at all times, but only in the presence
of the supervisor or an officer from the district office.

The monthly report on Form 949 will be mailed to the district for-

ester by the supervisor not later than the 5th of the

soid
e

an
r
d cut.

timber
succeeding month, even if during the month no timber
has been sold or cut. It will be compiled from all

Forms 615, which will not be placed in the closed records until the

end of the month. Timber cut in sales and in settlements in which

payment is made will be included. The date of the approval of the

agreement or stipulation will in each case be taken as the date of sale,

even though advance cutting may have been allowed. The date of

receipt of the cutting report will be taken as the date of cutting for

the report; all data will be checked before the report is forwarded.
The report should include a statement of the amount of timber pre-

viously reported as sold which will not be cut owing to cancellations

or modifications of contracts during the month.
As soon as practicable after the 1st of each month the district for-

ester will report to the Forester the amount and value
f green and dead timber sold and cut, respectively,

during the preceding month, by Forests. This report
should include a statement of the amount of timber previously re-

ported as sold which will not be cut owing to cancellations or modifi-

cations of contracts during the month.
The annual report will be compiled from the

Annual report. monthly reports.
Sales of miscellaneous forest products, such as Christmas trees,

turpentine, seedlings, etc., should be reported in the
"
form f a footnote to the district foresters' monthly
and annual report of timber cut and sold.

Converting equivalents will be used in reducing various materials
to feet board measure. Tables of converting factors

tors.
nvertins fa "

will
b.
e prepared in each district to meet varying

conditions. Before these are adopted they will be

approved by the Forester.

A summary (Form 616) of the timber business will be kept in the
district office for each Forest and the card filed in

timb<r
fr nt of all other record cards for the Forest. Each

supervisor will keep Form 616 for his Forest. In order
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that this form may show separately the amount of live and dead tim-

ber cut, supervisors will enter in red ink on this card form all the dead
timber sold and cut and its value. Entries for live timber will be
made in black ink. At the end of each month the quantity and value
of each class of timber sold and cut will be entered on the summary
card. At the end of each fiscal year the summaries by Forests will be
totaled and entered upon a summary card for the district, which will

be filed as the front card in the current record file. The timber cut
in free and administrative use will be included in the total cut for the

year.
The annual cost of timber sales for the fiscal year on each Forest

will be considered with the amount of timber sold and
cut, to determine whether the cost has been excessive.

Occasionally it may be necessary to secure detailed figures on repre-
sentative large or small sales, showing the relation of the cost of sales

to the stumpage price received.

The following form should be used for reporting and recording tim-
ber sale costs. When advisable, in the judgment of

the supervisor or district forester, mimeographed
sheets may be prepared with ruled columns for periodic entry or the

days and amounts chargeable to the various cost items, particularly
to marking, scaling, and brush burning.

(Case designation.)

Examination :

(a) Salaries of men (in cents per 1,000 feet or per cord).

(6) Supplies, transportation, etc. (in cents per 1,000 feet or per cord).

(c) Total cost of examination (in cents per 1,000 feet or per cord).
Office work:

In local office (in cents per 1,000 feet or per cord).
Field work:

(a) Marking (in cents per 1,000 feet or per cord).

(6) Scaling (in cents per 1,000 feet or per cord).

(c) Brush burning (in cents per 1,000 feet or per cord).

(d) Check scaling (in cents per 1,000 feet or per cord).
Administration :

(a) Supervision (in cents per 1,000 feet or per cord).

(6) Total cost per 1,000 feet or per cord of administration.

Area of sale

Amount of timber cut

Species

Price
(Per cord or per 1,000 feet b.m.,etc.)

Total cost of sale
(Per cord or per 1,000 feet b.m.)

Remarks . .

(Reasons for high or low costs. If sale is not closed, what will be the probable cost? Are data
approximate or exact?)
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ADMINISTRATIVE USE OF TIMBER.

Timber may be disposed of under the administrative use regula
(Regulation S-17) by sale, under free use, or otherwise

istrative
S

use!
admin"

to remove an actual menace from insects, lire,

disease, or other sources. Timber may be removed
under this regulation when it is necessary for the construction, main-

tenance, or repair of permanent improvements upon National Forests
or for experiments conducted by the Forest Service. Exchanges of

timber for labor, services, or material in the building of permanent
improvements are, however, not authorized.

tinder this regulation the district foresters may authorize super-

Authority of dis-
visors to dispose of timber by administrative use in

trict foresters and amounts depending upon the conditions on the
Forest and the experience of the supervisor, within

the amount which each supervisor is authorized to sell.

When an application is received or the supervisor believes from

personal knowledge or from the reports of Forest
L'

officers that timber should be disposed of under
administrative use, he will direct a field examination and the prepara-
tion as soon as practicable of a map and a complete report in accord-

ance with Forms 578a and 578b.
If it is found that because of disease, insect attack, or other cause

a body of timber is a menace to the Forest, it will,

g^Methods
of dispo-

if possible, be removed promptly with as little

expense as possible, preferably by sale, and in such
a manner as to reduce to a minimum the future danger. When a

sale can not be made and regular free use will not remove the timber

soon enough to prevent loss, administrative use permits will be

issued.

Forester's administrative use permits will be prepared in quin-

Forester'sand dis- tuplicate, and district forester's in quadruplicate.
trict forester's per- The permits will be executed in duplicate, and the

executed copies forwarded to the Forester or district

forester, as the case may be, for approval with the report and recom-

mendations of the supervisor. The approved original will be filed

in the district office, the duplicate transmitted to the permittee and

copies furnished the supervisor and local officer in charge. The fifth

py, in Forester's permits, will be retained in the Forester's files.

The card record on Form 615 in the supervisor's office will be

kept as an index card and record of the amounts cut
Card records.

^VsaleS.
The permit will be prepared in triplicate. The original is for

the permittee, the duplicate for the supervisor's
files, and the triplicate for the ranger.
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Form of ermit
^n PreParmg ^ne permit the following form will

serve as a guide:

ADMINISTRATIVE USE PERMIT.

,
National Forest

(Date of application.) (I or we)

(If copartnership, give names and addresses of individuals, followed by "partners doing business under

the firm name and style of ;" if corporation, "A corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State (or Territory) of , having an office and principal place of business at

, hereby apply for permission to take, within months from above

date, all

(Describe nature of injury to timber, such as attack by insects, fungus, mistletoe, etc.)

marked or designated for cutting by the Forest officer, the removal of which is actually

necessary to protect the forest from ravages or destruction, located on an area to be

definitely designated by the Forest officer before cutting begins in

( Give approximate

location and describe by relation to some well-known landmark, stream, etc. Give also legal subdivision

if surveyed and approximate legal subdivision if unsurveyed.)

estimated to be
(Give quantity, species, and material.)

If this application is approved agree, in consideration of the granting
(I or we)

of the privilege herein applied for, to cut and remove said timber in strict accordance
with the following and all other regulations and instructions governing National
Forests prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture.

(Insert regulations to govern cutting and removal of the timber.)

Signed in duplicate this day of
,
19. .

Witnesses:

(Signature.)

Approved at
,
under the above conditions, 19.

(Signature of approving officer.)

(Title".)

Bonds will be required only in exceptional cases when necessary
Bond, when re- to insure faithful compliance with the conditions of

quired. the permit.
Forest officers will designate cutting areas and mark the timber

to be removed as in timber sales. All administra-

ting.
1*1 "

tive use of timber except that cut or used for per-
manent improvements on the National Forests will be

scaled, counted or measured, and stamped.
5276 11 5
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The ranger will file his copy of the permit alphabetically by name of

Ranger's record of
tn

.

e permittee. When the case i8 closed or the per-
administrative-use mittee is notified that the cutting area is in a satisl.ic-
pennits. ory con(jjtion, the date of closing or notice and the

amount and value of material secured will be entered on the back <>1

the permit.
Timber cut under administrative use except that cut or used in

connection with permanent improvements on the

Deport
of timber National Forests will be included in the ranger's annual

free-use reports to the supervisor.
As soon as the conditions of the permit have been complied wit h

,
t he

Clogln permittee will be notified by the supervisor that the

cutting area is in a satisfactory condition and the

administrative use closed.



TIMBER SETTLEMENT.

Settlement for timber cut, damaged, killed, or destroyed on the
National Forests in connection with the enjoyment of any special-use

privilege is called a timber settlement.
Where the timber will be killed or destroyed but not removed, or in

Payment on the
^nose cases where it will not be worked into measur-

basis of estimate or able form, or where the cutting is done in such a way
that scaling is impracticable, settlement may be

required on the basis of estimate. In all cases where the timber can
be scaled, measured, or counted, it will be paid for according to the

scale, measure, or count, as in a timber sale, and the procedure will be
identical.

A charge for timber settlements on the basis of current stumpage
rates for timber of like quality and accessibility included in sales will

be made for all classes of material which have to be cut and destroyed
and which are commonly salable upon the Forest. A charge will not
be made for classes of material which are not commonly salable on the

Forest, or, ordinarily, for reproduction. The basis for this procedure
is that the ground rental under the occupancy permit covers the

probable future returns from timber growth; or when no rental is

charged that the land is being put to a higher use and the people as a
whole are benefited more than if it had been retained in the produc-
tion of timber.
When a right of way permitted under an act of Congress crosses an

unpatented agricultural or mining claim, whether the
* "

claim antedates the right of way or not, and whether
the claim is apparently held in good faith or not, if

timber is cut and removed in clearing the right of way, payment will

be made to the United States in all cases except where the removal of

the timber is necessary for the purpose of clearing the land in good
faith for cultivation or for development, or when at the time of cutting
the timber is actually needed by the claimant for use in making im-

provements on the land embraced in his entry or location. If any
such claimant should need timber for the purposes above specified and
should be unable to obtain it on his claim, he will be allowed to take
timber under free-use permit from lands of the United States for those

purposes up to the amount cut from the claim for which the United
States has received payment. It is therefore necessary to keep sepa-
rate records of the timber estimated upon or cut from each claim.

When timber is involved in a special-use case, the Forest officer

making the examination will report on the timber to
Procedure: For- *

mation called for by Form 578a and an estimate of the
ests. be cut, damaged, killed, or destroyed, giving the infor-

timber on Form 578b. In addition to the usual recommendations in

timber sales, this report will contain recommendations as to whether
65
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the timber should be paid for on the basis of the estimate or actual

scale, and state when cutting or destruction is likely to take place.

Upon the receipt of these papers, the supervisor will record the
case as in "Unadvertised Sales," using a white card (Form 615)

stamped
" Timber Settlement," which will be filed with the Timber

Sale cards.

Special clauses covering payment for timber cut or destroyed in

connection with occupancy permits and the dispo-

ciauses."'
settlement

sition of refuse are included in the various forms or

stipulations as follows:

Form 832, special-use permit, clauses 5 and 9.

Form 80, railroad stipulations, clauses 1 and 2.

Form 81, stipulations in connection with irrigation, municipal, and

mining easements, clauses 1 and 2.

Form 59, preliminary water-power permit, clause 6.

Form 61, water-power stipulation, clauses 23, 24, 26, and 27.

Form 63, transmission-line permit, clauses 4 and 6.

Such modifications should be made in these clauses as are necess*

to adapt them to the particular conditions in each case.

The following clause should be inserted in stipulations or permits
involving the use of drivable streams, when practicable and necessary
to protect the interests of the Government in future timber sales:

To maintain suitable gates in the dam to provide for the driving of timber down
the River or stream at such times as, in the judgment of the Forest officer,
will not cause undue interference with the operation of the plant.

De ositg Deposits will be required in advance of cutting or
destruction.

Letters of transmittal and cutting reports, if payment is made upon
cuttin re orts

^ie ac^u^ scale, will be handled as in timber sales.

In cases in which settlement is made on the basis of

an estimate, one cutting report stating the total estimated amount
cut or destroyed will be submitted upon completion of the work.

If the timber is cut, utilization as complete as in

current timber sales will be required.
Timber in settlements will be included in reports

of timber/'sold" and "cut."
Timber settlements will be closed when cutting is finished and

Clogin
brush properly disposed of, or if no timber is cut,
when construction work is completed, independently

of special-use permits or rights-of-way stipulations. If timber is

damaged or destroyed subsequent to the closing of the timber set-

tlement, the case may be reopened.
If the amount of timber involved in a

special-use permit is more
than the supervisor is authorized to approve in a

dteStot fores*
to

sale, tne case will be referred to the district forester

with the report on Forms 578a and 578b and drafts

of timber settlement clauses to be included in the permit.
The supervisor's report and the drafts of clauses in every special

use or Interior Department right of way which involves a timber
settlement will be scrutinized with reference to payments, prices, and

policy.
The approved draft of the clauses and a letter of instructions

will be sent to the supervisor in connection with the action taken

upon the special use.

Utilization.

How reported.



FREE USE OF TIMBER AND STONE.

As provided for on page 13, the supervisor of each Forest annually
on April 1 will recommend to the district forester the

Limitation of cut. .
A

e ^ i i irmaximum amount of timber which may properly be
cut under free use during the ensuing fiscal year, which amount shall

form a part of the maximum cut for the Forest. The free use maxi-
mum shall be based upon silvicultural conditions, the provisions of

the working plan if one has been prepared, the amounts which have
been cut under free use during past years, and the probable amount
which will be needed during the ensuing year and which may be cut
under the existing policy. The procedure in the district office will

follow that outlined on page 14.

The free use of timber and stone on National Forests may be granted
to bona fide settlers, miners, residents, and prospectors for minerals,
for firewood, fencing, building, mining, prospecting, and other
domestic purposes.
The object of free use is to assist prospectors in their work and to

object of free use
encourage and assist settlers who have not on their

own land or claims, or on lands controlled by them, a

sufficient and accessible supply of material suitable for the purposes
named in the law.

Whether an applicant is entitled to free use must be decided by the

proper Forest officer. In all cases not clearly covered

or
T
refus

h
ed
m ******* V the letter of the law and the regulations he will be

guided by their spirit, especially as indicated by the

expression
"Those who may not reasonably be required to purchase,

"

and by the distinction between public or personal and commercial use.

A member of a corporation is not necessarily debarred from free use of

fuel for his own home, although his ability to secure it from another
source will be considered, especially if the Forest supply is limited
and in demand by more needy applicants. Residents of towns and

villages engaged in business or earning a livelihood are reasonably
expected to purchase building material for town dwellings and other
home structures, and, except in small villages, for fuel. Settlers,

particularly under the Forest homestead act, who have not yet
unproved their homes, may receive a liberal allowance for their own
use. There is no more reason for giving a hotel keeper or merchant
timber solely to build or warm his hotel or store than giving him a
stock of goods, yet

it need not be refused the proprietor of a small
establishment wnen it will be used chiefly by himself and his family.
Prospectors may be assisted to develop their

properties,
but owners

of producing mines and those who are able to employ several or many
men on wages will be required to

pay.. Well-to-do stockmen and
owners of large ranches may reasonably be required to purchase.
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Free use of timber may be allowed in connection with other usos of

the National Forests regardless of the ability of the
permittee to

purchase; if the timber will be used in improvements trie benefit of
which will be essentially public rather tnan individual, or if the

stumpage value of the timber used is less than the value of these

improvements for protective purposes, or for administrative purposes
considering both the actual use of the improvement and the increased
value of the Forest through better regulation. Ordinarily, improve-
ments under these provisions should be constructed witli the under-

standing that they will become the property of the United States at
the termination of the permit. A clear line can usually be drawn
between improvements which are necessary and of benefit only to
the permittee in conducting his business and those which result in

the improvement and better regulation of the Forest.
Free use may be refused in the discretion of the supervisor to

permittees who repeatedly violate the provisions of their permits
and interfere with the efficiency of the free use administration. Free
use may reasonably be refused where the final cost to the permittees
is as great as if the material were purchased, whether or not agents
are employed to obtain the material. Free use of timber from alleged
invalid claims may be granted for fuel only, pending the final deter-

mination of title to the claims.

The appraisement of free use material will not be

riai

aluati011 fmate"

less than for sales in the same locality on the Forest
from which the timber is to be taken.

Supervisors will issue at the beginning of each fiscal year a schedule

schedule of rates
^ standard rates for free use material based upon

the current timber sale rates. The rate for the same
class of material may be varied in different districts if the conditions
warrant. In general, posts will be valued at a specified rate per
post, and poles at a specified rate per linear foot. Cordwood will

never be measured on the basis of board feet. Dead timber will be
valued at the same price as green in National Forests where the prices
are equal in sales.

The free-use privilege will be restricted so far as possible to diseased,
. defective, dying, and dead and down timber, the use

of which will be encouraged. Green timber, however,
may be obtained except as provided for in the regulations or the

supervisor's instructions, when it is necessary for the particular needs
of the applicant. Every possible attempt will be made to improve
and protect the Forest by locating free use where the timber can best
be spared or where it constitutes a menace, by confining the cutting
in green timber so far as possible to inferior trees and inferior species,
and where necessary or advisable for economic reasons or to insure

reproduction by limiting the cut of green timber or prohibiting it

altogether.
The duration of permits, which will not exceed the time necessary

to remove material, will be fixed by the issuing officer, but all permits
must terminate on or before June 30 of each year.
The small amount of material actually needed by transients may

be taken without a permit. In cases of great

ei^rgency^sef
and

emergency material may be taken without a permit,
but the fact should at once be reported to a Forest

officer with the request that a permit be issued.
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The administration of free use will be conducted mainly by the

supervisors and rangers, subject to the general policy,on '

restrictions, and instructions herein outlined, or

prescribed by the district forester. It is the duty of Forest officers to

cheerfully furnish assistance to applicants, to act promptly upon all

applications, and in general to follow as liberal a policy in the matter
of free use as the interests of the National Forest and the proper per-
formance of their work will allow. Although simple methods and
the exercise of judgment are encouraged, there should be no tendency
to underrate the importance of the free-use business.

Every effort will be made to improve the Forest and to reduce the
cost of the administration of free use and yet give Forest users prompt
attention. Utilization of all trees cut, as complete as in sales, as well

as careful disposal of refuse, must be required. Officers in charge of

cutting will be held responsible for seeing that no unnecessary damage
is done to reproduction, young growth, or standing timber. There
should be no failure on the part of the Forest officer to make all points
clear to applicants before permits are granted.
When numerous applications for free use are expected, Forest

officers will notify the public, in any convenient manner, that they
will be at designated places on certain days, prepared to transact free

use and other National Forest business.

Wherever possible the work of handling the free-use business will

be reduced by designating temporary permit areas,

preferably in dead timber. These will be mapped
and reported to the supervisor, who, if he approves, will authorize the

ranger to mark or specify the timber which should be removed and to

designate the boundaries. Great care should be exercised in estab-

lishing such areas, and their boundaries must be clearly designated.
After issuing a permit, the Forest officer may send the permittee to

this area, thus avoiding the necessity of a visit to the timber with
each applicant before cutting. Each applicant, who will be held

responsible for his cutting on the area, will be required to clear up
the debris resulting from his own cutting.

Forest officers will designate the timber to be cut in the simplest
and most economical way practicable. Living timber
will be marked in accordance with the principles out-

lined under timber sales, and the detailed instructions for marking
issued by the district forester or supervisor. In the case of dead

timber, an area may be blazed or defined by natural boundaries, and
the class of trees to be taken specified.
The scaling or measuring of free-use material may be omitted when

it would require long special trips or engage consid-

erable of the ranger's time that could be more

economically employed on other work. A sufficient check should be
maintained by the ranger to be certain that the regulations governing
free use are complied with.

Supervisors and deputy supervisors will investigate the conduct of

free-use business, both in the field and in the ranger's records, as often
as possible, to see that the cutting is in accordance with silvicultural

requirements, that utilization is complete, that the public is properly
served, that the cases are closed promptly on expiration, and that
the free-use policy for the Forest is being followed.
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Cutting reports will be required by supervisors only when they
consider them necessary in large permits to check
the rate of cutting and the amount as against that

fixed in the permit.
Rangers' free-use permits will be issued in duplicate on Form 874-8.

The approved original will be transmitted to the

permittee
and the ranger will retain the duplicate

copy, which will be filed alphabetically by the name of the permit tec

in a promise card box. For convenience in closing, all permits will

be made to expire at the end of a month. When a case is closed the
date of closing and the amount and value of material secured will

be entered on the back of the permit.
If Form 874-8 is used in supervisors' or district foresters' permits

the original will be sent to the permittee and a carbon filed
by the

ranger with other permits. If a special form is necessary whicn can
not be conveniently filed with the Form 874-8 permits an index card
will be used and the permit filed with timber sales. Rangers will

recommend the closing of supervisors' and district foresters' permits
and immediately close the case in their own files. No record of

rangers' permits will be kept in the supervisors' offices.

Supervisors' permits will be prepared in triplicate on Form 874-8,
or on a special form similar to Form 202 when nec-

^supervisors'
per- essarv> The approved original will be transmitted

to the permittee. The supervisor will retain the

duplicate and forward the triplicate to the ranger. Supervisors may
require reports in large or unusual cases.

When an application exceeds the supervisor's authorization, he will

prepare a permit in triplicate, which, with the neces-

permKs^
foresters

'

sary report and recommendations, will be forwarded
to the district forester in duplicate for approval.

After approval the permit and report will be returned to the super-
visor, who will transmit the original to the permittee, one copy to the

ranger, and retain one copy. No record of individual cases will be

kept in the district office.

Whenever application is made for free use of timber to an amount

exceeding the authorization of the district forester

the application must be submitted to the Secretary
of Agriculture for approval if the value exceeds $500,

and to the Forester if within this amount and above the authorization
of the district forester. When so approved the district forester will

issue the permit following the procedure outlined under "District

forester's permits."
At the end of each fiscal year, or at other times if required by the

supervisor, each ranger will submit a report givingHangers reports. i i 11 i j i it

separately for live and dead timber the number or

permits issued and the quantity and value of material actually used

by the permittees. This report will cover all free-use and adminis-

trative-use permits, including those approved by supervisors and
district foresters. Such reports will be incorporated in the super-
visor's annual statistical report to the district forester.

Temporary free-use areas from which only dead fuel or dead fence

material, or both, may be taken prior to securing a
free"

permit will be recommended by supervisors and

approved by district foresters only where it is evident
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that there will be substantial compliance with the law, where danger
will not result, and where the elimination of routine will result in a
material reduction in the cost of administration.

Free-use areas will preferably include large quantities of dead
timber and will be closed as soon as the supply is exhausted.

Forest officers will see that the utilization on free-use areas is rea-

sonably complete.
The cutting of timber by other persons or for other purposes than

those named in the law or for sale is forbidden.



TIMBER SALE AND FREE-USE FORMS.

Form 941.

(Revised Dec. 1,1911.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

(Attacholippingofnotieehere)
F REST SERV 'CE '

BID FOR ADVERTISED TIMBER.

,19

Timber Sale.

National Forest.

(The district forester or Forest supervisor)

(City or town)

(State)

DEAR SIR: In response to the notice of sale published in
(Name of newspaper)

of
, ,

bid for the
(Town) (State) (I or we)

timber advertised to be cut from
(Locality)

(If surveyed, give legal subdivisions; if unsurveyed, give metes and bounds with reference to some well-
known landmark)

in the National Forest,
as follows:

Estimated amount in Species. Price bid per
feet board measure, (If different prices are offered for dead and living timber, make 1,000 feet, cord,
cords, or pieces. separate entries.) or piece.

I have remitted, under separate cover, to the National Bank of

(U. S. depository) $ ,
to accompany this bid, as required by the published

notice of sale.

Very truly yours,

(Name of bidder)

(Full ad'd'ress)
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Form 202.
Revised Oct. 15. 1911.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

TIMBER SALE.

National Forest.
(Date of application)

(I or we) (If copartnership, "We, and

partners, doing business under the firm name and style of ") (If corporation, "A corpo-

ration organized and existing under the laws of the State (or Territory) of
, having an

office and principal place of business at ")

of
,
State of

, hereby
(In application, "apply," in final agreement, "agree.")

to purchase
(In final agreement only, "In

accordance with my (or our) bid submitted in pursuance of the notice of sale of certain timber in the

National Forest, duly given by publication as required by law," if sale has been advertised* and

bid accepted. If private sale, when timber has been advertised and no satisfactory bid has been received,

"at private sale, certain timber within the National Forest
, duly

advertised for sale in the , a newspaper of general circulation hi the State (or Territory)

hi which said Forest exists, by notice published for not less than 30 days before , 19 .

"

Said timber

is")

' "

all the merchantable dead timber standing or down and all the live timber

for cutting by a Forest officer located on an area of

("Marked" or "designated.")

about acres to be definitely designated by a Forest officer before cutting

begins in
(Give approximate location and describe by relation to some well-known landmark,

stream, etc. Give also legal subdivisions, if surveyed, and approximate legal subdivisions if unsurveyed.

If advertised, description of location should follow that given in notice of sale.)

within the National

Forest, estimated to be
(Give by species the quantity in proper unit of measure, state whether live

or dead, and kind of material, and add the words "more or less.")

(" If this sale is awarded to me (or us)" in application only.) (I or we.)

do hereby, in consideration of the sale of this timber to
, promise to pay

(Me or us.)
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to the National Bank of (United St

depository) or such other depository or officer as shall hereafter be designated, to

placed to the credit of the United States,
(In final agreement,

" the sum of

dollars ($ ), more or less, as may be determined by the actual scale, measure, or count.")

for the timber at the rate of

(In application, "not less than.")

(Per thousand feet b. m., cord, linear feet, etc.)

in advance payments of at least dollars ($ ) each when called for b>

the Forest officer in charge
(If application for advertised sale, "$50 being forwarded to the said Unit

States depository at this time to cover cost of advertising, this amount to be placed to my (or our) credit i

I am (or we are) the successful bidder, or refunded ifmy (or our) bid is rejected.")

credit being given for the sums, if any, heretofore deposited with the said Unil
States depository or officer in connection with this sale.

And further promise and agree to cut and remove said timber in
(I or we.)

accordance with the following conditions and all regulations governing timber sale

prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture:
1. Timber upon valid claims and all timber to which there exists valid claim und(

contract with the Forest Service is exempted from this sale.

2. No timber will be cut or removed until it has been paid for.

3. No timber will be removed until it has been scaled, measured, or counted by
Forest officer.

4. No timber will be cut except from the area specified by a Forest officer. N<
live timber will be cut except that marked or otherwise designated by a Forest
officer.

5. All merchantable timber used in buildings, skidways, bridges, construction

roads, or other improvements will be paid for at the price herein specified.
6. All cutting will be done with a saw when possible.
7. No unnecessary damage will be done to young growth or to trees left standing,

and no trees shall be left lodged in the process of felling
(Unmarked or undesignated.)

trees that are badly damaged during the process of logging will be cut if required by
the Forest officers, and when such damage is due to carelessness, the trees so inji
will be paid for at twice the price herein specified.

8. The approximate minimum diameter limit at a point 4^ feet from the ground tt

which living trees are to be cut is

(Limits in inches for all species involved. When individual

trees are marked for cutting, "Trees above these diameters may be reserved for seed or protection,

merchantable trees below these diameters may be marked at the discretion of the Forest officer." Wht

other methods of cutting are advisable, insert suitable provisions so that the system of cutting and method

of designation will be clear.)

9. Stumps will be cut so as to cause the least possible waste and will not be cut

higher than inches on the side adjacent to the highest ground lower when
possible except in unusual cases when, in the discretion of the Forest officer, this

height is not considered practicable.
10. All trees will be utilized to as low a diameter in the tops as possible so as to cause

the least waste, and to a minimum diameter of inches wnen merchantable in
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Ihe judgment of the Forest officer; the log lengths will be varied so as to make this

possible.
11. Tops will be lopped and all brush piled compactly at a safe distance from living

trees, or otherwise disposed of, as directed by the Forest officer.

12. All timber will be cut and removed on or before and none later than

,
and at least will be paid for, cut, and removed

(Feet b. m., cords, etc.)

on or before
,
19 . .

,
and at least of the remainder of

the estimated amount during each year of the remaining period.
13. Timber will be scaled by Scribner Decimal C log rule, or counted or measured

as prescribed by the Forester, or specifically provided in this agreement, and, if

required by the Forest officer, will be piled or skidded for scaling
("Measurement" or

as directed by the Forest officer.
"count" if cordwood or other material is involved.)

14. All marked or designated trees and all dead timber sound enough for lumber of

any merchantable grade or timbers
(Insert cordwood or other material to be included in the sale.)

shall be cut. Unmarked or undesignated living trees which are cut; marked or desig-
nated trees or merchantable dead timber left uncut; timber wasted in tops, stumps,
and partially sound logs; trees left lodged in the process of felling; and any timber
merchantable according to the terms of this agreement which is cut and not removed
from any portion of the cutting area after logging on that portion of the cutting area
is completed, or is not removed from the National Forest after the expiration of this

agreement, shall be scaled, measured, or counted, and paid for at double the price herein

specified.

15. During the time that this agreement remains in force will, inde-
(I or we.)

pendently, do all in power to prevent and suppress forest fires on the
(My or our.)

sale area and in its vicinity, and will require employees and contractors
(My or our.)

to do likewise hereby agree, unless prevented by circumstances over
(I or we.)

which have no control, to place and
(I or we.) (Myself or ourselves.) (My or our.)

employees at the disposal of any authorized Forest officer for the purpose of fighting
forest fires, with the understanding that if the fire does not threaten

(My or our.)

property or the area embraced in this agreement shall be paid for serv-
(I or we.)

ices so rendered at the rate or rates to be determined by the Forest officer in charge,
which rate or rates shall correspond to the rate or rates of pay prevailing in the

National Forest for services of a similar character at the time

the services are rendered, provided, however, that if
,

(I or we.) (My or our.)

employees, subcontractors, or employees of subcontractors are directly or indirectly

responsible for the origin of the fire, shall not be paid for services so

rendered. dor we.)

16. So far as is reasonable, all branches of the logging shall keep pace with one

another, and in no instance shall the brush disposal be allowed to fall behind the

cutting, except when the depth of the snow or other adequate reason makes proper
disposal impossible, when the disposal of brush may, with the written consent of the
Forest officer in charge, be postponed until conditions are more favorable.

17. Necessary logging roads, chutes, camps, buildings or other structures shall be
located as agreed upon with the Forest officer in charge. All such improvements not
removed within months after the expiration or this agreement shall become
the property of the United States.

(Insert special conditions, if any.)

The title to the timber included in this agreement shall remain in the United
States until it has been paid for and scaled, measured, or counted, as herein provided.
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The decision of the Secretary of Agriculture shall be final in the interpretation
the regulations and provisions governing the sale, cutting, and removal of the liml

covered by this agreement.
Work may be suspended by the Forest officer in charge if the conditions and

requii
ments contained in this agreement are disregarded, and the failure to comply with any
one of said conditions and requirements, if persisted in, will be sufficient cause for the

Forester to revoke this agreement and to cancel all permits for other uses of the Nati(
Forest.

No Member of or Delegate to Congress, or Resident Commissioner, after his electioi

or appointment, and either before or after he has qualified, and during his continuance
in office, shall be admitted to any share or part of this contract or agreement, or t<

any benefit to arise thereupon. Nothing, however, herein contained shall be con-
strued to extend to any incorporated company, where such contract or agreement
is made for the general benefit of such incorporation or company. (Section 3741,
Revised Statutes, and sections 114 to 116, Act of March 4, 1909.)
Refund of deposits under this agreement will be made only at the discretion of th<

Forester or district forester.

This agreement will not be assigned in whole or in part.
The conditions of the sale are completely set forth in this agreement, and non<

of its terms can be varied or modified except with the written consent of the Forester.

(or, "the district forester" in district forester's sales, or, "the supervisor" in supervisor's sales.)

No other Forest officer has been or will be given authority for this purpose.
And as a further guarantee of a faithful performance of the conditions of this

ment and do further agree that all monej
(I or we deliver herewith a bond in the sum of I ,)

paid under this agreement shall, upon failure on part to fulfill all an<

(my or our)

singular the conditions and requirements herein set forth, or made a part hereof,
be retained by the United States to be applied as far as may be to the satisfactioi

of obligations assumed hereunder.
(my or our)

Signed in duplicate this day of
,
19. . .

(same date as bond)

(Corporate seal if corporation.)

Witnesses: l

(Signature of purchaser. See note. )

(Signature of purchaser.)

Approved at
,
under the above conditions, ,

191.

(Signature of approving officer.)

'(Title.")"

"

NOTE. If contracting party is a copartnership, form of signature should be
X Y Z COMPANY,

By JOHN DOE,
A member of the firm.

If contracting party is a corporation, form of signature should be

{X
Y Z COMPANY,

By JOHN DOE,
President (or other officer or agent}.

Signature of two witnesses required if sale is over $100.
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Form 377.
(Revised Dec. 1, 1911.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
FOREST SERVICE.

BOND.
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That we ..............................

(Names of principals.)

as principal, and ...............................................................
(Names of sureties.)

............................................................................ , as

suret. ., are held and firmly bound unto the United States of America in the sum of

........ dollars ($ ...... ), for the payment of which sum well and truly to be made to

the ............................. National Bank of ...............................
,

or such other depository or officer as shall hereafter be duly designated by the United
States, to be placed to the credit of the United States, we bind ourselves and each of us,
our and each of our heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns, jointly
and severally, firmly by these presents.
The condition of this obligation is such that whereas the above bounden .........

(Names of principals.)

ha. . by a certain .............................................................
(Application or agreement.) (Signed or executed.)

by ............ on this ...... day of ..........
,
19. ..

Now, THEREFORE, If the said ..................................................
(Names of principals.)

shall well and truly perform all and singular the promises and agreements in said

..................... contained, then this obligation shall be void, otherwise to

(Application or agreement.)

remain in full force and effect.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The parties hereto have executed this instrument this .....

day of ..........
,
19 . .

,
at .....................

(Corporate seal if corporation.)
...................................... [SEAL.]

(Principal.)

...................................... [SEAL.]
(Principal.)

...................................... [SEAL.]
(Surety.)

...................................... [SEAL.]
(Surety.)

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PRINCIPAL.

STATE OF ..........
,
COUNTY OF..........

,
ss:

On this ...... day of..........
,
19. ., before me ................................

(Name of notary.)

..........
,
a notary public, in and for ....................

, residing therein, duly
sworn and acting under a commission expiring .......... ,

19. ., personally appeared

(Name of principals.)

known to me to be the .............................. of the ..........................
(Title.)

(Name of purchasing company.)
the corporation that executed the above instrument, and known to me to be the person
who executed the above instrument in behalf of the said corporation, and ......

acknowledged to me that he said corporation executed the above instrument, as prin-

cipal, voluntarily for the uses therein specified.
WITNESS my hand and official seal the date first in this certificate above written.

[SEAL.] ........................................

Notary Public.

N. B. Italics are to be stricken out when bond is executed by individuals and not by corporations.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF SURETIES.

STATE OF
,
COUNTY OF

,
ss:

On this day of
,
19. ., before me

(Name of notary.)

,
a notary public, in and for

, residing therein, dub
sworn and acting under a commission expiring ,

19. ., personally

(Name of sureties.)

known to me to be the of the

(Title.)

(Name of surety company.)

the corporation that executed the above instrument, and known to me to be the
j><

who executed the above instrument in behalf of the said corporation, and <M h

acknowledged to me that he said corporation executed the same as surety, volunta-

rily for the uses therein specified.
WITNESS my hand and official seal the date first in this certificate above written.

[SEAL.]

Notary Pullir.

N. B. Italics are to be stricken out when bond is executed by individuals and not by corporations.

OATH OF SURETIES.

[Must be used when individuals are sureties.]

STATE OF
,
COUNTY OF

,
ss:

and
(Name of surety.) (Name of surety.)

being duly sworn, each for himself says that he is a citizen of the United States and

resident of
;
that he signed the above boi

as one of the sureties thereon; that he is worth the sum of in property in the

of his residence over and above all legal liabilities and exemptions, am

that he has property therein subject to sale on excution worth the sum of. . .

(Surety.)

(Surety.)

Subscribed in my presence by am
(Name of surety.)

,
and by each of them sworn to before m(

(Name of surety.)

this day of
,
19. . .

WITNESS my hand and official seal the date last above written.

[SEAL.]

Notary Public in andfor the County of. State of....

My commission expires

CERTIFICATE OF SOLVENCY.

[To be rilled in when sureties are individuals.]

I hereby certify that I have made due and diligent personal inquiry as to the abilit y
of the signers of the foregoing bond, and am satisfied that they are good and sufficient

and fully responsible each for the sum of dollars.

(Title.)

,19..
(Day.)

Approved at. . .
, , 5

19-

(City.) (State.) (Date.)

(Signature of approving officer.)

(Title.)
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Form 319.

(Revised August, 1908.)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

MEMORANDUM OF CORPORATE OFFICER'S AUTHORITY TO SIGN
INSTRUMENT.

When an agreement orother legal instrument is executed by a corporation, the Forester requires evidence
of the authority of the person who signs on behalf of the corporation. Such evidence should be EITHER

(1) A copy of the article of incorporation, or of the by-law giving the requisite authority, or

(2) A copy of the resolution of the board of directors giving the requisite authority.
In either case SUCH COPY SHOULD BE FOLLOWED BY a certification by the secretary of the company, under

the corporate seal; the evidence of authority required would then be substantially in the following form:

(Copy of article of incorporation, by-law, or resolution.)

I, , secretary of the

Company, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a correct copy of the
article of incorporation (or of the by-law, as the case may be) which pertains to the

powers of the of said company (or of a
(Title of officer.)

resolution, and of the whole thereof, passed by the board of directors at a directors'

meeting, duly called and assembled, and at which a quorum was present); that said

article of incorporation (by-law or resolution, as the case may be) was, on the

(Date of

in full force and effect; and that on said date
executing contract.) (Name of person

was the of the said corn-

signing instrument.) (Title.)

pany.
In witness whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name as secretary of the

Company and affixed the corporate seal of said com-

pany this day of
,
19. .

[CORPORATE SEAL.]

Secretary of the

5276 11 6
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(Space for name on right-hand margin to be
filled in before filing. Amount cut and
value to be filled in on closing.)

Form 874-8. Revised Dec. 1, 1911.

U.S.DEPARTMENTOF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE. ^

FREE-TJSE PERMIT.

National Forest,

191..

Permission is hereby granted to

(Name of permittee.)

Of..

(Address.)

to take, within months from

above date, from
(Describe lands.)

the following-described timber:

(Specify species and state whether .

dead or living; number of cords and 55

C-+.

value per cord; number of feet b. m. f;.

and value per thousand; number and

dimensions of house logs, posts, or

other special products, and rate of

valuation.)

worth $ ,
to be used

by said permittee
(How and where.)

"

"(OVER.)

[REVERSE.]

(Space at bottom to be filled in by officer

closing the case, on retained duplicate.)

In consideration of such perini--
sion said permittee agrees to

1 . Cut only such timber as is desig-
nated by a Forest officer.

2. Remove no timber until per-
mission is given.

3. Conduct the cutting and dis-

pose of the refuse as directed by the
Forest officer.

4. Neither sell, give away, nor ex-

change any material taken.

5. Assist Forest officers to fight fire

during the period of this permit
without pay if the area covered by
this permit is on fire or threatened;
otherwise at the prevailing rate of

pay.

6. Comply with all other regula-
tions governing National Forests.

Permit granted under above condi-
tions.

(Title.)

The cutting or taking of any tim-

ber under this permit makes all the
conditions binding.

(Date closed.)
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Page.

Administration of free use 69

sales, general 44

compliance with contract 45

large sales 45
small sales 44
subordinates of purchaser 45
when cutting may begin 45

Administrative use 62

authority of district foresters and supervisors 62

bond, when required 63
card records 62

closing 64
field examination 62
methods of disposal under 62

permits, Forester's and district forester's 62
form of 63

ranger's record of 64

supervisors 62

purpose of 62

regulation 10

report of timber cut 64

supervision of cutting 63
Advance cutting, applications discouraged 25

district forester's and Forester's sales 19
form of application 26
limitation in amount 27

procedure 26

provision to be made for other bidders 27

regulation 8

supervisor's advertised sales 17

Advertisement, authority to publish 22
classification of sales by 14

correcting mistakes in 21
date for receiving bids 21
essential features to be covered in 20
form of 21

general notice 22
location of timber 20

papers in which published 20

period, minimum 20

publicity in addition to 23

report of, in district forester's and Forester's sales 19
in supervisor's sales 17

required in sales exceeding $100 in value 8, 16
sale of part of timber advertised 22

Alaska, exportation of timber from National Forests in
free use on national forests in 12

special scaling rule for 51
timber cutting on right of way or in connection with a special use 11

Allotments at highest price bid to prevent monopoly 9

Annual cut. See Limitation of annual cut.

Appeals 10, 59

from decision of ranger 59

from decision of supervisor 59

from decision of district forester 59

from decision of Forester 59

record 59

81
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Page.

Applicants, explanation and demonstration to, of sale requirements 42

reliability and financial standing of 42

Application, actual purchaser required to make 42
advance cutting 26

changes in, district forester's and Forester's sales 18
district forester's sales 18
Forester's sales 20

preparation of 36

special clauses for 43

supervisor's advertised sales 16
to follow terms of contract 42

Appraisal of timber 7

free-use material 68
Area. See Cutting area.

Areas, free use 12, 69, 70
Awards. See Bids and awards.

Ax, regulation marking 9
Bids and awards 23

award of sale 23
date for receiving bids 21

deposits accompanying bids 23
district forester's and Forester's sales 19
refunds to unsuccessful bidders 23

supervisor's sales 17

Black Hills National Forest, prohibition against exportation from 9
Blue sap 55

Bonds, advance cutting, regulation 9

amount, how determined 25
district forester's and Forester's sales 19
evidence of authority of person signing
examination of, periodically 25
form 25,77
increased if brush piling postponed 33

regulation 9, 10

supervisor's advertised sales

sureties

when required, timber sales 9, 10, 24

administrative use 63

Brush disposal

burning as cutting progresses
burning piles
detailed instructions

ground burning
insect-infested or fungus-infected trees 49

piling

postponement of piling 33, 49
bond to be increased
form of application

rate of

scattering 49

time for burning 49

Brush piling. See Brush
disposal.

Burning brush. See Brush disposal.

Cabins, use of timber in construction of

Camps and improvements 40

Cancellation or contracts. See Contract*.

Card record. See Records and reports.
Cascara bark, sale of

Cat face

Center rot, uniform 53

Check marking. See Marking.
on total number of logs in skidways

Checks, deep.
deep spiral

Christmas trees, sale of '.

how reported 60

Churches, free use to 11, 12
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Page.

Circular rot, uniform 53

Circular shake 54

Claims. See also Mining locations.

alleged invalid, free use of timber from 68

payment for timber cut on 39, 65

unperfected, cutting timber on 9, 39

Clean cutting. See Marking.
Closing, administrative use 64

ranger's sales 15

supervisor's sales

timber settlement cases 66

Conditions of sale 9

''removed" defined 36

time limits 36

Consent of sureties to modification 30
form for 31,33

Contracts 23

cancellation 34

enforced 35

field examination before 35

form for advertised sales 34

execution to be promptly made 23

district forester's and Forester's sales 19, 20

evidence of authority, person signing
form of resolution 24

form 23, 73

modification, general 8, 30

approval ; 34
bond increased if brush piling postponed 33
conditions under which allowed 30
consent of surety to be obtained 30

consent of surety when brush piling postponed 33
evidence of authority of person executing 30
extension of time 32
extensions exceeding five years 10, 33

extensions of time, form of application 33
form 30

postponement of brush piling 33

payments not allowed 30

ranger's sales 15

record of, how kept 34

verbal, prohibited
when extension refused disposal of timber 33

ranger's sales 15

sample, in district forester's and Forester's sales 18, 20

special clauses 43

supervisor's advertised sales 17

when submitted to successful bidders 23
witnesses to the execution of 24

Converting factors, use of, in preparing reports 60

Cooperative organizations of settlers, free use to 11, 12

Cost data 61

form for reporting 61

Costs, logging and milling, data on, in proposed sales 42

Counting. See Scaling.
Crotches 56

Curve or sweep 55

Cutting area, how designated
Cutting methods to be determined before sale begins 37

Cutting period. See Time limits.

Cutting reports. See also Timber sales.

check and record of 60

free use cases 70

timber settlement cases 66

Dead timber, to be included in all sales 37

Defects in logs. See Scaling.

Departments, free use to other 11
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Page.

Deposits. See also Payments, and Letters of transmittal.

general 8,28
transfer of 29
when made in timber settlement cases 66

Description. See Forest description.

Designating timber for cutting. See Marking.
Destruction, disposal of timber to prevent 10
Diameter limits, approximate, basis for determining. 37

to be flexible 47
when necessary 37

Diameters, finding, in scaling 52
Diseased timber, disposal of, under free use 68

under administrative use 62
District forester's sales. See Timber sales.

District marking board 46
Dote pii 54

Emergency sales. See Advance cutting.

Engines, steam, use of, on National Forests 10
Estimate in proposed sales. See Examination of timber.

Evidence of authority to execute contract, bond, etc 24
modifications 30

Examination of bond periodically
Examination of timber 36

all species to be cut 37

application to follow terms of contract 42

area, cutting 38
before disposal under administrative use 62

camps and improvements
claims, payment for timber cut from

unperfected 39
dead timber 37
diameter limits, approximate 37
estimate

by separate types
intensity of 42
of grades of material
timber to be left 42

explanation and demonstration to applicants
field data submitted as map, estimate and report 41

fire, precautions against 40
Forest description 42
future stand to be considered 37
local needs, provision for 38

logging and milling cost

logging methods 37

map
maximum annual cut considered before
method of cutting 37

mining locations, infested timber on 38
timber on
unmarked

monopoly
nomenclature 42
on Forests with preliminary plan 36

working plan 36

period allowed for cutting
protection from stock 37

reliability and financial standing of applicants 42
school and railroad sections
size of sales 38

special clauses for applications 43

special clauses for insect-infested timber

stumpage prices 39
utilization

Experiments, use of timber for 10, 62

Exportation of timber
Extension of time, exceeding five years 33
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Page.
Extension of time, form 33

when granted !!!!!!!!!!"." 32
when refused disposal of timber '. 33

Farmers, free use to, in Alaska 12
Federal Government, other branches of, free use to 11
Fire menace, removal of timber under administrative use 62
Fishermen, free use to, in Alaska 12
Forest description, ranger's sales 15

report on proposed sales 42
supervisor's unadvertised sales 16

Forester's sales. See Timber sales.

Form A. Voucher 28
BF. Authority to publish advertisement 22
59. Preliminary water-power permit 66
61. Water-power stipulation 66
63. Transmission line permit 66
80. Railroad stipulations 66
81. Stipulations (irrigation, municipal, mining) 66
202. Timber Bale application and agreement 17, 19, 23, 24, 33, 43, 70, 73
319. Memorandum of corporate officer's authority to sign instrument 24, 79
377. Bond 17,25,33,77
578a. Forest description 42, 62, 65, 66
578b. Estimate sheet 62, 65, 66
615. Timber sale record card 15, 16, 18, 60, 62, 66
616. Timber sale summary card 60
820. Report of timber cut 15, 59, 60
832. Special use permit 66
861. Letter of transmittal 17
874-8. Free use permit 70, 80
935. Certificate of publication 17, 18, 19
941. Bid for advertised timber 17, 19, 72
949 . Supervisor's monthly report of timber cut and sold 60
975. Poster notice of sale of timber 23
Administrative use permit 63

Application for advance cutting 26

Application for cancellation of contract 34

Application for modification of contract 30

Application for postponement brush piling 33
Consent of surety 31, 33
Extension of time 33
Notice of sale 21
Resolution 24
Timber sale costs 61
Transfer of credits 29

Free use ... 11, 67
administration 69
amount allowed each applicant 11
areas 12

by whom granted 11

cutting reports 70

disposal of timber by, under administrative use regulation 62
district forester's permits 70
limitation of cut under 11, 13, 67

marking the timber 69

object of 67

permit areas 69
form 80

ranger's records 70

ranger's reports 70

regulations 11

restrictions 12, 68
sale of material prohibited 12

scaling 69
schedule of rates 68

Secretary's and Forester's permits
special conditions in Alaska

supervisor's permits 70
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Free use, temporary free-use areas 70
to wnom granted 11, 67
to whom refused 11,67
transients and emergency use I L*. i;s

valuation of material ;s

without permit
Fungus-infected timber, brush from, disposal of 49
Future stand to be considered before making sale 37
General notice sales 22
Ground burning. See Brush disposal.
Ground rot 54
Heart rot 53

Improvements. See also Camps and improvements.
exchange of timber for services, etc., in building, prohibited. 62
use of timber in making 10, 62

Insect-infested timber, disposal of brush from

disposal of, under administrative use 62

on mining locations 38

special clauses for, in contracts 44

Installment payments
Letters of transmittal, general 30

rangers' sales

supervisor's advertised sales

Limitation of annual cut 7, 13

basis for determining
district office procedure
supervisor to recommend
to be considered before examination of timber
under free use 11, 13, 67

Line trees. See Marking.
Local supply, future, no sale to endanger 38
Locations. See Mining locations.

Locomotives, steam, use of on National Forests

Logging costs, data on, in proposed sales

Logging methods, to be considered in examination of timber

Log lengths. See Scaling.

Logs. See Scaling.

Map, proposed sale, preparation of

ranger's sale

supervisor's unadvertised sale

Marking 9, 45

by supervisors
care to be exercised in determining method 47

check 48
clean cutting 48

demonstration to purchaser 46
diameter limits 47

district marking board 46

experienced men for

free use timber 69

instructions, general 46
mature and defective trees

methods 45

policy, general
seed trees, when left 47

timber on claims 48

trees to be left with crowns free 47

witness and line trees 48

Marking ax
Marking board, district 46

Maximum and minimum prices 7, 14, 39

basis for determining
district office procedure
supervisors to recommend 14

Maximum cut. See Limitation of annual cut.

Measuring. See Scaling.
Merchantable material, denned
Milling costs, data on, in proposed sales 42
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Page.

Miners, free use to 11, 12, 67
Minimum and maximum prices 7, 14, 39

Mining locations, insect-infested timber on 38
timber on 38
unmarked 39

Miscellaneous products, sale of 58
how reported 60

Mistakes, correction of, in advertisement 21
Modification of contracts. See Contracts.

Monopoly, prevention of 9
sale apportioned to prevent 38

Nomenclature 42
Notice of appeal, time within which it may be filed 10, 59
Notice of sale. See Advertisement.

Numbering logs 50

Organizations, cooperative, of settlers, free use to 11, 12

Payments. See also Deposits, and Letters of transmittal.

installment 8
must be made in advance of cutting 8, 27

postponement of, not allowed 30
under timber settlement 11, 65

for timber on claims 39, 65
Permanent improvements. See Improvements.
Permits, card record of administrative use, in supervisor's office 62

district forester's free use 70
duration of free use 68
Forester's and district forester's administrative use 62
form for administrative use 63

rangers record of administrative use 64

Secretary's and Forester's free use 70

supervisor's administrative use 62

supervisor's free use 70

Piling brush. See Brush disposal.
Pin dote 54

Postponement brush piling. See Brush disposal.

Preliminary plans, proposed sales to be checked with 36

Prices, maximum and minimum 7, 14, 39
Private sale 9, 14, 27

Procedure, advance cutting 26
district forester's sales 18
Forester's sales 20

ranger's sales, in supervisor's office 15

supervisor's advertised sales, in district office 18

supervisor's unadvertised sales 16
timber settlement, on Forests 65

Prospectors, free use to . 11, 12, 67
Protection from stock after cutting completed 37

Publicity in large sales 23

Punky sap 55
Railroad lands 39

Rangers sales. See Timber sales.

Rates, schedule of, for free use material 68

Ravages, disposal of timber to prevent 10
Records and reports. See also Cutting reports.

administrative use record, supervisor's 62

rangers 64

annual report
'

60

appeals, record of 59

converting factors, use of, in preparing reports 60

cost data 61

form for reporting 61

cutting reports 59

district forester's and Forester's sales, supervisor's record

of 18

district forester's monthly report 60

district forester's record supervisor's sales

miscellaneous products, sale of, how reported 60

modifications of contract, record of 34
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Records and reports, rangers free use record

reports

ranger's sales record

reports of timber cut under administrative use 64
timber settlement 66

scale record, supervisor's office 60
scale reports 59

summary timber sale record 60

supervisor's advertised sales record
timber cut and sold, report of 60

Refunds 8,23,28
Removal, period allowed for 36, 40
"
Removed," defined 36

Repeated sales unadvertised timber prohibited 16

Reports. See Cutting reports, and Records and reports.

Resolution, form of corporate
Restrictions under free use 12, 68

Right of way, timber cut, damaged, killed, etc., on 10

Road districts, free use to 11, 12

Roads, use of timber in construction of, on National Forests 10

Rot, dote appearing in knots

ground or stump
uniform center or circular 53

Sales. See also Administration of sales and Timber sales.

miscellaneous forest products
Sample contracts in district forester's and Forester's sales 18, 20

Sap, blue

punky or unsound 55

Scale reports. See Records and reports, and Timber sales.

Scale rule. See also Scribner Decimal "C" log rule.

special for Alaska and west slope of Cascades

Scaling
check on total number of logs
check scale

factors considered
blue sap
cat face

circular shake
crotches
curve and sweep
deep checks or seams

deep spiral checks
defects in logs 52

defects in side of log
dote appearing in knots

finding diameters

ground or stump rot

measuring log lengths
merchantable material

pin dote

punky or unsound sap
uniform center or circular rot

unnecessary loss in manufacture not considered .... 52

free use material 69

lagging
log lengths
mill scale studies

numbering logs

poles, posts, etc

prohibition against removal before 9, 50

requirements of purchasers
scale rule 9

,
50

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: SS

special rule for Alaska and west slope of Cascades

stamping logs
material other than saw timber 58

Scribner Decimal "C" log rule tables,

shakes and shingle bolts.
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Page.

Scaling tables, division of long logs 51
loss due to defect 53
Scribner Decimal "C" log rule 56

ties 58

Scattering brush. See Brush disposal.
School districts, free use to 11, 12

School lands 39
Scribner Decimal "C "

log rule, all timber to be scaled by 9, 50
tables 56

Seams, deep 55

Seedlings, wild, sale of 58
how reported 60

Seed trees, where left 47
Seized material, sale of 27
Settlement. See Timber settlement.

Settlers, cooperative organizations of, free use to 11, 12

free use to 11,12,67
Shake, circular 54
Size of sale, basis for determining
Skidding logs for scaling 50
Sound material, defined 52

Spark arresters, when required 10

Special use, timber cut, damaged, etc., in connection with 10

Special uses connected with sales 35

Spiral checks, deep 55

Stamping, by Forest officer only 9

logs after scaling 50
timber before removal 9

Stand, future, to be considered before making sale 37
Standard rates, schedule of, for free use material 68
Steam engines or locomotives, use of, on National Forests 10

Stock, protection from, after cutting completed 37
Stone. See Free use.

Stump rot 54

Stumpage prices 7, 14, 39

Supervision. See also Administration of free use and sales.

cutting under administrative use 63

Supervisor's sales. See Timber sales.

Sureties. See also Bonds.
consent of, to modifications 30

form 31, 33

Sweep or curve 55

Tables, division of long logs 51
loss due to defect 53
Scribner Decimal "C" log rule 56

Timber sales 7, 13

advance cutting 8, 25
annual cut, limitation of 7, 13

appeals 10, 59

appraisal of timber 7, 39

authority to make 7

bonds 10, 24

classification of sales 14

by advertisement

by amount 14

conditions of sale 9

deposits 8, 28

disposal by sale, under administrative use regulation 62

district forester's and Forester's 1 7, 18

advance cutting
advertisement, report of

application 18, 20

changes in

bids and awards 19

bond 19

card record
contract 19

sample 18, 20
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Timber sales, district forester's and Forester's notice of sale

work which may be required of

supervisors

exportation of timber
installment payments 8
modifications of contracts 8, 30

payments 8, 27, 30, 39, 65

prevention of monopoly 9, 38

prices, maximum and minimum 7, 14, 39

private sale 9, 14, 27

rangers
closing
contract 15

cutting reports
maps and forest description
modification of contract

procedure supervisor's office 15
refunds

.^
8, 23, 28

supervisor's advertised 16
advance cutting

application
bids and awards
bonds

closing 17
contracts 17

district forester's record
letter of transmittal

notice of sale 16

procedure district office

report of advertisement 17

supervisor's unadvertised

maps and forest description
may not exceed $100

procedure
repeated sales prohibited 16

time limits 10, 36, 40
use of steam engines or locomotives 10

Timber settlement 10, 65

closing 66

cutting reports 66
defined 65

deposits 66
how reported 66

payment on basis of estimate or scale 65
for timber on claims 65

procedure on Forest 65

regulation 10

special clauses in forms or stipulations 66
utilization 66
when referred to district forester 66

Time limits for cutting and removal under sales 10, 36, 40

Trails, use of timber in construction of, on National Forests
Transfer of deposits 29

Transients, free use by 12, 68

Trespassers, free use to 11

award of sales to

Turpentine, sale of 58
how reported

Unadvertised sales. See Timber sales.

Unsound sap
Utilization 40, 52, 66,

Verbal modification of contracts prohibited
Witnesses to execution of contract, etc
Witness trees. See Marking.
Working plans, proposed sales to be checked with



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 149 INSTHTJCTIONS.

FEBRUARY 1, 1913.

Timber Sales. Paragraph 10 of the Instructions on page 23,

with center heading
"
Contracts," and Amendment No. 108, are

hereby amended by the substitution of the following:

Form 202, with the insertion of needed special clauses in each case,

will be used in sales where necessary to secure desired

silvicultural and administrative results.

Form 202a may be used in any unadvertised or small advertised

Form 2
sale, in which it will secure the desired silvicultural

and administrative results. The conditions on the

back of the form should be brought to the notice of the purchaser,
with the request that he read them before affixing his signature.
Form 202b will be used only in sales to settlers and farmers under

Form 202b ^ act of Au^lst 10
?
1912 (Public. 261). The con-

ditions on the back of the form should be brought
to the notice of the purchaser, with the request that he read them
before affixing his signature.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

78093 13
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 107 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 23, 1912.

Timber Sales. Paragraph 6 of the Instructions on page 60 is

hereby amended by adding the following sentence :

It will not be necessary to include in this statement the amount of

the " overcut " or " undercut "
in sales which were closed during the

preceding month.
HENRY S. GRAVES,

Forester.

2983712





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 8 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911
TIMBER SALES. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRI-
CULTURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING
TO AND GOVERNING TIMBER SALES UPON NATIONAL FOREST
LANDS.)

Effective on and after July 16, 1912.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY.

Regulation S-14, page 10 of the Xational Forest Manual, 1911,

Timber Sales, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture to take effect

December 1, 1911, is hereby amended by adding the following:

In all sales exceeding 10,000,000 feet and in smaller sales when
necessary in the judgment of the approving officer, the successful

bidder will be required to submit, before the timber is awarded to

him, a statement satisfactory to the approving officer of financial

ability to conduct the operation and fulfill all of the obligations
to be assumed under the sale contract. Such a statement may be

required, in the discretion of the approving officer, before the ap-
proval of a sale application or before any steps are taken to examine
areas tentatively applied for.

Done at Washington this 16th day of July, 1912.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.
54129 No. 812
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 125 INSTRUCTIONS.

APRIL 18, 1912.

Timber Settlement. Next to the last paragraph on page 66,

with marginal heading
" When referred to district forester," is

hereby amended to read as follows:

If the approximate amount of timber involved in a special use

permit, as shown by the report on Form 964, is more than the super-
visor is authorized to approve in a sale, the case will be referred to

the district forester, with a draft of the timber settlement clause

to be included in the permit. The district forester may require a

report on Forms 578a and 578b before approving the permit, at his

discretion.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

41292' 12
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 7 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

TIMBER SALES. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRI-

CULTURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING
TO AND GOVERNING TIMBER SALES UPON NATIONAL FOREST

LANDS.)

Effective on and after July 16, 1912.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY.

Regulation S-10, page 9 of the National Forest Manual, 1911,

Timber Sales, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture, to take effect

December 1. 1911, is hereby amended by adding the following:

Before approving an application or accepting a bid, a statement
of the relation of the applicant or bidder to other persons, firms, or

corporations holding permits or agreements for the use of National
Forest resources may be required in the discretion of the approving
officer. Firms or corporations may be required to furnish a certified

statement of their members or stockholders.

Done at Washington this 16th day of July, 1912.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.

54129 No. 712
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. 134 INSTRUCTIONS.

AUGUST 9, 1912.

Timber Sales. The Instructions on page 28 are hereby amended

by inserting under the head of u
Deposits," and immediately follow-

ing the table of deposits in classes C and D sales, the following

paragraph :

Frequent small deposits may be accepted in Class A sales from

purchasers whose circumstances do not enable them to pay for the
timber in larger installments.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

57216 No. 13412
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. 110 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 31, 1912.

Timber Sales. The Instructions on page 58 are hereby amended

by the insertion after the discussion of " Check scaling
" of the fol-

lowing paragraphs. A marginal entry of the "words
"
Penalty

scale," as well as reference to "Amendment 110," should be made in

all file copies of the Manual at the point specified.

All marked trees left uncut, merchantable tops and high stumps,
etc., left in the woods for which a double stumpage
rate is required in the contract should be scaled,

stamped, and numbered in the same way as in the regular scale. Ex-

cept in small sales, a separate scale book, marked "
Penalty scale,"

should be kept for this purpose. Logs already scaled and numbered
which are left in the woods should be recorded separately in the

penalty scale book under their original numbers. In small sales

separate records may be kept in the regular scale book, but should be

distinctly marked.

Reports of penalty scale should also be made separately from those
of the regular scale, either by submitting separate reports on Form
820, labeled "

Penalty scale," or, where small quantities are reported
at infrequent intervals, by entries on the back of Form 820. under
*' Remarks." Whenever penalty scale is reported the " Total pre-

viously reported," "Total since last report," and "Total to date,"
should be given. If separate Forms 820 are used, they will consti-

tute an independent series in themselves. Entries under " Remarks "

will be made only in reports for periods during which a penalty scale

has actually been made and in the final report for the sale. In cases
where the material has been previously scaled and charged for on
the regular scale the penalty scale should be recorded as a single
scale, followed by the words Previously scaled," and charged for at

the regular contract price. In all other cases the penalty scale

should be recorded as a single scale and charged for at double the
contract price.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

o
2983712





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 129 INSTRUCTIONS.

JULY 16, 1912.

Timber sales. Paragraph 8 of the Instructions on page 42, with

marginal heading
"
Reliability and financial standing of appli-

cants," is hereby amended by adding the following:

A specific statement of financial ability will be required in all

sales of 10,000,000 feet or more and in smaller sales in the discretion

of the approving officer. (Regulation S-14.) Such a statement

may be required when necessary in the judgment of the approving
officer before the approval of a sale application, either formal or

tentative, and in any event before the timber is awarded to the

successful bidder.

In dealing with established local firms of a substantial character,
a simple statement of assets is sufficient. No further check than a

report from the local forest officers that the applicant or bidder
is financially able to carry out the contract will be required.

In dealing with firms established in the lumbering business but
not locally known, a statement of assets will be required, together
with a list of references to the financial standing of the firm. The
statement should be checked by the Credit Rating Book and by
inquiry from at least one of the references given.
In dealing with established local firms of a substantial character,

lumbering business, a specific statement of present and anticipated
resources, together with a list of references, will be required. The
statement should be checked by inquiry from one or more of the

references given and, if there is any question as to the financial

ability of the applicant, by a special rating from one of the estab-

lished agencies. This rating can be secured from the Division of
Accounts and Disbursements of the Department upon application
to the Forester.

The object of this requirement is to restrict sales to bona fide

operators or firms prepared to operate if the timber is secured, of

adequate financial ability to carry out the contract succevssfully, and
to prevent sales to promoters and speculators. The foregoing in-

structions will be applied with a view to eliminating awards to

bidders who are not organized or financially equipped to carry out
the contract but who will use the award of timber, which is prac-
tically an option, as the principal basis for organizing a new com-

pany to handle the timber or as a possible basis for speculation

through stock issues or otherwise.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

54129 No. 12912
O





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL

AMENDMENT NO. 130 INSTRUCTIONS.

JULY 16, 1912.

Timber sales. Paragraph 6 of the Instructions on page 23, under

marginal heading "Award," is hereby amended by adding the fol-

lowing:

When the highest bid is rejected on account of the unsatisfactory
financial standing of the bidder (Regulation S-14; instructions, page
42) or the liability of creating monopoly (Regulation S-10; instruc-

tions, page 38), the timber may be readvertised, awarded to the high-
est bidder who meets the requirements of the Regulations, or held
for private sale. The highest price bid will ordinarily be consid-

ered as establishing the market value of the timber. Awards to other
than the highest bidder or private sales will be made only at such

price. If the timber can not be sold at the rate named in the highest
bid. or if there is a question as to the good faith of such bid, the

timber will be readvertised. In the award following readvertise-

ment, bids submitted by parties whose previous bids were rejected
on account of monopoly or financial standing will not be considered.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

54129 No. 13012
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO, 133 INSTRUCTIONS.

AUGUST 9, 1912.

Timber Sales. The Instructions on page 15 are hereby amended

by inserting after the first paragraph the following paragraph with

marginal heading "Minimum charges":

A minimum charge for all sales of timber to be used for com-
mercial purposes will be established for each Forest

s>

by the district forester. Such charge will be not less

than $3 nor more than $10. No sale for commercial uses will be made
at less than the established minimum for the Forest. No minimum
charge will be applied in sales of timber for the personal use of the

purchaser.
HENRY S. GRAVES,

Forester.
57216 No. 13312
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 14 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911
TIMBER SALES. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRI-
CULTURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS RELATING
TO AND GOVERNING TIMBER SALES UPON NATIONAL FOREST
LANDS.)

Effective on and after December 3, 1912.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Page 10 of the National Forest Manual, 1911, Timber Sales, issued

by the Secretary of Agriculture to take effect December 1, 1911, is

hereby amended by adding the following after Regulation S-16:

TURPENTINE SALES.

Regulation S-16a. So far as applicable the regulations govern-
ing timber sales will apply in turpentine sales except as follows:
District foresters are authorized to make sales in amounts not ex-

ceeding 200,000 cups, and to delegate this authority to supervisors
for specific amounts not exceeding 40,000 cups. Cupping in advance
of advertisement will not be allowed.

Done at Washington this 3d day of December, 1912.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.

69699 No. 14 13
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE,

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 126 INSTRUCTIONS.

APRIL 18, 1912.

Timber Settlement. The last paragraph on page 65, with

marginal heading "Procedure: Forests," is hereby amended to read

as follows:

When timber is involved in a special use case, a report on the

timber to be cut, damaged, killed, or destroyed will be prepared on
Form 5T8a, together with an estimate of the timber on Form 5T8b,
either at the time when the special use report, Form 964, is made or

subsequently, as the supervisor shall determine. The timber report
and estimate will in any event be made before cutting or destruction

begins. In addition to the usual recommendations in timber sales,
this report will contain recommendations as to whether the timber
should be paid for on the basis of the estimate or actual scale, and
state when cutting or destruction is likely to take place.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

41293 12
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

AMENDMENT NO. 15 TO THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL, 1911

TIMBER SALES. (REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREST OFFICERS
RELATING TO AND GOVERNING TIMBER SALES UPON NA-
TIONAL FOREST LANDS.)

Effective on and after January 2, 1913.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Regulation S-9, page 9, of the National Forest Manual, 1911,
Timber Sales, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture to take effect

December 1, 1911, is hereby amended by adding the following:

Mature, dead, and down timber which may be cut without injury
to the Forest will, upon application, be sold without advertisement in

any desired amount to homestead settlers and farmers

fa?me
e

rs*
scttlers and

at tne actual cost of making and administering such
sales. Material will be cut under this regulation only

for the domestic use of the purchaser, upon his homestead or farm.
The disposal of any part of such material for a money or other con-

sideration, or in exchange for labor, services, or commodities furnished
the purchaser in connection with its cutting, removal, or manufac-
ture, is prohibited. If any of the foregoing requirements are violated,
the sale will be terminated and the purchaser required to pay for all

material cut at the maximum current rate fixed by the Secretary of

Agriculture for such material on the Forest concerned.
On June 1 of each year the Secretary of Agriculture will determine,

upon data and information furnished by the Forester, the cost per
thousand feet, board measure or other unit, of making and adminis-

tering such sales in each National Forest region where similar con-
ditions exist, which amount will be uniformly applied on all Forests
in the region during the ensuing fiscal year as the stumpage price in

sales to homestead settlers and farmers under this regulation.

Regulation S-2, page 7, is hereby amended by adding the follow-

ing sentence to the second paragraph:

The minimum prices, however, will not apply to timber sold to
homestead settlers and farmers under the terms of Regulation S-9.

Regulation S-8, page 8, is hereby amended by inserting the

following words at the beginning of the regulation:

Except in sales to homestead settlers and farmers under the terms
of Regulation S-9.

Done at Washington this 5th day of December, 1912.

Witness my hand and the seal of the Department of Agriculture.

[SEAL.] JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.
70278 No. 1513 Q





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 135INSTRUCTIONS,

AUGUST 9, 1912.

Timber sales. The Instructions on page 38 are hereby amended

by inserting after the second paragraph, with marginal heading
"
Size of sales." the following sentence :

Sales of small amounts for commercial uses will be subject to the
minimum charge established by the district forester for the Forest
concerned.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
.Forester.

57216 No. 13512
O





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 148 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 2, 1913.

Timber Sales. Next to the last paragraph on page 14, with

marginal heading "By advertisement/' is hereby amended by adding
the following :

, except sales to homestead settlers and farmers under the terms of

Regulation S-9.

The last paragraph on page 14 is hereby amended by adding the

following sentence :

Sales to homestead settlers and farmers under the requirements
of Regulation S-9, which may be made in any amount without

advertisement, are also classed as private sales.

The third paragraph on page 27, with center heading
" Private

Sale/' is hereby amended by inserting the words "Of advertised

timber" as a marginal heading. The Instructions on page 27 are

further amended by adding immediately after the third paragraph
the foUowing paragraphs with marginal heading

"
Sales to settlers

and farmers":

Sales to homestead settlers and farmers under Regulation S-9
will be made without advertisement, in any amount

fa?me
e
r

s

s

tosettlersand
desired, at the price fixed annually in each National
Forest region of similar conditions by the Secretary

as equivalent to the actual cost of making and administering such
sales.

Only material to be used by the purchasers for domestic purposes
exclusively on homesteads and farms will be sold under this regula-
tion. Such uses include the construction or repair of farm buildings
of any character, fences and other improvements, and fuel. Sales
under this regulation will not be made to agents employed by the

person or persons who will use the timber cut, to manufacturers or
others who propose in turn to sell the material to settlers or farmers,
or to persons wno have on their own lands a sufficient and practically
accessible supply of material suitable for the purposes required.
Such sales will, furthermore, be restricted to mature, dead, and
down timber which may be cut without injury to forest conditions.
As close utilization of inferior species and grades of material as

practicable for the purposes of the purchaser will be required.
70278-No. 148-13 [OVER]



The contract in such cases will be prepared on Form 202-b upon
verbal or other informal application. The contract will contain ih<>

following special clause :

"
All timber cut under this agreement will be used by the purchaser

for domestic purposes exclusively on his homestead or farm. None of

the timber cut will be disposed of for a money or other consideration,
or in exchange for labor, services, or commodities of any character
furnished in connection with its cutting, removal, or manufacture.
If this clause is violated in any particular this agreement will be

terminated; and the purchaser hereby agrees to pay the United
States for all timber cut hereunder at the rate of $ per M bd.

ft. (or other unit)."
The penalty rate will be the maximum price for such material on

the Forest concerned fixed by the Secretary for the current year.

Paragraph 4 on page 60, with marginal heading "Report of timber

sold and cut/' is hereby amended by adding the following sentence:

The amount and value of the timber sold and cut, respectively,
in private sales to settlers and farmers under the terms of Regulation
S-9 will be reported separately.

The last paragraph on page 67 of the Instructions, with marginal

heading "To whom granted or refused," is hereby amended by
adding the following sentence :

Homestead settlers and farmers who are refused free use on the

ground that they may reasonably be required to purchase should be

informed that they may purchase timber for domestic use on their

homesteads or farms at cost, under the terms of Regulation S-9.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

[No. 148J
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 131 INSTRUCTIONS.

JULY 16, 1912.

Timber sales. Paragraph 4 of the Instructions on page 38, with

marginal heading
"
Monopoly," is hereby amended by adding the

following :

When any question of monopoly is involved, through the control

of large quantities of timber by affiliated operators, a certified state-

ment of the relation of the applicant or bidder to other purchasers
of National Forest timber may be required. (Regulation S 10.) A
certified statement of the membership of firms or list of stockholders

in corporations may similarly be required.
HENRY S. GRAVES,

Forester.
54129 No. 131 12
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. 147 INSTRUCTIONS.

DECEMBEK 3, 1912.

Timber Sales. The Instructions on page 58 are hereby amended

by adding the following after the last paragraph:

TURPENTINE SALES.

Except as hereafter provided, sales of turpentine will be governed,
General instruc- so far as applicable, by the instructions prescribed

tions - for timber sales.

Applications for the purchase of turpentine should ordinarily be in

writing. Where formal applications are not requiredApplications. , i i i i i / i i

the contract should be prepared in its final form in

each case before advertisement begins.
Unaclvertised sales of turpentine for $100 or less will be made only

size of sales
when necessary, in the discretion of the supervisor,
for the utilization of small or isolated bodies of

timber.

Form 203 will be used in the preparation of con-
contracts, tracts, with the insertion of the special clauses re-

quired.
Bonds may be required in all contracts for amount? exceeding

$100, and will be required in all contracts for amounts

exceeding $500.

Payments other than the deposits made in advance of advertise-

Payments
ment or with bids will be required either in advance
or in two or more approximately equal amounts,

which must be so arranged that payment is well in advance of the

removal of the product. In all cases the date of the final payment
must precede the beginning of operations for the final contract season.

All turpentine sales will be made on a cup basis, the unit of measure

unit of measure being 1,000 cups. The total sum due will be deter-

mined from field counts of cups by forest officers.

., . Cupping in advance of advertisement Avill not be
Advance cupping. -,,

-*-
*,

allowed.
The object in all operations will be to secure the maximum produc-

^ o11 ^ turpentine consistent with conservative sil-

vical management and the perpetuation of the forest.

NO. 147 13 [Over.]



The Hlvicultnrnl MMCIH which will be used in management am! tin-

possibility of using cupped trees for other purposes, such as saw

timber, must be kept in mind in designating the trees to be cupped.
All contracts will require the use by purchasers of one of tin-

modern cupping systems, with horizontal apron or gutter, and the

placing of cups and aprons or gutters as near the ground as possible.
in such a manner as to prevent waste. All contracts should specify
the minimum diameters d. b. h. which will be cupped, the period
within which cups must be placed, the number of cups to be placed
upon trees of specified diameters, which will be based upon the

maximum production in the long run consistent with reasonable

operating costs; an average and maximum depth for streaks, which
should not exceed one-half and three-fourths inches, respectively, not

including bark
;
a maximum width for streaks, which should, if pos-

sible, be one-half inch or less: and a total height for faces during a

contract season; the kind of hack that will be used for chipping,
proper placing, and spacing of faces on the tree, based upon the maxi-
mum production in the long run, the frequency of streaking, and the

maximum number of streaks which may be made during the season.

Wherever necessary for safety, all contracts should require the

Protection from removal annually of all debris to a reasonably safe
***' distance from each tree and the construction of fire-

breaks around the contract area.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

[No. 147]
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

H. S. GRAVES, Forester.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.
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The Secretary
* * * may make such rules and regulations

* * * as will insure the objects of said reservations, namely, to

regulate their occupancy and use and to preserve the forests thereon
from destruction; and any violation of this act or such rules and
regulations shall be punished (by $500 fine or 12 months' impris-
onment, or both) as is provided for in the act of June 4, 1888,

amending section 5388 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.

(Act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat., 11.)
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CLAIMS.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT or AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D. C.

By virtue of the authority vested in the Secretary of Agriculture
by the act of Congress of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628), amenda-
tory to the act of Congress of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11), I, James
Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, do make and publish the following
regulations relating to claims on National Forest lands, the same to

supersede all previous regulations for like purpose and to be in force

and effect from the 1st day of February, 1912, and to constitute a

part of the Use Book.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official

seal at Washington, D. C., this 19th day of December, 1911.

JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.

REGULATIONS.

Reg. L-41. No Forest officer shall, except as hereinafter provided,
request a homestead entryman to relinquish his

R e 1 i n q u ish- claim or suggest for any reason whatsoever that such
a course is desirable. If any homestead entryman

voluntarily offers to relinquish his claim, the Forest officer may sug-
gest that the relinquishment be transmitted to the local land office,

but shall not encourage this to be done. Forest officers who receive

by mail relinquishments from claimants must return the same, with
the suggestion in every case that if the entryman desires to relinquish
he should send the relinquishment to the local land office. No
Forest officer shall be a party to a compromise whereby any claims
or trespass case is settled by requiring the claimant to relinquish a
claim to the United States.

When relinquishments are offered which cover lands needed for

administrative purposes, and when it is desired to pay the claimant
for improvements thereon, a recommendation, accompanied by the

reasons in each specific case, shall be submitted to the Forester, who
may authorize the purchase of the improvements upon the filing of

the relinquishment in the local land office.



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, D. C.

The following procedure and instructions are hereby established
and issued to take eifect February 1, 1912, governing the enforce-
ment of the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to

claims within National Forests.

HENRY S. GRAVES, Forester.

Approved December 19, 1911:
JAMES WILSON, Secretary.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

The administration of the National Forests is a duty imposed upon
_ the Secretary of Agriculture by law. In order prop-

are ex^nined.
1" '

erly to
.
Discharge that

duty,
it is necessary that he

ascertain the status of all lands within the National
Forests. The examination of claims within National Forests by
Forest officers is therefore made primarily in furtherance of this object.
The information thus obtained Iby the employees of this department
is, as a matter of governmental economy, placed at the disposal of the

Secretary^ of the Interior, upon whom rests the responsibility for

determining the title to all lands within the National Forests.
It is not the purpose or intent of the department to initiate con-

tests against claimants who have entered lands in the National
Forests in good faith to secure a home or for other purposes recog-
nized by law, and in such cases no contest should be initiated upon
slight, technical noncompliance with the law. It is the purpose and
intent, however, to protect the lands of the United States within the
National Forests from acquisition by those who do not seek them for

purposes recognized by law, and when it is apparent that an entry
or a claim is not initiated in good faith and in compliance with the

spirit of the law under which it is asserted, but is believed from the
facts to be a subterfuge to acquire title to timber land, or to control

range privileges, water, a water-power site, or rights of way; or if it

otherwise actively and materially interferes with the essential interests

of the National Forest in that locality and is not made or maintained
in good faith, a contest should be recommended, even if the technical

requirements of the law appear to have been fulfilled. As to mining
claims, it should especially be borne in mind that good faith almost

necessarily exists when the claims are located on untimbered and
unwatered lands which control no means of access or rights of way
and are valueless for any occupancy purposes.
No claims can be initiated upon lands within National Forests, nor

upon lands withdrawn for National Forest purposes,
Initiation of except under the mining laws, the coal-land laws, and

tio

a

n?l
S

Forest unc
}er the act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233).

land. Claims, however, within a National Forest initiated
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Erior
to the withdrawal of the lands, or their inclusion therein, may

e perfected and patents obtained by compliance with the law under
which such claims were initiated.

Determina- The determination of questions involving title to
tion of title to unperfected claims in National Forests is within the
claims.

jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior.

A valid claim is one initiated in good faith under some act of

D fin'
'

f Congress for the acquisition of title to public lands

valid claim
11

an<^ continued by use consistent with the char-
acter of the claim and necessary for its actual

development.
It is a fundamental requisite that all claims be initiated in good

faith for the purpose contemplated by the law under which they are
held. It is bad faith, for instance, to hold a mining or agricultural
claim primarily for the timber thereon or to acquire a site valuable
for water-power development. Where the land is held for the timber,
for a hotel site, saloon site, or other foreign use, and there has been no

compliance with the requirements of the law under which the claim
was initiated, it may be considered prejudicial to National Forest
interests.

It has been held by the Department of the Interior that the with-
drawal of lands for and their inclusion in a National

Government Forest constitutes the Government an adverse claim-

fo^land^^th- ant to land. No contest or protest against issu-

drawn
n

for Na- ance of patent can be considered by the General Land
tional Forests. Office unless specific charges are filed within two years

after the date of issuance of final certificate, except
as to timber and stone entries.

In harmony with the practice of the General Land

m
n Office

>
a^ reports on claims made by Forest officers

fidential. must be held as confidential, and may be examined

only by duly authorized officers and employees of

the Government.

Prospecting will not be interfered with and mineral locations will

not be examined prior to application for mineral

Exa^hmHons patent, except where a report is requested by the

claims!
*

Department of the Interior or where locations biter-

fere with the administration of the National Forest.

No adverse report will be submitted to the Department of the Inte-

rior which has not been made by a mineral examiner.
A squatter is one who settled upon a tract of unsurveyed public

land with the bona fide intent to acquire title thereto under the
homestead law upon public survey of the land.

Squatters who settled upon National Forest land before its with-
drawal and who have maintained residence thereon,

Squatters' improvements, and cultivation in good faith since

tion! Forest settlement and who are awaiting public survey to

land.

'

make entry have the same right to occupy and enjoy
their holdings as homestead entrymen.

Such a settler must make entry of the land claimed within three
months from the filing of the township plat in the local land office

for the district within which such land is situated. Failure to do so

may forfeit his prior right of entry.
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No rights can be initiated in this way upon land which lias been
withdrawn for or included in a National Forest.

A posted notice of claim to a tract of land is not the basis of title,

and where actual residence in pursuance of an intention to remain
is relied upon as the basis, failure to maintain it may result in the

forfeiture of the claim. Squatters may, at their option, await public

survey or apply for the examination of their lands that they may be

opened to entry under the act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233).
The locator, or subsequent owner, of a mining claim has a right

to the use of sufficient timber from his claim for
Free u s e of

development purposes.
This includes the construc-

oprant rfmSng tion * sucn Buildings as may be necessary as an
claims. adjunct to such development and the timber for

shafts and tunnels, as well as for fuel in connection
with such development. Timber, however, may not be cut from one
claim to be used on another claim even if it be of the same

group
unless its use tends to develop the claim from which it is cut, as well

as the one on which it is used, except under free-use permit (Regs. S-19

toS-27)^A mining claimant has no right whatever to cut or remove timber
from his claim for sale or for purposes other than the development
of the claim, and such removal constitutes trespass (Reg. T-2), except
where the removal of the timber reasonably in advance of the mining
work is necessary to the development of the claim.

Upon the cancellation of any claim to lands within a National
Forest the land involved becomes part of the National

afte^cancelMi
018

Forest, excepting canceled entries under the act of

ofclaim!
C< l

June 11, 1906, and excepting entries canceled and
reinstated under the act of March 3, 1911, and except-

ing canceled entries upon lands which are within the boundaries of

the Forest, but which, by the conditions of the proclamation creating
it, are not included therein, and unless the claim erroneously covered

part of an odd-numbered section within the primary limits of a
railroad grant or was canceled by reason of tlie superior adverse
claim of another.

In cases of pending homestead entries, if the entry is not canceled
within one year after the expiration of the seven-year period from
the date of entry within which no proof has been submitted, the

supervisor will report the case to the district forester, who will call

this to the attention of the chief of field division. In these cases no

report as required by Form 655 will be necessary, as, under the

regular Land Office procedure, the local land office officials will

notify the entryman to show cause why the entry should not be can-
celed on account of the expiration of the seven-year period.
The title of the United States passes with the patent, but its

delivery is not necessary, since the title by patent is

bypa
S

tenf one of record and Jt relat
.

es back to the initiation of

the claim and cuts off all intervening claims.

If a patent to public land is not expressly required by law, title

passes fully by certification (as in the case of a land

by c

a
e
S

rtmcation rant to a State)- If
; however, the certification is

erroneous for any reason, patent may issue on a
bona fide entry of record prior to or at the date of such certification.
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A patent, or a final certificate which lias been issued for more than
two years without the filing of any protest or contest

may beannulled! agamst
.

tne entrv
>
can be invah*dated only by judicial

proceedings, but where a patent fails properly to
describe the land it may be surrendered and a new patent will issue
to correct the mistake. Proceedings to annul patents must be insti-

tuted in a court of competent jurisdiction within six years from the
date of patent. The United States will not attack a regularly issued

patent without a convincing showing that fraud was committed in

procuring it.

Suit to vacate a patent will be recommended to the Department of
Justice by the Department of the Interior where it

patent appears that the final proof was false or fraudulent;
but such suit will not be advised where the evidence is

not convincing or where the land is in the hands of an innocent pur-
chaser without notice of the fraud. The right to bring suit in the
name of the United States to set aside a patent exists only when the
Government has an interest, or where the title has been secured by
false and fraudulent evidence introduced to affect the judgment of

the Land Office officials, or the Government is under obligation to
make the title good.

PROCEDURE ON NATIONAL FORESTS.

When exami- Examinations and reports upon claims will be made
nation and report by Forest officers under instructions from the Forest

supervisors :

(a) Upon request from the Commissioner of the General Land
Office or the chief of field division

;

(b) Upon receipt from the local land office of notice of application
for patent on a mining claim, or of notice of intention to submit final

proof on an agricultural claim;
(c) When claimants are making unlawful use of claims, or are holding

them for unlawful purposes, or bad faith in connection with them
is manifest, or when a trespass occurs upon or under color of a claim.

When a claims case is initiated, the supervisor will make an index
card and a folder for the case, using a white card for

claim in^ e/ agricultural claims and a blue card for mineral claims.

viso?s office?
1^

Upon the index cards will be entered the case designa-
tion and such notations as may be necessary. The

case will be filed alphabetically according to the name of the claim or

claimant. The supervisor will then secure the status of the land if

necessary and order the examination.
The strength of the report does not rest primarily upon the number

of witnesses, but rather upon their credibility and
Evidence to

opportunity for knowing the facts. When a report

ascerTained md sllows adverse facts, it should give the names of two

reported.
or more disinterested witnesses, by whom the state-

ments can be proved, and should be accompanied by
affidavits or statements regarding the facts to which they will testify
at a hearing. If affidavits can not be obtained, a statement of facts

by each witness (preferably signed by the witness) and his attitude in

the premises should be furnished, since incorrect impressions may be
obtained from conversations, and a witness's statement on the stand
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may vary in a marked degree from the impression which he gave the

Forest officer when interviewed. The Forest officers should seek to

ascertain only relevant facts about the claim under examination.
Facts should be reported whether they are favorable or unfavorable.

Whenever possible the report of facts should be corroborated by the

testimony of witnesses.

Every affidavit or statement should include the residence and post-
office address of the witness. Those who have lived

Affidavits and near the claim are preferable to those residing at a

witnesses^ distance. Where possible, effort should be made to

secure the testimony of reputable members of the

community with no interest in the case except to state the facts.

If Forest officers know that witnesses who may be summoned to

testify in behalf of the claimant are aware of facts
Witnesses * n adverse to the claimant but to which they will prob-

a^t* ably fail to testify, they should report those facts

when ascertained to the district forester.

In the preparation of statements care should be taken to see that

they do not contain conclusions of the witnesses, but

vit̂

rm of affida"

only statements of known facts. For instance, such
statements as ''Claimant has not resided upon the

land in good faith/' or
" has not shown good faith in his occupancy and

improvement of the premises," or in the case of a mining location "has
not expended the required amount in labor to entitle him to patent,"
or "has not used the claim for the purpose contemplated by the min-

ing law," are all conclusions and must be left to the officer of the

Interior Department who passes upon the testimony.
The following form of affidavit may be used:

State of
, County of

,
ss:

,
whose post-office address is

, being duly sworn, deposes and

Bays: (Here follows a concise statement of the facts disclosed by the affiant.)
That I have carefully read the foregoing statement of facts, understand their import,

and they are true to the best of my knowledge.

(Signature of the affiant.)

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of
,
19 .

(Name of Forest officer.)

(Title of Forest officer.)

When it is reported that a claimant or a witness made any state-

ment respecting the claim to another, the name of the

witaes?toothera Person to whom such statement was made and his

post-office address should appear. When any state-

ment in the report is made upon the authority of another, the name
and address of the person from whom the information was obtained
should be given.

Hearsay (statements by persons without actual knowledge of the

facts) or opinions regarding the claimant's movements,

o inions
1 S

^neea intentions, or actions are valueless. Negative testi-

twe'evid'ence!

~

mony als is of little force. For example, where the
affiant states "he did not see the claimant at a certain

place" or "on a certain occasion." From the testimony it should

appear that the affiant or witness was present and in a position where
he must of necessity have seen the claimant if he had been there.
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Affidavits and statements will be treated as confidential and will

Affidavits and
no^ ^e Pr duced a^ a hearing or at any other time

statements confi- unless the witness on the stand departs from the
dential. statements formerly made.

Forest officers who administer oaths must verify

ing oaths
* S * C * ^ie signa ûre f the witness at the time of securing

an affidavit or written statement.
Since witnesses are called upon to testify in great detail, Forest

officers should carefully note all facts in their note-

book
6

in hear-
^^s a^ the time of the examination or of their occur-

ings . rence, and they may testify from such memoranda
at the hearing. Only original notes can be used by

a witness at the hearing to refresh his memory.
If the land involved in any claim to which title is sought from the

United States is available and apparently held as a res-

claims
1'

covering
ervc*r or Power site, it should be reported with details

reservoir or power
as ^ ^ne dimensions and construction of the dam, area

sites. of watershed and of reservoir, and volume and fall of
water controlled by the site, and particularly as to the

interests proposed to be served by such reservoir or power site and
respecting the movements and operations of the claimant.

In order to have complete information at hand regarding all home-
stead claims on the Forests, it is important that a rec-

Correct r e c -
orj ke ^-ep t by the district ranger of the condition of

Sn h^mTstead ail
.
unpatented homestead claims in the district. If

claims. this information is compiled from time to time it will

not be necessary to depend entirely upon the state-

ments of settlers and local residents when formal reports are called

for. Information so obtained should be filed separately by cases in

the rangers' files. Supervisors should keep district rangers informed
of the location of all claims of this character. When possible, an
annual report should be made by the district ranger on each unper-
fected homestead entry in his district. This report should be placed in

the supervisor's files and should not be forwarded to the district forester.

Reports should include material facts and give specific dates regarding
residence and improvements and should also include the names and
addresses of witnesses who are familiar with the facts.

What consti- A report n a homestead claim will be considered

tutes a favorable favorable when it shows that the claim is apparently
report on a home- held in good faith and in accordance with the terms
stead claim. of he law under which it is asserted.

A preliminary report on a mining claim will be considered favorable
when it shows (a) that the claim is apparently held in

What consti- good faith for the purposes authorized by law; (b)

^relimlnar
701

*!? ^na^ ^ie exPenditure has been made on the improve-

por/on^'mining
ment work as required by law; and (c) that the issu-

claim. ance of patent will not prejudice the interests of the
United States.

A report upon an agricultural claim will contain a recommendation
whether or not proceedings should be instituted

Recommeiida -
against the claim to determine its validity or whether

claims?
'

the claim should be patented. No recommendation

report upon
for or

against patenting will be made in a preliminary
a mineral claim. In the case of an unfavorable report by
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a mineral examiner the recommendation should be made by such
ollicor that the location or entry

<( be declared invalid" or "canceled,"
and the report should specify the charges or reasons for making the
adverse recommendations. Where the report is favorable, the rec-

ommendation should be that "
patent issue."

A report upon a claim, when received by the supervisor, should be
carefully scrutinized to insure the thoroughness of (lie

investigation and the completeness or statement.

If, for any reason, it appears that the report is

erroneous or incomplete, the supervisor will return it

to the Forest officer who made the examination,
indicating its defects and requiring its correction.

When requested by the district assistant to the solicitor, the

supervisor will, whenever practicable, instruct a
Forest officer to see the witnesses for the Govern-
ment and ascertain whether there is likely to be any
change in their testimony from that indicated in the

report on the case. The reply of the supervisor will

be addressed to the district assistant to the solicitor through the
district forester. Should it be found that any witness will be unable
to attend the hearing, that fact will be reported to the district assist-

ant to the solicitor that steps may be taKen to secure a deposition.
When requested by the distnct assistant to the solicitor, the following
form will be prepared by the supervisor, who will transmit two copies
to the district assistant to the solicitor. The summary must bear the
case designation and the date of the report to which it relates. It

must be in the hands of the district assistant to the solicitor not less

than two weeks prior to the date set for the hearing.
The summary of witnesses will be submitted in the following form :

Witnesses to sustain charge No. 1:

T h oroughness
of investigation
and complete-
ness of report.

Summary o f

witnesses after

hearing is or-

dered.

Kane.
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When the report is favorable to the patenting of the claim, the case
will be closed when the supervisor is notified by the

cases.

811
district forester that a favorable report has been
forwarded to the chief of field division.

When the report forwarded to the chief of field division is adverse
to the patenting of the claim, the case will be closed when the super-
visor is notified by the district forester that the case has been closed
in the General Land Office.

Requests from the Commissioner or the chief of field division of

the General Land Office or from the Solicitor for

request fn>m s
F|
ecial reports on claims within National Forests

Commissioner, will be received by the supervisor by reference from
chief of field di- the district forester. The supervisor will make the
vision, or Solici-

necessary entries in his records and direct an

reports
examination and report by a Forest officer. The
report will be prepared in accordance with the out-

line on Form 654 or 655, and will be made with an original and four

copies. One copy will be retained by the Forest officer, one by the

supervisor, and the original and two copies will be forwarded to the
district forester, together with the original and two copies of all affi-

davits and the original letter from the Commissioner, chief of field

division, or the Solicitor. At the top of the first page of the report a
reference to the letter of request will be made by indorsement to

identify the report with the related papers in the file of the General
Land Office. The indorsement will be in the following form: " Ref-
erence is made to the Commissioner's letter ('N' B. R. G. Oakland
03108) dated January 18, 1909," or " Reference is made to notice of

application to submit final proof on -
,1911."

In accordance with the instructions of the Secretary of the Interior,

Action upon re-
regis^ers an(l receivers will send to supervisors con-

ceipt of notice of cerned copies in triplicate of notices of final proof and
final proof or of of applications for mineral entry. A copy of the
application for notice in each case must be returned to the register

int * and receiver prior to the date advertised for submis-
sion of final proof. It is desired that reports be obtained by the

supervisor prior to the return of the notice, and notices will be held
whenever possible until reports have been received. When it is

evident to the supervisor that because of climatic conditions an early
examination and report can not be made, he will return the notice to

the register and receiver with an indorsement giving the date approxi-
mately when the report will be sent to the district forester.

This indorsement will be upon the face and at the bottom of the
notice and will be dated and signed by the supervisor. In accordance
with the circumstances of the case the indorsement will be as follows:

(a) "No objection at this time to issuance of final certificate right
in law to future contest not waived should facts develop warranting
charges; report submitted (or will be submitted) to the district

forester -
,
19 ;" (b) "Protest; report submitted (or will be

submitted) to the district forester -
,

19 ;" (c) "The land
involved is not within the boundaries of a National Forest, and no

report will be made by the Forest Service;" (d) "The land involved
is located within a proposed elimination from - National Forest,
and no report will be made by the Forest Service;" (e) "This entry
was initiated under the act of June 11, 1906, and no report will be
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made by the Forest Service, as the
Department

of Agriculture has no

authority to examine and report on ttiis class of claims." The two

remaining copies of the notice will be completed by entering thereon
the indorsement made upon the copy returned to the register ;m<l

receiver and will be sent at once to the district forester.

If the report has not been already submitted the supervisor will

then instruct a Forest officer to make an examination and report.
The instructions, whether by letter or by memorandum, will give the

date when final proof will be submitted, the names and addresses of

the witnesses given in the notice, the indorsement made on the

notice, and the date the notice was returned to the local land oflice.

A copy of this letter or memorandum will be retained in the super-
visor's file as a record of the final proof notice. The report will be
made in accordance with the outline on Forms 654 and 655, with origi-
nal and four copies. One copy will be retained by the Forest officer,

one copy by the supervisor, and the original and two copies will be
sent to the district forester, accompanied by the original and two

copies
of all affidavits. At the top of the first page of the report

reference to the notice of final proof will be made by indorsement.
The indorsement will give the date of final proof, the indorsement
made thereon, and the date thereof, which will be the date of the
return of the notice to the local land office.

Before returning to the register and receiver the notice of final

Action o re Pro ^ on entries within proposed eliminations with

ceipt of^otke'of the indorsement (d) thereon the supervisor will send
final proof on en- the notice to the district forester to ascertain whether
tries within pro- the elimination has been approved. If the proposed

tiomf
elimina" elimination has been approved, no examination or

report will be made. A memorandum of the notice
and the indorsement thereon will be filed, and the two copies of the
notice with the indorsement entered thereon will be sent to the
district forester.

On notice of final proof on entries under the act of June 11, 1906,

Action u r
^ie no^ce w^ be returned to the register and receiver

ceipt

10

of^notice with the appropriate indorsement (e) and no exami-
of filial proof on nation or report will be made. The other two copies
entries under the of the notice with the indorsement entered thereon

I906
f ^UnC llf ^^ be sent to the district forester. Before returning

the notice to the register and receiver a memorandum
of the notice and the indorsement thereon will be made and filed with
the settlement case to which it relates.

In cases where the supervisor fails to receive notice of final proof
Failure to re- or notice of application for mineral patent at the

ceive notice time of or soon after the beginning of the period of
from registers publication, he will report the fact to the district

forester for appropriate action.
Forest officers Forest officers will not appear at final proof to

ear ** cr ss-examine claimants or tneir witnesses.

Notice of an order for survey of a mineral claim is not a request
from the Interior Department for a report, and no

ceipfoTn'SkVof
reP rt on the claim w

.

m be made at the time
.

of this

an order for min- survey unless the claim actually interferes with the
eral survey. administration of the National Forest. Upon receipt
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of notice of an order for mineral survey, which notice will contain
the name and address of the mineral surveyor and of the claimant
and the name, survey number, and approximate location of the

claim, the supervisor will when necessary instruct a Forest officer

to be present when the survey is made. The Forest officer will

make and submit a memorandum, to be filed for future reference,
of the boundaries, the expenditure, and the development work, to
which the surveyor will certify, and of the cuts, shafts, and tunnels
on the claim.

When a mineral claim is to be examined, the supervisor will send
the Forest officer who is to make the examination a

Copies of min- copy of the memorandum, or may when necessary

notes foHi7e
0r

ir!
S6CUre fr m the loCal land ffice a COW f that Part

making examina- f *ne mineral surveyor's field notes relating to
tion. development w^ork and improvements. If they are

not available, the district forester may secure a copy
from the surveyor general's office.

When the district forester has determined from the facts presented
in the preliminary report on a mineral claim that

Examination of ne conclusions (a) and (b) are not warranted, and

bymSeralexam-
an examination by a mineral examiner has been

iners. ordered, the claimant will be notified by the super-
visor of the date the examination will be made and

will be requested to be present or be represented. The report of the
mineral examiner will be submitted to the Forest supervisor and will

be acted upon in accordance with the procedure followed in all other
claims reports.

Occupancy of the land by squatters after its withdrawal for

National Forest purposes is trespass, and the super-

squatters' claims visor wm*

ac^ m accordance with the procedure pre-
where claimants scribed under "

Occupancy Trespass," unless the
settled after the claimant was occupying the land on January 1, 1906,
withdrawal of the m wnich case the claimant may apply within a rea-

FTrlt^1

,?, sonable time for the listing of the land under the act

of June 11, 1906 (see "Settlement/; p. 25).
When the claimant settled on the land prior to its withdrawal for

Action upon National Forest purposes and is apparently comply-
squatters' claims ing with the requirements of the homestead law, no
W
^tTd blfo^the

act
.

ion wil1 be tak
.

en by Forest officers, since the

withdrawal^ the claimant may at his own discretion await an exten-

land for National sion of the public-land survey, or may apply for the
Forest purposes, listing of the land under the act of June 11, 1906,
before making entry.
When the claimant settled on the land prior to its withdrawal for

National Forest purposes, but has failed to
comply

with the require-
ments of the homestead law, no action will be taken by Forest

officers prior to the approval of the plat of survey unless the claim
interferes with Forest administration, in which case the supervisor
will order an examination and report in accordance with the pro-
cedure herein prescribed for making reports on claims.

When the plat of survey has been approved by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, the supervisor will protest the squatter's

application for entry if the requirements of the homestead law have
not been complied with. The protest should be filed in the local

9388 12 3
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land office prior to the date when entries <-.m he received, NIK! will be
iu the following form:

DEADWOOD, S. DAK.,
December XO, l<jJO.

REGISTER AND RECEIVER,
Rapid City, S. Dak.

GENTLEMEN: Since plat of survey of T. 20 N., R. 15 E., 15. II . M., has been approved
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office and entries will be received February
15, 1911, the Forest Service protests against the acceptance of entry from John JOIK-H

for NW i sec. 9, T. 20 N., R. 15 E., B. H. M., on the grounds that John Jones has not
maintained continuous residence on and cultivation of the land in good faith as re-

quired by law (or has wholly abandoned the land for more than six months last
|>;i

1 1.

This land was withdrawn for National Forest purposes December 3, 1904, and wu.;

included in the Black Hills National Forest February 1, 1905.

A detailed report will be forwarded to the district forester.

Very truly yours,

Forest Supervisor.

The supervisor will then order an examination and report in

accordance with the procedure herein prescribed for making reports
on claims.

After a squatter's claim has been declared invalid by the Depart-
ment of the Interior further occupancy of the claim by the claimant
is trespass, and the supervisor will, in such case, report the facts to

the district forester with recommendations for the institution of tres-

pass proceedings.
Supervisors will include in their annual statistical

annual
6

reort on
reP rt O^ 446 ) to tne district forester, due on

claims.

* '

Ju*y 15, a statement of the claims work on their

Forests for the preceding fiscal year.
Action upon When notification of the extension of the public-

receipt of notifi- land survey over lands within a National Forest is

sion
n
of

0f

ublic"
received by reference from the district forester, a

tend survey.
record of the extension will be made in the tract

book.

PROCEDURE IN DISTRICT OFFICE.

All reports on claims made by Forest officers will be submitted in

triplicate to the proper district forester. Each case
01 rC~ TIT r i -i . j i i i ji i

filed in a separate folder under the case desig-
nation. An index card will be used for each case,

upon which will be entered the case designation and such notations
as may be necessary a white card will be used for agricultural
claims and a blue card for mineral claims.

If upon a review of the report the district forester is of the opinion
. that no contest should be initiated, he will transmit

favorable reports!
tne reP rt direct to the proper chief of field division

of the General Land Office with an indorsement of
"No protest," except that in the case of claims under the mining
laws which have not been examined for mineral discovery the notice
of

u No protest" will be by letter from the district forester to the
chief of field division instead of by the transmittal of an indorsed

report. In such cases the letter will be in the following form:

CHIEF OF FIELD DIVISION,
General Land Office, Portland, Oreg.

DEAR SIR: The Forest Service will enter no protest against the issuance- cf patent
for Mineral Survey No. 2444, Mineral Application No. 02588, Ooeur d'Alene Land
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District, Wampum Mining Co., claimant for the Wigwam Lode, within the Coeur
d'Alene National Forest.

Reference is made to letters ("N" H. C. F.) of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office to the Forester, dated May 7 and September 20, 1910, respectively,
requesting report on this case.

Very truly yours, ,

District Forester.

If the chief of field division is of opinion that no hearing is neces-

sary, he will, in accordance with the regulations of the Interior

Department, transmit the report or the letter "No protest" to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office with his recommendation.
When upon a review of the facts presented in a preliminary report

on a mineral claim it is determined that the conclu-
by sions do not warrant a favorable report, the district

mineral exam- . .
j

1
i

lner> forester will order an examination and report by a
mineral examiner. No other action will be taken

upon the preliminary report, and the report of the mineral examiner,
when received, will oe acted upon in accordance with the procedure
followed in other reports from Forest officers.

If the district forester is of the opinion that a contest should be
. instituted, he will refer the report to the district

adversTrepor?s

"'
assis^ant to the solicitor for examination as to the
law and the sufficiency of the evidence. Upon the

request of the district assistant to the solicitor the district forester

will order such additional investigation or secure such additional
evidence as the district assistant to the solicitor may require.

If the district forester is informed by the district assistant to the
solicitor that, in his opinion, no contest should be instituted, and if

the district forester is still of the opinion that one should be instituted,
he will refer all the papers in the case to the Forester.

When a report has been found to be sufficient and is returned by
the district assistant to the solicitor with a draft of the charges against
the claim, the district forester will transmit the report directly to the

chief of field division with recommendation that a contest be insti-

tuted upon the charges indicated.

In every case the original and one copy of the

*
R

!i
p
*

r
i!-

S
/
e
f report and the original and one copy of all affidavits

fieTd division

C

and statements will be transmitted to the chief of

field division.

N . When a report is transmitted to the chief of field

claimant and division, the district forester will at once notify the

supervisor of claimant of the fact and the date of transmission, and
transmission of whether the report was favorable or unfavorable, with
report to chief of no further detail. A copy of the letter to the claimant

will be sent to the supervisor.
When a report has been submitted to the chief of

Case referred to field division with recommendation that a contest be
district assistant

initiated, the district forester will refer all the papers
in the case to the district assistant to the solicitor.

Should the chief of field division find a report, in his opinion, insuf-

ficient to warrant adverse proceedings, he will, in

Additional in- accordance with the regulations of the Department of
vestigation re- tne interior, return it directly to the district forester,

oilfield division. wno
.

will issue the necessary instructions to have the

additional investigation made and who will submit to
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the chief of field division such supplementary reports as may be

required.
The regulations of the Department of the Interior provide that if,

after receiving from the district forester the complete
Action by report, the chief of field division is of opinion that

chief^of
field di- acfverse proceedings should be ordered, ho will trans-

mit the report, together with the district forester's

recommendations, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office

with a recommendation that a hearing bo ordered upon the charges
suggested by him, and if after receiving a complete report and recom-
mendations from the district forester for adverse proceedings, the
chief of field division is of opinion that a hearing is unwarranted, he
will transmit the report and the district forester's recommendation
and his own recommendations to the Commissioner for decision.

Should the Commissioner approve the recommendations of the chief

of field division, he will notify the Solicitor of the Department of

Agriculture.

Upon order or application for hearings upon reports covering lands
or claims within a National Forest, duplicate notices

Fixing date of thereof are sent by the register and receiver to the

land^ffice
1 ^^

cllief f fie division and tlie Pr Per district assistant
to the solicitor. Before setting date for the hearing

in any such case, the chief of field division will confer with the proper
district assistant to the solicitor and thereupon suggest to the register
and receiver a date for hearing and the names of witnesses to be sub-

poenaed upon behalf of the Government. In the event the chief of

field division and the district assistant to the solicitor are unable to

agree as to the date of hearing, the matter will be referred by the
chief of field division to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
who will issue the necessary directions.

After the date for hearing in a case has been set, the district

assistant to the solicitor will, when necessary, instruct
Summary o f the supervisor to interview the witnesses and return

heSS^has been
^e summary of witnesses as described under ' l Pro-

se^
'

cedure on National Forests." The supervisor will

thereafter instruct Forest officers to secure such addi-
tional evidence and supply such additional information as may be

required by the district assistant to the solicitor.

In all hearings affecting lands or claims within a National Forest,
the chief of field division or a special agent of the

District assist- General Land Office and the district assistant to the

tor* will^e resent
so^citor w^ be entered of record as appearing on

Service at hear- behalf of the Government. The chief of field division

ings. or special agent of the General Land Office acting as

attorney for the Government in any such case will

control the Government's side of the case in any matter as to which
counsel are unable to agree, subject to any direction that may be

given by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, in case the
matters of difference are of such importance as to be presented to him
for action. In all Government cases before registers and receivers

involving lands or claims within a National Forest, the chief of field

division and the district assistant to the solicitor will each be served
with notice of all appeals, motions, orders, and decisions required to
be noted under the rules in cases of private contests.
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Costs incident to hearings before registers and receivers in Govern-
ment cases involving lands or claims within a National

to hearinS
Cldent

For,

est w^ ^e Pa^ un^er rules now in force. Expenses
incident to appeals will be paid by the Department of

Agriculture, except that, where feasible, chiefs of field divisions may
give aid in office work in preparation of papers, briefs, etc.

When the report is favorable to the patenting of the claim, the case
will be closed when the report is forwarded to the
chief of field division.

When the report is adverse to the patenting of the

claim, the case will be closed when notice is received from the Com-
missioner that the case is closed on the records of the General Land
Office. This notification will be received through the district assistant
to the solicitor, with the return from him of all papers in the case.

The copy of the Commissioner's notice and the decision will be filed

with the papers in the case and the supervisor will be notified by
letter or by a copy of the decision.

Replies to letters from the Commissioner of the General Land
Office received by reference from the Forester, or

reaves* from letters from the ch
.

f field division of the General

Commissioner or Land Office requesting information relating to claims,
chief of field di- will be by letter from the district forester to the chief
vision for infer- of field division.

specYal reports
^ t

.

ne rec
l
uest is f r a report which has already been

submitted to the Interior Department, the district

forester will write the chief of field division with appropriate reference

to the letter of request and give the date upon which the report was
submitted.
When it is necessary to secure the information from the supervisor,

or when a special report is requested, the letter of request will be
referred by stamped indorsement to the supervisor for investigation
and report. Before referring the letter a memorandum will be made,
showing the title, file number, initials, and date of the letter of

request, the number and kind of entry, and the name of the claimant
or of the mineral claim. This memorandum will be filed in the dis-

trict office and will constitute the record until the supervisor's report
is received. Follow-up cards (Forms 326 and 327) will be made, and
the post card (Form 326) will be sent with the letter of request to the

supervisor. No mere acknowledgment of the receipt of such re-

quests will be made.
If the district forester is of opinion or is informed by the supervisor

that the report can not be submitted within the time specified in the
letter of the Commissioner, he will inform the chief of field division,

stating the reason for the delay and giving a date when the report
will be transmitted. Two carbon copies of the letter to the chief of

field division will be sent to the supervisor, one for his files and one
for the information of the Forest officer who will make the report.
When the report is received from the supervisor, it will be acted

upon as herein provided and forwarded to the chief of field division.

In all cases letters from the district forester to the chief of field

division, submitting reports or making recommendations relating to

claims, will be prepared with two extra carbon copies, one to accom-

Eany
the original letter to the chief of field division and the other to

e sent to the supervisor concerned for his information.
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When the request is from the Solicitor and is received through the

Forester, the same procedure will be followed as
Action upon upon requests from the Commissioner of the General

the
q

So?ici

S

to/
r

fw ^and "lce
'
ex9e l

}t that the letter ?iving the informa-

information or for tion or transmitting the report will be addressed to

special reports. the Solicitor and will be prepared by the district

forester for the signature of the Forester. No copies
of such letters need be sent to the chief of field division. When the

request is from the Solicitor and is received through the district

assistant to the solicitor, the information will be furnished to the
assistant to the solicitor for transmission to the Solicitor.

If the request is for a report on a claim initiated under the act of
June 11, 1906, the letter in reply will be in the fol-

Action upon lowing form: "The Sundance 01718 1 C ' E.R.B. letter

'ort^on
8

a
f

claim
of JanualT 15

> 1?U, from the Commissioner to the

under the act of Forester, requesting report on this case, is received.

June 11, 1906. As the entry to the land involved was initiated under
the act of June 11, 1906, and as the Department of

Agriculture has no authority to examine and report upon this class

of claims, no report will be sent to you.
"

When a copy of local land office notice of final proof, or application
for mineral patent, is received from the supervisor,

Action upon one copy will be forwarded to the chief of field divi-

offinal roof^or
s^)n W1^n rubber-stamp reference signed by the dis-

application for trict forester. When the copy of the notice is in-

mineral patent, dorsed by the supervisor that report has been sub-
mitted to the district forester, the latter will verify

the statement from his records, and if the report has been submitted
(or will be submitted) by him to the chief of field division, he will

inform the latter by further indorsement on the notice of the date
it was or will be submitted. If the report was submitted under a
former procedure to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
the district forester will inform the chief of field division by indorse-
ment on the notice of the date it was submitted.
When the district forester receives a request from the supervisor

for information or instructions regarding the indorse-
Action on no- ment to be made upon a local land office notice of

oiTenfrie^UtMn
^na^

I?
ro ^ on entries within proposed eliminations, he

proposed elimi- wu% ^ necessary, secure the information from the
nations. Forester before instructing the supervisor. If the in-

dorsement, "The land involved is located within a

proposed elimination from the National Forest, and no report will be
made by the Forest Service," should be made, the district forester

will instruct the supervisor accordingly, and when the indorsement
has been made by the supervisor and two copies of the notices have
been returned to the district forester one copy will be forwarded to

the chief of field division by stamped reference signed by the district

forester.

When a claims report is received with a trespass report, a memo-
randum will be made showing the action, if any, upon

Action upon a the claims report. If it be decided that the claim

celvTI
*

with
ie

a
sllo

.

uld not be protested, the trespass report with the

trespass report.
claims report and the memorandum will be referred

to the district assistant to the solicitor, and no fur-
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ther action will be taken regarding the claim. If it be decided that
the claim should be protested, the report on the claim will be detached
from the trespass report. The trespass report, accompanied by a

copy of the claims report and the memorandum of action taken, will

then be referred to the district assistant to the solicitor. Action

upon the report on the claim will then bo taken in accordance with
the claims procedure.

Notification of the extension of the public-land survey over lands

Action upon re- within a National Forest wih
1

be received by reference

ceipt of notifica- from the Forester, and after a record of the exten-
tion of extension s[on ]las been made in the district office the notifica-

survey
^on ^^ ^e sen^ ^ ^ie suPervisor concerned.

By authority of the Secretary of Agriculture the Forester may corre-

spond directly with chiefs of other bureaus in regard
ence

r

with
P
t)ther

to Pure^ routine matters that are not legal in char-

bureaus, acter. Such correspondence, if prepared by the district

forester, will be for the signature of the Forester. ;

Whenever status of lands is required, it will be obtained, if pos-
sible, from the local land office. When necessary to

Request to secure status from the public land records in Wash-
local hmd office

ington> the district forester will use Form 31, chang-
Land Office 'for mg the words "Register and Receiver" to "For-
status of lands, ester." No letter will be used in making such re-

quests to the Forester, but any explanation may be

made, if necessary, by an accompanying memorandum. The request
will be returned with the status report (Form 301).

Annually on August 1 district foresters will submit to the Forester

District forest
on standard atlas pages a report on claims. The re-

er's^annua? re- Port wm
* ^e m ^ne fc>rm prescribed in advance by the

port. Forester.

PROCEDURE IN WASHINGTON OFFICE.

No mere acknowledgment will be made of a letter of request from
the Commissioner of the General Land Office for

Action
t

u
P^n information or for a special report on a claim, but

the*
1

C o m m i3 the letter of request will when necessary be referred

sioner o f t h e by stamped indorsement to the proper district for-
General Land ester. Before forwarding the request a memorandum
Ofi

ti

e

n or* social ^^ ^e ma<^e an^ ^e& shQWing the title, file number,

reports. initials, and date of the letter of request, the number
and kind of entry, and the name of the claimant or of

the mineral claim.

No mere acknowledgment will be made of a request from the
Solicitor for information or for a special report in re-

Action upon gard to a litigated claims case, but the request and
F

h
e(1

S l'

S

't

fr

f

m any accorriPanyin^ papers
will when necessary be re-

infonnation
r

or ferred by stamped indorsement to the proper district

special report. forester, except when the circumstances may require
a letter of instructions. Before forwarding the re-

quest a memorandum will be made showing: The date and subject of

the Solicitor's request, and the date it was referred to the district

forester; the number and kind of entry, and the name of the claimant
or of the mineral claim. If the Solicitor's request is accompanied by
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a copy of a letter from the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
the memorandum will also show the iile number, initials, and date of

the Commissioner's letter. These memoranda will be used as promise,

cards, and when the reply to the Solicitor, prepared by the district

forester for the
signature

of the Forester, is received the memorandum
relating to it will be filed with the carbon copy of the reply
When a chief of field division, after receiving from a district

A eals b So-
^ores^er a complete report and recommendation for

licitor^fron/ d< adverse proceedings on a claim, has submitted to the

cisions of the Commissioner of the General Land Office a recom-
Commissioner of mendation that a hearing is unwarranted, and when

General
^jie Commissioner has approved the recommendationr .i

of the chief
f
of field division, the. Solicitor of the

Department of Agriculture is notified of the decision. The regula-
tions of the Department of the Interior provide that notice of every
decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office be given to
the Solicitor of the Department of Agriculture, who may appeal from

any such decision, and who may take other like action in the same
manner as a private contestant; but the Department of Agriculture
is not required to take formal appeals from the decisions of the

registers and. receivers.

When a case is submitted to the Forester by the district forester

after a disagreement between the district forester and
Final decision the district assistant to the solicitor as to whether a

on recommend*- contest s}lould be instituted, the Forester will consult
tion to institute J.IOT-, -i ji -n i_ i.

a contest. tne Solicitor, and if necessary the case will be sub-
mitted to the Secretary of Agriculture for his decision.

When a final decision is rendered, the Forester will return all the

papers in the case to the district forester, with notice of the decision

and appropriate instructions.
Notification from the Commissioner of the General Land Office that

. . he has approved the plat and field notes of the sur-

receipt

011

of notifr? veyor general of an extension of the public-land sur-

cation of exten- vey over lands within a National Forest will be
sion of public- forwarded by stamped indorsement to the district
land survey. forester concerned.

When request on Form 31 for report on status from the public-
land records in Washington is received from the

Action on re- district forester, the request will be returned with

^tetlls
tlie reP rt (Form 301) without a letter of transmittal,
but if any explanation is necessary it will be by
memorandum referred by rubber-stamp indorsement.



SETTLEMENT.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington , D. 0.

By virtue of the authority vested in the Secretary of Agriculture
by the act of Congress of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat., 628), amendatory
to the act of Congress of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11), and by the act
of Congress of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233), I, James Wilson, Secre-

tary of Agriculture, do make and publish the following regulations for

settlement upon National Forest lands, the same to supersede all pre-
vious regulations for like purposes and to be in force and effect from
the 1st day of February, 1912, and to constitute a part of the Use
Book.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official seal,
at Washington, D. C., this 19th day of December, 1911.

JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.

REGULATIONS.

Reg. L-50. The act of June 11, 1906, authorizes the Secretary of

Agriculture to examine and ascertain the location and extent of lands
within permanent or temporary National Forests which are chiefly
valuable for agriculture, and which, in his opinion, can be occupied for

agricultural purposes without injury to the National Forests and
which are not needed for public purposes, to the end that they may
be listed with the Secretary of the Interior for opening to settlement
and entry under the act and homestead laws. The examination and

listing of such lands are optional with the Secretary of Agriculture and
may be made either independently or on application.

Reg. L-51. Applications for the examination and listing of lands
under the act of June 11, 1906, must be in writing,

f

A
u
P
tin!?

tiOI1S mus^ ^e dated, and must be signed by the applicant.
If the tract applied for is covered by a public-land

survey, it must be described by reference to subdivisions, section,

township, and range within which it is located. If the tract is not
covered oy a public-land survey, it must be described by reference to

natural objects, streams, or improvements with sufficient accuracy to

identify it. Applications must be filed with the district forester of

the district in which the tract applied for is situated. An application
which is not in the form prescribed above will be returned to the appli-
cant for correction. Priority of application will be determined by the

order in which applications are filed with the district forester in the

form prescribed herein.

9388 12 4 25
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Reg. L-52. The Secretary of Agriculture will not consider the quali-
fication under the homestead laws of applicants for the examination
and listing of lands under the act of June 11, 1906.

Reg. L-53. The rejection by the district forester of an application
for the examination and Listing of lands under the act of June 1 1

, 1906,
shall be final unless the applicant shall within 30 days after receipt of
the district forester's decision, in which will be stated the grounds for

such rejection, file with the district forester a petition for review of
such decision by the Forester. The affirmance Qy the Forester of tli3

district forester's decision shall be final unless within 60 days after

notice of such affirmance the
applicant

shall file with the Forester a peti-
tion for review of his decision by the Secretary of Agriculture. Every
petition for review provided for in the regulation shall state the

grounds upon which it is based, and shall be accompanied by a full,

clear, and succinct statement of all the material facts in the case,

together with such argument as the petitioner may care to submit.

Reg. L-54. All applications by Indians for allotments of lands
within the National Forests under section 31 of the act of June 25, 1910

(36 Stat., 853), which are submitted to the Secretary of Agriculture
in order that he may determine whether the land applied for is more
valuable for agriculture or grazing than for the timber found thereon
must be made in the form prescribed by the regulations of the Sec-

retary of the Interior governing Indian allotments on National
Forests.



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, D. C.

The following procedure and instructions are hereby established
and issued to take effect February 1, 1912, governing the enforce-
ment of the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to
settlement in National Forests.

HENRY S. GRAVES, Forester.

Approved December 19, 1911.
JAMES WILSON, Secretary.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

The act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233), known as the National
Forest homestead act, provides for the acquisition

ptHP se
.

s
? by qualified entrymen of agricultural lands within

Forest homestead National Forests. This act is in effect an extension

act. of the general provisions of the homestead laws to

agricultural lands within National Forests with the
essential difference that the land must be classified by the Secretary
of Agriculture as chiefly valuable for agriculture, and that no com-
mutation is allowed.

This act authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture, in his discretion,
to examine and ascertain, upon application or other-

Authority and Wis6; the location and extent of lands, both surveyed

Se^re^ar^orAgri-
an<^ unsurveyed, in National Forests or in temporary

culture. withdrawals for National Forests, chiefly valualble for

agriculture, which may be occupied for agricultural
purposes without injury to the National Forests or public interests.

He is authorized to list and describe such lands by metes and bounds
or otherwise, and to file such lists and descriptions with the Secretary
of the Interior for opening to entry in accordance with the provisions
of the homestead law and the act.

The act does not apply to National Forest lands in Santa Barbara
and San Luis Obispo Counties in California, nor to

fromthe act parts of Lawrence and Pennington Counties in South

Dakota, except where the land was settled upon or

occupied prior to January 1, 1906.

Agricultural lands when listed by the Secretary of Agriculture are

opened by the Secretary of the Interior to homestead

u
pen

i

in
i

g /gr
/" entry, in tracts not exceeding 160 acres in area, at

y
at the expiration of 60 days from the filing of the list

in the local land office. Notice of the filing of the list

is posted in the local land office and is published for a period of not
less than four weeks in a local newspaper.
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The act provides that the person upon whose application the land
is examined and listed, if a qualified entryman, shall

'

\t
6 f

f

f 6

e?tle

C
^iave ^ie preference right of entry, unless there was

minted entry.

6"
a boria ^de settler on the land prior to January 1

,
1 906,

who has not abandoned the same, in which event the

settler, if a qualified entryman, shall have the preference right. To
exercise this preference right, application to enter must be filed in the

local land office within 60 days alter the filing of the list in that office.

The law also provides that any entryman desiring to obtain patent
to any lands described by metes and bounds, entered

Survey and no- by }imi under the provisions of this act, shall, within

ve
C

ye

S

d 'Tand^- five year
.

s of the date of .making settlement, file with

fore patent.
the required proof of residence and cultivation a plat
and field notes of the lands entered, made under the

direction of the United States Surveyor General, showing the bound-
aries of such lands, which shall be marked by monuments on the

ground, and by posting a copy of such plat, together with a notice of

the time and place of offering proof, in a conspicuous place, on the
land embraced in such plat during the period prescribed by the law
for the publication of his notice of intention to offer proof; and that a

copy of such plat and field notes shall be posted in the local land office

for a like period.
Under a recent cooperative plan effected between the Department

of the Interior and the Department of Agriculture the original listing

survey may be made, if desired by the applicant, under the direction

and supervision of the surveyor general by a forest officer designated
by him. Such survey, when made, will be accepted as the final

survey for the issuance of patent, and will be without expense to the

applicant except a nominal sum required for clerical work in the

surveyor general's office.

While the patenting of lands under the commutation provisions of

the homestead laws is prohibited on entries made

land^cover^d V* Undef the act f June ll
> 1906j ent

.

rJmei1 shall
>
uPon

e^Sries.

V
final proof, have credit for the period of their actual

residence upon the land covered by their entries.

The Secretary of the Interior by letter of January 12, 1910, ruled that
the provision of section 1 of the act of June 11, 1906, which allows

settlers credit for residence on lands covered by their entries, has
reference to settlement initiated prior to the date of the act only, and
that residence under permit issued by the Forest Service prior to the

opening of the lands to settlement in the manner prescribed by the

act is not occupancy of lands within the meaning of the homestead
law and will not be credited as a part of the residential period required
to secure patent.
The act also gives an additional homestead right of entry upon

lands which have been listed as chiefly valuable for
Additional agriculture, to settlers upon such lands on January 1

,

homestead rights 190^ who have already exercised or lost their home-

settlers prior "to
stead rights, but who are otherwise competent to

Jan! i, 1906. enter under the homestead^ laws. Such entrymen
must comply with the provisions of the homestead

law and must in addition pay $2.50 per acre for the lands entered.
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Settlement be- This act does not authorize any settlements within

till ass
Cning iS National Forests, except upon lands which have been

opened to settlement under its provisions.
Lands within National Forests will be put to their highest use.

polic
Those which are more valuable for agriculture than
for forest purposes or for public or administrative use,

and that are not essential for a reservoir site and that have no value
for power purposes, will be opened for settlement and agricultural
development by homemakers, under the provisions of the act of June
11, 1906. Such permanent settlers are a direct benefit to forest
administration and are desired, but the acquisition of timberlands
or other natural resources for speculative purposes will not be allowed.
The Secretary of Agriculture does not undertake to ascertain

Mineral char-
wne^er lands are mineral in character which are

acter of 1 a n d s described and listed by him as chiefly valuable for

listed not de- agriculture. Any contests between mineral claimants
termined by the and applicants for entry involving lands which have

70^^1" been listed lmder ihs act wil1 e decided b the

Secretary of the Interior.

The legal qualifications of an applicant as an entryman on lands
listed under this act will not be passed upon by the

Legal qualifi- Secretary of Agriculture. Such qualifications will be

entry- Pagsed upon by the register and receiver, subject to

man. review by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office and the Secretary of the Interior, when appli-

cation for entry is made at the local land office after the land is

opened to entry.
If any of the land applied for under the act is found to be chiefly

valuable for agriculture, the application will not be

listed? rejected in its entirety because the portion of the land
that can be listed as agricultural seems too small to

warrant the applicant exercising his homestead right upon it or too
small to enable him to make a livelihood exclusively from its culti-

vation. In such a case the applicant will be given the opportunity to

state in writing whether he desires to exercise his homestead right on
the small area, and if it is his desire, the land chiefly valuable for

agriculture, even if only a few acres in extent, will be listed
;
otherwise

his application will be rejected and the case closed. If, however, the
tract is subsequently listed, on the application of another, or other-

wise, all the facts in connection with the first application will be
set forth in the listing letter.

While the Secretary of Agriculture may in his discretion list agri-
cultural lands of any area within National Forests,

Areas which such lands will be opened to entry by the Secretary
can be listed on o ^.jie interior in contiguous tracts not exceeding 1 60

entered
100

unTer acres in area and not exceeding 1 mile in length.
the act. Any tract not exceeding 160 acres contained within a

square mile, the sides of which extend in cardinal

directions, is within the meaning of the phrase "one mile in length."
The preference right of entry secured by any applicant relates only
within these limitations to the particular tract covered by his appli-
cation.
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Land wlucli will bo required for the uso and protection of the pub-
lic in general, or of the National Forests, or that are

Areas needed essential for a reservoir site, or valuable for power
will n

P
ot be^isted! purposes, will not be listed under the act; but every

effort will be made to effect an equitable adjustment
of any conflict between the interests of the public and those of an

applicant.
When agricultural land applied for includes a roadway used by

the public, except a highway established before the creation of the
National Forest under section 2477, Revised Statutes, or which may
be needed in the future for the use of the public, or for the removal
of timber on the National Forests, it will be specifically excluded
from the area listed.

Section 2477 of the Revised Statutes of the United States provides
that: "The right of way for the construction of highways over pub-
lic lands, not reserved for public uses, is hereby granted." Hence,
if a highway is constructed under this statute before the with-
drawal of the land for a National Forest, a subsequent patentee
takes the land subject to the right of the public to use the highway,
the easement not being destroyed until there is a total abandonment
on the part of the public, and it is not necessary to specifically men-
tion the highway in the list. If the highway was constructed after

the land was withdrawn from entry for a National Forest, and under
a permit issued by the Forest Service, no easement would be obtained,
and it is necessary to exclude the highway from the area listed.

When the land applied for entirely surrounds a spring or watering
place that is necessary in the administration of the Forest or for use

by permittees of the Department, or by the public, so much of the
land applied for will be excluded as is necessary to secure such uses.

A tract which has been withdrawn or selected and posted for a

ranger station or other administrative use will not be listed.

Listing lands Tracts applied for on a watershed used or needed

affecting a mu- for municipal water storage and supply will not
nicipal water be listed if settlement upon the area will injure
supply. fa& watershed or contaminate the water.
Lands within a National Forest which are covered by a first-form

withdrawal for reclamation purposes will not be

wittdn
m
^eclama

S ^s^ec^ Lands which are embraced within a second-

tion withdrawals, form withdrawal under the reclamation act will not
be listed except with the approval of the Reclama-

tion Service.

Application for
Since the Secretary of the Interior has ruled that

listing land with- unsurveyed land, which upon survey will probably
in the primary fall within a granted section, located within the
limits of an un- primary limits of a railroad grant is not subject to
surveyed railroad

entry under the act of june n
^ 1906? gucn unsurveyed

lands will not be listed.

Land within school sections in a National Forest may be listed

when such sections are unsurveyed; and when such
Application for sections are surveyed they may be listed if the State

in State school! ^.
as selected otner lands in u

'

eu thereof and the selec-

land grants. tion has been approved by the Secretary of the Inte-

rior, and if the portion of such surveyed school sec

tions sought to be listed was settled on prior to the survey of such
section and the creation of the Forest.
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Agricultural lands within abandoned military reservations included
within a National Forest will be listed upon applica-

Application for tion; but the Secretary of the Interior has ruled that
listing land with- such lancls must be appraised in accordance with the
in an abandoned .. ,. .-, . -.. -, , ,

military reserva- provisions of the acts governing disposal of lands m
tion. abandoned military reservations, and the entrymen
must pay therefor the appraised price. (Acts of July 5, 1884, 23

Stat., 103; Aug. 23, 1894, 28 Stat., 491.)

Squatters who settled upon unsurveyed land before its withdrawal
for a National Forest, and who have complied with

riJrttoV
1

?
r

for
^ie Seneral homestead law, have the same right to

land. occupy and use their holdings as homestead entry-
men, and may, at their option, await survey or apply

for the examination of their lands under the act of June 11, 1906.

Squatters who settled on unsurveyed National Forest land after its

withdrawal, but prior to January 1, 1906, may apply for the exami-
nation of their lands under this act; but if such squatters fail after

30 days' notice to make application for listing trespass proceedings
against them will be initiated. Upon the acceptance of their appli-
cations for listing squatters who settled on unsurveyed National Forest
land prior to January 1, 1906, may occupy their tracts without per-
mit pending the opening of the land to entry under this act. Squat-
ters may, under the general homestead law, include in their claims
160 acres after the land is surveyed. Therefore if the land is occupied
for agricultural purposes by squatters who settled upon it prior to its

withdrawal, the examination will be made with a view of listing the
entire tract settled upon, if not exceeding 160 acres, provided the
whole tract as a farm unit is chiefly valuable for agriculture.
Land within a National Forest covered by a subsisting claim under

any of the public land laws, except as to mineral loca-

li tin^land^ov
1 ^ons for which no application for patent has been

eredby a^laimT" made, will not be listed. Applications for land covered

by such claims will be accepted, but action upon
them will be suspended until a final decision upon the claim is ren-

dered by the Department of the Interior. Applications for land
covered by mineral locations will be accepted and the land may be
listed if chiefly valuable for agriculture.

In determining whether land applied for under the act of June 11,

. 1906, is chiefly valuable for agriculture, it is entirely

examination^
a question of fact and raises no question of law which
can be made the basis for an appeal. When, an appli-

cant believes that a rejection of his application by the district forester

is not justified by the facts, he may file with the district forester within
30 days after notice to him of the decision and the grounds therefor,
a petition for a review of the facts, and, if necessary, for a reexamina-
tion of the land applied for. If the district forester adheres to his

decision, the applicant may file with the district forester, within 30

days after notice of the second rejection of the application, a petition
to the Forester for a review of the decision, and, if necessar}^, for a
reexanimation of the land applied for. If the Forester affirms the

decision of the district forester the applicant may, within 60 days
after notice of the decision of the Forester, and the reasons therefor,
file with the Forester a petition to the Secretary of Agriculture for

a review of the case. Ail applications for review should be accom-

panied by affidavit of the applicant, or of other competent witnesses,
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fully stating the facts on which the applicant bases his contention
that the land applied for is chiefly valuable for agriculture. The
decision of the Secretary of Agriculture on review of the facts will be
final.

Persons having preference rights under the act of June 11, 1906,

Filing in local
may ^e their entries at the local land office at any

land office

0<

on time within 60 days after notice is published that
tracts listed and the land has been listed in the local land office and
opened to entry before the land is open to entry. If, when the land
under the act of

jg Open to entry ?
the applicant having a preference

"' "
right has failed to file his entry, it will be subject to

entry by the first qualified person to make application at the local

land office. Except as expressly provided in the act, title to the land

may then be acquired under trie same conditions as are prescribed
by the general homestead laws for public land outside the National
Forests.

The act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 863), provides that allotments
of not exceeding 80 acres of agricultural land, or 160

menfe
31

n ^Na-
acres ^ grazing land, within the National Forests may

thraaf Forests. be mftde by the Secretary of the Interior to any
Indian occupying, living, or having improvements

on such land, who is not entitled to an allotment in any existing
Indian reservation, or for whose tribe no reservation has been pro-
vided, or whose reservation was not sufficient to afford an allotment
to each member thereof, wrhen the .Secretary of Agriculture has
determined that such lands are more valuable for agricultural or

grazing purposes than for the timber found thereon. The procedure
governing the making of such applications and allotments is given
under "Settlement Procedure on National Forests."

PROCEDURE ON NATIONAL FORESTS.

Applications for the exanimation and listing of agricultural land
under the Forest homestead act should be addressed

Applications to ^o and filed with the district forester, and, when

the district for-
rece

i.

ved by forest rangers or forest supervisors, will

ester.

"

be immediately referred to the district forester.

Forest supervisors and district rangers should keep
on hand a supply of application blanks, Form 253, which will be
furnished to prospective applicants upon request.

Upon receipt by the supervisor of carbon copies in duplicate of the
letter of acceptance to the applicant, an in.dex card

Action on ap- and folder will be prepared for the case. Upon the

Dy
iC

reference
e

fr

V
om index c^.^11 be entered the case designation and

the district for- such notation as may thereafter be necessary. A
ester. blank white card will be used for this purpose. The

index cards and folders will be filed alphabetically

by the names of the applicants. The promise card (Form 326) for-

warded with the request for report will be filled in with the approxi-
mate date the report may be expected by the district forester, and
will be signed and mailed to the district office. The copy of the

district forester's letter accepting the application will be accompanied
by a township plat (Form 974) showing the status of the land applied
for.
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Preparation of The tract book shall consist of township plats
(Form 123), one for each township in the Forest,
index sheets (Form 124), and wing binders.

Townships are recorded first in the order of the towns, north and
south, and then in the order of their ranges, east and west, thus:

T. 1 N., R. 1 E., R. 2 E., R. 1 W., R. 2 W.
T. 2 N., R. 1 E.> R. 2 E., R. 1 W., R. 2 W.
T. 1 S., R. 1 E., R. 2 E., R. 1 W., R. 2 W.
T. 2 S., R. 1 E., R. 2 E., R. 1 W., R, 2 W.

When an application is received by reference from the district for-

ester, the necessary entries will be made in the first eight columns
in the tract-book index sheet (Form 124). The date entered under
"Sent for examination" will be the date of the district forester's

letter of acceptance to the applicant. The number of the appli-
cation will be entered on the township plat (Form 123) in ink in each
40 or fraction of a 40 applied for in the proper township and section.

When the application is for unsurveyed land, the approximate loca-

tion of the land applied for will be indicated in pencil on the town-

ship plat (Form 123) by a circle containing the number of the appli-
cation. When the location is ascertained by subsequent survey it

wr
ill be entered in ink and the pencil notation will be erased.

The following legend will be used to indicate on the township plats
(Form 123) the status of particular tracts as shown

on tact book
atUS by the records of the Forest Service or General Land

Office :

H. E., pending a dark green H.
Patented or F. C a dark green V.
Desert-land entry a dark green D.
Timber and stone entry, pending a dark green T.
Timber and stone entry, patent a dark green T. P.
Lieu selection, pending a red L.
State selection, pending a blue ?

State selection, approved a blue V.
School land a blue S.

School land (unsurveyed) a blue S. ?

School indemnity, pending a blue I.

School base for indemnity a blue B.
Railroad selection, pending a yellow R.
Railroad selection, approved a yellow V.
RailEoad primary limits a yellow O.
Railroad indemnity, pending a yellow I.

Mineral classification an orange M.
Nonmineral classification an orange N. M.
Townsite (hatched in) a dark pink.

Reconveyance, pending a red C.

Public land a red V.
State boundary line a double red-ink line

with State names
written in.

Reservoir site, approved an R., half red, half

dark green.
Reservoir site, pending an R.

,
as above, fol-

lowed by ?.
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Reclamation Service withdrawals are outlined in yellow, and a
notation of the date and title of project made on the margin of the

plat. Abandoned military reservations are outlined in blue, with a

proper notation on the margin of the plat. Dark green is used to

indicate the Forest boundary.
The tract book will be kept up to date at all times in order that the

supervisor's record may be identical with the record in the district

office.

When the application has been properly recorded in the tract book,
one copy of the district forester's letter of acceptance

Instructions to of application, together with the township plat (Form

^"aVpt 974>
af?

a promise card (Form 328) will bo for-

cation for report,
warded to the examiner. This letter ordinarily will

be the examiner's instructions to make the exami-
nation and report, but may be accompanied by a special letter

of instructions. If an application covers any lotted tract, it

will be checked with the official township plat and the exam-
iner will be informed whether the lotted tract is irregular or

-rectangular and will be instructed to submit with his report a metes
and bounds survey covering any fraction of an irregular lotted tract

included in any area recommended for listing. He will also be
instructed that a metes and bounds survey is not required if all of

an irregular lotted tract is recommended. The examiner will date
and sign the promise card and return it to the supervisor after making
proper notation for his information. Great care should be taken by
the supervisor in handling these examinations, and the examiners
should be personally instructed whenever possible. Owing to the

prime importance of this work, to the danger of inconsistent action,
and to the difficulty of conveying by report a clear idea of the lista-

bility of lands in doubtful cases, it is advisable that only the more
experienced and efficient Forest officers be assigned to this work.

Supervisors will give as much personal attention to the work as possi-

ble, so that reexaminations will not be necessary, because reports fail

to represent the true conditions of the lands applied for.

Unless prevented by dangerous fire conditions in summer or adverse
climatic conditions in winter all reports are due at the district office

within 60 days of the date they are referred for examination. The
examiners must be supplied with all necessary surveying instruments,
maps, blanks, drawing instruments, inks, and colored crayons in

order that he may be fully equipped for the work.

Upon receipt of instructions to submit a report the examiner, if a
district ranger, will prepare a folder for the case and

Action by ex-
pjace jt in jlig fijeg feeports in triplicate will be

aminer in prepa- ^ -, .,1
^

ration of report.
made in accordance with the outline on r orm 1

When two or more applications cover the same tract,
a report in full will be made by the examiner upon the prior applica-
tion only. A report will also be submitted on each subsequent appli-
cation for the same tract, but such reports will give only the name of

the applicant, the date and number of the application, the location of

the tract applied for, any special information bearing upon the settle-

ment or occupancy of the tract by the applicant and a reference to

the complete report on the prior application. When applications
conflict hi part only, complete report will be made on each application
and a reference will be made in each report to the application with
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which it conflicts in part. Since the final action on an application
depends on the nature of the examiner 's report, the report must be
full and complete hi every particular. When an application covers

surveyed land, the examiner will be certain that the proper public
survey corners are located before commencing the examination, and
his work thereafter should be as accurate as the topography of the

country will permit. In reporting upon the amount and value of
timber on the land the examiner must give the estimated average
stand per acre and total stand on the entire area applied for. If a
part only of the land applied for is recommended for listing, the

report must give separately the average stand and value of the timber

per acre for the part recommended and also for the part not recom-
mended for listing. While the Secretary of Agriculture does not
undertake to pass upon the applicant's qualifications to make entry
upon the land listed, the examiner should submit any information he
may have regarding occupancy or settlement on the area applied for,
and the information will be transmitted to the Secretary of the
Interior when the land is listed.

The act of June 11, 1906, with regard to the length of Forest home-
steads has been construed by the Secretary of the Interior as follows:

"Any tract not exceeding 160 acres in area which may be contained
in a square mile, the sides of which extend in cardinal directions, is

understood to be within the meaning of the law." The examiner
should not recommend for listing to one applicant any tract which
exceeds the prescribed length or area.

The accompanying illustrations of tracts which might properly
be recommended for listing make it possible in many cases to allow
an applicant a much greater amount of strictly agricultural land

lying along creeks and narrow valleys than would be possible under

any other interpretation of the term "one mile in length." These
illustrations represent sections or approximate sections.

Whenever possible it is best for the examiner to see the applicant
and discuss with him any facts which tend to estab-

consutt"?
61

H- ^ie va^ue f tne *an<
?

f r f rest or f r agricul-
tural purposes, and have him accompany the examiner

during the survey and examination. Since final

action can be taken only by the Secretary of Agriculture the examiner
will not give the applicant any information regarding his recom-
mendations. When the apulication covers unsurveyed land, and the

description is somewhat indefinite, it is particularly desirable to have
the applicant present when the survey and examination is made, in

order that the examiner may be certain that he is examining the land
for which the applicant intended to apply. When the applicant is

present at the time of examination, and learns, upon the survey being
made, that he has not described in his application the land for which
he intended to apply, he may make an amended application, which
must be addressed to and filed with the district forester, and a copy
may be at once given to the examiner, who will then, without waiting
for further instructions, examine and report upon the lands covered

by the amended application. In such cases the copy of the amended

application will be submitted with the report, and a statement
attached to the report showing how and wny the application was
amended.
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Surveys will bo made in accordance with the manual ''Instructions
for Making Forest Surveys and Maps." The map

Instruction^*
accOmpanying the report must show the location,

oHand a^lieTfor". topography, and cover of the land reported upon,
together with road and improvements thereon. For

this purpose colored crayons will be used for showing the classifica-

tions in conformity with the Forest Atlas legend. These crayons are

furnished in boxes of 12, provided with labels showing the number of

the pencils to be used for each classification. The lands for which

application is made will be shown by a heavy black ink line, and the

boundary of administrative sites will be shown by a red line. The
lands that are recommended for listing will be clearly outlined on the

map with a blue pencil line. National Forest boundaries will be
shown on the map with a green pencil line. The descriptions will

cover both the area applied for and that recommended for listing.
Where any departure is made from the exact area applied for, or
where acreage is not apparent in the application, and the field exami-
nation shows it to be less than 160 acres, an explanation should be
added. In every case the classification of cover on the land must
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appear as a legend on the map (Form 878). Where a tracing on
Form 220 is prepared in the case of land listed by a metes and bounds
survey the cover will not be shown on the tracing. The tracing will

be made with black waterproof ink only. On surveyed lands where
the cover is of considerable value, listing may be recommended in not
less than 2^-acre rectangular tracts; otherwise the minimum unit
should not be less than \ acres. A metes and bounds survev will be

necessary in every case where unsurveyed lands or where only a por-
tion of an irregular lotted tract is recommended for listing. Surveys
and field notes will not be required when the examiner recommends
against listing. The Secretary of the Interior has decided that sur-

vey of tracts entered under this act will not be required when such
tracts can be described as quarter-quarter sections or lotted portions
of surveyed sections, or as a quarter or a half of a surveyed quarter-
quarter section or rectangular lotted tract, or as a quarter or a half

of a surveyed quarter-quarter-quarter section or rectangular lotted
tract. In every instance permanent and substantial monuments
must be erected, and they must be plainly marked or chiseled.

Posts may be used, but stones are preferable for monuments when
they can be obtained. The bearing trees must also be well marked
for future identifications.

Since the survey notes must conform to the requirements of the
General Land Office, they must be prepared in accord-

f ance with the
' '

Instructions f r Making Forest Sur-

veys and Maps." The original and four carbon copies
of the field notes will be prepared and transmitted to the supervisor
with the report. The examiner must check over the original field

notes for typographical errors and date and sign them before forward-

ing his report to the supervisor.
If the land applied for entirely surrounds a spring or watering place

that is necessary in the administration of the Forest
Land needed or for use of permittees or the public, the listing of so

mim&trative
1

use
mucn ^ ^ne land as is necessary to protect such users

wiUnotVJlistedt should not be recommended, or if the land is found to-

be essential for a reservoir site or is valuable for power
purposes its listing should not be recommended. If it is found that
the withdrawal from entry of the land applied for is essential for the

protection of an important watershed to prevent contamination of a

city's water supply, or which may be needed for roads or other public
uses, or in connection with the removal of timber from National Forest

lands, listing should not be recommended. Ordinarily a width of no
more than 33 feet should be excluded for a roadway, since the right
of way is usually within the best agricultural land recommended for

listing; but when a width in excess of 33 feet is necessarv it should be
excluded and a statement of the necessity must be made in the report.
When such rights of way are needed, they must be excluded from the
tract recommended for listing in accordance with the decision of the

Secretary of the Interior. In describing the area recommended for

listing the following clause must be added to the report: "Except a

strip of land 33 feet wide, within the exterior boundary lines thereof,
which strip is particularly described as follows (describe the place of

beginning with bearing points): Extending thence 16 feet on each
side of a line running (give courses and distances) to the place where
the end of the strip closes with the boundary of the tract listed."
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Where the land has been theretofore surveyed by legal sulxli visions,
the exception may be in the following words (as, for example, win Ti-

the purpose is to maintain a right of way along the lino of survey),"
except a strip 33 feet wide oil' the south side thereof" (or on what-

ever side or along whatever line it is desired to make exception).
The Secretary of the Interior has ruled that the law prohibiting i lie

inclusion in one entry of noncontiguous tracts will not be construed
to apply to tracts listed under the act of June 11, 1906, from which
a strip has been excluded for a right of way. Recommendations \\ill

be made for the exclusion of a strip for all roads, either existing or

desired, whether the public has an easement in them or not, where it

is believed that failure to do so will be detrimental to the interests of

the United States.

It is not necessary to recommend the exclusion of a strip of land
covered by a private ditch, telephone line, etc., or a right of way that
is already acquired under an act of Congress and the regulations of

the Department of the Interior. The entryman on the land does not

acquire any interest in that part of the land excluded for the right of

way under the procedure outlined above, and the acreage of the right
of way should be computed and stated in connection with the recom-
mendation for its exclusion, as well as the total area of the lands
within the exterior boundary of the tract to be listed. The latter area

may therefore embrace a surplus of land to the extent of the area of

.the right of way excluded, and examiners should bear this in mind, so

that w^here possible the applicant may be given sufficient land to offset

the area excluded. When the examiner recommends that a strip of

land be excluded from the tract he recommends for listing, a tracing
on Form 220 should be prepared showing the courses and distances of

the lines bounding sucn excluded area and the approximate acreage
to be excluded. This tracing should be submitted with the report,
and the location of the excluded strip should also be showrn on the

map on Form 878. The report must state in each case whether the
excluded strip is for an existing or established public highway or road
.or for a proposed road, and if the latter the reasons should be fully
stated. These instructions apply whether the area listed is described

by metes and bounds or is a legally surveyed subdivision.
In case the examiner finds that an application conflicts with a min-

eral location or locations upon which application for

Applications in mineral patent has not been made that fact should be
conflict with

fully COVered in the report. The examiner will not
mineral loca- f r

. . -, , p ,t

tions. endeavor to pass upon the mineral character 01 the

land, but a statement wr
ill be made showing the work

done and improvements constructed by the mineral claimant. If any
of the land is found to be more valuable for agriculture than for forest

purposes, such land will be recommended for listing, and the district

forester will take the matter up with the applicant upon receipt of the

report.
When an irrigation ditch constructed or maintained under special-

Applications in use permit exists upon a tract wilich will be rec-

conflict with ir- ommended for listing, the permittee should be advised
rigation ditches of his right to obtain an easement prior to the listing
under permit. of tne ^^j under the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.,

1095).
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Photographs In all doubtful cases photographs of the area
may accompany appiied for may be taken and submitted with the

report.
The examiner's report must be complete in every detail and con-

tain definite recommendations for or against listingRecommenda- the land The entire area appljed for must ]^e the
tions of the ex-

-,
.

, ,. ,-, -.
,

. J

TJ,
-, ,. f

aminer. subject ol the recommendations. II only a portion of

the area may be listed, definite reasons must be given
for the rejection of the balance. When the area applied for and
recommended for listing is less than 160 acres, the examiner may
include in his report and recommendation for listing any contiguous
.area of land chiefly valuable for agriculture and not needed for public
uses, which with the area applied for and recommended for listing
will not exceed 160 acres.

In deciding whether the land applied for should be listed it must be
shown that it is not needed for public uses, including reservoir sites,
and that it has no value for power purposes and that its value is

greater for agricultural than for forest purposes. It is necessary
that the values for forest and agricultural purposes, respectively, be

separately appraised and that the basis for such appraisal be clearly
shown.
To determine its value for forest purposes the report must give the

quantity, kind, and value of merchantable timber and of reproduction
and the importance of the forest cover for the protection of water

supply. The value of the young forest growth below merchantable
size and the value of the land itself for the production of timber should
be estimated as closely as practicable on the basis of expected yield,

using any silvical data available.

To determine its value for agricultural purposes, the report must
show the extent to which the land is susceptible of producing cul-

tivated crops, with or without irrigation, and the kind and value of

the crops that can be produced. In deciding this the soil, climate,

altitude, slope and water supply, distance and accessibility to

market must be considered. While accessibility should be considered
in determining the relative value of lands for agricultural and forest

purposes, distance and inaccessibility to market will not be grounds
for the rejection of land which is chiefly valuable for agriculture. As
far as practicable under local conditions the market value of improved
farm lands in the locality similar in character to the tract applied for,

as determined by sales, should be ascertained and reported, together
with the cost of putting the land applied for in similar condition.

The value of the tract in its present state for agricultural purposes
should usually be appraised by deducting the cost of clearing and other

necessary improvements from the current price in the locality of

improved farm lands of similar character.

Lands valuable for the purpose of grazing only will not be listed

under the act of June 11, 1906, but grazing land may be included in an
area listed as agricultural land, provided that the area of the grazing
land does not exceed the area of the cultivable land.

In determining the boundaries of the area to be recommended for

listing they should be established with reference to what constitutes

a reasonable farm unit. Small areas of timbered or nonagricultural
land may be included for this purpose or to permit the inclusion in
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one listing of bodies of agricultural land which would be rendnvd
noncontiguous through the exclusion of such small areas.

A policy which is liberal to the applicant should be followed in

appraising
the agricultural value of tracts of arable land without

value for forest purposes and which may otherwise bo listed under
the provisions of the act.

The personal qualifications
of the applicant or his ability to make a

living or maintain a home upon the land must not be considered by
the examiner. His strength or health or his ability or experience in

agricultural pursuits will not be considered.

If all or any part of the land is found to be chiefly valuable for

agriculture and not needed for public use and may be occupied for

agricultural purposes without injury to the National Forest, it will

be recommended for listing.

Before submitting the report to the supervisor the examiner must

Verification of check the written description of the land reported on
location and sub- with the area shown on the map. The examiner will

mission of report then sign and date the report, affix his title, and
to supervisor. submit the report in triplicate to the supervisor.
When the report is received by the supervisor, if it is found to be

incomplete or incorrect, it will be returned to the
Action by sup- examiner with appropriate instructions. Before ap-

ervisor on exam- ,, . i_ u i_ i_ V*
iner's report. proving the report the supervisor should check it

with the tract book to ascertain whether the descrip-
tion of the land reported on coincides with the description of the
land applied for. If the land recommended for listing includes
lotted tracts, the official township plat should be consulted to see

whether a part of any irregular lotted tract has been recommended
for listing without being described by a metes and bounds survey.
When a metes and bounds survey has been made the field notes and

tracing should be checked to see whether they are correct and in

proper form. Finally, the entire report should be carefully scruti-

nized that it may be complete and correct in every particular before

being submitted to the district forester. When the report is com-

plete and the supervisor concurs in the recommendations of the

examiner, he will indorse it "Approved," sign his name, and affix his

title and the date of approval. If the supervisor does not agree
with or approve all of the examiner's recommendations, his own
recommendations, with his reasons for making them, will be made on
a separate sheet and attached to the report. He will also indorse at

the bottom of the examiner's report a reference to the attached state-

ment and recommendations.
When final action upon the report has been taken by the super-

visor the original will be submitted to the district
Report s u b -

forester, one copy will be placed in the supervisor'smitted to the dis- r> 1 \ rj A v , , TTT-I

trict forester. files, and one copy sent to the district ranger. When
unsurveyed land is reported on the supervisor will

forward the tracing on Form 220 and the original and four carbon

copies of the field notes in addition to the original report. When
the report recommends that a strip of land be excluded from the
area to be listed, the tracing showing the excluded strip should

accompany the report. Before submitting the report the supervisor
will make pencil notation in the tract book index sheet (Form 124)
of the action taken by him in the case.
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Applicants who appear to have the preference right of entry under
_ . the act may secure without charge a permit for the

use permits" agricultural use of that portion of the land which has
lands recom- been examined and which, in the opinion of the
mended for list- supervisor, is chiefly valuable for agriculture and not

vht
eX

f
needed for Public use, provided that the land is not

adversely claimed under settlement made before its

withdrawal, or after its withdrawal and before

January 1, 1906.
Free permits for the occupancy and use of agricultural lands which

is recommended for listing will be issued only under the following
conditions :

1. When the applicant wishes to occupy the land which has been
examined and favorably reported upon, pending its listing under the
act of June 11, 1906.

2. When the applicant is doubtful of the agricultural possibilities
of the land and desires an opportunity to ascertain whether crops can
be raised on it before using his homestead right.

3. When a strip of land for a road right of way has been excluded
from an area recommended for listing, the applicant upon whose
application land has been examined or the entryman on the area
listed may be issued a free agricultural permit for the use of the
excluded strip, so long as it is not needed for road purposes.
When the permit is issued under conditions 1 or 2, the following

paragraph will be incorporated in the permit:
This permit shall not be construed to give the permittee any preference right of

entry under the act of June 11, 1906. This permit shall terminate when the land is

listed; but if it be shown that the permittee has not the preference right of entry the

listing of the land will be deferred by the Secretary of Agriculture to protect the

growing crops.

When the permit is issued under condition 3, the following para-
graph will be incorporated in the permit:

This permit shall terminate upon notice to the permittee by the forest supervisor
that the land is needed for road purposes.

Free special-use permits will be closed when the land is listed.

Copies of all letters and blue prints and field notes showing final

action taken on an application by the Secretary of
Record on tract Agriculture, district forester, or Secretary of the

tion\
0f

^creia
C~ Interi r w^ be transmitted to the supervisor in dupli-

or

n
district"

5

\<x- ca^e, one copy for the supervisor's files, and one for

ester. the district ranger. Upon receipt of a letter showing
that final action has been taken on an application, the

notation "listed," "rejected," "canceled," "eliminated," or "with-

drawn," as the case may be, will be made in the "Recommendation"
column on the index sheet (Form 124). In the "List No." column,

give, if listed, the number of the list. If rejected because the land

was not chiefly valuable for agriculture, enter a green "X." If

rejected because the land is patented, enter a green "V." If rejected
because of conflict with a ranger station, enter the letters "R. S." in

red ink. If the application is rejected because of conflict with railroad

lands, enter a yellow "V" or "O," as the case may be. If rejected
because chiefly valuable for power purposes enter an "X" with black

pencil surrounded by green border crayon No. 69. When canceled

for the reason that the applicant does not reply to letters from the
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district office, enter "no reply" in this column. In the "Date listed"

column should bo entered the date that final action was taken on (ho

application by the district forester or Secretary of Agriculture. If all

or any part of the tract applied for is recommended for listing, the

total number of acres recommended will be entered in the "Acreage"
column. The exact area will be outlined and hatched in green on the

township plat (Form 123), and the list number written in red ink

across the tract listed. Land which is not listed should bo shown on
the township plat by a green "X" on each 40 or smaller subdivision.

When an application is canceled, rejected, eliminated, or withdrawn,
a black ink line will be drawn through the application number on the

aica shown on township plats.
The supervisor will close ah

1

cases as soon as notice is received from
the district forester of the final action taken in the

Closing settle- case Upon receipt of the Interior Department notice

that final action has been taken to restore the land
to entry, it will be placed in the folder in the closed file. Papers
in the folders of closed cases may be transferred when necessary to

the folders of now or supplemental applications, leaving an appro-
priate memorandum in the closed folder.

In every instance a copy of the letter closing the case should be
sent to the ranger for Ms files. The supervisor will instruct the

ranger that no action will be taken, after the notice of listing has been
received in regard to the erection of improvements on, or cultivation

of, listed lands by the applicant or other persons.

Supervisors will include in their statistical report (Form 446) to the

Annual re ort
district forester, due on July 15, a statement of the
settlement wort on their Forests for the preceding

fiscal year.
Sec. 31 of the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., L. 855), provides:

That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to

make allotments within the national forests in conformity with
Indian allot- the general allotment laws as amended by section 17 of this act,

ment under act to any Indian occupying, living on, or having improvements on
June 25, 1910 (36 land included within any such national forest wno is not en-

Stat., 855). titled to an allotment on any existing Indian reservation, or for

whose tribe no reservation has been provided, or whose reservation
was not sufficient to afford an allotment to each member thereof. All applications for

allotments under the provisions of this section shall be submitted to the Secretary of

Agriculture, who shall determine whether the lands applied for are more valuable
for agricultural or grazing purposes than for the timber found thereon; and if it be
found that the lands applied for are more valuable for agricultural or grazing pur-
poses, then the Secretary of the Interior shall cause allotment to be made as herein

provided.

Under section 17 of the foregoing act the maximum quantities of

land which can be taken in allotment are as follows:

40 acres of irrigable land, or
80 acres of nonirrigable agricultural land, or

160 acres of nonirrigable grazing land.

Lands to which the mineral laws of the United States apply are not

subject to allotment under the provisions of this act. Indians

desiring to apply for allotment within National Forests must produce
satisfactory evidence to show that they are in possession of or have
improvements on the lands desired, and further that such lands are
more valuable for agricultural or grazing purposes than for the timber
found thereon. Any Indian making application for allotment is
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required to take oath that he is an Indian of a certain tribe; that he
was born in the United States; that he is the head of a family or a

single person over the age of 18 years, as the case may be; that
he has not heretofore received an allotment; that he is not entitled
to an allotment on a reservation, or that no reservation has been pro-
vided for his tribe, or, in lieu of the latter declaration, that there was
not sufficient land set aside to afford an allotment to each member
thereof. The applicant must show further that he has made actual
bona fide settlement on the lands described, for his exclusive use and
benefit, or that he has improvements thereon. This affidavit must
be corroborated in so far as his Indian character, nativity, and actual
bona fide settlement or erection of improvements are concerned, by
the affidavits of two or more disinterested witnesses (who may be

Indians), or by the affidavit or certificate of some field officer of either
the Department of Agriculture or the Department of the Interior.

A nonmineral affidavit, executed on the prescribed form, must accom-

pany each application for allotment. Applications must be submitted
to the supervisor of the particular National Forest affected, by whom
they will be forwarded with appropriate report, through the district

forester and Forester, to the Secretary of Agriculture, in order that he

may determine whether the land applied for is more valuable for

agriculture or grazing than for the timber found thereon.
In case the land is found to be chiefly valuable for agriculture or

grazing, the Secretary of Agriculture will note that fact on the appli-
cation and return it to the applicant with instructions to file it with
the register and receiver of the proper local land office.

Should the Secretary of Agriculture decide that the land applied
for or any part of it is chiefly valuable for the timber found thereon,
he will transmit the application to the Secretary of the Interior and
inform him of his decision in the matter. The Secretary of the
Interior will cause the applicant to be informed of the action of the

Secretary of Agriculture.
Forest rangers and supervisors and district officers will afford every

facility to Indians desiring to take allotments under this act, and will

assist them wherever necessary in the preparation of their applica-
tions and the required proofs. Blank forms for application may be
had from the Indian Office, any local land office, forest supervisor's,
or district forester's office.

PROCEDURE IN DISTRICT OFFICE.

Applications for the examination and listing of agricultural land
under the Forest homestead act will be addressed to

Action on re- and filed with the district forester. When an appli-
'

cation is received in the district office, it will be imme-

diately indorsed with the date and hour of its receipt,
and the indorsement will be certified by the initials of the mail clerk

by whom it was made. An index card and folder will be prepared
for each application received. Upon the index card will be entered

the case designation and such notation as may thereafter be neces-

sary. The index cards will be filed alphabetically by the names of

applicants. The folders will be filed by Forests, and thereunder

alphabetically by the names of applicants. When an application is

received which does not conform to the requirements of Reg. L-51
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or which applies
for over 160 acres, or for two or more noncontiguous

tracts, it will be returned to the applicant for correction. Applica-
tions when received in the form prescribed by Reg. L-51 will bo

given consecutive numbers by Forests in the orcfer of their receipt by
the district forester.

The tract books for each Forest will consist of township plats (Form
123), one for each township in the Forest, index sheets

Entry of appli- (Form 124), and wing binders. The tract books will

book?
3

k prepared in accordance with the procedure on
National Forests, and the necessary entries made on

the Forms 123 and 124 in the same manner as provided in those
instructions.

Whenever status of lands is required, it will be obtained, if possible,
from the local land office. When necessary to secure

Securing status status from the public-land records in Washington, the

tact books district forester will use Form 3 1
, changing the words

"
Register and receiver" to ''Forester." No letter

will be used in making such requests to the Forester, but any explana-
tion may be made, if necessary, by an accompanying memorandum.
The request will be returned with the status report (Form 301).
When the status of the land applied for is ascertained, it will be noted
on the township plat (Form 123) and the status report filed with the
other papers in the case.

If the status records show that the land applied for is not covered

by any entry under the pubhc-land laws or any sub-
Notification to

sisting claim, the applicant will be notified by letter

ceStanTeofappH- .

f th? acceptance ol his application. If the appli-
cation, tion is an amended one, the original must be with-

drawn unless the amendment is an addition to the

original application. In the latter case the amended application will

be given the same number as the original application.
The supervisor will be informed of the acceptance of an application

by forwarding to him carbon copies, in duplicate, of

Application re- the letter to the applicant. These copies will be

visor* for e^xami-
accom

P.
anied by a promise card (Form 326) and a

nation and re- township plat (Form 974), on which will be noted the

port. location of the land applied for, if surveyed, and a

description of it if unsurveyed, and the case designa-
tion. On Form 124, in the tract book, will be noted the date the

application is sent for examination.

Upon receipt of the examiner's report it will be carefully scrutinized

. to insure the thoroughness of the investigation and the

portof examiner" completeness of statement. If for any reason it ap-

pears that the report is erroneous or incomplete, it will

be returned to the supervisor who approved the report, indicating its

defects and requiring its correction. If the report recommends the

listing of an area not included in the original application, the applicant
will be given an opportunity to amend his original application, if he
has not already done so, to include the additional area recommended,
provided that the total area does not exceed 160 acres. When the

report covers unsurveyed land, the field notes and tracing on Form
220 will be referred to Atlas. When the report recommends that a

strip of land for road right of way be excluded from the tract to be

listed, the tracing showing the excluded strip will be referred to Atlas.
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The tracings and field notes will be checked as to accuracy and suffi-

ciency of survey, and five blue prints will be made from the tracings.
When necessary, the report may be referred for review to the offices

of silviculture or grazing. This will be left to the discretion of the dis-

trict forester. When the report has been finally approved, the proper
notation should be made in the tract book on Forms 123 and 124.
If all or any part of the tract applied for is recommended for listing,
the exact area should be outlined and hatched with a green crayon on
Form 123. Any portion of the tract that is found to be not chiefly
valuable for agriculture should be indicated by a green "X" in each
subdivision on the township plat.

If the tract recommended for listing is unsurveyed, or the exception
of a strip for a roadway is necessary, so that a metes

b
SU

metes
f

*and
anc

^
Bounds survey is required, the applicant will be

bounds. notified that the survey may be made by the Forest
Service under the direction of the surveyor general,

if the applicant will deposit with the proper surveyor general a
sufficient sum to pay for the clerical work necessary in his office,
and that the expense to the applicant shall not exceed that sum.
The district forester will forward a copy of the application to the

surveyor general, and, upon receipt of notice from him of the name
of the person designated to make the survey and that the deposit in

Eayment
of clerical work has been made, will instruct that the survey

e made. The
surveyor

will report the result of his work to the

supervisor in the usual manner.
If an applicant desires a free special-use permit pending the restora-

Free s ecial-
^on ^ ^e ^anc^ ^ en^ry? ne will be referred to the

use^ermits.
forest supervisor of the Forest in which the land
is located, since all permits of this character will be

issued by the forest supervisors.

Applications may be withdrawn at any time prior to the date that

Withdrawal of
^e land is listed with the Secretary of the Interior

application!.

3

^J the Secretary of Agriculture. Upon the receipt
or a written request to withdraw an application, trie

proper notation will be made in the tract book on Forms 123 and 124.

Applications when withdrawn are not removed from the plats, but are

merely canceled by drawing a black-ink line through the application
numbers. Subsequent applications by the same person are given
new numbers. The applicant will be informed by letter of the action
taken upon his request for withdrawal, and two carbon copies of the
letter will be forwarded to the supervisor, one for the supervisor's and
one for the ranger's file.

If the examiner's report upon an application is adverse, the proper

Re'ection o f
^orm letter will be prepared for the signature of the

application's.
district forester. Two carbon copies of the letter

will be forwarded to the supervisor, one copy for his

files and one for the ranger.
When the application is rejected because the land is not chiefly

valuable for agriculture, a green "X" will be placed in each 40 or

smaller subdivision on the Form 123 in the tract book, and the same
mark made in the "List No." column on the Form 124 index sheet.

The final action taken, with date of rejection, will be noted on the

Form 124 in the tract book and the case closed.
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When an application
is received for a tract of land that has bee

examined ana unfavorably reported upon on a prior application, the

application will be rejected unless known changes in
Reinstatement local conditions justify reexamination.

f

ion^n
a

reex"
If a reoxarnination shows that the land should bo

amination! listed, the original application will be reinstated, and
the prior applicant

or applicants notified.

If the examiner's report snows that only a part of the land applied

Notification to ^? *s ^i^Y valuable for agriculture, the applicant

applicant of re- w^ ^ informed of the result of the examination and
duced area that will b'e requested to state whether he desires to exer-
has been recom- cise his homestead right upon the area which may be
mended for list-

iigted. Upon the return of the signed blank, which
will be inclosed with the letter, the necessary action

will be taken. In case the applicant withdraws his application, the

procedure will be as prescribed under
" Withdrawal of applications."

If the applicant wishes the agricultural land listed to mm the case
will thereafter be handled the same as if ah

1

of the land applied for had
been recommended for listing.

If no reply
is received from the applicant witliin 30 days, a second

notice will be issued. If no reply is received to the second notice
within 30 days, a letter will be written to the applicant advising him
that his application is rejected and the case closed. The case will

then be noted as closed on the tract books. If, however, the tract

should be subsequently listed on the application of another, or other-

wise, and either separately or as a part of another tract, all of the
facts in connection with the first application for such tract should
be set forth in tho listing letter 'to the Secretary of the Interior.

When lands covered by applications under the act of June 11, 1906,
whether listed or not, are to be eliminated from a

Notice to ap- National Forest, the applicants should be informed

landrapplSd for of tnat
.

fact and- tnat tne Secretary of the Interior

have been elimi- has decided that after such lands have been eliminated
nated from the they can not be entered under the act of June 11,
Forest.

1906, but will be subject to entry under the general
land laws. The applicant should be further informed that when the
land is eliminated from the Forest the case will be closed as far as

the Department of Agriculture is concerned and that they may
ascertain from the Interior Department the date the land will be

opened to entry.
Two copies of the letter to the applicant will be forwarded to the

supervisor in order that the supervisor and ranger may be informed,
and proper notation will be made on the township plat and index
sheet in the plat book.

If an application is received for the listing of land covered by a
mineral location for which application for patent has

Applications in not been made, and where the land is chiefly valuable

mVi/eral toe*
^or agriculture and not needed for public use, the

tions. applicant will be informed of the mineral location and
that the listing of the land under the act of June 11,

1906, will have no bearing upon the determination of the questions
which may arise in a contest before the Interior Department between
mineral and agricultural claimants. The applicant will be asked

whether, under these circumstances, he desires to exercise his home-

.
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stead right on the land. If the answer is in the affirmative, the land
will be recommended for listing. In every case the applicant's signed
statement must be included with the other papers in the case when
the listing letter is forwarded.

Applications for the listing of lands on a watershed used for muni-
cipal purposes will be accepted unless such lands have

Applications in been closed to listing by the Secretary of Agriculture

nkflf
W
w^ Tei

for the Faction of the municipal water supply. If

supply.
an application is received for lands which the Secre-

tary has not closed to listing, the wishes of the munic-

ipality will be ascertained before final action is taken. The district
forester will forward to the proper officials of the municipality a

description of the land and request them to state whether in their

judgment the occupancy of the land will injure the watershed or
contaminate the water.

If an application is received for the listing of land within a National
Forest that is covered by a second form withdrawal

Applications in under the reclamation act, the applicant will be noti-
1

j.

c t

J
fied that the land will not be listed until the approval

drawSs
'

of tlie Reclamation Service is secured. The district

forester will forward a description of the land applied
for to the supervising engineer of the Reclamation Service and
request him to state whether the listing of the land will interfere with
the purposes for which the withdrawal was made. If the Reclama-
tion Service has no objection to the listing of the land the application
will be accepted, the applicant will be informed, and the supervisor
instructed to submit the report in the usual form. If the Reclamation
Service objects to the listing of the land, the application will be

rejected, the applicant informed, a proper notation made on the
tract book, and the case closed.

If an application is received for the listing of unsurveyed school
lands included within a National Forest, the appli-

Applications in cation should be accepted 'and treated in the usual

s*

C

h (Tcfl
way> anc^

*f
^ie land applied for is within a surveyed

landL school section for which the State has made indemnity
selection which has been approved, the application

should be accepted and treated in the usual way. If the land applied
for is in a surveyed school section for which indemnity selection has
not been made and approved, the application should be rejected, the

applicant notified, and the case closed. If the land is covered by a
selection made by the State under any grant made to it, the appli-
cation should be treated as provided in the preceding sentence.

When an application is presented for the listing of a tract of land,
under the act of June 11, 1906, ^hich is covered by a

Applications in homestead or any other entry, selection, filing, min-
conflict with un- eraj application for patent or reservoir right of way,

exce^
6

mineral suc'h application will be given a serial number and
location. noted on the tract books in the usual manner, but the

applicant will be notified that the application has

been suspended, pending final decision by the Secretary of the Inte-

rior on the unperfected claim in conflict.

Two carbon copies of the letter to the applicant will be sent to the

supervisor, who will make the proper entries in his tract book, but
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who will not have an examination made of the land until the sus-

pension is removed and the application is accepted.

Applications received and suspended under this procedure will not
be classed as pending cases, but will be classed as suspended c;tM>s

and entered as such in the annual reports.
When a suspended application is accepted, the procedure to be

followed will be the same as that prescribed for the reference of an

application to the supervisor for examination and report.
Applications for unsurveyed lands located within the primary

limits of a railroad grant, which probably will be
Applications in

granted sections, will be rejected, and the applicant

ra^oadgmntl
wil1 be informed that the Secretary of the Interior

has decided that such lands can not be opened to

entry under the act of June 11, 1906. The procedure will then be
the same as when the land applied for is found to be patented, except
that a yellow "O" will be placed in the "List No." column on
Form 124.

When an application is received for patented lands or lands that
have been selected and posted for administrative or

Applications in public use, the applicant will be informed by letter
C
Rented landTor

^ ^ie s^us ^
^.
ne land applied for and the appli-

selected admin- cation will be rejected. Two carbon copies of the

istrative sites. letter of rejection will be forwarded to the supervisor
for the supervisor's and ranger's files. Applications

of this character will be given a number, card, and folder, and will

be noted in the tract book on Forms 123 and 124 in the usual manner,
after which the case will be closed. Subsequent applications from
the same persons are given new numbers. If the application is

rejected for the reason that it conflicts with patented land, a dark

green "V" should be placed in the "List No." column on Form 124.

If the conflict is with approved railroad lands, a yellow "V" is placed
in the "List No." column. If the conflict is with a ranger station,
the letters "R. S." in red ink should be placed in the "List No."
column on Form 124.

All letters prepared for the signature of the dis-

Preparation of trict forester or assistant district forester will be
Secretary's and written with three carbon copies,

fetter's.
All letters prepared for the signature of the Secre-

tary or the Forester will be written with four carbon

copies. The letters prepared for the signature of the Secretary will

be written with a purple copying ribbon.
The case designation will not be placed on the letters prepared

for the signature of the Secretary, but should be placed on the
carbon copies of these letters.

The series of list numbers now in use by each district will be con-
tinued. Each application listed will be given a

List numbers, serial list number. The list number, Forest number,
listing and trans- name of forest, State, acreage, and date of list willm

secretary?'
be noted in the district list book on Form 345 in

pencil. When the listing letter is forwarded to the

Forester, the recommendation, list number, date listed in the dis-

trict office, and acreage recommended will also be noted in pencil
on Form 124 in the Forest tract book. The Secretary's letter,
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together with two carbons and all the papers in the case, will be for-
warded to the Forester.
When the land is listed by a metes and bounds survey, two copies

of the blue prints and field notes will be transmitted with the other

papers in the case.

When a strip of land is excluded from the tract listed, two blue

prints showing the location and area of the excepted strip will also
be forwarded with the list letter.

The act recognizes two preferred entrymen, (1) the settler prior

p
to January 1, 1906, (2) the person upon whose appli-

rights?

'

ca^ion the land was examined and listed.

In case there is no preferred settler only the name
of the person upon whose application the land was examined and
listed should appear as the preferred entryman in the listing letter.

If, however, a portion of said tract was formerly examined on the

application, of another, but not listed because the first applicant did
not reply to small-area letters addressed to him, all of the facts in

regard to the first application covering such small area should be
recited in the listing letter to the Secretary of the Interior. If,

however, the first applicant has expressly withdrawn his application
or has refused to accept the listing of such small area, the person
making application for the same area at a later date shall be deemed
the person upon whose application the tract was examined and listed,
and he only will be named in the listing letter.

When the carbon copy of the listing letter showing the Secretary's

Notification to signature is received from the Forester, the pencil

applicant and notations made on Form 345 in the list book and on
supervisor of final Form 124 in the Forest tract book will be made in
action by Secre-

inj^ and the date of the Secretary's signature will be
noted as the date the land was listed.

The list number will then be written in red ink on the township plat
in the tract book across the tract listed.

The applicant will at once be notified by form letter that the land
has been listed. When the land was listed by a metes and bounds

survey one copy of the blue print will also be forwarded to the appli-
cant. Two carbon copies of the listing letter and two copies of the

letter of notification to the applicant will be forwarded to the super-

visor, together with two copies of the field notes and blue prints if the

land was listed by a metes and bounds survey, and two copies of the

blue print if a strip of land was excluded from the tract listed.

All canceled, withdrawn, or rejected cases will be closed upon the

ri . date that final action is taken by the district forester,

and all listed cases will be closed upon receipt of the

copies of the Secretary's listing letter. Two copies of the letter taking
final action will be forwarded to the supervisor.

Upon receipt of the Interior Department notice that final action

has been taken to restore the land to entry, the date of restoration to

entry will be entered in the list book (Form 345). A memorandum
of the notice will be placed in the folder in the closed file, and the

notice will be sent to the supervisor.

Annually, on August 1
,
district foresters will submit to the For-

ester, on standard atlas pages, a report on settlement.

The report will be in the form prescribed in advance

by the Forester.
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PROCEDURE IN WASHINGTON OFFICE.

Drafts of list letters prepared in the district offices and all other
settlement correspondence will be referred to the

Actl I

J. .*J branch of lands. If the oaso is returned to the dis-

.
iri(>fc forc-stor, a follow-up card will be kept in the
branch of lands.

Listing letters will not be rewritten in the Washington office, unless

the draft on its face contains a typographical error, or the draft sub-
mitted is not in good form. The intention of the district forester in

drafting the letter, as to its substance, must be clear before any loiter

will be rewritten or changes made therein without returning it to the
district office.

Cases will be returned to the district forester with proper instruc-

tions, when upon examination any of the following

tarned
g

to

C

dls-
circumstances exist:

tric^office. (a) When reports and papers which are the basis

for the list are not inclosed.

(&) When the character of the land is not clearly shown in the

reports and accompanying papers.
(c) When the reports and papers show that more than half the area

recommended for listing is pure grazing land.

(d) When the area recommended for listing is less than that applied
for, no reason given therefor, and no statement from the applicant
that he wishes to enter the area as reduced.

(e) When there is a discrepancy between the dates of application
as shown by reports and those given in the draft of letter.

(/") When there is a discrepancy in the description of the land, as

shown by reports, and by draft of letter.

(g) Wrien the two copies of field notes and blue prints describing
the area required in case of a metes and bounds survey are not inclosed

with the papers.
(Ji) When in the case of a metes and bounds survey there is a dis-

crepancy in the description shown by the field notes and that shown
by the blue prints.

(i) When the description of the roadway excluded from the listed

area is not given in the listing letter, or the blue prints of the roadway
are not inclosed.

(j) When there is a discrepancy between the letter and the blue

print showing the description of the roadway.
(k) When it is found that the area recommended for listing is cov-

ered by a claim of record.

If the listing is approved by the Forester, the listing letter will be
submitted to the Secretary of Agriculture for action.

Secretary*

11

Except in special cases, the reports and papers will

not accompany the letter to the Secretary.
After the letter is returned from the Secretary's office the listing

letter will be mailed and all reports and papers relat-

turned* Vc? dfs-
*n ^ ^ie case refurned to the district forester. One
carbon of the listing letter will be retained in the files

of the Washington office.
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Action on When status of land is obtained from the General

tTforester
d
fOT

Land ffice U^ U re(luest from the district forester,

status onand.
'

the reP rt to the district forester will be made on
Form 301, which will be accompanied by a memo-

randum if necessary.
When requests are received for information regarding the status of

settlement cases which can not be furnished from the
Action on records of the Washington office nor the General

formation regard"
Land 9ffice

>
tlie request will be acknowledged and

in^s tTt iiso f the writer will be informed that the request had been
cases. forwarded to the district forester with instructions

to furnish the information requested. Two carbons
of this letter with the communication from the person making the

request and such inclosures as may have been transmitted therewith
will be forwarded to the district torester concerned with appropriate
instructions stamped thereon.

All applications or correspondence from applicants not in the
nature of a request for review of the district for-

"
ester

'

s action will be referred to the district forester
ti ns

appropriate action and the writer notified by form

postal card.

Action on re-
When an application is received for a reexamina-

quest to the For- tion of the tract or a review of the decision of the
ester or Secre- district forester, such action will be taken as may be
tary for reexam- warranted by the showing made by the application
ination or review.

ftnd the rec(d J the Cftse
*

When replies to communications from the General Land Office or
the Department of the Interior in connection with

Action on settlement matters can not be made from the infor-

fromhftwiorSe- matipn available in the Washington office,, such com-

partment.
munications will be referred to the district forester

for the preparation of reply for the Forester's or Sec-

retary's signature.



ADMINISTRATIVE SITES.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE,

Washington, D. C.

The following procedure and instructions relating to administrative
sites in National Forests are hereby established and issued to take
effect February 1, 1912.

HENRY S. GRAVES, Forester.

Approved December 19, 1911:

JAMES WILSON, Secretary.

PROCEDURE.

Lands within National Forests may be selected for administrative

Selection uses, including supervisor's or ranger's headquarters,
gardens, pastures, corrals, planting or nursery sites,

and rights of way. If suitable sites for administrative purposes can
not be found within the Forest, vacant and unappropriated public
land outside may be recommended for withdrawal under the act of

June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847).
A general plan for selecting sites, based upon the present and prob-

able future requirements for fire control and the transaction of the
business of each National Forest, must first be formulated. Since

it is impossible to foresee with certainty the development and exten-

sion of the use of the resources of the National Forests, it is impossible
to determine with certainty the number and location of the adminis-
trative sites which in the future will be required to properly protect
and administer the Forests. In addition to selecting sites required
for the present, supervisors must consider the probable future require-

ment, but great care must be taken not to select sites which will

unnecessarily retard the development by settlers of agricultural land

within National Forests.

Administrative sites for rangers' headquarters will if possible be
selected where there is enough agricultural land for a

]

garden and suitable pasture land for a few head of

horses and one or two cows, and, when necessary,
where there is enough water for irrigation.

Administrative sites for rangers' headquarters should not exceed
160 acres in area, and a smaller area should ordinarily

Amount of be sufficient. A larger area may be required to be

^dquarte^and
use(* as an inclosure to handle horses belonging to the

pasture.
Government and to Forest officers, or to be used to

raise feed for Government horses, and the horses of

Forest officers which are used in official business.

52
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In order to avoid conflicts with applicants under the Forest home-
stead act, the selection of administrative sites should

Sites selected be completed at the earliest date possible. All sites

nroidl/as

e

possi-
selected must be

^
conspicuously posted with admin-

bie.
"

istrative site notices (Form 263) in order that the

public may know the status of the land.
No site will be selected which has been applied for under the act of

. June 11, 1906, or is actually occupied or used in good
areaŝ

c
faith for agricultural or mining purposes or for a home.
If an area actually needed for administrative purposes

is covered by a claim, a report on the claim may be made in accord-
ance with the procedure prescribed under "Claims." The selection
will not be made or the site posted while the application is pending
or until the claim is abandoned or is canceled by the General Land
Office.

Unsurveyed lands within the limits of railroad grants which will,

R '

1 d
w^ien surveyed, be included in railroad sections will

lands*.

J no^ ke selected if it is possible to find other areas.

When such lands are selected they will be subject
to any rights which may accrue to the railroad by reason of survey
and patent.
When a State indemnity selection has been approved the base land

State selection
may ^e selected and used for administrative pur-
poses even before patent to the land selected by

the State has issued.

Supervisors will not select mineral lands for administrative sites

tjf. i 1 j unless a suitable site on nonmineral land can not be
Mineral lands. -,

secured.
The selection of an administrative site within a withdrawal for rec-

lamation purposes will not be made until the district

withdrawal^ forester is informed by the supervising engineer of the
Reclamation Service that the use of the land for an

administrative site will not conflict with the purposes for which it

was withdrawn.
A relinquishment offered by a claimant, when the use of the tract

covered by the claim and the purchase of the improve-

ment's!

* ments thereon for administrative purposes is contem-

plated, must not be accepted until its acceptance has
been specifically authorized by the Forester. (See "Claims/' Reg.
L-41.)

In determining the amount to be offered for improvements wrhich
it seems advisable to purchase, their actual value to

improvements
^e Forest Service and not necessarily their original
cost to the claimant should govern. No consideration

can be given for the value of the land, since its title is in the United
States. Land can not be purchased except under a specific appro-

priation by Congress.
When an administrative site is selected, it will be immediately

located by legal subdivisions if on surveyed land or

setection.

Ure by a metes and bounds survey if on unsurveyed land.

Surveys will be made in accordance with the "In-

structions for Making Forest Surveys and Maps." The status of the

land will then be obtained and, if open to selection, the site will be
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conspicuously posted with administrative site notices (Form 263).
Notices may, ii necessary, be posted before survey is made or si

is obtained. A report in duplicate on Form 271 will then be sub-

mitted to the supervisor by the Forest officer who located and survr\ cd

the site. If there are improvements upon the site, a description <>i

their extent and condition, their estimated value to the Service, and
the name and address of the claimant, if any, will be given, together
with a recommendation for or against their purchase. The report will

also give the date the site was posted. A map on tracing linen (Form
220) and field notes of a metes and bounds survey, if one was made,
must accompany the report. Administrative sites will be designated

by appropriate
names. Upon receiving the report the supervisor, after

checking it to determine the accuracy of the
description, survey, and

status, will prepare a folder and index card and will record the selec-

tion in the tract book township plat (Form 123). The following
method will be used:

Selections or withdrawals pro- Outlined in red crayon and given a

posed. key number in red ink. (I'n-

surveyed
areas are indicated by

a circle.)

Withdrawals effected Hatched in red crayon.
Release or cancellation proposed. .Outline in black pencil.
Release or cancellation effected All crayon and pencil markings

erased.

Entries of administrative sites on township plats will be indexed on
the margin of the plat upon which the site is entered. The index will

be entered upon the left-hand margin and will give in red ink the key
number of the site and in black ink the name of the site and, when
necessary, the date of withdrawal and data regarding release. The
name and description of the site will also be entered alphabetically on
a special index sheet in the front of the tract book.
When the site selected is on National Forest land, the supervisor,

after indorsing his approval on the report, will submit it to the district

forester with two blue-print copies of the tracing, and when the site

was located by a metes and bounds survey, with one copy of the field

notes. If the selection is approved by the district forester, the site

will be recorded in the Forest tract book, an indorsement of the dis-

trict forester's approval will be made on the report and blue prints,
and the report, one blue print, and the field notes, if any, will be
returned to the supervisor, and one blue print will be retained in the
files of the district office. When the blue print only of selected sites

is retained, it can be filed hi a general folder for the Forest, but when
correspondence or other papers are retained, as in the case of with-
drawn sites, a special folder and index card may be provided.
When the site selected is on vacant and unappropriated public land

outside a National Forest, the procedure prescribed
w^ ^e ^^owec^ m selecting, locating, and reporting

upon the site; but the report when submitted to the
district forester must be accompanied by a letter from

the supervisor stating the urgent need for withdrawing the site.

If the tract recommended for withdrawal is in Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Montana, Colorado, or Wyoming, it must appear in the
communication from the supervisor that there is absolutely no tract
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within the Forest boundaries which can be used for the purpose
desired. Only such tracts as can be described by legal subdi-
visions or approximate legal subdivisions should be recommended.
If the district forester approves the selection, he will submit to the
Forester the report and supervisor's letter, together with the original
and two copies of a letter to the Secretary of the Interior prepared
for the signature of the Secretary of Agriculture, recommending the

withdrawal, and the original and two copies of a draft of Executive
order making the withdrawal. The letter to the Secretary of the
Interior must contain a statement that there is no land within the
Forest boundaries suitable and available for the purpose involved.
When final action has been taken, the papers will be returned to
the district forester. If the Forester disapproves the selection, the

papers will be accompanied by the original and one copy of his

disapproval. If the site is recommended for withdrawal, the papers
will be accompanied by a copy of the Secretary's letter and a copy
of the Executive order.

When the papers are received by the supervisor, the final action
will be recorded in the tract book. The supervisor will forward to
the district ranger a copy of the report with an indorsement of the
final action taken an4 a blue print of the tracing. He will forward
with the report a copy of field notes and of the Executive order of

withdrawal, if any.
In the district office an administrative site case will be closed

when the selection has been approved or disapproved
Closing admin- by the district forester or the Forester or the site has

causes"^
s * * e been withdrawn by an Executive order and the

supervisor has been notified of the final action. In
the supervisor's office the case will be closed when notice has been
received from the district forester of the final action taken and after

the record of final action has been made and the district ranker
notified. When a conflict arises between an administrative site

selection and a claim or an
application under the act of June 11, 1906,

the administrative site case will not be closed until the conflict is finally
settled.

Administrative sites on National Forest land which have been

selected, but which have not been withdrawn by the
Cancellation of Secretary of the Interior or by an Executive order

withdrawals*
nd ma^ canceled by an order of the district forester.

The order will be prepared in triplicate by the super
visor and the original and one copy will be submitted to the district

forester. The order will identify, by name and description, the site

to be canceled and will give the reasons for the cancellation. If the

cancellation is approved by the district forester, he will sign the

order, and after the cancellation has been recorded in the Forest
tract book the original order will be returned to the supervisor.
After the final action has been recorded in the tract book in the super
visor's office a copy of order will be forwarded to the district ranger.
Administrative sites which have been withdrawn by the Secretary of

the Interior or by an Executive order may be revoked either in whole
or in part by the Secretary of the Interior or by an Executive order,

respectively. The supervisor will submit to the
'

district forester a

letter recommending the revocation which will identify the site by
name, description, and location and which will give the reasons for
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the recommendation and will state whether the site is valuable f<

water-power purposes. The district forester will prepare and submit
to the Forester a letter to the Secretary of the Interior for the signa-
ture of the Secretary of Agriculture, recommending the revocation of

the withdrawal or a draft of an Executive order revoking the with-

drawal, as the case may be. The letter to the
Secretary

of the
Interior must give the name of the site, the date of withdrawal, a

description of the land withdrawn if surveyed, and if unsurveyed its

approximate location by metes and bounds, including the meridian,
the name of the National Forest and State, the approximate number
of acres included and the value, if any, of the site for water-power
purposes. The Secretary's letter or the draft of the Executive order
wiU be accompanied by the supervisor's letter and, if necessary, by a
memorandum-from the district forester to the Forester. The sub-

sequent procedure will be the same as when a withdrawal is recom-
mended. When an administrative site is canceled or revoked the
administrative site notices will be at once removed from the area.

Supervisors will include in their statistical report (Form 446) to
the district forester, due on July 15, a statement for

Annual report the preceding fiscal year of administrative sites.

dfstri?t

r

for

S

ester

1(i Annually on August 1 the district forester will submit
to the Forester, on standard atlas pages,

a report on
administrative sites. The report will be in the form prescnbed in
advance by the Forester.

In all cases where it is necessary to obtain from a lake, spring, or
water course (natural streams, including rivers,

riations
appr

~
creeks, runs, and rivulets) water for use on an admin-
istrative site for domestic or irrigation purposes the

provisions of the State laws with reference to the appropriation and
use of water must be fully complied with. Reimbursement will be
made for expenses incurred in taking the steps incident to complying
with the law. The district foresters will issue separate circulars to
the supervisors in each State in their respective jurisdictions fully
explaining the requirements of the .State law and embodying such
forms as it may be necessary for the Forest officers to use. Since

August 30, 1890, rights of way for ditches and canals are reserved to
the United States in all patents issued west of the one hundredth
meridian.

.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. 112 INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 31, 1912.

Claims. The Instructions on page 14 are hereby amended by in-

serting after the word "issue," at the end of the first paragraph, the

following :

Examiners reporting on claims cases should ascertain if the area
to be alienated conflicts in any way with or is a part of a water-

power project. Where it is believed that the land for which patent
is asked is more valuable for use in connection with hydroelectric

power development than it is for the purposes authorized by the law
under which the claim is sought, the examiner should so state that

fact. When the report is approved, it should also be stated whether
the land to be patented is a part of a site covered by a preliminary or
final water-power permit. Reports showing possible power value in

lands should be brought to the attention of the district engineer.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

o
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL

AMENDMENT NO. 121. INSTRUCTIONS.

Settlement. That part of the National Forest Manual relating

to
"
claims, settlement, and administrative sites

"
is hereby amended

by adding to the paragraph on page 45, under the caption
" Sur\7

ey
of tract by metes and bounds," the following :

Provided, however, That if in any district lack of equipment or
of a sufficient number of competent surveyors renders it impossible
in the judgment of the district forester to carry out the provisions
of this paragraph, the land will be surveyed and listed in the usual

way without reference to the provisions of this paragraph or to the

paragraph on page 28 of the manual relating to this same subject.

HENRY S. GRAVES.
Forester.

32357 12
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. Ill INSTRUCTIONS.

JANUARY 31, 1912.

Settlement. The Instructions on page 38 are hereby amended by

inserting after the word " subdivision
"

at the end of paragraph 3.

the following:

Telephone lines constructed across tracts to be listed under the act

of June 11, 1906, should be surveyed in the same manner as roads.

The roads built or to be built for the needs of the public will be ex-

cepted from entry and patent, but the right of way occupied by the

telephone line will be reserved only so long as the line is used. Res-
ervations for telephone lines will not be 'made unless the line is ac-

tually constructed.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

2983712





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 124. INSTRUCTIONS.

MARCH 25, 1912.

Administrative Sites. The Instructions in the first sentence of

the third paragraph on page 54 are hereby amended by substituting
the following:

When the site selected is on National Forest land, the supervisor,
after indorsing his approval on the report, will submit it to the dis-

trict forester, and when the site is located by metes and bounds sur-

vey two blue-print copies of the tracing and one copy of the field

notes should accompany the report.
HENRY 8. GRAVES,

Forester.

o
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 143. INSTRUCTIONS.

OCTOBER, 31, 1912.

Settlement. The Instructions are hereby amended by inserting

after the fourth line on page 47 the following paragraph:

Where land is embraced within a coal withdrawal under the act of

June 22, 1910 (36 Stat, 533), the applicant should be
Lands valuable notified of the limitations of the act reserving to the

for coal. United States all right and title to any coal deposits
that may exist beneath the surface; and he should be

given opportunity to say whether he desires to take the land under
those conditions, which, in the event of coal discovery, allow him the

enjoyment of surface rights only. The first paragraph of the listing
letter should be as follows:

U
I have the honor to request that the following described land

(List
-

) in the - - National Forest be opened to settlement and

entry in accordance with the act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233),
and with the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat, 583), reserving to the
United States Government all right and title to any coal deposits that

may exist beneath the surface."

A. F. POTTER,

Acting Forester.
66695 12





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. 139 INSTRUCTIONS.

OCTOBER 1, 1912.

Claims. Since it is desirable that the procedure of the Forest

Service and that of the General Land Office should conform as nearly
as possible to each other in the return of final proof notices the

instructions in the last paragraph of page 15 of the Claims Manual

are hereby amended by substituting for indorsement (b) the fol-

lowing:

(b)
" Please withhold final certificate; report submitted (or will be

submitted) to the district forester
,
19 ."

Also as a substitute for (e) which previously designated the in-

dorsement which was eliminated by Amendment No. 136, dated Sep-
tember 20, 1912, and to be used when a report can not be made prior

to the return of the notice to the register and receiver and the super-

visor has not sufficient information at hand to warrant the use of

indorsement (a), the following indorsement:

(e)
" Please withhold final certificate until field investigation has

been made and report submitted by the Forest Service. A report will

be forwarded to the district forester on or about -
,
19 ."

A. F. POTTER,

Acting Forester.
62721* 12





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 153 INSTRUCTIONS.

DECEMBER 18, 1912.

Settlement. Amendment No. 140, issued October 15, 1912, is

hereby modified and amended by striking out the last sentence,

which reads as follows:

They shall not apply, however, to any lands listed prior to August
10, 1912.

In accordance with the instructions issued by the Solicitor under

date of November 26, 1912, to the district assistants to the Solicitor,

to the effect that they will hereafter attend all hearings and conduct

;
all claims cases involving claims to lands listed prior to August 10,

1912, in the same manner as they would treat claims cases involving
lands listed after that date, it will be considered that all lands listed

prior to August 10, 1912, have the same status as those which have

been listed subsequent to that date.

A. F. POTTER,

Acting Forester.

o
71128 13





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 124. INSTRUCTIONS.

MARCH 25, 1912.

Administrative Sites. The Instructions in the first sentence of

the third paragraph on page 54 are hereby amended by substituting
the following:

When the site selected is on National Forest land, the supervisor,
after indorsing his approval on the report, will submit it to the dis-

trict forester, and when the site is located by metes and bounds sur-

vey two blue-print copies of the tracing and one copy of the field

notes should accompany the report.
HENRY S. GRAVES,

Forester.

o
37878 12





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL,

AMENDMENT NO. 136 INSTRUCTIONS.

SEPTEMBER 20, 1912.

Claims. Since the agricultural appropriation bill, approved

August 10, 1912, provides that " no land listed under the act of June

eleventh, nineteen hundred and six, shall pass from the Forest until

patent issues," the instructions on pages 15 and 16 are hereby amended

by eliminating therefrom, after the word "
Service," in the next to

the last line on page 15, the following :

(e)
" This entry was initiated under the act of June. 11, 1906, and

no report will be made by the Forest Service, as the Department of

Agriculture has no authority to examine and report on this class of

claims."

Also by eliminating from page 16 the following paragraph :

On notice of final proof on entries under the act of June 11, 1906,
the notice will be returned to the register and receiver with the ap-

propriate endorsement (<?), and no examination or report will be
made. The other two copies of the notice, with the endorsement en-

tered thereon, will be sent to the district forester. Before returning
the notice to the register and receiver a memorandum of the notice

and the endorsement thereon will be made and filed with the settle-

ment case to which it relates.

A. F. POTTER,

Acting Forester*

59850 12
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREST SERVICE.

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL.

AMENDMENT NO. 120 INSTRUCTIONS.

Claims. That part of the National Forest Manual relating to
"
claims, settlement, and administrative sites

"
is hereby amended by

eliminating from the paragraph on page 19, under the caption
" Notice to claimant and supervisor of transmission of report to chief

of field division," the following words :

" and whether the report was

favorable or unfavorable," so that the paragraph will read, when

amended, as follows:

When a report is transmitted to the chief of field division the

district forester will at once notify the claimant of the fact, and the

date of transmission, with no further detail. A copy of the letter

to the claimant will be sent to the supervisor.

HENRY S. GRAVES,
Forester.

32357 12
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

THE NATIONAL FOREST MANUAL

AMENDMENT NO. 140 INSTRUCTIONS.

October 15, 1912.

Settlement. On page 41, paragraph 2, Condition 1, insert, "and

opening to entry" after the word "listing" in the second line so as

to make it read :

1. When the applicant wishes to occupy the land which has been

examined and favorably reported upon, pending its listing and open-

ing to entry under the act of June 11, 1906.

Also, in the first closely spaced paragraph on page 41, which is to

be inserted in permits issued under Conditions 1 and 2, substitute

"opened to entry" for the word "listed" in the third line thereof,

making it read as follows :

This permit shall not be construed to give the permittee any

preference right of entry under the act of June 11, 1906. This per-

mit shall terminate when the land is opened to entry, but if it be

shown that the permittee has not the preference right of entry, the

listing of the land will be deferred by the Secretary of Agriculture to

protect the growing crops
These amendments are made in view of the provision in the cur-

rent appropriation act providing that "no lands listed under the act

of June 11, 1906, shall pass from the Forest until patent issues."

They shall not apply, however, to any lands listed prior to August
10, 1912.

A. F. POTTER,
Acting Forester.
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